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1953 in Brief

Gross revenues in 1953 were $124,103,962 or $6,981,395 over the 1952 gross. The

past year was the first full year with the operations of the boulevard system included.

It was included in only the last three months in 195 2. The revenues in 195 3 were suf-

ficient to provide $1,216,714 for the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund and $82,690 for

the Operating Expense Reserve, after meeting all fixed obligations.

Payments of taxes and other items, to the State of Illinois, City of Chicago and

^ Chicago Park Districts were $2,899,472 including $1,269,923 for motor fuel tax to the

State of Illinois.

On October 1, 195 3, the Authority issued $7,000,000 principal amount of 4^/4%

Series of 1953 Revenue Bonds maturing July 1, 1982 to pay for that portion of the

branch of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company between Mont-

rose Avenue in Chicago and Linden Avenue in Wilmette, which had formerly been leased

by the Authority.

Substitution of buses for streetcar lines continues. Revenue streetcar track in opera-

tion decreased from 3 58 miles at December 31, 195 2 to 276 miles at December 31, 195 3.

Bus lines in operation increased from 1543 to 1581 single way miles.

Of 400 propane fueled motor buses on order, 124 had been delivered by December

31, 195 3. The remainder of this order and the order for 250 rapid transit cars will be

delivered in 1954.

Rates of fare for adults remained unchanged except for the establishment of five

10c shuttle bus routes in the downtown area. This was made coincident with the dis-

continuing of certain special commutation tickets for users of suburban railroads. The

child fare and student fare was changed from 10c or 5 '40c to 10c straight, but use

privileges for students were extended by making the 10c fare available to all students,

on proper identification, at all hours during the school year.

New Wage Agreements provided for by arbitration effective June 1, 195 3 for most

employes, provided for discontinuing the cost-of-living allowance (then 4 cents) and in-

creasing basic wage rates 8 cents an hour with additional increases totaling 8 cents to be

introduced gradually to January 1, 195 5.

The purchase of a portion of the fixed transportation facilities of Chicago, Aurora

and Elgin Railway Company for $1,000,000 (payable over the next six years) was ar-

ranged in 1953 (and completed early in 1954) as a step in the establishment of future

rapid transit rail service in that portion of the Congress Street Superhighway right-of-

way from Laramie Avenue in Chicago to Des Plaines Avenue in Forest Park.

The Chicago, Aurora and Elgin Railway Company, on September 20, 195 3, discon-

tinued operating to the downtown Chicago loop and began using the newly constructed

loop at Des Plaines Avenue, Forest Park, as its eastern terminal. At this time the Author-

ity's Garfield Park rapid transit service began operation on the Van Buren Street tem-

porary surface track adjacent to the Congress Street Superhighway.

As of December 31, 195 3, the total expenditures since April 1945 for moderniza-

tion, of the transit system amounted to $80,009,822 including $60,090,193 for passenger
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equipment. These represent permanent improvements on the properties of the former

Chicago Rapid Transit Company and Chicago Surface Lines.

The 1954 plans include some $25,000,000 for modernization of which $15,000,000

is for new passenger equipment. The budget also contemplates construction of trans-

portation and service buildings at the Elston and Armstrong garage site in the northwest

section of the City, representing an expenditure of approximately $2,5 00,000.

Financial Position and Results of Operations

Financial Statements

The financial position of the Authority at December 31, 1953 and 1952, the results

of its operations and fund transactions for the year ended December 31, 195 3 are set

forth in the balance sheets as of December 31, 195 3 and 195 2, and the related statements

of income, of funds and application of revenues included in this report. These state-

ments have been certified by Arthur Andersen & Co., the Authority's independent public

accountants.

Results of Operations

Revenues and their application in the order of precedence set forth in the Trust

Agreement securing the Authority's Revenue Bonds are compared for the years 195 3

and 1952 in the following summary. Operations for the year 195 2 include those of the

boulevard system for only three months after its acquisition on October 1, 195 2 from
Chicago Motor Coach Company:

1953 1952

Revenues $124,103,962 $117,122,567

Operation and maintenance expenses 106,296,905 100,716,140

17,807,057 16,406,427

Debt service requirements 6,579,336 5,388,314

Balance before depreciation 11,227,721 11,018,113

Provision for depreciation 9,928,317 9,431,583

Balance available for other charges 1,299,404 1,5 86,5 30

Other charges

—

Revenue Bond Amortization Fund 1,216,714 300,000

Operating Expense Reserve Fund 82,690 900,000

Available for Municipal Compensation — 386,5 30

$ 1,299,404 $ 1,586,530

Disposition of Hcrcnues

Revenues for the vear I'M 3 were adequate to meet all operation and maintenance

costs, debt ser\ice reiiuiremcnts, the full provision for depi'cciation and to make niaxi-
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mum annual deposits to the Revenue Bond Amortization Funds; in addition there re-

mained $82,690 for deposit in the Operating Expense Reserve Fund.

Although revenues remaining after operation and maintenance expenses were

$1,400,630 greater in 195 3 than in 1952, debt service and depreciation requirements in-

creased, the provision to the 1952 Revenue Bond Amortization Fund was operative for

the entire year as compared with only three months in 195 2 and that of the 195 3 Rev-
enue Bond Amortization Fund was added on October 1, 195 3 so that there remained

only $82,690 for deposit in the Operating Expense Reserve Fund whereas in 1952 there

had remained sufficient revenues to make the full $900,000 provision to that fund and

to leave, in addition, $386,5 30 available for municipal compensation, which latter amount
was offset by credits available to the Authority under the franchise ordinance and agree-

ments relating to the construction of the Congress Street Superhighway.

Changes in Revenues

Gross revenues for the year 1953 increased $6,981,395 over 1952. Most of this

increase was attributable to the fact that the present fare structure was in effect during

the entire year 195 3 and the operations of the boulevard system were also included for

the entire year whereas in 195 2 the present fare structure was effective only for seven

months beginning June 1 and the boulevard system was not acquired from Chicago Motor
Coach Company until October 1. The effect of these changes on the gross revenues of

the Authority is shown in the comparison below:

1953

Increase

(Decrease)

1953 1952 from 1952

Five months ended May 3 1 $52,358,771 $47,471,185 $4,887,586

Four months—June through September 40,720,387 37,070,169 3,650,218

Three months—October through December 31,024,804 32,581,213 (1,556,409)

Total revenues $124,103,962 $117,122,567 $6,981,395

The comparative results of the last period shown above, with primarily the same
fare schedule in effect and both including the operations of the boulevard system, reflect

primarily the effect of the continuing downward trend in riding which is being experi-

enced by the transit industry everywhere.

Approximately $44,000 of the decline in revenues experienced in the last quarter

of 195 3 arose from experimental "Shopping" fares of 10c for all rides originating be-

tween 9:30 A.M. and 1:30 P.M. which were tested on each of the four Tuesdays in

November 195 3. A modification of student rates was made in September 195 3 which
consisted of substituting a 10c fare available at all times of the day on all days of the week
during the school year, to bearers of a "Student Identification Card" for the rates of 10c

cash or the 5 for 40c tickets which had been available only during school hours to students

upon proper identification. Also Policemen may now ride free whether in or out of uni-

form, as provided by legislation amending the Enabling Act.

The change in operation of the Garfield Park Branch line of the rapid transit system

beginning September 20, 195 3, when trains started operating at ground level in Van
Buren Street also had some effect on revenues.
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Revenue Rides and Revenue Classes

The number of revenue passenger rides on the Authority's Hnes and the revenues

received from all sources during the years 195 3 and 1952 are summarized below:

Revenue Passenger Rides

—

Surface System*

Rapid Transit System

Total

Revenues

—

Passenger

—

Surface System*

Rapid Transit System

Chartered service

1953 1952

Per Cent
Increase

(Decrease)

574,821,563 545,332,228 5.41%
140,657,831 146,899,814 (4.25)

715,479,394 692 ,232 ,
042 3.36%

$100,318,768 $ 93,843,953 6.89%
21,171,184 21,119,392 .25

121,489,952 114,963,345 5.68

240,337 95,011 152.95

121,730,289 115,058,356 5.80

Station and car privileges 1,139,181 1,070,890 6.38

Rent of tracks and facilities . . . 524,523 567,457 (7.57)

Rent of buildings and other property ... 308,324 301,816 2.16

Miscellaneous 401,645 124,048 223.78

Total Revenues $124,103,962 $117,122,567 5.96%

"'Includes the boulevard system acquired on October 1, 195 2 from Chicago Motor
Coach Company.

Chartered service revenues increased substantial!)' in 195 3 as a result of the reorgani-

zation of this activity in September 1951 and the addition of the boulevard system in

October 1952. This service has been substantially limited to non-rush hours because of

the shortage of bus operators and the limited number of buses available.

Details of income from station and car privileges are shown below:

1953 1952

Card and poster ad\crtising in and on passenger equipment and

Rapid Transit stations $

Concessions

Vending machines

Parcel lockers

Transfer advertising

Miscellaneous

912,618
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The increase in 195 3 card and poster advertising arose primarily from including the

income from boulevard system equipment for the entire year while it was included for

only three months in 195 2 (after the Authority acquired the properties of Chicago Motor
Coach Company on October 1, 1952). A new contract for the handling of the Au-
thority's card and poster advertising facilities was entered into with Chicago Car Adver-
tising Company effective January 1, 1954, for a period of five years.

Miscellaneous revenues represent primarily interest earned by funds of the Authority
invested in U. S. Government securities; the additional earnings during 195 3 arose from
the investment of proceeds of Equipment Trust Certificates which were held pending
delivery of new equipment.

Elements of Operating Costs

A comparison of the principal elements of operating costs for the years 195 3 and
1952 is presented below:

1953

Wages and salaries $ 71,832,267

Pension contributions 4,494,5 5 8

Federal insurance contributions 902,042

Employes insurance 631,579

Total labor costs 77,860,446

Electric power purchased 5,863,803

Motor fuel consumed 3,705,248

Operating materials and supplies 5,712,132

Provision for injuries and damages 6,816,174

Miscellaneous services, supplies, etc. 6,339,102

Total operation and maintenance
expenses $106,296,905 $100,716,140 5. 54
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Distribution of CTA's 1953 Dollar

Comments on Cost Elements

Wage and salary cost increases in 195 3 reflected increases in wage rates and also labor

costs of the operations of the boulevard system for the entire year, while such operations

had been included for only the last three months in 1952. The dual effect of these was

blunted somewhat by the reduction in the number of employes from 17,509 at the end of

1952 to 16,845 at the end of 195 3. Part of the decrease in personnel in the Transporta-

tion Department, was due to the inability to hire replacements for employes retiring,

dying or quitting, and caused a continuance of payments for overtime which had been

necessary in previous years for the same reason. Changes in the hourly wage rates of

one-man operators are shown below as typical of the wage changes arising during 195 3:

Cost-of-Living

Base Rate Allowance Total

In effect January 1,1953 $1.84

January 4, 1 9 5 3 —
April 5, 1953 —
June 1, 1953 0.08

In effect December 31, 195 3 $1.92

$0.07
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Authority's counter-proposals were submitted to a Board of Arbitration which made an

award providing for the following principal changes in existing wage agreements:

1. Terminated the cost-of-living allowance provided by previous agreements.

2. Increased wage rates on the following hourly bases:

June 1, 1953 8c

January 1, 1954 2c

June 1, 1954 4c

January 1, 195 5 2c

16c

3. Increased employes' life insurance coverage (the premium for which is paid by
the Authority) from $1,2 5 to $1,500.

4. Increased sickness and accident payments (for which insurance is provided at

the Authority's expense) $5.00 per week, from $20.00 to $2 5.00.

The Board of Arbitration made its award effective until June 1, 195 5 but retained

jurisdiction to determine at that date whether the provisions of its award shall be extended
to December 31, 195 5.

Other factors contributing to fluctuations in operation and maintenance expenses
are summarized below:

Pension contributions were increased 1% from 5% to 6Vf of payroll on January 1,

195 3 in accordance with the pension agreement entered into June 1, 1952. The
rate of the Authority's contribution will increase an additional l^( on January 1,

195 5 under the terms of the same agreement. Increased earnings by employes
due to wage rate increases also contributed to the increase in pension contributions.

Federal insurance contributions decreased slightly during 195 3 because of the decrease

in number of employes from 17,509 on January 1, to 16,845 on December 31,

195 3. These costs will increase in 19 54 because of a 5^2% increase on January 1,

1954 in the Authority's contribution rate, from 2% to 2^/2%.

Cost of motor fuel consumed increased primarily as a result of a 1-cent increase on
January 1, 195 3 in the State of Illinois tax on these fuels, from 4c to 5c per gallon.

Part of the increased cost of motor fuels, offset by a decrease in cost of electric

power purchased, arose from the conversion of streetcar lines to motor buses and
the use of propane buses during week-ends on lines which are operated with street-

cars on week days. This practice is expected to continue until sufficient new motor
buses are received from those now on order to permit converting many of these

lines to permanent motor bus routes.

Operating materials and supplies costs showed a slight decrease in spite of increased

unit costs as the result of a reclamation of parts program launched during 195 3

by the Authority's Shops and Equipment Department. Also contributing to this

decrease was a revision in shop maintenance practices which permitted a reduction

in labor forces and a consequent reduction in use of material.
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The increase in the provision for injuries and damages in 195 3 was attributable to

(1) the increase in gross revenues, on which such provision is based, and (2) an
increase of 1', in the rate of provision, from 5'c to 6%, which was authorized

by Chicago Transit Board effective July 1, 195 3 because of increased costs of

settling claims and suits.

Payments to State of Illiuois, City of Chicago, and Chicago Park District

Payments by the Authority of taxes and other items to the State of Illinois, City of

Chicago, and Chicago Park District increased $343,448 in 195 3, as shown below:

1953 1952

State of Fuel Tax—Gasoline, diesel and propane fuel for

Illinois revenue buses, passenger autos, trucks and shops.

Charged to "Motor Fuel Consumed" $1,269,923 $ 877,435

State of License fees covering buses, trucks, trailers, autos

Illinois and chauffeurs. Charged to "Miscellaneous Serv-

ices and Supplies, etc." 5,794 5,465

State of Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by
Illinois Commonwealth Edison Company and paid to

and State of Illinois— 3% 164,250 180,834

City of City of Chicago— 4% 218,999 241,112

Chicago Charged to "Electric Power Purchased".

City of For a portion of City's cost of repaving streets on

Chicago which tracks have been abandoned. Charged to

"Depreciation Reserve". 5 30,804 369,196

City of State Street Subway facilities 137,362 137,362

Chicago Dearborn Street Subway facilities 15 3,974 15 3,974

Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies,

etc."

City of License fees covering buses, trolley coaches, autos,

Chicago trucks, trailers and flammable liquids. Charged

to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc." 218,366 191,955

City of Balance available for Municipal Compensation —
Chicago offset by credits under the franchise and agree-

ments pertaining to Congress Street Superhigh-

way construction — 386,530

Chicago Payment for wear and tear of boulevards arising

Park from operation of the Authority's buses. Charged

District to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc." 200,000 59,338

Total Payments During Year $2,899,472 $2,603,201

City of Liability for repaving streets on which tracks have

Chicago been abandoned but which have not yet been

rcpavcd $1,516,166 $1,562,166
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Debt Service Requirements

The issuance of additional series of Revenue Bonds on October 1, 1952 and 195 3 and
an increase in the amount deposited in the Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity Fund con-
tributed to the increase in debt service requirements as shown below:

1953 1952

Interest charges

—

Series of 1947 $3,780,312 $3,816,250

Series of 1952 1,030,274 258,750

Series of 1953 78,750 —

Series of 1947

Serial Bond

Maturity Fund

Revenue Bond Reserves

—

Series of 1947

Series of 1952

Series of 1953

$4,889,336
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accelerated retirement of its Revenue Bonds the portion applicable to the last quarter of

19 5 3 was deposited and applied towards the retirement of bonds during the first quarter

of 19 54. Together with $300,000 earned in 195 2 but deposited and applied to the retire-

ment of Revenue Bonds in 195 3, the operations of the Revenue Bond Amortization Funds
are summarized below:

Revenue Bonds Purchased and Retired
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together with $940,000 to be deposited in 1954, were made available for this purpose from
the proceeds of the Series of 1952 Revenue Bonds issued on October 1, 1952.

Funds on deposit with the Trustee for Equipment Trust Certificates for the purchase
of equipment represent unexpended proceeds from the sale of such certificates and pay-
ments from the Authority's Modernization Fund which are being held pending the com-
pletion and delivery of new buses and el-subway cars; deliveries commenced in the latter

part of 195 3 and are expected to be completed during 1954.

New Financing

During 195 3 the Authority issued additional revenue bonds and equipment trust

certificates to ( 1 ) eliminate rental of track and right-of-way by purchasing such prop-
erty, and (2) to continue the modernization of its equipment.

On October 1, 195 3 the Authority issued $7,000,000 principal amount of 4^%
Series of 195 3 Revenue Bonds maturing July 1, 1982, as the total purchase price paid
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company for right-of-way run-
ning north from near Leland Avenue in Chicago to Linden Avenue in Wilmette and
tracks on such right-of-way from near Wilson Avenue in Chicago to the northern end
of the right-of-way. The property acquired by the Authority and related items are

covered in greater detail elsewhere in this report.

The Series of 19 5 3 Revenue Bonds are identical in every respect to the Series of 1952
Revenue Bonds, including maturity date, with sinking fund and other provisions on a

pro rata basis of the principal amount of bonds issued.

New Elevated Curve at Lake and Paulin.i Streets fo

Douglas Park Route.

Temporary Use by
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Additional series of Equipment Trust Certificates were authorized and issued by the

Board during 195 3 to provide funds to purchase new equipment to continue its moderni-

zation program. Series 4 in the principal amount of $7,95 0,000 was issued on April 1,

1953 and Series 5 in the principal amount of $2,350,000 on October 1, 1953. Data with

respect to interest rates, annual maturities and collateral of both of these issues are set

forth in the Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates included in the financial state-

ments attached to this report. In addition, Note (1) to the Balance Sheets attached to

this report sets forth the additional series of certificates to be issued during 1954 and the

equipment to be pledged thereto.

Service and Plant Improvements

Surface System—Transportation

The delivery of additional new motor buses has enabled the elimination of more

streetcar track. Motor buses were substituted for streetcars on the following lines in 1953:

Round Date
Trip of

Miles ChangeRoute From To

67th-69th Oglesby & 67th 71st & Kedzie 15.70 May 2 5

Indiana Ave. Michigan & Wacker Indiana & 63rd 16.00 May 2 5

63rd St. 63rd & Stony Is. 63rd Pi. & Narragansett 20.66 May 2 5

43rd-Root 43rd & Lake Pk. Root & Halsted 5.16 Aug. 9

Madison St. Austin & Madison State & Madison 15.34 Dec. 3

Substitution of trolley bus service for motor bus operation was effected on:

Round Date
Trip of

Route From To Miles Change

Armitage Armitage & Clark Grand & Latrobe 12.88 Feb. 1

Roosevelt Road Roosevelt & Wabash Roosevelt & Monitor 14.92 May 24

These additional trolley bus substitutions were made possible by utilizing some of the

outmoded vehicles for a limited number of trips during the peak of the rush hours.

Off-St reel Terniinals

Five new off-street terminals were placed into service during the year for motor bus

turnarounds.

Terminal

Roosevelt & Wabash
Racine & 87th

26th & Kenton
Dcs Plaines & Garfield "L"
Ked/ie& 63rd PI.

Principal Route

Roosevelt Road
W'aliacc-Racino

Blue Island

Westchester

S. Kedzie

Date

May 12

May 28

June 28

Oct. 9

Dec. 15
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In addition to the above new turnaround locations several routes were extended to

existing turnarounds including the Austin Avenue bus route, which was extended to the

Milwaukee-Imlay loop, and the Laramie Avenue bus route, which was extended to the

Grand-Latrobe terminal. There are now in use 99 ot?-street terminals for streetcars,

trolley buses or motor buses.

Rerouting

Perhaps more reroutings of the surface lines were required during the year than in

any similar period in the history of Chicago transit, about sixty in all. Numerous rerout-

ings were required by the expansion of the one-way street system. Temporary routings

were required because of the numerous public construction projects, particularly in the

central business district. Rerouting changes were also effected co-ordinating the former
Chicago Motor Coach routes with the lines of the surface system by combining them for

through operation or modifying them to provide better connection with rapid transit

service. Of these, two should be noted especially:

The Austin Avenue bus line of the surface system was combined with the Austin

Boulevard line of the boulevard system, on February 1, 195 3. This afforded a through

route from Milwaukee and Austin to Roosevelt and Austin.

The Devon Avenue bus line was combined with the Howard-Ashland line on

October 18, 1953. This afforded a direct connection for Devon Avenue patrons to

the Loyola all-stop "L" station.

One-Way Streets

Additional one-way streets were added so that, at the year end, the traffic movement
designated for through streets in the loop area was as follows:

Lake Street

Randolph Street

Washington Street

Madison Street

Monroe Street

Adams Street

Jackson Boulevard

Van Buren Street

Wells Street

LaSalle Street

Clark Street

Dearborn Street

State Street

Wabash Avenue

Two-Way
One-Way
One-Way
One-Way
One-Way
One-Way
One-Way
Two-Way
Two-Way
Two-Way
One-Way
One-Way
Two-Way
Two-Way

East & West
Westbound
Eastbound
Westbound
Eastbound
Westbound
Eastbound
East & West
North & South

North & South

Southbound
Northbound
North & South

North & South

The extensive one-way street pattern in this area was made possible only through con-

verting many of the streetcar lines to bus service. At the end of 195 3 there were but five

streetcar lines operating in the loop area as compared with twenty-one lines in 1945. With-

in a short time this may be reduced to two car lines: Clark-Wentworth and Broadway-

State.
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Rapid Transit—Transportation

The most important change in rapid transit operation during the year was on the

Garfield Park Branch. The construction of a surface detour in and adjacent to Van Buren

Street between Sacramento Boulevard and Racine Avenue was completed. Simultaneously

with the completion of this detour, there was completed a transfer terminal at Des Plaines

Avenue in Forest Park, comprising an outer loop for Chicago Transit Authority trains

and an inner loop for Chicago Aurora and Elgin trains, with an overpass for Chicago

Transit Authority trains to avoid crossing at grade.

Effective September 20, 195 3, the Aurora and Elgin road ceased operating into the

Wells Street terminal on the Chicago loop and terminated its trains at the new Des Plaines

Avenue terminal in Forest Park. With this change Chicago Transit Authority furnished

all transportation from the Des Plaines Avenue terminal to and from the Chicago loop.

Other arrangements between Chicago Transit Authority and the Aurora and Elgin are

outlined elsewhere in this report.

With this change ten rapid transit stations were abandoned on the Garfield Park

branch and thirteen grade crossings were closed on account of highway construction. As
expected, a considerable overall loss in riding occurred with the beginning of detour

operation on the surface. Checks taken by the Authority indicated that the Aurora

and Elgin lost 40 per cent of its riders from those arriving east at Des Plaines avenue and

leaving west from there. In the case of the Garfield Park patronage from Des Plaines

Avenue to the loop it was found that the traffic diminished by 2 5 per cent but this loss is

practically all accounted for by the shift of riders to the Lake Street branch on the

elevated.

TEMPORARY ROUTING
GARFIELD PK. & DOUGLAS PK. RAPID TRANSIT
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Equipment

In November, 1952, an order was placed with Flxible-Twin Coach for 100 propane
buses. Early in 1953, an additional 300 buses were ordered. These buses incorporated

the desirable features which had been developed based on the Authority's experience with
the operation of the 500 propane buses purchased several years ago. Other improvements
incorporated included push-out type center doors. The builders started delivery of these

buses on August 27, 195 3 and on December 31, 195 3 had delivered 124.

During February, 195 3, a contract was entered into with the St. Louis Car Com-
pany for the construction of 150 rapid transit cars with an option to purchase 100 addi-

tional cars. This option was later exercised and a total of 2 50 cars are on order.

The contract and the construction of the cars was somewhat unusual in that the

Authority sold to the St. Louis Car Company an equivalent number of the PCC streetcars

which were owned and operated since 1946. The car company removed trucks, motors,

parts of control equipment, window sash, seats, light fixtures and other parts and used

them in the construction of the new cars. The car builder prepared a new body and then
applied the above mentioned parts. This has made it possible to obtain rapid transit cars

for a substantially lesser cost than cars with all new parts would have cost.

MODERN

EQUIPMENT

PURCHASES
SINCE JANUARY 1.1945

PRIOR TO
CURRENT ORDERS

AFTER DELIVERY OF
CURRENT ORDERS

3.695

3^295

STREETCARS

TROLLEY BUSES

MOTOR BUSES -^ ^

RAPID TRANSIT CARS
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In general these cars are similar to the 200 rapid transit cars purchased several years

ago but are improved in some particulars and are more streamlined in appearance. They
are equipped with a public address system and have a track brake on one truck. Pro-

visions have been made to reduce vibration, particularly at higher speeds.

The use of higher speed rapid transit cars will be desirable with the development of

clear right-of-way and track alignment that will permit such speeds. Consideration is

being given to equipping four rapid transit cars with motors, controls and trucks for such

high speed operation. These cars may be ready for tests during the summer of 19S4.

Roachvoy Improvemen ts

During the year a total of 63.92 miles of single track on public streets and 5.5 6 miles

of single track in carhouses and yards were abandoned due to substitution of buses for

streetcars. The major mileage changes on the three types of surface system service were:

Type of Service December 31, 195 3 December 31, 1952

Revenue Track in operation (equivalent miles of

single track) 275.84 3 57.5 5

Trolley bus lines (single way miles) in operation 246.75 224.63

Motor bus lines (single way miles) in operation 1,333.96 1,318.43

A total of 9.81 single track miles of abandoned tracks were removed in connection

with street improvement work. 3.93 single track miles were removed on private right-

of-way and 2.17 single track miles were removed in carhouses and yards. Also on streets,

80.48 single track miles were covered with asphalt in connection with resurfacing work
by the City, County and State. This has resulted in considerable improvement in operat-

ing conditions for our bus lines. Incidentally this improvement has substantially in-

creased competition from automobiles on these routes.

The total track that has been removed in connection with repaving work, since the

Authority was founded in 1945, is 123.71 miles. In that period 327.44 single track

miles were covered with asphalt. Since virtually all of the track mileage was in the form
of double track the City and other public authorities have been able to pave or resurface

over 22 5 miles of roadway free from rails on the surface. This has been a worthwhile
contribution to the cause of relieving street congestion.

liiiildiiiK C.onstriiclion

The Authority continued during 195 3 its conversion of carhouses to bus garages.

The principal work of this type was done at the 69th and Ashland and the Lawndale
houses. The work at Lawndale was substantially completed during the year, including

heating and ventilating work. In addition to remodeling of buildings at 69th and Ash-
land, new heating and ventilating, propane storage tanks and related piping were installed.

Additional work was done at South Shops, particularly in the matter of providing
facilities for bulk storage of fuel. I'"urther work was completed at Skokie Shops, for more
ctlicient handling ol maintenance on rapid transit cars.

A transportation department building was completed at the western terminal of
the Douglas Park rapid transit line. The space was occupied by the transportation de-
partment in December, 195 3.
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IT recking Structures

Wrecking of the Garfield Park elevated structure between Paulina Street and Sacra-

mento Boulevard began shortly after operation started on the surface detour. This wreck-
ing was completed and payment of $12,000 was made to the Authority by the contractor.

A contract was awarded providing for payment to the Authority of $16,500 by the
contractor for wrecking of the Humboldt Park Branch elevated structure west of Western
Avenue. This work will go forward early in 1954. Service on this branch was discontinued
on May 5, 1952.

Electric Power

The decrease in the use of electricity because of increasing operation with motor
buses has required considerable rearranging of electric power facilities. This has enabled
the reduction of the number of points of supply for power. Three substations were
abandoned during the year namely, Argo, Westlawn and 40th Street.

In accordance with the agreement with Commonwealth Edison Company the Frank-
lin substation and the East 63 rd substation which had been operated by Edison were
taken over and operated by Chicago Transit Authority forces.

The Forest Park substation became a point of supply after the Authority rendered
sole operation on the Garfield Park rapid transit track between Laramie Avenue and Des
Plaines Avenue.

Traffic Safety

The following quotation is from the annual report of the Citizens Traffic Safety

Board of Metropolitan Chicago:

"The three factors effective in achieving the goal of safer and more efficient

street traffic are enforcement, engineering and education.

"Engineering and enforcement are functions of government. Engineering im-
proves streets physically. Enforcement is the greatest single deterrent to traffic law
violators. Education seeks to teach pedestrians and drivers how to avoid accidents.

Although a strong program of traffic law enforcement and constant engineering

improvement is essential, their full benefits cannot be realized without a supporting

educational program of the sort provided by the Citizens Traffic Safety Board."

The Citizens Traffic Safety Board, which is privately financed, has been a factor in

the progress that has been made in correcting unsatisfactory traffic conditions. Its in-

tensive educational program is believed to be an important element in bringing about the

decrease by 30 (from the previous year) in the number of traffic fatalities in the Cit}'

of Chicago. Chicago Transit Authority has continued support of this project.

Real Estate

In 1953 twelve parcels of real estate were sold at a total sales price of $399,200.

Among these were the Armitage Avenue carhouse, the office building at Clark and Di-

vision Streets and the office building at 600 W. Washington Boulevard.

Eight parcels of real estate were purchased at a total purchase price of $96,2 5 0. These

purchases were principally for route terminals or additions to garage sites.

Several parcels of real estate not used now in operations will probably be sold during

the year 1954.
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Modernization Status

The total expenditures for modernization of the transit system from 1945 to the end

of 19T3 were $80,009,822. Of this $61,090,193 or 76 per cent was for new passenger

equipment.

It should be noted that the above applies only to permanent improvements such as

cars, buses, shops, garages, etc., on the former Chicago Rapid Transit Company and the

former Chicago Surface Lines. It does not include the purchase price of Chicago Motor

Coach ($16,476,786) or improvements thereto. Also not included is the purchase price

of the portion of the Evanston branch of the Milwaukee Road ($7,000,000) and the

purchase price of fixed transportation facilities from the Chicago Aurora and Elgin

Railway ($1,000,000), which have increased the assets of the Authority.

The Authority has contributed other sums from earnings which were applied directly

to public improvements, including the contribution to street paving where tracks are

abandoned and payments for subway transportation equipment.

^Ik
rjS^ v-rj

Bridge Repnirs Cmsc One of M.iny Tempor.iry Reroutinns for CTA Bus Lines.
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Administrative Activities

Rates of Fare

"Basic fares for adult passengers continued to be 20c cash or 5 tokens for 8 5c on the

surface system and 20c cash or 5 tokens for 90c on the rapid transit system. Transfers

are free but transfers between surface and rapid transit may be made only on payment of

the rapid transit fare.

The sale and use of 10c railroad commuter bus coupons on the boulevard system was
discontinued on February 1, 195 3. On that date shuttle bus service in the central business

district was expanded to 5 routes on which adult rides, without transfer, may be taken

for 10c.

Effective September 7, 195 3, the fares for children under 12 years of age and for

school children 12 years of age or over, which had been 10c or 5 tickets for 40c, were
changed to 10c. The use by school children of these half fares was liberalized to the extent

that the 10c fares are available for passage at all times during the school year, whereas the

school rate was previously restricted to certain hours on school days. The elimination of

the 5 40c ticket simplified the administration of the fare schedule and the less restricted

use of the 10c fare has proven popular.

A check (made in January, 1954) indicates that 13 per cent of the rides on the

surface system are by persons paying a 10c fare. This includes those on the half fare

basis and those using the shuttle service.

Two types of experimental bargain fare days were tried. The first, which was effec-

tive on Friday, August 28, and on Friday, September 4, 195 3, provided that children

between the ages of 12 and 18 inclusive would pay a fare of 10c. The purpose of this

was to promote pre-school shopping. The results were not conclusive as too many factors

were involved, but indications were that no increase in revenue resulted.

The second type of bargain fare provided for a 10c fare for all persons on the four

Tuesdays in November, 195 3 between the hours of 9:30 A.M. and 1:30 P.M. This was

good on all transit facilities of the Authority in the city single fare area. Extensive checks

indicated that, while some increased riding resulted, the total revenue on the four Tuesdays

involved was approximately $44,000 less than would have been expected for four Tuesdays

operating at the standard rate of fare. There was no improvement in revenue as time

went on and no steps were taken to continue the experiment beyond the four Tuesdays

originally established.

Related to the administration of fare collection are the simplified transfer regula-

tions which were made effective on November 15, 195 3. Transfers continue to be valid

only for continuous rides over reasonably direct routes. Transfers between lines that do

not meet and do not operate within one standard city block of each other are valid only

at locations designated by CTA. A number of such points were authorized, most of

which increased the possibilities for combination Surface-Rapid Transit rides, with time-

savings to the users.

* Effective April 22, 1954, basic fares for adult passengers were increaseJ to 20<': cash with tokens aiailablc at 5 for $1.00 on

both surface and rapid transit systems. Suburban through fares were set at iO<- cash.
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Wage Ajireptnents

The maximum wage rate for one-man vehicle operators was $1.84 per hour, im-

mediately prior to June I, 195 3. A cost-of-living allowance, then 4c per hour, was in

addition to the basic rate or a total of $1.88 per hour was paid.

Division 241 of the Amalgamated Association of Street Electric Railway and Motor

Coach Employes of America notified Chicago Transit Authority, some time before the

period beginning June 1, 195 3, when changes in the wage agreement could be made effec-

tive, that it was serving new demands. Similar notices were received from Division 308

and other unions at later dates.

The principal demands by the unions included an increase of 26c in hourly wage

rates, two additional paid holidays, increase in life insurance coverage to $2,000, increase

in sick and accident pay from $20 to $2 5 per week, payment by the Authority of hospital

insurance premiums covering dependents, and granting of one month's vacation to em-

ployes after 20 years of service.

The Authority's principal request was that there be no change in the then existing

wage agreements. Negotiations were carried on to effect a settlement. Agreement proved

impossible and the parties resorted to arbitration. Chicago Transit Board appointed

Werner W. Schroeder as its arbitrator. Division 241 and Division 308 appointed Judge

James J. McDermott of the Superior Court of Cook County as their arbitrator.

No third arbitrator was appointed. The two arbitrators agreed on findings and an

award on May 28, 195 3. The award provided that the basic hourly wage rates and

monthly salaries of all employes covered by the existing agreements with Division 241 and

Division 308 would be increased as follows:

8c per hour beginning June 1, 195 3

2c per hour additional beginning January 1, 19 54

4c per hour additional beginning June 1, 19 54

2c per hour additional beginning January 1, 195 5

The initial rate for one-man vehicle operators was $1.92 per hour and the ultimate

rate ($2.00 per hour) would remain in effect until June 1, 1955. The cost-of-living

formula which had been provided for in the previous agreements was eliminated as of

June 1, 195 3. (It was 4 cents per hour at that time). The portion of the agreements

relating to working conditions, group life insurance, sick and accident pay and vacation

allowances were modified slightly.

The arbitrators, with the consent of the Chairman of Chicago Transit Authority

and the heads of Division 241 and Division 308 retained full jurisdiction for the sole

purpose of determining on or before June 1, 195 5, whether the rate which goes into effect

on January 1, 1955 shall continue without change to December 31, 1955.

The award also provided that former Ciiicago Motor Coach Company employes,

which had been represented by Division 1381 of the Amalgamated, would be governed

by the terms of the labor agreement between l")ivision 241 and the Authority. This

representation became effective on June I, l'-'^3, ahlioiigli all necessary schedule changes

were not completed until August 9, 195 3.
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Agreements with other unions were effected along the lines of the arbitration award
for Division 241 and Division 308, except for a group of electrical workers affiliated with

Local Union 9 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. In this case arbi-

tration was again resorted to, but with a three man board. The three arbitrators agreed

on a settlement in the form of an award dated December 31, 195 3.

Pensions

Im

As of December 31, 19 5 3, there were 4,647 employes being paid Retirement Benefits

under our Retirement Plan. Following are statistics for the Retirement Plan for Chicago

Transit Authority employes.

Number retired during the year 602

Number of deaths for the year 328

Contributed by employes during the year $2,143,915.26

Contributed by the CTA during the year 4,275,262.17

Money paid out during the year 5,123,504.13

Total cash and investments in Fund 1-1-53 7,498,789.81

Total cash and investments in Fund 12-31-53 9,290,171.66

The Pension Division of the Insurance Department began paying retirement allow-

ance benefits under the Retirement Plan for Chicago Transit Authority employes on

June 30, 195 3 for those employes who were covered under the Retirement Plan for

Chicago Motor Coach Company employes represented by Division 1381, and on Septem-
ber 30, 195 3 to those employes who were covered by the Chicago Motor Coach Company
Non-Union Employes Pension Trust.

These two Funds were absorbed into the Retirement Plan for Chicago Transit Au-
thority employes effective January 1, 195 3.

A summary of the Fire Insurance carried at the close of the year follows:

Amount

$1,500,000 in excess of $500,000 on property valued at $87,000,000

expires November 24, 195 6

Trust Agreement Rolling Stock:

Series 1, 2 and 3 (Purchased) expires 9-1-54 21,500,000

Series 4 (Being purchased) expires 7-7-56 4,436,300

Building and Contents (Boulevard System) 2,400,000

expires October 29, 195 6

Total $115,336,300

Of the $87,000,000, on which the policy for damage in excess of $5 00,000 is carried,

$81,000,000 represents Chicago Transit Authority properties other than the Boulevard

System. The Boulevard System was added with a valuation of $6,000,000 beginning

November 24, 195 3. These represent the self-insured properties of the Authority. Of
the $81,000,000 valuation for this group the losses for the year were $95,237. If these

properties had been insured the premium cost would have been $135,136. The savings
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to the Authority for the past year through operation on the self-insurance basis was

therefore $39,899.

The Authority also carries public liability insurance for certain specific locations as

well as comprehensive coverage on dishonesty, disappearance and destruction of money
and securities. Boiler and pressure vessel insurance is carried covering liabilities from
explosions.

On June 1, 195 3, as awarded by the Arbitration Board the amount of group life

insurance on each employe was increased from $1250 to $1500. Employes of the Boulevard

S>'stem (subject to some readjustments) were included in this coverage, as well as in the

group health and accident and hospital and surgical insurance.

Accident Prevcution

Although accident costs have been rising, good progress has been made in the field of

accident prevention. The following is a brief summary of public accidents in 195 3 com-
pared with 1952.

Per Cent
1953 1952 Change

Total number of public accidents on Surface System 27,736 31,159 —11.0

Number of traffic type accidents on Surface System
per 100,000 miles operated 12.3 13.7 -10.2

Number of passenger type accidents on Surface Sys-

tem per 1,000,000 rides 5.2 5.4 -3.7

Total number of public accidents on Rapid Transit

System 3,360 3,380 -0.6

Number of traffic and passenger accidents (combined)
on rapid transit system per 100,000 miles operated 1.7 1.7 0.0

The good record on the rapid transit system has been maintained and an encouraging

reduction in frequency rates has resulted on the surface system.

The reinstruction of accident-prone trainmen constituted a considerable portion of

the accident prevention program. A new inter-station competition called the Station

Achievement Award has been set up for both the surface and rapid transit systems. This

proxidcs that each station shall compete with its previous record, averaged over three years,

and shall be eligible for periodic awards based on an improvement factor comparison be-

tween stations. This plan was put into effect October 1, 195 3.

CUiinis

The total disbursements for claims in 1953, including overhead expenses, amounted
to $6,817,324 or 5.49' , of the gross, as compared with $6,214,638 or 5.3I^( of the gross

during 195 2. The amounts paid per 100,000 passengers were:

Type of Service 195 3 1952

Streetcars $829 $680

Buses 309 260

Rapid Transit 326 322

System 449 411
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The number of claims pending decreased from 4,495 at December 31, 195 2 to 3,8 5 3

at December 31, 195 3. The average cost of claims disposed of was $162 in 195 3, which
represented an increase above the $15 5 average cost in 19 52.

The number of law suits disposed of during 1953 was 1,848 as compared with 1,603

in the calendar year 195 2. The number of law suits pending increased from 5,649 at

December 31, 1952 to 6,094 at December 31, 195 3.

In 195 3 suit settlement payments made during the year amounted to $2,794,8 5 3, an

average of $1,512, per suit disposed of. This compares with total payments of $2,249,790,

or an average of $1,403 in 195 2.

The total expenses of suits disposed of amounted to $669,463 in 195 3 as compared
with $742,964 in 1952. The average expense per case disposed of in 1953 was $362 as

compared with $463 in 1952.

Purchases and Stores

The general direction of these activities were placed under the supervision of a Gen-
eral Superintendent of Purchases and Stores. These two departments now have their

headquarters at the Merchandise Mart and a new stationery store room was set up in the

Merchandise Mart on January 26, 195 3 to serve the requirements of all offices in the Mart.

It has been the policy of these two departments to reduce inventories. The rapid

conversion from streetcars to buses has rendered this task difficult but inventories of ap-

proximately $8,000,000 in December, 1949 were reduced to approximately $6,800,000

in December, 195 3. About $400,000 of this reduction was made during the past year.

During the year there were 5 5 formal bid openings held and 2 57 informal bid open-

ings. The total value of invoices for other than passenger equipment purchases were

$13,206,083. In addition $2,021,397 was expended for new passenger equipment from
the trust equipment funds.

Reclamation and sales of scrap continued to be substantial, but prices were lower.

In the year 1953 $847,276 was realized from scrap sales. The annual average of scrap

sales for the seven year period 1948-1953 inclusive was $1,043,300.

Purchase of Milwaukee Road Property

Effective October 1, 195 3, a section of the right-of-way of the Evanston Division

of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company was purchased by
Chicago Transit Authority for $7,000,000. This section, 7.68 miles in length, with

25.48 miles of regular track and 3.28 miles of gauntlet track or 28.76 track miles in all,

extends from Montrose Avenue in Chicago to Linden Avenue in Wilmette and is a vital

portion of the Authority's rapid transit operation.

The Authority, or its predecessors, operated this section by lease for many years. The
portion of the route from Leland Avenue in Chicago to Central Street in Evanston was
placed in operation in 1908 and the route was extended to Linden Avenue in 1912. The
track operated by the Authority is all elevated except between the last two stations at

the north end of the line.
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There are four tracks on the portion from Leland Avenue to Howard Street. There

are two tracks from Howard Street to Linden Avenue. The two outer tracks on the four

track portion and both tracks on the two track portion are being used jointly with the

Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee Railway which makes payments to the Authority

on a car mile basis for such use.

Notice of termination of the lease was received from the Milwaukee Road and the

Authority would have been faced with increased rental costs beginning January 1, 1954.

The rental was currently $466,593 per year. Annual payments under a proposed 25 year

lease would have been $5 5 8,934. Under the purchase plan the average annual cost for

bond service will be $496,907 (including $246,5 8 5 for interest) for a period of twenty-

eight years, after which no additional payments will be required.

The Milwaukee Road purchased Seven Million ($7,000,000) Dollars in CTA revenue

bonds from the Authority. This provided CTA with money for payment for the pur-

chase of property. These bonds are due July 1, 1982 and bear interest at 4^*"! com-

mencing October 1, 19 5 3. In accordance with the purchase agreement with the Mil-

waukee Road, the old lease terminated on September 30, 195 3.

While the Authority acquired all of the land in the section described certain freight

facilities were retained by the Milwaukee Road for as long as it is required by public

authority to maintain such facilities.

Chicago North Shore and Milivauhee Railway Co.

The operating agreement between Chicago Transit Authority and Chicago North
Shore and Milwaukee Railway Company terminated on April 30, 195 3 and a new agree-

jnent was negotiated and executed, in which the car mile charge payable by the latter

for the use of the Authority's power, track and other facilities, was increased from
22c to 23c per car mile for the term of the renewal period May 1, 1953 to May 1, 1954.

i //

I ^ « ; Ik; iL

MILWAUKEE ROAD PROPERTY PURCHASED
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The crews of the Authority had been operating the trains of the North Shore Hne
from Howard Street in Chicago (the City Hmits) to the Roosevelt Road terminal of that

railroad. This situation resulted from a jurisdictional dispute between the unions of the

two companies. This caused no great inconvenience to the Authority because the services

of its crews were paid for at cost. However, the North Shore claimed substantial in-

creased costs were occasioned by this arrangement.

In a suit of North Shore against Division 308 of the Amalgamated Association of

Street Electric Railway and Motor Coach Employes of America, the Circuit Court of
Cook County, in a decree dated June 30, 1953, ordered that on and after July 1, 195 3 the

North Shore be permitted to operate trains on the Skokie Valley and Mundelein Route
south of Howard Street with its own crews and that, after February 1, 1954, the crews
of the North Shore be permitted to operate its Shore Line trains through to the Roosevelt

Road terminal. All trains of the North Shore are now operated by its crews over the full

length of its routes.

Chicago. Aurora and Elgin Raihvay Company

In accordance with an order of the Illinois Commerce Commission, dated July 29,

195 3, the Chicago Aurora and Elgin Railway Company was temporarily authorized to

suspend its operation between Des Plaines Avenue, Forest Park, and the Wells Street

terminal in the Chicago loop. The portion of this operation from Laramie Avenue in

Chicago to the loop was over the elevated structure of Chicago Transit Authority.

The suspension became effective on September 20, 195 3, when operation of CTA
trains began over the temporary surface tracks, which had been built for use by the

Authority's Garfield Park line. At that time the Aurora and Elgin trains began operation

to a newly constructed eastern terminal at Des Plaines Avenue in Forest Park. The

PASSENGERS AND SURFACE VEHICLES ENTERING

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
CORDON COUNT DATA AVERAGE WEEKDAY MAY 1953

851.000 PASSENGERS ENTERING 203.000 SURFACE VEHICLES ENTERING

AUTOS 147.777

(STREETCARS 1,952

(buses 4.945

(TRUCKS 21.505

JtaxIS 25.939

Ibuses i.oia

TOTAL 203.136

THOUSANDS

200 300

OF PASSENGERS
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Garfield Park trains of the Authority's rapid transit system operated to this terminal

where passengers of the Aurora and Elgin could transfer across the platform between the

trains of the two systems.

The Authority had been operating over the tracks of the Aurora and Elgin from

Laramie Avenue in Chicago to Des Plaines Avenue in Forest Park under a leasing agree-

ment. The Authority arranged for the acquisition of the rails, ties, switches, signal

systems and other equipment and appurtenances constituting the fixed transportation

facilities of the Aurora and Elgin in this area. The purchase was made at a price of

$1,000,000 together with interest at the rate of 4*",' per annum on the balance of this sum

from time to time remaining unpaid. The initial payment of $148,000 was made and

the remaining balance of $852,000 is to be paid in six annual installments of $142,000,

payable on the 1st day of December of the years 19 54 to 1959 inclusive.

The County of Cook and the State of Illinois are acquiring the right-of-way of the

Aurora and Elgin in this area for construction of the West Route Superhighway. The

Authority has entered into an agreement with the County of Cook and Department of

Public \Vorks and Buildings of the State of Illinois providing for construction, by the

public agencies, of all fixed transportation facilities for railway operation in a portion of

the highway right-of-way. This will provide the Authority with an uninterrupted route

along the line of the expressway which will connect with the subway in Congress Street.

The Des Plaines Avenue terminal in Forest Park was built by the Authority's forces

at the expense of the public agencies. The public agencies will replace it with a permanent

terminal when the highway construction is completed. A free parking lot accommodat-

ing approximately 300 automobiles was constructed at this terminal. This is virtually

used to capacity and additional parking facilities are contemplated for the more permanent

layout.

I'tihlir Iiiformalioii

Using various available media, Chicago Transit Authority endeavored throughout

195 3 to adhere to its policy of keeping its patrons, and the public generally, informed of

its activities.

In the latter months of 1953, CTA launched its nn)st intensive newspaper advertising

campaign. Promotional material was displayed daily, Monday through Thursday, in the

metropolitan papers during September, October, November and December. The ad-

vertising schedule also included community newspapers on a limited scale. This campaign

emphasized the time savings available to riders by using surface lines as feeder routes and

the fast, "traffic-free" "L"-subway for the greater part of their trips.

Although no exact valuation is possible, this promotional campaign—costing approxi-

mately $3 3,000— is believed to have contributed substantialK to the present increase in

riding on the rapid transit system.

The \ari()us media on CTA facilities—unlcased car card space, poster space on station

platforms, exterior space on passenger equipment and on CTA structures; and the backs

of transfers—are used extensively in CTA promotion. During 195 3, CTA displayed its

own C()p\', .It little cost, in space with a sales \alue ot more than si 00, 000.
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Under a special arrangement with certain television stations, whereby television time
was obtained for car card and traveling display space, CTA received about $80,000 of

promotional and institutional television advertising during the year.

Publications

Frequent issues of Rider's Reader are published and distributed to CTA patrons from
"Take-One" boxes in cars and buses. This is a convenient medium for discussions of
service problems, announcements, and service changes.

A total of more than 2,000,000 folders, and leaflets, including 80,000 printed sched-
ules of service on various lines, were distributed in 1953.

The CTA publishes and distributes by mail Transit News, its employe publication

with a monthly circulation of 23,000. The magazine features unusual activities on CTA
and human interest stories of interest to its personnel. The mailing list includes employes
—active, retired, and on military leave of absence,—and a reciprocal group of other
companies.

Customer Relations

Upward of 16,000 written and oral communications of complaint, commenda-
tion, suggestion, constructive criticisms and requests for information were received and
processed during the past year. Each letter was given individual attention and, when
necessary, the subject matter was thoroughly investigated, with a letter of reply sent to

the writer.

C.T.A. provided car card and poster advertising space to the many worthy local and
national governmental, civic, charitable, and public recreational activities of the Chicago
area.

Management and Personnel

Chicago Transit Board

Mr. William W. McKenna was reappointed a member of Chicago Transit Board for

the seven year term beginning September 1, 19 5 3. The appointment was made by Hon-
orable Martin H. Kennelly, Mayor of Chicago, with the consent of the City Council. The
appointment was approved by Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois and
made effective by Mr. McKenna filing his oath of office on September 28, 195 3 with the

Secretary of State of the State of Illinois.

Mr. McKenna has been a member of the Board since its establishment. He was
again elected Secretary of the Board by its members.

The Board held thirty-four meetings for the transaction of business in 195 3. There
were a number of public hearings on various matters, most of which related to service

extensions and adjustments. Many informal conferences on policy matters were held

during the year including the numerous problems arising from the service changes made
necessary by the construction of the Congress Street Superhighway.

Management

In order to better correlate the activities of various departments four General Super-

intendent positions were established effective July 1, 195 3.
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Mr. T. B. O'Connor was appointed General Superintendent of Transportation and

Equipment maintenance. The office of Superintendent of Transportation, vacated by

Mr. O'Connor, was filled by Mr. C. E. Keiser.

Mr. G. S. Graybiel was appointed General Superintendent of Purchasing and Stores.

Mr. S. D. Forsythe was appointed General Superintendent of Engineering. His supervisory

activities cover Way and Structures, Electrical, Design, Specifications and Compliance,

Traffic Engineering and Equipment Engineering.

Mr. E. A. Imhoff was appointed General Superintendent of Personnel. His activities

cover Labor Negotiations, Employment, Medical, Job Classification, Accident Prevention,

Training, Insurance and Pensions and Suggestion System.

Dr. George H. Irwin was appointed Medical Director and head of the Medical De-
partment, effective October 12, 195 3.

Among the retirements during the year was that of Edward J. Blair, Special Engi-

neer, who retired on April 1, 195 3, after forty-nine years of service.

Eiiijiloyiiwut

Although there were 17,544 applicants for employment during the year as compared
with 11,925 applicants in 1952, only 1754 or 10 per cent were found to be acceptable.

It was found possible to fill clerical, laboring and rapid transit trainmen jobs with little

delay. However, there was a shortage of surface system operators throughout the year,

which varied from about 207 in May to 470 in November in spite of the fact that there

were a number of conversions from two man operation to one man operation, thereby

producing additional man power. The weekly overtime costs for the year on the surface

system were estimated to be in excess of $1,100,000 due to man power shortages.

B)' the end of 195 3 more manpower became available; and by the date of this report

the Authority had filled its required complement of employes and overtime payments
had been practically eliminated.

The total number of employes of Chicago Transit Authority at the close of the year

was 16,845.

Other I'crsoiiiifl iitirilics

Concurrent with the move of the Job Classification Department to the Merchandise
Mart on April 30, a central personnel record department was established as part of the

Job Classification program. The transfer of personnel records of the boulevard system
employes to the central personnel record room in the Mart was made on May 22, thereby
placing all personnel records in a centralized location.

The Medical Department was reorganized on October 12, under the supervision of

the Medical Director. All of the various medical activities were combined in this one
group, which comprises, in addition to the Director, four other physicians and surgeons,

two nurses and one medical stenographer. A total of 16,692 examinations were made in

195 3, including x-rays on 669 employes and clcclrocan.iiograms on 1 1 1 employes.
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The Employe Suggestion System received 1198 suggestions from 957 employes. Of
these 82 were adopted. It is estimated that savings of $18,154.00 resulted from sugges-
tions and $1,603.00 was paid as awards. The average award was $19.5 5 with a maximum
award of $200.00. It is the belief of the Board that in addition to the value of the
monetary savings resulting through ideas received, the Authority benefits in that the
employe participating in the suggestion system demonstrates that he has a better than
average interest in his job and in the welfare of the Authority.

Because of the rapid conversion to buses all new men in the surface system operator
group (1074 in all) were trained to be qualified as bus operators in addition to being
trained to other duties as may be temporarily required. On the rapid transit system the
major change in passenger service was the temporary revision of the Garfield Park route.
The nature of the ground level operation and the many changes in operating procedures
caused by this rerouting required extensive training of all rapid transit personnel on the
Garfield Park Branch.

Plans for 1954

The 1954 plans include some $25,000,000 for modernization, of which $15,000,000

is for new passenger equipment. Among the new construction contemplated is the new
transportation and service buildings at the Elston and Armstrong garage site. This has

been delayed for some time. It is planned that storage lots will be provided to accommo-
date 375 buses, thereby enabling better distribution of equipment in the northwest area.

The completed project will represent an expenditure of approximately $2,5 00,000. This
will be the third completely new garage and bus site developed by the Authority. The
previous developments of this kind were at Beverly on the south side and at North Park
on the north side.

Chicago Transit Authority will make a city-wide survey of existing automobile park-
ing lots and areas that may be suitable for parking adjacent to rapid transit stations, outside

the central business district. The intention is to use the information in a campaign to

induce motorists to park their cars at conveniently located outlying rapid transit stations

and complete their trips by rapid transit.

In 1954 there will be delivered 276 propane fueled motor buses from ordei's out-
standing at the beginning of the year. These will be used principally for substitution of
two-man streetcars. Deliveries of the 250 rapid transit cars on oi'der will start in Febru-
ary and all cars are expected to be delivered by the close of the year. This will effect a

substantial improvement in the rapid transit system service and reduce to a small per-

centage the vehicle mileage operated by other than all-steel cars.

The next major temporary rerouting on the rapid transit system, because of Congress
Street Superhighway construction, will be that of the Douglas Park line. Early in the

year this route will begin operation over the Paulina Street structure of the former Metro-
politan elevated to Lake Street, and thence to the loop over the Lake Street elevated

structure. Structural connections are being built to make this operation possible. It is

contemplated that in the final plan, the Douglas Park line will be one of the group to

operate in the Dearborn-Milwaukee subway via the new Congress Street subway.
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Acknoi vled'fituonts

The Board is appreciative of the patience of the riding public in adjusting to the

numerous temporary reroutings, that were made necessary by the construction of pubhc
improvements which will be of permanent benefit to the residents of this area.

Acknowledgment is made of the helpful attitude of the City of Chicago and other

governmental agencies in cooperating to enable the Authority to continue a high standard

of service.

We express sincere thanks to the employes of the Authority for their efforts during

195 3 and for their understanding of the problems in providing good transit service for

our community.

By Order of the Board

chairman.

Room 734
Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago 54, iHinois

April 1, 1954.
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AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE

To Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

(an Ilhnois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 195 3, and the related state-

ments of income, of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenues and of funds

for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting

records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum-

stances. We previously had made a similar examination for the year ended December

31, 1952.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of income,

of accumulated net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of

Chicago Transit Authority as of December 31, 19 5 3, and the results of its operations

and fund transactions for the year then ended, and were prepared in conformity with

generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the

preceding period.

It is our further opinion that the accompanying statement of application of rev-

enues presents fairly the distribution made of revenues of Chicago Transit Authority

for the year ended December 31, 195 3, and was prepared in accordance with the pro-

visions of the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

Chicago, Illinois,

March 6, 1954.
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COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS — CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Assets December 3

1

1953 1952

Transportation Property, at cost $156,119,397 $147,748,507

Less— Reserve for depreciation 30,095,747 24,234,402

$126,023,650 $123,514,105

Special Funds: Cash and U. S. Government securities (see ac-

companymg statement of funds)—
Under control of Revenue Bond Trustee—

Transit Revenue $ —
$ —

Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity 900,000 5 00,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 6,737,65 5 6,446,000

Depreciation Reserve 3,174,852 1,743,475

Revenue Bond Amortization 317,838 300,000

Operating Expense Reserve 1,571,426 1,488,736

Modernization 3,355,046 5,601,2^

$ 16,056,817 $ 16,079,477

Under control of Equipment Trustee (for purchase of

equipment) 10,396,803 —
Damage Reserve 1,555,473 1,556,624

$ 28,009,093 $ 17,636,101

Current Assets:

Cash, U. S. Government and municipal securities (see ac-

companying statement of funds)—
Working cash (including $5,000,000 provided from

Revenue Bond proceeds) $ 11,193,923 $ 11,268,402

Deposits for payment of interest on Revenue Bonds 2,462,5 80 2,42 5,5 20

Deposits for payment of interest on Equipment Trust

Certificates 303,107 109,672

$ 13,959,610 $ 13,803,594

Accounts receivable 1,421,385 1,332,739

Materials and supplies, at average cost 6,821,423 7,205,244

Prepayments and other current assets 939,417 607,152

$ 23,141,835 $ 22,948,729

Deferred Charges:

Discount on Series of 19^2 Revenue Bonds $ 908,781 $ 1,017,750

Improvements to leased othces 439,993 228,014

Other 217,327 47,796

$ 1,566,101 $ 1,293,560

$178,740,679 $165,392,495

The .icconip.inying notes .irc .in integr.il p.iit ot tliese h.il.ince slieets.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Liabilities December 3

1

1953 1952

Long-Term Debt (see accompanying statements) :

Revenue Bonds $132,687,000 $128,000,000

Equipment Trust Certificates, after deducting funds of

$1,566,684 and $1,566,672, respectively, held by Trus-

tee for payment of principal—Note 1 13,433,316 7,833,328

$146,120,316 $135,833,328

Accimiulated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement):

Portion allocated in accordance with Revenue Bond Trust

Agreement for

—

Debt service requirements

—

Serial Bond Maturity $ 1,900,000 $ 500,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 6,737,65 5 6,446,000

Revenue Bond Amortization 1,516,714 300,000

Operating Expense Reserve 1,571,426 1,488,736

Modernization 510,408 415,781

Other 121,186 90,821

$ 12,357,389 $ 9,241,338

Less—Financing costs not deductible from revenues in ac-

cordance with Revenue Bond Trust Agreement 2,246,309 1,624,334

$ 10,111,080 $ 7,617,004

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 4,118,837 $ 4,236,915

Accrued wages 5,926,122 5,596,222

Accrued interest on Revenue Bonds 2,462,580 2,425,520

Accrued interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 303,107 109,672

Unredeemed tickets and tokens 868,117 696,164

$ 13,678,763 $ 13,064,493

Deferred Liability (for repaving of abandoned right of way) $ 1,516,166 $ 1,562,166

Damage Reserve $ 7,314,354 $ 7,315,504

Equipment Commitments—Note 1

$178,740,679 $165,392,495



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Balance Sheets

December 31, 1953

(1) The Authority has entered into an agreement with John Nuveen & Co., which provides, subject to

certain conditions, for the sale of $15,000,000 of Equipment Trust Certificates. At December 31,

195 3, the Authority had issued $10,3 00,000 of Series 4 and 5 Equipment Trust Certificates under

this agreement, and it is anticipated that the remaining $4,700,000 of Equipment Trust Certificates

will be issued as presently outstanding certificates mature. The proceeds from these latter cer-

tificates, together with other funds, will be applied to the purchase of equipment which will be

pledged as collateral for such certificates.

The source of funds and the application of such funds for the purchase of equipment is as follows:

Total

Source of funds for purchase of equipment

—

Equipment trust certificates $15,000,000

Modernization funds 3,000,000

Sale of PCC cars 3,500,000

$21,500,000

Funds applied or to be applied for equipment
purchases

—

Equipment delivered

105 propane buses $ 1,963,197

Equipment to be delivered

—

295 propane buses 5,746,723

250 elevated subway cars 11,583,000

Total equipment under contract $19,292,920

Equipment to be ordered

—

100 buses (estimated cost) 1,987,326

Funds available for contract changes 219,754

Series 4 and 5

Equipment
Trust Certificates

(Outstanding

Dec. 31, 1953)

$10,300,000

2,060,000

2,212,000

$21,500,000

14,572,000

$ 1,963,197

5,068,593

7,320,456

$14,352,246

$14,572,000

Equipment
Trust

Certificates

(to be Issued)

$4,700,000

940,000

1,288,000

$6,928,000

678,130

4,262,544

1,987,326

$6,928,000

(2) On January 14, 1954, the Authority acquired certain track, stations and other equipment from the

Chicago Aurora and Elgin Railway Company between Laramie Avenue in Chicago, and Des
Piaines Avenue in Forest Park. Payments for this propert> aggregating $1,000,000 plus interest at

^^''/r per annum are to be made over a period of six years from the Depreciation Reserve Fund
and or Moiierni/ation 1 und.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1953 Total

Equipment
Trust

Certificates

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1954 $ 4,700,000

1955 855,000

1956 1,910,000

1957 1,985,000

1958 2,050,000

1959 1,855,000

1960 1,645,000

Total outstanding $15,000,000

Series 1

Refunding

^V2%

$ 3,500,000

$ 3,500,000

LESS—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal

(deducted from Equipment Trust Certificates in ac-

companying balance sheet) 1,566,684

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance

sheet M3,433,316

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO EQUIPMENT
TRUST CERTIFICATES:

Deposits with Trustee required in 1954 for payment

of principal (Note 2) $ 3 ,988,916

Units

Collateral at December 31, 1953

—

Equipment held in name of Trustee (at contract

cost)

—

Propane buses ^ 500

Elevated-subway cars 200

Trolley buses 42

Partial payments on elevated-subway cars in process

of manufacture or delivery —
Cash and U. S. Government securities held by Trustee

for purchase of following equipment

—

Propane buses —
Elevated-subway cars —

Funds held by Trustee in excess of present contract

requirements . —

Less—Cash to be received by Trustee from sale of

PCC cars

Series 1

1,166,672

$ 2,333,328

2,333,328

Amount

8,195,304

7,674,119

721,227

$16,590,650

Units

Series 2

NOTES:

(1) Additional interest of l-l/2% per annum is payable to July 1, 19SS, on the Series 4, Class 1 and Class 2 certificates. Additional int.

(2) Payments of principal and interest on all series of Equipment Trust Certificates are to be made from the Depreciation Reserve Fund, d

(3) See balance sheet Note 1 for information regarding the proposed sale of additional Equipment Trust Certificates.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Balance Sheets

December 31, 1953

The Authority has entered into an agreement with John Nuveen & Co., which provides, subject to

certain conditions, for the sale of $15,000,000 of Equipment Trust Certificates. At December 51,

195 3, the Authority had issued $10,300,000 of Series 4 and 5 Equipment Trust Certificates under

this agreement, and it is anticipated that the remaining $4,700,000 of Equipment Trust Certificates

will be issued as presently outstanding certificates mature. The proceeds from these latter cer-

tificates, together with other funds, will be applied to the purchase of equipment which will be

pledged as collateral for such certificates.

The source of funds and the application of such funds for the purchase of equipment is as follows:

Total

Source of funds for purchase of equipment

—

Equipment trust certificates $15,000,000

Modernization funds 3,000,000

Sale of PCC cars 3,500,000

$21,500,000

Funds applied or to be applied for equipment
purchases

—

Equipment delivered

105 propane buses $ 1,963,197

Equipment to be delivered

—

29 5 propane buses 5,746,723

250 elevated subway cars 11,583,000

Tot.il equipment under contract $19,292,920

liquipment to be ordered

—

100 buses (estimated cost) 1,987,326

Funds available for contract changes 219,754

Series 4 and 5

Equipment
Trust Certificates

(CHitstanding

Dec. 31, 1953)

$10,300,000

2,060,000

2,212,000

$21,500,000

$14,572,000

1,963,197

5,068,593

7,320,456

$14,352,246

219,754

M4,572,000

Equipment
Trust

Certificates

(to be Issued)

$4,700,000

940,000

1,288,000

$6,928,000

678,130

4,262,544

$4,940,674

1,987,326

$6,928,000

(2) On }anuar\- 14, 1954, the Authority acquired certain track, stations and other equipment from the

Chicago Aurora and I'lgin Railway Company between Laramie Avenue in Chicago, and Des
Plaines Avenue in lorest Park. Payments for this property aggregating $1,000,000 plus interest at

4'; per annum are to be made over a period of six years from the Depreciation Reserve Fund
and or Modirnl/atlon Iiind.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31. 1953

Total

Revenue
Bonds

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1954 $ 1,800,000

2955 2,400,000

1956 2,800,000

1957 3,000,000

1958-1961 8,000,000

. I962-I965 8,000,000

1966-1972 ' 13,000,000

1978 63,906,000

1982 29,781,000

REVENUE BONDS per balance sheet . $132,687,000

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO REVENUE
BONDS:

Funds on deposit or to be deposited with Trustee,

classified as special funds in balance sheet

—

Serial Bond Maturity $ 900,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 6,737,65 5

Revenue Bond Amortization 317,838

$ 7,95 5,493

Series of 1947
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Srarement of Equipment Trust Certificates



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Income (See Note)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1953 and 1952
1953 1952

Revenues $124,103,962 $117,122,567

Operating Expenses:

Operation and maintenance expenses

—

Way and structures $ 7,558,608 $ 7,255,784

Equipment 14,653,668 14,685,337

Power 7,061,689 7,517,126

Fuel for revenue equipment 3,705,247 2,814,152

Conducting transportation 56,897,732 53,963,956

Provision for injuries and damages 6,816,174 5,856,128

General expenses 9,603,787 8,623,657

$106,296,905 $100,716,140

Depreciation 9,928,317 9,369,805

Municipal compensation (met by available credits under

Franchise Ordinance and other agreements) — 386,530

$116,225,222 $110,472,475

Net operating income $ 7,878,740 $ 6,65 0,092

Interest Deductions:

Interest on Revenue Bonds $ 4,889,336 $ 4,075,000

Interest and redemption premium on Equipment Trust

Certificates 5 87,475 784,611

Amortization of Revenue Bond discount 34,5 00 17,2 5

Interest earned on funds controlled by Revenue Bond

Trustee (126,647) (65,969)

$ 5,384,664 $ 4,810,892

Net income (see note) $ 2,494,076 $ 1,839,200

NOTE: The above statements show the revenues, expenses and net income of the Authority for the years ended December 31, 19 S3

and 1952. These statements do not purport to show the disposition of gross revenues in the order of precedence required

by the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds. Such information is presented in the accompanying Statements of

Accumulated Net Earnings and Application of Revenues.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Application of Revenues

(Applied in the order of precedence required by Trust Agreement securing Revenue Bonds)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1953 and 1952

1953 1952

Revenues $124,103,962 $117,122,567

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 106,296,905 100,716,140

$ 17,807,057 $ 16,406,427

Debt Service Requirements—Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4,889,336 $ 4,075,000

Serial Bond Maturity 1,400,000 500,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 290,000 813,314

$ 6,579,336 $ 5,388,314

Balance $ 11,227,721 $ 11,018,113

Other Requirements:

Depreciation

—

Current year's requirement $ 9,928,317 $ 9,369,805

Portion of 195 1 requirement not earned in that year — 61,778

Revenue Bond amortization 1,216,714 300,000

Operating Expense Reserve 82,690 900,000

Municipal compensation (met by available credits under

Franchise Ordinance and other agreements) — 386,5 30

$ 11,227,721 $ 11,018,113

Unappropriated net revenues $ —
$

—

NOTE; Revenues remaining in each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to he deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that monies are available therefor;

1

.

Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, and Reserve Funds—Deposits equal to debt service

requirements as provided for in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

3. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund—Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $.^00,000

quarterly for the Scries of 1947 and 1952 Revenue Bonds and $16,714 quarterly from October

1, 1953, for the Series of 1953 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating F,xpense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be <;9l)(),()(l() each year.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to be equal to .\n aniooiit computed in accordance with

the Franchise Ordinance.

(?. Modernization Fund—Deposit to be equal to the monies reniaining after making required deposits

in the above funds.
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Statement of Accumulated Net

For the Year Ended December 31, 19|

Balance December 31, 1952

Net income for 1953, per statement of incom 2,989,404

Allocation of net earnings for

—

Debt service requirements [1,690,000)

Revenue Bond amortization '1,216,714)

Operating Expense Reserve (82,690)

Balance December 31, 1953



C H I C A G.O TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Srarement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the War Ended December 31. 1953 •

Portion Allocated in Accordance With Revenue Bond Trust Agreement For-

Debt Service Other Financing

Requirements '.
Costs Not

(Depreciation . Deductible
Serial Revenue Revenue Operating Fund Unallocated from
Bond Bond , Bond Expense and Special Net Revenues

Total Maturity Reserves Amortization Reserve Modernization Modernization) Earnings (Notel)

Balance December 31, 1952 5 7,617,004 S 500,000 $6,446,000 $ 300,000 $1,488,736 $415,781 $90,821 $ — ($1,624,334)

Net income for 195 3, per statement of income 2,494,076 — , 1,655(2) — — 94,627(2) 30,365(2) 2,989,404 (621,975)

Allocation of net earnings for

—

Debt service requirements — 1,400,000 290,000 — — — — (1,690,000) —

Revenue Bond amortization — — — 1,216,714 — — — (1,216,714) —

Opeiating Expense Reserve — — — — 82,690 — — (82,690) —

Balance December 31, 1953 $10,111,080 $1,900,000 $6,737,655 $1,516,714 $ 1,571,426 $510,408 $121,18 6 $ —
( $2,246,309)

( ) Denotes deduction. " . .

NOTES:

(1) In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement these items, representing accumulated interest and redemption premium on Equipment Trust Certificates paid from the Depreciation Reserve Fund aid amortization

of discount on Revenue Bonds, are not deductible from revenues.

(2) Interest earnings on investments in funds controlled by the Revenue Bond Trustee which are available only for disbursement for purposes for which the funds were created.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1953

Balance December 31, 1952— ^'^

CUssided in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds
"

$ 17,63^,101

Current assets 13,803,594

Reduction of long-term debt 1,5 66,672

$ 33,006,367

Eliminate

—

Fund transfers and deposits recorded at December

31. 1952, but made after that date (344,844)

Balance December 31, 1952

—

After eliminating above transfers and deposits $ 32,661,523

Add—Receipts:

Collection of revenues .$124,316,750

Proceeds from sale of Revenue Bonds 7,013,125

Proceeds from sales of Equipment Trust Certiticates 10,300,000
-- Other receipts . 7,193,984

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Other transfers ( net

)

—
5148,823,859

Deduct—Disbursements:

Costs and expenses of operations, purchase of ma-
terials and supplies, reimbursable expenditures, etc. $105,456,407

Purchase of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific

Railroad Co. properties . 7,000,000

Disbursements for purposes for which funds were

created 2S,f46,074

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee to Equipment
Trustee (see accompanying statement) —

$138,302,481

Balance December 31, 1953

—

Before transfers described below:

Cash
. $ 19,080,354

U. S. Government and municipal securities (at

cost)
. 24,102,547

$ 43,182,901
Add or (Deduct):

December collections deposited January 4, 1954 352,486
Fund transfers to be made after December 31, 1953—

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Reimbursement of working cash for disburse-

ments payable from special funds —
$ 43,535,387

Balance December 31, 1953

—

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as;

Special funds $ 28,009,093
Current assets 13,9 5 9,610
Reduction of long-term debt 1,';66,684

$ 43,535,387

NOTE (I): SS43,900 minimum balance required by Equipment
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T AUTHORITY

jl of Revenue Bond Trustee Funds Under
Control of

Equipment Other Funds
Revenue Operating Municipal Trustee (See

Depreciation Bond Expense Compensa- Accompanying Damage "Working

Reserve Amortization Reserve tion Modernization Statement) Reserve Cash

) $ 1,743,475 $ 300,000 $1,488,736 $ — S 5,601,266 $ — $1,556,624 $
—

_ _ _ _ _ 109,672 — 11,268,402

— — — — — 1,566,672 — —
) $ 1,743,475 $ 300,000 $1,488,736 $ — $ 5,601,266 $ 1,676,344 $1,556,624 $ 11,268,402

(332,193) (300,000) (602,889) 2,472 (25,425) — (497,564) (3,294,916)

) $ 1,411,282 $ — $ 885,847 $2,472 $ 5,575,841 $ 1,676,344 $1,059,060 $ 7,973,486

$ — $ — $ 23,237 $ — $ — $ 134,867 16,562 $ —
— — — — 7,000,000 — — —
_ — — — — 10,300,000 — —

i 30,365 — — — 94,627 (134,867) — —
) 10,064,041 1,200,000 621,952 — 2,374,712 — — 110,661,593

1) — — (42,300) (2,472) 153,869 — 6,729,021 (6,882,890)

$10,094,406 $1,200,000 $ 602,889 ($2,472) $ 9,623,208 $10,300,000 $6,745,583 $103,778,703

$— $ — $ — $ — $— S — $ — $105,456,407

— — — — 7,000,000 — — —
3,074,683 1,198,876 — — 652,704 9,158,429 6,794,202 (885,096)

5,288,679 — — — 4,160,000 (9,448,679) — —
$ 8,363,362 $1,198,876 $ — $ — $11,812,704 $ (290,250) $6,794,202 $104,571,311

) $ 749,494 $ 1,124 $ 10,121 $ — $ 145,827 $ 2,901,712 $1,010,441 $ 7,118,286

i 2,392,832 — 1,478,615 — 3,240,518 9,364,882 — 62,592

) $ 3,142,326(1) $ 1,124 $1,488,736 $ — $ 3,386,345 $12,266,594 $1,010,441 $ 7,180,878

847,705 316,714 82,690 — — — 545,032 3,166,567

(815,179) — — — (31,299) — — 846,478

$ 3,174,852 $ 317,838 $1,571,426 $ — $ 3,355,046 $12,266,594 $1,555,473 $ 11,193,923

> $ 3,174,852 $ 317,838 $1,571,426 $ — $ 3,555,046 $10,396,803 $1,555,473 $ —
— _ _ _ _ 303,107 — 11,193,923— — _ _ _ 1,566,684 — —

>
$ 3,174,852 $ 317,838 $1,571,426 $ — $ 3,355,046 $12,266,594 $1,555,473 $ 11,193,923

( ) Denotes deduction.



Statement of Funds I

For the Year E

Balance December 31, 1952

—

Classified in accompanying balan

Current assets

Reduction of long-term del

Add—Receipts:

Proceeds from sale of Equipmeni

Interest collections on U. S. Go
Interest collections transferred

Transfers from Revenue Bond T
Payment of principal and

Trust Certificates ....

Purchase of equipment .
,

Proceeds from sale of PCC

Deduct—Disbursements:

Payments to equipment manufa
Payment of principal and inter

Certificates

Balance December 31, 1953:

Cash
U. S. Government securities (a

Balance December 31, 1953

—

Classified in accompanying balar

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term c
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T AUTHORITY

A of Revenue Bond Trustee

Revenue Operating Municipal

Depreciation Bond Expense Compensa-

Reserve Amortization Reserve tion

Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
Trustee (See

Other Funds

Accompanying Damage
Modernization Statement) Reserve

) $ 1,743,475 $ 300,000 $1,488,736

) $ 1,743,475 $ 300,000 $1,488,736 $ —

(332,193) (300,000) (602,889) 2,472

$ 5,601,266

$ 5,601,266

(25,425)

fl, 556,624

109,672

1,566,672

1,676,344

Working
Cash

11,268,402

il, 556,624 $ 11,268,402

(497,564) (3,294,916)

) $ 1,411,282 $ — $ 885,847 $2,472 $ 5,575,841 $ 1,676,344 $1,059,060 $ 7,973,486

$ —

30,365 —
10,064,041 1,200,000

$ 23,237

621,952 —
(42,300) (2,472)

7,000,000

94,627

2,374,712

153,869

$ 134,867

10,300,000

(134,867)

6,729,021

110,661,593

(6,882,890)

$10,094,406 $1,200,000 $ 602,889 ($2,472) $ 9,623,208 $10,300,000 $6,745,583 $103,778,703

$ —

1,198,8763,074,683

5,288,679 — —
$ 8,363,362 $1,198,876 $ —

) $ 749,494

2,392,832

1,124 10,121

1,478,615

$ —
7,000,000

652,704

4,160,000

9,158,429

(9,448,679)

6,794,202

$105,456,407

(885,096)

$ — $11,812,704 $ (290,250) $6,794,202 $104,571,311

$ 145,827 $ 2,901,712 $1,010,441 $ 7,118,286

3,240,518 9,364,882 — 62,592

5 $ 3,142,326(1) $ 1,124 $1,488,736 $ — $ 3,386,345 $12,266,594 $1,010,441 $ 7,180,878

847,705 316,714

(815,179) — (31,299)

3,166,567

846,478

$ 3,174,852 $ 317,S^S sl.57 1,426 $ — $ 3,355,046 $12,266,594 $1,555,473 $ 11,193,923

> $ 3,174,852 $ 317,838 $1,571,426 S; — $ 3,355,046 $10,396,803 $1,555,473 $ —
— _ — _ _ 303,107 — 11,193,923
— — — — — 1,566,684 — —

$ 3,174,852 $ 317,838 $1,571,426 $ — $ 3,355,046 $12,266,594 $1,555,473 $ 11,193,923

( ) Denotes deduction.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the Year Ended December 31, 1953

Equipment Trust Certificate Fu

Total Funds ;

'"'

Payment of Principal
Under Control :

of Equipment Payment of Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 _
Trustee Interest Refunding Refunding Refunding

Balance December 31, 1952—
Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Current assets $ 109,672 $109,672 $ — $ — $ —
Reduction of long-term debt 1,566,672 — 1,166,668 266,668 133,336

$ 1,676,344 $109,672 $1,166,668 $266,668 $133,336

Add—Receipts:

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates " $10,300,000 $ — $ — $ — $ —
Interest collections on U. S. Government securities . 134,867 — 16,705 3,812 1,901

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Bond Trus-

tee (134,867-) — (16,705) (3,812) (1,901)

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for

—

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment

Trust Certificates 5,288,679 588,667 3,500,004 800,0ft4
,

'400,004

Purchase of equipment 2,060,000 — — — —
Proceeds from sale of PCC cars 2,100,000 .

— — — —
'- $19,748,679 $588,667 $3,500,004 $800,004 $400,004

Deduct—Disbursements:

Payments to equipment manufacturers $ 4,063,197 $ — $ — $ — $ —
Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust

Certificates 5,095,232 395,232 3,500,000 800,000 400,000

- '

$9,158,429 $395,232 $3,500,000 $800,000 $400,000

Balance December 31, 1953:

Cash $ 2,901,712 $303,107 $ 955 $ 138 $ 579

U. S. Government securities (at cost) 9,364,882 — 1,165,717 266,534 132,761

$12,266,594 $303,107 $1,166,672 $266,672 - $133,340

Balance December 31, 1953

—

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds ' $10,396,803 $ — $ — $ — $ —
Current assets -^.- 303,107 303,107 — — —
Reduction of long-term debt 1,566,684 — 1,166,672 266,672 133,340

$12,266,594 $303,107 $1,166,672 $266,672 $133,340

( ) Denotes deduction.

Purchase of Equipment

Series 4 Series 5

7,950,000 $2,350,000

112,449 —

(112,449)

1,590,000 470,000

1,862,000 238,000

{11,402,000 $3,058,000

$ 3,825,197 $ 238,000

$ 3,825,197 $ 238,000

$ 2,587,133 $ 9,800

4,989,670 2,810,200

$ 7,576,803 $2,820,000

$ 7,576,803 $2,820,000

7,576,803 $2,820,000



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1953
On On
Hand January 1, 195 3 Hand

Dec. 31, to December 31, 195 3 Dec. 31,

Surface System: 1952 Acquired Retired 195 3

Streetcars

—

P. C. C. Cars 682 — 152 530

Other Closed Platform 296 —
5 5 241

Open Platform -.
. . 209 — 50 159

Total Streetcars 1,187 — 257 930

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 679 — 4 675

Gas—Mechanical 327=' — 8 319

Gas—Hydraulic 532=-- — 1 531

Diesel—Hydraulic 721 — — 721

Propane—Hydraulic 551 124 — 675

Total Buses 2,810 124 13 2,921

Total Surface Equipment 3,997 124 270 3,851

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel 767 — 114 653

Elevated—Subway cars

Steel, Conventional type 45 5 — 1 454

Metal, Articulated 4 — — 4

Metal, P. C. C. 200 — — 200

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,426 — 115 1,311

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 5,423 124 385

Forty-tlircc lUises reclassified hydraulic, formerly mechanical.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1952, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During Year 1953 and Balance at December 31, 1953

Balance

Dec. 31, 1952

Land $ 11,197,785.79

Track and Paving 18,749.521.60

Machinery and Tools 2,882,110.89

Electric Line Equipment 9,951,587.31

Buildings 19,614,114.51

Cars 27,674,419.30

Buses 45,036,33 5.62

Work Trucks, Autos and

Service Equipment 1,293,828.52

Furniture 842,70 5.17

Signals and Interlocking 448,632.12

Crossings, Fences and Signs 212,356.68

Elevated Structures 5,886,115.77

Substation Equipment 1,680,139.88

Telephones and

Communications 252,002.83

Engineering 46,622.63

General and Miscellaneous 1,894,912.00

Plus Gross



CHICAGO TKANSIT AUTHORITY

Rates of Fare

Fares Applicable to: In Effect at

December 31, 1953

Surface System

Adult—General, cash 20c

token 5 for 8 5c

Children and School 10c

Shuttle Buses (a) Adult 10c

Rapid Transit System

Adult

Middle Zone (b) , cash 20c

token 5 for 90c

North or West Zone (c) , cash 20c

token 5 for 8 5c

Two zone through 25c

Children and School

Middle Zone (b) 10c

North or West Zone (c) 10c

(a) Applies to five routes with adult non-tr.instcr rides at IOC and with transfer rides, child and school

child rides at general fares.

(b) Middle zone includes all rapid transit train service in the city of Chicago and between Chicago and

Oak Park, Forest Park and Cicero, and the Douglas Park motor bus extension in Cicero and Berwyn.

(c) North zone includes all rapid transit service from Howard Street north, and between Evanston and

Wilmettc, and the Skokie motor bus extension in Skokie.

West zone includes all rapid transit motor bus service from DcsPlaines Avenue west, and between

Forest Park, Maywood, Bellwood and Westchester.

For persons paying 20^* cash fare on surface system transfers may be made to rapid transit system

without additional charge.

For persons paying 5 for 8 5p token fare on surface system transfers niav be made to rapid transit

system on payment of !(.

For persons paying general fare on rapid transit s\stem transfers may be made to surface s\stem

without additional charge.

Children's fares apply to passengers (1) under 12 years of age; (2) school children 12 years of age

or over presenting proper identification card; and (3) children under 7 years of age when not ac-

companied by an adult fare paying passenger. Children under 7 years of age when accompanied

by an adult fare paying passenger are carried free. Eligible passengers after paying children's fare,

may transfer without additional charge. School fares are good at any time during the school year.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Operating Statistics

For the Year Ended December 31, 1953

Surface Rapid Transit Combined
System System System

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers 574,821,563 140,657,831 715,479,394

Revenue Vehicle Miles

—

Cars 28,273,294 43,140,398 71,413,692

Trolley Buses 19,027,656 — 19,027,656

Motor Buses 75,062,240 — 75,062,240

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 122,363,190 43,140,398 165,503,588

Revenue per Vehicle Mile 83.11c 51.95c 74.99c

Revenue Vehicle Hours

—

Cars 3,258,358 — 3,258,358

Trolley Buses 2,454,583 — 2,454,583

Motor Buses 8,796,286 — 8,796,286

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 14,509,227 — 14,509,227

Power Statistics:

Direct Current—Kilowatt hours 253,946,245 199,152,598 453,098,843

Average Cost per Kilowatt hour . .

— — 1.5 5c

Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline

—

Gallons 10,366,520 — 10,366,520

Average Miles per Gallon 2.86 — 2.86

Diesel Fuel

—

Gallons 6,044,020 — 6,044,020

Average Miles per Gallon 3.94 — 3.94

Propane Fuel

—

Gallons 8,705,310 — 8,705,310

Average Miles per Gallon 2.48 — 2.48



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Historical De\'elopnient—

1

Major Administrative and Financial Highlights

April 12, 1945

Metropolitan Transit Authority Act, enacted by the General Assembly of the

State of Illinois, was approved.

June 4, 1945

The Act was adopted by voters of City of Chicago and of Village of Elmwood
Park; and the City of Chicago ordinance, dated April 23, 1945, granting a fifty

year exclusive franchise to Chicago Transit Authority was approved at referen-

dum election.

June 28, 1945

Chicago Transit Board was organized for the transaction of business.

July 24, 1945

The Governor of the State of Illinois approved "Park Acts" giving the Authority

operating rights in Chicago Park District.

September 30, 1947

$105,000,000 Series of 1947 revenue bonds were sold by the Authority and pay-

ment made of $75,000,000 for Chicago Surface Lines properties and $12,162,500

for Chicago Rapid Transit Company properties. On the next day, October 1,

1947, possession was taken of the Surface Lines and Rapid Transit properties and

operation was begun by Chicago Transit Authority as a unified system.

June 27, 1950

Chicago Transit Board accepted an offer to purchase equipment trust certificates.

This marked the beginning of revitalizing the modernization program.

September 30, 195 2

$23,000,000 Series of 195 2 revenue bonds were sold by the Authority and net

payment of $16,476,786 made for Chicago Motor Coach Company properties.

On the next day, October 1, 195 2, operation of Motor Coach properties began as

the boulevard system of Chicago Transit Authority.

October 1, 195 3

Acquisition of (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific north shore suburban

route completed at price of $7,000,000, in Series of 195 3 revenue bonds.

January 7, 1954

C.hicago Transit Board authorized acquisition of fixed transportation facilities of

Chicago, Aurora and Ivlgin Railway Company between Laramie Avenue in Chi-

cago and Des Plaincs A\cnuc in Forest Park.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Historical Development— 2

Basic Fare for Adult Rides Within the City of Chicago

Effective Date Surface Routes Rapid Transit

October 1, 1947 10c 12c

May 11, 1948 lie 13c

June 20, 1948 13c 15c

October 15, 1949 15c 17c

August 1, 1951 17c 18c

June 1, 1952 20c or 5, 85c 20c or 5/90c

October 1, 1952 ='-20c or 5/85c 20c or 5/90c

Fare rate on Surface Routes applied to boulevard system which was acquired on October 1, 195 2.

NOTE: Not shown above are children and school rates, suburban rates or various special fares effective

from time to time.

New Equipment Deliveries Rapid
P.C.C. Trolley Motor Transit Cumulative

Year Streetcars Buses Buses Cars Total

1945 to September 30, 1947 204 — 434 2 640

Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1947 98 — 94 — 832

1948 298 210 372 2 1714

1949 — — — — 1714

1950 — — 31 100 1845

1951 — 190 520 100 2655

1952 : — 159 481='- — 3295

1953 (152) — 124 — 3267

Total 448 559 2056 204 3267

'• The 481 units represent equipment delivered new since January 1, 1945, which were acquired with
the boulevard system.

{ ) Represents streetcars sold to St. Louis Car Company for conversion to rapid transit cars.

Surface System

Miles of Single Way Revenue Operation Streetcar Motor Bus Trolley Bus

January 31, 1945 1023.81 168.73 48.91

December 31, 1947 902.17 456.15 45.65

December 31, 1948 739.18 602.97 89.28

December 31, 1949 668.98 645.79 129.96

December 31, 1950 669.29 652.29 130.17

December 31, 1951 413.69 884.39 195.59

December 31, 1952 357.55 1318. 43-"'- 224.63

December 31, 1953 275.84 1333.96 246.75

' Boulevard system, approximately 375 miles added in 19 52.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Historical Development— 3

Wage Rates for Surface System

Bus Operators Who Have Reached Maximum Rate:

Wage Rare Cost of Living Total Pay
Effective Date Per Hour Allowance Per Hour Per Hour

-=-=^- October 1, 1947 $1.42 — $1.42

June 1, 1948 1.53 — 1.53

December 1, 1948 1.55 — 1.55

June 1, 1949 1.60 — 1.60

December 1, 1949 1.65 — 1.65

June 1, 1950 1.70 — 1.70

August 1, 1951 1.77 — 1.77

""October, 1951 — $.01 1.78

January 1, 1952 1.80 — 1.81

""January, 1952 — .04 1.84

"April, 1952 — .02 1.82

June 1, 1952 1.84 — 1.86

""July, 1952 — .05 1.89

^October, 1952 — .07 1.91

""January, 1953 — .06 1.90

""April, 1953 — .04 1.88

June 1, 1953 1.92 .00 1.92

'•" Rate previously placed in effect by predecessor company.

'" Effective beginning with first pay period in month.

NOTE: Rates for other types of work vary from the .ibove, but arc similar in genciMl trend.

Number of C.T.A. Employes:

December 3 1

December 3 1

December 3 1

December 3 1

December 3 I

December 3 I

December 3 1

'•'Over 1200 emplojes from boulevard systi

1947 22,407

1948 21,886

1949 20,873

1950 19,597

195 1 17,867

19^ 17,509"

195 3 16,84^

;ni were added in 1^52.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Historical Development—

4

Principal Operational Changes on Rapid Transit System

Date of Change

May 27, 1948 Bus service substituted for Skokie Shuttle trains.

April 4, 1948 All express operation on Lake Street Branch.

August 1, 1949 All express operation on North-South Divisions.

February 2 J, 1951 Milwaukee Avenue subway operation began and Northwest
Branch service discontinued.

December 9, 19H Rush hour all express operation on Garfield Park Branch

December 9, 1951 Bus service substituted for Westchester trains.

December 9, 195 1 All express operation on Douglas Park Branch.

February 3, 195 2 Bus service substituted for train operation on Douglas Park

Branch west of 54th Avenue.

May 5, 1952 Bus service substituted for train operation on Humboldt Park

Branch.

October 12, 1952 Reassignment of rapid transit cars to secure maximum use of

new equipment.

September 20, 195 3 Garfield Park trains began temporary operation on surface be-

tween Sacramento Boulevard and Racine Avenue. Chicago

Aurora and Elgin trains terminated at Des Plaines Avenue, Forest

Park, terminal loop.

SEE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR SYSTEM MAPS
FOR YEARS 1945 AND 1953
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Philip W. Collins G September 1, 1955

John S. Miller G September 1, 1956
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J.
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CHICAGO IRANSIT AUTHORITY

Financial Position and Results of Operation
Financial Statements

The financial position of the Authority at the end of 1954 compared with 1953
and the results of its operations and fund transactions for the year 1954 are set forth
in its financial statements, which are made a part of this report. These statements
have been exammed by Arthur Anderson & Co., the Authority's independent public
accountants, whose certificate relating to these statements precedes them.

Rest/Its of Operations

The gross revenues of the Authority and their application in the manner pre-
scribed by the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement for the year 1954 are compared below
with 1953:

1954 1953

Revenues $121,139,515 $124,103,962
Operation and maintenance expenses 103,411,537 106,296,905

17,727,978 17,807,057
Debt service requiremnets 7,500,612 6,579,336

10,227,366 11,227,721
Depreciation 9,691,161 9,928,317

Balance available for other charges 536,205 1,299 404

Other Charges-
Revenue Bond Amortization Fund 536,205 1,216,714
Operating Expense Reserve Fund — 82,690

$ 536,205 $ 1,299,404

Although revenues were down $2,964,447 and debt service requirements increased
$921,276, the net effect on revenues remaining available for other charges was to re-

duce them only $763,199. This was made possible primarily because of a reduction
of $2,885,368 in operation and maintenance expenses. These reductions in expenses
resulted principally from efficiencies secured by the use of new equipment received dur-
ing the year.

Revenues

Gross revenues amounted to $121,139,515 for the year 1954, a decrease of
$2,964,447 (2.4%) from the previous year. Rates of fare were revised effective April
22, 1954, eliminating the 5 for 85c adult token rate for the surface system and the 5

for 90c adult token rate on the rapid transit system, making all adult fares on both
systems 20c.

This change in fares was made necessary by the decline in revenue passengers and
in passenger revenues since the beginning of the year, which had resulted in a deficiency
in depreciation provisions of $2,064,842 at April 30, 1954.

The decline in passenger revenues reflected the decrease in the average rate of
fare, which dropped almost one-half cent between the first quarter of 1953 and the first
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quarter of 1954. This reduction was due to the increase in use of adult tokens and

also to the fact that the number of children and student rides remained fairly stable

while the total number of rides decreased.

Operations for the last eight months of the year produced sufficient revenues to

meet all fixed charges for that period, make up the deficiency in depreciation which

had arisen in the first four months and, in addition, provide 5536,205 for deposit in

the Revenue Bond Amortization Funds.

Revenue passengers and passenger revenues for the periods before and after the

revision of rates of fares in 1954 are compared below with similar data for 1953:

Four Eight

Months Months

ended ended

April 30 December 31 Total Year

Originating passengers—

1954" 220,133,634 421,032,867 641,166,501

1953 231,656,028 454,904,048 686,560,076

1954 Decrease-

Number 11,522,394 33,871,181 45,393,575

Percent 4.979f 7.45^f 6.61%

Passenger revenue—

1954 $38,397,867 $80,597,992 $118,995,859

1953 41,067,679 80,662,610 121,730,289

1954 Decrease-

Amount $ 2,669,812 $ 64,618 $ 2,734,430

Percent 6.50% .08% 2.25%

Discontinuance of the token rates of fare on April 22, 1954 eliminated the Ic

transfer charge for surface system riders who had paid their fare with a token and

subsequently transferred to the rapid transit system. Revenue passengers shown above

for the eight months ended December 31, 1953 exclude 19,189,238 of such transfers

and the four months ended April 30, 1954 and 1953 exclude 8,800,231 and 9,730,080,

respectively, of such transfers.

The number of revenue passenger riders on the Authority's lines for 19'>4 and the

change compared with 1953 are shown below:

Per Cent

Decrease

From 1953

.45%
69.57%

14.66%
7.81%

1954 \9'^-

Rapid Transit System

Originating pa^engers .

Ic transfers from Surface System

I I I,2t2,302

8,800.231

120,032,533

Surface System 529,934,199

I 1 1,7 =,8.^ 13

28,919,318

140,657.831

574,821,563

'lotal revenue nasscnqcr riders 649,966,732 715,479,394 9.16%
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Revenues of the Authority from all sources for 1934 are compared below with

1953:

1954

Passengers-

Surface System $ 96,932,822

Rapid Transit System .... 21,822,989

118,755,811

Chartered service 240,048

118,995,859

Other-
Station and car privileges . . . 1,030,608

Rent of tracks and facilities . . 415,287

Rent of buildings and other

property 266,838

Miscellaneous 430,923

$121,139,515

1953

fl00,318,768

21,171,184

121,489,952

240,337

Per Cent

Increase

(Decrease)

(3.38%)
3.08%

(2.25%)

( -12%)

121,730,289 (2.25%)

1,139,181 (9.53%)
524,523 (20.83%)

308,324 (13.46%)
401,645 7.29%

$124,103,962 (2.39%)

Rent of tracks and facilities decreased due to the transfer during the latter part

of 1953 of terminal operations from Wells Street in the Loop to Des Plaines Avenue
in Forest Park by Chicago Aurora and Elgin Railroad Company.

DISTRIBUTION OF
CTA'S 1 954 DOLLAR

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

POWER

MOTOR FUEL-

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

DEPRECIATION

BOND INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

BOND RESERVE

BOND AMORTIZATION

NOTE: Total operating labor costs exclude $2,113,923 (l.75c of CTA's Dollar)

charged to operating materials and supplies, injuries and damages reserve and miscel-

laneous services and supplies.
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Operation and Maiuteuduce Expenses

(5.28%)
12.3470

31.38%

(7.16%)
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occur in 1955 as a result of an increase in the earnings base from $3,600 to $4,200

effective January 1, 1955.

Electric power purchased decreased as a result of the further substitution of

motor buses for streetcars and by the abandonment of certain substations made pos-

sible by the reduction in the number of streetcar lines operated. Part of this reduction

was offset by increased unit costs of power purchased resulting from application of

the coal cost clause in such contract.

Cost of motor fuel consumed continued to increase because of the substitution of

motor buses for streetcars and from the use of motor buses during week ends on lines

which are operated with streetcars on week days.

Operating materials and supplies showed an increase over the previous year as a

result of increased unit costs.

The provision for injuries and damages was increased by Chicago Transit Board

effective October 1, 1954, from 6'/r to 6%'/r of gross revenues to meet increased costs

of both claims and suits for personal injuries.

Radio-Operated Device Selects Train Routes at Lake
Streets on the Elevated.
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Payments to State of Illinois, City of Chicago citid Chicago Park District

Payments by the Authority for taxes and other items to the State of Illinois, City

of Chicago and Chicago Park District amounted to S2,904,404 for the year 1954 as

compared with $2,899,472 in 1953. This does not include $610,000 in 1954 and

$599,000 in 1953 spent by the Authority for the removal of snow and ice from transit

route streets:

1954 1953

State of Fuel tax on gasoline, diesel and propane fuel for revenue

Illinois buses, passenger autos, trucks and shops. Charged to

"Motor Fuel Consumed" $1,508,779 $1,269,923

State of License fees covering buses, trucks, trailers, autos and chauf-

Illinois feurs. Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies,

etc." . .
.' 6,374 5,794

State of Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by Common-
Illinois wealth Edison Company and paid to

and State of Illinois — 3% 152,978 164,250

City of City of Chicago - 4% 203,971 218,999

Chicago Charged to "Electric Power Purchased".

City of For a portion of City's cost of repaving streets on which

Chicago tracks have been abandoned. Charged to "Depreciation

Reserve" 300.000 530,804*

City of State Street Subway facilities 137,362 137,362

Chicago Dearborn Street Subway facilities 153,974 153,974

Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc."

City of License fees covering buses, trolley coaches, autos, trucks,

Chicago trailers and flammable liquids. Charged to "Miscellane-

ous Services and Supplies, etc." 240,966 218,366

Chicago Payment for wear and tear of boulevards arising from opera-

Park tion of the Authority's buses. Charged to "Msicellaneous

District Services and Supplies, etc." 200,000 200,000

Total payments during "I'ear $2,904,404 $2,899,472

City of Accumulated Liability for Repaving streets on which tracks

Chicago have been abandoned but which have not yet been re-

paved (Limited to $300,000 per calendar year) . . . . $2,203,966 $1,516,166

*Iiickidcs 1952 items nakl in 19'S3.

Revenues for 1954 were adequate to cover all fixed charges and to meet only

$536,205 of the $1,266,854 provision for Revenue Bond Amortization. Thus, no

revenues were available for either the annual provision of $900,000 for Operating

Expense Reserve or for Municipal Compensation, which would be computed at 3' r of

gross revenues derived from operations of the Authority within the (jtv of Chicago.

Provisions for these three items are to be made each year only il revenues are avail-

able therefor and they arc not cumulative from year to \'ear.
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Debt Service Kequtrements

Debt service requirements of $7,500,612 for the year 1954 were up $921,276 from

1953, resulting from changes in the debt service elements as shown below:

Revenue Bond 1954 1953

Interest charges-

Series of 1947 $3,703,502 $3,780,312

Series of 1952 1,022,743 1,030,274

Series of 1953 314,367 78,750

5,040,612 4,889,336

Series of 1947—Serial Bond Maturity Fund . 2,100,000 1,400,000

Revenue Bond Reserves-

Series of 1952 276,000 276,000

Series of 1953 84,000 14,000

Total debt service requirements . . . $7,500,612 $6,579,336

Revenue Bond interest charges decreased during 1954 for the 1947 and 1952 bonds

as a result of the accelerated retirement of some of these bonds through operation of

the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund, as explained in a subsequent section of this

report. Interest charges on the Series of 1953 bonds increased since they had been

incurred for only three months during 1953. Charges on this series were reduced

during the year through the operation of the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund.

Deposits to the Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity Fund increased during 1954

as provided in the Trust Agreement.

Revenue Bond Reserve Funds are established as required by the Revenue Bond

Trust Agreement. The reserve for the 1947 bonds has already reached the required

maximum amount of $6,400,000 and further deposits thereto are no longer required.

Deposits to the Series of 1953 reserve fund started on November 1, 1953 (one month

after the date of issue of these bonds).

Bus Terminal Loop in Columbus Park.
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The Trust Agreement securing all of the bonds provides that these reserve funds

are to be available to pay interest on the bonds when funds set aside for such purpose

are insufficient therefor, or for accomplishing the final retirement or redemption of

outstanding bonds when they mature. At December 31, 1954 the amounts available

for such purposes were as follows;

Amount

Fund
Series of 1947 $6,400,000

Series of 1952 604,355

Series of 1953 98,000

87,102,355

Operatious of Rerem/e Bond Auiortizcttiou F/o/d

The Revenue Bond Trust Agreement provides that $1,266,854 shall be deposited

in Revenue Bond Amortization Funds for the accelerated retirement of bonds, if earn-

ings are available in each year for such purpose. These provisions are not cumulative

from year to year if sufficient earnings are not available to meet the annual require-

ments.

During 1954 revenues in the amount of $536,205 remained available and were

deposited in the Revenue Bond Amortization Funds. These were applied to the ac-

celerated retirement of bonds in the ratios prescribed by the Trust Agreement, as

follows:

Revenue Bonds Purchased and Retired

During 1954 Durmg 1955 Total

Principal Principal Principal

Series Amount Cost Amount Cost Amount Cost

1947 $ 95,000 $ 86,514 $357,000 S327,2'S6 S4'S2,000 $413,770

1952 19,000 18,952 73,000 73,499 92,000 92,451

1953 6,000 6,150 21,000 21,525 27,000 27,675

$120,000 S111,616 $451,000 $422,280 $571,000 $533,896

In addition to the bonds shown above as retired in 1954 from 1954 deposits in

the Revenue Bond Amortization Funds, $345,000 principal amount of bonds, which

cost $317,475, were retired in 1954 from funds made a\ailable from 19'i3 revenues.

Including the operations shown above, the Authority has since the inception of

these funds retired revenue bonds as follows:

Principal

Amount Cost

Series

1947 $1,820,000 $1,643,244

19'i2 366,000 362,928

1953 43,000 44,075

$2,229,000 $2,050,247

Alter the above transactions there remained S2,671 unexpended in these funds

which will be axailable for retirement of bonds at a later date.
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Balance Sheet Comments

The comparative balance sheets of the Authority at December 31, 1954 and 1953

are presented in a subsequent section of this report.

The transportation property of the Authority showed a net increase of $11,665,884

during the year, to a total of $167,785,282 at December 31, 1954. Details of the

additions and retirements of the various classes of property making up this net in-

crease are set forth in the Statement of Transportation Property attached to this report.

Additions of new vehicles continued to represent the major capital expenditures. Data

with respect to changes in these vehicles are shown in the statement of Revenue Equip-

ment Owned which is made a part of this report. At December 31, 1954 there

remained undelivered 78 propane buses and 94 "L"-subway cars from outstanding

orders. Funds to pay for this equipment upon delivery were on deposit with the Equip-

ment Trustee and in the Depreciation Reserve Fund of the Authority.

The status of these various fund accounts of the Authority and a summary of all

transactions affecting these funds during the year 1954 are set forth in the Statement

of Funds included in the financial statements attached to this report.

The reduction of $2,265,000 during 1954 in revenue bonds outstanding was

accomplished as follows:

Series of-

1947

1952

1953

Serial

Maturity
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cipal amount of bonds, which cost 5422,280. from funds deposited in the Revenue

Bond Amortization Funds from 1954 revenues.

Equipment Trust Certificates outstanding at December 31, 1954 amounted to

$15,000,000 (the maximum amount which may be issued) less 5855,600 cash, on

deposit with the Trustee for the retirement of future maturities. Details of certificates

outstanding at the end of the year and the equipment pledged as security thereunder,

are shown in the Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates included with the financial

statements made a part of this report. During 1954 final payment was made on

54,700.000 of Series 1, 2 and 3 certificates which were outstanding. Additional equip-

ment trust certificates (Series 6) were issued in the same principal amount (54.700,000)

as those retired during the year to provide funds, together with 5940,000 from the

Authority's Modernization Fund, for the purchase of 134 propane buses and 92 "L"-

subway cars. At December 31, 1954 delivery had been received of 56 of the buses

and 18 of the "L"-subway cars so ordered. Delivery of the remainder of the buses

and of the "L"-subway cars is expected during the first quarter of 1955.

During 1954 the Authority also ordered an additional 20 "L"-subway cars, to be

paid for from funds remaining on deposit with the Equipment Trustee from Series 4

and Series 5 certificates together with funds from its Depreciation Reserve Fund. Of

these 20 "L"-subway cars, 4 were pledged under Series 4 and 1 under Series 5 certifi-

cates; the cost of the remaining 15 cars is to be pledged under Series 7 certificates, to be

issued in 1955. None of these cars had been delivered by December 31, 1954.

The 4% property purchase obligation of $710,000 at December 31, 1954 rep-

resents the unpaid balance of the $1,000,000 cost of track, stations and other equip-

ment purchased on January 14, 1954 from Chicago Aurora and Elgin Railway Com-

pany. A down payment of $148,000 was made at the date of purchase and a payment

of $142,000 was made on December 1. The balance is to be paid off in five equal

annual installments of 5142.000 each.

Modernization Pro ^ress

Expenditures for modernization up to and including December 31, 1954 were

$98,502,401. This compares with 580,009,822 reached in the previous year. This

increase is accounted for largely by the rapid deliveries of motor bus and rapid transit

eqLiipment.

The total expenditures for equipment under the program were 576,308,417. This

represents 77 per cent of all modernization expenditures.

The objective of the Board of operating with all modern surface transit equipment

has been reached. A program for accomplishing the same end on the rapid transit

system is being followed. This must proceed jointly with replacement of some of

the older modern type surface units with new vehicles because of wear and tear due

to excess age and mileage.
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Operation and Management

Surface System—Transportation

This year
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Other Service Changeso

Among the major reroutings was the operation, beginning May 30, of the Irving

Park extension bus in combination with the North and Narragansett route, providing

a through route via Irving Park, Narragansett and North from Irving Park-Pueblo to

North-Harlem.

Service was discontinued, on January 7, on the W. Pratt bus line which had been

operated in Lincolnwood on a trial basis. Sunday and holiday service on Washington

Boulevard was discontinued, effective February 14. The Fifth Avenue one-man street-

car line was abandoned, February 2, because of the construction work on the Congress

Street Superhighway.

The 87th Street bus line was extended, on March 8, from Hamlin Avenue to a

terminal at 87th and Kenton for weekday and Saturday operation; on Monday, August

16 it was extended to 87th and Cicero.

Minor reroutings and terminal changes were made effective on ten routes which

did not affect the basic nature of service rendered.

Off-Street Ternihnih

Five additional off-street terminals for buses were placed in service during the

year.

Terminal Principal Route Date

42nd & Packers Ashland Feb. 14

87th & Cicero 87th St. Aug. 1

Ashland & 95th Ashland Nov. 4

California & Roscoe Kedzie & California Nov. 26

Grand & FuUerton Fullerton Shuttle Dec. 20

In addition to the above changes, three terminals \\ere renewed and enlarged.

At the close of the year there were 99 off-street turnarounds for streetcars or buses in

Riipid Trtuisit Service

On April 4, the routing of the Douglas Park Branch was changed. These trains

had operated east of Marshfield junction to the loop over the west side main line but,

with the new routing, the trains continued northbound along Paulina to Lake Street

and then east to the Loop, following the same route as the Lake Street trains. The

westbound movement followed the reverse from the Loop. This arrangement will be

contiuLicd in effect Lintil the (Congress Street SLibway can be phiced in operation.

The delivery of additional new rapid transit cars has enabled all day service on

Saturdays and Sundays to be given with this equipment on the Garfield Park Branch.

These cars are also used in all off-peak service on weekdays.

New cars for use on the north-south subway route have released a sufficient num-

ber of the older all steel cars to the Lake Street Branch so that all wood cars have now
been removeil from that route. At least the base ser\ice on all routes is with steel cars.
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Surface Roadivay Improvetneuts

During the year a total of 122 miles of revenue streetcar track were abandoned

due to substitution by buses. The major mileage changes on the three types of surface

system service were:

Type of Service

December

31, 1954

December

31, 1953

Revenue Streetcar Track in operation (Equivalent miles of

single track) 153.84 275.84

Trolley bus lines (single way miles) in operation .... 246.69 246.75

Motor bus lines (single way route miles) in operation . 1468.29 1333.96

A total of 3.27 single track miles of abandoned tracks were removed in connec-

tion with street improvement work. 106.36 track miles in street were covered with

asphalt in connection with the resurfacing work by the City, County and State. The
total track that has been removed in connection with the repaving work since the

Authority was founded in 1945 is 126.92 miles. In that period 433.80 single track

miles were covered with asphalt.

Remodeled Station at Austin Boulevard i

Branch of the Elevated Lines.
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Rapid Transit Itjiprovements

A new electric motor operated car washer has been placed in service in the Howard

Yards. This has enabled entire trains to be scrubbed in a matter of a few minutes.

An electronic automatic interlocking plant has been installed at the Douglas Park-

Lake Junction. A tuned pickup coil carried on the front of the Douglas Park trains

operates the switches to set up the route to that branch. Trains without actuating coils

automatically take the Lake Street Route.

During the year there were 10.08 single track miles of rail removed from elevated

structures. The structure supporting this track was also removed. The principal re-

movals were on the former Humboldt Park Branch, the Normal Park Branch and the

west side main line.

There were also 1.10 single track miles removed from the Wilson Avenue and

Kenton Avenue yards. New structure and .65 single track miles were constructed but

paid for by the City of Chicago on account of construction of the Congress Street

Superhighway. This was for track now being used by the Douglas Park branch in its

temporary routing.

Additions to shops required the construction of .85 track miles. There were 1.52

single track miles of tracks constructed on ballast which were paid for by the State of

Illinois. This was temporary track on the Garfield Park Branch required by construc-

tion of the Congress Street Superhighway. At December 31, there were 172.38 miles

of revenue track in operation on the rapid transit system.

Neiv Equipment

During the year 298 new motor buses were acquired. These and the 78 addi-

tional buses which are to be received in 1955 are all propane fueled buses built by

Flxible Coach Company. The total number of propane fueled buses at the close of

the year were 972. Two trolley buses were also purchased. These were experimental

models which had been leased from the manufacturers.

176 new rapid transit cars were delivered in 1954 and 94 additional rapid transit

cars are to be delivered in 1955. These cars are fitted with a conductor's cab in which

the door control equipment is installed. There is also a microphone located in the cab

to make announcements over a public address system throughout the train. These

cars are equipped with newly designed current collectors and sleet cutting devices.

The side doors are designed to fit the contour of the bodies to facilitate cleaning

when cars arc run through the automatic washers.

Steps are being taken to further impro\'e rapid transit cars. This includes tests

covering experimental work to improve riding qualities and to maintain a high accel-

eration rate to a higher speed than is the case in our present cars. Higher speeds are

also the subject of experimentation and disc brakes will be installed on one of the high

speed test cars to get actual operating experience.

14
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Chicago Transit Board

Mr. Ralph Budd notified Honorable Martin H. Kennelly, Mayor of Chicago, that

he did not wish to serve as a Board member beyond July 1, 1954. He had continued

to serve after September 1, 1952, the expiration of the term for which he was appointed,

since no successor had been appointed.

His successor, Virgil E. Gunlock, was appointed for the term ending September 1,

1959, by Mayor Kennelly. The appointment was approved by Honorable William G.

Stratton, Governor of Illinois and Mr. Gunlock tiled his oath of office with the Secre-

tary of State on June 24, 1954. On July 1, 1954, Mr. Gunlock was elected Chairman
of the Board for three years. Mr. Gunlock, at the time of his appointment, had been

Commissioner of Public Works of the City of Chicago.

Mr. Werner W. Schroeder was appointed a Board member for the term expiring

September 1, 1961. The appointment was made by Governor Stratton and approved

by Mayor Kennelly. He filed his oath of office with the Secretary of State on Septem-

ber 21, 1954. On October 1, 1954, Mr. Schroeder was elected Vice-Chairman for a

period of one year or until his successor has been elected by the Board. Mr. Schroeder

had been General Attorney for the Board at the time the transportation properties were

acquired. Mr. Schroeder succeeded Mr. Guy A. Richardson as a Board member.

Throughout the year the Board held 23 meetings for the transaction of business.

Personnel

There were no major departmental changes during the year. Mr. C. W. Meyer,

Statistical Assistant to the General Manager, retired effective August 1, 1954, after

forty-six years of continuous service. He was formerly Comptroller of Chicago Surface

Lines.

During the year 595 persons retired on pensions. There were 297 deaths of per-

sons pensioned. The total number of persons on pension at December 31, were 4931.

Manpower shortages have been virtually eliminated so that overtime payments are no

longer an important factor. This has been in part due to manpower saving resulting

from new equipment and partly because of decreased patronage on the surface system.

The total number of active employes at the end of the year were 16,053. This com-

pares with 16,845 employes at December 31, 1953-

jHL,^t^ <J. jlMUL.b<C
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Servicing Facilities at Elston and Armstrong Garage Approach Completion.
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Plans for 1955

The next year will see the completion of the Elston-Armstrong garage. This fa-

cility for 175 trolley buses and 200 motor buses will be an important addition to the

plant for storage and servicing the Authority's modern fleet. Garages are being rebuilt

to house modern equipment. The recent progress in modernizing existing garages will

enable the Blue Island bus station to be adapted to other than transportation depart-

ment uses. The I4th Street motor bus line is to be abandoned as soon as the housing

project known as "Grace Abbott Homes" is advanced to the point where l4th Street

will be closed as a through artery.

The Authority will begin laying track, for the City's account, in the rapid transit

area of the Congress Street Superhighway. Plans for rapid transit which may be ad-

vanced further during the year are for extension to the northwest beyond the Logan

Square station in conjunction with the Northwest Superhighway. The working out of

a plan for the elevation of the Lake Street rapid transit to the right-of-way of the

Chicago and North Western Railway is also contemplated. This is the portion of the

Lake Street elevated which operates west of Laramie Avenue in Chicago and in Oak
Park.

This year, actual construction will begin on the Randolph and Wabash elevated

station, which is to be redesigned for greater passenger convenience and comfort. It

is to be jointly financed by Marshall Field and Company and Chicago Transit Author-

ity. A parking lot at the Kimball terminal of the Ravenswood rapid transit route will

be opened for use. This facility for 123 automobiles will be controlled through the

use of automatic gates and will be the first paid parking lot to be placed in operation

by the Authority. It will encourage the use of rapid transit riding through offering

lower parking rates to rapid transit users.

In 1955 the Authority expects the delivery of 78 motor buses and 94 rapid transit

cars. New motor buses continue to be designed for the use of propane fuel. New
rapid transit cars continue to utilize component parts of the Authority's modern P.C.C.

streetcars. Emphasis will continue on modernizing the rapid transit system.

Ackno II led i^nieiits

Acknowledgment is made of the cooperation of the City of Chicago, other gov-

ernmental agencies and the public generally in enabling us to continue to improve

transit service.

We express thanks to the employes of the Authority for the faithful and efficient

manner in \\ hich their w ork was carried out.

Bv Order of Of The Board

RiHim 734

Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago 54, Illinois

Aprii'n. ig'S'i

Ch,!
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AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE

Arthur Andersen & Co.

120 South LaSalle Street

Chicago 3

To Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an

lUinois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1954, and the related statements of

income, of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenues and of funds for the year

then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing

standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other

auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of income, of

accumulated net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit

Authority as of December 31, 1954, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for

the year then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting

principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding period.

It is our further opinion that the accompanying statement of application of revenues

presents fairly the distribution made of revenues of Chicago Transit Authority for the year

ended December 31, 1954, and was prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Trust

Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 4, 1955
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Assets December 31

1954 1953

Transportation Property, at cost _.__... -.- $167,785,282 $156,119,397

Less—Reserve for depreciation... 32,266,252 30,095,747

$135,519,030 $126,023,650

Special Funds—cash and U. S. Government securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds) :

Under control of Revenue Bond Trustee-

Transit Revenue $ — $ —
Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity 1,200,000 900,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,102,355 6,737,655

Depreciation Reserve ($1,463,177 minimum balance required

at December 31, 1954, by Equipment Trust Agreements).... 3,750,775 3,174,852

Revenue Bond Amortization 424,952 317,838

Operating Expense Reserve. 1,571,426 1,571,426

Modernization 1,998,240 3,355,046

S 16,047,748 $ 16,056,817

Under control of Equipment Trustee (for purchase of equipment) .. 3,053,096 10,396,803

Damage Reserve 1,271,601 1,555,473

$ 20,372,445 $ 28,009,093

Current Assets:

Cash, U. S. Government and municipal securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds) —
Working cash (including $5,000,000 provided from Revenue

Bond proceeds) $ 11,719,672 $ 11,193.923

Deposits for payment of interest on Revenue Bonds. 2, "103,001 2,462,580

Deposits for payment of interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 422,860 303.107

S 14,645,533 $ 13,959,610

Accounts receivable, less reserve 1,540,970 1,421,385

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,965,921 6,821,423

Prepayments and other current assets 626,1^)8 939,417

$ 22,778,582 $ 23,141,835

Deferred Charges:

Discount on Series of 1952 Revenue Bonds $ 838,371 S 908.781

Improvements to leased offices, in process of amortization 444,470 439,993

Other 8,647 217,327

$ 1,291,488 $ 1,566,101

$179,961,545 $178,740,670
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PARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS

Liabilities December 31

1954 1953

Long-Term Debt (see accompanying statements) :

Revenue Bonds $130,422,000 $132,687,000

Equipment Trust Certiiicates, after deducting funds of $855,600

and $1,566,684, respectively, held by Trustee for payment of

principal 14,144,400 13,433,316

I
$144,566,400 $146,120,316

; 4^ Property Purchase Obligation, $142,000 payable annually from

I

Depreciation Reserve Fund $ 710,000 $ —

Accumulated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement)

:

j

Portion allocated in accordance with Revenue Bond Trust Agree-

;
ment for—

j

Serial Bond Maturity $ 4,000,000 $ 1,900,000

' Revenue Bond Reserves 7,102,355 6,737,655

I Revenue Bond Amortization 2,052,919 1,516,714

}

Operating Expense Reserve .— 1,571,426 1,571,426

j

Modernization 537,249 510,408

; Other 138,474 121,186

$ 15,402,423 $ 12, 357, .389

Less — Financing costs not deductible from revenues in accordance

with Revenue Bond Trust Agreement 3,063,032 2,246,309

$ 12,339,391 $ 10,111,080

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 4,066,174 $ 4,118,837

Accrued wages 5,785,863 5,926,122

Accrued interest on Revenue Bonds 2,503,001 2,462,580

Accrued interest on Equipment Trust Certificates.... 422,860 303,107

Unredeemed tickets and tokens 333,408 868,117

$ 13,111,306 $ 13,678,763

Deferred Liability (for repaving of abandoned right of way) ..$ 2,203,966 $ 1,516,166

Damage Reserve $ 7,030,482 $ 7,314,354

Equipment Commitments— Note

$179,961,545 $178,740,679

NOTE: Commitments for the purchase of propane buses and elevated subway cars aggregated approximately §3,900,000 at De-

cember 31, 1954. This equipment is to be purchased from funds held by the Equipment Trustee and from Depreciation

and Modernization Funds.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHO T

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31, 1954

Total

Revenue

Bonds

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1955 S 2,400,000

1956 2,800,000

1957 3,000.000

1958-1961 8,000.000

1962-1965 8,000,000

1966-1972 13,000,000

1978 63,537,000

1982 29,685,000

REVENUE BONDS per balance sheet $130,422,000

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO REVENUE
BONDS:

Funds on deposit or to be deposited with Trustee,

classified as special funds in balance sheet-

Serial Bond Maturity $ 1,200,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,102,355

Revenue Bond Amortization 424,952

$ 8,727,307

Deposits with Trustee (exclusive of interest ) re-

quired in 195^ (note) —
Serial Bond Maturity, monthly deposits be-

ginning July 1 of each year to pay Series

of 1947 Revenue Bonds maturing the

following July 1
"^

S 2,600,000

Revenue Bond Reserves-

Series of 1947, required to be maintained

at $6,400,000 —
Series of 1952, $23,000 monthly until

fund aggregates 6'?<i of the principal

amount of the then outstanding Series

of 1952 Revenue Bonds 276,000

Series of 1953, $7,000 monthly until

fund aggregates 6% of the principal

amount of the then outstanding Series

of 14^3 Rc-venuc- Bonds 84,000

$ 2,960,000

Series

Interest

Rate



Series of 1952 Series of 1953

Interest

Amount Rate Amount

-%

22,707,000 41/2 6,978,000

$ 22,707,000 $ 6,978,000

$ - $ -
604,355 98,000

74,455 22,460

$ 678,810 $ 120,460

276,000

— 84,000

276,000 $ 84,000



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Series 4

Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1954 Total

Equipment
Trust

Certificates

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1955 $ 1,245,000

1956 2,780,000

1957 2,895,000

1958 2,980,000

1959 2,705,000

1960 2,395,000

Total outstanding $15,000,000

LESS—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (deducted from

Equipment Trust Certificates in accompanying balance sheet) 855,600 660,000 —

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance sheet $14,144,400 $ 5,700,000 S 1,590,000

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO EQUIPMENT TRUST CER-

TIFICATES:

Deposits with Trustee required in 1955 for payment of principal

(Note 2) $ 3,011,200 $ 1,025,000 $ 365,000

Series 4

Class 1



Series 5 Series 6

iSl



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Licome (See Note)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1954 and 1953

1954 1953

Revenues -- ..Sl21, 139,515 $124,103,962

Operating Expenses:

Operation and maintenance expenses-

Way and structures - ...$ 6,155,056 $ 7,558,608

Equipment - 14,405,508 14,653,668

Power - - 6,574,030 7,061,689

Fuel for revenue equipment __ 4,124,778 3,705,247

Conducting transportation 54,207,409 56,897,732

Provision for injuries and damages 7,502,934 6,816,174

General and administrative expenses-

Employees' pensions and insurance 5,635,183 5,126,137

Social securit)- taxes 1,185,072 902,042

Other 3,621,567 3,575,608

$103,411,537 $106,296,905

Depreciation 9,691,161 9,928,317

Municipal compensation — —

$113,102,698 $116,225,222

Net operating income $ 8,036,817 $ 7,878,740

Interest Deductions:

Interest on Revenue Bonds $ 5,040,612 S 4,889,336

hiterest on Equipment Trust Certificates 749,752 587,475

Interest on Property Purchase Obligation 32,471 —
Amortization of Revenue Bond discount 34,500 34,°iOO

Interest earned on funds controlled by Revenue Bond Trustee (48,829) (126.647)

$ 5,808,506 $ 5, .384,664

Net income (see note) $ 2,228,311 $ 2,494.076

NOTE: The ahuvc st.itt.mcnts slunv the revenues, expenses anJ net income of the Authority for the years cnJcJ Deccmhcr M.

195-( and 1953. These .statements do not purport to show the disposition of gross revenues in the order of prece-

dence required by the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds. Such information is presented in the accom-

panying Statements of Accumulated Net Earnings and Application of Revenues.
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CHIC

Balance December 31, 1953

Net income for 1954, per statement of income.

Allocation of net earnings for—

Debt service requirements

Revenue Bond amortization

Balance December 31, 1954.

Statement of Accumulated Net I

For the Year Ended December 31, 195

cated

't

ngs

5,205



CHICAGO' TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the Year Ended December 31, 1954
,.

'

'

. Portion Allocated in Accordance With Revenue Bond Trust Agreement For

Financing

(Other— Costs Not
Depreciation Deductible

Serial Revenue Revenue Operating Fund Unallocated from

Bond Bond - Bond Expense and Special Net Revenues

'Total Maturity Reserves Amort'zation Reserve Modernization Modernization) Earnings (Note 1

)

Balance December 31, 1953--- : SIO.lll.OSO- 51,900,000 §6,737.6^=; S1,t1(i.7I4 51,571,426 S510.4O8 S12I.IS6 S — (S2. 246.309)

Net income for 1954, per statement of income - 2,228,311 - , 4,700(2) - — 26,841(2) 17,288(2) 2,990,205 (816,723)

Allocation of net earnings for— -.
•

Debt service requirements- -- — 2,100,000- 300,000 _ _ . _ _ (2,l60,000) -

Revenue Bond amortization - —

,

— — 536.205 — — — (53(^,205) —

Balance December 31, 1954 ...- $12,339,391 $4,000,000 57,102.355 $2,052,919 $1,571,426 $537,249 $138,474 $ - ($3.063.0-t2)

( ) Denotes deduction.

NOTES:

f 1; In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement these items, representing accumulated interest and redemption premium on Equipment Trust Certificates and interest on the Property Purchase Obligation paid from

the Depreciation Reserve Fund, and amortization of discount on Revenue Bonds, are not deductible from revenues.

(2) Interest earnings on investments in funds controlled, by the Revenue Bond Trustee which are available only for disbursement for purposes for which- the funds were created.



C: H 1 C A G O '|- R A N S 1 T A U T H O R I T Y

G.in OpuLKcil Cute .11 r.nkln.u I...1 L..caa-d at Kimball-La

Slaliiin. ihf Ni.iihwtsl Tirminal iif ihi; Ravcnswood Elevated Branch.

Statement of Accunuilatc-d Net Earnings

inside this fold

( H U A t; O 1 R A N S 1 r A U T H O R 1 T Y

Statements of Application of Re\cnues

(Applied in tiie order of precedence recjuired by Tru.st At;reeiiieiit securing Revenue Bonds)

For the Vear.s Ended December 31, 19'> i and 1953

Revenues _. ..S121,139,=in $124,UH,%2

Operation and Maintenance Expenses...- 103,41 l,°i37 106,2>>ii,')Q5

* 17,727,978 $ 17,8O.',057

Debt Service Requirements— Re\enue Bonds:

Interest $ ),0I(),612
,f,

4,H.'-i'>,336

Serial Bond Maturity... : - : _ 2, !()(), ()()() l,4(tn,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 360,l)()() 2' i i.OllO

$ 7,"i()(),6l2 $ 6,V'M,336

Balance $ 10,227,366 | 11,2. \721

Other Requirements:

Depreciation :.. $ 9,691,161 $ 9,9.' ,317

Revenue Bond amortization ' 536,205 1,2 1 JH

Operating Expense Reserve — 8.',690

Municipal compensation — —

$ 10,227,366 $ 11,227,721

Unappropriated net revenues — $ — $ —

NOTE : Revenues remaining in each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to be deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that monies are available thcretor:

1. Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, and Reserve Funds—Deposits equal to debt service

requirements as provided for in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deppsits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

3. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund-Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to 5300,000 quar-

terly for the Series of 19-r7 and 195:: Revenue Bonds and S16,7m quarterly for the Series ol

1953 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating Expense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be 5900,000 each year.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to be equal to an amount computed in accordance with

the Franchise Ordinance.

6. Modernization Fund—Deposit to be equal to the monies remaining after making required deposits

in the above funds.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY'

Statements of Application of Revenues

(Applied in the order of precedence required by Trust Agreement securing Revenue Bonds)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1954 and 1953

1954 1953

Revenues 5121,139,515 $124,103,962

Operation and Maintenance Expenses.— 103,411,537 106,296,905

S 17,727,978 S 17,807,057

Debt Service Requirements—Revenue Bonds:

Interest - - $ 5,040.612 S 4,889.336

Serial Rond Maturity 2,100,000 1,400,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 360,000 290,000

S 7.500.612 S 6,579,336

Balance -.$ 10,227,366 $ 11,227,721

Other Requirements:

Depreciation $ 9,691,161 $ 9,928,317

Revenue Bond amortization 536,205 1,216,714

Operating Expense Reserve.- — 82,690

Municipal compensation — —

$ 10,227,366 S 11,227.721

Unappropriated net revenues $ — $ —

NOTE: Revenues remaining in each year alter deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to he deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that monies are available therefor:

1. Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, and Reserve Funds—Deposits equal to debt service

rec]uirements as provided for in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

3. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund—Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to S300.()()() quar-

terly for the Series of l'M7 and 19^2 Rexenue Bonds and S16.71I quarterly for the Series of

19'i3 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating Expense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be $900,000 each year.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to be equal to an amount tomputed in accordance with

the Franchise Ordinance.

6. Modernization Fund—Deposit to be equal to the monies remaining after making required deposits

in the above funds.
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jiatement of Funds
f
•'r the Year Ended December 31, 1954

Jance December 31, 1953—

CLissified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt..

dninate—

Fund transfers and deposits recorded at December 31, 1953

made after that date

tion

46

46

99

J;ance December 31, 1953—

After eliminating above transfers and deposits.. 45 $12,266,594 $1,010,441 $ 7,180,878

Id—Receipts ;

Collection of revenues

Proceeds from sales of Equipment Trust Certificates..

Other receipts

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund
Other transfers (net)

3Juct—Disbursements

:

Co.sts and expenses of operations, purchase of materials and

plies, reimbursable expenditures, etc

Disbursements for purposes for which funds were created

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee to Equipment Trustee

accompanying statement)

Stance December 31, 1954—

Before transfers described below:

Cash

U. S. Government and municipal securities (at cost).

Ad or (Deduct) :

December collections deposited January 3, 1955

Fund transfers to be made after December 31, 1954—
Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund
Reimbursement of working cash for disbursements payable

special funds

B ance December 31, 1954—

Classified in accompanying balance sheets as:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt

NOTE (l): $1,463,177 minimum balance required at

55

50

65)

40

Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
Trustee (See

Accompanying Damage
Statement) Reserve

Other Funds

$10,396,803 $1,555,473

303,107 -
1,566,684 -

Working
Cash

11,193,923

fl2,266,594 $1,555,473 $ 11,193,923

- (545,032) (4,013,045)



CHICAGOTRANSnAUTHORITY

<r c iiient of Funds

L Year Ended December 31, 1954 ,

Fpnds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee ' Funds Under
~

Z ] Control of
Revenue Bond p •

f

r> /^ .. 1 T- 1 ^r Other Funds
Revenue Operating V. Trustee (See

Transit Serial Depreciation Bond Expense Accompanying Damage Working

R- -
e December 31 1953— Total Revenue . Interest Maturity Reserves Reserve Amortization Reserve Moderniz:;tion Statement) Reserve Cash

^-iiried in accompanvine balance sheet as:

"vredal funds 5 28,009,093 S - $ - S 900,000 56,737,655 33,174,852 5317,838 51,571,426 53,355,046 510,396,803 51,555,473 S

Current assets m.im^.ZI 13,959,610 - 2,462r580 - - - - - -
.

303,107 - 11,193,923

Reduaion of long-term debt 1,566,684 - " " ~ ~ - - - 1,566,684 -

5 43,535,387 5 - 52,462,580 5 900,000 56,737,655 53,174,852 5317,838 51,571,^26 53,355,046 512,266,594 51,555,473 5 11,193,923

_E1: -lie—

rund transfers and deposits recorded at December 31. 1953, but

made after that date....; (352,486) 4,606,222 - - - (32,526) (316,714) (82,690) 31,299 - (545,032) (4,013,045)

iBaBa e December 31, 1953-

eliminating above transfers and deposits .....5 43,182,901 "5 4,606,222 $2,462,580 5 900,000 56,737,6^=. S3,M2,326 5 1,124 51,488,736 53,386,345 512,266,594 Sl.010,441 5 7,180,878

.eceipts: .

rjTion of revenues - 5120,912,969 5120,661,111 • 5 12,666 5 19,921 5 121,391 5 - 5 - 5 33,372 5 - 5 62,728 5 - 5 ' 1,780

-.eeds from sales of Equipment Trust Certificates 4,700,000 - - - — -- - - 4,700,000 -. -
"Aer receipts : 5,787,333 4,515,028 - - 4,700 17,288 - - 1,314,841 (62,744) - (1.780)

rr^nsfers from Transit Revenue Fund - (124,610,290) 5,040,612 2,100,000 360;-000 ' 9,701,656 428,894 82,690 119,094 - - 106,777,344

::.-.er transfers (net) 187,350 (1,2,666 ) (19.921 ) (121,391 )
- - (33,372 ) 462,889 - 7,404,413 (7,867.302)

5131,400,302 5 753,199 55,040,612 52,100,000 5 364,700 59,718,944 5428,894 5 82,690 51,896,824 5 4,699,984 57,404,413 5 98.910.042

ct—Disbursements

:

Ti.rs and expenses of operations, purchase of materials and sup-

plies, reimbursable expenditures, etc -.-5101, 588.970 5- 5- 5.- 5- 5- 5- 5- 5- 5- 5- 5101,588,970
Jisbursements for purposes for which funds were created 37,467,704 - 5,000,191 1,800,000 - 3,322,677 429,091 - 480,614 19,807,206 7,774,403 (l,l4'6,478)

transfers from Re\enue Bond Trustee to Equipment Trustee (see

accompanying statement) .'. — — — — — 4,762,184 — — 2,340,000 (7,102,184) — —

5139,056,674 5'
' - 55,000.191 $1,800,000 5 — $8,084,861 $429,091 5 - 52,820,614 $12,705,022 57,774,403 5100,442,492

liiQce December 31, 1954—

Btrore transfers described below:

Cash 5 18,926,911 5 5,359,421 52,503,001 $1,200,000 $ 23,759 5 676,045 $ 927 $ 6,426 5 367,875 5 2,526,750 5 640,4n 5 X622.256
U. S. Government and municipal securities (at cost) 16,599,618 - - - 7,078,596 4,100,364 - 1,565,000 2,094,680 1,734,806 - 26.1"2

5 35,526,529 5 5,359,421 52,503,001 51.200,000 $7,102,355 $4,776,409 $ 927 $1,571,426 $2,462,555 $ 4,261, 5'i6 $ 640,451 S ^,64S,42S
dd or (Deduct) :

December collections deposited January 3, 1955 347,049 347,049 _________ _
Fund transfers to be made after December 31, 1954—

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund - (5,706,470) - - — 860,725 424,025 — 281.550 70,000 631,150 3,439,020
Reimbursement of working cash for disbursements payable from

special funds ;
.'. - _ _ _ _ (1,886,359) - - (745,865) - - 2,652.224

5 35,873,578 5 - $2,503,001 $1,200,000 $7,102,355 $3,750,775(1) S424,9'^2 51,571,426 51,998,240 5 4,331,5=^6 $1,271,601 5 U.'l'-XC'";

Uance December 31, 1954— '-

~ ~ ~ ~ ^^^^"^^ ~ ~ "^^^ ~ ^^^^^^^^"^"^

Cussified in accompanying balance sheets as: -

Special funds $ 20,372,445 $ - $ - $1,200,000 $7,102,355 $3,750,775 $424,9^2 $1,571,426 $1,998,240 5 i,0ii,096 S1.271.c,01 5
Current assets 14j545,533 - 2,503,001 - _ _ _ _ _ 422,860 - ll.-l'\a-2
Reduction of long-term debt 855,600 - -_ — -___ 855,600 — —

'
5 35,873,578 5 - 52,503,001 51,200,000 57,102,355 53,750,775 5424,9=.2 51,571,426 51,998,2 10 5 4.331. '^'e 51.271,601 S 11,~UXp"":

NOTE <\j: SI,4(;3,177 minimum balance rcqiiircj at December 31, 1954, by Equipment Trust Agreements. ( ) Denotes deduction.
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Statement

of Funds

inside

this fold.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the Year Ended December 31, 1954

Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

Total Funds Payment 0/ Principal
Under Control '- L .

of Equipment Payment of Series 1 Series 2 Series 3

Trustee Interest Refunding Refunding Refunding Series 4 Scries 5

Balance December 31, 1953—

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds $10,396,803 S- $- $ ~ $ - $ - $ -
Current assets -303,107 303,107 - - - - -.

Reduction of long-term debt 1,566,684 - 1,166,672 266,672 133.3-10 - -

512,266,594 S303,107 $1,166,672 5266,672 Si 33,3-10 S - S -

Add—Receipts

:

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates ...S 4,700,000 S- S— S— ,S— S— S ~
Interest collections on U. S. Government securities 62,728 — 15,085 3,439 1,712 3,127 923

Interest collections and excess deposits transferred to Revenue

Bond Trustee -..- - (62,744) (8) (15,087) (3,441) (1,716) (3,127) (923)

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for—

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust

Certificates 4,762,184 773,260 2,333.330 533,330 266,664 660,000 195,600

Purchase of equipment 940,000 — — — _ _ _
Proceeds from sale of PCC cars 1,400,000 - - - _ _ ._

511,802,168 5773,252 52,333,328 5533.328 5266,660 5660,000 5195,600

Deduct—Disbursements:

Payments to equipment manufacturers 514,453,707 S— 5— 5— 5— -S— S —
Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 5,353,499 653,499 3,500,000 800,000 -100,000 - -

519.807,206 5653,499 53,500,000 5800,000 5400,000 5 — 5 —

Balance December 31, 1954—

Before transfer described below:

Cash $ 2,526,750 5422,860 $ - $ - $ - 5168,133 5 49,936
U. S. Government securities (at cost) 1,734,806 — — — — 491,867 145,664

5 4,261,556 5422,860 $ - $ - $ - 5660,000 $195,600

Add-
Transfer of proceeds from sale of PCC cars to be made from

Transit Revenue Fund after December 31, 1954 70,000 — . — — — — —

5 4.331,5'S6 5422,860 S - 5 — 5 - 5660,000 5195,600

Balance December 31, 1954—

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds . $ 3,053,096 5- 5- 5- 5- 5- S-,
Current assets 422,860 422,860 — — - — — '

Reduction of long-term debt 855,600 — _ — — 660,000 195,600

$ 4,331,556 5422,860 5 - $ - 5 ^^~ $660,000 $195,600

Purchase of Equipment

Series 4 Series 5

$7,576,803 52,820,000 5

57,576,803 52,820,000 S

5 — 5 — 54,700,000

10,330 20,273 7,839

(10,330) (20,273) (7,839)

- 940,000

112,000 1,288,000

S 112,000 56,928,000

$7,474,290 $2,853,202 54,126,21:

57,474,290 52,853,202 54,126,215

5 2,723 $ 78,798 $1,804,300

99,790 - 997.485

5 102,513 5 78,798 52,801,785

56,000 14.000

$ 158,513 5 92,798 52,801,785

5 158,513 $ 92,79s 52,801,78^

$ 158,513 5 92,798 52,801,78'^



Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

Payment of Principal

Purchase of Equipment
eries 2 Series 3

funding Refunding Series 4 Series 5 Series 4 Series 5 Series 6

,576,803 s$2,820,000 $

66,672 133,340

66,672 $133,340 $ - $ - $7,576,803 $2,820,000 $

- $- $- $ - $ - $ - $4,700,000

3,439 1,712 3,127 923 10,330 20,273 7,839

(3,441) (1,716) (3,127) (923) (10,330) (20,273) (7,839)

33,330 266,664 660,000 195,600 - — -
_ _ - - — — 940,000
- _ _ _ _ 112,000 1.288,000

33,328 $266,660 $660,000 $195,600 $ - $ 112,000 $6,928,000

- $ - $ - $ - $7,474,290 $2,853,202 $4,126,215

00,000 400,000 _ _ _ _ —

00,000 $400,000 $ - $ - $7,474,290 $2,853,202 $4,126,215

$ - $168,133 $ 49,936 $ 2,723 $ 78,798 $1,804,300
- 491,867 145,664 99,790 - 997,485

$ - $660,000 $195,600 $ 102,513 $ 78,798 $2,801,785

56,000 14,000

$ - $660,000 $195,600 $ 158,513 $ 92,798 $2,801,785

$ - $ - $ 158,513 $ 92,798 $2,801,785

660,000 195,600 _ _ _

$660,000 $195,600 $ 158,513 $ 92,798 $2,801,785
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1954

Surface Rapid Transit Combined
System System System

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned .._.. 476.65 187.39 664.04

Leased .._.._ - - 29.40 29.40

Total Track Owned or Leased 476.65 216.79 693.44

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation-

Revenue Tracks in Operation.. 153.84 172.38 326.22

Trolley bus lines (Single Way Miles) in Operation 246.69 - 246.69

Motor bus lines (Single Way Miles) in Operation 1,468.29 - 1,468.29

Total Revenue Miles in Operation 1,868.82 172.38 2,04l.20

Non-Revenue Miles-

Unused Track 283.54(1) - 283.54

Service Track 39.27 (2) 44.41 (3) 83.68

Connecting trolley bus lines, and trolley bus storage 14.04 — l4.04

Total Non-Revenue Miles.- 336.85 44.41 381.26

TOTAL .....2,205.67 216.79 2,422.46

NOTES:

(1) This mileage covers tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated, tracks from which electric

service has been disconnected, and tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 19.66 miles in public ways and streets used

for pull-in, pull-out, work cars, and in case of emergencies.

(3) Includes 13.11 miles Main Line Storage Track, and 3.28 miles freight Gauntlet Track, Evanston Branch.

Balance consists of tracks in yard and carhouses.
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Revenue Equipment Owned
December 31, 1954

On
Hand

Dec. 31,

Surface System: 1953

Streetcars—

P. C. C. Cars ..„ 530

Other Closed Platform 241

Other Platform 159

Total Streetcars 930

Buses-

Trolley Buses 675

Gas—Mechanical - 3 1

9

Gas—Hydraulic 53

1

Diesel—Hydraulic 721

Propane—Hydraulic 675

Total Buses 2,921

Total Surface Tquipment 3,851

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel 653 — 146 507

Elevated-Subway Cars

Steel, C^oiiventional type 454

Metal, Articulated 4

Metal, P. C. C 200

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,311

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 5,162

January 1, 1954

to December 31, 1954
Acquired Retired
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Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1953, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During Year 1954 and Balance at December 31, 1954

Balance Plus Gross Less Balance

Dec. 31, 1953 Additions Retirements Dec. 31, 1954

Land .$ 14,636,922.37 $ (217,247.74) $ 309,540.42 $ 14,110,134.21

Track and Paving 19,253,907.61 1,496,734.08 3,948,634.24 16,802.007.45

Machinery and Tools... 3,091,023.92 234,608.56 75,008.22 3,250,624.26

Electric Line Equipment. 9,947,586.14 543,548.32 311,418.81 10,179,715.65

Buildings..'. 20,590,178.74 1,910,579-26 222,155.55 22,278,602.45

Cars 26,908,319.72 9,093,871.05 3,014,550.20 32,987,640.57

Buses 47,038,790.06 5,946,259-92 182,963.54 52,802,086.44

Work Trucks, Autos, and Service

Equipment 1,371,414.49 120,221.62 18,340.53 1,473,295.58

Furniture 957,560.69 77,753.27 5,280.00 1,030,033-96

Signals and Interlocking 484,737.38 70,644.39 6,485.52 548,896.25

Crossings, Fences, and Signs 410,651.99 175,190.26 1,745-92 584,096.33

Elevated Structures 6,941,667.30 80,747.13 69,711.22 6,952,703.21

Substation Equipment 1,773,731.49 15,922.38 13,686.16 1,775,967.71

Telephone and Communications.... 380,982.77 30,576.03 108.77 411,450.03

Engineering 46,622.63 — — 46,622.63

General and Miscellaneous 2,199,983.76 362,623.56 96,518.74 2,466,088.58

Total Transportation Property 156,034,081.06 19,942,032.09 8,276,147.84 167,699,965.31

Organization Expense 85,316.39 — — 85,316.39

TOTAL $156,119,397.45 $19,942,032.09 $8,276,147.84 $167,785,281.70

( ) Denotes Deduction
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Operating Statistics

For the Year Ended December 31, 1954

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Surface Rapid Transit Combined
System System System

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers -.._ -- 529,934,199 120,032,533* 649,966,732*

Revenue Vehicle Miles-

Cars -..- - - -- 17,921,621 43,285,362 61,206.983

Trolley Buses 19,478,889 - 19,478,889

Motor Buses - --- 83,536,946 - 83,536,946

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 120,937,456 43,285,362 164,222,818

Revenue per Vehicle Mile 81.24c 52.89c 73.76c

Revenue Vehicle Hours-

Cars 1,975,492 - 1,975,492

Trolley Buses 2,442,282 - 2,442,282

Motor Buses 9,794,447 - 9,794,447

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours. 14,212,221 - 14,212,221

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 192,368,582 202.011,118 394,379,700

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour — — 1.66c

Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline-

Gallons 9,944,913 - 9,944,913

Average Miles per Gallon 2.83 — 2.83

Diesel l\icl—

Gallons . 5,946,975 - 5.946,975

Average Miles per Gallon 3-94 — 3-94

Propane Fuel-

Gallons 13,958,434 - 13,958,434

Average Miles per Gallon 2.29 - 2.29

*Incliidcs 8,800,231 Ic transfer passengers from Surface System which were discontinued April 22, 1954, by

elimination of token rates of 5 for 85c on Surface System and 5 for 90c on Rapid Transit System.
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Workmen in the joreground arc aligning ties

for rail placement on a section of the new

west side high-speed route in the median strip

of the Congress Street expressway. The ties

are placed over ten inches of crushed stone

ballast.
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Other revenues of the Authority showed minor fluctuations between 19'S5 and

1954 as shown in the following summary:

1955 1954

Passenger-

Surface System $ 96,187,802 $ 96,932,822

Rapid Transit System 22,460,331 21,822,989

$118,648,133 $118,755,811

Chartered Service 317,494 240,048

$118,965,627 $118,995,859

Other-

Station and car privileges . . . 930,603 1,030,608

Rents and miscellaneous 1,000,955 1,113,048

Total revenue $120,897,185 $121,139,515

Operation and maintenance expenses showed a slight reduction in 1955 from

1954 in spite of several factors leading to increased costs, which are discussed below.

The principal elements making up these expenses for the years 1955 and 1954 are

compared below:

Increase

1955 1954 (Decrease)

Wages and salaries $66,684,641 $68,036,762 ($1,352,121)

Pension contributions 4,914,695 5,049,163 (134,468)

Federal Insurance contributions . . . 1,264,769 1,185,072 79,697

Employes' Insurance 640,347 586,344 54,003

Totaliabor costs . . . ..$73,504,452 $74,857,341 ($1,352,889)

F.lcxiric power purchased 5,212,375 5.722, n6 ('S()0,7S
1

)

Motor fuel consumed 3,535,013 4,124,779 (589,766)

Operating materials and supplies . . 5,733,047 5,813,762 (80,715)

Provision for injuries and damages . . 8,660,560 7,502,934 1,157,626

Miscellaneous services, supplies, etc. . 5,842,744 5,390,565 452,179

Total operation and mainte-

nance expense .... $102,488,191 $103,411,537 ($ 923,346)

'i'he reduction in wages and salaries resulted because operating economies and

llie ellicicncies secured by putting into service new L-subway cars and motor buses

delivered during the year, more than offset the additional costs resulting from in-

creases in wage and salary rates provided by new contracts negotiated with labor

ori;ani/alions effective June 1, lO'i'S anil exteiulini; to May 31, 1957.
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Changes called for by the new contracts with the major labor organizations pro-

vided for hourly wage increases of 5c effective June 1, 1955, an additional 2I/2C De-

cember 1, 1955 and an additional 5c on June 1, 1956. A cost-of-living allowance to

be paid in addition to the hourly wage increases was reinstated to become effective

December 1, 1955 and to be adjusted quarterly thereafter based on the change in the

Revised Consumers' Price Index for Chicago from May 1955. The first allowance

under this cost-of-living provision was added to payrolls effective December 1, 1955 in

the amount of 3c per hour. Other changes increased paid holidays from five to six

per year, adding New Year's Day, extended a fourth week of vacation to employes

with twenty-five or more years of service, and reduced the "spread" time over which

any run could be scheduled to 10 hours, with overtime at one-half time for any time

scheduled beyond that (this latter provision to become effective in June 1956).

Contracts with other labor organizations followed the general pattern outlined

above with the major exception that none of these other contracts provided for the

cost-of-living allowance.

It has been estimated that the total annual costs of all contract changes will be

approximately $5,500,000 after all provisions become effective. For the entire year

1955, with certain of the above changes effective for only part of the year, wage and

salary costs were increased approximately $2,250,000 over 1954.

Inasmuch as overall wages and salary costs were reduced approximately

$1,350,000, as mentioned above, operating economies and efficiencies arising from

the use of new equipment delivered during the year yielded reductions of approxi-

mately $3,600,000 to produce this reduction in spite of the wage and salary increases

described above.

There were no changes in pension and Federal insurance contribution rates dur-

ing the year so the changes in these costs were due to the variations in individual

earnings of employes.

The increase in employes' insurance costs arose from a change in labor contracts

effective June 1, 1955 which increased accident and sickness insurance coverage from

$25.00 to $30.00 per week.

Electric power purchased decreased $509,781 (8.91%) as a result of the con-

tinued conversion of streetcar lines to motor bus operation. Motor fuel consumed

reflected this conversion also. On July 5, 1955, the Authority was exempted, by Act

of the State Legislature, from paying the State of Illinois Motor Fuel Tax on all

motor fuel purchases. From that date to the end of the year 1955 the savings from

this exemption amounted to $824,000. Additional motor fuel used on lines con-

verted from streetcar operations partially offset this saving so that the net reduction

in motor fuel costs amounted to $589,766 for the year 1955.

Injury and damage provisions for 1955 increased $1,157,626 over 1954 as a

result of an increase in the rate of provision from 6% to 6%% effective October 1,

1954 and because of special provisions made by the Board totaling $500,000 in 1955

to cover increased costs.
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Payments to State of Illh/ois, City of Chicago and Chicago Park District

Payments for taxes and other items to the State of Illinois, City of Chicago and

Chicago Park District amounted to $2,191,782 for the year 1955 as compared with

$2,904,404 in 1954. This does not include $812,500 in 1955 and $610,000 in 1954

spent by the Authority for the removal of snow and ice from transit route streets:

State of

Illinois

State of

Ilhnois

State of

Illinois

and

City of

Chicago

City of

Chicago

City of

Chicago

City of

Chicago

Chicago

Park

District

C;ity of

(Jiicago

1955 1954

Fuel tax on gasoline, diesel and propane fuel for revenue

buses, passenger autos, trucks and shops. Charged to

"Motor Fuel Consumed" $ 830,334 (l) $1,508,779

License fees covering buses, trucks, trailers, autos and

chauffeurs. Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and

Supplies, etc." 6,508 6,374

Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by Common-
wealth Edison Company and paid to

State of Illinois -3% 135,959 152,978

City of Chicago -4% 181,257 203,971

Charged to "Electric Power Purchased".

For a portion of City's cost of repaving streets on which

tracks have been abandoned. Charged to "Depreciation

Reserve" 300,000 300,000

State Street Subway facilities 137,362 137,362

Dearborn Street Subway facilities 153,974 153,974

Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc."

License fees covering buses, trolley coaches, autos, trucks,

trailers and flammable liquids. Charged to "Miscel-

laneous Services and Supplies, etc." 246,388 240,966

Payment for wear and tear of boulevards arising from

operation of the Authority's buses. Charged to "Mis-

cellaneous Services and Supplies, etc." 200,000 200,000

Total payments during Year $2,191,782 $2,904,404

Accumulated Liability for repaving streets on which tracks

have been abandoned but which have not yet been re-

paved (Payment of this limited by franchise to $300,000

per year) $1,908,116 $2,203,966

(I) Illinois Motor Fuel Tax Law amciuled elTectivc July 'i. I'^'i'i by State Legislature to exempt all

motor fuel usc-tl for operation of C.T.A. motor vehicles from "ic per gallon tax.

Debt service requirements of $7,906,632 for 1955 were up $406,020 from 1954.

This arose from an increase of $500,000 in deposits to the Series of 1947 Serial Bond

Maturity Fund and a decrease of 93,980 in annual interest charges resulting fiom

the retirement of bonds through the operation of both the Serial Bond Maturity Fund

and the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund.
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DISTRIBUTION OF

CTA'S 1955 DOLLAR

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

POWER

MOTOR FUEL

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

DEPRECIATION

BOND INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

BOND RESERVE

BOND AMORTIZATION

NOTES: (1) Total Operating Labor Costs exclude $2,161,679 (l.79c of C.T.A.'s

Dollar) charged to Operating Materials and Supplies, Injuries and Damage Reserve

and Miscellaneous Services and Supplies.

(2) Amendment to Illinois Motor Fuel Tax Law effective July 5, 1955

exempted Authority from 5c per gallon tax.

Revenues of $830,587 were available from 1955 operations for and were de-

posited in the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund, compared with $536,205 in 1954.

The application of 1955 revenues to the advance retirement of bonds is summarized
below:

Revenue Bonds Purchased and Retired
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Including the operations shown above, the Authority has since the inception of

these funds retired revenue bonds as follows:

Principal

Series Amount

1947 $2,534,000

1952 515,000

1953 87,000

$3,136,000

Cost

$2,282,576

511,447

88,151

$2,882,174

Neu' Fiuavci)!^

On October 14, 1955, the Authority issued $1,245,000 of Series 7 Equipment

Trust Certificates (replacing certificates which had matured July 1, 1955) the proceeds

of which, together with approximately $1,449,000 cash from its Depreciation Reserve

Fund and the proceeds from the sale of principal parts of PCC streetcars retired from

service by the Authority, are to provide funds for the conversion of 80 PCC streetcars

to L-subway cars. It is expected that these new cars will be delivered and in ser\'ice

during the latter part of 1956.

Additional Series 7 certificates to be issued in 1956 (replacing certificates matur-

ing January 1, and July 1, 1956), deposits from the Authority's Depreciation Reserve

Fund and proceeds of sales of parts of PCC streetcars are expected to provide suffici-

ent funds during 1956 to pay for the conversion of 50 more PCC streetcars to L-sub-

way cars and for the purchase of 1 50 propane fueled motor buses which were ordered

in February 1956.
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Management and Operation

As a result o£ the substitution of modern motor buses for streetcars on one line

(Cottage Grove) and part of another (the State Street section of the State-Broadway

line) only three streetcar lines remain in the CTA system, Clark-Wentworth, Western

Avenue and Broadway. Of these, the Broadway and Clark-Wentworth lines are pres-

ently served by buses on weekends. Western Avenue is scheduled for bus substitu-

tion by midsummer 1956 and Broadway in the fall, when sufficient buses are

expected to be available. The substitution of buses on Western Avenue will expe-

dite the City's program of constructing through-lane overpasses at heavily used street

intersections and of repaving the entire street.

To attract more rapid transit riders, CTA placed in operation on March 7, 1955,

its Park 'n' Ride lot at the Kimball and Lawrence terminal of the Ravenswood "L"

line. Use of the facility, which has room for approximately 130 automobiles, is

growing steadily, and is the first CTA lot where a parking fee is charged. CTA

Park 'n' Ride lots now have a total capacity of 940 automobiles, and all are used ex-

tensively. Additional property is presently being sought to expand the lot at Linden

Avenue, Wilmette, on the Evanston "L" line.

With the addition of new equipment and improvement of service, patronage of

the traffic-free rapid transit lines showed a 1.5 per cent increase in 1955 as compared

with 1954. A slackening of the downward trend in overall CTA riding—only 2.8 per

cent below the 1954 total—also was noted.

The Authority's expenditures for modernization up to the end of 1955 were

$106,302,437. This compares with $98,502,400 reached in the previous year. The

total expenditures for equipment to December 31, 1955 amounted to $81,472,645.

The changes in the property accounts of the Authority during 1955 are set forth in

a separate statement at the end of this report. Major expenditures during the year

covered the Forest Glen operating station and the purchase of new passenger equip-

ment, while the principal retirements consisted of replaced passenger equipment and

tracks abandoned as a result of the conversion from streetcar to motor bus operation

during the year.

Surface System Service

As stated previously, the major conversions from streetcar operation to motor

bus in 1955 were made on the Cottage Grove and State Street lines.

The Cottage Grove one-man car operation was replaced by motor buses on June

19, 1955. Some reroutings were involved in this conversion because of the closing

of part of Cottage Grove Avenue for the Lake Meadows Housing Project. The motor
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bus route operates from 115th and Cottage Grove to Randolph and Garland Court.

The round trip distance between the outer terminals of the revised route is 29.52

miles.

The conversion of State Street from streetcars to motor buses became effective on

December 4, 1955. Formerly the State and Broadway lines were through-routed in

the loop via State Street. On December 4, 1955, two separate operations were estab-

lished, Broadway-Downtown and State Street-Downtown. Two man streetcars were

retained on the Broadway-Downtown route and motor buses were established on the

State Street-Downtown line. The Broadway line operates from Devon Avenue and

Clark Street on the northside to State and Polk, a round trip distance of 20.24 miles.

The State Street bus line operates from 119th and Morgan to State and Grand, a

round trip distance of 32.86 miles.

The Kedzie-California motor bus line was converted to trolley bus operation

while the Diversey trolley bus line between Harlem and Western Avenue was replaced

by motor bus operation and routed through to the loop over the No. 1 34 route. With

this chani^c the service on Wrightwood AvenLie was discontinued.

Diversey Bus Service from

Logan Square "\_" Terminal

WEEKDAYS
WESTBOUND
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Eight bus lines were rerouted to improve service. Among them was the exten-

sion of the Higgins line to provide service on Talcott Avenue. The west Foster and
the Central Extension motor bus routes were consolidated into a through route and
the Kimball Avenue bus route was extended north from Lincoln Village to Devon
and Kedzie. Supplementary short line services were established on the Skokie and
the Central Avenue bus lines.

Three additional off-street bus terminals were placed in service during the year,

one at 119th and Western for the S. Western Avenue buses, one at Jackson and Aus-

tin for the Jackson Boulevard buses and one at Damen and 87th for the South Damen
buses. There are now 101 of these off-street terminals in use which release street

space throughout the city.

On time operation of all vehicles is being stressed. As a means to this end, the

vehicle movements in both directions at several points on each of three trolley bus

lines are recorded at supervisory headquarters in the Merchandise Mart. This per-

mits close supervision of service on these particular lines at the points checked. De-
velopment work was also performed on the application of such remote supervision

to motor bus routes. Buses of two routes are being equipped with automatic short

range radio transmitters which operate wayside radio receivers at the checking points

as they pass over the line. This system, too, will result in central supervisory control

of bus operations.

Operations at four major surface system operating depots were discontinued in

1955. They were the Blue Island, 38th and Cottage Grove, Wilcox and Ravenswood
depots. Use of the leased Avondale parking lot was likewise discontinued. This

had been an auxiliary of the North Park operation. Ample capacity is provided by

existing depots, including the new Forest Glen terminal, which was put into opera-

tion on December 4, 1955. The Blue Island building is being remodeled for use as

an auxiliary building by several departments. The three other CTA owned properties

are being put up for sale.

Tjpe of all-metal L -subwa\ cars delivered to CTA during 1955.

9
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Surface Rotidivtiy Improienieuts

Diiring the year a total of 63.93 miles of revenue streetcar track was abandoned

due to substitution of buses. The major mileage changes on the three types of surface

system service are shown below:

Type of Service

Revenue Streetcar Track in operation (Equivalent miles of

single track)

Trolley biis lines (Single way miles) in operation ....
Motor bus lines (Single way route miles) in operation .

December
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Rapid Transit Improvements

A new entrance to the loop for Garfield Park elevated trains was provided,

effective October 11, 1955, by using the Wells Street terminal with track connec-

tions being installed for that purpose. This enabled the "L" structure to be re-

moved in Van Buren Street from Wells Street to S. Wacker Drive and in S. Wacker

Drive, thereby enabling the City to complete the work on that connection to the

Congress Street Superhighway.

Additional development work was done in promoting mechanical fare collec-

tion at rapid transit stations. Ten new "Fare-O-Mat" turnstiles were installed at

strategic points in the State Street Subway. These accept either two dimes or one

token. Eleven additional automatic transfer issuing machines were also acquired,

to be used in connection with fare collecting turnstiles and thus make these useable

by a larger portion of the passengers paying cash fares. These devices, which re-

duce waiting time, are proving very popular, particularly during the rush hour

traffic periods.

Evanston Shoppers Service

The Shoppers Special on the Evanston "L" line was placed in operation No-

vember 28, 1955, as a supplement to the regularly established service. This pro-

vides a fast deluxe rapid transit service on an extra fare basis during the mid-day

period, approximately 9:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays. The

fare for the experimental operation is 40c. The regularly established fare for the

through ride on regular equipment is 30c. It is hoped that the new premium serv-

ice will draw substantial passenger loads from those who now drive between Chi-

cago and Evanston-Wilmette.

The service is operated at half hour intervals. In addition to other modern

equipment (three-section articulated trains), four high performance rapid
'
transit

cars are utilized on this route as they are adapted to this deluxe type service and

these scheduled runs are an excellent testing ground to determine the operating

characteristics of this new type of equipment. These trains make all stops in

Wilmette and Evanston and then operate non-stop through Chicago to Fullerton

Avenue and make but one more stop, at the Merchandise Mart, before making

the stops in the loop. The run between downtown Evanston and downtown Chi-

cago is only thirty minutes.

Off-street terminals like this at 63rd and Narragansett reduce traffic accident hazards.

11
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Congress Street Subiiiiy

Work was begun in 1955 by the Authority's Department of Way and Struc-

ture, for the account of the City of Chicago, installing track in the median strip

of the Congress Street Expressway between Damen Avenue and Lotus Avenue.

This work will continue into the next year. Likewise, in 1956, work will be

started on laying the tracks from Damcn Avenue to the end of the present sub-

way tracks at the Chicago River.

Work will also be done in relocating the tracks between Lotus Avenue and

Des Plaines Avenue (Forest Park). This relocation of tracks is required to permit

further construction of the expressway. New terminal facilities must be constructed

at either Des Plaines Avenue or at Laramie Avenue, to replace existing facilities at

Laramie Avenue, which must be substantially revised to make way for excavation

and paving.

Neiv Equipment

During 1955 the Authority received and placed into service 94 new rapid transit

cars. An order for 80 additional cars was placed during 1955 and in February

1956 another order was placed for 50 more cars, all scheduled for delivery during

1956. These are improved models of the Authority's standard rapid transit cars,

using certain component parts from the PCC streetcars. Accordingly, PCC street-

cars will be retired as fast as substitute bus equipment can be obtained.

78 modern motor buses also were delivered during the year. 250 motor buses

were ordered early in 1956 for delivery later that year, including 100 to be obtained

on lease. These buses are being used to replace PCC streetcar equipment and to

replace some of the older buses now in service.

Hi^b PerjornuDice Cars

Four experimental high speed cars were developed from four standard light

weight rapid transit cars which had been converted from PCC streetcars by St. Louis

C]ar Company. These are identical in appearance to Chicago Transit Authority

standard light weight cars; actually the only major differences are in the type of

motors, controls and trucks. The four motors on each car are rated at 100 horse

power each compareil to the ^'S horse power rating of the standard light weight car

iiiotiir. These cars were ready for test in the Fall of 19'i'i.

The rate of acceleration of the new cars is extrenuK' rapid and, under accel-

eration tests, a speed ol thirty miles per hour has been reached in ten seconds. Free

running speed of over seventy-five miles per hour has been reached. The General

Flectric f'ompany and the Wcstiiighousc FIcctric Corporation each furnished the
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electrical equipment for two cars, American Steel Foundries Company supplied a

newly designed disc brake, and St. Louis Car Company assisted in the develop-

ment work.

The performance of these cars has demonstrated that a high speed, light

weight, rapid transit car is feasible and that such cars, under proper operating con-

ditions, can very materially step up overall speed of rapid transit service. High

average speeds are obtained not only from the higher maximum speeds, as com-

pared with the older equipment, but from the longer sustained high rate of accel-

eration as well.

On Otcober 3, 1955, these cars were exhibited to civic, press, manufacturing

and transportation personnel. Test runs were made to demonstrate their perform-

ance characteristics. The results of the tests were favorably received.

These cars are now being operated in the Evanston Shoppers service and their

performance is being very closely watched.

Forest Glen Station

The newly constructed Forest Glen station opened Sunday, December 4, 1955,

as the operating base for twelve trolley bus and motor bus routes. It is located on

the north and south sides of Armstrong Avenue just east of Elston Avenue in the

northwest section of the city. It consists of a service and maintenance plant and

motor bus storage yard on the north side of the street and a trolley bus storage

yard on the south side of the street. A transportation building is under construc-

tion on the south side of the street.

This station covers eleven acres and has, in addition to complete service facil-

ities, two paved storage yards which are capable of accommodating 175 trolley

buses and 200 motor buses. The facilities provide for speedy and efficient han-

dling of vehicles throughout all the operational procedures necessary to properly

maintain passenger equipment in day-to-day use.

Courtesy Caravan

A campaign designed to improve the quality of service rendered and thereby

increase passenger revenue was inaugurated in May, when a courtesy caravan began

a series of scheduled visits to operating stations. The caravan consisted of two

specially equipped buses which were used as traveling classrooms. They were

equipped with automatic film projectors for visual presentation of the campaign's

objectives which were narrated by General Manager Walter
J.

McCarter on a

sound film recording. The courtesy caravan made a complete tour of all the oper-

ating stations and was shown for several days in the offices in the Merchandise

Mart.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ChicUPo Tratisit Boardug

Persnntiel

Mr. Philip W. Collins was appointed a Member of Chicago Transit Board

during 195"), to succeed himself, for the term expiring September 1, 1962. The

appointment was made by Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois and

approved by Honorable Richard
J.

Daley, Mayor of Chicago. Mr. Collins filed his

oath of office with the Secretary of State on October 10, 1955.

The Board held eighteen meetings for the transaction of official business dur-

ing the year and, in addition, held many informal conferences and public hearings.

Mr. Harry Essington, Power Engineer in the Electrical Department and Mr.

Joseph Gaynor, Superintendent of Surface Operations, in the Transportation De-

partment, retired during the year. Mr. Essington's position was filled by Mr. C.
J.

Buck and Mr. Gaynor's position was filled by Mr.
J. J. Hemzacek. Other appoint-

ments during the year were Mr. G.
J.

Clark to Assistant Superintendent of Tech-

nical Service Division of the shops, Mr. R. H. Martz to the position of Superin-

tendent of South Shops, Mr.
J.

E. Piatt, Superintendent of West Shops, Mr. E.
J.

Hcaly, Administrative Assistant to Superintendent of Investigation and Claims, Mr.

1953

1952

1951

r

NUMBER OF C.T.A. EMPLOYEES
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

J. F. Anderson to Chief Adjuster in the Claim Department and Mr.
J.

A. Baker to

Director of Training and Accident Prevention.

During the year 499 employes retired on pensions. There were 353 deaths of

persons pensioned. The total number of persons on pension at December 31, was

5062. Some shortages still exist in the number of bus operators. The number of

active employes at the end of the year was 15086. This compared with 16053 at

December 31, 1954.

The Shore Line and The Chicago, Aurora & Elgin

At the 1955 session of the General Assembly of the State of Illinois, legislation

was enacted which permits CTA to acquire other rail systems, part of whose opera-

tions may extend beyond the present CTA statutory area. This has made neces-

sary certain investigations of the operations of the "Shore Line" route of the Chi-

cago North Shore and Milwaukee Railway Company and of the Chicago Aurora

and Elgin Railway Company.

On July 25, 1955, with the approval of the Illinois Commerce Commission

and the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Chicago North Shore and Mil-

waukee Railway Company discontinued all passenger service between downtown

Chicago and Waukegan via its "Shore Line" route. The total route mileage of

the discontinued service was 37.37 one-way miles, of which 15.97 miles was over

CTA tracks. On request of interested commuter groups the CTA had W. G. Gil-

man and Company, its consulting engineers, investigate the possibility of purchase

by it of any of the right-of-way or other properties comprising the "Shore Line"

operations. The engineers reported that, in their opinion, a resumption of the

competitive situation with the Chicago & North Western Railway would be detri-

mental to the Authority's operation. They did, however, recommend certain serv-

ice improvements on the Authority's own lines, among them was the establish-

ment of the "Evanston Shoppers Special," which operation is covered elsewhere in

this report.

A similar study was made, by W. C. Gilman and Company, relative to the

acquisition and operation of the transportation properties of the Chicago, Aurora

& Elgin Railway Company. It is the opinion of the engineers that it would be inad-

visable for Chicago Transit Authority to acquire the physical property of that

company or to take over the operation of such property under a lease even though

it may result in some uncertainty as to the continuance of such rail operations. It

is also their opinion that the operations would definitely fail to earn operating

expenses and depreciation during the near term future period.

In view of these circumstances the Authority does not find it practical to ac-

quire all or a portion of these properties. However, it recognizes the desirability

of maintaining these rights of way and will cooperate in taking reasonable steps to

encourage commuter service to the areas affected within its ability to do so.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Plans for 1956

It is anticipated that there will be at least 130 rapid transit cars delivered dur-

ing the year 1956. Delivery of these cars will bring the number of modern rapid

transit units up to 604. An additional 150 units must still be acquired to eliminate

all obsolete part wood type cars.

Delivery of 250 motor buses is anticipated for 1956. Of these 150 will be

financed by equipment trust certificates and 100 will be operated under lease.

The transportation building, a utility building and various yard improvements

will be installed at Forest Glen garage and terminal, to complete this modern fa-

cility. Improvements and additions will be made to many existing garages, shops,

terminals and other buildings.

There will be little track work done on the surface system because of the

expanding bus program, but continued improvement will go forward on the rapid

transit track , and structure because of the increased demands on this ofl--street

facility.

The Authority will continue with the laying of track, for the account of the

City, in the median strip of the (Congress Street Superhighway in anticipation of

an early opening.

Field work on Chicago's Metropolitan transportation study is expected to be

commenced in 1956. City, County, State and Federal governments are sharing in

the $1,850,000 cost of determining long-term transportation requirements. It will

establish a base for continuous maintenance of transportation data essential to

traffic planning and so be of value to Chicago Transit Authority. A preliminary

report is scheduled for about December, 1957, with the final report a year later.

Acktioii'ledgnietjts

The action of the State of Illinois in removing the motor fuel tax charge

on fuel used in CTA vehicles has aided us in providing a high standard of service

at reasonable rates. The cooperation of other governmental agencies is likewise ac-

knowledged with particular respect to aids to traffic and transportation.

We also wish to express our thanks to the employes of CTA for their help

in enabling the Authority to continue placing every emphasis on service improve-

ment.

By Order of the Board

Chaninan

Room 7.M

Merchandise Mart Plaza

(Chicago ^1 Illinois

May 3, 1956
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AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE

Arthur Andersen & Co.

120 South iLaSalle Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority: . . , •

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an

Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1955, and the related statements of

income, of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenues and of funds for the year

then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing

standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other

auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of income, of

accumulated net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit

Authority as of December 31, 1955, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for

the year then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting

principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

It is our further opinion that the accompanying statement of application of revenues

presents fairly the distribution made of revenues of Chicago Transit Authority for the year

ended December 31, 1955, and was prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Trust

Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 2, 1956
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORiri

Assets December 31

1955 1954

Transportation Property, at cost — $168,865,288 $167,785,282

Less—Reserve for depreciation 35,435,320 32,266,252

$133,429,968 $135,519,030

Special Funds—cash and U. S. Government securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds)

:

Under control of Revenue Bond Trustee-

Transit Revenue $ — $ —
Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity 1,400,000 1,200,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,476,899 7,102,355

Depreciation Reserve ($1,723,856 minimum balance required

at December 31, 1955, by Equipment Trust Agreements).... 4,201,488 3,750,775

Revenue Bond Amortization... 207,070 424,952

Operating Expense Reserve '. 1,571,426 1,571,426

Modernization 95 1,532 1,998,240

$ 15,808,415 $ 16,047,748

Under control of Equipment Trustee (for purchase of equipment) .. 2,693,582 3,053,096

Damage Reserve 1,409,430 1,271,601

$ 19,911,427 $ 20,372,445

Current Assets:

Cash, U. S. Government and municipal securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds)—
Working cash (including $5,000,000 provided from Revenue

Bond proceeds) .-. $ 12,464,228 $ 11,719,672

Deposits for payment of interest on Revenue Bonds 2,441,899 2,503,001

Deposits for payment of interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 350,054 422,860

$ 15,256,181 $ 14,645,533

Accounts receivable, less reserve 1,746,474 1,540,970

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,453,499 5,965,921

Prepayments and other current assets 549,642 626,158

$ 23,005,796 $ 22,778,582

Deferred Charges:

Discount on Series of 19*; 2 Revenue Bonds $ 721,340 $ 838.371

Improvements to leased offices, in process of amortization 379,426 444,470

Other 5,673 8,647

$ 1,106,439 $ 1,291,488

$177,453,630 $179,961,545
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IPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS

Liabilities December 31

1955 1954

Long-Term Debt (see accompanying statements) :

Revenue Bonds - $126,891,000 $130,422,000

Equipment Trust Certificates after deducting funds of $2,621,800

and $855,600 respectively held by Trustee for payment of prin-

cipal-Note 1 - 12,378,200 14,144,400

$139,269,200 $144,566,400

4% Property Purchase Obligation, $142,000 payable annually from

Depreciation Reserve Fund... - $ 426,000 $ 710,000

Accumulated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement)

:

Portion allocated in accordance with Revenue Bond Trust Agree-

ment for—

Serial Bond Maturity $ 6,600,000 $ 4,000,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,476,899 7,102,355

Revenue Bond Amortization 2,883,506 2,052,919

Operating Expense Reserve 1,571,426 1,571,426

Modernization 569,297 537,249

Other 206,273 1 38,474

$ 19,307,401 $ 15,402,423

Less—Financing costs not deductible from revenues in accordance

with Revenue Bond Trust Agreement 3,895,900 3,063,032

$ 15,411,501 $ 12,339,391

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 4,488,928 $ 4,066,174

Accrued wages -- 5,678,371 5,785,863

Accrued interest on Revenue Bonds 2,441,899 2,503,001

Accrued interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 350,054 422,860

Unredeemed tickets and tokens 311,251 333,408

$ 13,270,503 $ 13,111,306

Deferred Liability (for repaying of abandoned right of way) $ 1,908,116 $ 2,203,966

Damage Reserve $ 7,168,310 $ 7,030,482

Equipment Commitments — Note 1

$177,453,630 $179,961,545

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these balance sheets.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31, 1955

Total

Revenue
Bonds

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1956 $ 2,800,000

1957 : 3,000,000

1958-1961 8,000,000

1962-1965 8,000,000

1966-1972 13,000,000

1978 62,645,000

1982 29,446,000

REVENUE BONDS per balance sheet $126,891,000

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO REVENUE
BONDS:

Funds on deposit or to be deposited with Trustee,

classified as special funds in balance sheet-

Serial Bond Maturity $ 1,400,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,476,899

Revenue Bond Amortization 207,070

$ 9,083,969

Deposits with Trustee (exclusive of interest) re-

quired in 1956 (note) —
Serial Bond Maturity, monthly deposits be-

ginning July 1 of each year to pay Series

of 1947 Revenue Bonds maturing the

following July 1 $ 2,900,000

Revenue Bond Reserves-

Series of 1947, required to be maintained

at $6,400,000 —
Series of 1952, $23,000 monthly until

fund aggregates 6% of the principal

amount of the then outstanding Series

of 1952 Revenue Bonds 276,000

Series of 1953, $7,000 monthly until

fund aggregates 6ffi of the principal

amount of the then outstanding Series

of l<)'Si Revenue Bonds 84,000

$ 3,260,000

Series



Series of 1952 Series of 1953

t Interest

Amount Rate Amount

-%

22,522,000 41/2 6,924,000

$ 22,522,000 $ 6,924,000

893,192 183,707

36,888 11,691

$ 930,080 $ 195,398

276,000

- 84,000

$ 276,000 $ 84,000



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1955
Total

Equipment
Trust

Certificates

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1956 $ 2,780,000

1957 2,895,000

1958 2,980,000

1959 - 2,705,000

1960 2,395,000

1961 205,000

1962 215,000

1963 225,000

1964 235,000

1965 240,000

1966 125,000

Total outstanding $1 5,000,000

Less—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (deducted

from Equipment Trust Certificates in accompanying balance

sheet) 2,621,800

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance sheet .$12,378,200

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO EQUIPMENT TRUST CER-
TIFICATES:

Deposits with Trustee required in 1956 for payment of prin-

cipal (Note 2) $ 2,840,000

Series 4

Class 1

3%%

$1,090,000

1,130,000

1,170,000

1,215,000

1,270,000

Class 2

41/2%

$ 385,000

400,000

415,000

215,000

$5,875,000 S1,415,000:

1,200,000 190,000;

4,675,000 $1,225,0001

$1,110,000 $ 395,000

Units

Collateral at December 31, 1955—

Equipment held in name of Trustee (at contract cost) —
Propane buses 266

Elevated-subway cars 137

Partial payments on elevated-subway cars in process of manufacture or

delivery —
Cash and U. S. Government securities held by Trustee for purchase of

elevated-subway cars —

Series 4

Amount

$ 5,060,515

6,429,661

$11,490,17'

NOTES:

(1) Additional interest of 2% and 1% per annum is payable to January I, 1957, on the Series 6, Class 1 and Class 2 certificates, ipff

Additional interest of 2% per annum is payable to December 1, 1957, on the Series 7 certificates.

(2) Payments of principal and interest on all series of Equipment Trust Certificates are to be made from the Depreciation Reserve Fuii J*

to which arc to be made only after requirements have been fulfilled for principal and interest on the ReTtnue Bonds.



Series 5 Series 6

Class 2 Class 1 Class 2 Series 7

4% 5% 31/2%
5% (Notel) (Notel) (Notel)

$115,000 $ 640,000 $230,000

120,000 670,000 240,000

10 55,000 711,200 110,000

10 $120,000 $ 650,000 $240,000

)0



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 1955

(1) The Authority has entered into an agreement with John Nuveen & Co., which pro-

vides, subject to certain conditions, for the sale of new Equipment Trust Certificates

(not to exceed $15,000,000 principal amount) in such amounts that the aggregate

amount of all certificates outstanding at any time will not exceed $15,000,000.

Pursuant to this agreement, the Authority has authorized the sale of $4,025,000 of

Series 7 Equipment Trust Certificates of which $1,245,000 was issued in 1955. It

is anticipated that the remaining Series 7 Certificates ($2,780,000) and additional

certificates may be issued as presently outstanding certificates mature to the extent

that such funds are required for the pijrchase of equipment. The equipment so pur-

chased will be pledged as collateral for such certificates.

Commitments for the conversion of 80 P.C.C. streetcars to elevated-subway cars aggre-

gate approximately $3,125,000. Subsequent to December 31, 1955, the Authority

contracted for the purchase of 150 motor buses at the contract cost of $2,989,500

and for the conversion of an additional 50 P.C.C. streetcars to elevated-subway cars

at the contract cost of $2,047,000. The cost of this equipment is to be paid from

funds held by the Equipment Trustee, from the proceeds of additional Equipment

Trust Certificates, and from Depreciation and Modernization Funds.

(2) On I-"cbruary 20, 1956, the Authority entered into a lease contract with Mack Motor

Truck Corporation covering the lease of 100 propane motor buses for a term of eight

years at a total term rental of $2,430,216. The term rental is to begin with the first

delivery, scheduled for October 1956, and is payable in installments aggregating

$607,554 in the first and second years, $303,777 in the third, fourth and fifth years,

$151,889 in the sixth year and $75,944 in the seventh and eighth years.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Income (See Note)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1955 and 1954

1955 1954

Revenues -- -- ._$120,897,185 $121,139,515

Operating Expenses:

Operation and maintenance expenses-

Way and structures - -$ 6,372,230 $ 6,155,056

Equipment -- -- - --. 18,890,701 14,405,508

Power 6,049,38

1

6,574,030

Fuel for revenue equipment 3,535,013 4,124,778

Conducting transportation -- 48,543,650 54,207,409

Provision for injuries and damages..— 8,660,560 7,502,934

General and administrative expenses-

Employees' pensions and insurance 5,555,041 5,635,183

Social security taxes 1,264,769 1,185,072

Other 3,616,846 3,621,567

$102,488,191 $103,411,537

Depreciation 9,671,775 9,691,161

Municipal compensation — —

$112,159,966 $113,102,698

Net operating income ......$ 8,737,219 $ 8,036,817

Interest Deductions:

Interest on Revenue Bonds. $ 4,946,632 $ 5,040,6l2

Interest on Equipment Trust Certificates.... 770,441 749,752

Interest on Property Purchase Obligation 27,927 32,471

Amortization of Revenue Bond discount 34,500 34,500

Interest earned on funds controlled by Revenue Bond Trustee... (114,391) (48,829)

$ 5,665,109 $ 5,808,506

Net income (see note) $ 3,072,110 $ 2,228,311

The above statements show the revenues, expenses and net income of the Authority for the years ended December 31,

1955 and 1954. These statements do not purport to show the disposition of gross revenues in the order of prece-

dence required by the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds. Such information is presented in the accom-

panying Statements of Accumulated Net Earnings and Application of Revenues.

( ) Denotes deduction.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Application of Revenues

(Applied in the order of precedence required by Trust Agreement securing Revenue Bonds)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1955 and 1954

1955 1954

Revenues - $120,897,185 $121,139,515

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 102,488,191 103,411,537

$ 18,408,994 $ 17,727,978

Debt Service Requirements—Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4,946,632 $ 5,040,6l2

Serial Bond Maturity 2,600,000 2,100,000

Revenue Bond Reserves ._ 360,000 360,000

$ 7,906,632 $ 7,500,612

Balance $ 10,502,362 $ 10,227,366

Other Requirements:

Depreciation ...$ 9,671,775 $ 9,691,161

Revenue Bond amortization 830,587 536,205

Operating Expense Reserve .— — —
Municipal compensation — —

$ 10,502,362 $ 10,227,366

Unappropriated net revenues.. $ — $ —

NOTK: Revenues remaining in each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to be deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that monies are available therefor:

1

.

Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, and Reserve Funds—Deposits et|ual to debt service

recjuirements as provided for in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

3. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund—Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to S.^00,000 quar-

terly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 Revenue Bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series of

1953 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating Expense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be $900,000 each year.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to be equal to an ainount computed in accordance with

the Franchise Ordinance.

6. Modernization Fund—Deposit to he equal to the monies remaining after making required deposits

in tlic above funds.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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c:

Statement of Accumulated Net Ea

For the Year Ended December 31, 1955

h)

-L)

Financing

Costs Not
Deductible

from
Revenues

(Notel)

$(3,063,032)

(832,868)

Balance December 31, 1954

Net income for 1955, per statement of income.

Allocation of net earnings for—

Debt service requirements...

Revenue Bond amortization

Balance December 31, 1955

; ( ) Denotes deduction.

I

NOTES:

(1) In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreen^se Obligation paid from
the Depreciation Reserve Fund, and amortization a

(2) Interest earnings on investments in funds controlled

$(3,895,900)
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the Year Ended December 31, 1955 ,..

Portion Allocated in Accordance With Revenue Bond Trust Agreement For

Financing

(Other— Costs Not
Depreciation Deductible

Serial Revenue Revenue Operating Fund Unallocated from

Bond Bond Bond Expense and Special Net Revenues

Total Maturity Reserves Amortization Reserve Modernization Modernization) Earnings (Notel)

lialaiice December 31, 1954 .' $12,339,391 " $4,000,000 $7,102.3'^=' $2,052,'n9 $1,571,426 $537,249 $138,474 $ - $(3,063,032)

NUt income for 1955, per statement of income 3,072,110 - 14,544(2) - - 32,048(2) 67,799(2) 3,790,587 (832,868)

Allocation of net earnings for—
.

Ocht service requirements .'. — 2,600,000 360,000 - — — — (2,960,000) —

Kcvcnuc Bond amortization _ _ _ _ 830,587 — — ' — (830,587) —

Balance December 31, 1955 $15,411,501 $6,600,000 $7,476,899 $2,883,506 $1,571,426 $569,297 $206,273 $ - $(3,895,900)

( ) Denotes deduction.

NO'ITS:

(1) In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement these, items, representing accumulated interest and redemption premium on Equipment Trust Certificates and interest on the Property Purchase Obligation paid from

the Depreciation Resen'e Fund, and amortization of discount on Revenue Bonds, are not deductible from revenues.

(2) Interest earnings on investments in funds controlled by the Revenue Bond Trustee which are available only for disbursement for purposes for which the funds were created.



Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1955

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY'

Funds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee

Revenue Bond

Balance December 31, 1954-

Qassitied in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds I 20,372,445

Current assets 14,645,533

Reduction of long-term debt : 855,600

$ 35,873,578

Eliminate—
Fund transfers and deposits recorded at December 31, 1954, but

made after that date - (347,049)

Balance December 31, 1954—

After eliminating above transfers and deposits $ 35,526,529

Add—Receipts :

Collection of revenues - $120,681,762

Proceeds from sales of Equipment Trust Certificates 1,245,000

Other receipts 5,374,428

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Other transfers (net) —

5127.301,190

Deduct—Disbursements

:

Costs and expenses of operations, purchase of materials and sup-

plies, reimbursable expenditures, etc Si 01,776,3 51

Disbursements for purposes for which funds were created 23,879,554

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee to Equipment Trustee (see

accompanying statement) —

$125,655,905

Balance December 31, 1955—

Before transfers described below:

Cash $ 16,176,993
U. S. Government and municipal securities (at cost) 20,994,821

$ 37,171,814
Add or (Dedua) :

December collections deposited January 3, 1956 617,594
Fund transfers to be made after December 31, 1955—

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Reimbursement of working cash for disbursements payable from

special funds —

$ 37,789,408

Balance December 31, 1955—
^

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds $ 19,91 1,427
Current assets 15,256,181
Reduction of long-term debt , 2,621,800

$ 37,789,408

NOTE (1): Jl.723,856 minimum balance required at December 51. 1955,

Transit

RcA'enuc Interest

Re\'enuc Operating

Depreciation Bond Expense

Reserves Reserve Amortization Rescnc Modernization Statement)

Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
Trustee (Sec

Accompanying

Other Funds

$ -
2,503,001

$2,503,001

Serial

Maturity

$1,200,000 $7,102,355 $3,750,775 $ 424,952 $1,571,426 $1,998,240 $3,053,096------ 422,860------ 855,600

51,200,000 $7,102,355 $3,750,775 $ 424,952 $1,571,426 $1,998,240 $4,331,556

Damage Worl(ing

Reserve Cash

1,025,634 (424,025) 464,315 (70,000)

$1,271,601 S

11.719,672

$1,271,601 $ luTg^

(631,150) ((,.1171,244)

$ 5,359.421 $2,503,001 51,200,000 $7,102,355

$120,409,025 $ 22,036 $ 18,895 $ 159,368

4,733,350 -
(125,388,793) 4,946,632

239,425 (22.036)

S (6,993) $4,946,632

- 14,544

2,600,000 360,000

(18,895) (159,368)

67,799

9 690,917

51,571,426 $2,462,555 $4,261,556 $ 640.451 $ r- 18.428

$2,600,000 $ 374,544 $9,758,716

5,007,734

$ 39,125

(39,125)

$ - $

2,400,000

$ $5,007,734 $2,400,0('0

2,354,394 1,048,469

5,905,402

$8,259,796 $1,048,469 $ -

$ -

592,048

533,550

385,513



AUTHORITY

fnder Control of Revenue Bond Trustee Funds Under
Control of

i Equipment
t: j

Revenue Operating Trustee (See
°"''^'' ^^^''^

Depreciation Bond Expense Accompanying Damage Working
Reserves Reserve Amortization Reser\'e Modernization Statement) Reserve Cash

57,102,355 $3,750,775 $ 424,952 $1,571,426 $1,998,240 $3,053,096 $1,271,601 $ ------ 422,860 — 11,719,672----- 855,600 - -

$7,102,355 $3,750,775 $ 424,952 $1,571,426 $1,998,240 $4,331,556 $1,271,601 $ 11,719,672

— 1,025,634 (424,025) - 464,315 (70,000) (631,150) (6,071,244)

$7,102,355 $4,776,409 $ 927 $1,571,426 $2,462,555 $4,261,556 $ 640,451 $ 5,648,428

159,368 $ - $ - $ 39,125 $ - $ 32,914 $ - $ 399----- 1,245,000 - -
14,544 67,799 - - 592,048 (32,914) - (399)

360,000 9,690,917 1,048,933 - 533,550 - - 106,208,761

(159,368) - - (39,125) 385,513 - 8,424,625 (8,810,139)

$ 374,544 $9,758,716 $1,048,933 $ — $1,511,111 $1,245,000 $8,424,625 $ 97,398,622

J- $- $- $- $- $- $101,776,351

2,354,394 1,048,469 - 244,973 6,838,522 8,584,828 (2,599,366)

5,905,402 - - 1,092,000 (6,997,402) - -

,259,796 $1,048,469 $ - $1,336,973 $(158,880) $8,584,828 $99,176,985

$ 25,899 $ 876,444 $ 1,391 $ 6,426 $ 6,557 $1,731,807 $ 480,248 $ 3.853.894 1

7.451.000 5,398.885 - 1,565,000 2,630,136 3.933,629 - 16,171

$7,476,899 $6,275,329 $ 1,391 $1,571,426 $2,636,693 $5,665,436 $ 480,248 $ 3,870,065

844,056 205,679 _ _ _ 929,182 3,991,105

(2,917,897) - - (1,685,161) - - 4,603,058 i

$7,476,899 $4,201,488(1)$ 207,070 $1,571,426 $ 951,532 $5,665,436 $1,409,430 $12,464,228 1

$7,476,899 $4,201,488 $ 207,070 $1,571,426 $ 951,532 $2,693,582 $1,409,430 $ ------ 350,054 - 12,464,228----- 2,621,800 - —

$7,476,899 $4,201,488 $ 207,070 $1,571,426 $ 951,532 $5,665,436 $1,409,430 $ 12,464,228

( ) Denotes deduction.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY'

Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1955

I Surface Rapid Transit Combined
System System System

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned 339.20 180.52 519.72

Leased - - 28.72 28.72

Total Track Owned or Leased.. 339.20 209.24 548.44

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation-

Revenue Tracks in Operation...... 89.89 169.47 259.36

I

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) in Operation 260.02 — 260.02

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) in Operation ...1,516.11 — 1,516.11

Total Revenue Miles in Operation 1,866.02 169.47 2,035.49

Non-Revenue Miles-

Unused Track _...... 218.60(1) 1.20 (l) 219.80

Service Track 30.71 (2) 38.57 (3) 69.28

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines, and Trolley Bus Storage.... 11.39 — 11.39

Total Non-Revenue Miles 260.70 39.77 300.47

TOTAL .....2,126.72 209.24 2,335.96

NOTES:

(1) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated. Tracks from which elec-

tric service has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 17.36 miles in public ways and streets used

for pull-in, pull-out, work cars, and in. case of emergencies.

(3) Includes 13.81 miles of Main Line Storage Track. Balance consists of Tracks in yard and carhouses.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT A U 1 H O R I T Y

Statements of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the Year Ended December 31, 1955

Total Funds ,

' Under Control

of Equipment Payment of

Trustee Interest

Balance December 31, 1954-

Classified in accompanying 'balance sheet as:

Special funds $3,053,096 $ -
Current assets 422,860 422,860

Reduction of lonpterm debt 855,600 —

$4,331,556 5422,860

Add—Receipts:

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates $1,245,000 $ —

Interest collections on U. S. Government securities 32.914 2,260

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Bond Trustee (32,914) (2,260)

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for—

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 3,784,114 772,914

Purchase of equipment 2,121,288 —

Proceeds from sale of P.C.C. cars 1,022,000 -

$8,172,402 $772,914

Deduct-Disbursements

:

Payments to equipment manufacturers - $4,747,802 5 —
Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 2,090,720 . 845,720

$6,838,522 $845,720

Balance December 31, 1955—

Qsh $1,731,807 $350,054

U. S. Government securities (at cost) 3,933,629 —

$5,665,436 $350,054

Balance December 31, 1955—

Classified in accompanying balance slicet as:

Special funds ..$2,693,582 $ —
Current assets 350,054 350,054

Reduction of long-term debt 2,621,800 —

$5,665,436 5350,054

Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

Payment of Principal Purchase of Equipment

Scries 4 Scries 5 Series 4 Series 5 Series 6

$ - $ -

660,000 195,600 —

$158,513 $ 92,798 $2,801,785

$ 660,000 $195,600

$ - $ - $ -
15,386 4,424 8,119

(15,386) (4,424) (8,119) (210) (2.515)

$158,513 $ 92,798 $2,801,785 $

$1,245,000

1,390,000



CHICAGO TRANSIT A LIT 11 O R I T 1

Mileage 0\vned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1955

Surface Ripid Transit Combined
System System System

Track Owned or Leased

:

Owned - , 339.20 180.52 519.72

Leased -• - 28.72 28.72

Total Track Owned or Leased _ 339.20 209.24 548.44

Re\enuc and Non-Re\enue Track or Route Mileaj^e:

Revenue Miles in Operation-

Revenue Tracks in Operation 89.89 169.47 259.36

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) in Operation 260.02 — 260.02

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) in Operation __ _ .1,516.11 — 1,516.11

Total Revenue Miles in Operation- 1,866.02 169.47 2,035.4y

Non-Revenue Miles-

Unused Track -
__ 218.60(1) 1.20(1) 219.80

Service Track 30.71 (2) 38.57 (3) 69.28

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines, and Trolley Bus Storage.... 11.39 — 11.39

Total Non-Revenue Miles 260.70 39.77 300.47

TOTAL 2,126.72 209.24 2,335.96

N'OTES:

(1) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated. Tracks from which elec-

tric senice has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 17.36 miles in public ways and streets used

for pull-in, pull-out, work cars, and in case of emergencies.

(i) Includes 13.81 miles of Main Line Storage Track. Balance consists of Tracks in yard and carhouses.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Revenue Equipment Owned
December 31, 1955

On On
Hand January 1, 1955 Hand

Dec. 31, to December 31, 1955 Dec. 31,

Surface Division: 1954 Acquired Retired 1955
'

Streetcars—

P. C. C. Cars. : - 410 — 84 326

Other Closed Platform 28-26 2

Open Platform 57 — 51 6

Total Street Cars 495 - 161 .^34

Buses-

Trolley Buses ., 649 — 49 w)0

C7as-Meclianical 289 — 19 270

Gas-Hydraulic 529 — 3 ^26

Diesel—Hydraulic 716 — 4 "12

Propane—Hydraulic 972 78 — 1.050

Total Buses 3,155 78 75 3.1=iS

Total Surface Ec^uipment 3,650 78 236 3.-I92

Rapid Transit Division:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel 507 — 176 331

Elevated-Subway Cars

Steel, Conventional type 454 — 2 4''2

Metal, Articulated 4 — — 4

Metal, P. C. C 376 94 - -i"0

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,341 94 178 1.257.

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,991 172 414 4,749



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Revenue Equipment Owned
December 31, 1955

On On
Hand January 1, 19'5') Hand

Dec. 31, to December 31, 195') Dec. 31,

Surface Division: 1954 Acquired Retired 1955

Streetcars—

P. C. C. Cars.. 410 -

Other Closed Platform 28 —

Open Platform 57 —

Total Street Cars 495 —

84



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1954, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During Year 1955 and Balance at December 31, 1955

Balance Plus Gross Less Balance

Dec. 31, 1954 Additions Retirements Dec. 31, 1955

Land $ 14,110,134 $ 33,020 $ 436,659 $ 13,706,495

Track and Paving 16,802,008 546,174 3,504,029 13,844,153

Machinery and Tools.. 3,265,110 226,039 74,243 3,416,906

Electric Line Equipment 10,179,716 638,599 442,502 10,375,813

Buildings ... 22,278,603 1,615,809 682,093 23,212,319

Cars 32,987,640 2,926,324 2,081,367 33,832,597

Buses 52,802,086 2,031,220 184,157 54,649,149

Work Trucks, Autos, and Service

Equipment 1,473,296 132,328 40,413 1,565,211

Furniture 1,030,034 111,257 9,718 1,131,573

Signals and Interlocking 548,896 57,429 20,595 585,730

Crossings, Fences, and Signs 584,096 26,493 5,445 605,144

Elevated Structures 6,938,217 16,534 187,206 6,767,545

Substation Equipment 1,775,968 39,355 69,754 1,745,569

Telephone and Communications 411,450 50,673 5,054 457,069

Engineering 46,623 — — 46,623

General and Miscellaneous 2,466,089 371,988 - 2,838,077

Total Transportation Property....! 167,699,966 $8,823,242 $7,743,235 $168,779,973

Organization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316

TOTAL ...$167,785,282 $8,823,242 $7,743,235 $168,865,289

I
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Operating Statistics

For the Year Ended December 31, 1955

Surface

System

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers -— — 510,603,672

Revenue Vehicle Miles-

Cars .-.. - - -- 11,519,426

Trolley Buses 18,816,529

Motor Buses - 89.066,262

Total Revenue Miles 119,402,217

Revenue per Vehicle Mile.— 81.63c

Revenue Vehicle Hours-

Cars - 1,251,581

Trolley Buses 2,332,709

Motor Buses 10,351,772

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 13,936.062

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 150,996,241

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour —

Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline-

Gallons 9,402,622 — 9,402,622

Average Miles per Gallon 2.83 — 2.83

Diesel Fuel-

Gallons 5,794,924 — 5,794,924

Average Miles per Gallon 3.94 — 3.94

Propane I'uel-

Gallons 17.560,537 — 17.560,537

Average Miles per Gallon 2.26 — 2.26

36
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Financial Position and Results of Operations

i

The Authority ended 1956 with a deficit of $223,611 in depreciation as com-

pared with 1955, when it had $830,587 available for deposit in the Revenue Bond

Amortization Fund for the advance retirement of its revenue bonds.

A summary of 1956 operations compared with those for 1955 is shown below:

1956 1955

Revenues $120,193,554 $120,897,185

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 102,711,307 102,488,191

17,482,247 18,408,994

Debt Service Requirements 8,090,374 7,906,632

9,391,873 10,502,362

Depreciation—Current period 9,615,484 9,671,775

(Deficit in depreciation provision)

or balance available for other charges .... $ (223,611) $ 830,587

( ) Denotes red figures.

A decrease of $703,631 (approximately V2%) in revenues and an increase of

$223,116 (1/5%) in operation and maintenance expenses for 1956 compared with

1955 were the primary causes of the deficit at the end of 1956. The deficit in depre-

ciation is accumulated and must be made up from revenues available for deprecia-

tion in 1957 before any provision for depreciation may be made for that year.

Revenues of the Authority from all sources for 1956 are compared below with

1955.

Per Cent

Increase

1956 1955 (Decrease)

Passenger

—

Surface System $ 94,851,938 $ 96,187,802 ( 1.39%)

Rapid Transit System . . . 23,103,398 22,460,331 2.86

117,955,336 118,648,133 ( .58 )

Chartered Service 240,530 317,494 (24.24 )

118,195,866 118,965,627 ( .65 )

Other

—

Station and Car Privileges . . 916,877 930,603 ( 1.47 )

Rent of Tracks and Facilities . 299,448 366,735 (18.35 )

Rent of Buildings and

Other Property 299,791 272,310 10.09

Miscellaneous 481,572 361,910 33-06

Total Revenues . . . . $120,193,554 $120,897,185 ( -58%)

Rates of fare, adults 20c and children and students 10c, remained the same in

1956 as they had been in 1955. A change in student riding privileges was nwde in



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

September 1956 when a semester pass (containing a photograph of the student) was
sold for $1.00 to each student who desired unlimited riding privileges seven days a

week at the student rate, while a limited pass was issued free of charge to students

who desired to ride only during school hours five days a week at the student rate of

fare. Previously all students were permitted to ride at all times at the student rate

of fare upon presentation of a student identification furnished them free of charge.

Originating passengers carried by the Authority during 1956 and 1955 are shown
below:

1956

Surface System

—

Adult fares 440,837,763

Child and student fares . . 59,461,256

Shuttle fares 5,324,442

505,623,461

Rapid Transit System

—

Adult fares 110,502,372

Child and student fares . . 5,156,733

115,659,105

Total

—

Adult fares 551,340,135

Child and student fares . . 64,617,989

Shuttle fares 5,324,442

621,282,566



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Operation and maintenance expenses totalled $102,711,307 for the year 1956
and were up only $223,116 (1/5%) in spite of increases in hourly wage rates and
other costs. A comparison of the elements making up these costs for the years 1956
and 1955 are shown below;

Increase

1956 1955 (Decrease)

Wages and Salaries $ 68,357,918 $ 66,684,641 $1,673,277

Pension Contributions 4^994^463 4,914,695 79,768

Federal Insurance Contributions . . 1,231,970 1,264,769 ( 32,799)

Employes' Insurance 636,834 640,347 ( 3,513)

Total Labor Costs 75,221,185 73,504,452 1,716,733

Electric Power Purchased . . . . 4,903,074 5,212,375 (309,301)

Motor Fuel Consumed 2,810,263 3,535,013 (724,750)

Operating Materials and Supplies . 5,819,945 5,733,047 86,898

Provision for Injuries and

Damages 8,113,065 8,660,560 (547,495)

Miscellaneous Services,

Supplies, etc 5,843,775 5,842,744 1,03 1

Total Operation and

Maintenance Expense . . . $102,711,307 $102,488,191 $ 223,116

Total wages and salaries increased as a result of the application of increased

rates of hourly wages and changes in the cost-of-living allowance based on the one-

man operator hourly wage rate as set forth below:

Basic Change Total

Hourly in C-of-L Hoiurly

Rate Allowance Rate

December 31, 1955 $2,075 $0.03 $2,105

1956—
March 1 — -.015 -.015

June 1 +.05 — +.05

September 1 — +.045 +.045

December 1 — +.01 +.01

December 31 $2.125 $0.07 $2.195

The above changes in the hourly rate of wages are estimated to have added

approximately $3,440,000 to wage and salary costs for the year 1956. The net

effect of the above increase was reduced to $1,673,277, however, as a continuing

result of reductions in manpower requirements achieved by converting two-man

streetcar lines to motor bus operation by use of new propane buses, by continuing

to substitute new remote-door-controlled L-subway cars delivered during the year

for old wood-steel cars on the Rapid Transit System, and by continuing economies

in other operations.
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Pension and Federal Insurance (O.A.B. ) rates remained stable during the year

1956 and the minor variations in these costs from the year 1955 were due to vari-

ations in earnings of individual employes.

Electric power purchased costs decreased in 1956 as compared with 1955

because of the continuing conversion of streetcar lines to motor bus operation.

The principal cause for reduction in the cost of motor fuel consumed was

because State of Illinois motor fuel taxes, amounting to $830,334, were paid during

the first six months of 1955, after which the Authority, by act of the legislature of

the State of Illinois, effective July 5, 1955, was exempted from the payment of this

tax. The effect of this reduction was partially offset by additional motor fuel used

as a result of converting streetcar lines to motor bus operation.

The reduction in the provision for injuries and damages was primarily due to

the fact that a special provision of $500,000 had been made during the year 1955

and was not repeated in 1956.

Debt service requirements of $8,090,374 for the year 1956 were up $183,742

from 1955 as the result of an increase of $300,000 in the deposit to the Series

of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity Fund, which was partially offset by a decrease in

interest payments on outstanding bonds as a result of the retirement of revenue

bonds through the serial maturity fund and the early retirement of revenue bonds

through the operation of the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund.

DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S 1956 REVENUE DOLLAR

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

POWER

MOTOR FUEL

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

DEPRECIATION

BOND INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

BOND RESERVE

DEFICIENCY IN DEPRECIATION

NOTE: Total Operating Labor Costs exclude $1,838,196 (1.53c of CTA's Dollar)

charged to Operating Materials and Supplies, Injuries and Damage Re-

serve and Miscellaneous Services and Supplies.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Payments to City of Chicago, Chicago Park District and State of Illinois

Payments for taxes and other items to the City of Chicago, the Chicago Park Dis-
trict and the State of Illinois for the years 1956 and 1945 are shown below. In
addition, the Authority spent in excess of $700,000 in 1956 and $800,000 in 1955
for the removal of snow and ice from transit route streets.

City of

Chicago

Chicago

Park

District

State of

Illinois

City of

Chicago

1956 1955

Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by Common-
wealth Edison Company and paid to City of Chicago
City of Chicago Franchise 4% $ 167,247 $ 181,257

City of Chicago Municipal Utility 5.6% less Franchise

tax—Charged to "Electric Power Purchased" . . 34,680

For a portion of City's cost of repaving streets on which
tracks have been abandoned—Charged to "Deprecia-

tion Reserve" 300,000 300,000

State Street Subway facilities 137,362 137,362

Dearbon Street Subway facilities 153,974 153,974
Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc."

License fees covering buses, trolley coaches, autos, trucks,

trailers, flammable liquids, etc.—Charged to "Miscel-

laneous Services and Supplies, etc." 243,454 246,388

Total—City of Chicago 1,036,717 1,018,981

Payment for wear and tear of boulevards arising from
operation of the Authority's buses—Charged to "Mis-

cellaneous Services and Supplies, etc." 200,000 200,000

Fuel tax on gasoline, diesel and propane fuel for revenue

buses, passenger autos, trucks and shops—Charged to

"Motor Fuel Consumed" 830,334(1)

Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by Common-
wealth Edison Company and paid to State of Illinois

—

3%—Charged to "Electric Power Purchased" . . . 125,450 135,959

License fees covering buses, trucks, trailers, autos and

chauffeurs—Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and

Supplies, etc." 6,488 6,508

Total—State of Illinois 131,938 972,801

Total payments during Year $1,368,655 $2,191,782

Accumulated liability for repaving streets on which tracks

have been abandoned but which have not yet been

repaved (Payment of this limited by franchise to

$300,000 per year) $1,835,716 $1,908,116

(1) Illinois Motor Fuel Tax Law amended, effective July 5, 1955, by State Legis-

lature to exempt all motor fuel used by CTA motor vehicles from 5 c per gal-

lon tax.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

The Year in Review

Operating Results

The year 1956 can best be described as a year of bitter struggle betw,'een the

inexorable forces of inflation, loss of patronage due to automobile competition, and

manpower shortages versus service improvements and increased operating efficiency,

resulting in a $223,611 deficit for the year as contrasted to a gain of $830,587 in

1955. The irony of the situation is that a favorable break in any of these adverse

factors would have prevented the deficit. For example, the inflationary trend in wages

and cost-of-living allowances added an average of 10.38c per hour to 1956 labor

costs, amounting to approximately $3,440,000, and increases in cost per gallon of

motor bus fuels added another $95,000, these two items alone accounting for

$3,535,000 in increased costs in 1956. Loss in patronage, while only 0.35% under

1955, accounted for a $692,797 loss in passenger revenues and chartered bus rev-

enues diminished by $76,963, making a combined passenger revenue loss of $769,760.

Manpower shortages throughout the system in 1956 burdened operating expenses with

overtime costs of approximately $930,000.

Riding Trends

With the continual addition of new equipment and improvement of service,

the downward trend in overall Authority's riding was only 0.35% below the

year 1955. Nationally, in cities of over 1,000,000 population, the decline was 1.61%.

Patronage on the surface lines was down 0.98% but on the traffic-free rapid transit

lines the trend was upward for a gain of 2.45%.

Vehicle Miles

The same high standards and frequency of service were maintained and some-

what improved during the year. Revenue miles operated on surface routes were re-

duced by 0.97% under 1955, while rapid transit miles increased 1.49%. The

reduction in surface route miles was accomplished by consolidation of certain com-

peting lines which actually improved and speeded up service in the areas affected.

Speed of Operation

Average speed of bus operation on surface routes in 1956 increased 0.2% over

the 1955 operation while average speed of streetcars fell off by 3.3%. Although

the increased average in bus speeds may not seem impressive, it does show the result

of concerted efforts to improve the service in the face of ever-increasing competition

from automobiles for street space, and also emphasizes the inability of street cars to

maintain adequate speeds in the face of this competition. Passenger automobile regis-

trations in Chicago for 1956 increased to 870,487, or 4.7% over the year 1955.

This represents an additional 39,069 automobiles competing for space on Chicago's

already overcrowded streets and boulevards.

Safety

The year 1956 was the safest in the Authority's history and the second con-

secutive year in which our employes set a new public safety record in Chicago.

During 1956 we had the fewest public accidents, the fewest public fatalities, and the

lowest accident frequency rate for any year in the Authority's history.
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Intensive employe training and accident prevention programs, coupled with co-

operative efforts by supervisory personnel, largely account for the excellent record

made in 1956 and the Authority's progressive reduction in accidents since it took over

rhe operations on October 1, 1947. The following statistical data, amplified to include

Chicago Motor Coach Company accidents prior to its take-over by the Authority on

October 1, 1952, illustrates the effectiveness of the Authority's safety program:

Total Accidents and Incidents

Per Cent
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Public fatalities involving the Authority and predecessor companies follow the

same general downward trend as the foregoing accident records:

Per Cent Incr. or (Deer.

)

Year
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Consolidation of Routes

Certain routes were consolidated during the year for the purpose of expanding

or improving service in the areas served. Effective February 5, 1956, the 26th Street

and 31st Street bus routes were consolidated. The new "U" thru routing provides

service between Archer-Ashland and Halsted-26th via Archer, 31st Street, Cottage

Grove and 26th Street, and furnishes 24-hour service, seven days a week, to both

Michael Reese and Mercy Hospitals for the convenience of their patients, visitors

and employes.

The Jackson Boulevard and Van Buren Street bus routes were consolidated

April 7-9, 1956, to improve the speed of operation and to better serve the area.

Due to the Congress Street superhighway construction work, which had caused nu-

merous detours for more than two years, operation of the Van Buren Street line be-

came impractical because regularity and frequency of service could not be controlled.

Prior to consolidation, the Van Buren buses were, to a great extent, operating over

the same streets as Jackson buses. The consolidated Jackson Boulevard line operates

in three segments, as follows:

( 1 ) The main line (Route No. 126) operates from a west terminal at Austin and

Jackson Boulevards to the east terminal at East l4th and Lake Shore Drive.

Service is also provided from this terminal to the Planetarium.

(2) A supplemental Van Buren Street operation ( Route No. 126A) was retained

for weekday rush hours only, for operation between Kedzie Avenue and State

Street, when main line buses make only limited stops between Kedzie Avenue

and Halsted Street. Later, this short line route was extended east from State

Street to Michigan Avenue to increase its effectiveness in carrying passengers.

(3) "Owl" service on the consolidated line is provided seven days a week in a clock-

wise loop east in Jackson from Halsted to Michigan, south in Michigan to Van
Buren, west in Van Buren to Halsted and north in Halsted to Jackson.

An expanded express operation is incorporated in the main line service during

rush hours, Mondays through Fridays, in both directions, and saves approximately

four minutes over the former running time.

The Kedzie-Homan (Route No. 82-A) and North California (Route No. 94-A)

lines were consolidated September 9, 1956, into a new route known as Kedzie-

Homan (Route No. 82-A). This consolidation made possible a direct "L" connec-

tion at Kedzie Avenue station on the Ravenswood Rapid Transit Branch for north-

west side riders formerly using the North California Avenue route and also pro-

vides direct service between the Albany Park District and the west Rogers Park areas.

In another progressive move to provide better mass transit facilities ior its pa-

trons, the Lunt Avenue (Route No. 154) and Touhy Avenue (Route No. 96) lines

were consolidated September 9, 1956, to form a through "U" shaped route known
as Lunt-Touhy (Route No. 96). By merging the two lines into one through route,

patrons from the vicinity of the western sections of the former Lunt and Touhy lines

now have more flexibility in choosing a route which will take them to either tiic

Morse Avenue "L" station in Rogers Park or the Howard Street "L" station, which-

ever best suits their purpose.

10
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Other Service Improvements

Six bus lines were extended and ten other bus lines were rerouted or modified

to better serve the public. Among them was the extension of the South Park (Route

No. 3) and Lake Street (Route No. 16) lines on July 1, 1956, to furnish direct en-

trance-door service to the newly-erected Prudential building. On April 9, 1956

the Wacker line (Route No. 158), a rush-hour service between the Union and

North Western stations and North Michigan Avenue, was divided to utilize the

lower as well as the upper levels of Wacker Drive. A supplemental, mid-morning

express bus service on Jeffery Avenue was inaugurated September 10, 1956, to af-

ford fast, convenient shopping service for residents of southeast Chicago. Only 51

minutes travel time is required for a trip between 100th Street and Yates Avenue
and the Loop on this new service which operates Mondays through Fridays.

Exclusive Traffic Lane

Schedules

A long sought aid to speed up mass transit was realized on June 27, 1956,

when an exclusive traffic lane on Washington Street, from the east curb line of

Wacker Drive to the west curb line of Wabash Avenue, was assigned to mass transit

vehicles. Time studies, made before and after the inauguration of this exclusive

traffic lane, indicate that time savings of 14.5% are realized during the morning

rush period, 15.4% during the evening rush period, and 25.8% during the mid-

day. The savings in minutes through this relatively short section ( 7 blocks ) show
that were such traffic plans applied more generally, the saving in time to those

who use mass transit would be considerable.

The program of co-ordinating headways between routes in off-peak periods to

minimize transfer waiting time at intersections was comprehensively followed for

week-day operations during the year 1955, and during 1956 this program was ex-

tended to cover Saturday operation. This program presents a most difficult sched-

uling problem but the results have been very gratifying, the ultimate objective be-

ing that passengers transferring from one line to another will not be compelled to

wait longer than one-half the headway time in effect on the line to which he wishes

to transfer at any time of the day on any day of the week. The benefit of this pro-

gram to the Authority's patrons becomes apparent when it is known that over 44%
of passengers paying their fare on the surface system transfer to another surface

system vehicle to reach their destination.

It is the responsibility of the Schedule-Traffic Department to construct sched-

ules which provide sufficient service and efficient operation on each of the routes

on the Surface System. Individual schedules are prepared for Weekday, Saturday

and Sunday operation for all of the routes. Special schedules are provided on Mon-
days and Thursdays for those routes which have heavy evening shopper riding.

These schedules for the various days of the week are submitted to each of the Sta-

tions for picking by the Operators. Schedules are required by contract to be sub-

mitted for picking at least five times a year. From these schedules we have prepared

a Run Guide, Supervisor Guide, and a Running Time Chart which is informative to

both the Operator and Supervisory Force.

11
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Run Guide

The Run Guide shows in detail for each run the pay time, reporting time at

the Station, the starting time on the vehicle, the arriving and leaving time at each

of the terminals for each trip, and also the time that the Operator leaves the vehicle.

For each route operating from the Station, separate Run Guides are prepared. The

Run Guides are posted in the Trainmen's room of the Station and are used by both

the regular Operators and Extra Operators in prescribing the scheduled work of their

particular run. When new schedules are constructed for any of the routes, new Run
Guides are prepared and posted in the Station for examination by the Operators be-

fore the Operator makes his selection of run desired.

Supervisor Guide

The Supervisor Guide shows for each trip on the route the run number of the

Operator, the time that the trip leaves the terminal, and the time that the Operator

is due at the various intermediate time points along the route, and finally the leav-

ing time at the terminal for the return trip. These Supervisor Guides are a typed

copy of the penciled headway sheet used by the Schedule-Traffic Department. The
information contained in the headway sheets is condensed into a size convenient

for handling by the Supervisory Force. The Supervisor Guide is very essential to

the Supervisory Force. The Guides enable a Supervisor to ascertain whether the

Operators are adhering to their scheduled time, and in case of emergencies or in-

terruptions of service, the Supervisor can switch vehicles to bring the route back to

its normal operation. The Guides, which are posted in the Station, are used by the

men to determine when their trip is due at intermediate time points along the route.

Running Time Chart

The Running Time Chart, which appears with the Supervisor Guide, shows in

detail the allowed time in minutes between time points for the various times or periods

of the day. This Running Time Chart is also posted in the Station for the con-

venience of the Operator.

Surface Roadway Improvements

During the year a total of 33.24 miles of streetcar track was abandoned due

to substitution of buses. The major mileage changes on the three types of surface

system service arc shown below:

December December
Type of Service 31, 1936 31, 1933

Revenue Streetcar Track in operation (equivalent miles of

single track) 56.63 89.89

Trolley bus lines (single way miles) in operation . . . 260.02 260.02

Motor bus lines (single way route miles) in operation . . 1,334.22 1,316.11

Total revenue miles in operation 1,870.89 1,866.02

A total of 0.75 single track miles of abandoned track was removed in connec-

tion with street improvement work, and 160.18 track miles in streets were covered

with asphalt in connection with street resurfacing work by the City, County and

State. The total length of track that has been removed in connection with repaving

work since the Authority was founded in 1945 is 132 miles. In that period 735
single track miles were covered with asphalt.

12
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RUNNING TIME CHART
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An additional off-street bus terminal was constructed at Cottage Grove and

Burnside during the year and five off-street terminals were abandoned during the

year—one due to abandonment of streetcar operation and four due to consolidation

and/or extension or re-routing of bus lines. At December 31, 1956, there were 97

of these off-street terminals in use. Their purpose is to provide a private off-street

turn-around for Authority's vehicles, thereby eliminating the accident hazard of loop-

ing operation in city streets, and to release street space throughout the city that other-

wise would be occupied by parked buses during their layover period at the end of

the line.

Rapid Transit System

Modernization of rolling stock, rehabilitation of physical property and service

improvements have been carried on to the fullest extent possible within the Author-

ity's available funds. At May 31, 1957, 591 of the 744 new, modern L-Subway cars

purchased, on order, or to be ordered, had been delivered and placed in service. Since

October 1, 1947, 932 obsolete wood-steel cars have been retired from service and

scrapped.

Improvements

Approximately $238,000 was spent for renewing stone ballast in the North-

South and Ravenswood branch track beds to improve riding quality at the higher

speeds attainable with modern equipment.

The Randolph-Wabash "L" station is being remodeled. This project is financed

jointly by the Authority and Marshall Field and Company.

On the Lake Street branch, both the north and south platforms of the Pulaski

station were extended about 200 feet eastward to provide new entrances and exits

at Harding Avenue, which is about one and one-half blocks west of Hamlin Ave-

nue. This permitted the closing of lightly used Hamlin "A" station and gives pa-

trons, who formerly used Hamlin, the choice of either "A" or "B" trains at Pulaski,

which is an all-stop station. Under this new arrangement, the extreme front and rear

doors of all trains can be used at all stations for loading and unloading, an advan-

tage not formerly possible because of platform limitation at Hamlin Avenue. This

speed-up in loading and unloading, together with the elimination of one service

stop on the route, affords time saving for most Lake Street riders.

Another mass transit "first" has been the installation of a "Speed Ramp" at the

63rd Street and Loomis Boulevard terminal of the Englewood branch of the North-

South L-Subway route. This speed ramp, which is supplemental to the existing stair-

ways, is approximately 88 feet long, with 33 inches of exposed standing space, runs

up at a 15 degree angle for a vertical lift of 22'4", and has a rated capacit)' of 7,200

passengers per hour at a belt speed of 125 feet per minute. The direction of travel

can be reversed to fit the required pattern of usage in the A.M. or P.M. rush hours.

If this experimental installation proves successful, CTA may use speed ramps to

supplement elevated stairs in the Loop area and at certain outlying "L" stations

where heavy patronage warrants the investment.

Also, for the added convenience of its patrons, CTA has installed four ex-

perimental self-service token vending machines (a token and a nickel for a quarter)

14
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to speed up turnstile fare collection, and ten turnstiles equipped with transfer is-

suing machines, which allow a patron who has two dimes or a token, to obtain

a transfer and board a train without having to wait in line at an agent's booth.

Kenwood-Stockyards Branch
Early in the year 1956, the Chicago Junction Railroad, owners of the Kenwood-

Stockyards branches of the elevated system, made a demand for $100,000 yearly

rental for the use of their structures and facilities and gave CTA until May 1, 1956
to agree. No rent has been paid for these facilities since rental payments were dis-

continued in 1937 by the Chicago Rapid Transit Company, one of the predecessor

companies of the Authority.

Because of the heavy operating losses incurred on these branches and the con-

tinued downward trend in riding, Chicago Transit Board had no alternative but to

decide to discontinue the operation, which was then losing in excess of $200,000 per

year, and to substitute bus service in the the area affected.

Extended negotiations produced no result and finally, in an effort to keep these

two "L" branches operating. Mayor Daley appointed a six man committee to work
out some agreement between the parties, with the result that the Authority agreed

to continue the operation through July 1957 and to pay a token rental of $1,000
per month for eleven months, from September 1, 1956, to provide time to work
out a permanent solution of the problem.

Shoppers' Special

Evanston Shoppers' Special train service was inaugurated November 28, 1955
on an experimental basis but failed to attract enough riders to be self-supporting.

On September 10, 1956 the Howard Street station was added as a stop for Evanston

Shoppers' Special trains.

The primary advantage of this new arrangement to our riders is that it offers

more convenient transportation between Howard Street and downtown Chicago to

some of the 12,000 people who normally board rapid transit trains at the Howard
Street station each weekday. The adult fare on Shoppers' Special trains between
points north of Howard Street and points south of Howard Street remained at 40c
per ride, a premium of 10c above the fare on regular service trains, and a 30c fare

is charged between Howard Street and the Loop. To date this change has produced

no material improvement in the riding on the Evanston Shoppers' Special trains.

Congress Street Expressway
The tracks in the median strip of the Congress Street Expressway are virtually

completed between Kostner Avenue and Damen Avenue. Work was started late in

1956 on construction of tracks in the section between Halsted Street and Damen
Avenue. The tracks in the subway section are completed except for short gaps in

ballast left to permit duct line installation. It is anticipated that the tracks between

Halsted Street and Laramie Avenue, including the tracks in the subway section, will

be completed by late 1957.

During 1956 Authority forces laid temporary tracks from a point east of Lotus

Avenue to a point west of Austin Boulevard, and also started installation of tem-

porary tracks from Austin Boulevard in Chicago, to Desplaines Avenue in Forest

Park. Contractors for the Cook County Highway Department started the construction

of grade separation tunnels at Lockwood Avenue. Permanent tracks will be laid by

Authority forces in 1957 from Laramie Avenue westward through the grade separa-
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tion tunnels at Lockwood Avenue to a temporary connection with the existing tem-

porary tracks east of Central Avenue. This will permit the operation of all permanent

tracks completed from Central Avenue eastvi'ard during the complicated construction

procedures required to relocate the existing B. & O. C. T. and the Authority's tracks,

and construction of the Expressway from Central Avenue in Chicago to Desplaines

Avenue in Forest Park.

Contracts have been awarded by the City of Chicago for construction of eight

sub-structures and stations on the Congress median strip. Location of these stations

will be as follows: Cicero-Lavergne; Pulaski-Keeler; Kedzie-Homan; California;

Western; Damen-Ogden-Paulina; Loomis-Racine; and Halsted-Morgan.

Station buildings will be constructed of glazed pastel-colored brick. Interior

finish will be of aluminum and glass. Station names will be in neon lights and can-

opies over the loading platforms will protect waiting passengers from rain and snow.

It is presently expected that the west side subway will be running by Decem-

ber 15,1957.

Sys/stem
New Equipment

During 1956 the Authority received and placed into service 40 modern, all-

metal rapid transit cars out of a total of 200 on order. Deliveries are now proceed-

ing on schedule and the last of the cars on order are expected to be delivered and

in service by mid-July 1957. The Authority expects to receive bids and place orders

during 1957 for 70 more L-subway cars, which will complete the initial modern-

ization of rapid transit passenger equipment, and provide equipment for operation of

the new Congress Street Expressway line. The new cars now being delivered will

replace the old wood-steel cars still in service on certain elevated routes, and upon

delivery of the final 70 cars to be ordered in 1957 the rapid transit rolling stock

will be 100% modernized.

During the year there were also delivered 81 modern propane motor buses

of a total of 250 on order, 150 by outright purchase and 100 to be obtained under

a lease arrangement. The last of the motor buses on order are expected to be delivered

and in service by the end of June 1957. These buses are being used to replace PCC
streetcars (which will eventually be converted to L-subway cars) and to replace

some of the older buses now in service. Under the replacement program, it is ex-

pected that an additional 150 motor buses will be ordered in the fall of 1957 for

delivery at or about the end of the year.

Delivery during 1956 of both rapid transit cars and motor buses was adversely

affected by a month-long strike in the steel imlustry and strikes in tiic plants of

certain electrical suppliers.

Modernization Program

Chicago Transit Authority's modernization program, the most extensive in the

history of local transit in Chicago, has been continued with vigorous advances. By De-

cember 31, 1956, the third new motor bus garage had been completed and 150 addi-

tional buses and rapid transit cars were on order and in the process of construction and

delivery. The final order in the rapid transit phase of the equipment modernization

program, covering an additional 70 cars, is scheduled for bidding in mid-year 1957,

for delivery in 1958.
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Expenditures for modernization to the end of 1956 were $112,128,953 which
compares with $106,302,437 at the close of the previous year. The total expendi-

tures for new passenger equipment to December 31, 1956 amounted to $85,146,766.

The changes in the property accounts of the Authority during 1956 are set forth

in a separate statement at the end of this report.

At the conclusion of this outstanding modernization program, CTA will have

acquired 4,256 new, modern buses and cars, constructed three new operating gar-

ages, and modernized its shops, garages, shop tools and machinery and other facili-

ties, at a total cost of approximately $137,500,000.

The net expenditures for revenue vehicles under the program will amount to

approximately $97,000,000— $65,500,000 for 3,512 Surface System cars and buses

and $31,500,000 for 744 L-subway cars.

Revenue vehicles purchased and delivered by years through December 31, 1956,

and those on order and planned for delivery in years 1957 and 1958, are shown
below:

SUMMARY OF REVENUE VEHICLES PURCHASED UNDER THE
MODERNIZATION PROGRAM JANUARY I, 1945 TO DECEMBER 31, 1956,

PLUS FIRM ORDERS AND CONTEMPLATED COMMITMENTS TO
COMPLETE THE MODERNIZATION PROGRAM

Year Street Trolley Motor Total L-subway Grand
Received Cars Buses Buses (2) Surface Cars Total

1945 — — 55 55 — 55

1946 103 — 192 295 — 295

1947 199 — 281 480 2 482

1948 298 210 372 880 2 882

1949 — — — — — —
1950 — — 31 31 100 131

1951 — 190 520 710 100 810

1952 — 159 — 159 — 159

1953 — — 105 105 — 105

1954 — 2 317 319 176(3) 495

1955 — — 78 78 94(3) 172

1956 — — 81(1) 8j_(l) _40^(3) 121

Sub-Total ... 600 561 2,032 3,193 514 3,707

On order for delivery

in 1957 ... — — 169 169 160(3) 329

Planned for 1957-

1958 delivery . _^ _j— 150 150 70(3) 220

Grand Total . . 600 561 2,351 3,512 744 4,256

(1) Includes .'^1 of 100 Mack propane motor buses to be operated under a lease agreement.

(2) Does not include 595 motor buses acquired thru acquisition of Chicago Motor Coach

Company.

(3) PCC streetcars converted for L-subway operation.
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Chicago Transit Board

Personnel

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries was appointed a Member of Chicago Transit

Board, to succeed Mr. John S. Miller, for the term expiring September 1, 1963. The
appointment was made by Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois, and

approved by Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. The Board passed a

resolution of gratitude for the services of John S. Miller. Mrs. Van der Vries filed

her oath of office with the Secretary of State on January 10, 1957.

The Board held eighteen meetings for the transaction of official business during

the year and, in addition, held many informal conferences and public hearings.

Messrs. Horace L. Howell, Superintendent of Way and Structures, Charles J.

Mersch, General Superintendent of Investigations and Claims, and John F. Gillen,

Superintendent of Carhouses and Garages, retired during the year. Mr. Howell's posi-

tion was filled by Mr. Charles R. Potter and Mr. Mersch's position was filled by

Mr. Edward J. Healy.

By the untimely passing of Mr. Peter J. Boesen, Transit Engineer, on July 21,

1956, the Authority and this community lost the services of a man of oustanding

engineering ability who, for many years, had employed his exceptional talents in the

development of transit in Chicago.

During the year 470 employes retired on pensions. There were 327 deaths of

persons pensioned. The total number of persons on pension at December 31 was

5,177.

The total number of employes in service at the end of 1956 was 14,500, a

decrease of 586 under the 15,086 at December 31, 1955, and a decrease of 8,868

under the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of properties from

predecessor companies.

There has been a critical shortage of surface system operators throughout the

year, which has burdened operating expenses with overtime costs of approximately

$835,000.

Recruitment efforts have been intensified through the use of various forms of

advertising, and by contacting the Illinois State Unemployment Service, the Bishop's

Resettlement Committee, the American Federation of Churches, The Immigrants

Protective League, and other recognized foreign organizations and agencies to re-

cruit potential applicants from foreign groups coming to the United States. The
Authority's experience has been that the greatest response comes from newspaper

"help wanted" ads, which accounted for 52% of all applicants during 1956, fol-

lowed by 19% through station signs, 12%) by employe referrals, and 17% from
all other means of advertising. The number of applicants diminishes year by year,

having dropped from 15,791 in 1954 to 10,873 in 1956. Of the 10,873 applicants

interviewed during 1956, only 1,396, or 13/f., were able to meet the aptitude tests,

physical standards, and training required of employes to whom the Authority en-

trusts the safety and comfort of its patrons.
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Financial

Outlook for 1957

The outlook for 1957 is far from reassuring. The budget adopted by Chicago

Transit Board in December 1956 for the year 1957 shows that total revenues are

estimated to be insufficient to cover all operating expenses, debt service on revenue

bonds, and depreciation by approximately $3,745,000 (includes 1956 deficit carry-

over of $223,611).

The 1957 revenues were estimated on the assumption that passenger traffic

had stabilized itself at the 1955 level, as indicated in the operating statistical data

for the period October 1, 1947 through 1956, which appears on a following page.

However, passenger receipts for the first five months of 1957 were $814,200 less

than had been estimated and this downward trend continues through the month of

June 1957.

The 1957 budgeted expenses were based on wage rates currently in effect at

the 1956 year-end, including a cost-of- living adjustment of 7c per hour. No allow-

ance was included for the cost of any wage changes which may take place in 1957,

either in the cost-of-living adjustment or as a result of basic wage increases which

might result from renewal of the present wage contracts, which expire May 3 1 , 1957.

The capital budget for 1957 was estimated at $17,647,000. Of this amount

$14,554,000 is committed for the purchase of new revenue vehicles. There will be

little, if any, additional funds to carry out capital projects urgently needed for the

added safety and convenience of Authority's patrons.

Capital Projects in 1957

WILSON AVENUE STATION AREA—Engineering plans for track and struc-

ture changes required to enlarge the elevated trackage on the North-South rapid

transit route, between Wilson and Lawrence Avenues, from the present two tracks

to four tracks, are currently being prepared. This project contemplates signaliza-

tion of this section of track and the construction of a new station at Addison Street

on the North-South route to permit complete separation of mainline trains from

Evanston and "North Shore" trains which now operate over the two-track portion of

elevated structure. It is contemplated that construction on this project will start in

1957 and will be completed in 1959-

LAKE STREET RAPID TRANSIT ELEVATION AND EXTENSION—The
Lake Street branch of the Rapid Transit System at the present time operates at

ground level for the western 2I2 miles of its route, between approximately Lara-

mie Avenue in Chicago and Harlem Avenue in Oak Park. In this 2' i mile stretch

there are 22 grade crossings. Immediately to the north and paralleling the Lake

Street line, Chicago and North Western Railway has an elevated structure of suffi-

cient width to accommodate six tracks.

It is proposed that the CTA rapid transit tracks from near Laramie Avenue
in C^hicago to Harlem Avenue in Oak Park be relocated to the south side of this

elevated right-of-way and that the "North Western" operate on the remaining por-

tion of the structure. It is also propo.sed that at the same time the Lake Street line

be extended westward (on the "North Western" elevated right-of-way) from its pres-

ent terininal at Harlem Avenue to a point near riie Dcs[ilaincs River in River I'orest.
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New stations will be constructed to replace those now at Central Avenue, Austin

Boulevard, Ridgeland, Oak Park, Marion and Forest Park.

The total cost of this project is estimated at $7,500,000, of which $4,000,000

has been committed by the following: State of Illinois $1,000,000, County of Cook

$1,000,000, City of Chicago $600,000, Village of Oak Park $800,000, and CTA
$600,000. Leasehold negotiations between the railroad and CTA are nearing a con-

clusion, and it is contemplated that construction on this project will start in late

1957 and will be completed in I960.

SIGNALS AND TRAIN CONTROL FOR RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM—
There is uraent need to install modern automatic signaling and train control de-

vices on all sections of the existing rapid transit system not already so equipped.

The proposed system includes block signals with automatic train stops, modern in-

terlocking equipment at switches, turnouts and crossings, train identification equip-

ment at busy junctions, and remote control operation where advantageous. The
cost of this project is estimated at $28,000,000.

A fifteen-year program for improvements and extensions of the rapid transit

system at a cost of approximately $314,000,000, which includes the abovemen-

tioned signal and control system, has been presented to State, County and City offi-

cials with arguments to support CTA's contention that financial assistance must be

immediately forthcoming from sources other than those presently available to CTA
if Chicago is to have the faster, more extensive local transit, particularly grade-

separated, exclusive right-of-way rapid transit that is essential for its continuing

economic progress, and the economic progress of the metropolitan area.

The suggested program has been favorably received and its need recognized

by all governmental bodies involved, and a number of editorials were published by

the metropolitan daily newspapers that emphasized the economic importance of fast,

safe and convenient transportation in the metropolitan area, and stressed the Au-
thority's need for financial assistance in expanding its services. There has been a series

of conferences between the Governor of Illinois, the President of the County Board,

the Mayor of Chicago and CTA officials, and the Legislature has appointed a special

committee to study transportation needs in Chicago and outlying areas, with the view

toward arriving at some acceptable plan of tax subsidy to carry out this worthwhile

project. !
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Acknowledgment is made of the splendid cooperation of the City of Chicago

and other governmental agencies with particular respect to the construction of sub-

way facilities in the Congress Street Expressway and other innovations to aid traffic

and transportation. :-

We also express our thanks to the employes of the Authority for their faithful

and diligent efforts in behalf of the organization and the riding public whom it is

our privilege to serve.

By Order of the Board

Chairman
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Speed Ramp located at 63rd and Loomis Streets on the Rapid Transit Syste
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ARTHUR ANDERSEN 8C CO.

120 South LaSalle Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an

Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1956, and the related statements of in-

come, of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenues and of funds for the year then

ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,

and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing pro-

cedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of income, of

accumulated net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit

Authority as of December 31, 1956, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for

the year then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin-

ciples applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

It is our further opinion that the accompanying statement of application of revenues

presents fairly the distribution made of revenues of Chicago Transit Authority for the year

ended December 31, 1956, and was prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Trust

Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 8, 1957.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORF

Assets December 31

1956 1955

Transportation Property, at cost $169,369,959 $168,865,288

Less—Reserve for depreciation 38,655,448 35,435,320

$130,714,511 $133,429,968

Special Funds—cash and U. S. Government securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds )

:

Under control of Revenue Bond Trustee

—

Transit Revenue $ — $ —
Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity 1,500,000 1,400,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,870,474 7,476,899

Depreciation Reserve ($1,767,068 minimum balance re-

quired at December 31, 1956, by Equipment Trust

Agreements) 5,951,694 4,201,488

Revenue Bond Amortization 1,331 207,070

Operating Expense Reserve 1,571,426 1,571,426

Modernization 223,340 951,532

$ 17,118,265 $ 15,808,415

Under control of Equipment Trustee (for purchase of equipment) 2,069,969 2,693,582

Damage Reserve 1,206,952 1,409,430

$ 20,395,186 $ 19,911,427

Current Assets:

Cash, U. S. Government and municipal securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds)—
Working cash (including $5,000,000 provided from Rev-

enue Bond proceeds) $ 14,481,580 $ 12,464,228

Deposits for payment of interest on Revenue Bonds 2,391,963 2,441,899

Deposits for payment of interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 264,608 350,054

$ 17,138,151 $ 15,256,181

Accounts receivable, less reserve 609,492 1,746,474

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,794,771 5,453,499

Prepayments and other current assets 741,826 549,642

$ 24,284,240 $ 23,005,796

Deferred Charges:

Discount on Scries of 1952 Revenue Bonds $ 665,578 $ 721,340

Improvements to leased oflices, in process of amortization 314,382 379,426

Other 256,513 5,673

$ 1,236,473 $ 1,106,439

$176,630,410 $177,453,630
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MPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS

Liabilities December 31

1936 1955

Long-Term Debt (see accompanying statements):

Revenue Bonds $123,864,000 $126,891,000

Equipment Trust Certificates, after deducting funds of $2,681,800

and $2,621,800, respectively, held by Trustee for payment of

principal—Note 1 10,913,200 12,378,200

$134,777,200 $139,269,200

4% Property Purchase Obligation, $142,000 payable annually from

Depreciation Reserve Fund, less current maturity $ 284,000 $ 426,000

Accumulated Net Earnings ( see accompanying statement )

:

Portion allocated in accordance with Revenue Bond Trust Agree-

ment for—
Serial Bond Maturity $ 9,500,000 $ 6,600,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 7,870,474 7,476,899

Revenue Bond Amortization 2,883,506 2,883,506

Operating Expense Reserve 1,571,426 1,571,426

Modernization 634,009 569,297

Other 398,645 206,273

Deficiency, representing depreciation for which cash was not

available for deposit with Trustee (223,612) —
$ 22,634,448 $ 19,307,401

Less—Financing costs not deductible from revenues in accordance

with Revenue Bond Trust Agreement 4,601,529 3,895,900

$ 18,032,919 $ 15,411,501

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 5,259,599 $ 4,488,928

Accrued wages and vacation pay 6,513,986 5,678,371

Accrued interest on Revenue Bonds 2,391,963 2,441,899

Accrued interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 264,608 350,054

Unredeemed tickets and tokens 304,587 311,251

$ 14,734,743 $ 13,270,503

Deferred Liability (for repaving of abandoned right of way) $ 1,835,716 $ 1,908,116

Damage Reserve $ 6,965,832 $ 7,168,310

Equipment Commitments—Note 1

$176,630,410 $177,453,630

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these balance sheets.
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Class 1 Class 1

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1956 Series 4

Total

Equipment

.

Trust

Certificates 3-'54% 41/0%.

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1957 . $ 2,895,000 $1,130,000 $ 400,0C

1958 2,980,000 1,170,000 415,0C

1959 2,705,000 1,215,000 215,0Ci

1960 .- 2,395,000 1,270,000

1961 435,000 ~
1962 455,000 —
1963 475,000 —
1964 495,000 —
1965 505,000 —
1966 255,000 —

Total outstanding $13,595,000 $4,785,000 $1,030,00

Less—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (deducted

from Equipment Trust Certificates in accompanying balance

sheet) 2,681,800 1,220,000 200,00

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance sheet $10,913,200 $3,565,000 $ 830,00

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO EQUIPMENT TRUST
CERTIFICATES:

Deposits with Trustee required in 1957 for payment of prin-

cipal (Note 2) $2,935,000 $1,150,000 $405,00

Units Amount

Collateral at December 31, 1956

—

Equipment held in name of Trustee (at contract cost)—
Propane buses 266 $ 5,060,51

Elevated-subway cars 137 6,429,66

Partial payments on elevated-subway cars in process of manufacture or

delivery

Cash and U. S. Government securities held by Trustee for purchase of the

following equipment

—

Propane buses
.,, , , r I Note 3)
r.levated-subwav cars

$11,490,1?

NOTES:
(1) Additional interest is pavahlc on the Series 7 Certificates to December 1, 19.S7, at llie iirr aiimini rate of 2% on 51,245,000 anl

on $1,375,000.
\

(2) Payments of principal and Interest on all series of Equipment Trust Certificates are to he made from the Depreciation ReserW
deposits to which are to he made only after requirements have heen fulfiMed for principal and interest on the Revenue Bond

Ctl Additional cash of J2.905.000 was ch^positeil in January 1957, representing $1.405.(KK) proceeils from the sale of a(KlitionaI

Kcpiipjucnt Trust Certificates and $1,.SOO.O(}(I Irom llie Depreciation Kescrve Fund.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 1956

( 1 ) The Authority has an agreement with John Nuveen & Co., which provides, subject

to certain conditions, for the sale of new Equipment Trust Certificates (not to

exceed $15,000,000 principal amount) in such amounts that the aggregate

amount of all certificates outstanding at any time will not exceed $15,000,000.

Pursuant to this agreement, the Authority had issued $2,620,000 of Series 7

Equipment Trust Certificates as of December 31, 1956, and issued an additional

$1,405,000 of such certificates on January 4, 1957. It is anticipated that addi-

tional certificates may be issued as presently outstanding certificates mature to the

extent that such funds are required for the purchase of equipment. The equipment

so purchased will be pledged as collateral for such certificates.

Commitments for the purchase of propane buses and for the conversion of P.C.C.

streetcars to elevated-subway cars aggregated approximately $7,774,538 at De-

cember 31, 1956. This equipment is to be purchased from funds held by the

Equipment Trustee and from Depreciation and Modernization Funds.

(2) In 1956 the Authority entered into a lease contract with Mack Trucks, Inc., cov-

ering the lease of 100 propane motor buses for a term of eight years at a total

term rental of $2,430,216. The term rental began with the first delivery in De-

cember, 1956, and is payable in installments aggregating $607,554 in the first and

second years, $303,777 in the third, fourth and fifth years, $151,889 in the sixth

year and $75,944 in the seventh and eighth years.

(3) Revenues for the two-month period ended February 28, 1957, were not sufficient to

make the entire deposits required for that period in the debt service funds. In

accordance with the terms of the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement, such deficiency

in revenues to meet the debt service requirements was made up by a transfer from

the Operating Expense Reserve Fund.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Income (See Note)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1956 and 1955

1956 1955

Revenues $120,193,554 $120,897,185

Operating Expenses:

Conducting transportation $ 50,346,775 $ 48,543,650

Maintenance

—

Equipment 18,895,501 18,890,701

Way and structures 6,256,383 6,372,230

Electric power 5,744,226 6,049,381

Fuel for revenue equipment 2,810,263 3,535,013

Rental of motor buses 50,630 —
Provision for injuries and damages 8,113,065 8,660,560

General and administrative expenses

—

Employees' pensions and insurance 5,631,297 5,555,041

Social security taxes 1,231,970 1,264,769

Other 3,631,197 3,616,846

$102,711,307 $102,488,191

Depreciation 9,615,485 9,671,775

Municipal compensation — —
$112,326,792 $112,159,966

Net operating income $ 7,866,762 $ 8,737,219

Interest Deductions:

Interest on Revenue Bonds $ 4,830,374 $ 4,946,632

Interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 648,883 770,441

Interest on Property Purchase Obligation 22,246 27,927

Amortization of Revenue Bond discount 34,500 34,500

Interest earned on funds controlled by Revenue Bond Trustee . (290,659) (114,391)

$ 5,245,344 $ 5,665,109

Net income (see note) $ 2,621,418 $ 3,072,110

NOTE: The above statements show the revenues, expenses and net income of the Authority for the years ended December 31,

1956 and 1955. These statements do not purport to show the disposition of gross revenues in the order of prece-

dence required by the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement. Such information is presented in the accompanying State-

ments of Accumulated Net Earnings and Application of Revenues.

( ) Denotes deduction.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Application of Revenues

(Applied in the order of precedence required by Trust Agreement securing Revenue Bonds)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1956 and 1955

1956 1955

Revenues $120,193,554 $120,897,185

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 102,711,307 102,488,191

$ 17,482,247 $ 18,408,994

Debt Service Requirements—Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4,830,374 $ 4,946,632

Serial Bond Maturity 2,900,000 2,600,000

Revenue Bond Reserves 360,000 360,000

$ 8,090,374 $ 7,906,632

Balance $ 9,391,873 $ 10,502,362

Other Requirements:

Depreciation $ 9,615,485 $ 9,671,775

Revenue Bond Amortization — 830,587

Operating Expense Reserve — —
Municipal Compensation — —

$ 9,615,485 $ 10,502,362

Deficiency, representing depreciation for which cash

was not available for deposit with Trustee $ (223,612) $ —

NOTE : Revenues remaining in each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to be deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

1

.

Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, and Reserve Funds — Deposits equal to debt

service requirements as provided for in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies,

if any, in prior years' deposits.

3. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund— Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 Revenue Bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the

Series of 1953 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating Expense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be $900,000 each year if revenues are available

in such year.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to be equal to an amount computed in accordance with

the Franchise Ordinance, to the extent revenues are available.

6. Modernization Fund—Deposit to be equal to the moneys rcniainiiig after making required

deposits in the above funds.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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Statement of Accumulated Net Ea

For the Year Ended December 31, 195(

Balance December 31, 1955

Net income for 1956, per statement of income ?

Financing

Costs Not
Deductible

from
Revenues

(Note 1)

$(3,895,900)

(705,629)

Allocation of net earnings for debt service requirerp))

Balance December 31, 1956 {) (3) $(4,601,529)

( ) Denotes deduction.

NOTES:

( 1 ) In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreiase Obligation paid from

the Depreciation Reserve Fund, and amortizatioil

(2) Interest earnings on investments in funds controlle(

(3) Deficiency, representing depreciation for which cas
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the Year Ended December 31, 1956

Portinn Allocated in Acairdancc With Revenue Bond Trust Agreement For

Financing

( Other

—

Costs Not
Depreciation Deductible

Serial Revenue Revenue Operating Fund Unallocated from
Bond Bond- Bond Expense and Special Net Revenues

Total Maturity Reserves ^'Wortlzation Reserve Modernization Modernization) Earnings (Notel)

Balance December 31, 1955...: $15,411,501 $6,600,000 $7,476,899 $2,883,506 $1,571,426 $569,297 $206,273 $ — $(3,895,900)

Net income for 1956, per statement of income 2,621,418 — 33,575(2) — — 64,712(2) 192,372(2) 3,036,388 (705,629)

Allocation of net earnings for debt service requirements — 2,900,000 360,000 — — — — (3,260,000) —

Balance December 31, 1956 $18,032,919 $9,500,000 $7,870,474, $2,883,506 $1,571,426 $634,009 $398,645 $ (223,612) (3) $(4,601,529)

( 1 Denotes deduction. _
.

'

NOTES:

111 In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement these items, representing accumulated interest and redemption premium on Equipment Trust Certificates and interest on the Property Purchase Obligation paid from

the Depreciation Reserve Fund, and amortization of discount on Revenue Bonds, are not deductible from revenues.

(2 I Interest earnings on investments in funds controlled by the Revenue Bond Trustee which are available only for disbursement for purposes for which the funds were created.

f

3

1 Deficienc}-, representing depreciation for which cash was not available for deposit with Trustee
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Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1956

Balance December 31, 1955—
Cl.issitieJ in accompanyirii; balance sheet as:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt

$ 19,911,427

.. 15,256,181

.. 2,621,800

Eliminate—
Fund transfers and deposits recorded at December 31,-1955, but

made after that date .,

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

37,789,408 $

(617,594) 5,352,428

Funds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee

Rcveiuie 'Bond

Transit Serial

Revenue Interest i\laturit\

2,441,899

Revenue
Bond

Amortization

$1,400,000 $7,476,899 $"4,201,488 $ 207,070

$2,441,899 $1,400,000

Depreciation

Reserves Reserve

$7,476,899 $ 4,201,488

— 2,073,841

$ 207,070

(205,679)

Operating

Expense

Reserve

Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
Trustee (See

Other Funds

Accompanying Damage
Modernization Statement) Reserve

1,685,161 (929,182)

Working

Cash

$1,571,426 $ 951,532 $2,693,582 $1,409,430 $ —— — 350,054 — 12,454:;— — 2,621,800 — _'

$1,571,426 $ 951,532 $5,665,436 $1,409,430 $ 12.-'^;4.228

(S,- -4,163)

Balance December 31, 1955

—

After eliminating above transfers and deposits $37,171,814 $'5,352,428 $2,441,899 $1,400,000 $7,476,899 $6,275,329 $ 1,391 $1,571,426 $2,636,693 $5,665,436 0,248 $ !165

Add

—

Receipts:

Collection of revenues $120,537,985

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates 1,375,000

Other receipts 6,366,710

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Other transfers Inetl —

$12n,170,3cS4 $ 33,463 $ 36,178 $ 15.9,925

6,174,961 — —
(125,551,295) 4,830,374 2,900,000

268,690 (33,463) . (36,178)

33,575 192,372

360,000 9,659,286

(159,925) —

Deduct—Disbursements:

Costs and expenses of operation, purchase of materials and sup-

plies, reimbursable expenditures, etc. $101,

Disbursements for purposes for which funds were created 24,

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee to Equipment Trustee (see

accompan\ing statement)

3b9,159

182,018

$125,551,177 $

Balance December 31, 1956

—

Before transfers described below

:

Cash

L. S. Government and municipal securities (at cost)

.663,862

,236,470

$ 6,415,168 $2,391,963

Add or (Deduct):
December collections deposited January 2, 1957 314,805
Fund transfers to be made after December 31, 195(3

—

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Reimbursement of working cash for disbursements payable

from spedal funds —

$ 39,900,332 $ 6,415,168 $2,391,963

314,805 —

(6,729,973) —

$ 40,215,137 $ .

—
Balance December 31, 1956

—

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds
'

^
! $ 20,395,186

Current assets .._• .' 17,138,151

Reduction of long-term debt 2,681,800

$ 40,215,137 $ —
NOTE ()): SI,767,068 mber .31, 1956

35

by Equipment Trust A^n

$4,880,310 $2,800,000 $ -

$ 12,165

1,487,835

$128,279,695 $ 1,062,740 $4,830,374 $2,900,000 $ 393,575 $ 9,851,658

935,017

4,991,422

$ 53,528 $ 3,251,085

7,816,946 6,949,463

205,679

$ 205,679

205,739

$ 5,926,439 $ 205,739

$ 1,331

$ 39,125 $ —
— 64,712— 1,0(38,000

(39,125) 273,347

$ 6,426

1,565,000

$ 440,832

2,103,028

$ 98,655

1,375,000

(98,655)

430,892 8,023,481

1,008,000 (5,999,422)

$1,438,892 $2,024,059

$3,718,350

1,298,027

!,397,!

$1,346,059 $1,375,000 $8,397,880

8,272,-

1,272,488

579,182

(4,828,036) (2,320,520)

•$ — $1,500,000

2,391,963 — $7,870,474 $ 5,951,694 $ 1,331

( ) Denotes dedu

J55

i55)

'156

.226)

$l()l,:.r,",i59

(l,.:h'.')09)

$ 100,(1;

$ 605,640 $ 1, /(.:;;

4

_ lt..!71

$1,500,000 $7,870,474 $10,200,548 $ 1,331 $1,571,426 $2,543,860 $5,016,377 $ 605,640 $ 1,783,545

601,312 5,549,47<)

— 7,148,556

$2,391,963 $1,500,000 $7,870,474 $ 5,951,694(1) $ 1,331 $1,571,426 $ 223,340 $5,016,377 $1,206,952 $ 14,481,580_

$1,571,426 $ 223,340 $2,069,969 $1,206,952 $ —
— — 264,608 — 14,481.380

— — 2,681,800 — —

$2,391,963 $1,500,000 $7,870,474 $5,951,694 $ 1,331 $1,571,426 $223,340 $5,016,377 $1.206.952 $ 14.481,580
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CHICAGO '

I

Statement of Funds Under Control

For the Year Ended Decern

Balance December 31, 1955—
Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt

Add—Receipts :

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates

Interest collections on U. S. Government securities .

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Bond Trust

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for

—

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment T
tificates

Purchase of equipment

Proceeds from sale of PCC cars

Deduct—Disbursements :

Payments to equipment manufacturers

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust i

Balance December 31, 1956:

Cash

U. S. Government securities (at cost).

Balance December 31, 1956:

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds Under Control of Equipment

For the Year Ended December 31, 1956

Total Funds
. _ Under Control

. of Equipment
Trustee

Balance December 31, 1955—

Cl.issilicd in acci)ni|).'uiyini; li,-ilancc sheet as:

Special funds :. $2,693,582

Current .assets 350,054

Reduction of louK-term debt 2,621,800

$5,665,436

Add—Receipts:

Proceeds from s.ile of l^iuipment Trust Certificates $1,375,000

Interest collections (jn U. S. (jovcriunent securities 98,655

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Hond Trustee (98,655)

Transfers frum Revenue Bond Trustee for

—

Payment of princip;d and interest on Kipiipment Trust Cer- '

tificates
,

. 3,491,422

Purchase of eipiipment 1,500,000

Proceeds frnin sale .,f PCC cars 1,008,000

$7,374,422

Deduct—Disbursements:

PaMuents tu ecjuipment manufacturers $4,506,613

l'a\ment of princip.d anil interct on lupiipment Trust Certificates 3,516,868

$8,023,481 .

Balance December 31, 1956:

Ca>h $3,718,350

U. S. Ciovernment securities (at cost)
.'

,. 1,298,027

• • $5,016,377

Balance December 31, 1956:

Classified in accompanyin;; balance sheet as:

Special funds : $2,069,969

Current assets 264,608

Reduction of louK-term debt ! 2,681,800

• * $5,016,377

Trustee

$ -
264,608

f^^quipment Trust Certificate Funds



chicaCtO transit authority

Mileage Owned, Leased, and Operated

December 31, 1956

Surface Rapid Transit

System System Combined

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned '.

.'... 177.30 190.87 368.17

Leased — 23.51 23.51

Total Track Owned or Leased " 177.30 214.38 391.68

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks -. 56.65 170.49 227.14

Trolley Bus Lines (Sini^le Way Miles) 260.02 — 260.02

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,554.22 — 1,554.22

Total Revenue Miles 1,870.89 170.49 ' 2,041.38

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track
,, 106.06(1) 1.20(1) 107.26

Ser\'ice Track 14.59(2) 42.69(3) 57.28

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines, and Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles .- 138.44 43.89 182.33

TOTAL 2,009.33 214.38 2,223.71

NOTES:

1 1) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which arc isolated, Tracks from which elec-

tric senice has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

12) This mileage covers Tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 17.36 miles in public ways and streets used

for pull-in, pull-out, work cars, and in case of emergencies.

Hi Includes 13.81 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and 3.28 miles freight tiauntlct Track, Evanston Branch.
Balance consists of Tracks in yard and carhouses.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY '

Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1956

January 1, 1''56

On Hand to i)eccmber 31, 1956 On Hand
Dec. 31,1955 Actiuired Retired Dec. 31,1956

Surface System:

Street Cars

—

P. C. C. Cars 326 — 129 I97

Other Closed Platform 2 — 2
.

-

Open Platform 6 — 6

Total Street Cars :....: 334 — 137 t97

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 600 '

' — 7 '93

Gas—Mechanical ,' 270 — 5 65

Gas—Hydraulic 528 — 1 27

Diesel—Hydraulic 710 — 8 02

Propane—Hydraulic ,..'. 1,050 50 — l.')0

Total Buses 3,158 50 21 3, '7

Total Surface Equiprhent 3,492 50 158 3, '
<4

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel 331 — • 43 2o8

Elevated—Subway Cars

Steel, conventional type 452 — — ^'''-

Metal, Articulated 4 — — i

Metal, P. C. C .., 470 40 --_ _yiO

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,257 40 43 1,254

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,749 90 201 4,638
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

January 1

to December
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Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1955, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During Year 1956 and Balance at December 31, 1956

Balance

Dec. 31, 1955

Land $ 13,706,495

Track and Paving 13,844,153

Machinery and Tools 3,4 16,906

Electric Line Equipment 10,375,813

Buildings 23,212,319

Cars 33,832,597

Buses 54,649,148

Work Cars, Autos and Service

Equipment 1,565,211

Furniture 1,131,573

Signals and Interlocking 585,730

Crossings, Fences and Signs 605,144

Elevated Structures 6,767,545

Substation Equipment 1,745,569

Telephone and Communications 457,069

Engineering 46,623

General and Miscellaneous 2,838,077

Total Transportation Property $168,779,972

Organization Expense 85,316

Plus Gross

Additions

f 121,520

305,592

290,988

177,982

1,191,858

4,226,509

553,680

26,901

96,317

80,517

154,073

149,964

1,584

49,872

365,667

Less

Retirements

$ 88,511

2,934,122

71,964

356,526

1,235,608

2,112,745

137,237

51,875

90,742

4,498

233

10,080

31,709

6,492

156,011

$7,793,024 $7,288,353

Balance

Dec. 31, 1956

$ 13,739,504

11,215,623

3,635,930

10,197,269

23,168,569

35,946,361

55,065,591

1,540,237

1,137,148

661,749

758,984

6,907,429

1,715,444

500,449

46,623

3,047,733

$169,284,643

85,316

TOTAL $168,865,288 $7,793,024 $7,288,353 $169,369,959
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Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1956

On Hand
Dec. 31, 1955

Surface System:

Street Cars

—

P. C C. Cars 326

Other Closed Platform 2

Open Platform 6

Total Street Cars 334

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 600

Gas—Mechanical 270

Gas—Hydraulic 528

Diesel—-Hydraulic 710

Propane—Hydraulic 1,050

Total Buses 3,158

Total Surface Equipment 3,492

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel 331

Elevated—Subway Cars

Steel, conventional type 452

Metal, Articulated 4

Metal, P. C. C 470

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,257

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,749

January 1

to December
Acquired
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THIS sketch of the north toll gate on Clark Street was made in the spring of 1884, looking northeast

at the corner of Rogers Avenue. In those days, travelers were charged a fee, usually about 25 cents, to use

the toll roads in the Chicago area.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

THIRTEENTH
ANNUAL REPORT
CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

for the Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1957

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

and Date Term Expires

John Holmes M September 1, 1958

Virgil E. Gunlock, Chairman M September 1

William W. McKenna, Secretary . . . . M September 1

Werner W. Schroeder, Vice Chairman . . . G September 1

Philip W. Collins G September 1

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries G September 1

James R. Quinn M September 1

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

Walter J. McCarter, General Manager William J. Lynch, General Attorney
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Tracks at right in this picture are being removed following the transfer of operations June
22, 1958 to Congress Expressway median strip (left foreground). View is west from Aberdeen

Street.
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Two interior views (right top and bottom)

of the Keeler avenue station shows the pas-

senger control facilities installed in all the

new stations on the West Side subway. When

an agent is on duty, patrons enter and leave

through the center passageway, directly

passing the pay-turnstile or agent's booth.

When train fare collections are made, the

hinged metal barrier shown at the left is

swung into place across the center passage-

way and passengers by-pass the barred area.

During the hours the Keeler entrance is

closed, passengers board and leave trains at

Pulaski station.

Typical of the station buildings (center)

cted on the new route is this one at

street level on the south side of Keeler avenue.

Neat and modern in appearance, it has an

agent's booth and serves as an auxiliary

entrance-exit facility .it Pulaski-Congrcss sta-

tion. This is one of the 14 stations located

on the route.
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1957 Hi-Lites

Gross Revenues $124,472,935; up $4,207,373 (3.57% )

Passengers 582,065,867; down 39,216,699 (6.31%)

Fares Adults—25c cash, tokens 10/$2.25; up from 20c

Child and students—13c cash, tokens 4/45c; up from 10c

Operating

Expenses $106,761,401; up $4,050,094 (3.94%)

Miles Operated 162,330,312; down 230,826 ( 1/7 of 1% )

Personnel Costs Basic hourly rate— 11 Vic increase to $2.31

Cost-of-living allowance—5 c hourly additional

Life insurance—$2,000; up $500
Health and accident payments—$40.00 per week; up $10.00

New Equipment

Deliveries 1 69 motor buses and 158 L-subway cars

Service Changes Motor buses substituted

—

Clark streetcar line

Kenwood-Stock Yards Rapid Transit Branches

Evanston Rapid Transit Branch—all-metal cars substituted for last

wood-steel cars on system

Facility Changes Devon and Rosemont Surface Stations closed

Revenue Bonds $3,742,000 retired; cost $3,590,333

Equipment

Certificates $2,895,000 retired at par; $2,840,000 reissued at par

Injuries and Provision—$8,901,923; up $788,858
Damages Incidents—29,175; down 75 (V4 of 1%)
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Results of Operations

The year 1957 marked major changes in both revenues and expenses; rates of

fare were increased to cover additional costs resulting primarily from increases in

rates of wages and other employe benefits provided by new wage agreements nego-

tiated during the year. The final results of operation, after a disappointing first

half, showed all costs and charges for the year paid or provided for and $42,921

remaining available to reduce the deficit in depreciation from $223,611 at December

31, 1956 to $180,690 at December 31, 1957.

Comparative results of operations for the years 1957 and 1956 are shown be-

low :

1957 1956

Revenues $124,472,935 $120,193,554

Operation and Maintenance Expenses .... 106,761,401 102,711,307

17,711,534 17,482,247

Debt Service Requirements 8,024,366 8,090,374

Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve

to Meet Deficit in January 1957 Debt

Service Requirements (313,588) —

-

7,710,778 8,090,374

Balance Available for Depreciation 10,000,756 9,391,873

Depreciation Provision—Current Period . . . 9,957,835 9,615,484

Balance Available for Other Charges or

(Deficit in depreciation provision) .... $ 42,921 $ (223,611)

( ) Denotes red figures.

Sources of the Authority's revenues for the years 1957 and 1956 were as fol-

lows:

Increase

1957 1956 (Decrease)

Passenger

—

Surface System $ 97,600,875 $ 94,851,938 2.90%
Rapid Transit System . . . 24,561,834 23,103,398 6.31

122,162,709 117,955,336 3.57

Chartered Service 247,766 240,530 3-01

122,410,475 118,195,866 3.57

Other-
Station and Car Privileges . . 815,527 916,877 (11.05)

Rent of Tracks and Facilities . 299,893 299,448 .15

Rent of Buildings and

Other Property 340,654 299,791 13.63

Miscellaneous 606,386 481,572 25-92

Total Revenues . . . . $124,472,935 $120,193,554 3.56%
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Passenger revenues increased $4,207,373 (3.57%) in 1957 over 1956 as a re-

sult of changes in rates of fare. On July 4, 1957 adult fares were increased from

20c to 25c cash and 22i/2C tokens (10 tokens for $2.25), and shuttle bus fares and

the additional fare paid for rapid transit rides extending into a second zone were in-

creased from 10c to 13c cash and 12 Vic token (2 tokens for 25c), while student

and child fares were allowed to remain at 10c. On September 1, 1957 student and

child fare rates were increased from 10c to 13c cash and llV^iC tokens (4 tokens

for 45c); at the same time shuttle bus and additional zone rapid transit fares were

also revised to these rates.

The effect of these changes in rates of fare on passenger revenues is set forth

below in a comparison of the two six-month periods of 1957 with those of 1956:

Increase

1957 1956 (Decrease)

Six Months to June 30

—

Surface System $46,421,912 $ 47,786,038 $(1,364,126)

Rapid Transit System .... 11,523,673 11,490,893 32,780

Total 57,945,585 59,276,931 (1,331,346 )

Six Months to December 3 1

—

Surface System 51,178,963 47,065,900 4,113,063

Rapid Transit System .... 13,038,161 11,612,505 1,425,656

Total 64,217,124 58,678,405 5,538,719

Total Year $122,162,709 $117,955,336 $4,207,373

The decrease in passenger revenues during the first six months of 1957 was

accompanied by a drop in the number of riders during the same period and an ad-

ditional loss of riding due to the changes in rates of fares was experienced during

the last six months of the year as had been anticipated. Riding for the two periods

is compared below:

Increase

1957 1956 (Decrease)

Six Months to June 30

—

Surface System 247,998,684 255,780,275 ( 3.04%)

Rapid Transit System . . . 57,705,946 57,819,609 ( .19 )

Total 305,704,630 313,599,884 ( 2.52%)

Six Months to December 3 1

—

Surface System 221,786,573 249,843,186 (11.23%)

Rapid Transit System . . . 54,574,664 57,839,496 ( 5.65 )

Total 276,361,237 307,682,682 (10.18%)

Total Year

—

Surface System 469,785,257 505,623,461 ( 7.09%)

Rapid Transit System . . . 112,280,610 115,659.105 ( 2.92 )

Total 582,065,867 621,282,566 ( 6.31%)
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Other revenues showed no material changes except miscellaneous, which in-

creased Si 24,8 14 (25.92%); this was due to the sale of Student Identification

Cards inaugurated in September 1956.

Operation and maintenance expenses of $106,761,401 for 1957 showed an in-

crease of $4,050,094 over the previous year. The principal elements making up these

expenses are compared below for the years 1957 and 1956:

1957 1956

Wages and Salaries

Pension Contributions . . . .

Federal Insurance Contributions .

Employes' Insurance . . . .

Total Labor Costs . . . .

Electric Power Purchased .

Motor Fuel Consumed . . . .

Operating Materials and Supplies

Provision for Injuries and

Damages

Miscellaneous Services,

Supplies, etc

Total Operation and

Maintenance Expenses .

70,253,837

5,134,213

1,328,991

698,599

68,357,918

4,994,463

1,231,970

636,834

4,748,105

3,038,637

5,849,540

8,901,923

6,807,556

Increase

( Decrease

)

$1,895,919

139,750

97,021

61,765

77,415,640 75,221,185 2,194,455

4,903,074 (154,969)

2,810,263 228,374

5,819,945 29,595

8,113,065 788,858

5,843,775 963,781

$106,761,401 $102,711,307 $4,050,094

Wages and salaries increased from the application of increased rates of hourly

wages and in cost-of-living allowance, all in accordance with revisions of wage agree-

ments negotiated effective June 1, 1957. These changes, applied on the basis of the

one-man operator hourly wage rate, are shown below:

Basic Cost of Total

Hourly Living Hourly

Rate Allowance Rate

December 31, 1956 $2,125 $0.07 $2,195

1957—

, , f +.06 — +.06
'""'' ^

\ +.07 —.07 .00

September 1 — +.04 +.04

December 1 +.055 +.01 +.065

$2,310 $0.05 $2,360

The aliovt clianges, together with the full-year cost of the changes in wage
rates maile during 1956, were estimated to increase wage and salary costs approxi-
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mately $3,649,951 for the year 1957. These additional costs were reduced to a net

increase of $1,895,919, however, by continuing operating economies and from put-

ting into service new motor buses and L-subway cars received during the year. The
major savings produced by this new equipment resulted from the conversion of the

Clark portion of the Clark-Wentworth line from two-man streetcars to motor bus

operation and the replacement of wood-steel cars on the Evanston branch of the

Rapid Transit system with multiple-door control steel cars, permitting the operation

of each train with only two men instead of with one man per car as formerly.

Smaller economies resulted from the abandonment of Rapid Transit service on
the Stock Yards and Kenwood branches. Buses now provide service for the Stock

Yards and bus service was expanded on lines paralleling or adjacent to the Ken-
wood branch.

Pension contributions increased because of additional employe earnings and

federal insurance contributions were up because of such earnings and also an in-

crease of Va % in the rate of contributions.

Employe insurance costs increased as a result of increases provided by new wage
agreements in life insurance coverage from $1,500 to $2,000 and in health and

accident payments from $30.00 per week to $40.00 per week.

Decreases in cost of electric power purchased and increases in motor fuels con-

sumed continued to reflect the effect of the conversion of streetcar lines to motor
bus routes.

The provision for injuries and damages, equal to 6M% of gross revenues, in-

creased in 1957 as a result of the larger amount of revenues collected after the

changes in rates of fare, and also because Chicago Transit Board made a special pro-

vision of $250,000 in each of the months of October and November to meet in-

creased costs.

Disbursements during 1957 for claims and suits and overhead costs applicable

thereto totalled $8,863,835 as compared with $8,315,543 for 1956. Current year

expenditures include $180,220 for settlements in connection with the Wilson Ave-

nue Rapid Transit accident of 1956, which are recoverable under an insurance policy

covering Rapid Transit operations. Settlements numbered 15,673 in 1957 and 16,370
in 1956. Incidents involving the Authority's operations giving rise to claims and

suits numbered 29,175 in 1957, a decrease of 75 {Va of 1%) over 1956.

The major portion of the increase in Miscellaneous Services, Supplies, etc., was
due to the rental of 100 propane-fueled motor buses from the Mack Motor Truck
Corporation. These buses were leased commencing December 1956 at $50,629.50
per month and 1957 charges include 12 monthly payments of this amount.

Debt service requirements amounted to $8,024,366 for 1957, down $66,008
from 1956. This decrease was due to a reduction of $400,000 in serial bond ma-
turity deposits, a reduction of $102,608 in interest paid on outstanding bonds due

to the retirement of bonds, and a reduction in revenue bond reserve deposits of

$138,000. These reductions were partially offset by deposits to the Series of 1957
Sinking Fund which commenced July 1, 1957 and which amounted to $574,600
for the last six months of the year.
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Retirements of revenue bonds during the year 1957 are summarized below:

Revenue Bonds Retired During 1957
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Series of 1947 Revenue Bonds of serial maturities were at par, while those re-

tired through the Sinking Fund ($724,000) cost $574,292.75; the $18,000 prin-

cipal amount of Series of 1952 Bonds retired through the Sinking Fund cost $16,040.

The annual interest reduction on the bonds retired during 1957 amounts to

$125,460. A smaller reduction was realized in 1957, however, since the bonds re-

tired through the Serial Bond Maturity Fund were retired on July 1, 1957 and

those through the Sinking Funds were retired at various times during the last six

months of 1957. There were no revenues available in 1957 for deposit in and re-

tirement of bonds through the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund, the deposits to

which are not cumulative from year to year but are made only as revenues are

available.

The transfer of $313,588 in January 1957 from the Operating Expense Re-

serve Fund to make up the amount by which revenues for that month failed to

meet the debt service requirements was in accordance with the requirements of

the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

The provision for depreciation of $9,957,835 for 1957, which is equal to 8%
of gross revenues, was up $342,351 because of the increased revenues resulting

from the changes in rates of fare.

Operations for the year 1957, as summarized above, produced $42,921 above

all costs and fixed requirements. There was a deficiency in depreciation provision of

$223,611 carried over from 1956, however, so that at the end of 1957 there still

exists a deficiency of $180,690.

Loading platforms, enclosed station ramp and Peoria Street station building in Congress Street Subway

7
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Payments to City of Chicago, Chicago Park District and State of Illinois

1957 1956

City of Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by Common-
Chicago wealth Edison Company and paid to City of Chicago

—

Franchise — 4% $ 160,031 $ 167,247

Municipal Utility

—

5.6% less Franchise Tax

—

Charged to "Electric Power Purchased" .... 36,665 34,680

For a portion of City's cost of repaying streets on which
tracks have been abandoned^-Charged to "Deprecia-

tion Reserve" 300,000(1) 300,000

State Street Subway facilities 137,362 137,362

Dearborn Street Subway facilities 153,974 153,974

Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc."

License fees covering automobiles, trucks, trailers, flam-

mable liquids, etc.—Charged to "Miscellaneous Serv-

ices and Supplies, etc." 16,527 16,7 16

Total—City of Chicago 804,559 809,979

The above charges do not include $891,362 for 1957 and $705,724 for 1956
spent by the Authority for the removal of snow and ice from transit route streets.

Chicago Payment for wear and tear of boulevards arising from
Park operation of the Authority's buses—Charged to "Mis-
District cellaneous Services and Supplies, etc." 100,000(2) 200,000

State of Revenue Act tax charge collected from Authority by Com-
llhnois monwealth Edison Company and paid to State of Illi-

nois—3%—Charged to "Electric Power Purchased" 85,479(3) 125,450

License fees covering buses, trucks, trailers, automobiles

and chauffeurs—Charged to "Miscellaneous Services

and Supplies, etc." ' 6,968 6,488

Total—State of Illinois 92,447 131.938

GRAND TOTAL $997,006 $1,141,917

City of Accumulated liability for repaying streets on which tracks

Chicago have been abandoned but which have not yet been
repavcd $1,702,616 (1) $1,835,716

NOTES:

(1) Limited to $3()(),()()() regardless of additional work which may be done in any
one year.

(2) The Authority was relieved of these payments by action of the Legislature of

the State of Illinois, approved by the Governor and made effective on |uly 5,

1957.

(3) The Authority was exempted from liiis rax by action of tiie Legislature of the

State ol llliiuiis, approved by ilie Governor anti made effective on (uly 10, 1957.
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Financial Position

The financial position of the Authority at December 31, 1957 and a compari-

son with that of 1956 is shown by its comparative balance sheets presented at the

end of this report. Comments on some of the major changes thereon are set forth

below.

Financial statements setting forth the results of operations for the year 1957

and the financial position of the Authority at December 31, 1957, together with

the accompanying certificate of Arthur Andersen & Co., the Authority's independent

public accountants, are set forth in a separate section of this report.

Transportation property details, showing additions and retirements during the

year 1957, are set forth in a separate statement attached to this report.

Changes during 1957 in all funds of the Authority are summarized in a sep-

arate statement attached to this report.

Current assets of the Authority showed no material variation except Accounts

Receivable, which increased because of bills rendered to the highway agencies for

work done by the Authority's forces on the Congress Street Expressway, which bills

were paid early in 1958.

New Financing

The Authority, on January 4, 1957 issued $1,405,000 principal amount of Se-

ries 7 Equipment Trust Certificates dated December 1, 1956 to replace a like amount

of certificates which had matured July 1, 1956. The proceeds of these new certifi-

cates, together with $1,500,000 from the Authority's depreciation reserve fund were

used to pay the final portion of the purchase price of 150 motor buses and the con-

version of 150 PCC streetcars to L-subway cars, contracts for which had been en-

tered into in 1955 and 1956. In addition, sufficient funds remained to provide for

the conversion of 2 of an order of 70 PCC streetcars to L-subway cars which were

contracted for in 1957.

On March 22, 1957 the Authority issued $1,435,000 principal amount of Se-

ries 8 Equipment Trust Certificates dated March 1, 1957 to replace a like amount

of certificates which had matured on January 1, 1957. The proceeds of these cer-

tificates, together with $1,500,000 from the Authority's depreciation reserve fund

were used to pay for the conversion of 68 PCC streetcars to L-subway cars. Contracts

for this conversion were entered into during 1957 and, at December 31, only 4 of

the converted L-subway cars remained undelivered.

Certificates in the amount of $1,460,000, retired on July 1, 1957, remained

unissued at December 31, 1957. During 1958 the Authority plans to issue this

amount, together with certificates in the amount of $1,475,000 to replace certificates

maturing January 1, 1958 and $1,505,000 maturing July 1, 1958. The proceeds of

these certificates, together with $4,500,000 from the Authority's depreciation reserve

fund are to be used to purchase approximately 150 motor buses and to convert ap-

proximately 100 PCC streetcars to L-subway cars, contracts for which are to be let

early in 1958.
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Operations Review

Riding Trends

Volume of riding on any transit system is extremely sensitive to the level of

employment in the area and to any upward revision in the fares. In Chicago this

trend is particularly noticeable on the Surface system, which serves approximately

81% of the transit riding public, but lacks the competitive strength of the traffic-

free Rapid Transit system. This characteristic is illustrated by the following

table of decreased riding in the last half of 1957, subsequent to the July 4, 1957

fare increase, and the first half of 1957, which was affected only by the unemploy-

ment situation and by automobile competition, over similar periods of 1956 (the

number of passengers carried in these periods are shown in the Operating Results

section of this report):

Loss in Revenue Passengers

1957 Over 1956

Surface

Period System

First 6 months 3.04%

Last 6 months 11.23

7.09%

Rapid

Transit

System
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Vehicle Miles

The Authority has continued to provide attractive, convenient and efficient local

service for all persons and areas within the city and adjacent suburbs in spite of

declining patronage.

Revenue miles on the Surface system (117,843,204) were reduced only l/3rd

of 1% under 1956, although revenue passengers decreased 7.1%. Rapid Transit

system revenue vehicle miles (44,487,108) increased 4/lOths of 1%, while revenue

passengers decreased 2.9% compared with 1956. On the combined system the 1957
revenue vehicle miles (162,330,312) decreased only 0.14% under 1956, although

revenue passengers decreased 6.31%.

The above data refutes the oft repeated contention that curtailment of mileage

is the cause of loss of patronage or that increasing service will bring riders back to

the transit system.

During 1957, an average of 3,200 surface vehicles operated approximately

363,000 revenue miles each weekday over Chicago's congested streets and boule-

vards. This is equivalent to HVi complete trips around the world at the equator

each day.

Speed of Operation

Average scheduled speed of Surface system vehicles during 1957 was 11.65

MPH as compared with 11.75 MPH in 1956, a decrease of .85% despite the ad-

dition of two hundred new motor buses of the most modern design and the retire-

ment and/or curtailment of operation of approximately the same number of over-

age streetcars and motor buses.

The Rapid Transit system, however, with the addition of 158 new, all-metal

cars and the retirement of 162 over-age wooden cars, increased its speed of operation

by 2.4%, from 20.32 MPH in 1956 to 20.80 MPH in 1957.

Here again is demonstrated the superiority of Rapid Transit operation in a

private, traffic-free right-of-way as compared with Surface operation, which must
compete with private automobiles, taxicabs and trucks for the ever diminishing

amount of space on Chicago's congested streets and boulevards.

The 1957 Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving the

central business district of Chicago during a 12-hour period on a representative week-

day shows that there were 18,212 (5.7%) more automobiles, carrying 27,318

(5.7%) more passengers, than in 1956, while 150 more CTA surface vehicles car-

ried 11,833 (3.8%) less passengers than in 1956.

Assuming that the majority of these autos made round trips and were counted

both "in" and "out," some 9,000 more autos traveled routes converging on the Loop
area. If the same pattern of stepped-up auto usage prevailed on a city-wide basis,

somewhere between 35,000 and 45,000 more autos were added to the 1957 traffic

snarl and caused the fall-off in average scheduled speed on the Surface system. Auto-

mobile registration in Chicago increased only 4,310 ( V2 of 1%) in 1957 over 1956.
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Public Safety

The year 1957 was the third consecutive year Authority employes set a new
Pubhc Safety Record. During 1957 the Authority had fewer public accidents and

fewer public fatalities than in any previous year of its history. The table below

compares 1957 public accident experience with 1956 and also with the first nine

years of operation. All Traffic and Passenger Accidents involving the Authority are

included regardless of liability or seriousness.

Public Accident Experience

Number of Accidents
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The 1957 fine safety record was accomplished despite many adverse factors.

During 1957 the Authority hired 1,832 new bus drivers as compared with 957
drivers hired during 1956. Also, there were more changes in service, equipment,

and procedures during 1957 than in the previous year. As in the past several years,

there was an increase in the number of vehicles competing for street space. Such

factors cannot be eliminated but must be combated by helping employes overcome

some of these immediate obstacles to safe, efficient service.

Some of the most effective means used by the Authority in meeting these needs

are sound initial training programs incorporating modern teaching techniques and

training aids, continuous emphasis on safe driving through group and individual re-

training procedures, and participation by all levels of employes in safety-training

activities.

Continued emphasis on public safety through intensive training programs and

the application of safety principles by operating and supervisory personnel have been

largely responsible for this year's excellent safety record and the Authority's substan-

tial reduction in public accidents over the past few years.

Surface System Service

Streetcar Lines Discontinued

The North Clark Street portion of the Clark-Wentworth two-man streetcar

operation was converted to motor bus operation on September 9, 1957. This split-

ting of the thru routed Clark-Wentworth line now provides modern, flexible motor

bus service seven days a week between Clark and Howard Streets and Harrison and

Dearborn Streets.

The only streetcar line remaining in the Authority's surface operations is the

south half of the former Clark-Wentworth line between 81st and Halsted Streets and

Kinzie and Clark Streets. Motor buses serve this line on week-ends.

Limited Stop and Express Service

The Washington Boulevard route No. 131 was changed to All Express opera-

tion on April 1, 1957 in order to provide speedier service. Express stops are approxi-

mately every quarter-mile between Kilbourne and California Avenues, and about

every half-mi'e between California Avenue and Halsted Street. Express buses will

continue to make all stops between Austin and Kilbourne Avenues at the west end

of the line and between Halsted Street and Wabash Avenue on the east.

This change allows CTA patrons a choice of all-day express service on the Wash-
ington line or local service on the Madison line (No. 20), which is only one block

away. Walking transfers are allowed between the two lines at designated stops.

The Jeffery Express line (No. 5A), which supplied a midday service until noon

on a 30-minute headway, was further improved on September 9, 1957, by increas-

ing the service to provide a 20-minute headway between 9:00 A.M. and noon.

The Jeffery ( No. 5 ) Express service via South Lake Shore Drive was expanded

on December 2, 1957 to supply earlier southbound service during the afternoon

period. Express trips were scheduled to leave the Loop area between 3:35 P.M. and

4:22 P.M., where formerly there had been no express service.
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Consolidation of Routes

Elston Avenue (No. 55) and Clybourn Avenue (No. 4l ) routes were con-

solidated, effective April 28, 1957, to provide more convenient service between the

northwest area and the Loop; to establish a new transfer interchange connection

with the North-South L-subway at Clybourn and North Avenues; and to get relief

from the tu'o different terminal problems.

The consolidated Elston-Clybourn route ( No. 4 1 ) operates between Elston and

Milwaukee Avenues and the Downtown District from 6:30 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.,

Monday through Friday. Evening, night and week-end service operates between

Elston and Milwaukee Avenues and Chicago Avenue and State Street, where trans-

fer connection can be made with the North-South L-subway.

An Elston supplemental (No. 55) weekday rush hour service is operated be-

tween Elston and Pulaski Road on the north and Chicago Avenue and State Street.

Midday service, Monday through Friday, is between California Avenue and Roscoe

Street and Milwaukee and Chicago Avenues.

This consolidation eliminated the need for an on-street terminal on Western

Avenue north of Belmont Avenue, speeding the flow of traffic and removing a po-

tential accident hazard.

Traffic interference at the remaining terminal at May Street and Chicago Ave-

nue was minimized.

New Routings and Extensions

Effective April 28, 1957, the Taylor-Sedgwick-Sheffield routing was changed

in the area between Division-Sedgwick and Wells-Chicago Avenues. The new route

southbound is via Division, Orleans and Chicago Avenues and the reverse for the

northbound direction.

The 93rd-95th Street routing was changed on February 3, 1957. The revised

routing, via Woodlawn, 95th and Stony Island, avoids the Nickel Plate railroad

grade crossing which required flagging protection, and also supplies service to the

residential and industrial area south of 95th Street near Woodlawn Avenue.

The East Lawrence Avenue route was expanded on September 22, 1957 into

the Montrose-Lawrence (No. 81 A) route operating a counterclockwise loop line,

south on Broadway from Lawrence, east on Montrose, north on Clarendon and west

on Lawrence Avenue.

The 43rd Street route (No. 43) was extended into the Stock Yards area on

October 7, 1957 when the Stock Yards branch of the Rapid Transit system was

abandoned. Certain trips on the regular route during rush hours on weekdays were

extended west in the Stock Yards via Exchange Avenue, through Swift's parking

lot to Packers Avenue, near 42nd Street.

At the same time, a limited stop motor bus service for weekdays and Satur-

days, during the business day, was established between the Indiana "L" Station and

Packers Avenue near i2nd Street in the Stock Yards.

14
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Effective February 17, 1957 the Douglas route (No. 136) buses were re-

routed on Ogden Avenue between Sacramento and Roosevelt Road, putting them

on the Service Drive portion of Ogden Avenue. This change added to the conveni-

ence and safety of our patrons.

The South Park route (No. 3), was extended on June 24, 1957 to supply some

direct service during morning and evening rush hours to the Central Manufacturing

District along 35th Street between Morgan and Ashland.

The 103rd-106th Street route was extended on December 15, 1957 to serve the

area along Avenue "C" between 106th and 112th Streets to compensate for the

abandonment of the portion of Jeffery Local Route ( No. 5 ) between 1 00th and

Yates and 113th and Green Bay. The Jeffery Local Route was further re-routed to

furnish service to the Trumbull Homes Housing Development at 106th Street as

well as to the Wisconsin Steel Company.

Routes Created and Abandoned

L

A new bus route, Devon-Cicero (No. 14) began operation March 4, 1957, in

Cicero and Devon Avenues between terminals at Cicero and Montrose, and at Kedzie

and Devon Avenues. This new line provides, for the first time, CTA bus service in

the area along Devon Avenue from Kedzie Avenue west to Cicero Avenue, and in

the section along Cicero between Devon and Peterson Avenues.

Devon-Cicero buses operate Monday through Saturday only.

With the establishment of the new Devon-Cicero line, the North Cicero (No.

54A) line was discontinued. This route formerly operated in Cicero Avenue be-

tween Montrose and Peterson Avenues on a seven-day week basis.

A 30 day experimental, rush hour through operation on 111th Street between

Champlain Avenue and Pulaski Road, providing a supplementary service to the ex-

isting Vincennes-lllth (No. lllA) route, was inaugurated on May 6, 1957.

Analyses of extensive passenger count and operating data taken during the

trial operation disclosed that the experimental service had failed to attract any sig-

nificant amount of new patronage, and that the cost per passenger was more than

the regular rate of fare.

On June 21, 1957, after a seven week trial operation, the service was discon-

tinued.

Effective December 2, 1957, a shuttle bus operation between Pershing-Lake

Park and the Indiana Avenue "L" station was inaugurated during weekday rush

hours. This operation was substituted for the Kenwood branch of the Rapid Transit

system, which was abandoned at that time. Subsequent study indicated that the more

economical method of serving former Kenwood "L" patrons would be by small in-

creases in regular Pershing Road service and the shuttle operation was discontinued

early in 1958.

15
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Surface Roadway Improvements

During the year a total of 34.93 miles of streetcar track was abandoned due to

substitution of buses, and 41.81 miles of motor bus lines were added. The major

mileage changes on the three types of Surface system service are shown in the tables

at the end of this report.

CTA's newest off-street terminal at 59th Street and Keating Avenue, which

serves the 59th-6lst (Route No. 59) bus line, was opened May 5, 1957, to elimi-

nate the necessity of buses turning into and oif of heavily-traveled Cicero Avenue.

The off-street terminal at 63rd and State Streets was abandoned following the dis-

continuance of streetcar operation on State Street.

At December 31, 1957 there were 97 off-street terminals in use. During the

modernization program over the past decade, the Authority has spent approximately

1 Ya million dollars to provide vehicle loops and terminals for the safety and con-

venience of its patrons and the general public, and to speed the flow of traffic by

eliminating the need for on-street turn-arounds and parking revenue vehicles on city

streets.

Stations Closed

Two transportation department facilities, Devon and Rosemont stations, were

officially closed on September 7, 1957, coincident with conversion of the north end

of the Clark-Wentworth line from streetcar to bus operation.

Streetcars formerly serviced and housed at the Devon station were transferred

to the 77th Street station to be nearer the scene of their operation over the remain-

ing south half of the Clark-Wentworth line.

Rosemont station, in recent years, has been used only for servicing and storing

motor buses.

Ail motor buses and personnel at Devon and Rosemont statit)ns were trans-

ferred to other locations on the CTA system.

Rapid Transit System
Improvements

The last of Chicago's "Old Dobbins," the wood and wood-steel cars that were the

"work horses" of the city's Rapid Transit system for more than half a century, were

retired from service November 30, 1957, when all-metal multiple-door control cars

were put in service on the Evanston branch. All of CTA's Rapid Transit service is

now provided by a total of 1,126 all-metal cars.

"L" train service at the Wood Street station of the Douglas Rapid Transit branch

was discontinued May IS, 1957 because of drastically reduced patronage. The Hoyne
Avenue station was altered to provide an "L" entrance just two blocks west of Wood
Street. Under the new arrangement, approximately 35,()()() daily riders of Douglas
trains benefit from somewhat faster and more regular service made possible by elim-

inating the Wood Street station.
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A completely remodeled and modernized inner loop "L" station at Randolph-

Wabash was officially opened for service on June 17, 1957. This station provides

a direct entrance to the Marshall Field & Company store.

This project, which cost approximately $110,000, was worked out under a

cooperative arrangement between Marshall Field & Company and CTA, under which

Field's absorbed $40,000 of the cost.

Approximately $435,000 was expended during the year for painting and ren-

ovating other "L" and subway stations, and painting steel portions of elevated

structures.

Kenwood-Stock Yards Branch

Substantial decreases in riding and the need for expensive repairs unwarranted

by the limited riding finally forced abandonment of the famed Kenwood-Stock Yards

branches of the Rapid Transit system.

These branches had been operated by the Authority and its predecessors under

a lease arrangement with the Chicago Junction Railroad, owner.

The Stock Yards branch extended approximately 2.4 miles westward from the

Indiana Avenue station and looped around within the stockyards. Operation of this

branch was discontinued October 6, 1957. The Kenwood branch was a 1.27 mile

shuttle line extending eastward from the Indiana Avenue station on the main North-

South line. Operation of this branch was discontinued December 1, 1957. Suitable

and adequate motor bus service was substituted.

Evanston Express Service

A revised Evanston express service, combining the Evanston Express (rush

hour) and Shoppers' Special (non-rush hour) service, was placed in effect July 5,

1957, the day after new rates of fare were established. The new adult fare for the

Evanston Express service became—token rate, 35c; cash rate, 38c from all stations

in Wilmette and Evanston, and Howard, Morse and Loyola stations in Chicago.

The same fare applies northbound from all Loop stations and from the Merchan-

dise Mart station. Effective September 1, 1957, the token rate was reduced to 33 '4c;

the cash rate remained unchanged.

Congress Street Expressway

Work of laying tracks for the new West Side Subway in the Congress Street

Expressway route is virtually complete. Permanent track facilities in the median
strip from Laramie Avenue east to a direct connection with the Milwaukee-Dearborn
subway tracks at Congress-La Salle station have been completed, and temporary tracks

are also in place between Lotus Avenue and Des Plaines Avenue, Forest Park. Con-
necting trackage is now under construction between the depressed roadbed in the

median strip at Laramie Avenue up to a ground-level connection with the tem-
porary tracks extending westward from Lotus Avenue.

Work is jirogressing rapidly on construction of stations and installation of

other fixed transportation equipment such as traction power, signal controls, com-
munitations, and other necessary equipment.
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Construction of new terminal facilities at Des Plaines Avenue in Forest Park

was started in August 1957. Work is already well advanced on the installation of

storage yard facilities for 128 Rapid Transit cars. There will also be a CTA-suburban

bus terminal, repair shop facilities, and parking space for automobiles.

This new West Side subway is an extension of the present Milwaukee-Dear-

born subway, which terminated in Congress Street under the west bank of the South

Branch of the Chicago River. The new subway runs underground in the twin tube

from the existing Congress-LaSalle station beneath the U. S. Post Office Building,

to the portal just east of the Halsted station for a distance of Ya of a mile, where

it emerges into the median strip of the Congress Street Expressway and continues

westward for about nine miles to the terminal in Forest Park.

An incline connection from the Douglas Park elevated structure at Paulina

Street to the subway extension near Loomis Street is also under construction. It is

planned that the steel structure and track connections will be completed so that the

Douglas Park branch trains can start operating in the Congress Street Expressway

coincidentally with the operation of Garfield branch trains.

Syst^ stem

f^ew Equipment

During 1957 the Authority received and placed into service 158 modern, all-

metal Rapid Transit cars out of a total of 160 on order at the first of the year.

By using some parts from its "Green Hornet" PCC streetcars in constructing

these new cars, CTA is saving $20,000 per car as compared with the cost of Rapid

Transit cars built from all new components. In addition, the salvage value of the

PCC streetcars is practically equal to their book value at this time, and the conver-

sion program saves an obsolescence charge to the depreciation reserve of approximate-

ly $14,000 for each streetcar which is no longer required and for which there is no

known market.

Orders for the conversion of an additional 100 PCC streetcars to L-subway

cars are expected to be placed early in 1958.

A total of 169 modern buses were delivered and placed in service during 1957.

This completed an order for 250 motor buses placed in 1956 for delivery in 1956
and 1957—150 Flxible-Twin Coach Company 51-passenger buses by outright pur-

chase, and 100 Mack Motor Truck Corporation 49-passenger buses obtained under

a lease arrangement.

Orders for 150 motor buses are expected to be placed early in 1958 to replace

the same number of over-age and worn out motor buses.

This purchase will bring CTA's motor bus fleet up to a total of 2,918 units, of

which approximately 50% will be powered by odorless, propane fueled motors

—

the largest propane bus fleet in the world.

Modernization Program

Fulfillment of the most prodigious modernization program ever undertaken in

the history of local transit in Chicago was assured by the close of the year 1957.

Orders for new equipment to be placed early in 1958 will complete the planned
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acquisition of 4,256 new, modern motor buses and cars, and also will increase total

purchases of modern equipment to 4,286 units. The total expenditure for revenue

vehicles will amount to approximately $107,330,150, of which $65,892,000 is for

3,512 Surface system cars and buses and $41,438,150 for 774 L-subway cars. The
net cost will be about $99,350,150 after considering $7,980,000 salvage value real-

ized on PCC streetcar components used in construction of new L-subway cars.

Total expenditures under the modernization program aggregate approximately

$140,015,150; $107,330,150 for vehicles, referred to above, and $32,685,000 for

construction of three new operating garages, carhouse conversions and bus garage

improvements, trolley coach line conversions from streetcar operation, bus loops and

terminals. Rapid Transit signals, interlockers and automatic crossing gates, and mod-
ernization of central repair shops, shop tools and machinery, and numerous other

facilities.

Engineering Progress

Personnel

A two-way communications system has been tested that will enable the central

train control despatcher to talk directly with motormen and even passengers, on in-

service Rapid Transit cars. The 1958 budget provides funds for installation of the

voice-carrying mechanisms and the purchase of six receiving-transmitting sets. Ad-

ditional receiving-transmitting sets will be installed on trains as rapidly as funds be-

come available.

CTA engineers, in cooperation with R.C.A. Corporation, have developed a pub-

lic address system equipped with transistor power supply for use on Rapid Transit

cars for improved train announcements by conductors. It is expected that the 100

cars to be ordered in 1958 will come equipped with these new completely transistor-

ized public address systems.

Studies of air conditioning systems for revenue vehicles have been carried on
for some time. An air conditioning unit, which utilizes the evaporation method, is be-

ing installed on a Rapid Transit car for experimental use in the summer of 1958.

Automatic information signs for instruction of passengers on Rapid Transit sta-

tion platforms have been developed and will be installed in new stations of the

Congress Street Expressway.

Experiments are being continued of an automatic line supervisor for motor bus

routes. Passage of a CTA bus by a wayside radio beam would send an impulse to

a recording mechanism at a central despatching office. Several wayside check points

along each route would enable a despatcher to see that vehicles are on schedule

and, if not, to practically pin-point the area where buses are delayed and take appro-

priate attion to get the line back on schedule with vehicles properly spaced.

The Authority is sorry to report the death of four members of its executive

group—Mr. Albert C. Jann, General Accountant, on February 15, 1957; Mr. Thom-
as C. Strachan, Jr., General Attorney, on September 22, 1957; Mr. Frank A. Forty,

Superintendent of Schedules and Traffic, on December 29, 1957; and Mr. Charles

A. Burns, Treasurer, on February 23, 195S.
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Mr. Jann's position was filled by Mr. Lawrence J. Francoeur and, upon Mr.

Francoeur's retirement on December 31, 1957, Mr. Andrew J. Fitzsimons became
General Accountant. Mr. LeRoy C. Button was promoted to Superintendent of Sched-

ules and Traffic to succeed Mr. Forty. Mr. William J. Lynch was appointed to suc-

ceed Mr. Strachan as General Attorney for the Authority. Mr. Lynch has practiced

law in Chicago for 26 years, specializing in corporation law. He served as an

Assistant State's Attorney from 1933 to 1938, and since 1950 had been a State

Senator, which office he resigned to accept his present appointment. Mr. C. H. Grube
was appointed Acting Treasurer.

During the year, 544 employes retired on pensions. There were 361 deaths of

persons pensioned. The total number of persons on pension at December 31, 1957
was 5,344.

The total number of employes in service at the end of 1957 was 14,323, a

decrease of 177 under the 14,500 at December 31, 1956, and a decrease of 9,045

under the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of properties from

predecessor companies.

A critical manpower shortage existed throughout the year, particularly Surface

system bus operators, which burdened operating expenses with overtime costs of ap-

proximately $795,000.

Chicago Transit Board

The term of Mr. James R. Quinn, as a member of Chicago Transit Board,

expired on September 1, 1957. Mr. Quinn, who has been a member of the Board

since the organization of the Authority in 1945, was reappointed for a seven-year

term expiring September 1, 1964. The appointment was made by Honorable Rich-

ard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, and approved by Honorable William G. Stratton,

Governor of Illinois.

All members of the Board were saddened by the death of Mr. Philip W.
Collins on February 13, 1958. Mr. Collins had been a member of Chicago Transit

Board since organization of the Authority. His ability in business and finance and

conscientious devotion to duty was of great assistance in the management and

modernization of local transportation facilities in Chicago. His term of office would

have expired September 1, 1962.

On April 29, 1958, Mr. Edward F. Moore was appointed as a member of the

Board to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Collins. The appointment was made
by the Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois, and approved by the

Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. Mr. Moore filed his oath of office

with the Secretary of State on May 1, 1958.

During the year the Board held twenty meetings for the transaction of offi-

cial business and, in addition, held many informal conferences and several public

hearings. Besides the usual current matters relating to management and operation,

the Board and its committees gave much time and study to problems such as fare

structures, design and financing of rolling stock, settlement of wage agreements and

working conditions, and improvement, expansion and financing of Rapid Transit fa-
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Outlook for 1958

On December 5, 1957, Chicago Transit Board adopted a $129,647,000

budget for the year 1958, which showed that after payment of all operating ex-

penses, debt service on revenue bonds, and carryover of the estimated 1957 deficit,

there would be a $325,000 deficiency in meeting the full depreciation requirements.

However, favorable weather conditions in December 1957 stimulated Christmas

shopper riding and reduced snow and ice removal expenses to the extent that the

1957 deficit carryover was $387,300 less than had been estimated. Therefore, if

revenue and expense esttimates for 1958 stay in line, the year's operation could result

in a slight balance available for deposit to the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund.

The 1958 budgeted expenses were based on wage rates currently in effect at

the 1957 year-end, including a cost-of-living allowance of 5c per hour which became
effective December 1, 1957. This budget anticipates two 5V^c hourly increases to

be granted hourly paid employes on June 1 and December 1, 1958 in compliance

with contractual agreements.

Capital Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1958 is estimated at $21,000,000 if full

depreciation provisions are earned. Of this amount, $12,770,000 is committed for

purchase of new revenue vehicles, and approximately $4,000,000 must be spent

on normal capital replacements for the Rapid Transit system to insure safe and

efficient operation. Practically all of the balance is committed for other capital

projects urgently needed—some of which are already under way.

In addition to the purchase of equipment, other major projects to be started in

1958, or carried forward into 1958, are:

1. Construction and signalizing a four-track right-of-way in the Wilson Avenue

station area.

2. Elevation and extension of the Lake Street branch of the Rapid Transit

system over a 2V2 rnile section now operating at ground level.

3. Electrical power distribution facility changes brought about by construction

of Congress Street and the Northwest Expressways.

4. Purchase land and install trackage for additional car storage facilities at

Howard Street Yards.

5. Purchase land near Howard and Hermitage Streets for a contemplated con-

solidated Rapid Transit aiul bus terminal to improve passenger interchange

facilities.

6. Improvements and additions to existing garages, bus stations, terminals and

shops.

7. Purchase of snow lighting equi|iment, and replacement of over-age utility

trucks.
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Financial Assistance

The modernization program initiated by CTA ten years ago was successfully

concluded in 1957 at a cost of over $140,000,000. While this is an outstanding ac-

complishment, it has left the Authority with all its bonding power used and with

most of its income committed. Further opportunity no longer exists to effect such

spectacular economies as have been accomplished during the past ten years by convert-

ing two-man streetcar lines to motor buses and through the use of multiple door

control Rapid Transit cars.

These factors, and the certainty of higher costs in the future, preclude the

possibility of financing further improvement and expansion programs from transit

fares.

An improved and expanded Rapid Transit system in the Chicago Metropolitan

Area is a recognized necessity because at least 60% of the population depend on
some form of public transit, and Chicago's growth potential cannot be attained with-

out adequate transit facilities.

Early in 1957 the Authority developed and presented plans for an expansion

and improvement program that called for public financial assistance of about $315,-

000,000 spread over a 20-year period. During the 1957 sessions of the Illinois Gen-

eral Assembly this program was discussed at great length but no substantial amount
of financial aid was provided or authorized.

It is hoped that a plan to carry out this essential program will be acted upon

during the 1959 session of the Illinois General Assembly.
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View luokiiiK cast from California Avenue during a weekday rush hour—new West Side Subway
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN 8C CO.

120 South LaSalle Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an

Ilhnois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1957, and the related statements of in-

come, of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenues and of funds for the year then

ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,

and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing pro-

cedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of income, of

accumulated net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit

Authority as of December 31, 1957, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for

the year then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin-

ciples applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

It is our further opinion that the accompanying statement of application of revenues

presents fairly the distribution made of revenues of Chicago Transit Authority for the year

ended December 31, 1957, and was prepared in accordance with the provisions of the Trust

Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 7, 1958.
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December 31

1957 1956

Transportation Property, at cost $173,535,135 $169,369,959

Less—Reserve for depreciation 43,612,421 38,655,448

$129,922,714 $130,714,511

Special Funds—cash and U. S. Government securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds )

:

Under control of Revenue Bond Trustee

—

Transit Revenue $ *

Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity 1,000,000 1,500,000

Sinking Funds 2,222

Revenue Bond Reserves 8,114,308 7,870,474

Depreciation Reserve ($1,781,456 minimum balance re-

quired at December 31, 1957, by Equipment Trust

Agreements) 8,269,524 5,951,694

Revenue Bond Amortization 1,331 1,331

Operating Expense Reserve 1,257,837 1,571,426

Modernization 9,922 223,340

$ 18,655,144 $ 17,118,265

Under control of Equipment Trustee (for purchase of equipment) 55,144 2,069,969

Damage Reserve 1,245,041 1,206,952

$ 19,955,329 $ 20,395,186

Current Assets:

Cash, U. S. Government and municipal securities (see accompany-

ing statement of funds)—
Working cash (including $5,000,000 provided from Rev-

enue Bond proceeds) $13,627,634 $14,481,580

Deposits for payment of interest on Revenue Bonds 2,329,233 2,391,963

Deposits for payment of interest on Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates 183,232 264,608

$ 16,140,099 $ 17,138,151

Accounts receivable, less reserve 1,067,901 609,49-

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,6l8,18l 5,79^,771

Prepayments and other current assets 805,543 741,826

$ 23,631,727 $ 24,284,240

Deferred Charges:

Discount on Series of 1952 Revenue Bonds $ 479,411 $ 665,578

Improvements to leased offices, in process of amortization 249,337 314,382

Other 4,186 256,513

$ 732,934 $ 1.236,473

$174,242,704 $176.630,410
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IMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS

Liabilities December 31

1957 1956

Long-Term Debt ( see accompanying statements )

:

Revenue Bonds $120,122,000 $123,864,000
Equipment Trust Certificates, after deducting funds of

$2,721,800 and $2,681,800, respectively, held by Trustee
for payment of principal—Note 1 10,818,200 10,913,200

$130,940,200 $134,777,200

4% Property Purchase Obligation, $142,000 payable annually from
Depreciation Reserve Fund, less current maturity $ 142,000 $ 284,000

Accumulated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement):
Portion allocated in accordance with Revenue Bond Trust Agree-

ment for

—

.
Serial Bond Maturity $ 12,000,000 $ 9,500,000
Sinking Funds 591,475

Revenue Bond Reserves 8,115,388 7,870,474
Revenue Bond Amortization 2,883,506 2,883,506
Operating Expense Reserve 1,257,837 1,571,426

Modernization 701,607 634,009
Other 621,567 398,645
Deficiency, representing depreciation for which cash was not

available for deposit with Trustee (180,690) (223,612)

$ 25,990,690 $ 22,634,448
Less—Financing costs not deductible from revenues in accordance

with Revenue Bond Trust Agreement 5,301,580 4,601,529

$ 20,689,110 $ 18,032,919

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 5,666,777 $ 5,259,599
Accrued wages and vacation pay 4,893,240 6,513,986
Accrued interest on Revenue Bonds 2,329,233 2,391,963

Accrued interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 183,232 264,608
Unredeemed tickets and tokens 692,376 304,587

$ 13,764,858 $ 14,734,743

Deferred Liability (for repaying of abandoned right of way) $ 1,702,616 $ 1,835,716

Damage Reserve $ 7,003,920 $ 6,965,832

Equipment Commitments—Note 1

$174,242,704 $176,630,410

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these balance sheets.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31, 1957

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

IQ5S

1959

1960

1961

1962-1965 ....:

1966-1972

1978

1982

REVENUE BONDS per balance sheet $1



Series of 1952



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1957
Total

Equipment
Trust

Certificates

Principal Amount by Year of Maturity:

1958 $ 2,980,000

1959 2,705,000

1960 2,395,000

1961 : 905,000

1962 950,000

1963 990,000

1964 1,025,000

1965 1,055,000

1966 535,000

Total outstanding $13,540,000

Less—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (deducted

from Equipment Trust Certificates in accompanying balance

sheet)
' 2,721,800

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance sheet $10,818,200

OTHER DATA WITH RESPECT TO EQUIPMENT TRUST
CERTIFICATES:

Deposits with Trustee required in 1958 for payment of prin-

cipal (Note 2) ' $3,055,000

Series 4

Class 1



Series 5

f»l Class 2

\'o 5%

,000 $120,000

,000 65,000

jooo —
(. —

Series b

Class 1



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Financial Statements

December 31, 1957

( 1 ) The Authority has an agreement with John Nuveen & Co., which provides, subjea

to certain conditions, for the sale of $9,540,000 additional Equipment Trust Cer-

tificates provided the aggregate amount of all certificates outstanding at any time

will not exceed $15,000,000. It is anticipated that Equipment Trust Certificates

will be sold as funds are required for the purchase of equipment; which equip-

ment will be pledged as collateral for such certificates.

Subsequent to December 31, 1957, the Authority contracted for the purchase of 150

motor buses at a contract cost of $3,336,000 and for the conversion of an addi-

tional 100 P.C.C. streetcars to elevated-subway cars at a contract cost of $6,550,550.

The cost of this equipment is to be paid from the proceeds of the sale of addi-

tional Equipment Trust Certificates, and from Depreciation and Modernization

Funds.

(2) The Authority has a contract with Mack Trucks, Inc., covering the lease of 100 pro-

pane motor buses. The remaining contract rental of $1,772,033 is payable in in-

stallments of which $582,239 is payable in 1958, and the balance in reduced

amounts through the year 1964.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Income (See Note)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1957 and 1956

1957 1956

Revenues $124,472,935 $120,193,554

Operating Expenses:

Conducting transportation $ 52,019,732 $ 50,346,775

Maintenance

—

Equipment 19,035,612 18,895,501

Way and structures 6,540,062 6,256,383

Electric power 5,621,663 5,744,226

Fuel for revenue equipment 3,038,637 2,810,263

Rental of motor buses 607,554 50,630

Provision for injuries and damages 8,901,923 8,113,065

General and administrative expenses

—

Employees' pensions and insurance 5,832,811 5,631,297

Social security taxes 1,328,991 1,231,970

Other 3,834,416 3,631,197

$106,761,401 $102,711,307

Depreciation 9,957,835 9,615,485

Municipal compensation — —
$116,719,236 $112,326,792

Net operating income $ 7,753,699 $ 7,866,762

Interest Deductions:

Interest on Revenue Bonds $ 4,727,766 $ 4,830,374

Interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 648,985 648,883

Interest on Property Purchase Obligations 16,566 22,246

Amortization of Revenue Bond discount 34,500 34,500

Interest earned on funds controlled by Revenue Bond Trustee ... (330,309) (290,659)

$ 5,097,508 $ 5,245,344

Net income (see note) $ 2,656,191 $ 2,621,418

( ) Denotes deduction.

NOTE: The above statements show the revenues, expenses and net income of the Authority for the years ended December 31,

1957 and 1956. These statements do not purport to show the disposition of gross revenues in the order of prece-

dence required by the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement. Such information is presented in the accompanying State-

ments of Accumulated Net Earnings and Application of Revenues.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Application of Revenues

(Applied in the order of precedence required by Trust Agreement securing Revenue Bonds)

For the Years Ended December 31, 1957 and 1956

1957 1956

Revenues $124,472,935 $120,193,554

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 106,761,401 102,711,307

$ 17,711,534 $ 17,482,247

Debt Service Requirements—Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4,727,766 $ 4,830,374

Serial Bond Maturity Fund 2,500,000 2,900,000

Series of 1947 Sinking Fund 574,600 —
Revenue Bond Reserves 222,000 360,000

$ 8,024,366 $ 8,090,374

Balance $ 9,687,168 $ 9,391,873

Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve to Meet Deficit in

Debt Service Requirement in January, 1957 313,589 —
$ 10,000,757 $ 9,391,873

Other Requirements:

Depreciation

—

Prior period deficiency $ 223,612 $ —
Current period 9,957,835 9,6l5,-i85

Revenue Bond Amortization — —
Operating Expense Reserve — —
Municipal Compensation — —

$ 10,181,447 $ 9,615,485

Deficiency, representing depreciation for which cash

was not available for deposit with Trustee $ (180,690) $ (223,612)

NOTE: Revenues remaining in each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to be deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

i. Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, Sinking Fund, and Reserve Funds— Deposits

equal to debt service requirements as provided for in the Revenue Bond Irust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies,

if any, in prior years' deposits.

.^. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund— Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the Series of 1947 anil 1952 Revenue Bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the

Series of 1953 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating Expense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be $'H)0,()00 each \e;ir if revenues are available

in such \ear.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to he equal to an amount computed in accordance with

the Franchise Ordinance, to the extent revenues are available.

(). Modernization Fund— Deposit to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required

deposits in tile above funds.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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C]

Statement of Accumulated Net Ea

For the Year Ended December 31, 195"

Balance December 31, 1956

Unallocated

Net
Earnings

I

$(223,612)

Financing

Costs Not
Deductible

from

Revenues

(Note 1)

$(4,601,529)

Net income for 1957, per statement of income 3,025,933

Allocation of net earnings for debt service requiremi (3,296,600)

(700,051)

Transfer to meet deficiency in debt service requirei

in January 1957 313,589

Balance December 31, 1957 l$ (180,690) (3) $(5,301,580)

( ) Denotes deduction.

NOTES:

(1) In accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreeise Obligation paid from

the Depreciation Reserve Fund, and amortization

|

(2) Interest earnings on investments in funds controlled

(3) Deficiency, representing depreciation for which casl

I



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the Year Ended December 31, 1957

Portion Allocated in Accordance With Revenue Bond Trust Agreement For

(Other-
Depreciation

Serial Revenue Revenue Operating Fund
Bond Sinking Bond Bond Expense and Special

Total Maturity Funds Reserves Amortization Reserve Modernization Modernization)

Balance December 31, 1956 $18,032,919 $9,500,000 $ — $7,870,474 $2,883,506 $1,571,426 $634,009 $398,645

_ :t income for 1957, per statement of income 2,656,191 — 16,875(2) 22,914(2) — — 67,598(2) 222,922(2)

.J location of net earnings for debt service requirements — 2,500,000 574,600 222,000 — — — —

Unallocated

Net
Earnings



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1957
Funds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee

Revenue Bond

2.391,963

$2,391,963

Transit

Balance December 31, 1956— Total Revenue

Classified in accompanving balance sheet as:

Spedal funds ,, ? 20,395,186 $ -
Current assets . 17,138,151 —
Reduction of long-term debt 2,681,800 —

$ 40,215,137 $ —
Eliminate

—

Fund transfers and deposits recorded at December 31, 115b, hut

made after that date (314,805 ) 6.415,168

Balance December 31, 1956

—

-\fter eliminating above transfers and deposits $ 39,900,332 $ 6,415,168

Add—Receipts :

Collection of revenues $124,^56.997 $124,588,918

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates 2.840,000 —
Other receipts 5,908,953 5,666,876

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund — (131,079,466)

Transfers from Operating Expense Reserve — 313,589

O-her tr.-.nsfers I net I

— 279,847

$133,705,950 $ (230,236)

Deduct—Disbursements:

Costs and expenses of operation, purchase of materials and sup-

plies, reimbursable expenditures, etc. - $105,068,334 $ —
Disbursements for purposes for which funds were created 30.073,390 —
Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee to Equipment Trustee (see

accompan,ving statement) — ^
$135,141724 $ —

Balance December 31, 1957

—

Before transfers described below:

Cash $14,678,459 $ 6,184,932 $2,329,233

L. S. Government and municipal securities (at cost) 23,786,099 — —
$ 38,464,558 $ 6,184.932 $2,329,233

Add or (Deduct):
December collections deposited January 2, 1958 352,670 352,670 —
Fund transfers to be made after December 31, 1957

—

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund — (6,537.602) —
Remabursement of working cash for disbursements payable

from special funds — — —
$ 38,817,228 ?

Balance December 31, 1957:
Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds $ 19,955,329 $ — $ —
Current assets .-; 16,140,099 — 2,329,233
Reduction of long-term debt 2,721,800 $ — —

,

$ 38,817,228" $ — ~ $2,329,233

NOTE l\)
: $1.781.4.56 minimum balance required at December 31. 1957, by Equipment Trust Agreements,

37

Serial Sinking

Maturity Funds Reser

Revenue Operating

Bond Expense

Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
Trustee (See

Depreciation Bond Expense Accompanying Damage • Workin:
Reserve Amortization Reserve Modernization Statement) Reserve Cash

$1,500,000 $ — $7,870,474 $ 5,951,694 $1,331 $1,571,426 $ 223,340 $ 2,069,969 $1,206,952 $ —
— — — — — — — 264,608 — 14,481, -so— — — — — — — 2,681,800 — —

$1,500,000 $ —

.

$7,870,474 $5,951,694 $1,331 $1,571,426 $ 223,340 $5,016,377 $1,206,952 $TK4Si W

4,248,854 2,320,52(1 (601,312)

$2,391,963 $1,500,000

$ 41.460



Is Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
q^^^^ P^^j^

Bond

Revenue Operating Trustee (See

Sinking Depreciation Bond Expense Accompanying Damage Working
Funds Reserves Reserve Amortization Reserve Modernization Statement) Reserve Cash

$7,870,474 $ 5,951.694 $1,331 $1,571,426 $ 223,340 $ 2,069,969 $1,206,952 $ —
— _ _ _ _ 264,608 — 14,481,580— _ _ _ _ 2,681,800 — —

$7,870,474 $ 5,951,694 $1,331 $1,571,426 $ 223,340 $ 5,016,377 $1,206,952 $ 14,481,580

—



CH

Statement of Funds Under Contr

For the Year Ended Decer

Balance December 31, 1956:

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt

Add—Receipts :

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates

Interest collections on U. S. Government securities .

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Bond Tru

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for

—

Payment of principal and interest on Equipmen

tificates

Purchase of equipment

Proceeds from sale of PCC cars

Deduct—Disbursements :

Payments to equipment manufacturers

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trus

Balance December 31, 1957:

Cash

U. S. Government securities (at cost)

Balance December 31, 1957

—

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as

:

Special funds

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt

:rO



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the Year Ended December 31, 1957

Total Funds
Under Control

of Equfpment
Trustee

H.Iance December 31, 1956:

L^lassified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds .r. $ 2,06'^,%'5

Current assets 254,bOS

Reduction of long-term debt 2,681,.SU()

$ 5,0Ib,377

d—Receipts:

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates $ 2,840,00(1

Interest collections on If. S. Government securities 87,^77

I'lrerest collections transferred to Revenue Bond Trustee (87,^77)

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for

—

Payment uf principal and interest on Equipment Trust Cijr-

tificates ,i5>J4,=;40 (,Sq,S40

Purchase of equipment .^,000,000 —
Proceeds from sale nf PCC cars 480,000 ~

$10,414,540 $654,540

duct—Disbursements:

Pa\uients to equipment manufacturers $ 8,834,824 $ —
Pa\ment of principal and interest on F^quipment Trust Certificates 3,635,417 740,917

$12,470,741 $740,417

alance December 31, 1957:

Cash $ 1,702,848 $164,335

r. S. Government securities (at cost) ; 1,257,328 13,847

$ 2,960,176 $183,232

Balance December 31, 1957

—

Classified in accompanyinti balance sheet as

:

•

Special funds ; $ 55,144 $ —
Current assets 183,232 183,232

Reduction of long-term debt 2,721,800 —
.

' $ 2,460,176 $183,232

Equipment Trust Certificate Funds



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1957

Surface Rapid Transit

System System Combined

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned ': 134.47 189.74 324.21

Leased — 17.20 17.20

Total Tratk Owned or Leased 134.47 206.94 341.41

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks 21.72 163.21 184.93

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 260.02 — 260.02

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,596.03 — 1,596.03

Total Revenue Miles 1,877.77 163.21 2,040.98

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track 101.72(1) 2.77(1) 104.49

Service Track 11.03(2) 40.96(3) 51.99

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines and Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles 130.54 43.73 174.27

TOTAL 2,008.31 206,94 2,215.25

NOTES

:

(1) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated, Tracks from which elec-

tric service has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 1.29 miles in public ways and streets used

for pull-in, pull-out, work cars, and in case of emergencies.

(3) Includes 14.16 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and 3.28 miles freight Gauntlet Track, Evanston Branch.

Balance consists of Tracks in yard and carhouses.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AU.THORITY

Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1957

Tanuarv 1, 1957
On Hand to December .31, 1957 On Hand

Dec. 31,1956 Acquired Retired Dec. 31, 195/

Surface System:

P. C. C. Streetcars 197 — 70 127

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 593 — 1 ',92

Gas—Mechanical 265- — 26 _'39

Gas—Hydraulic 527 — -^ ^27

Diesel—Hydraulic
.' .' 702 1 — 703

Propane—Hydraulic 1,100 99 — i,199

Total Buses 3,187 100 27 3, oO

Total Surface Equipment 3,384 100 97 3,387

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel ' 288 — I68 120

Elevated—Subway Cars

—

Steel, conventional type 452 — — -"152

Metal, Articulated 4 — — 4

Metal, P. C. C 510 158 — 1 -S

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,254 158 I68 1,2-i-i

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,638 258 265 4,63

1



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1957

January 1, 1957

On Hand to December 31, 1Q57 On Hand
Dec. 31, 1956 Acquired Retired Dec. 31, 1957

Surface System:

P. C C Streetcars 197 — 70 127

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 593 — 1 592

Gas—Mechanical 265 — 26 239

Gas—Hydraulic 527 — — 527

Diesel—Hydraulic 702 1 — 703

Propane—Hydraulic 1,100 99 — 1,199

Total Buses 3,187 100 27 3,260

Total Surface Equipment 3,384 100 97 3,387

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—wood and steel 288 — 168 120

Elevated—Subway Cars

—

Steel, conventional type 452 — — 452

Metal, Articulated 4 — — 4

Metal, P. CC 510 158 — 668

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,254 158 168 1,244

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,638 258 265 4,631
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1956, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During Year 1957 and Balance at December 31, 1957

Balance Gross Balance

Dec. 31, 1956 Additions Retirements Dec. 31, 1957

Land $ 13,739,504 $ 11,985 $ 361,667 $ 13,389,822

Track and Paving 11,215,623 177,060 2,555,551 8,837,132

Machinery and Tools 3,635,930 160,592 55,003 3,741,519

Electric Line Equipment 10,197,269 256,424 676,850 9,776,843

Buildings 23,168,569 636,049 689,804 23,114,814

Cars 35,946,361 6,566,472 1,834,039 40,678,794

Buses 55,065,591 2,552,595 182,301 57,435,885

Work Cars, Autos and Service

Equipment 1,540,237 44,358 30,653 1,553,942

Furniture 1,137,148 51,976 9,031 1,180,093

Signals and Interlocking 661,749 1,834 24,936 638,647

Crossings, Fences and Signs 758,984 23,969 6,105 776,848

Elevated Structures 6,907,429 76,935 54,948 6,929,416

Substation Equipment 1,715,444 63,911 243,569 1,535,786

Telephone and Communications 500,449 916 2,692 498,673

Engineering 46,623 — — 46,623

General and Miscellaneous 3,047,733 317,179 49,930 3,314,982

Total Transportation

Property $169,284,643 $10,942,255 $6,777,079 $173,449,819

Organization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316

TOTAL $169,369,959 $10,942,255 $6,777,079 $173,535,135

I
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Operating Statistics

For the Year Ended December 31, 1957

Rapid

Surface Transit Combined
System System S\stem

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers 469,785,257 112,280,610 582,065,867

Revenue Vehicle Miles

—

Cars 3,021,656 44,487,108 47,508,764

Trolley Coaches 20,192,921 — 20,192,921

Motor Buses 94,628,627 — 94,628,627

Total Revenue Miles 117,843,204 44,487,108 162,330,312

Revenue per Vehicle Mile 84.03c 57.19c 76.68c

Revenue Vehicle Hours

—

Cars 330,765 (1) 330,765

Trolley Coaches 2,510,330 — 2,510,330

Motor Buses 11,073,507 — 11,073,507

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 13,914,602 — 13,914,602

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 101,171,322 210,934,736 312,106,058

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour — — 1.77c

Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline

—

Gallons 8,479,767

Average Miles per Gallon 2.80

Diesel Fuel-

Gallons 5,499,198

Average Miles per Gallon 4.08

Propane Fuel

—

Gallons 21,417,253

Average Miles per Gallon 2.26

( I ) Not available.
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)ur Tracks in Congress Expressway Douglas Park Grade Separation In Cut Douglas Park Grade Separation On Structure

Washington Street Subway Wells Street Subway Jackson Boulevard Subway

-"TIE

nglewood Extension on Structure Easing Sharp Curves Logan Square Transfi

PROJECTS UNDER CTA'S PROPOSED ^315,000,000, 20-YEAR TRANSIT EXPANSION AND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
AND THE PARK "N" RIDE GARAGE PROGRAM RECENTLY SUGGESTED BY CTA.







Chicaso's new West Side Subwny .s tlic first projec

ever conceived, planned and bu.lt to combine rail

rapid transit and a multi-lane automobile expressway

in the r.ame grade-separated right-of-way.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

FOURTEENTH
ANNUAL REPORT
CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

For the Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1958

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

and Date Term Expires

Virgil E. Gunlock, Chairman M September 1, 1959

William W. McKenna, Secretary . . . . M September 1, I960

Werner W. Schroeder, Vice Chairman . . G September 1, 1961

Edward F. Moore G September 1, 1962

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries G September 1, 1963

James R. Quinn M September 1, 1964

Joseph D. Murphy M September 1, 1965

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois

Walter J. McCarter, General Manager William J. Lynch, General Attorney
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Modern Transportation Building at Forest Glen Terminal.
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DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S 1958 REVENUE DOLLAR

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

POWER

MOTOR FUEL

DEPRECIATION

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

REVENUE BOND INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

SINKING FUND

BOND RESERVE

DEFICIENCY IN DEPERECIATION

NOTE:

Total Operating Labor Costs exclude J2, 563,579

(1.87c of CTA's Dollar) Charged to Operating

Materials and Supplies, Injuries and Damage

Reserve and Miscellaneous Services and Supplies.



Economic Conditions

Chicago Transit Authority operations started the year 1958 under unfavorable

economic conditions which steadily worsened throughout the year.

Non-agricultural wage and salaried employes working in Chicago and the adjacent

areas (Cook and DuPage counties) in January 1958 were 87,500 less than in January

1957. By July 1958, when employment hit its lowest level, there were 151,400

less persons working than in July 1957 and by December 1958 there were still

109,000 less persons working than in December 1957. Average employment through-

out the year 1958 was 127,600 less than during the year 1957. It is estimated that

the Authority's 1958 loss in passenger revenue attributable to this unemployment

was approximately $3,000,000.

Living costs in Chicago and the nation pushed to new all-time records in July

1958, in spite of the recession. The consumer price index for Chicago reached a peak

of 127.6 in July 1958, continuing the uninterrupted rise which had prevailed since

April 1957— the base date established for computation of cost-of-living allowances

under the terms of the Authority's current labor agreements— and resulted in 1958

wage increments averaging 8.83c per hour throughout the year 1958, as contrasted

to 4.33c for the year 1957.

This sharp acceleration in the inflationary spiral burdened 1958 labor costs by

an additional $1,500,000.

Operating Results

Revenues for the year 1958 amounted to $126,118,729 and although running

$1,645,794 ahead of 1957, were short $419,941, because of increased costs, of meeting

all fixed requirements for 1958. A similar deficiency in revenues of $180,690 was

carried over from 1957, so that the total deficiency amounted to $600,631 at December

31, 1958.

A brief summary of the results of operations for the year 1958 is compared below

with those for 1957:

1958 1957

Revenues $126,118,729 $124,472,935

Operation and Maintenance Expenses .... 108,604,206 106,761,401

17,514,523 17,711,534

Debt Service Requirements 7,844,966 8,024,366

Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve

to meet deficit in January 1957 Debt

Service Requirements — (313,589 )

7,844,966 7,710,777

Balance Available for Depreciation 9,669,557 10,000,757

Depreciation Provision—Current Period . . . 10,089,498 9,957,835

Balance Available for Other Charges or

(Deficit in Depreciation Provision) .... (419,941) 42,922

Carryover of prior years' deficiency (180,690 )
(223,612 )

Deficit in depreciation provision $ (600,631 ) $ (180,690 )

( ) Denotes Red Figures
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The 1958 budget had anticipated that including the carryover of the estimated 1957

deficit, there would be a $325,000 deficiency in meeting the full depreciation requirements.

Actual gross revenues for the year 1958 were $3,528,000 less than had been anticipated

in the budget, of which $3,000,000 are estimated to have been caused by widespread unem-

ployment during this recession year.

Accelerated inflation increased labor costs $1,500,000 more than had been estimated.

In spite of these serious adverse changes, the Authority was able, by rigid economies

and a slight reduction in mileage, to carry through the year with a minimum deficit of $600,631.

The increase in total revenues of $1,645,794 for 1958 over 1957 arose primarily

from additional passenger revenues; changes in other sources of revenues showed a

decrease of $71,204 compared with 1957, as shown in the summary below:



The increase of the first six months of 1958 over that of 1957 shows the results

of the fare increase, the primary change in rates having occurred at the end of the

first six months of last year. The comparison of the last six month periods for 1958
and 1957, when rates of fare were substantially the same, shows the loss of riding

arising primarily from a continuation of greater than normal unemployment.

Riding data for the six month periods of 1958 and 1957 show the same results

as revenues. The riding loss was greater in the first six months of 1958 as compared
with 1957 than in the latter part of the year because of the loss arising from the

changes in rates of fare at mid-year of 1957.

Number of Riders

1958 1957

Increase or

( Decrease

)

Amount %
Six Months to June 30

—

Surface System 214,912,163

Rapid Transit System . . . 52,918,775

Total 267,830,938

Six Months to December 31

—

Surface System 211,314,466

Rapid Transit System . . . 54,148,639

Total 265,463,105

Total Year

247,998,684

57,705,946

(33,086,521)

(4,787,171)

13.34)

(8.30)

305,704,630 (37,873,692) (12.39)

221,786,573

54,574,664

(10,472,107)

(426,025)

276,361,237 (10,898,132)

(4.72)

J.78)
(3.94)

\

. . 533,294,043 582,065,867 ( 48,771,824
)

(8.38
)

Passenger riding was showing some slight improvement towards the end of 1958
and the early months of 1959 so that losses in 1959 compared with 1958 are not

expected to be as great as those shown above during the last six-month period.

Charter revenues showed almost a 20% increase in 1958 over 1957, resulting

from the greater use of passenger equipment not required for scheduled service. The
decrease in station and car privileges resulted from a reduction in advertising revenues.

The decrease in miscellaneous revenues was due to a reduction in interest earned.

Costs continued to rise in practically all categories, although not as much as

had been expected, since operating economies partially ol?set the effect of increases

in wage costs and other expenses.

The principal elements making up Operation and Maintenance Expenses for

1958 and 1957 were as follows:

Wages and Salaries ....
Pension Contributions .

Federal Insurance Contributions

Employes' Insurance

Total Labor Costs

Electric Power Purchased .

Motor Fuel Consumed .

Operating Materials and Supplies

Provision for Injuries and Damages
Miscellaneous Services, Supplies, etc

Total Operation and

Maintenance Expenses

1958

71,639,904

5,291,017

1,351,465

725,202

79,007,588

4,487,284

2,833,318

5,968,674

9,143,608

7,163,734

1957

70,253,837

5,134,213

1,328,991

698,599

77,415,640

4,748,105

3,038,637

5,849,540

8,901,923

6,807,556

Increase or

( Decrease

)

$1,386,067

156,804

22,474

26,603

1,591,948

(260,821)

(205,319)

119,134

241,685

356,178

$108,604,206 $106,761,401 $1,842,805



Wages and salaries increased as a result of the application of increased hourly

rates of wages as provided in contracts negotiated in 1957 and from changes in the

cost-of-living allowance also provided in such agreements. These changes, applied

to the basic one-man hourly rate, were as follows:

Basic Cost-of-Living

Hourly Rate Allowance Total

December 31, 1957 $2,310 $0,050 $2,360

1958—
March 1

— +.030 .030

June 1 +.055 +.015 .070

September 1
— +.015 .015

December 1 +.055 —.005 .050

$2.420 $0.105 $2.525

The wage changes of lie per hour in basic hourly wages and 5 Vic in cost-of-

living allowance shown above, together with the total yearly cost of wage changes

during 1957 were expected to increase costs approximately $5,965,000 for the year

1958. The total increase was partially offset however, by operating economies and

tailoring of man power and vehicle requirements to the lower level of riding, which

reduced man-hours used during the year so that the net increase in wages and salaries

was only §1,386,067.

Present wage agreements, which expire November 30, 1959, provide for no

further increases in basic hourly wages although changes in the cost-of-living allow-

ance, up or down, are to be reflected quarterly during 1959.

Contributions by the Authority to the retirement plan for its employes, equal

to 7% of wages paid, increased $156,804 as a result of the greater earnings by em-

ployes. Negotiations conducted during the latter part of 1958, with respect to the

retirement agreement expiring December 31, 1958, resulted in a new three-year

agreement to expire December 31, 1961, with increases in rates of contributions to

71/2% beginning January I, 1959 and 8% beginning January 1, I960. Employe

contribution rates are to be increased from 3V2% to 3-^4% on January 1, 1959 and

to 4% on January 1, 1960.

Federal insurance contributions, matching those made by employes, increased

$22,474 due to increased employe earnings. Effective January 1, 1959 rates are to

increase from 2l.'i% to IVi'y'c and the base to which such rate applies will increase

from $4,200 to $4,800.

Employes' insurance costs increased $26,603; this resultetl from changes in both

life insurance ($1,500 to $2,000 coverage) and iicalth and accident payments ($30
to $10 weekly) made effective July I, 1957.

Electric power purchased costs were reduced $260,S21 as a result of tiie fmal

abandonment in 1958 of all street-car operations and a reduction in Rapid Transit

system mileage to meet decreased riding. These reductions were partially offset by

increases in unit costs of electric power purchased, which resulted from a new ten-year

contract negotiated with the Commonwealth Edison Company effective August 1, 1958.

Motor IlicI cost reduitiors of $205,319 resulted from lesser miles operated be-

cause ot tile reduction in passenger titling, a reduction in unit costs of fuel purchased,



and the substitution of propane-powered buses delivered during 1958 for gasoline-

powered buses retired from service, resulting in lower costs per mile operated.

Operating material and supply costs increased $119,134 as a result of increases

in unit costs; the full effect of these increases was partially offset by reduction in

quantities used.

The provision for injuries and damages increased $241,685. In order to meet
the constantly increasing costs of settling claims and suits for personal injuries and
property damages Chicago Transit Board, effective January 1, 1958, increased its

rate of provision from 6"^ ,% to 1Va:% of gross revenues. Also, the 1958 provision

was higher than that for 1957 since gross revenues on which the provision is based

were higher in 1958. These increases were partially offset, however, by special pro-

visions totalling $500,000 made in 1957, which were not repeated in 1958.

Claim and suit disbursements and the overheads applicable thereto amounted
to $9,351,204 in 1958 as compared with $8,863,835 for 1957.

Claim Settlements

—

Number

Cost

Overheads

Total Cost of Claims .

Suit Settlements

—

Number

Cost

Overheads

Total Cost of Suits .

Total Cost

The average cost per claim settled, exclusive of overheads, amounted to $180
in 1958 as compared with $195 in 1957, while average suit costs, exclusive of over-

heads, rose to $1,875 in 1958 from $1,622 in 1957. Suit and claim costs for 1958
and 1957 do not include $465,643 and $381,150 respectively, for settlements in

connection with the Wilson Avenue Rapid Transit accident of 1956, which were

recovered under an excess insurance policy covering Rapid Transit operations. Inci-

dents involving the Authority's operations giving rise to claims and suits numbered

26,950 in 1958, a decrease of 2,225 (7.63%) from 1957.

Miscellaneous services and supplies costs increased $356,178 in 1958 over

1957. One of the principal items giving rise to this increase was the rental payment
of $30,907 per month beginning July 1958 made to the City of Chicago for the use

of fixed transportation facilities in the Congress Street Expressway.

Debt service requirements totalled $7,844,966 for the year 1958, down $179,400
from 1957. Deposits to the Series of 1947 serial bond maturity fund ($2,000,000)

decreased $500,000, but deposits to the Series of 1947 sinking fund increased $631,280
to $1,205,880, so that there was $131,280 more available for the retirement of

Series of 1947 Revenue Bonds in 1958 than in 1957. Deposits to the Series of

1953 Revenue Bond Reserve (the only one of these reserves which had not previously



reached the amount required by the Trust Agreement) were completed during 1958;

these deposits were $178,602 less in 1958 than in 1957. Interest payments on out-

standing revenue bonds were reduced $132,078 to $4,595,688 as a result of the

retirement of these bonds through operations of the serial bond maturity fund and

the sinking funds. Deposits to the Series of 1952 and 1953 sinking funds represented

interest earnings from the investment of funds deposited in the respective revenue

bond reserves.

Retirement of revenue bonds described above are summarized below:

Revenue Bonds Retired During 1958

Through Operation of

Revenue Serial Bond Total

Bond Maturity Sinking Retired

Series Fund Fund Total to 12-31-58

1947 $2,000,000 $1,443,000 $3,443,000 $17,701,000

1952 — 44,000 44,000 577,000

1953 — 6,000 6,000 93,000

$2,000,000 $1,493,000 $3,493,000 $18,371,000

Serial maturit}' retirements of $2,000,000 Series of 1947 bonds were made at

par. Sinking fund retirements of Series of 1947 bonds cost $1,205,480.20, of Series

of 1952 cost $40,435.50 and of Series of 1953 cost $5,352.50, for a total cost of

$1,251,268.

The annual interest reduction on all bonds retired during 1958 totals $123,862

but all of this reduction was not realized since the bond retirements occurred through-

out the year.

The provision for depreciation for the year 1958, equal to 8% of gross revenues,

was up $131,663 from 1957 because of the increase in revenues arising from the

changes in rates of fares during 1957. Revenues fell $419,941 short of meeting

the annual requirement for depreciation. There was also a deficiency of $180,690

carried over from 1957 so that the total deficiency at December 31, 1958 amounted

to $600,631.

Continuing operating economies reduced the impact of increases in wages and

other costs, and the increased revenues resulting from the mid 1957 adjustments in

rates of fare made possible the above result. Budget forecasts for 1959 are not so

favorable, however, it appears that revenues will fail to meet all requirements and

that there will be a deficiency of $4,503,000, including that carried over from 1958,

in the provision for depreciation. Results achieved in the early months of 1959

indicate that this deficit may be reduced somewhat.

Anticipated deficiencies in revenues were reflected in the 1959 capital budget;

$18,342,000 of capital projects were approved by Chicago Transit Board for 1959.

Of the total amount of funds estimated to be available, $4,210,000 represents pro-

ceeds from Equipment Trust Certificates issued or to be issued.



Payments to City of Chicago, Chicago Park District and State of Illinois

1958 1957

City of Revenue tax charge collected from Authority by

Chicago Commonwealth Edison Company and paid to City

of Chicago

—

Franchise, 4% $ 149,936 $ 160,031

Municipal Utility, 5.6% less Franchise tax

—

Charged to ""Electric Power Purchased" . . 34,436 36,665

For a portion of cost of repairing streets on which

tracks have been abandoned—Charged to "Depre-

ciation Reserve" 300,000(1) 300,000(1)

State Street Subway facilities 137,362 137,362

Dearborn Street Subway facilities 153,974 153,974

Congress Street Expressway facilities

Charged to "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies,

etc." 185,443(4) —
License fees covering automobiles, trucks, trailers,

flammable liquids, etc.—Charged to "Miscellaneous

Services and Supplies, etc." 7,996 16,527

Total—City of Chicago 969,147 804,559

The above charges do not include $738,603 in 1958 and $891,362 in 1957 spent by

the Authority for the removal of snow and ice from transit routes.

Chicago Payment for wear and tear of boulevards arising from

Park operation of the Authority's buses—Charged to

District "Miscellaneous Services and Supplies, etc." . .
— 100,000(2)

State of Revenue Act tax charge collected from Authority

Illinois by Commonwealth Edison Company and paid to

State of Illinois—3%—Charged to "Electric

Power Purchased" — 85,479(3)

License fees covering buses, trucks, trailers, automo-

biles and chauffeurs—Charged to "'Miscellaneous

Services and Supplies, etc." 7,007 6,968

7,007 92,447

GRAND TOTAL $ 976,154 $ 997,006

City of Accumulated liability for repaving streets on which

Chicago tracks have been abandoned but which have not

yet been repaved(l) $1,512,566 $1,702,616

(1) Limited to $300,000 regardless of additional work which may be done in any one year.

(2) The Authority was relieved of these payments by action of the Legislature of the State

of Illinois, approved by the Governor and made effective on July 5, 1957.

(3) The Authority was exempted from this tax by action of the Legislature of the State of

Illinois, approved by the Governor and made effective on July 10, 1957.

(4) Initial payment commenced July 1, 1958 at the rate of $30,907.18 per month.



Financial Position

Financial statements setting forth the financial position of the Authority at

December 31, 1958 and also showing various phases of its operations for the year

ended that date are presented at the end of this report, together with the certificate

of Arthur Andersen & Co., independent public accountants.

Transportation propert)' additions and retirements during 1958 and operation

of all of the funds of the Authority for the year 1958 are set forth in summaries at

the end of this report. Funds on deposit with the Equipment Trustee for the purchase

of equipment were provided by the issuance of Equipment Trust Certificates, described

below and from the Authority's depreciation and modernization funds.

Accounts receivable increased approximately 5365,000 at the end of 1958 com-

pared with 1957 because of unpaid billings to highway agencies for work done by the

Authority's forces towards the completion of the Congress Street Expressway.

Prepayments and other current assets amounted to $1,397,392 at December 31,

1958, up $591,849 from a year ago. The principal item is an amount applicable to

properties abandoned to make way for construction of Congress Street Expressway, to

be applied as a partial offset against the City's charges for fixed transportation facilities

in the Congress Street Subway.

Discount on revenue bonds which arose in connection with the issuance of the

Series of 1952 revenue bonds was reduced $276,231 during 1958 primarily by the

savings resulting from the retirement of the Authority's revenue bonds at costs less

than the par amount of the bonds retired.

The reduction in revenue bonds was explained in a previous section of this report.

Other liability accounts of the Authorit)' showed no unusual changes.

Neiv Financiiifi

Chicago Transit Board on May 1, 1958 authorized Series 9 Equipment Trust

Certificates in the amount of $4,440,000. On June 1, 1958, $2,500,000 of these certifi-

cates were issued and on December 1, 1958 the remaining $1,940,000 were issued.

The proceeds of these certificates, together with $4,500,000 from the Authority's

depreciation fund and $1,400,000 from its modernization fund, produced from the

sale of 100 PCC streetcars for conversion to L-Subway cars, were deposited with

the Equipment Trustee to cover the cost of 150 propane-fueled motor buses and U)0

L-Subway cars ordered by Chicago Transit Board during the early part of 1958.

Of the L-Subway cars ordered, 50 will be the standard double-unit f)'pe which

have been ordered during tiie past several years, while 50 will be single-unit cars,

described in a following section of this report. Four of this latter series of cars will

be equipped with experimental sets of motor trucks designed especially for high-speed,

high-performance operation.

At December 31, I95S the Authority had received I 19 of the order tor I 50 motor

buses; no L-Subway cars had been rei.ei\ed.
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Riding Trends

The sharp decHne in revenue passengers between the years 1958 and 1957 is

attributable to three factors: ( 1) fare increases in 1957 which affected 1958 compara-

tive data; (2) the business recession; and, (3) constant attrition caused by automobile

competition, traffic congestion, and population shifts to the suburbs.

How these factors influenced riding is shown by the following table:

Loss in Revenue Passengers

1958 Compared with 1957

Surface Rapid Transit Combined
Period System System Operations

First Quarter 13.09% 8.11% 12.14%
Second Quarter 13.59 8.48 12.64

Third Quarter 6.13 1.94 5.32

Fourth Quarter 3.35 (0.30) Gain 2.61

Year 9.27 4.64 8.38

During the first two quarters of the respective years the above comparison is

between 1958 passengers, at the higher fares, and 1957 passengers at the lower fares

in effect prior to the July 4, 1957 and September 1, 1957 fare increases.

The third quarter was a transitory period during which the 1957 fare increases

occurred and Authority patrons were adjusting themselves to a new pattern of riding.

Also, during this 1958 quarter, unemployment reached its peak in July and consider-

ably more people were out of work during this three-month period than in any other

quarter since the first drop in employment occurred in May 1957.

In the fourth quarter the comparison is between passengers paying the same

fares in each year. The improvement in this quarter came as a result of a pickup

in employment.

The competitive strength of the traffic-free Rapid Transit system is forcefully

illustrated by the foregoing statistical data, the passenger loss being only 4.64% for

the year as contrasted to a 9.27% loss on the Surface system.

A study to evaluate the extent of passenger losses attributable to the prime

factors referred to above was made, using the second quarter of each of the past five

years as a representative base. This indicated that the 12.6% passenger loss in the

second quarter of 1958 was due to:

Influence of fare increases 9.0%
Unemployment and business recession 2.2

Constant annual attrition caused by automobile

competition, traffic congestion, and population

shifts to the suburbs 1.4

Total passenger loss—2nd quarter of 1958 . . 12.6%
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Guaranteed Income Service

Effective September 8, 1958, a contract charter service was inaugurated to serve

employes of a corporation located in Skokie, Illinois. This service extended five

westbound morning rush hour trips on the Peterson Avenue route to operate north

from the regular terminal into the plant, a distance of approximately one mile. During

the afternoon period five trips were arranged to start their eastbound trips at the

plant and operate east over the regular Peterson route. Later surveys showed that

three A.M. and P.M. trips were sufficient, so schedules were reduced accordingly on

October 13, 1958.

The contract provides that the Authority will be reimbursed at the rate of

25c each for any less than 30 passenger fares collected per trip into or out of the

plant. An additional $30.00 per month service charge is also provided.

This experiment produced the usual pattern where extensions of service are

requested; i.e., actual patronage is found to be considerably less than that estimated

by the extension proponents.

Monthly guarantee payments, including the service charge, began at $620 for

the first month, dropped to $340 when the number of trips was reduced and dropped

still further to $220, showing that patronage had increased some but not enough

to cover the cost of the service rendered.

This guaranteed income service, which has been mutually satisfactory, could

set a pattern for those communities outside the corporate limits of Chicago which

have lost or are threatened with the loss of their mass transit facilities, or to others

that wish to have the Authority's service extended to or within their boundaries.

A somewhat similar guaranteed income service plan has been in effect for over

forty years in the Boston metropolitan area, whereby fourteen communities contribute

a proportionate share of the cost of maintaining the mass transit facilities that serve

them.

Streetcar Lines Discontinued

A century of one phase of transportation history came to a close on June 20, 1958,

when Chicago's last remaining streetcar line, the south half of the former Clark-

Wentworth line, was converted to motor bus operation.

Chicago's street railway system began in 1859 with the operation of the first

horse car in the City in State street between Randolph and 12th street, a distance of

approximately one and one-half miles. The first horse-drawn omnibus had started

irregular service between hotels and railway terminals as early as 1853.

In the I930's, when Chicago's streetcar fleet was at its peak, it totalled 3,742

active units.

Once renowned as the largest streetcar system in the world under one manage-

ment, Chicago's surface transportation system is now operated exclusively with motor

and trolley buses.
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Vehicle Miles

The Authority continued to maintain attractive, convenient and frequent service

throughout the City of Chicago and through, within, or bordering upon twenty-nine

adjacent suburban cities, towns and villages in spite of the business recession and
declining patronage.

Revenue miles on the Rapid Transit system (42,991,829) were reduced only

3.36% (1,495,279) under 1957. Approximately 30% of this mileage reduction

occurred because of the abandonment of the Kenwood and Stockyards branches of

the elevated system m the last quarter of 1957. Substantially all of the balance of

this mileage reduction was made in weekend service to adjust to the fall-off in riding.

Revenue miles on the Surface system (113,616,557) were reduced only 3.59%
(4,226,647) under 1957, although revenue passengers decreased 9.27%. Surface

system service was curtailed in line with declining patronage and particularly to

adjust to the disproportionate fall-off in weekend riding, which is illustrated by the

following statistical data:

Surface System 1958 Decrease Under 1957

Revenue Miles Revenue Passengers

Weekdays 3.13% 8.79%
Saturdays 5.05 11.46

Sundays and Holidays 5.82 11.70

Year 3.59% 9.27%

Speed of Operation

I

Average scheduled speed of Surface system vehicles during 1958 was 11.64

M.P.H. as compared with 1 1.65 M.P.H. in 1957, a slight decrease despite the addition

of 119 new motor buses of the most modern design and the retirement of approxi-

mately the same number of over-age vehicles.

The 1958 Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving the

central business district of Chicago during a 12-hour period on a representative

weekday shows that there were 16,092 (4.74%) more automobiles carrying 24,137

(4.74%) more passengers than in 1957, while 83 (0.6%) less Authority Surface

vehicles carried 31,332 (10.33%) less passengers than in 1957.

Assuming the majority of these autos made round trips and were counted both

"in" and "out", at least 8,000 more autos traveled routes converging on the central

business district, aggravated the ever-increasing competition for street space, and
contributed to the steadily diminishing speed of the Authority's Surface operations.

Paradoxically, 1958 automobile registrations in Chicago decreased 18,354 or

2.1% under the 1957 total.

The Rapid Transit system, however, increased its speed of operation by 5.7%,
from 20.80 M.P.H. in 1957 to 21.98 M.P.H. in 1958. Some of this increased speed

is attributable to the addition of new, all-metal cars and the retirement of over-age

cars, but the greatest contributing factor was the opening of the Congress Expressway

median strip operation which permitted through routing of the Douglas Park and
Garfield Park branches and substituted median strip for street-level operation for a

distance of slightly more than 21/3 miles.
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Public Safety Steadily Improving

The year 1958 was the fourth consecutive year Authority employes set a new
public safety record. The Authority was involved in fewer public accidents than in

any previous year of its operation.

The table below compares 1958 pubHc accident experience with 1957 and also

with the first ten years of operation. All Traffic and Passenger accidents involving

the Authority are included regardless of habiUty or seriousness:

Public Accident Experience

1958 Decrease



A CTA "Green Hornet" rapid transit train eastbound in the median strip of the Congress Expressway
while vehicular traffic moves along at its side in the four-lane highway. A CTA bus is seen on the

highway overpass.

In general, the profile of the subway extension parallels that of the Expressway

and it is in an open cut from 10 to 15 feet below the adjacent ground surfaces.

An incline connection from the Douglas Park Elevated structure at Paulina

Street to the Subway extension near Loomis Street permits operation of Douglas Park

Elevated trains through the Milwaukee-Dearborn subway instead of around the Loop

on the elevated structure as had been done heretofore.

With the opening of the new subway, three long-established separate routes, the

Logan Square L-Subway, the Congress (formerly Garfield Park) and Douglas Park

elevated routes, were consolidated into a single new West-Northwest route which, for

the first time in Chicago history, now provides through rapid transit service between

the west and northwest sections of the city by way of the central business district.

The Logan Square-Des Plaines Avenue, Forest Park, leg of the route, the Congress-

Milwaukee section, is 15.2 miles long; the Logan Square-Douglas leg, the Douglas-

Milwaukee section, is 13.9 miles long. Douglas-Milwaukee elevated trains enter and

leave the new subway over the ramp at Loomis Street. Congress-Milwaukee trains

will operate throughout the length of the new subway. At the present time a con-
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siderable section at the west end of the Congress-Milwaukee route is being operated

over ground-level temporary tracks pending final completion of the Congress Street

Expressway.

Permanent automatic block signals and brake trip equipment have been installed

in the new subway from the Loop to about 700 feet west of the Cicero-Lavergne

station. Automatic block signals were installed between Loomis junction in the subway

and Polk Street station on the Douglas-Milwaukee branch, and electronically controlled

interlocking signals were located at Loomis junction where Douglas trains enter and

leave the subway. The entire installation is designed to "fail safe" in the event of

an operating emergency. Existing temporary signalling facilities will continue in use

west of Lavergne station until such time as the Expressway is completed and permanent

tracks are laid and permanent signalling installed in the median strip.

Along the new Congress Street subway route there are fourteen stations spaced

approximately seven-tenths of a mile apart. All are designed for attractiveness and

utility. Eight of them contain auxiliary entrance-exit facilities at adjacent highway

over-pass bridges for convenient transfer to and from local bus lines.

Terminal facilities at Des Plaines Avenue, Forest Park, are designed to achieve

the maximum in passenger convenience and operating efficiency, including Park-"N"-

Ride facilities for 456 automobiles for patrons who drive to and from the terminal.

Parking space for 80 automobiles had also been provided near the Cicero-

Lavergne Station.

Nine to ten minutes per trip is saved in travel time between Des Plaines Avenue,

Forest Park, and La Salle Street station in the Loop. This is a reduction of 28 to 30
per cent. Additional time savings will be obtained when the balance of the Congress-

Milwaukee branch is moved to its permanent location in the median strip. Corre-

sponding time savings are enjoyed by patrons boarding trains at intermediate stations.

This pioneering project furnishes an excellent proving ground to demonstrate

the relative carrying capacity of an eight-lane expressway versus a double rapid transit

track. A November 1958 traffic count in both morning and evening rush hours showed
that the Authority carried more people on one track than did the four saturated lanes

of automobile traffic moving in the same direction

—

Automobile

Passengers Passengers

A.M. Rush hour 9,345 7,506

P.M. Rush hour 10,190 6,237

When this count was taken, the Authority was not operating at full capacity

but the expressway was. At normal 6-car train capacity ( 1 20 passengers per car ) on
a two minute headway, the Authority could carry 21,600 passengers per hour; if

loaded to full standing room capacity (150 passengers per car) the Authority could

carry 27,()()() passengers per hour. This would be more than 2''., to 3V2 times the

carrying capacity of four (4) expressway lanes moving in the same direction.

By lengthening platforms and enlarging terminal facilities at Logan Square, tlic

Authority could run 1 0-car trains at two minute intervals and carry 36,000 passengers

per hour (normal capacity), or 45,000 (full standing room capacity). This would
be 5 to 6 times the capacity of the expressway.
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Wilson Avenue Project

On August 7, 1958, Chicago Transit Board awarded a contract for the iirst

phase of a $1,800,000 program to reconstruct the right-of-way for North-South rapid

transit trains through the Wilson Avenue station area from two tracks to four traclcs.

At the present time, North-South L-Subway, Evanston Express, and North Shore

trains operate on a four-track right-of-way north of Chicago Avenue, except for a

distance of about 1,500 feet between a point 400 feet south of Wilson Avenue and

a point 300 feet north of Leland Avenue. For this stretch, two tracks only carry all

trains through Wilson Station and over Broadway before forking out into four tracks

again for the balance of the route. The merging of train operations into a single track

in each direction at this point causes serious time delays and creates an operating hazard.

When completed, this project will provide a four-track right-of-way through the

Wilson Station area for a continuous, smooth flow of traffic and will permit the

Evanston Express and North Shore trains to travel on the outside tracks and the North-

South L-Subway trains to operate on the inside tracks.

View looking northwest from a point just south of Wilson Avenue showing modern construction of an

additional track through the Wilson-Leland Avenue Section of the North-South Branch of the

Rapid Transit System.
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Lake Street Rapid Transit Elevation and Extension

On February 10, 1959, the last of a series of agreements were signed that cleared

the way for start of construction on a $4,000,000 co-operative project of elevating

the ground level section of the Lake Street rapid transit route between Laramie Avenue,

Chicago, and just west of Harlem Avenue, Forest Park, a distance of 2V2 miles. In

this 21/2 mile stretch there are 22 grade crossings, where an estimated 200,000 mo-

torists and pedestrians are subjected to traffic delays and hazards each weekday caused

by more than 500 rapid transit trains that operate through these grade crossings each

weekday.

This project provides for the relocation of the Authority's rapid transit tracks to

an adjacent elevated embankment owned by the Chicago and North Western Railroad.

Five new modern design, street-level waiting rooms will be built, generally at

the points where stations are now located, with entrances to the platforms at the

following locations: between Central and Parkside Avenues, and between Austin

Boulevard and Mason Avenue in Chicago; between Cuyler and Ridgeland Avenues,

and between Oak Park and Euclid Avenues in Oak Park; and between Marion Street,

Oak Park and Harlem Avenue, Forest Park.

Cost of the project is to be shared as follows: The Authority, $600,000; City of

Chicago, $600,000; Village of Oak Park, $800,000; Cook County, $1,000,000; and

the State of Illinois, $1,000,000.

Construction is scheduled to start in the spring of 1959. Initial construction

work is to be done by the Chicago and North Western Railroad by installing a new

track and signals adjacent to the two north tracks, thereby converting their system

from a four-track to a three-track operation in the project area.

When the railroad has completed its work, the Authority will take over, realign

and equip for rapid transit operation the two tracks on the south part of the railroad's

right-of-way, construct stations, install electrical, signal and communication facilities,

and other fixed transportation equipment. A fence will be erected to separate the

two railroads.

iS'eir Heii-iiiie Veliirles

During 1958 the Authority received and placed into service the last two modern,

all-metal rapid transit cars of 70 on order for delivery in 1957-1958.

Purchase of 100 fast-starting, quick-stopping rapid transit cars, to be converted

from a similar number of PCC streetcars at a net cost of $5,150,000, was authorized

March 13, 1958.

By using some parts of its "Green Hornet " PCC streetcars, tlie Authority is saving

$2,000, ()()() as comparttl witli tlie cost of rapid transit tars built from all new

components.

Fifty of tlie cars on order are to be standaril two-car units, semi-permanently

coupled, and fifty are to be double-end, single car units designed lor operation eitlier

as single cars or in trains composed in part of t\\'0-car units.
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The single-unit cars, designed to seat 46 passengers, are to be operated in "Owl"

service principally.

A total of 119 new motor buses were delivered and placed in service during

1958 out of a total of 150 latest type propane-fueled, 50-passenger, Flxible-twin buses

ordered February 6, 1958 for delivery in 1958 and 1959- These buses are equipped

with the latest type of air springing for more comfortable riding and power steering

for easier maneuvering and increased safety.

Purchase of another group of 100 odorless propane buses from the Twin Coach

Company of Kent, Ohio, and the Flxible Company of Loudonville, Ohio, joint manu-

facturers, at a total cost of $2,177,810, was authorized December 17, 1958.

These new buses, each having a seating capacity of 44 passengers, are also to

be equipped with the latest type of air springs and power steering. Delivery is expected

to be completed by October 1959-

Revenue vehicles owned and/or operated at December 31, 1958, consisted of

the following:

Ownedf Active % of Owned

Surface System

—

2-Man Streetcars 26 — * — %

Trolley Buses 579 577* 99.65

Motor Buses

—

Gasoline 684 626* 91.52

Diesel 700 687* 98.14

Propane I,4l8t l,4l8 100.00

Total Buses 3,381 3,308 97.84

Rapid Transit System

—

Motor Cars 1,078 1,062* 98.52

Trailers 60 60 100.00

Total R/T Cars 1,138 1,122 98.59

Total Revenue Vehicles . . . 4,545 4,430 97.47%

t Includes 100 propane buses leased from Mack Trucks, Inc.

* Difference authorized to be scrapped, 115 or 2.53%.

Modernization and Replacement Program

The Authority's modernization program, the most extensive in the history of

local transit in Chicago, provided for the purchase of 4,256 new, modern motor buses

and cars.

By December 31, 1958, the Authority had taken delivery of 4,155 new revenue

vehicles and 231 others were on order for delivery in 1959, a total of 4,386 new

revenue vehicles. This completed the planned modernization program and provided

130 additional new vehicles to replace over-age units authorized to be scrapped.
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Total expenditure for the above-mentioned 4,386 new revenue vehicles and

auxiliary equipment will amount to approximately $111,194,000, of which $68,-

954,000 is for Surface System cars and buses and $42,240,000 for 774 L-Subway

cars. The cash cost will be about $103,214,000 after considering $7,980,000 salvage

value realized on PCC streetcar components used in construction of new L-Subway cars.

Total expenditures under the modernization and replacement program aggregate

approximately $144,056,000; $111,194,000 for the vehicles referred to above and

$32,862,000 for construction of three new operating garages, carhouse conversions

and bus garage improvements, bus loops and terminals. Rapid Transit system signals,

interlockers and automatic crossing gates, and modernization of central repair shops,

shop tools and machinery, and various other facilities.

High-Speed Cars

A $250,000 co-operative research and development program to step up the

progress of the high-speed era in urban transportation heralded by Chicago's new

West Side Subway, was organized in July 1958.

Objectives of the research program are the development and testing of light-

weight rapid transit trucks, gear drives, axles and auxiliary braking specially designed

for high-performance operation of light-weight, all-metal rapid transit cars in the

rights-of-way of multi-lane, grade-separated expressways.

High-crest speed of upward of 75 miles per hour, a longer period of acceleration

at the fast rate of 3V2 miles per hour per second, and enhanced passenger comfort

and safety are the results expected.

The Authority's associates in this venture include eleven nationally known or-

ganizations whose products have served automotive and transit industries for decades.

All of the participants are making substantial financial contributions to the program.

Four of the 100 rapid transit cars now being built for the Authority are to be

equipped with the products of this research and development program, and are expected

to be ready for test operation in the West Side Subway service m the summer or

fall of 1959.

i.onsolidation of Shops

Plans are now well under way to consolidate the Authority's West Shops repair

and maintenance facilities now located at 3901 West End Avenue with those of t'le

South Shops at 77th Street and Vinccnnes Avenue.

By merging operations of the two shops at the 77th and Vinccnnes location,

the Authority will achieve improved efikiency and will realize substantial savings. The

anticipated savings will be made possible by cutting duplicate inventories and material

handling costs, reducing supervisory personnel, decreasing heating, lighting and build-

ing maintenance expenses, cutting down on labor forces and eliminating duplicate

machinery and tool requirements.

Certain West Shops departments ha\e alreaily been iiKived to the new location,

and the complete integration is being carried [orw ard as ra|iidly as construction progress

permits.
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ISew W arehoiise for Skokie Shops

Construction of a modern $267,000 warehouse building was practically com-

pleted by the close of 1958. This new building is located just west of, and connected

to, the Skokie Shops where all rapid transit cars are overhauled and repaired and

certain phases of maintenance work on trolley coaches and motor buses are performed.

The new warehouse will replace 31 wooden elevated cars now used for storage

of over one million dollars worth of repair parts.

Included in the new unit will be a large storeroom for economical and efficient

storing of hundreds of categories of spare parts, two ground-level loading docks inside

the building to accommodate trucks of all sizes, an office, restrooms, and a men's

locker room.

Outside and Inside View of New Skokie Warehouse.
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Outlook For 1959

Financial

On December 4, 1958, Chicago Transit Board adopted a $129,993,000 budget

for the year 1959, which showed that after payment of all operating expenses, debt

service on revenue bonds, and carry-over of an estimated deficit of $492,000, there

would be a $4,503,000 deficiency in meeting the full depreciation requirements. How-
ever, severe winter weather in December 1958 increased snow and ice removal costs

to the extent that the 1958 deficit carry-over was $108,600 greater than had been

anticipated. Therefore, if revenues and expenses estimated for 1959 stay in line, the

year's deficiency in meeting full depreciation requirements will increase to $4,61 1,600.

Revenues for 1959 were estimated on the assumption that passenger traffic would

be slightly less ( Vi of 1%) than the 1958 level. Any improvement in the employ-

ment situation in the Chicago area will reflect itself in passenger revenues greater

than were anticipated in the budget.

The 1959 budgeted expenses were based on contractual wage rates becoming

effective December 1, 1958, including a cost-of-living allowance of lie per hour,

which was in effect at the time the budget was prepared. No further changes in basic

hourly wage rates are provided by the current wage contract which expires November
30, 1959. Even though hourly wage rates are expected to hold fairly level during

1959 and total payroll hours will show a substantial reduction, total labor costs

( including pension contributions, social security and employes' group insurance ) for

1959 will be approximately $2,463,000 greater than they were in the year 1958.

Capital Projects

The capital budget for 1959, as in the past, has to be limited to such funds

as will be available for that purpose.

Cash available for capital outlay in 1959 is estimated at $18,342,000. Of this

amount, $12,619,000 is committed for purchase of new revenue vehicles, and the

balance is committed for other capital projects urgently needed, some of which are

already under way. The major items are as follows:

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates and property

purchase obligation (paid out of depreciation funds) ... $ 3,252,000

Purchase of new revenue vehicles 9,516,000

Structural changes at "Wilson Avenue station 800,000

Elevation and extension of the Lake Street branch of the Rapid

Transit system 350,000

Tracks, track structures, garages, shops, electrical construction,

street paving and shop tools and machinery 3,965,000

Miscellaneous items and contingencies 459,000

Total $18,342,000

Financial A ssistance

Economic forces beyond its control, primarily wage costs, have forced the

Authority to adopt an insurmountable deficit budget for the year 1959. Wage
increases start the vicious circle of higher fares, fewer passengers and curtailed services.

The history of the urban transit industry has been that fare increases give only tem-

porary relief from the inexorable pressure of the inflationary trend of the times and
each succeeding year brings higher wages, both real and on a platform hour basis.

Seldom has a fare increase on any transit system kept that system solvent for a period

of over two to three years, then the vicious circle begins over again.
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As fares climb higher, more transit riders resort to the use of automobiles,

thereby adding to traffic congestion and further slowing down and disrupting the

mass transit system already made less attractive by service curtailment.

Despite relief afforded urban transit through reduction or elimination of various

taxes, vehicle license and franchise fees and, in some instances, snow and ice removal

obligations, many cities are faced with the alternatives of direct subsidy to privately

owned companies, public ownership with limited subsidy, or loss of local transit. These

crises are not peculiar to small cities only. Transit companies in the largest cities in

the United States have felt the impact of the combination of inflation, automobile

competition, traffic congestion, and other economic and social factors that have

diminished patronage in the face of rising costs.

It had been the experience of the transit industry that a certain portion of falling

passenger revenue could be offset through substitution of one-man operated buses

in the place of two-man operated streetcars, and other operating economies, thereby

keeping productivity somewhat in balance with rising wage costs. But with each suc-

ceeding year this saving potential has dropped until in recent years most properties

have reached the point where very little can be salvaged without resorting to such

drastic measures as eliminating non-productive lines, all "owl" service, and reducing

Saturday, Sunday, mid-day and evening service to a bare and ineffectual minimum.

Chicago transit riders have been fortunate that the Authority, with a limited

amount of public assistance, has completely modernized its revenue vehicles and main-

tained a high standard and frequency of service seven days a week and twenty-four

hours a day. Other cities have not fared so well. A cross-section study of transit systems

( three of which are publicly owned ) , in eight large cities, ranging in population from

572,000 to 2,150,000, reveals that between the years 1953 and 1957, their average

passenger loss was 22.8% and revenue mileage was cut 16.5%. During the same
period, the Authority had a passenger loss of 15.2% but reduced revenue miles

only 1.9%.

However, the Authority has reached the end of the rope, so to speak. Tables 1 and

2 show how and why during the past five years the jaws of the vise have squeezed

the transit fare to the point where it no longer produces sufficient replacement funds

to maintain a modern fleet of revenue vehicles, and provides nothing for further im-

provement and expansion programs.

Between the years 1954 and 1958 (Table 1) revenue passengers have declined

16.8%; average fare increased 25.4%; but passenger revenues increased only 4.3%.
When a 25% fare increase produces only 4% more revenue it is apparent that fare

increases have just about reached the point of vanishing returns. The 1957 fare in-

creases that could have produced $11,950,000 additional revenues in 1958 returned

a meager $1,717,000 because revenue passengers declined 48,772,000 (8.4% ). Some
of this passenger loss was due to the business recession but the greatest part of it

was caused by the fare increase.

The effect of the inflationary wage spiral (Table 1 ) is also forcefully illustrated.

The index of consumer prices in Chicago increased only 8.4% between the years

1954 and 1958, but average hourly wage rates increased 24.7%. Average number
of employes working in 1958 was 14.7% less (2,409 employes) than in 1954, yet

total labor costs increased 5.5% ($4,150,000). These contradictory figures do not

appear to make sense, and they don't, but that is what has happened. For example,

by rigid economies and efficient utilization of man power, the Authority reduced 1958
payroll hours 1,814,400 under the 1957 total. This represents a potential saving of

$4,200,000, yet the 1958 total payroll was $1,787,000 greater than the 1957 total.
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Table 2 compares application of revenues to fixed requirements between the

years 1954 and 1958. Total revenues increased only 4.11% ($4,979,000) despite

two upward revisions in the fare structure during this five-year period. Operating

expenses and fixed requirements increased $6,116,000, of which $4,150,000 (68%)
occurred in labor costs and $2,564,000 (42% ) is represented by what may be termed

uncontrollable expenses, i.e., provision for injury and damage claims, debt service

requirements and depreciation. A 10% reduction was made in cost of materials, sup-

plies and services. The balance available for other charges was $536,000 in 1954, but

in 1958 there was a $601,000 deficit in funds available for full depreciation provision.

Deficits in full provision for depreciation have occurred in each of the past

three years— 1958, 57 and 56. A $4,611,600 deficiency is estimated for the year

1959. Fare increases sufficient to meet 1959 requirements would further reduce

patronage by tens of millions of passengers and necessitate drastic curtailment of

service. Experience has shown that this is not the proper approach to a solution.

Should a number of recent route extensions be withdrawn and certain unprofitable

lines be discontinued? Cost studies for the year 1958 reveal that 42 motor bus routes

serving sparsely settled areas and lightly patronized lines were operated at a loss of

approximately $4,000,000. Revenue miles operated on these losing routes accounted

for 26% of total motor bus miles. The loss on these routes will be considerably

greater in 1959 due to increased labor costs. Their discontinuance would disrupt transit

service in every section of Chicago and isolate certain suburban areas.

Should Sunday and Holiday service be discontinued entirely? Even at the present

low level of riding, the Authority carries as many as 688,000 revenue passengers on

a Sunday. Assuming that most patrons make a round trip, this means that approxi-

mately 340,000 individuals depend on the Authority for transportation. Can they be

denied transit facilities to attend churches, for other social activities, and going to and

from work? Sunday and Holiday service is definitely a losing operation.

Should evening and night operation be discontinued? A recent check indicates

that the Authority carried a weekday average of 152,000 revenue passengers between

the hours of 9:00 P.M. and 5:00 A.M. This represents at least 76,000 individual

workers, theatre goers and others who depend on the Authority's service. That number
of people is greater than the entire population of many well-known medium sized

cities. Can this segment of Chicago's population be ignored? This portion of the

service is a losing operation.

The interests of public convenience and necessity are always foremost in the

minds of the Authority's management. None of the foregoing alternatives are palat-

able, yet drastic action must be taken in the immediate future to protect the solvency

of the Authority. Whatever course is taken, fare increase, elimination of non-productive

services, or a combination of both, will seriously affect the economy of the Chicago area.

Substantial public financial assistance must be provided in the year 1959 if we
are to maintain a comprehensive transit system.

The Authority developed and presented plans for an expansion and improvement

program early in 1957. This plan called for public financial assistance of $315,000,000
spread over a 20-year period. The suggested program has been favorably received

and its need recognized by all governmental bodies involved. It has received excellent

support from local newspapers and has been endorsed by numerous civic associations,

but no financial aid has as yet been provided or authorized.
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This program, however, was not intended to provide funds for operating costs

except to the extent that pubUc monies would be expected to be used to construct and

maintain the right-of-way and all other facilities up to the wheels of rapid transit

cars as is done for all forms of surface transportation—passenger automobiles, taxicabs,

trucks and buses.

In view of the serious financial plight of the Authority, now is the time to thresh

out the question as to why the Authority—separately and apart from all other lines

of business—should be singled out to subsidize the transportation of students, a function

that belongs to the community as a whole and not a burden to be placed on adult users

of the service who must pay higher fares to offset losses arising from carrying students

at less than cost of service rendered. Between the years 1954 and 1958, overall

patronage has declined 16.8% but during the same period student riding has increased

5.7%. The movement of students in the A.M. rush period requires special buses on

many lines, often at premium rates of pay to operators, and, in addition, students cause

excessive operating expenses by deliberate acts of vandalism and damage to equipment

through carelessness.

Subsidy to students in 1958 amounted to $4,256,000, and in 1959 will just

about equal the deficit anticipated in the 1959 budget. Over the past five years the

total subsidy to students has been $18,146,000.

Free transportation of students in rural and urban areas has long been an obli-

gation assumed by the school system. A partial portion of this cost, now a burden

on the Authority's adult riders, is a proper charge against school funds. Immediate

action should be taken to place this financial obligation where it properly belongs.

This is the year of decision. The welfare and economic progress of Chicago is

dependent upon a comprehensive and efficient mass transit system. We must look

to public agencies for a solution to the problem.

PERSONNEL

The total number of employes in service at the end of 1958 was 13,945, a

decrease of 378 from the 14,323 at December 31, 1957, and a decrease of 9,423 from

the 23,368 in service at dates of acquisition of properties from predecessor companies.

During the year, 420 employes retired on pensions. There were 361 deaths of

persons pensioned. The total number of persons receiving pension payments at

December 31, 1958 was 5,417.

CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

All members of the Board were saddened by the death of Mr. Philip W. Collins

on February 13, 1958. Mr. Collins had been a member of Chicago Transit Board

since organization of the Authority. His ability in business and finance and con-

scientious devotion to duty was of great assistance in the management and modern-

ization of local transportation facilities in Chicago. His term of office would have

expired September 1, 1962.

On April 29, 1958, Mr. Edward F. Moore was appointed as a member of the

Board to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Collins. The appointment was made by the

Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois, and approved by the Honorable

Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. Mr. Moore filed his oath of office with the

Secretary of State on May 1, 1958.
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The term of Mr. John Holmes, as a member of Chicago Transit Board, expired

September 1, 1958. Mr. Holmes, Chairman of the Board of Swift & Co., made im-

portant contributions to transit in Chicago during his seven-year term. The Board is

grateful for his devoted service and shall miss his presence and counsel.

Joseph D. Murphy, prominent Chicago investment banker, was appointed a mem-
ber of Chicago Transit Board to succeed Mr. Holmes for a seven-year term expiring

September 1, 1965. The appointment was made by Honorable Richard J. Daley,

Mayor of Chicago, and approved by Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of

Illinois. Mr. Murphy filed his oath of office with the Secretary of State on October

28, 1958.

The Board held twent}' meetings for the transaction of official business during

the year and, in addition, held many informal conferences and several public hearings.

Acknowledgments

The Board wishes to thank the many public officials and other persons whose

efforts brought about the opening of the West Side subway extension in Congress

Street Expressway; provided for the elevation and extension of the Lake Street branch
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facilities throughout the Chicago Metropolitan Area.

We express appreciation to the employes of the Authority whose efforts have

made possible the accomplishments of the past year, and to tlie riding public for

tluir continued support and confidence.

By Order of tiie Board,

Chairman
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN 8c CO.

120 South La Sai.le Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an

Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1958, and the related statements of

accumulated net earnings, of application of revenues and of funds for the year then ended.

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and

accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures

as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of accumulated

net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority

as of December 31, 1958, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for the year

then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles

applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the

accompanying statement of application of revenues presents fairly the distribution of revenues

for the year ended December 31, 1958, in accordance with the provisions of the Trust

Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 31, 1959.
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Statements of Application of Revenues

For the Years Ended December 31, 1958 and 1957

1958 1957

Revenues $126,118,729 $124,472,935

Operating Expenses:

Conducting transportation $ 53.072,395 S 52,019.732

Maintenance

—

Equipment 19,526.608 19.035.612

Way and structures 6,223.956 6,248,726

Electric power 5,392,816 5.621.663

Fuel for revenue equipment 2,833,318 3,038,637

Rentals under long-term leases 998,064 898,890

Provision for injuries and damages 9.143,608 8,901,923

Employees' pensions and insurance 6,016.220 5,832,811

Social security taxes 1,351,465 1,328,991

General and administrative expenses 4,045,756 3,834,416

$108,604,206 $106,761,401

Revenue available for debt service $ 17,514,523 $ 17,711.534

Debt Service Requirements on Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4.595,688 $ 4,727,766

Serial Bond Maturity Fund 2,000,000 2,500,000

Sinking Fund 1,205,880 574,600

Revenue Bond Reserves 43,398 222,000

$ 7,844,966 S 8,024,366

Balance $ 9,669,557 $ 9,687,168

Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve

to Meet Debt Service Requirement — 313,589

$ 9,669,557 S 10,000,757

Other Requirements:

Depreciation

—

Prior period deficiency S 1 80.690 S 223.61

2

Current period 10,089,498 9,957,835

Revenue Bond Amortization — —
Operating Expense Reserve — —
Municipal Compensation — —

$ 10,270,188 $ 10,181,447

Deficiency in Revenues, representing depreciation for wiiicli

cash was not available for deposit with Trustee $ (600.631) $ ( 180,690)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of tliese statements.
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Notes to Statements of Application of Revenues

For the Years Ended December 31, 1958 and 1957

Revenues have been applied in the order of precedence required by the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue

Bonds.

Revenues of each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses are to be deposited in the following

funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

1. Revenue Bond Interest, Serial Bond Maturity, Sinking Fund, and Reserve Funds—Deposits equal to debt

service requirements as provided in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation Reserve Fund—Deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if any, in

prior years' deposits.

3. Revenue Bond Amortization Fund—Deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000 quarterly for

the Series of 1947 and 1952 Revenue Bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series of 1953 Revenue Bonds.

4. Operating Expense Reserve Fund—Deposit to be S900,000 each year, to the extent moneys are available.

5. Municipal Compensation Fund—Deposit to be computed in accordance with the Franchise Ordinance, to

the extent moneys are available.

6. Modernization Fund—Deposit to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required deposits in the

above funds.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHOR!

Assets ^'''"'^' ^^

1958 1937

Transportation Property, at cost $175,457,617 $173,535,135

Less—Reserve for depreciation 48,711,620 43,612,421

$126,745,997 $129,922,714

Special Funds—cash and U. S. Government securities (see accom-

panying statement of funds):

Under control of Revenue Bond Trustee

—

Transit Revenue $ *

Series of 1947 Serial Bond Maturity 1,000,000 1,000,000

Sinking; Funds 1^254 2,222

Revenue Bond Reserves 8,159,800 8,114,308

Depreciation Reserve ($1,639,639 minimum balance re-

quired at December 31, 1958, by Equipment Trust

Agreements) 7,687,146 8,269,524

Revenue Bond Amortization 1,331 1,331

Operating Expense Reserve 1,257,837 1,257,837

Modernization ),)^^

$ 18,107,368 $ 18,655,144

Under control of Equipment Trustee ( for purchase of equipment ) 4,101,877 55,l44

Damage Reserve 1.037,444 1.245,041

$ 23,246,689 $ 19,955,329

Current Assets:

Cash, U. S. Government and municipal securities (see accom-

panying statement of funds)—
Working cash (including $5,000,000 provided from Rev-

enue Bond proceeds) $ 13,215,356 $ 13,627,634

Deposits for payment of interest on Revenue Bonds 2,267,311 2,329,233

Deposits for payment of interest on Equipment Trust

Certificates 144,457 183,232

$ 15,627,124 $ 16,140,099

Accounts receivable, less reserve 1,432,049 1,067,901

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,687,040 5,618,184

Prepayments and other current assets 1 ,397,392 805,543

$ 24,143,605 $ 23,631,727

Deferred Cliarges:

Discount on Series of 1952 Revenue Bonds $ 203,179 $ 479,41

1

improvements to leased offices, in process of amortization. . . . 184,293 249,337

Other 11.758 ^J86

$ 399,230 $ 732,934

$174,535,521 $174,242,704
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VlPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS

Liabilities December 31

1958 1957

Long-Term Debt ( see accompanying statements )

:

Revenue Bonds $116,629,000 $120,122,000

Equipment Trust Certificates, after deducting funds of

$2,796,800 and $2,721,800, respectively, held by Trustee

for payment of principal—Note 1 12,203,200 10,818,200

$128,832,200 $130,940,200

Property Purchase Obligation, 4%, paid from Depreciation

Reserve Fund $ — $ 142,000

Accumulated Net Earnings, distributed in accordance with Revenue

Bond Trust Agreement for ( see accompanying statement )

:

Serial Bond Maturity $ 14,000,000 $ 12,000,000

Sinking Funds 1,838,775 591,475

Revenue Bond Reserves 8,163,880 8,1 15,388

Revenue Bond Amortization 2,883,506 2,883,506

Operating Expense Reserve 1,257,837 1,257,837

Modernization Reserve 735,162 701,607

Other Reserves 834,087 621,567

Deficiency, representing depreciation for which cash was not

available for deposit with Trustee (600,631) (180,690)

$ 29,112,616 $ 25,990,690

Less—Financing costs not deductible from revenues in ac-

cordance with Revenue Bond Trust Agreement 5,937,450 5,301,580

$ 23,175,166 $ 20,689,110

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 5,809,784 $ 5,666,777

Accrued wages and vacation pay 5,276,150 4,893,240

Accrued interest on Revenue Bonds 2,267,31

1

2,329,233

Accrued interest on Equipment Trust Certificates 144,457 183,232

Unredeemed tickets and tokens 721,562 692,376

$ 14,219,264 $ 13,764,858

Deferred Paving Liability $ 1,512,566 $ 1,702,616

Damage Reserve $ 6,796,325 $ 7,003,920

Equipment Commitments—Note 1

$174,535,521 $174,242,704

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these balance sheets.
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Notes to Balance Sheet

December 31. 1958

( 1 ) The Authorit)' has an agreement which provides, subject to certain conditions, for

the sale of §5,100,000 additional Equipment Trust Certificates, providing the ag-

gregate amount of all certificates outstanding at any time will not exceed

$15,000,000, the amount outstanding at December 31, 1958. It is anticipated that

Equipment Trust Certificates will be sold as certificates are retired and funds are

needed for the purchase of equipment; which equipment will be pledged as collateral

for such certificates.

Subsequent to December 31, 1958, the Authority contracted for the purchase of 100

motor buses at a contract cost of $2,177,810. The cost of this equipment is to be

paid from the proceeds of the sale of additional Equipment Trust Certificates and

from the Depreciation Reserve Fund.

Commitments for the purchase of 150 propane fueled motor buses and for the con-

version of 100 P.C.C. streetcars to L-Subway cars aggregated approximately

$3,661,271 at December 31, 1958. The cost of this equipment is to be paid from

the proceeds of the sale of additional Equipment Trust Certificates, from funds on

deposit with the Equipment Trustee, and from the Depreciation Reserve Fund.

( 2 ) The Authority leases operating propert}' under long-term contracts having an aggregate

rental of approximately $19,000,000 over the remaining lives of such contracts.
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Statement of Accumulated Net

For the Year Ended December 31,

»d Maturity, monthly ui.^

J. oi each year to pay Series of 194

maturing the following July 1 . . .

Series of 1947 Sinking Funr"

the retirement or rede

Revenue Bonds . . .

* 4,101,877
Revenue Bond Res

$ 4,101,877

NOTES:

(1 ) The

(2) •

(3,^

Trustee ( Note 1 )

Interest on equipment trust certificates, etc. (Not

Net income determined in accordance with gen

accepted accounting principles

,087 $viBalance December 31, 1958

( ) Denotes deduction.

NOTES:

( 1 ) Interest earnings may be disbursed only for t!ie Revenue Bonds.

ic rsonds

, S 2,000,000

320

S i,uuv,vv^.

1,321,320

$ 3,321,320

uired deposits in the De-
cies, if any, in previous

( 2 ) Interest on Equipment Trust Certificates and tible from transit revenues under
'^"^ beginning January

the provisions of the Trust Agreement sect
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CHICAGOTRAiNSITAUTHORITY

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the Year Ended December 51, 1958

Distribution of Net Earnings in Accordance with the Trust Agreement Securing the Revenue Bonds

R.-venue Operating

Serial Bond Sinking Bond Revenue Bond Expense

Total Maturity Funds Reserves Amortization Reserve

Balance December 31. 1957 ,$20,689,110 S12,()()(),000 S 591,475 $8,115,388 $2,883,506 $1,257,837

Deficiency in revenues per accompanying statement

of application of revenues $ (600,631 )
— — —

.

Add—Items deductible from operating revenues in

accordance with the Trust Agreement securing the

Revenue Bonds but not deductible from accumu-

lated net earnings pursuant to generally accepted

accounting principles

—

Allocation of net earnings for debt service re-

quirement 3,249,278 2,000,000 1,205,880 43,398 — —

Depreciation deficiency during previous years. . 180,690
,

— — — — —

Interest earned on funds controlled by Revenue Bond

Trustee ( Note 1 ) 292,589 — 41,420 5,094 — —

Interest on equipment trust certificates, etc. (Note 2 ) . (635,870) — — — — —

Xet income determined in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles $ 2,486,056

Balance December 31. 1958 - $23,175,166 $14,000,000 $1,838,775 $8,163,880 $2,883,506 $1,257,837

C ) Denotes deduction.

Depreciation

Fund and Financing

Special Costs Not
Modernization Modernization Depreciation Deductible

Reserve Reserve Deficiency from Revenues

$701,607 $621,567 $(180,690) $.(5,301,580)

— — • (600,631) —

33,555

$735,162

212,520

180,690

(635,870)

i,087 $(600,631) $(5,937,450)

NOTES:

fl ) Interest earnings may be disbursed only for the purposes for which tlie funds were created and are not included in transit rex'enucs under the provisions of the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.

I 2; Interest on Equipment Trust Certificates and on the Property Purchase Obligation paid from the Depreciation Reserve Fund, .md amortization of discount on Revenue Bonds are not deductible from transit revenues under

the provisions of the Trust Agreement securing the Revenue Bonds.
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CH'ICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1958

Funds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee
Funds Under
Control of

Balance December 31, 1957

Add—Receipts:

Collection of revenues

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates

Other receipts . :

Transfers from Trans.t Revenue Fund

Other transfers ( net )

Deduct—Disbursements:

Costs and expenses of operation, purchase of materials and sup-

plies, reimbursable expenditures, etc S 106.727.970

Disbursements for purposes for which funds were created 27.282,1.^9

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee to Equipment Trustee ( see

accompanying statement )
—

S1.M,010,109

Balance December 31. 1958—

Before transfers described below:

Cash S 15.601.618

U- S. Government and municipal securities (at cost) 25.715,726

S 41.317,344

Add or (Deduct):

December collections deposited January 2. 1959 353.269
Fund transfers to be made after December 31. 1958

—

Transfers from Transit Revenue Fund —
Reimbursement of working cash for disbursements payable

from special funds —
S 41,670,613

Balance DeceJrlber 31, 1958

—

CiS-ssiiied in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds S 23.246,689
Current assets 15,627,124
Reducti.on of long-term debt 2,7S|6,800

S 41,670,613



ds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee

Bond
Revenue Operating

Depreciation Bond Expense

Funds Under
Control of

Equipment
Trustee ( See

Other Funds

Sinking Depreciation Bond Expense Accompanying Damage Working
Funds Reserves Reserve Amortization Reserve Modernization Statement) Reserve Cash

I 2,222 $8,114,308 $11,512,598 $1,331 $1,257,837 $1,863,693 S 2,960,176 S 599,398 S 2,638,83

$ 153, S 27.429 $ — $ 67.298 $ —
4.440,000 — 25

41.420

1.205,880

3,000



Statements of Funds Under Cor

For the Year Ended De

Balance December 31, 1957

Add—Receipts:

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certifica

Interest collections on U. S. Government securiti(

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Bond

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for—
Payment of principal and interest on Equi]

Certificates

Purchase of equipment

Proceeds from sale of PCC cars

Deduct—Disbursements:

Payments to equipment manufacturers

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment

Balance December 31, 1958:

Cash

U. S. Government securities (at cost)

luc rsonds

. $ 2,000,000

Balance December 31, 1958:

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as: ' 320

Special funds $

Current assets

Reduction of long-term debt 2,7V-

$ 7,043,1'^.

$ z,uuu,uuvj

1,321,320

$ 3,321,320

fuired deposits in the De-

icies, if any, in previous

•red beginning January

I'ior years.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the '^'car Ended December 31. 1958

Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

„ , Payment of Principal Purchase of Equipment
Payment of - £

Total Interest Series 4 Series 5 Series 6 S;ries 7 Series 8 Series 9

lance December 31, 1957 $ 2.960,176 S183.232 $1,445,000 $425,600 $851,200 $45,283 $ 9,861 $ —

Jd—Receipts:

Proceeds from sale of Equipment Trust Certificates $4,440,000 $— S— $— S— S— $— $4,440,000

Interest collections on U. S. Government securities 67,298 1.891 24.910 7,286 13.330 — — 19.881

Interest collections transferred to Revenue Bond Trustee (67.298) 1.1.891) 124.910) (7.286i (13.330) — — (19,8811

Transfers from Revenue Bond Trustee for

—

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust

Certificates 3.645,900 590,900 1,615,000 480,000 960,000 — — —
Purchase of equipment 4.649,249 — — __

' _ 44,023 105.226 4,500,000

Proceeds from sale of PCC cars 1,400,000 — — _____ 1,400,000

$14,135,149 $590,900 $1,615,000 $480,000 $960,000 $44,023 $105,226 $10,340,000

duct—Disbursements:

Payments to equipment manufacturers S 6,442,516 S — $ — $ — $ — $89,306 $115,087 $ 6,238,123

Payment of principal and interest on Equipment Trust Certificates. 3,609.675 629,675 1.585.000 465.000 930.000 — — — '

$-10,052,191 $629,675 $1,585,000 $465,000 $930,000 $89,306 $115,087 $ 6,238.123

ance December 31. 1958:

Cash
'. $2,799,770 $110,676 $ 819.644 $251363 $496,200 $ — $ — $1,121,887

U. S. Government securities ( at cost) 4,243.364 33.781 655.356 189,237 385.000 — — 2.979,990

$ 7,043,134 $144,457 $1,475,000 $440,600 $881,200 $ — $ — $ 4,101,877

Balance December 31, 1958:

Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds $4,101,877 $— $— $— $— $— $— $4,101,877
Current assets 144,457 144,457 — — — — —
Reduction of long-term debt 2,796,800 — 1,475,000 440,600 881,200 — — _

$ 7,043.134 $144,457 $1,475,000 $440600 $881,200 % — $ — $ 4,101,877
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31. 1958

Total

REVENUE BONDS BY YEAR OF MATURITY':

1959 S 2,000,000

1960 2,000,000

1961 2,000,000

1962-1965 8,000,000

1966-1972 13,000,000

197S 60,299,000

1982 29,.i30,000

REVENUE BONDS, per baKmce sheet $116,629,000

FLINDS UNDER CONTROL OF REVENUE BOND
TRUSTEE, classified as special funds in balance sheet:

Serial Bond Maturity S 1,000,000

Sinking Funds 1,25-1

Revenue Bond Reserves 8,159,800

Revenue Bond Amortization -
. 1,331

$ 9,162,385

Series of 1947



Series of 1952



Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1958

Rapid
Surface Transit

System System Combined

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned 78.46 174.52 252.98

Leased — 30.13 30.13

Total Track Owned or Leased 78.46 204.65 283.11

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks — 160.72 160.72

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 260.02 — 260.02

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,617.75 — 1,617.75

Total Revenue Miles 1,877.77 160.72 2,038.49

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track 75.12(1) 1.57(1) 76.69

Service Track 3.34(2) 42.36(3) 45.70

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines &
Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles 96.25 43.93 140.18

TOTAL 1,974.02 204.65 2,178.67

NOTES:

(1) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated. Tracks from which

electric service has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 1.29 miles in public ways and streets

used for pull-in, pull-out, work cars, and in case of emergencies.

(3) Includes 14.63 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and 3.68 miles of freight Gauntlet Track, Evanston

Branch. Balance consists of Track in yards and carhouses.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Utement of Equipment Trust Certificates

apME>

as-Fu

riPNi:

fCSITS

December 31. 1958

RUST CERTIFICATES BY YEAR OF MATURITY;

.1 outstanding

leld by Trustee for payment of principal

rRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance sheet

UlRED IN 1959 FOR PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL (Note 2).



Mileage 0\\Tied, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1958

Rapjd
Surface Transit

System System Combined

Track 0«Tied or Leased: ^

Owned 78.46 174.52 252.98

Leased — 30.13 30.13

Total Track Owned or Leased 78.46 204.65 .283.11

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks — 160.72 160.72

Trolley Bus Lines ( Single Way Miles ) 260.02 — 260.02

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,617.75 — 1,617.75

Total Revenue Miles 1,877.77 160.72 2,038.49

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track .

•. 75.12(1) 1.57(1) 76.69

Service Track 3.34(2) 42.36(3) 45.70

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines &
Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles ' 96.25 43.93 140.18

TOTAL 1,974.02 204.65 2,178.67

NOTES:

( 1 ) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated. Tracks from which

electric seri'ice has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in yards and carhouses; also 1.29 miles in public ways and streets

used for pull-in. pull-out. .work cars, and in case of emergencies.

f3 I Includes 14.63 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and .r68 miles of freight Gauntlet Track, Evanston

Branch. Balance consists of Track in yards and carhouses.
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Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1958

On Hand
Dec 31. 1957

Surface System:

Streetcars

—

P.C.C. Cars 127

Total Street Cars 127

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 592

Gas—Mechanical 239

Gas—Hydraulic 527

Diesel—Hydraulic 703

Propane—Hydraulic 1,199

Total Buses 3,260

Total Surface Equipment 3,387

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—Wood and Steel 120

Elevated-Subway Cars

—

Steel, conventional type 452

Metal, articulated 4

Metal, P.C.C 668

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,244

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,631

January 1. 1958

December 31. 1958

Acquired

—



Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1958

On Hand
Dec. 31. 1957

Surface System:

Streetcars

—

P.C.C. Cars 127

Total Street Cars 127

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 592

Gas—Mechanical 239

Gas—Hydraulic 527

Diesel—Hydraulic 703

Propane—Hydraulic 1,199

Total Buses 3,260

Total Surface Equipment 3,387

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars—Wood and Steel 1 20

Elevated-Subway Cars

—

Steel, conventional type 452

Metal, articulated 4

Metal, P.C.C 668

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,244

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,63

1

January

to

December



Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1957, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During Year 1958 and Balance at December 31, 1958

Balance Gross Balance

Dec. 31. 1957 Additions Retirements Dec. 31, 1958

Land $ L^,389,822 $ 74,148 $ 95,067 $13,368,903

Track & Paving 8,837,132 266,700 1,639,258 7,464,574

Machinery & Tools 3,741,519 260,511 46,806 3,955,224

Electrical Line Equipment 9,776,843 240,126 492,535 9,524,434

Buildings 23,114,814 603,666 334,520 23,383,960

Cars 40,678,794 4,169,732 2,702,368 42,146,158

Buses... 57,435,885 2,419,673 1,218,378 58,637,180

Work Cars, Autos &
Service Equipment 1,553,942 129,301 37,376 1,645,867

Furniture 1,180,093 76,670 8,297 1,248,466

Signals & Interlocking 638,647 38,146 10,478 666,315

Crossings, Fences & Signs 776,848 107,305 1,222 882,931

Elevated Structures 6,929,416 206,603 448,764 6,687,255

Substation Equipment 1,535,786 161,598 1,824 1,695,560

Telephone & Communications. . . 498,673 16,924 7,899 507,698

Engineering 46,623 — — 46,623

General cV' Miscellaneous 3,314,982 296,158 99,987 3,511,153

Total Transportation

Property 173,449,819 9,067,26l 7,144,779 175,372,301

Organization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316

TOTAL $173,535,135 $9,067,261 $7,144,779 $175,457,617
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Operating Statistics

For Year Ended December 31, 1958

Surface

System

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers 426,226,629

Revenue Vehicle Miles

—

Cars 733,182

Trolley Buses 19,486,343

Motor Buses 93,397,032

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 113,616,557

Revenue per Vehicle Mile 87.59c

Revenue Vehicle Hours

—

Cars 67,792

Trolley Buses 2,037,189

Motor Buses 9,154,306

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 11,259,287

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 81,883,627

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour —

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline

—

Gallons 7,560,794

Average Miles per Gallon 2.79

Diesel Fuel

—

Gallons 5,093,605

Average Miles per Gallon 4.19

Propane Fuel

—

Gallons 22,693,097

Average Miles per Gallon 2.25

( 1 ) Not available.
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Route Changes

Effective

Route and Number Date

Jeffrey Express (5-A) 9- 8-58

Ashland-Downtown (45) 2-11-58

Marquette Road (110) 2-11-58

Roosevelt Road (12) 2-27-58

Laramie Avenue (57) 6-22-58

Wentworth Avenue (22) 6-22-58

Marquette Road (110) 7- 7-58

Wentworth Avenue ( 22

)

7-14-58

Jeffrey (5) 9-8-58

103rd-106th Street (103) 9-17-58

Armitage Avenue (73) 10-28-58

63rd-65th Street (63A) 11-10-58

Wilson-LaSalle and 11- 9-58

Michigan Avenue (156 & 153)

59th-6lst Street (59) 12-14-58

Description of Change

Pershing Road (39)

South Deering ( 27

)

Jackson (126A)

South Pulaski (53A)

Harrison-Adams (7A)

South Cicero (54B)

2- 3-58

6-23-58

7- 3-58

9- 8-58

9- 7-58

9- 7-58

Closed Headway from 20 minute to 15 minute frequency.

Rerouted to operate east on 59th Street, south on Loomis Blvd., and

west on 69th Street during P.M. rush hours.

Reversed operation to a clockwise loop via Ashland, 63rd, Loomis,

and Marquette Road during P.M. rush hours.

Reversed operation to a clockwise movement through the terminal

at 12 th & Wabash.

The south terminal was changed in order to make contact with the

Lavergne Avenue entrance of the Congress-Milwaukee Rapid Transit

Station at Cicero Avenue.

Rerouted the south portion of the line and changed the terminal

from a wye at 81st & Halsted Streets to an off-street loop at 79th &
Halsted Streets.

Extended certain trips during weekday rush hours to serve a dor-

mitary area lying west and south of Marquette Park.

Extended certain weekday rush hour trips southward on Vincennes

Ave. and east on 83rd Street to a turn-around just west of Wentworth
Ave.

Changed the south terminal for local buses to a loop via Yates,

103rd St., Torrence Ave., and 100th Street.

Extended route from a wye terminal at 103rd & Springfield to a

new off-street loop at Pulaski & 104th Street.

Rerouted over Hermitage between Armitage and Cortland Streets.

Rerouted certain A.M. and P.M. rush hour trips on weekdays to

operate via 63rd street between Harlem and Narragansett Avenues.

Rerouted to operate via Irving Park, Marine Drive, and Lake Shore

Inner Drive.

Extended route to serve the Museum of Science and Industry on

weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays during the hours it is open to the

public.

Discontinued weekday rush hour shuttle service on Pershing Road

between Lake Park Avenue and the Indiana Avenue "L" station.

Eliminated the five trips operated south of the 112th street terminal

to 128th St. and Torrence Avenue between 11:00 P.M. and 1:15

A.M. on weekdays. Similarly, the one Saturday morning trip was

also eliminated on and after June 28, 1958.

Eliminated the loop operation via Jackson, Kedzie, Harrison and

California and established a new west terminal with a turn-around

at Kedzie and Jackson Blvd.

Trips through the Ford Aircraft Engine Plant to the turn-around

on 76th St. at Kilpatrick during the late evening period were elimi-

nated, with the exception of one trip at 12:19 A.M.

On Saturdays, the same operation was removed completely during

the A.M. and P.M. rush hours and late evening periods, effective

September 13, 1958.

Eliminated Sunday shuttle service on this route.

Eliminated all Sunday trips south of 67th St. and Cicero Ave. to the

Ford Aircraft Engine Plant.
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Inauguration of one-way street systems on portions of Michigan and Indiana Avenues and 60th and 6lst Streets

required the following rerouting, effective May 18, 1958:

Route and Number

Drexel-Hyde Park ( 1 )

Hyde Park (2)

South Park (3)

Jeffrey (5)

Stony Island (28)

Pershing Road (39)

59th-6lst Street (59)

Cottage Grove ( 4

)

Indiana Avenue (38)

Garfield-Michigan (6)

Description of Change

Rerouted northbound to operate via South Park, 33rd St., Indiana Ave., l6th St., and

Michigan Avenue.

Rerouted northbound to operate via South Park. 33rd St., Indiana Ave.. I6th St., and

Michigan Avenue.

Rerouted northbound to operate via South Park, 24th St., Indiana Ave., l6th St., and

Michigan Avenue.

Locals rerouted northbound to operate via Indiana Ave., I6th St., and Michigan Ave-

nue. Rerouted southbound via Michigan Ave., and 43rd Street.

Rerouted to operate over a clockwise loop via 47th St., Indiana Ave., 46th St., Prairie

Ave., and 47th Street.

Effective May 18, 1958, all trips in both directions were routed to make transfer

connections at the Indiana "L" station. Formerly, only the westbound A.M. trips made
this connection.

Effective May 22, 1958, after completion of street improvement work at Michigan

Avenue and 40th Street, Eastbound buses operate south on Michigan Avenue from

Pershing Road to 40th St., east to Indiana Ave., north to Pershing Rd. and then east

on Pershing Rd. to the terminal at Lake Park Ave.

Westbound buses operate south on Prairie Ave. from Pershing to 40th St., west to

Indiana Ave., north to Pershing Rd. and then west on Pershing to the termnial at

38th St. and St. Louis Avenue.

Rerouted westbound via 61st St. to Indiana Ave., north from 61st St. to 60th St., and

west on 60th St. to State Street.

Rerouted to use the newly established southbound lane at the west curb of Indiana

Avenue between 18th Street and Cermak Road.

Rerouted to operate southbound on Michigan Avenue and northbound on Indiana

Avenue between Cermak Road and 63rd Street.

Rerouted to operate southbound on Michigan Avenue and northbound on Indiana

Avenue between Cermak Road and Garfield Boulevard. This route and Indiana ( No.

38) were consolidated, or made complementary to one another, during certain times

of the day.

Surface Roadway Improvements

A total of 0.83 single track miles of abandoned track was removed in connection with street improvement

work. 54.50 track miles in streets were covered with asphalt in connection with resurfacing work by the City.

County and State. The total length of track that has been removed in connection with the repaving work, since

the Authority was founded in 1945, is 133.14 miles. In that period 830.93 single track miles were covered

with asphalt.

Five new off-street terminals were opened during the year 195S. One off-street terminal was abandoned.

At December 31, 1958, there were 101 off-street terminals in use. During the modernization and expansion

program over the past eleven years, the Authority has spent more than Si.830,000 to provide vehicle loops and

terminals for the safety and convenience of its patrons and the general public, and to speed the tlow of traffic

by eliminating the need for on-street turn-arounds and parking buses on city streets.
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The above pictures illustrate the severity of the 1958-1959 Winter, and the many difficulties local

transportation had to overcome. The Authority's snow cost for the season amounted to ^1,371,864.
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COVER DESIGN

Three of CTA's new high-speed, light-weight rapid

transit cars are shown on grade south of Jarvis station

on the North-South "L'^subway route. The cars,

manufactured by St. Louis Car Company, have spe-

cially designed motors, controls, trucks, gear drives,

axles, bearing installations and auxiliary braking.

Equipped with 100-horsepower motors and controls,

the cars arc designed to operate at higher speeds

than equipment presently available to the mass transit

industry.
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For the Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1959

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

and Date Term Expires

William W. McKenna, Secretary . . . . m September 1, I960

Werner W. Schroeder, Vice Chairman . . G September 1, 1961

Edward F. Moore G September 1, 1962

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries G September 1, 1963

James R. Quinn M September 1, 1964

Joseph D. Murphy M September 1, 1965

Virgil E. Gunlock, Chairman M September 1, 1966
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G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois

Walter J. McCarter, General Manager William J. Lynch, General Attorney
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DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S 1959 REVENUE DOLLAR

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

POWER

MOTOR FUEL

DEPRECIATION

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

REVENUE BOND INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

SINKING FUND

REVENUE BOND
AMORTIZATION

NOTE:

Total Operating Labor Costs exclude $1,884,087

(1.45< of CTA's Dollar) Charged to Operating

Materials and Supplies, Injuries and Damage
Reserve and Miscellaneous Services and Supplies.
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Operating Results

The Authority's operating results for the year 1959 reflected the improvement
in the local economy and the continued benefits derived from operating efiiciencies,

vi^hich lessened the impact of increased wage and working condition costs and other

increases in operating and maintenance costs.

Gross revenues were sufficient to cover all direct operating and maintenance

costs, to meet the fixed requirements of debt service and depreciation deposits, to make
up the deficiency of $600,631 existing at the end of 1958 in funds available for

deposit in the depreciation reserve fund, and further, to make $264,407 available for

the advance retirement of revenue bonds.

Revenues for the month of January 1959 were not sufficient to make the total

deposits required in the debt service funds because of excessively high snow and ice

removal costs. In order to comply with the requirements of the Trust Agreement
securing the Authority's revenue bonds it was necessary to transfer an amount suffi-

cient to meet this requirement ($309,578) from the Operating Expense Reserve Fund.

Were it not for this transfer, revenues for the year 1959 would have covered all costs

and charges except the requirement for depreciation, where a deficiency of $45,171
would have occurred. However, the charges met included a $600,631 deficiency in

depreciation carried over from 1958 so revenues for 1959 actually exceeded the annual

costs and charges by $555,460.

A comparison of operating results for the years 1959 and 1958 is shown below:

1959 1958

Revenues $129,880,875
Operation and Maintenance Expenses .... 111,144,989

18,735,886

Debt Service Requirements 7,789,956
Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve

to meet deficit in January 1959 Debt
Service Requirements (309,578)

7,480,378

6126,118,729

108,604,206

17,514,523

7,844,966

7,844,966

Balance Available for Depreciation .

Depreciation Provision—Current Period

Balance Available for Other Charges or

(Deficit in Depreciation Provision) .

Carryover of prior years' deficiency .

Balance Available for Other Charges .

Other Charges—Revenue Bond Amortization Fund $ 264,407 $

( ) Denotes Deduction

11,255,508

10,390,470

865,038

(600,631)

264,407

9,669,557

10,089,498

(419,941)

(180,690)

(600,631)
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Sources of the Authority's total revenues for the years 1959 and 1958 were as

follows:
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Operation and maintenance expenses continued to rise in most categories, but

operating economies partially offset the cost of wage increases and other expenses.

The principal subdivisions of these expenses are compared below for the years 1959
and 1958:

Wages and Salaries ....
Pension Contributions .

Federal Insurance Contributions

Employes' Insurance

Total Labor Costs

Electric Power Purchased . .

Motor Fuel Consumed .

Operating Materials and Supplies

Provision for Injuries and Damages
Miscellaneous Services, Supplies, etc

Total Operation and
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The wage rate changes described above, together with the cumulative effect of

changes in wage rates made during 1958 would have increased 1959 wage costs ap-

proximately $3,128,000 had operating conditions remained static. However, actual

wage costs increased only $1,726,900. The reduction of approximately $1,400,000

represents the continuing result of reductions in personnel requirements achieved by

converting two-man operated streetcar lines to motor bus operation, by substitution

of new remote-controlled door L-subway cars for old cars, and continued economies

in other operations. Total 1959 pay hours charged to operations (25,992,000) were

536,000 less than the 1958 total.

Pension contributions increased $476,987 because of an increase in the contri-

bution rate to 7Vi % effective January 1, 1959, from 7% in 1958, and higher employe

earnings in 1959. Employe contributions also increased from 3Vi% to 354%.

Federal insurance contributions (Old Age Benefits) increased $299,253 because

the 1959 tax rate was increased to 21/2 % on the first $4,800 of wages from the 1958

rate of 21/4% on the first $4,200 of wages. This increase, amounting to $25.50 per

employe, added approximately $345,000 to 1959 expenses which was partially offset

by savings resulting from personnel reductions.

Employes' group insurance costs increased $73,550 primarily as a result of higher

loss ratios which had a direct influence on net premium rates, and to a lesser degree,

by reason of an increasing number of pensioners retired after June 1, 1957 who are

now carried on the life insurance rolls.

Electric power comparative costs for the years 1959 and 1958 have been affected

because of conversion charges and fixed costs progressively transferred to rapid transit

car and trolley coach power accounts as streetcar operations were abandoned; unusual

and or non-recurring transformer repairs incurred in 1959; and because "Edison joint

substations" were increased from 9 to 12 as three suburban substations were added

to this category and costs increased in about that ratio. Despite a 1959 reduction of

659,487 in miles operated by electric powered vehicles, cost of power purchased in-

creased $43,670 due to higher rates charged under the new Commonwealth Edison

Company contract that became effective August 1, 1958, and the cost of converting

power from AC to DC increased $127,582 for the reasons mentioned above.

Motor fuel costs for 1959 were $52,163 less than in 1958. A 1.8% reduction

in miles operated saved $138,400 but this saving was partially offset by increases in

unit cost of fuel purchased, and a slight decline in miles operated per gallon of fuel

consumed.

Operating materials and supplies declined $130,990 as a result of mileage re-

ductions and other operating economies.

Extremely severe snow and ice conditions during the first quarter of the year

increased the cost of snow and ice removal on those transit routes which are still

being cleared by the Authority to $1,219,137 in 1959 from $738,603 in 1958. The
City of Chicago has cooperated in reducing this expense by removing the snow and

ice on some of the transit route streets, and during the past winter the cost to the

City of Chicago for doing this was approximately Sl,2()(),()()().

The provision for injury and damage settlements, accrued at the rate of 7^4%
of total revenues in the years 1959 and 1958, increased $272,755 in direct ratio with

the 1959 increase of $3,762,146 in total revenues.
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Claim and suit disbursements and the overheads applicable thereto amounted
to $8,831,338 in 1959, compared with $9,351,204 in 1958:

1959 Increase

1959 1958 (Decrease)

Claim Settlements

—

Number 17,400 18,059 (659)
Cost $3,305,302 $3,246,655 $ 58,647
Overheads 949,962 948,672 1,290

Total Cost of Claims .... $4,255,264 $4,195,327 | 59,937

Suit Settlements

—

Number 2,050 2,308 (258)
Cost $3,769,380 $4,326,994 ($557,614)
Overheads 806,694 828,883 ( 22,189

)

Total Cost of Suits $4,576,074 $5,155,877 ( $579,803 )

Total Cost $8,831,338 $9,351,204 ( $519,866 )

Average cost per claim settled, exclusive of overheads, rose to $190 in 1959, up

from $180 in 1958, while average suit costs, exclusive of overheads, declined to

$1,839 in 1959 from $1,875 in 1958. Suit and claim costs for 1958 do not include

$465,643 recovered under an excess insurance policy covering Rapid Transit System

operations. Incidents involving the Authority's operations giving rise to claims and

suits numbered 24,824 in 1959, a decrease of 2,126 (7.9%) from 1958.

Miscellaneous services and supplies costs for 1959 were $296,761 less than in

1958. Numerous fluctuating categories of expenses are included under this caption.

One of the principal items accounting for this reduction in 1959 costs was a decrease

of $278,462 in rentals paid to the Mack Motor Truck Corporation for use of 100

propane-fueled motor buses, in accordance with the provisions of the lease.

Debt service requirements amounted to $7,789,956 for 1959, down $55,010

from 1958. Deposits to Series of 1947 sinking fund increased $115,440 to a total

of $1,321,320 available for the retirement of Series of 1947 Revenue Bonds in advance

of maturity. Deposits to the Series of 1953 revenue bond reserve fund reached the

amount required by the Trust Agreement in 1958, resulting in a comparative reduction

of $43,398 in 1959- Interest payments of $4,468,636 in 1959 declined $127,052
from the 1958 total as a result of the retirement of bonds through operations of the

serial bond maturity fund ($2,000,000 in 1959 and 1958) as well as early retirement

of some revenue bonds of each series through operation of the sinking funds.

Retirement of revenue bonds during the year 1959 is summarized below:

Revenue Bonds Retired During 1959
Through Operation of—

Revenue Serial Bond Total

Bond Maturity Sinking Retired to

Series Fund Fund Total 12-31-59

1947 $2,000,000 $1,582,000 $3,582,000 $21,283,000

1952 — 54,000 54,000 631,000

1953 — 16,000 16,000 109,000

$2,000,000 $1,652,000 $3,652,000 $22,023,000
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Serial maturity retirements of $2,000,000 Series of 1947 bonds were at par,

Sinking fund retirements of Series of 1947 bonds cost $1,321,568.20; those of Series

of 1952 bonds cost $49,703-00; and those of Series of 1953 bonds cost $14,807.60,

for a total cost of $1,386,078.80. This represents principal savmgs of $265,921.20

arising from the early retirement of revenue bonds during 1959. Total principal

savings to date by early retirement of revenue bonds amount to $913,146.

The annual interest reduction on all bonds retired during 1959 amounts to

$129,975. A smaller reduction was realized in 1959, however, since the bond retire-

ments occurred at different periods throughout the year. In years subsequent to 1959
the total interest savings on bonds retired in advance of maturity up to and including

December 31, 1959 will amount to $5,955,721.

At the close of 1959 there was available $264,407 for deposit in the Revenue
Bond Amortization Funds for early retirement of revenue bonds, which was accom-

plished in February I960, when $308,000 principal amount of revenue bonds were

retired.

Provision for depreciation in years 1959 and 1958 was at the rate of 8% of

total revenues. The 1959 increase of $300,972 is in direct ratio to the increase in

1959 revenues.

Financial Position

Financial statements setting forth the financial position of the Authority at

December 31, 1959 and also showing various phases of its operations for the year

ended that date are presented at the end of this report, together with the opinion

of Arthur Andersen & Co., independent public accountants.

Mew Revenue Vehicles

During 1959 the Authority received and placed into service 96 all-metal rapid

transit cars of 100 on order for delivery in 1959.

Fifty of the above cars are standard two-car units, semi-permanently coupled,

and forty-six are double end car units designed for operation either as single cars or

in trains composed in part of two-car units.

The last four cars on order are high-speed, lightweight experimental rapid

transit cars with specially designed motors, controls, trucks, gear drives, axles, bearing

installations and auxiliary braking. They are designed to operate at higher speeds

than presently available to the mass transit industry. One hundred horsepower motors

and controls will provide an acceleration rate of three miles per hour per second,

reaching a speed of 30 miles per hour in 10 seconds. At this point, acceleration will

continue but at slightly lower rates up to a maximum rate of 75 miles per hour.

Originally scheduled for delivery in the Fall of 1959, the first unit was not received

until February 1960.

A total of 130 new motor buses were delivered and placed in service during the

year 1959. All are Flxible-Twin odorless propane-powered buses with the latest

type of air springing for more comfortable riding and power steering for easier han-

dling and increased safety. Thirty-one of these vehicles are 50-passenger buses and

the balance of 99 are 44-passenger buses.

Revenue vehicles owned and operated at December 31, 1959, consisted of the

following:
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Owned ( 1

)

Active % of Owned

Surface System

—

Trolley Buses 573 561(2) 97.91%
Motor Buses

—

Gasoline 566 497(2) 87.81

Diesel 687 680(2) 98.98

Propane 1,548 (1) 1,548 100.00

Total Buses 3,374 3,286 (2) 97.39

Rapid Transit System

—

Motor Cars 1,156 1,156 100.00

Trailers 60 60 100.00

Total R/T Cars 1,216 1,216 100.00

Total Revenue Vehicles . . 4,590 4,502 98.08%

(1) Includes 100 propane buses leased from Mack Trucks, Inc.

(2) Difference authorized to be scrapped, 88 or 1.92%.

Construction Projects

Wilson Avenue Station Area

A new southbound track (No. 1) and platform facilities, the first stage of this

program to improve train operations through Wilson Avenue station area, went into

use November 30, 1959- At present, southbound Evanston Express and North Shore

trains are operating over this new westernmost track and southbound L-Subway trains

are operating over the pre-existing track (No. 2). Northbound, all trains are still

operating over the regular northbound track ( No. 3 )

.

A contract has been awarded to complete the second phase of this $1,800,000

program, which calls for the erection of new steel structure and the reconstruction

of a part of the present steel structure across Broadway in the vicinity of Leland

Avenue and the construction of a new steel structure in the train yards south of Wilson

Avenue.

When the steel construction is completed and tracks are laid, there will be four

tracks, instead of two tracks, through the station area and Evanston Express and

North Shore trains will operate only on tracks Nos. 1 and 4, and all L-Subway trains

will operate only on tracks Nos. 2 and 3- This will eliminate the former bottleneck

caused by the merging of four-track right-of-way on each side of this station into a

two-track right-of-way for a distance of about 1,500 feet through the station area,

and will greatly improve the speed and safety of operation.

Lake Street Rapid Transit Elevation and Extension

This project was scheduled to start in the Spring of 1959 but all construction

was held up pending agreement with the Federal Bureau of Public Roads regarding

their proportionate share of cost of constructing a viaduct over Harlem Avenue.

Initial construction work finally got under way January 13, I960.

This $4,000,000 co-operative project provides for the relocation of 21/2 miles

of the Authority's rapid transit tracks from ground level to an adjacent elevated
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embankment owned by Chicago and North Western Railroad. It entails laying one

new track and re-aligning two others, relocation of water mains, construction of new
stations, installation of electrical, signal and communication facilities, and other fixed

transportation equipment and facilities.

Cost of the project is to be shared as follows: the Authority, $600,000; City of

Chicago, $600,000; Village of Oak Park, $800,000; Cook County, $1,000,000; and

the State of Illinois (including Federal Aid), $1,000,000. The County's share will be

paid by the State from the County's share of state motor fuel taxes.

Congress Street Subway

Construction of Congress Street Expressway has progressed to the point where

the Authority, on March 20, I960, was permitted to commence operation over its

permanent right-of-way in the Congress Expressway west of Lotus Avenue (5432
West) to the Desplaines terminal in Forest Park. Starting June 22, 1958, the Au-

thority's trains ran in the permanent right-of-way only from the Loop to Lotus Avenue,

a distance of approximately 6^/4 miles, and the balance of 2?4 miles was operated over

temporary tracks at ground level. In this newly opened section west of Lotus Avenue,

the Authority's permanent tracks are located on the south side of the depressed right-

of-way of the Congress Expressway instead of being located in the median strip of

the expressway as they are between Halsted Street and Central Avenue.

Temporary rapid transit station and platform facilities are being used on this

westernmost section pending completion of permanent station and platform facilities.

Running time between the Loop and Desplaines Avenue terminal has been further

improved to approximately 22 minutes.

Consolidation of Shops

Consolidation of the Authority's West Shops repair and overhaul facilities with

those of the South Shops at 77th Street and Vincennes Avenue is progressing ac-

cording to plan.

This $4,707,000 consolidation project is a two-stage program. The first stage,

which is well on the way to completion, provides for consolidation of the machine

shops, unit repair shops, related storerooms, and shop offices. These departments were

consolidated at the new location by June 1, 1959-

The second stage calls for the construction and equipping of a new major bus

overhaul shop to house the remaining shop departments. The consolidated shops are

designed to permit a smooth, coordinated flow of work and produce the highest degree

of shop efficiency. Target date for completion and occupancy is July 1, 1961.

Economies and efficiency anticipated in early planning stages were fully realized

during the last half of 1959, and the full cost of the project is expected to be recovered

within 3.6 years following completion.

Desplaines i venue Terminal

A $1,300,000 project is under way to construct terminal shops and yards for

servicing and storing trains; a building to house transportation department offices and
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locker rooms and other facilities for trainmen; and off-street loading platforms to

facilitate the interchange of passengers between Rapid Transit trains and Surface

System motor buses.

The train yard facilities are now operative, although not fully completed, and

contracts are expected to be awarded and building construction started by mid- 1960.

Modernization and Replacement Program

Chicago Transit Authority's fleets of modern revenue vehicles were increased in

1959 by delivery of 96 all-metal light-weight, high-performance rapid transit cars

and 130 odorless propane fueled motor buses costing a total of $8,590,000.

By December 31, 1959, the Authority had taken delivery of 4,381 new revenue

vehicles and 5 others were scheduled for delivery early in I960, a total of 4,386 new

revenue vehicles. This completed the program formulated in 1945, when the Au-

thority was established, which provided for the purchase of 4,256 new buses and cars

to modernize rolling stock of the predecessor companies, and also provided 130 addi-

tional new vehicles to replace equipment that became over-age during the interim.

Total cost of these 4,386 new revenue vehicles and auxiliary equipment will

amount to approximately $111,522,000, of which $69,004,000 is for 3,612 Surface

System streetcars and buses and $42,518,000 for 774 rapid transit cars. The cash cost

will be about $103,542,000 after considering $7,980,000 salvage value realized on

PCC streetcar components used in construction of 570 new L-Subway cars.

Total expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replacement

program to date aggregate approximately $146,721,000; $111,522,000 for the vehicles

referred to above and $35,199,000 for construction of three new operating garages

and modernization of other facilities such as shops, garages, machinery, and fixed

transportation equipment.

In order to maintain a modern fleet of 2,800 motor buses and 570 trolley buses

having efficient life expectancies of 12 years and 18 years respectively, it is necessary

to schedule a replacement program providing for the acquisition, and retirement, of

265 buses per year.

The I960 capital budget provides $7,140,000 for purchase of 300 new motor

buses.

Riding Trends

A gratifying recovery in employment in the Chicago area during 1959 reversed

the downward trend in riding which had prevailed throughout the year 1958 and

resulted in a substantial increase in revenue passengers.

Other important factors stimulating riding during 1959 were: (a) weather con-

ditions in the first quarter of 1959 created hazardous driving conditions and many

automobiles were immobilized for several weeks by heavy snows, with the result

that the Authority's facilities carried as many as 200,000 additional revenue passengers

on some week days; (b) the Trade Fair held at Navy Pier July 3 through July 18;

(c) the visit of Queen Elizabeth of England on July 6th coinciding with the opening

of the St. Lawrence Seaway; (d) the Pan American Games held August 27 through
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With operating revenues totaling $129,880,875 in 1959, ChicagP'-'Transit

Authority met all of its fixed charges for the year, wiped out a deficit

of 1600,631 in depreciation reserve deposits carried over from 1958, and

had $264,^07 available for advance retirement of bonds, according to its

annual report released today.

For 1959, operation and maintenance costs were ^IJlll , 114,989, debt

service obligations were $7,789,956, and depreciation requirements were

110,390,470.

Along with these salient facts, the 1959 annual report highlights

important data about CTA service and operations, and presents a comprehensive

review of CTA's modernization and improvement program, the most extensive in|

the history of local transit in Chicago.

Revenue passengers for 1959 totaled 546,015,323, up 12,721,280 from t

total of 533,294,043 In 1958, an Increase of 2.39 per cent. Rapid transit^

system revenue riders totaled 113,330,994, an increase of 5.85 per cent fl

the previous year. Surface system revenue passengers totaled 432,684,329,'

an Increase of 1.52 per cent.

Total expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replace

ment program since the CTA took over the management of transit properties

in 1947 aggregated approximately $146,721,000 through the end of 1959, th

report points out. Of this amount, $69,004,000 was for 3,612 surface sys

streetcars and buses and $42,518,000 for 774 rapid transit cars. The cash

cost for modern rolling stock was about $103,542,000 after allowing

$7,980,000 salvage value realized on PCC streetcar components used in the

construction of 570 new "L"-subway cars.

(MORE)
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t In addition to the expenditures for new passenger carrying equipment,

the aggregate figure of |§1^6 ,721 ,000 includes ^35 , 199,000 for construction

of three new operating garages and modernization of other facilities such

as shops, garages, machinery and fixed transportation equipment.

During the year, CTA's fleets of modern revenue vehicles were in-

creased by delivery of 96 all-metal, light-weight, high-performance rapid

transit cars and I30 odorless propane- fueled (LP-gas) motor buses costing

a total of $8,590,000.

The report notes that in order to maintain a modern fleet of 2,800

motor buses and 570 trolley buses having efficient life expectancies of

12 years and 18 years respectively, it is necessary to schedule a re-

placement program for providing for the acquisition and retirement of 265

buses per year.

The increase in revenues for the year, the report states, reflected

the improvement in the local economy, and the continued benefits derived

from operating efficiencies.

It was pointed out that the overall 2.96 per cent increase was

primarily due to an upswing in riding and to a lesser degree to fare

adjustments which became effective September 7 and December 1. Improve-

ments of two per cent in metropolitan employment, one and one-half per

cent in the State street stores sales index and of five and one-half

per cent in the sales Index for other Chicago stores were cited as

contributing factors to Increased passenger riding.

(MORE)
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Other highlights of the year noted by the annual report were:

(1) The completion of the first stage of the program to improve

train operations through the Wilson avenue: station area,

where a new third track went into service on November 30.

A contract to complete the second phase of the $1,800,000

program also was awarded during the year. This calls for

the erection of new steel structure and the reconstruction

of a part of the present steel structure across Broadway

in the vicinity of Leland avenue and the construction of

a new steel structure in the train yards south of Wilson

avenue. When the steel construction is completed and

tracks are laid, there will be four tracks, instead of

two tracks through the station area. This will eliminate

the former bottleneck caused by the merging of four-track

rights-of-way on each side of this station into a two-track

right-of-way for a distance of about 1,500 feet through

the station area, and will greatly Improve the speed and

safety of operation.

(2) Completion of final arrangements to start the ;ip4,00p>,000

cooperative project providing for the relocation of two and

one-half miles of CTA's rapid transit tracks from ground

level to an adjacent elevated embankment owned by the

Chicago and North Western Railroad on the Lake street branch.

Initial construction work got under way January 13, I960.

(MORE)
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(3) The continued progress made In construction of the

Congress Street Expressway in 1959, made it possible,

on Karch 20, I96O , for CTA to commence operation over

its permanent right-of-way in the Congress Expressway

west of Lotus avenue (5^32 West) to the Desplaines

terminal in Forest Park, Coincidental with this,

plans were advanced during the year on the $1,300,000

project to construct terminal shops and yards and

other facilities at the Desplaines terminal, contracts

for which were awarded in 1959 and building construc-

tion was scheduled to start by raid-1960,

(4) Work on the consolidation of CTA's West Shops repair

and overhaul facilities with those of South Shops

made steady progress through 1959. The first stage

of this $4,707,000 project, which is well on the way

to completion, provides for consolidation of the

machine shops, unit repair shops, related storerooms,

and shop offices. These departments were consolidated

at the new location by June 1, 1959. The second stage

calls for the construction and equipping of a new

major bus overhaul shop to house the remaining shop

departments. Target date for completion and occu-

pancy is 1961.

(MORE)
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During the year the cost of fighting snow and icy conditions was a

considerable item. CTA spent approximately :|p900,000 and the City of Chicago

$1,200,000 in keeping transit streets open for service during winter storms.

For the fifth consecutive year, CTA employes in 1959 established a

new public safety record. There were fewer traffic and passenger accidents

during the year than in any previous year of CTA operation. Of greater

significance is the fact that traffic and passenger accident frequency

rates — based on number of miles operated on both the rapid transit and

surface systems -- were the lowest in CTA's history.

Employes benefited from new three-year wage contracts negotiated,

effective December 1, 1959 > which provided that the then current cost-of-

living allowance — 12§ cents — be incorporated into the basic hourly wage

rate. Agreements with the two unions representing a large majority of the

employes provided for additional hourly increases of 5i cents on December 1,

1959, and 5 cents each on December 1, i960 and I96I, and a cost-of-living

allowance to start on or after March 1, i960, and adjusted quarterly

thereafter.

Other changes Included in all agreements provided for an Increase in

sick and accident insurance payments from $40 to |;50 per week, an increase

in hospital insurance from $4.50 to $6.00 per day and in doctor's treat-

ments from $2.50 to $3.50 each. In addition, a two-day waiting period

was established for seven-day sick pay except where the absence extends

to two weeks or more, and life insurance is provided for employes retiring

after June 1, 1957, of $1,000 for the first year of retirement and $500

for the balance of the period covered by the current agreement.

(MORE)
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Pension contributions increased ^476,987 because of an increase in

''the contribution rate to seven and one-half per cent effective January 1,

1959 > from seven per cent in 1958, and higher employe earnings in 1959.

Employe contributions also increased from three and one-h^lf per cent

to three and three-quarter per cent.

Federal insurance contributions (old age benefits) increased $299,253

because the 1959 tax rate was increased to two and one-half per cent on

the first (];4,800 of wages from the 1958 rate of two and one-quarter per

cent on the first $4,800 of wages. This increase, amounting to $25.50 per

employe, added approximately $345,000 to 1959 expenses vjhich was partially

offset by savings resulting from personnel reductions.

Employes' group insurance costs increased $75 » 550 primarily as a

result of higher loss ratios which had a direct influence on net premium

rates, and to a lesser degree, by reason of an increasing number of

pensioners retired after June 1, 1957 > who are now carried on the life

insurance rolls.

The total number of employes in service at the end of 1959 was 13 j 590,

a decrease of 355 from the 13,945 at December 31, 1958, and a decrease of

9,778 from the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of

properties from predecessor companies. During the year, 427 employes

retired on pension and 335 retired employes died. At December 31 > 1959,

there were 5>490 retired employes receiving pension payments.

(MORE)
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The term of V. E. Gunlock, as a member and chairman of Chicago

Transit Board, expired September 1, 1959 < Mr, Gunlock, vjho"had been a

member and chairman of the board since July 1, 195^» was reappointed a

board member for a seven-year term expiring September 1, 1966. The

appointment was made by Mayor Richard J. Daley, and approved by Governor

William G. Stratton. Mr. Gunlock was reelected chairman of the board for

a term of three years beginning September 1, 1959, and filed his oath of

office with the Secretary of State on November 10, 1959

»

#########

FROM: CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
H. L. POLLAND, DIRECTOR
MDSE. MART PLAZA, P.O. BOX 3555. CHICAGO 5^, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE: MOHAWK 4-7200
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Within
5/^ mile
or less

Availability of Service

Passes

Thru or Enters,

well Borders or

Within Touches

Wilmette X
Evanston X
Skokie X
Morton Grove X
Niles X
Lincolnwood X
Park Ridge X
Unincorporated* X*
Harwood Heights .... X
Unincorporated* X*
Norridge X
River Grove X
Elmwood Park X
River Forest X
Oak Park X
Maywood X
Bellwood X
Forest Park X *

Westchester X
Unincorporated*

Berwyn X
Cicero X
Stickney

Forest View

Unincorporated*

Summit X
Bedford Park X
Unincorporated*

Hometown X
Evergreen Park X
Oak Lawn

Unincorporated*

Unincorporated*

Merrionette Park X
Unincorporated* X*
Blue Island X
Unincorporated* X*
Calumet Park X
Riverdale X
Dolton X

Total 40 12 17 11

*Unincorporated 9 12 6

X*

X
X
X*

X
X*
X*

Surface Routes or R/T Lines

(# Indicates Bus Route No.)

N/S L-Subway

do also 7 bus lines border or are within yg mile.

#97

#97
#85A
#14, 96 and 155

#88, #92, #90
#88 and 85A

#85A and 90

#78 and 91

#90 Also # 85 within i/'i mile.

#77

#76, 77 and 90

#86 and Lake St. "L"

#91 Lake St. "L" & Congress St. Subway

#17 conn, with Congress St. Subway

#17 conn, with Congress St. Subway

Congress St. Subway, Lake St. "L" & #17

#17 conn, with Congress St. Subway

#21B
#2 IB conn, with Douglas Pk. L-Subway

Douglas Pk. L-Sub. #12, 18, 54B, 58, 54 & 21B

#54B
#62 - 62X
#62 - 62X
#63A, 62, 62X
#63A, 110, 54B

#79A, 87

#87

#52A, 95, 87, 103, 49A

#103, lllA

#111A, 52A

#52A
#52A
#111A, 52A, 49A
#49A, 119

#119

#119 - #42B

#34, 42B

#34

Cities, Towns

& Villages . .31 11

11



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Frequency and scope of services were altered from time to time to adjust to

seasonal and other changes in the pattern of riding.

Revenue miles on the Rapid Transit System (44,325,456) were increased 3.10%
(1,333,627) over 1958 primarily to accommodate the 5.85% increase in riding in

1959 and to a lesser degree on account of added mileage required to operate the

through routed West-Northwest line via the Milwaukee-Dearborn-Congress Street

subway subsequent to the opening of the Congress Street Expressway median strip

operation on June 22, 1958.

Revenue miles on the Surface System (109,920,263) were reduced 3.25%
(3,696,294) from 1958 even though revenue passengers increased 1.52%. This re-

duction in revenue miles was accomplished by abandoning certain non-productive owl

services and route extensions, eliminating duplicated services, and lengthening head-

ways during off-peak hours on lines where load factors permitted. In other instances

certain lines were extended, trips were added, and headways shortened to accommodate

increased patronage. There was no appreciable change in the number of vehicles

scheduled during weekday morning and evening rush hour periods although the

greatest percentage of revenue mile reductions was made in weekday operations,

as shown in the summary below:

Surface System

Average Bus and Car Miles Operated

1959 Decrease

Daily Average From 1958

Weekdays 337,885 3.89%

Saturdays 243,206 2.02%

Sundays 183,764 1.66%

Speed of Operation and Traffic Conditions

Average scheduled speed of Surface System vehicles during 1959 was 11.65

M.P.H. as compared with 1 1.64 M.P.H. in 1958 and 11.65 M.P.H. in 1957. Despite

a continuing program of replacing over-age streetcars and motor buses with new

vehicles of the most modern design and greater speed potential, it appears that approxi-

mately 11.65 M.P.H. is the maximum speed attainable. Holding that average speed

in the face of ever increasing competition from private automobiles, taxicabs and trucks

for space on Chicago's congested streets and boulevards is in itself, an accomplishment.

The 1959 Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving the

central business district of Chicago during a 1 2 hour period on a representative weekday

shows that there were 22,723 ( 7.04% ) more automobiles and taxicabs carrying 33,402

(6.90%) more passengers than in 1958, while 609 (4.60%) less Authority Surface

vehicles carried 9,162 (3-37%) fewer passengers than in 1958. On this same check

day in 1959 the total number of heavy trucks and other service vehicles entering and

leaving the central business district was 11,507, an increase of 2,5 11 (6.52%) over

195cS.'

12
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

This same pattern of ever increasing competition for street space prevails in

varying degrees along all Surface transit streets throughout the city of Chicago and

adjacent areas served.

The Rapid Transit System, however, increased its 1959 speed of operation to

22.12 M.P.H. as compared with 21.98 M.P.H. in 1958 and 20.80 M.P.H. in 1957.

Here again is demonstrated the superiority of Rapid Transit operation in a grade-sep-

arated traffic-free right-of-way, and the possibility of benefiting from the greater speed

potential of new modern rapid transit cars.

Public Safety Best Ever

For the fifth consecutive year, the Authority's employes in 1959 established a

new public safety record. The Authority's operations resulted in fewer traffic and pas-

senger accidents during 1959 than in any previous year of its operation. Of greater

significance is the fact that traffic and passenger accident frequency rates (based on

number of miles operated ) on both the Rapid Transit System and the Surface System

were the lowest in the Authority's history.

The following table compares 1959 public accident experience with 1958, and also

with the first ten years of operation. All traffic and passenger accidents involving the

Authority are included regardless of liability or seriousness:

Public Accident Experience

Frequency Rate-Accidents

per 100,000 miles-

Traffic Accidents . .

Passenger Accidents .

Total Accidents
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Financial Assistance

Early in 1957 and again in December 1958 the Authority developed and pre-
sented legislative programs for financing improvement and extension of Rapid Transit
facilities in the Chicago Metropolitan area. These plans called for public financial
assistance of $315,000,000 spread over a 20-year period. During both the 1957 and
1959 sessions of the Illinois General Assembly this program was discussed at great
length and received support from many members of the legislature but no financial
aid was provided or authorized.

In 1959 the Authority also sought, through legislative action and later by direct
contact with the Chicago Board of Education, to be reimbursed for the $4,000,000
plus per year loss incurred by being required to subsidize the transportation of students,
a discriminatory burden on local transit that properly should be paid by the com-
munity as a whole. This plea also was denied.

The Authority now proposes a comprehensive four-point, $400,000,000 pack-
age program to expand business activity in Chicago's central business district and to
promote the economic vigor of the entire Metropolitan area. This package program
combines and ties together plans previously proposed by the Authority, and adds an
entirely new proposal to attract increased patronage to commuter railroads serving
Chicago.

Based principally upon co-ordination of the area's three major forms of trans-

portation, Chicago Transit Authority (grade-separated elevated-subway, and surface
buses ) , commuter railroads and private automobiles, the program calls for a combina-
tion of public and private financing to accomplish its objectives.

Briefly, this four-point program recommends:

1. Sub-street shopping arcades joining downtown stores and office buildings with
direct connections to sub-street transit facilities.

2. Establishment of multi-story Park-and-Ride garages at outlying Rapid Transit
stations joined by ramps to adjacent Expressways or to city streets.

3. Extensions and improvements of Authority's Rapid Transit Service through
our 20-year, $315,000,000 program.

4. Construction of ten Park-and-Ride garages or lots strategically located at or

adjacent to heavily used suburban stations of commuter railroads serving

Chicago.

The prodigious growth of suburban communities in recent years and forecasts

of a population of 8,000,000 in the Chicago Metropolitan area by 1970 compel
prompt total transportation planning and action if the Metropolitan area is to realize

fully its tremendous economic potentials.

15



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Outlook for 1960
Financial

On December 10, 1959, Chicago Transit Board adopted a $133,394,000 budget

for the year I960 which showed that after payment of all operating expenses, debt

service on revenue bonds outstanding, and provision for depreciation there would be

a $240,000 balance available for deposit to the Revenue Bond Amortization Funds.

Revenues for I960 were estimated on the assumption that passenger traffic would

be slightly less (7/lOth of 1%) than the 1959 level on account of September 7 and

December 1, 1959 fare adjustments, but that passenger revenues would be approxi-

mately 3% greater because of the fare adjustments. Other I960 revenues were

estimated to be about $160,000 less than was realized in 1959-

The I960 budgeted expenses were based on contractual wage rates in effect at

the 1959 year-end and a 5c per hour wage increase to become effective December 1,

I960. Labor contracts provide for cost-of-living wage increments commencing March

1, I960, and adjusted quarterly thereafter, under a formula based on the Consumer

Price Index for Chicago. The budget makes no provision for the possibility of added

cost-of-living allowances in I960 and in this respect it is significant to note that each

Ic per hour increase in wages adds approximately $27,000 per month to operating

expenses.

During the first quarter of I960 revenues were slightly better than anticipated

and expenses have been held within the budget figures. If employment and general

economic conditions remain at the current level and inflationary forces are held rea-

sonably within the pattern established during the six months subsequent to September

1, 1959, we should equal or better the results anticipated for I960.

Capital Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in I960 is estimated at $20,169,000 if full

depreciation provisions are earned. Of this amount, $10,053,000 is committed or

planned for purchase of new revenue vehicles and most of the balance is committed

for other capital projects urgently needed, some of which are already under way. The
major items are as follows:

Purchase of new revenue vehicles $ 7,140,000

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates ( paid from

depreciation funds) . 2,913,000

Construction of consolidated shop buildings 1,485,000

Structural changes at Wilson Avenue station 665,000

Elevation and extension of the Lake Street branch of the Rapid

Transit System 600,000

Construction of shop and transportation facilities at Desplaines

Avenue terminal of the Congress Street subway (CTA share

of cost)
'

700,000

Renewals and or improvements to tracks, track structures, shops,

garages, electric power distribution system, signal and com-

munication systems, street paving, shop tools, machinery, etc.

Rapid Transit System .

'

4,373,000

Surface System 1,510,000

Common to both systems 783,000

Total $20,169,000
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Personnel

The total number of employes in service at the end of 1959 was 13,590, a de-

crease of 355 from the 13,945 at December 31, 1958, and a decrease of 9,778 from
the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of properties from predecessor

companies.

During the year, 427 employes retired on pensions and 335 retired employes

died. At December 31, 1959 there were 5,490 retired employes receiving pension

payments.

Chicago Transit Board

The term of Mr. Virgil E. Gunlock, as a member and Chairman of Chicago
Transit Board, expired September 1, 1959. Mr. Gunlock, who had been a member
and Chairman of the Board since July, 1954, was reappointed a Board member for

a seven year term expiring September 1, 1966. The appointment was made by

Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, and approved by Honorable William
G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois. Mr. Gunlock was re-elected Chairman of the Chicago

Transit Board for a term of three years beginning September 1, 1959, and filed

his oath of office with the Secretary of State on November 10, 1959.

During 1959 the Board held thirty-three meetings for the transaction of official

business and, in addition, held many informal conferences and several public hearings.

I METROPOLITAN^

TRANSIT /

Acknowledgments

We extend to all employes of the Authority our grateful thanks for their loyalty

and high standard of performance which have made possible the results of 1959
operations, and to the hundreds of thousands of daily riders for their valued patronage.

We also express appreciation to the many public officials and others for their

splendid cooperation and efforts in behalf of Chicago's transit system.

By Order of the Board,

Chairman
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

120 South La Salle Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an

Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1959, and the related statements of

accumulated net earnings, of application of revenue and of funds for the year then ended.

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and

accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures

as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of accumulated

net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority

as of December 31, 1959, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for the year

then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles

applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the

accompanying statement of application of revenue presents fairly the distribution of revenue

for the year ended December 31, 1959, in accordance with the provisions of the trust agree-

ment securing the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 25, I960
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Application of Revenue

For the Years Ended December 31, 1959 and 1958

1959 1958

Operating Revenue $129,880,875 $126,118,729

Operating Expenses:

Conducting transportation $ 54,043,031 $ 53,072,395

Maintenance—
Equipment 19,250,004 19,526,608

Way and structures 6,391,600 6,223,956

Electric power 5,639,430 5,392,816

Fuel for revenue equipment 2,781,155 2,833,318

Rentals under long-term leases 844,092 998,064

Provision for injuries and damages 9,416,363 9,143,608

Employees' pensions and insurance 6,566,756 6,016,220

Social security taxes 1,650,718 1,351,465

General and administrative expenses 4,561,840 4,045,756

$111,144,989 $108,604,206

Revenue available for debt service $ 18,735,886 $ 17,514,523

Debt Service Requirements on Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4,468,636 $ 4,595,688

Serial bond maturity fund 2,000,000 2,000,000

Sinking fund 1,321,320 1,205,880

Revenue bond reserves — 43,398

$ 7,789,956 $ 7,844,966

Balance I 10,945,930 $ 9,669,557

Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve

for Debt Service Requirement in January 1959 309,578 —
$ 11,255,508 $ 9,669,557

Depreciation Requirement:

Prior period deficiency $ 600,631 $ 180,690

Current period 10,390,470 10,089.498

$ 10,991,101 $ 10,270,188

Revenue Available for Revenue Bond Amortization Fund $ 264,407 $ (600,631)

( ) Denotes deficit in revenue available for depreciation.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
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Assets

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORI

December 31

1959 1958

Transportation Property:

Cost $180,941,637 $175,457,617

Reserve for depreciation 55,693,552 48,711,620

$125,248,085 $126,745,997

Special Funds, cash and U. S. Government securities:

Under control of revenue bond trustee—
Transit revenue

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity

Sinking funds

Revenue bond reserves

Depreciation reserve ($1,273,072 minimum balance required

at December 31, 1959, by equipment trust agreements) . .

Revenue bond amortization

Operating expense reserve

Modernization

Under control of equipment trustee, for purchase of equipment. .

Damage reserve

1,000,000



ANCE SHEET

Liabilities December 31

1959 1958

Long-Term Debt:

Revenue bonds $112,977,000 $116,629,000

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting funds of $2,395,000

and $2,796,800 respectively, held by trustee for payment of

principal 9,900,000 12,203,200

$122,877,000 $128,832,200

Accumulated Net Earnings, distributed in accordance vvfith revenue

bond trust agreement for:

Serial bond maturity $ 16,000,000 $ 14,000,000

Sinking funds 3,220,797 1,838,775

Revenue bond reserves 8,163,880 8,163,880

Revenue bond amortization 3,147,913 2,883,506

Operating expense reserve 948,259 1,257,837

Depreciation and modernization reserves 1,900,903 968,618

$ 33,381,752 $ 29,112,616

Less—Financing costs not deductible from revenue under revenue

bond trust agreement 6,515,806 5,937,450

$ 26,865,946 $ 23,175,166

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 3,661,751 $ 5,809,784

Accrued wages and vacation pay 7,319,897 5,276,150

Accrued interest on revenue bonds 2,202,334 2,267,311

Accrued interest on equipment trust certificates 82,798 144,457

Unredeemed tokens 334,522 721,562

$ 13,601,302 $ 14,219,264

Deferred Paving Liability $ 1,212,566 $ 1,512,566

Damage Reserve $ 7,381,350 $ 6,796,325

$171,938,164 $174,535,521

The accompanying statements and notes are an integral part of this balance sheet.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHOR[

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

For the Year Ended December 31, 1959

Total

Balance December 31, 1958 $23,175,166

Items deductible from operating revenue in accordance with the

trust agreement securing the revenue bonds, but not deductible

from accumulated net earnings under generally accepted account-

ing principles—

Revenue available for revenue bond amortization fund per

accompanying statement of application of revenue $ 264,407

Allocation of net earnings for debt service requirement. . . . 3,011,742

Depreciation deficiency applicable to prior years 600,631

Interest earned on certain funds controlled by revenue bond trustee

(note) 392,356

Interest on equipment trust certificates, etc (666,973)

Net income determined in accordance with generally accepted

accounting principles $ 3,602,163

Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 88,617

Balance December 31, 1959 $26,865,946

( ) Denotes deduction.

NOTE: Interest earnings may be disbursed only for tiie purposes for which the funds were created an
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

arnings in Accordance with the Trust Agreement Securing the Revenue Bonds

Revenue Bond
Reserves

Revenue Bond
Amortization

Operating

Expense

Reserve

Depreciation

and
Modernization

Reserves

Financing

Costs not

Deductible

from Revenue

$8,163,880 $2,883,506 $1,257,837 $ 968,618 $(5,937,450)

264,407

(309,578)

600,631

331,654

(666,973)

$8,163,880

88,617

5,147,913 $ 948,259 $1,900,903 $(6,515,806)

J in transit revenue under the provisions of the trust agreement securing the revenue bonds.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Financial Statements

As of December 31, 1959

1. Revenue of each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses is to be deposited in the following

funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

a. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond maturity fund, and sinking fund— deposits equal to debt

service requirements as provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

b. Depreciation reserve fund— deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if any,

in prior years' deposits.

c. Revenue bond amortization fund — deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000 quarterly

for the series of 1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the series of 1953 revenue

bonds.

d. Operating expense reserve fund— deposit to be $900,000 each year.

e. Municipal compensation fund— deposit to be computed in accordance with the franchise ordinance.

f. Modernization fund— deposit to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required deposits to

the above funds.

2. Under its pension agreement which is renegotiated every three years, the Authority has agreed to contribute

a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired employees. Under such

agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial cost of future benefits to present and

retired employees based on past-service costs. At December 31, 1959, such unfunded amount exceeded

$100,000,000.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the Year Ended December 31, 1959

Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

Total

Balance December 31, 1958 $7,043,134

Add— Receipts:

Interest collections on U. S. Government securities $ 59,615

Interest collections transferred to revenue bond

trustee (59,615)

Transfers from revenue bond trustee 3,077,434

$3,077,434

Deduct— Disbursements $7,642,770

Balance December 31, 1959:

Cash $1,242,814

U. S. Government securities (at cost) 1,234,984

$2,477,798

Balance December 31, 1959—
Classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Current assets $ 82,798

Reduction of long term debt 2,395,000

$2,477,798

For

Payment of

Interest



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORl

Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1959

Transit Sc

Total Revenue Interest Ma

Balance December 31, 1958 —
Before transfers $41,317,344 $ 5,212,684 $2,267,311 $1,0'

Add— Receipts:

Collection of revenue $129,745,803 $129,368,449 $ 39,005 S

Other receipts 3,685,876 3,353,390 —
Transfers from transit revenue fund — (132,138,930) 4,468,636 2,0l

Transfer from operating expense reserve — 309,578 —
Other transfers (net) — 317,484 (39,005 ) _(

$133,431,679 $ 1,209,971 $4,468,636 S2,0i

Deduct — Disbursements:

Costs and expenses of operation, purchase of materials and supplies,

reimbursable expenditures, etc $111,407,730 $ — $ — S

Disbursements for purposes for which funds were created 24,386,736 —

•

4,533,613 2,0

Transfers from revenue bond trustee to equipment trustee

(see accompanying statement) — — —
$135,794,466 $ — $4,533,613 $2,0^

Balance December 31, 1959—
Before transfers described below:

Cash $ 14,114,417 $ 6,422,655 52,202,334 $ 1

U. S. Government and municipal securities (at cost) 24,840,140 — — 8

$ 38,954,557 $ 6,422,655 $2,202,334 $l,Qi

Transfers made in 1960 —
Collections deposited January 4, I960 397,066 397,066 —
Transfers from transit revenue fund — (6,819,721) —
Reimbursement of working cash for disbursement payable from

special funds — — —
$ 39,351,623 $ — $2,202,334 $1,C

Balance December 31, 1959—
After transfers, classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Special funds $ 22,968,384 S — $ — $1,0'

Current assets 13,988,239 — 2,202,334

Reduction of long-term debt 2,395,000 — —
$ 39,351,623 $ — $2.202,334 $1,C

( ) Denotes deduction.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHOR

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31, 1959

Total

REVENUE BONDS, by year of maturity:

1960 $ 2,000,000

1961 2,000,000

1962-1965 8,000,000

1966-1972 13,000,000

1978 58,717,000

1982 29,260,000

REVENUE BONDS, per balance sheet $112,977,000

FUNDS UNDER CONTROL OF REVENUE BOND TRUSTEE,

classified as special funds in balance sheet:

Serial bond maturity $ 1,000,000

Sinking funds 1,398

Revenue bond reserves 8,155,600

Revenue bond amortization 265,738

$ 9,422,736

1960 FUND DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS (Note 1):

For serial bond maturity S 2,000,000

For monthly sinking fund deposits 1,890,400

$ 3,890,400

NOTES:

( 1 ) The Authority must also make deposits for semiannual interest payments and revenue bond amortii

requirements which are explained in the notes to the financial statements.

(2) The revenue bond reserve requirements of $8,155,600 were met durinc prior years.
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AV2% Series 4V^% Series

Amount of 1952 of 1953

22,369,000 6,891,000

$22,369,000 $6,891,000

$ 1,000,000
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Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1959

Total i

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, by year of maturity:

1960 S 3,535,0

1961 1,505,0

1962 1,550,C

1963 • 1,590,0

1964 1,625,C

1965 1,655,C

1966 835,C

Total outstanding $12,295,0

Less— Funds held by trustee for payment of principal 2,395,0.

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES, per balance sheet S 9,900,0

DEPOSITS REQUIRED IN I960 FOR PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL $ 1,264,1,

NOTES;

(1 ) Additional interest is payable on the 4yg% certificates at the rate of 1'^% to June 1, 1960.

(2) Collateral for Series 7, 8 and 9 equipment trust certificates consists of the followinc:

Series 7 Series 8 Series

Units—
Propane buses 150

Elevated-subway cars 147

297

Contract cost •—

•

Propane buses $ 2,992,361

Elevated-subway cars 8,089,662

Partial payments on elevated-subway cars —
$11,082,023
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1958 Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During the Year 1959 and Balance at December 31, 1959

Balance Gross Balance

Dec. 31, 1958 Additions Retirements Dec. 31, 1959

Land $ 13,368,903 $ 75,525 $ 38,008 $ 13,406,420

Track & Paving 7,464,574 280,210 117,559 7,627,225

Machinery & Tools 3,955,224 109,593 72,091 3,992,726

Electric Line Equipment 9,524,434 472,880 336,546 9,660,768

Buildings 23,383,960 l,l6l,96l 155,898 24,390,023

Cars 42,146,158 2,849,598 694,302 44,301,454

Buses 58,637,180 3,145,117 1,953,350 59,828,947

Work Cars, Autos &
Service Equipment 1,645,867 138,371 66,794 1,717,444

Furniture 1,248,466 49,671 7,817 1,290,320

Signals & Interlocking 666,315 150,318 22,862 793,771

Crossings, Fences & Signs 882,931 48,645 1,339 930,237

Elevated Structures 6,687,255 124,366 18,222 6,793,399

Substation Equipment 1,695,560 153,249 77,695 1,771,114

Telephone & Communications .. . 507,698 61,357 8,378 560,677

Engineering 46,623 — — 46,623

General & Miscellaneous 3,511,153 372,250 138,230 3,745,173

Total Transportation Property.. ..$175,372,301 $9,193,111 $3,709,091 $180,856,321

Organization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316

TOTAL $175,457,617 $9,193,111 $3,709,091 $180,941,637
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Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1959

January 1, 1959
to December 31, 1959

On Hand On Hand
Dec. 31, 1958 Acquired Retired Dec. 31,1959

Surface System:

Streetcars—
P.C.C. Cars 26 — 26 —

Total Streetcars 26 — 26 —

Buses—
Trolley Buses 579 — 6 573

Gas— Mechanical 158 — 69 89

Gas— Hydraulic 526 — 49 477

Diesel— Hydraulic 700 — 13 687

Propane— Hydraulic 1,318 130 — 1,448

Total Buses 3,281 130 137 3,274

Total Surface Equipment 3,307 130 163 3,274

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated Cars— wood and steel 16 — 16 —
Elevated— Subway Cars—

Steel, conventional type 448 — 2 446

Metal, articulated 4 — — 4

Metal, P.CC 670 96 — 766

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,138 96 18 1,216

Total Revenue Equipment Owned 4,445 226 181 4,490
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Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1959

Rapid
Surface Transit

System System Combined

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned 73.60 174.83 248.43

Leased (Subways and Congress Expressway) — 30.13 30.13

Total Track Owned or Leased 73.60 204.96 278.56

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks — 160.67 160.67

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 246.04 — 246.04

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,642.61 — 1,642.61

Total Revenue Miles 1,888.65 160.67 2,049.32

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track 70.82 1.57 ( 1 ) 72.39

Service Track 2.78(2) 42.72(3) 45.50

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines and

Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles 91.39 44.29 135.68

TOTAL 1,980.04 204.96 2,185.00

NOTES:

( 1 ) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated, Tracks from which

electric service has been disconnected, and Tracks not used.

( 2 ) This mileage covers Tracks located in 78th and Vincennes yard, and steam railroad track connection into

South Shops plant.

(3) Includes 14.63 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and 3.68 miles of freiglit Gauntlet Track, Evanston

Branch. Balance consists of Track in yards and carhouses.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Operating Statistics

For Year Ended December 31, 1959

Surface

System

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers 432,684,329

Revenue Vehicle Miles

—

Cars —
Trolley Coaches 18,226,411

Motor Buses 91,693,852

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 109,920,263

Gross Revenue per Vehicle Mile 92.27c

Revenue Vehicle Hours

—

Cars —
Trolley Coaches 1,929,987

Motor Buses 9,056,088

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 10,986,075

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 70,554,769

Average cost per Kilowatt Hour —

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline

—

Gallons 5,940,946

Average Miles per Gallon 2.67

Diesel Fuel

—

Gallons 5,202,127

Average Miles per Gallon 4.21

Propane Fuel

—

Gallons 24,523,652

Average Miles per Gallon 2.20

( 1 ) Not Available.

Rapid

Transit

System
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Route and Terminal Changes

Route and Number

West 31st Street (31A)

Division Street (70)

71st Street (71)

Southport (46)

26th-31st Street (31)

West 79th Street (79A)

Effective

Date

1-31-59

2-17-59

3-10-59

4-17-59

5-13-59

6-21-59

51st55th Street (51) 6-21-59

59th-6lst Street (59)

South Cicero Avenue (54B)

South Pulaski (53A)

6-21-59

6-21-59

6-21-59

Description of Change

West terminal changed due to the construction of a bridge over the

railroad starting at Kostner Avenue. Buses were routed west on the

north service drive to Kilbourn, south on Kilbourn to the south

service drive and east on the south service drive to Kostner. The
former operation had been a U-turn at 31st & Kostner.

West terminal changed from the location on Division east of Austin

to a location on Division east of Mason Avenue.

Early morning service expanded by 15 minutes. First weekday trip

now leaves at 4:50 A.M. and first Saturday trip now leaves at 5:05

A.M.

South terminal changed from a wye at Cortland and Wood to a wye
at Cortland & Paulina.

Rerouted to operate east on 31st Street to South Park, north on

South Park to Cottage Grove, northwest on Cottage Grove to 25th

Street and west on 25 th Street.

Rerouted to operate from the Western Avenue loop to a loop turn-

around in Scottsdale Shopping Plaza near 79th & Kilpatrick. This

routing replaced a west terminal loop via Pulaski, 76th, Cicero and

79th St. formerly operated to serve the Ford Aircraft Engine Plant

on 76th St. where decreased activity no longer warrants the service

Better service is now furnished the Scottsdale residential and shop-

ping area and turn-around mileage is reduced considerably.

Converted the 51st-55th Trolley Bus route to Motor Bus Operation

and changed it to operate on 51st Street between St. Louis Avenue
and an east terminal loop via 51st St., Drexel, Bowen Drive and

Cottage Grove Avenue. This routing replaced the former trolley

bus routing on 51st Street.

A new bus line, 55 th Street, replaced the former operation on

55 th Street.

This 55 th St. bus line operates between Garfield Blvd., Morgan
Street and the Museum of Science and Industry via Garfield Blvd.,

Park Drives in Washington Park, 55th Street and Hyde Park Blvd.

with an east terminal loop via Museum Drive, Everett Avenue and

57th Blvd.

Discontinued the extension of the 59th-6lst route to the Museum
of Science and Industry. The shortened line terminates at Stony

Island-60th Street. Service to the Museum is provided by the above-

mentioned new 55th Street motor bus line.

Extended Weekday and Saturday service from 76th and Cicero Ave-

nue south on Cicero to 79th Street and then east to a new terminal

loop in Scottsdale Shopping Plaza near 79th-Kilpatrick.

Extended weekday rush hour service on South Pulaski to operate

via Pulaski to 86th Street Icxiping via Pulaski, Columbus Avenue,

S6tli Street. During off-peak hours and Saturdays and Sundays the

south terminal of the line was changed to Pulaski-76th Street. These

terminals replaced the former terminals at 76th-Kilpatrick during

weekday rusli hours and 76fh-Keeler during off-peak hours and on

weekends.
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Route and Number

Kedzie-Homan (52)

Montrose-Lawrence (81A)

North-Narragansett-

Irving Park (86)

South Halsted (42B)

Jeffrey Express (5A)

Canal-Wacker (15)

Addison (152)

Morgan-Racine (23)

Windsor Park (24)

Southport (36)

Effective

Date

6-27-59

6-28-59

South Chicago-Ewing (30X) 7-6-59

8- 3-59

8-14-59

9-14-59

9-19-59

10-31-59

12- 2-59

12- 6-59

12- 6-59

Description of Change

Abandoned Saturday service south of 31st Street due to lack of

patronage. The service formerly was operated during a 3V2 hour

morning rush period, 2 hours around noon and IVi hours during

the P.M. rush period.

On days when weather conditions required, route was changed to

operate via Simonds Drive between Montrose and Lawrence Avenues
to better serve the Montrose Beach.

Extended weekday rush hour Express service from former south

terminal at Ewing- 108th St. to the Republic Steel Company terminal

at Il6th-Burley. The 108th Street terminal was abandoned. Some
local stop trips which had used the Il6th-Burley terminal were cut

back to use a new terminal on Indianapolis Blvd. at 101st Street.

Extended certain A.M. and P.M. weekday rush hour trips north on
Cumberland Ave. from the Irving Park-Pueblo terminal to a new
off-street terminal on the west side of Cumberland Ave. north of

Montrose Avenue.

Rerouted south terminal loop via Halsted, Vermont, Lowe, 127th St.,

replacing a loop via Halsted, 127th St., Emerald, 126th St. Change
made to enhance public relations and to extend service approxi-

mately one-quarter mile into an area of new development.

Improved frequency and scope of service to accommodate increased

patronage. Closed mid-day headway from 15 min. to 12 min. fre-

quency. The first northbound morning trip was started at 6:13 A.M.,

8 minutes earlier. The first southbound afternoon trip was scheduled

15 minutes earlier, leaving Wacker Drive at 3:20 P.M. The last

afternoon southbound trip was scheduled 10 minutes later, leaving

Wacker Drive at 6:10 P.M.

Reduced Saturday service by 1 hour and 45 minutes due to lack of

patronage. The last trip northbound leaving 23rd-Canal was changed

from 6:30 P.M. to 4:45 P.M. and the last southbound trip leaving

Navy Pier was changed from 6:59 P.M. to 5:14 P.M.

Addison buses turning back at Harlem Avenue were changed to

operate counter clockwise around the terminal loop via Neva, Wave-
land, Harlem in place of the former clockwise operation to conform
with newly designated one-way streets in the area.

Rerouted northbound to operate via Sangamon, Hubbard, Morgan
and Grand, replacing the routing via Sangamon and Grand. This

change was necessary on account of Northwest Superhighway con-

struction work.

Abandoned owl service due to lack of patronage. Six round trips

leaving 79th-Coles at 1:56 A.M. and every 30 minutes thru 4:26

A.M. were discontinued.

Abandoned owl service due to lack of patronage. Five round trips

leaving Belle Plaine Avenue at 2:02 A.M. and every 30 minutes

thereafter thru 4:02 A.M. were discontinued.
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Effective

Date Description of Change

11- 2-59 The closing of Dearborn Street Bridge preparatory to construction

of a new bridge required rerouting of the following lines:

Routed northbound via Dearborn, Wacker and State replacing the

routing via Dearborn, Kinzie, and State.

Routed northbound via Dearborn, Wacker, and Clark replacing the

routing via Dearborn, Kinzie, and Clark. A special northbound lane

on the normally one-way southbound Clark Street was supplied

between Wacker and Kinzie.

Routed northbound via Dearborn, Wacker and State replacing the

routing via Dearborn, Hubbard, and State.

Routed northbound via Dearborn, Wacker and Clark replacing the

routing via Dearborn, Kinzie and Clark. The total length of this

line was reduced by this rerouting with the north terminal at Wacker
Drive (south side of the river) instead of at Kinzie Street.

Surface Roadway Improvements

A total of 4.33 track miles in streets were covered with asphalt in connection with resurfacing work by the

City and State. The total length of track that has been removed in connection with the repaving work, since the

Authority was foimded in 1945, is 133.14 miles. In that period 835.26 single track miles were covered with asphalt.

Three new oflf-street terminals were opened during the year 1959 and six off-street terminals were abandoned.

At December 31, 1959, there were 98 off-street terminals in use. During its modernization and expansion

programs the Authority has spent $1,852,500 to acquire land, construct buildings and platform shelters, pave drive-

ways, provide utilities, and landscape off-street terminals to provide vehicle loops and terminals for the safety and

convenience of its patrons and the general public, and to speed the flow of traffic by eliminating the need for

on-street turn-arounds and parking buses on city streets.

Route and Number

Dearborn Bridge

Broadway (36)

Clark Street (22)

Division Street (70)

Wentworth Avenue (22A)
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DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S 1960 REVENUE DOLLAR

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

POWER

MOTOR FUEL

DEPRECIATION

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

REVENUE BONO INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

TOTAL OPERATING

LABOR COSTS

63.75^

SINKING FUND

REVENUE BOND
AMORTIZATION

DEFICIENCY IN DEPRECIATION

NOTE:
Total Operating Labor Costs exclude $2,101,785
(I.59f of CTA's Dollar) Charged to Operating
Materials and Supplies, Injuries and Damage
Reserve and Miscellaneous Services and Supplies.



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ANNUAL REPORT FOR YEAR 1960

Financial Results

Chicago Transit Authority operations in the year 1960 were adversely

affected by local unemployment and related economic conditions.

Gross revenues for the year 1960 totaled $132,092,915, an increase of

$2,212,040 over 1959. Operating and maintenance expenses and other charges
were also greater than in 1959 to such an extent that revenues fell $253,554
short of the amount required to meet total deposits in the Depreciation
Reserve Fund. This compared with $264,406 remaining available in 1959 for

deposit in the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund after all depreciation

requirements had been met.

A comparison of operating results for the years 1960 and 1959 is shown
below:

Revenues
Operation and Maintenance Expenses

Debt Service Requirements
Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve

to meet deficit in January 1959 Debt
Service Requirements

Balance Available for Depreciation

Depreciation Provision—Current Period

Balance Available for Other Charges or

(Deficit in Depreciation Provision) .

Carry-over of prior year's Deficiency .

Balance Available for Other Charges .

Other Charges—Revenue Bond Amortization
Fund

Deficit in Depreciation Provision

( ) Denotes Red Figure.

1960 1959

$132,092,915

113,550,213

18,542,702

8,187,675

$129,880,875

111,144,989

18,735,886

7,789,956

(309,577)

8,187,675
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Sources of the Authority's revenues for the years 1960 and 1959 were as

follows:

1960





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ance benefits) increased $285,087 primarily because the 1960 tax rate was in-

creased to 3% on the first $4,800 of wages, up from the 1959 rate of 23^% on
the same wage base. This tax increase, amounting to $24.00 per employe, added
approximately $317,500 to 1960 expenses but was partially offset by savings

resulting from personnel reductions.

Employes' group insurance costs for 1960 increased $178,175 chiefly as a

result of liberalized benefits provided under the current three year wage con-

tracts which became effective December 1, 1959. Sick and accident insurance

payments were increased from $40 to $50 per week; hospital insurance benefits

were increased from $4-50 to $6.00 per day and from 31 days to 40 days maxi-

mum; and allowance for doctors' services were increased from $2.50 to $3.50

per treatment. These factors, plus an unusual number of prolonged disability

cases resulting in maximum benefit payments, increased 1960 accident and
health costs $226,900. Partially offsetting these increased costs was a reduction

of $48,700 in life insurance premiums due to low loss ratios during the year.

Electric power costs for the year 1960 were $42,124 less than in 1959.

Despite a 1960 reduction of 146,691 in miles operated by electric powered
vehicles, cost of power purchased increased $7,700 due to the colder average

mean temperature in 1960 which lowered the overall miles operated per D.C.
kilowatt hour. The 1960 cost of converting power from AC to DC decreased

$49,800 because 1959 expenses were burdened with heavy charges for

transformer repairs.

Motor fuel costs for 1960 were $130,248 less than in 1959. A decrease in

overall fuel cost per gallon saved $147,000 and a reduction in motor bus miles

operated saved $29,700. These savings were partially offset by a slight decline

in miles operated per gallon of fuel consumed which increased 1960 expenses

$46,500.

Operating materials and supplies increased $399,580, of which $334,300

represents increased material costs to recondition and maintain over-age

motor buses and a fleet one year older without the benefit of lower mainten-

ance costs that would have been realized had new buses been added during the

year. In 1960, only one new bus was placed in service whereas 130 new buses

were added to the fleet in 1959 and a corresponding number of over-age, high-

maintenance cost buses retired. Nominal increases in most other material costs

were experienced and are attributable to general price increases.

Provision for injury and damage settlements, accrued at the rate of 7/^%
of total revenues in the year 1959 and the first two months ot I960, and at the

rate of 7H''f starting March 1, 1960, increased $436,526 in direct ratio with the

1960 increase of $2,212,040 in total revenues and the March 1, 1960 increase in

accrual rate, as follows:

7M% on $2,212,040 increase in revenues for 1960 added . . $160,373

14% on $110,461,160 total revenues during the period March 1,

1960 to December 31, 1960 added 276,153

Total Increase in Injury and Damage Accrual tor I960 . $436,526



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

The 3^ of 1% increase in accrual rate was authorized to create an excess

public liability and property damage reserve covering Rapid Transit operations

in lieu of purchasing $850,000 of insurance in excess of the first $250,000 for

any one accident. This excess reserve fund is to be built up to a total of

$1,000,000 and maintained at that amount thereafter.

Claim and suit settlements and the expenses applicable thereto amounted
to $9,261,944 in 1960, compared with $8,831,338 in 1959:

1960 Increase

1960 1959 or (Decrease)

Claim Settlements

—

Number 15,906 17,400 (1,494)

Settlement Costs $3,122,811 $3,305,302 ($182,491)

Expenses 977,410 949,962 27,448

Total Cost of Claims . . $4,100,221 $4.255,264 ($155,043 )

Suit Settlements

—

Number 2,323 2,050 273

Settlement Costs $4,327,768 $3,769,380 $558,388
Expenses 833,955 806,694 27,261

Total Cost of Suits . . . $5,161,723 $4,576,074 $585,649

Total Cost $9,261,944 $8,831,338 $430,606

Average cost per claim settled, exclusive of expenses, rose to $196 in 1960,

up from $190 in 1959, while suit costs, exclusive of expenses, increased to

$1,863 in 1960, up from $1,839 in 1959. Suit costs for 1960 do not include

$52,750 recovered under an excess insurance policy covering Rapid Transit

System operations. Incidents involving the Authority's operations giving rise

to claims and suits numbered 23,618 in 1960, a decrease of 1,206 (4.9%)
from 1959.

Miscellaneous services and supplies costs for 1960 were $886,443 less than
in 1959. Numerous fluctuating categories of expenses are included under this

caption. The principal items accounting for this reduction in 1960 costs were a

comparative decrease of $600,000 in accruals for the payment of employe vaca-

tions, and a $207,860 reduction in expense of snow and ice removal.

Debt service requirements for 1960 amounted to $8,187,675, up $397,719

over 1959. Deposits to the Series of 1947 sinking fund increased $119,080 to a

total of $1,440,400 available for retirement of Revenue Bonds in advance of

maturity. In accordance with terms of the Trust Agreements, deposits to Series

of 1952 and 1953 Revenue Bond sinking funds were required to be made on and
after January 1, 1960. During the year 1960, sinking fund deposits of $345,000

and $87,500, respectively, were provided for retirement in advance of maturity

of Series of 1952 and Series of 1953 Revenue Bonds. Interest payments of

$4,314,775 on all series of Revenue Bonds during 1960 declined $153,861 from
1959 as a result of retirement of bonds through operations of the serial bond
maturity fund ($2,000,000 in 1960 and 1959) as well as early retirement of some
revenue bonds of each series through operation of the sinking funds and the

Revenue Bond Amortization Fund.
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Retirement of revenue bonds during the year 1960 is summarized below:

Revenue Bonds Retired During 1960

Through Operation of

—

Revenue
Bond
Series
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general economic conditions. Other factors of a lesser degree but still of con-

siderable importance in the aggregate were a lack of unusual attractions in 1960

such as had stimulated 1959 riding. These had included the International Trade
Fair; the visit of Queen Elizabeth of England coinciding with the opening of the

St. Lawrence Seaway; the Pan American Games; the White Sox baseball team's

successful drive for the American League Championship and the World
Series games.

How these factors influenced riding is shown by the following table:

Increase or (Decrease) in Revenue Passengers

1960 Compared with 1959

First Quarter .

Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

Year . .

Surface

System

0.58%
(3.07)

(3.11)

(4.38

Rapid
Transit

System

0.61%
0.30

(0.73)

(1.60)

(2.51)% (0.36)%

Combined

0.58%
(2.39)

(2.62)

(3.80)

(2.06)%

% Increase

or

(Decrease)

in Employ-
ment

1-43%
0.16

0.03

(0.80)

The employment data shown above is for nonagricultural wage and sala-

ried workers employed in the six Illinois counties classed as the Chicago Standard
Metropolitan Area as reported by the Illinois Department of Labor. Employ-
ment figures for Chicago alone are not available but it is believed that the ratio

of unemployment is always greater in Chicago than in the surrounding
suburban areas.

Almost 78%, of the total 1960 loss of riders occurred in the last six months.

The public's preference for high-speed rapid transit service on grade sepa-

rated right-of-way is clearly illustrated by the foregoing statistical data, the
passenger loss on the Rapid Transit System being only 0.36% for the year as

contrasted to a 2.51% loss on the Surface System.

Vehicle Miles

The Authority maintained attractive, convenient and frequent service

throughout the City of Chicago and through, within, bordering upon, or within

reasonable walking distance of thirty-one adjacent suburban cities, towns, vil-

lages and nine unincorporated areas.

Revenue car miles on the Rapid Transit System (44,633,251) were in-

creased 0.69% (307,795) even though there was a slight reduction (0.36%) in

revenue passengers carried. Most of this mileage increase occurred on the North-
South route in weekday operation to accommodate a changing pattern of riding

in 1960. Average weekday riding increased 0.3% while Saturday riding de-

creased 3.3%:, and Sunday riding declined 3.8%.

Revenue bus miles on the Surface System (109,545,835) were reduced only

0.34% (374,428) under 1959, although revenue passengers decreased 2.51%.
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Surface System service was curtailed in line with declining patronage and to

adjust to the fall-off in weekend riding, as illustrated by the following statistical

data:

Surface System—1960 Decrease from 1959

Revenue Revenue
Miles Passengers

Weekdays 0.24% 2.41%
Saturdays 1.39 2.78
Sundays and Holidays ... . 66 3 . 24

During 1960, an average of 3,027 surface buses operated approximately

337,100 revenue miles each weekday over Chicago's congested streets and
boulevards.

Speed of Operation and Traffic Conditions

Average scheduled speed of Surface System vehicles during 1960 was 1 1.66

M.P.H. as compared with 11.65 M.P.H. in 1959 and 11.64 M.P.H. in 1958.

A program of running time allowance studies during widespread periods

of the day permitted some reduction in scheduled time between terminals,

thereby slightly increasing the average speed. The extension of high speed
service to the Devon-Northwest Expressway route, use of the Northwest Ex-

pressway by Milwaukee Avenue Limited buses, and the addition of high speed

Jeffery Express trips on Lake Shore Drive no doubt helped somewhat to main-
tain and improve the average speed. The change in speeds, however, should not

be construed as an indication that traffic congestion and interference to CTA
bus operations has particularly lessened in intensity during periods of the day
when most people are traveling in Chicago. For example, opening of the North-
west Expressway lessened congestion on Northwest side streets but increased

congestion on Central Business District Streets.

The Bureau of Street Traffic, Department of Streets and Sanitation, City
of Chicago 1960 Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving

the central business district of Chicago during a twelve hour period on a rep-

resentative weekday in May shows that there were 4,588 (1.33%) more auto-

mobiles and taxicabs carrying 7,282 (1.41%0 more passengers than in 1959,

while 458 (3.63'7,) less Authority Surface vehicles carried 16,096 (6.12%) fewer

passengers than in 1959. On this same check day in 1960 the total number of

heavy trucks and other service vehicles entering and leaving the central busi-

ness district was 42,450, an increase of 943 (2.27' j) over 1959. In terms of

efficient utilization of street space, automobiles and taxicabs accounted for 86%
of all surface vehicles entering and leaving the cordon area on the 1960 check
day but carried only 63'^'^, of total surface passengers, while CTA buses, account-

ing for only 3% of all surface vehicles, carried 29',': of total surface passengers.

The 1 1% balance of surface vehicles, out-of-town buses and service vehicles,

carried the remaining 8' ,' of total surface passengers.

8
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The Rapid Transit System maintained the same speed of operation in 1960

as was averaged in 1959—22.12 M.P.H. as compared with 21.98 M.P.H. in 1958

and 20.80 M.P.H. in 1957. The superiority of rapid transit operation in a grade-

separated, traffic-free right-of-way, from the standpoint of speed, comfort, pas-

senger appeal, and reliability under all weather conditions, was clearly demon-
strated in 1960 when the Rapid Transit System showed an increase of 8,780

(1.8%) in the number of passengers entering and leaving the central business

district on the Cordon Count day, while the Surface System showed a loss of

16,096 passengers, as noted in the previous paragraph.

Public Safety

The year 1960 was the safest year in the Authority's history. For the sixth

consecutive year, CTA employes set a new public safety record. The Authority

was involved in fewer traffic and passenger accidents during 1960 than for any

year of its operation. Of greater significance was the continued improvement in

Traffic and Passenger Accident Frequency Rates. This frequency rate, based on
accidents per 100,000 miles operated, provides the best over-all measurement of

public accident experience.

The following table compares the Authority's 1960 public accident experi-

ence with 1959, and also with 1954 when CTA's safety training program was
intensified. All traffic and passenger accidents involving the Authority are

included regardless of liability or severity:

Public Accident Experience
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The 1960 rate of 10.4 is an all time low. This rate is 6.3'~( less than the 1959

rate which was the previous yearly low. Comparing 1960 with 1954 shows the

beneficial result of six years of intensive safety-training emphasis. The 1960

rate of 10.4 is 34. 2'^"^ better than the 1954 rate, and during 1960 the Authority

was involved in_nearly 10,000 fewer traffic and passenger accidents than

during 1954.

Capital Projects

ISetv Revenue Vehicles

During 1960 the Authority received four all-metal rapid transit cars, the

last of 100 ordered for delivery in 1959. These cars are high speed, lightweight

experimental rapid transit cars with specially designed motors, controls, trucks,

gear drives, axles, hearing installations and auxiliary braking. They are designed

to operate at higher speeds than presently available to the mass transit in-

dustry. One hundred horsepower motors and controls provide an acceleration

rate of three miles per hour per second, reaching a speed of 30 miles per hour in

10 seconds. At this point, acceleration continues but at slightly lower rates, up

to a maximum speed of 75 miles per hour.

The research program necessary to design and build these new type cars

was a cooperative effort participated in by CTA, twelve large corporations

whose products are widely used in the transit industry, and Transit Research

Corporation. All of these organizations have made substantial financial con-

tributions and supplied engineering services in connection with this program.

Only one new motor bus was delivered in 1960, the last of a previous order

for 100 buses. This bus, built by Flexible-Twin Coach Company and powered

by a General Motors diesel engine, is the prototype of diesel buses now on order.

Purchase of 300 "New Look" diesel-powered, 50-passenger buses at a total

cost of $7,884,273 was authorized December 8, 1960. One hundred and fifty of

the buses are to be built by the Flexible Co. and Twin Coach Company of

Loudonville, Ohio and the remaining 150 are to be manufactured by the Truck

and Coach division of General Motors Corporation, Pontiac, Michigan.

Both the Flexible-Twin Coach and General Motors buses will be powered

by the latest type V-6 CMC diesel engine and will be equipped with power

steering, automatic transmission, and air springs to provide the maximum riding

comfort and safety. The exterior sides of both type buses will be ot fluted,

anodized aluminum with skirts of plain anodized aluminum. Large, picture type

windows add a "speedline" touch to the design. Fluorescent lights in longi-

tudinal panels, a central unit heating and ventilating system, extra-wide seats,

and a colorful interior are expected to add to passenger appeal.

Delivery is expected to commence late in April 1961 and to be completed

by December 1961.

10
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Revenue vehicles owned and/or operated at December 31, 1960 consisted

of the following:

Owned(l) Active Acti\

Surface System

—

Trolley Buses

Motor Buses

—

Gasoline

Diesel

Propane
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portation equipment, and construction to connect CTA's existing Lake Street

rapid transit tracks near Laramie Avenue with CTA's new tracks in the North
Western elevated right-of-way.

Relocating the water main, the key project, has been completed. This
enabled the North Western to proceed with construction of its new track. In the

meantime, CTA has been demolishing North Western stations and completing

engineering plans and drawings.

Work on the connecting track is expected to start in April 1961 and
shortly thereafter contracts will be let for construction of stations and instal-

lation of electrical and communications facilities. Work on CTA's two tracks

will be synchronized so as not to interfere with other projects on the line.

Operation of trains on the new elevated right-of-way is scheduled to begin

early in 1962, at which time CTA's abandoned tracks in South Boulevard will

be removed.

Congress Street Subway

CTA trains started operating over permanent right-of-way in the Con-
gress Expressway west of Lotus Avenue on March 20, 1960. When the Author-
ity first started operating rapid transit trains in the median strip of Congress
Expressway on June 22, 1958, they operated in the permanent right-of-way only

from the Loop to Lotus Avenue, a distance of about 6^ miles, and the balance

of 2^ miles was operated over temporary tracks at ground level.

Further improvement in the service was realized after May 9, 1960 when the

Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad and Soo Line tracks were
moved to their permanent right-of-way south of, and paralleling CTA tracks,

thereby eliminating frequent CTA train delays formerly experienced when the

B. & O. C. T. tracks crossed over CTA tracks at grade.

All but one of the permanent stations were completed in 1960. The re-

maining permanent station, at the west terminal, is expected to be completed

by mid-year 1961.

Meanwhile, the signal control and automatic train control system is being

installed between Laramie Avenue and Desplaines Avenue, Forest Park at a

cost of $860,000, and will be completed in 1961. This will complete the signal

system of the Congress-Milwaukee sections of the West-Northwest rapid

transit route.

Forest Park Terminal

One of the most modern service and inspection shops in the nation will be

erected at the Forest Park Terminal of the Congress-Milwaukee rapid transit

route.

The new shop will cover an area of about 26,000 square feet and will be

large enough to accommodate 12 rapid transit cars at one time. It will be so

12
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arranged that service, maintenance and repair operations can be performed on
a production line basis. Overhead cranes and monorails will be provided for

handling heavy parts. A special hoist will be installed which will raise two cars

together five feet above the normal track level. From this position, any one or
all trucks could be lowered for removal and replacement.

Other facilities will include storage areas for all necessary repair parts, a

glazier shop and an upholstery shop for full and complete car maintenance.

Another feature will be a completely automatic car washer—similar to quick
automobile wash plants—through which whole trains will be run and come out
sparkling clean in a few minutes.

Tracks to store 100 rapid transit cars during off-peak periods are provided
for in the overall installation.

Parking spaces for about 500 automobiles are now available at or near this

terminal, and future plans include a "Park-'N'-Ride" garage for about 4,500
automobiles if and when funds become available.

Miscellaneous Projects

Numerous other construction projects were carried forward into 1960,
completed in 1960, or carried forward into 1961. Among the more important
were:

Construction of a $4,350,000 shop building at 77th and Vincennes Avenue
where Surface System repair shops are being consolidated; engineering for a

$660,000 bus garage and a $225,000 transportation office building at the same
location.

Abandoning the electric substation at 63rd and Wentworth Avenue to

make way for the South Expressway, and constructing a new $650,000 sub-

station at 63rd and Princeton Avenue. This substation will be equipped with
the most modern automatic rectifier utilizing silicon diodes for converting
12,000 volt A.C. current to 600 volt D.C. current.

Alterations to the Broadway & Ardmore electric substation and installa-

tion of a conventional 3000 KW-60 cycle automatic mercury arc rectifier to

supplement three 2,000 KW-25 cycle rotary converters. This new rectifier will

increase the capacity for peak load and carry the full off-peak load automatically.

Purchase of $102,500 worth of equipment to modernize the interlocking

plant together with necessary signals at the Kimball Terminal of the Ravens-
wood rapid transit route. The new equipment will replace the mechanical inter-

locking plant that has been in operation at that location for the past 50 years

and will permit both manual or complete automatic operation as desired. Other
improvements at the terminal will include a change in track layout to better

accommodate trains in the station, and a new signal control tower.

A project to provide an off-street bus-rapid transit passenger interchange

at the Cermak Road station of the north-south rapid transit station to expedite

13
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the heavy flow of traffic to McCormick Place, Chicago's new convention and
exposition hall located on the lake front at 23rd Street.

Four parcels of land were purchased at a cost of $266,000 to provide bus
and rapid transit interchange facilities and a parking lot for 300 automobiles

for transit patrons at the Howard Street terminal of CTA's North-South L-

subway route. Preliminary planning indicates that improvements to the land

will cost about $250,000. This land will also be available for a multi-story "Park-

'N'-Ride" garage if funds from sources other than CTA are made available

for this project.

Installation of block signal and train control equipment on the Milwaukee
branch of the West-Northwest L-subway route between Logan Square and
Damen Avenue was completed in the fall of 1960 at a cost of approximately

$160,000. This newest section to be protected by automatic equipment is from
Damen Avenue, where the subway connects with the elevated structure, to the

terminal at Logan Square. The only section of the West-Northwest rapid tran-

sit route that has not been outfitted with the block signal and automatic train

control equipment is in the Congress Expressway between Laramie Avenue,
Chicago, to Desplaines Avenue in Forest Park where signals are now being

installed.

With automatic block signals, motormen are guided by three-aspect color

lights. Green is to proceed; yellow to proceed with caution, prepared to stop; and
red to stop. If for any reason a motorman proceeds past a stop signal, a way-
side track trip will open a controller on the train, shutting off the power and
applying the brakes. The brakes then cannot he released until the train has
come to a complete stop. Block signals and automatic train brake trip protec-

tion for the sections of the elevated system not presently signalized is one of

the objectives of CTA's projects for rapid transit extension and improvement
for which it is seeking financial assistance. The signal projects included in the

program total an estimated $28,000,000.

Preliminary work was under way in 1960 on a $560,000 project to enlarge

the terminal, expand passenger control facilities, and increase the car storage

capacity of the yard at the 63rd & Loomis rapid transit station. This improve-
ment will expedite movement of the rapidly expanding passenger volume at

the station and also improve service on the North-South main line. Inadeciuate

storage capacity at the 63rd & Loomis yard formerly required shuttling many
cars each weekday to the CTA yard at 61st & Calumet on the Jackson Park

branch of the North-South route, which was costing in excess of $50,000 a year

and, in addition, interfered with North-South main line service at the 59th

Street junction.

Modernizalioti anil Hpjtlacpineul Program

The Authority's modernization program, formulated in 1945 when CTA
was established, provided for the purchase of 4,256 new buses and cars to

modernize rolling stock oi the predecessor companies.

By December 31, 1960, the Authority had taken delixery oi 4,386 new
revenue vehicles and 300 others were on order for deli\ery in I'-JM. This coin-

14
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pleted the modernization program and will provide 430 additional new vehicles

to replace equipment that became over-age during the interim.

Total cost of these 4,686 new revenue vehicles and auxiliary equipment is

approximately $119,463,000, of which $76,916,000 covers 3,912 Surface System
passenger units and $42,547,000 for 774 rapid transit cars. The net cash cost is

$1 1 1,483,000 after considering $7,980,000 salvage value realized on PCC street-

car components used in construction of 570 new L-Subway cars.

Expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replacement
program to date aggregate approximately $157,157,000; $119,463,000 for the
vehicles referred to above and $37,694,000 for construction of three new oper-

ating garages and modernization of other facilities such as shops, garages,

machinery and fixed transportation equipment.

Outlook for 1961

Financial—Budget

On December 1, 1960, Chicago Transit Board adopted a budget of

$135,284,000 for the year 1961 which showed that after payment of all operating

expenses, debt service on revenue bonds outstanding, and carry-over of an
estimated deficit of $225,000 for the year 1960, there would be a $2,780,000
deficiency in making deposits to meet the full depreciation requirements for the

year 1961. The actual deficit for the year 1960 was $28,554 greater than had been
anticipated, so if the 1961 budget is attained the year's deficiency in deprecia-

tion deposits will increase to $2,808,554.

Revenue estimates for 1961 were on the assumption that passenger traffic

would be slightly higher (}/2 of 1%) than the 1960 level, and that the average

fare in 1961 would be slightly less (15 of 1%) than the 1960 average.

The 1961 budgeted expenses were based on contractual wage rates which
would be in effect at the end of 1960, including a cost-of-living allowance of 2/
per hour which was in effect at the time the budget was prepared, and a 5;^ per

hour wage increase to become effective December 1, 1961. Labor contracts pro-

vide for cost-of-living wage allowances which are adjusted quarterly under a

formula based on the Consumer Price Index for Chicago. The budget makes no
provision for the possibility of added cost-of-living allowances in 1961, and in

this respect it is significant to note that at the current level of employment
each 1(2^ per hour increase in wages adds approximately $26,000 per month to

operating expenses.

Capital Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1961, including a carry-over of capital

funds appropriated but not spent in 1960, is estimated at $25,720,000 if full

depreciation provisions are earned in 1961. Of this amount, $15,170,000 is

15
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committed or planned for purchase of new revenue vehicles and most of the

balance is committed for other capital projects urgently needed, some of which

are already under way. The major items are as follows:

Purchase of new revenue vehicles, 300 ordered in December
1960 and 200 to be ordered in 1961 $13,325,000

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates (Paid

from depreciation funds) 1,845,000

Elevation and extension of the Lake Street branch of the

Rapid Transit System (Authority's portion of joint project

costing $4,000,000) 600,00d

Construction of shop and transportation facilities at Des-

plaines Avenue terminal of the Congress Street subway
(total cost of project $1,715,000) 725,000

Construction of consolidated shop buildings and other

changes at 77th & Vincennes Ave. (Total cost of project

$4,740,000) 1,353,000

Extension of track and platform at 63rd & Loomis station

of Rapid Transit System 560,000

Purchase 500 fare collection boxes 300,000

Purchase of real estate for terminal and/or parking facilities . 950,000

Structural changes at Wilson Avenue station area, final stage

of a $1,800,000 project 100,000

Renewals and or improvements to tracks, track structures,

shops, garages, electric power distribution system, signal

and communication systems, street paving, machinery, etc.

Rapid Transit System 3,429,000

Surface System 1,658,000

Common to both systems 875,000

Total $25,720,000

Financial—Preliminary Results

The severe drop in employment in the last quarter of I960 continued into

the year 1961 at an accelerated rate. Employment of nonagricultural wage and

salaried workers in the Chicago Standard Metropolitan Area during the first

quarter of 1961 was at the lowest level in the past five years.

Unemployment, and its influence on general economic conditions and CTA
riding, caused an alarming impact on the Authority's operations during the

first two months of 1961. Originating revenue passengers were off 6'
, from the

corresponding period in 1960 and caused a passenger revenue decline of

$1,254,525. At February 28, 1961, there was a deficiency of $1,488,000 in the

amount available for depreciation reserve fund, an increase of $1,182,000 over

the corresponding deficit in 1960.

Unless the Authority's operations experience a decided improvement,

actitMi will ha\'e to be taken to o\'ercome the nunuiting deficit.
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Personnel

The total number of employes in service at the end of 1960 was 13,606, an

increase of 16 over the 13,590 at December 31, 1959, but a decrease of 9,762

from the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of properties from

predecessor companies.

During the year 1960, 399 employes retired on pensions and 374 retired

employes died. At December 31, 1960 there were 5,514 retired employes

receiving pension payments.

R. J. Ruppe, who served for twelve years as CTA's superintendent of shops

and equipment and who resigned this post to accept employment in private

industry, was succeeded on November 15, 1960 by J. N. Jobaris, who was ad-

vanced from the position of engineer of equipment in the office of the general

superintendent of engineering.

Chicago Transit Board

The term of Mr. William W. McKenna, as a member of Chicago Transit

Board, expired September 1, 1960. Mr. McKenna, who has been a board mem-
ber since the organization of the Authority in 1945, was reappointed for a seven

year term expiring August 31, 1967. The appointment was made by Honorable

Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, and approved by Honorable William G.

Stratton, Governor of Illinois. Mr. McKenna filed his oath of office with the

Secretary of State on October 5, 1960.

All members of the Board and Staff were saddened by the death of Mr.

Werner W. Schroeder, vice-chairman of Chicago Transit Board, on December 2,

1960. Mr. Schroeder was the first general counsel of the Board, serving from

1945 to 195 1 . He was one of the co-authors of the Metropolitan Transit Authority

Act, which created the CTA. He successfully represented the CTA in a series

of court cases through which the constitutionality of the transit act was upheld

in the Circuit and Illinois Supreme courts. He represented the Authority as

special counsel through all the complicated litigation, from the U.S. District

Court to the U.S. Supreme Court, preliminary to CTA's purchase of the oper-

ating properties of Chicago Surface Lines and Chicago Rapid Transit Company
on October 1, 1947. During the time he was a Board member he conducted a

research project and authored a book entitled "Metropolitan Transit Re-

search". His seven year term of office would have expired September 1, 1961.

Mr. Schroeder's counsel and invaluable assistance contributed much to the

Authority's welfare and he will be greatly missed.

On December 29, 1960, Mr. Raymond J. Peacock was appointed a member

of the Board to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Schroeder. The appointment was

made by the Honorable William G. Stratton, Governor of Illinois, and ap-

proved by the Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. His appointment

became effective on January 5, 1961 and expires September 1, 1961. Mr. Peacock

filed his oath of office with the Secretary of State on January 5, 1961.
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Mr. Guy A. Richardson, a former member and vice-chairman of the

Board died October 3, 1960 at the age of 78. He served as a member of Chicago

Transit Board from September 1, 1947 until his retirement on September 1,

1954. Recognized nationally as a transit executive, he devoted most of his life

to the development of transit in Chicago. He joined the former Chicago Sur-

face Lines in 1923 and in 1932 was named its president and chairman of the

board. His active career also included service during World War II in Wash-
ington as director of highway transport in the office of defense transportation.

He will be greatly missed by his many friends in both the Authority and the

transit industry.

During I960 the Board held thirty meetings for the transaction of official

business and, in addition, held many informal conferences and public hearings.
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO

120 South La Salle Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
(an Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 31, 1960, and the related statements

of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenue and of funds for the year then

ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing

standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such

other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of accum-

ulated net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit

Authority as of December 31, 1960, and the results of its operations and fund trans-

actions for the year then ended, and were prepared in conformity with generally

accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding

year. Also, in our opinion, the accompanying statement of application of revenue

presents fairly the distribution of revenue for the year ended December 31, 1960, in

accordance with the provisions of the trust agreement securing the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

Chicago, Illinois,

March 31, 1961.
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Statements of Application of Revenue

For the Years Ended December 31, 1960 and 1959

1960 1959

Operating Revenue $132.092,915 $129,880,875

Operating Expenses:

Conducting transportation $ 55,741,561 $ 54,043,031

Maintenance

—

Equipment 19,185,878 19,250,004

Way and structures 6,394,200 6,391,600

Electric power 5,611,810 5,639,430

Fuel for revenue equipment 2,650,907 2,781,155

Rentals under long-term leases 844,092 844,092

Provision for injuries and damages 9,852,889 9,416,363

Employee pensions and insurance 7,227,112 6,566,756

Social security taxes 1,935,805 1,650,718

General and administrative expenses 4,105,960 4,561,840

$113,550,214 $111,144,989

Revenue available for debt service $ 18,542.701 $ 18,735,886

Debt Service Requirements on Revenue Bonds:

Interest $ 4,314,775 $ 4,468.636

Serial bond maturity fund 2.000,000 2,000,000

Sinking fund 1,872,900 1,321,320

$ 8,187.675 $ 7.789.956

Balance $ 10.355.026 $ 10,945,930

Transfer from Operating Expense Reserve — 309,578

$ 10,355,026 $ 11,255,508

Other Requirements:

Depreciation- -

Prior period deficiency $ — $ 600,63

1

Current period 10.567,433 10,390,470

Revenue bond amortization 41,147 264.407

$ 10,608.580 $ 11.255.508

Deficiency in Revenue, representing depreciation for which cash was not

available for deposit with trustee $ 253,554 $ —

The accompanying notes are an integral part ot these statements.
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Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

Required and Appropriated in Accordance with the Trust

Agreement Securing the Revenue Bonds for the Year Ended
December 31, 1960

Balance December 31, 1959 $26,865,946

Deficiency in revenue, representing depreciation for which cash was not available for deposit

with trustee per accompanying statement of application of revenue $ 253,554*

Items deductible from operating revenue in accordance with the trust agreement securing the

revenue bonds, but not deductible from accumulated net earnings under generally accepted

accounting principles

—

Allocation of net earnings for debt service requirement

—

Serial bond maturity fund 2,000,000

Sinking funds 1,872,900

Revenue available for revenue bond amortization fund per accompanying statement

of application of revenue 41,147

Interest earned on certain funds, not included in transit revenue under the trust agreement

—

Revenue bond reserves 62,048

Depreciation reserve 613,145

Interest expense on equipment trust certificates 438,544*

Net income determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles $ 3,897,142

Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 239,739

Balance December 31, 1960 $31,002,827

* Denotes red figure.
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Assets December 31

1960 1959

Transportation Property:

Cost $181,793,739 $180,941,637

Less—Reserve for depreciation 64,1 10,067 55,693,552

$117,683,672 $125,248,085

Special Funds, cash and U. S. Government securities:

Under control of revenue bond trustee

—

Transit revenue $
— $ —

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity 1,000,000 1,000,000

Sinking funds 2,471 1,398

Revenue bond reserves 8,118,100 8,155,600

Depreciation reserve 16,896,208 10,974,920

Revenue bond amortization — 265,738

Operating expense reserve 948,259 948,259

$ 26,965,038 $ 21,345,915

Damage reserve 2,213,414 1,622,469

$ 29,178,452 $ 22,968,384

Current Assets:

Cash and U. S. Government securities

—

Working cash, including $5,000,000 provided from

revenue bond proceeds $ 14,493,275 $ 11.703,107

Deposits with trustee for payment of interest on
revenue bonds 2.119.038 2.202,334

Deposits for payment of interest on equipment trust

certificates 29,652 82.798

Accounts receivable, less reserve 2,625,867 3.257,330

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,525,107 5,239,921

Other 1,277,241 1,236,205

$ 26,070,180 $ 23,721,695

$172,932,304 $171,938,164
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BALANCE SHEET

Liabilities December 31

1960 1959

Long-Term Debt (including approximately $5,500,000 due
within one year):

Revenue bonds $108,459,000 $112,977,000

Equipment trust certificates 8,635,828 9,900,000

$117,094,828 $122,877,000

Accumulated Net Earnings, required and appropriated in

accordance with the trust agreement securing the revenue

bonds $ 31,002,827 $ 26,865,946

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 6,573,162 $ 3,661,751

Accrued wages and vacation pay 6,967,605 7,319,897

Accrued interest on revenue bonds 2,119,038 2,202,334

Accrued interest on equipment trust certificates 29,652 82,798

Unredeemed tokens 260,331 334,522

$ 15,949,788 $ 13,601,302

Deferred Paving Liability $ 912,566 $ 1,212,566

Damage Reserve $ 7,972,295 $ 7,381,350

$172,932,304 $171,938,164

The accompanying statements and notes are an integral part of this balance sheet.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHOR

Statement of Funds

For the Year Ended December 31, 1960

Transit Serial

Total Revenue Interest Maturity

Balance December 31, 1959, before transfers $ 38,954,557 $ 6,422,655 $2,202,334 $ 1,000,000 $_

Add—Receipts:

Collection of revenue $131,564,262

Other receipts 6,986,144

Interest income from securities held 1,060,618

Transfers of interest income —
Transfers to revenue bond amortization fund

applicable to 1959 and 1960 —
Other transfers —
Transfers from transit revenue fund —

131,564,262
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds Under Control of Equipment Trustee

For the Year Ended December 31, 1960

Total

Balance December 31, 1959 $2,477,798

Add—Receipts:

Interest income from securities held $ 33,214

Interest income transferred to transit revenue fund 33,214*

Transfers from revenue bond trustee 1,744,667

$1,744,667

Deduct—Disbursements $4,068,641

Balance December 31, 1960:

Cash $ 12,662

U. S. Government securities (at cost) 141,162

$ 153,824

Balance December 31, 1960, classified in accompanying balance sheet as:

Current assets $ 29,652

Reduction of equipment obligations 124,172

$ 153,824
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Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

For
Payment ot

Interest

$ 82,798

Series 4.

5 and 6

$2,395,000

For Payment of Principal

Series 7 Series S Series 9

For
Purchase of

Equipment,
Series 9

$ 3,893

3,893*

438,544



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes to Financial Statements

As of December 31, 1960

(1) Revenue of each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses is to be deposited in the

following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

a. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond maturity fund, sinking fund, and reserve funds—deposits

equal to debt service requirements as provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

b. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

c. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the series of 1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the series of

1953 revenue bonds.

d. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to be $900,000 each year, until the balance in the fund

is equal to at least $4,000,000.

e. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be computed in accordance with the franchise

ordinance.

f. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required deposits

to the above funds.

(2) Under its pension agreement which is renegotiated every three years, the Authority has agreed to con-

tribute a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired employees.

Under such agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial cost of future bene-

fits to present and retired employees based on past-service costs. At December 31, 1960, such unfunded

amount exceeded $110,000,000.

(3) At December 31, 1960, the Authority had agreed to purchase 300 diesel fueled motor buses at a cost ot

approximately $7,884,000 to be paid from the depreciation reserve fund.

(4) The Authority leases operating property under long-term contracts having an aggregate rental of

approximately $17,000,000 over the remaining lives of such contracts.

(5) During the two months ended February 28, 1961, the revenue available for depreciation was approxi-

mately $1,488,000 less than the requirement for depreciation under the trust agreement securing the

revenue bonds, which substantially exceeded the deficiency previously experienced in comparable

periods.
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Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

December 31, 1960

Total

Equipment Trust Certificates, by
year of maturity:

1961 $1,505,000

1962 1,550,000

1963 1,590,000

1964 1,625,000

1965 1,655,000

1966 835,000

Total outstanding $8,760,000

Less—Funds held by trustee for pay-

ment of principal 124,172

Equipment Trust Certificates, per

balance sheet $8,635,828

Deposits Required in 1961 For
Payment of Principal $1,509,167

Series 7 Series 8 Series 9
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Revenue Bonds

December 31, 1960

Revenue Bonds, per balance sheet $108,459,000

Funds Under Control of Revenue Bond Trustee, classified as special

funds in balance sheet:

Serial bond maturity $ 1,000,000

Sinking funds 2,471

Revenue bond reserves 8,118,100

$ 9,120,571

1961 Fund Deposit Requirements (Note 1):

For serial bond maturity $ 2,000,000

For sinking fund 1 ,972,663

For sinking fund applicable to the period November 1, I960, to July 1,

1961, deferrable until depreciation fund deficit is met 71,523

$ 4,044,186

Serie

Interest

Total Rate

Revenue Bonds, by year of maturity:

1961 $ 2,000,000 Ws7o
1962-1965 8,000,000 3H
1966-1972 13,000,000 Ws
1978 56,824,000 ?>%

1982 28,635,000 —

NOTES;

(1) The Authority must also make deposits for semiannual interest payments and revenue bond amortization

fund requirements which are explained in the notes to the financial statements.

(2) The revenue bond reserve retiuirenients of $8.1 18,100 were met during prior years.
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4H% 41^%
Series of Series of

1952 1953

21,872,000 6,763,000

$21,872,000 $6,763,000

953 862

1,312,320 405,780

$ 1,313,273 $ 406,642

355,000 54,023

— 71,523

$ 355,000 $ 125,546
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31, 1959. Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During the Year 1960 and Balance at December 31, 1960

Balance Gross Balance
Dec. 31, 1959 Additions Retirements Dec. 31, 1960

Land $ 13,406,420 $ 372,238 $ 135,703 $ 13,642,955

Track & Paving 7,627,225 439,735 34,018 8,032,942

Machinery & Tools 3,992,726 225,871 43,217 4,175,380

Electric Line Equipment 9,660,768 283,524 379,360 9,564,932

Buildings 24,390,023 602,882 273,532 24,719,373

Cars 44,301,454 96,925 ^ 44,398,379

Buses 59,828,947 43,898 1,462,754 58,410,091

Work Cars, Autos & Service Equip-

ment 1,717,444 79,530 42.087 1,754,887

Furniture 1,290,320 75,161 4,718 1,360,763

Signals & Interlocking 793,771 198,567 1,289 991,049

Crossings, Fences & Signs 930,237 71,238 — 1,001,475

Elevated Structures 6,793,399 225,796 22,231 6,996,964

Substation Equipment 1,771,114 219,186 1,194 1,989,106

Telephone & Communications 560,677 136,546 5,712 691,511

Engineering 46,623 — — 46,623

General & Miscellaneous 3,745,173 229,464 42,644 3,931,993

Total Transportation Property $180,856,321 $3,300,561 $2,448,459 $181,708,423

Organization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316

TOTAL $180,941,637 $3,300,561 $2,448,459 $181,793,739
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Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1960

January 1, 1960

to December 31, 1960

On Hand On Hand
Dec. 31,1959 Acquired Retired Dec. 31, 1960

12



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1960

Rapid
Surface Transit

System System Combined

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned 71.69 173.65 245.34

Leased (Subways and Congress Expressway). ... — 30.13 30.13

Total Track Owned or Leased 71.69 203.78 275.47

Revenue and Non'Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks — 160.65 160.65

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 246.04 — 246.04

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,667-72 — 1,667.72

Total Revenue Miles 1,913.76 160.65 2,074.41

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track 69.83(1) — 69.83

Service Track 1.86(2) 43.13(3) 44.99

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines and

Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles 89.48 43.13 132.61

TOTAL 2,003.24 203.78 2,207.02

NOTES:

(1) Tliis niilca^;c co\'cr5 Tracks locatci.1 in public ways and streets which arc isolatci.1, Tracks trcnn which electric service has
been disconnected and tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in 78th and Vincennes yard, and railroad track connectiot\ into South Shops plant.

(^) Includes 14.63 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and 3ti8 miles of freight Gauntlet Track. Evanston Branch. Balance
consists of Track in yar^ls and carhcmses.
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Operating Statistics

For Year Ended December 31, 1960

Surface

System

Passenger and Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers 421,832,145

Revenue Vehicle Miles

—

Cars —
Trolley Coaches 17,667,695

Motor Buses 91,878,140

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 109,545,835

Revenue per Vehicle Mile 93.555^!'

Revenue Vehicle Hours

—

Cars —
Trolley Coaches 1,869,301

Motor Buses 9,083,643

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 10,952,944

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 69,140,696

Average cost per Kilowatt Hour —

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline

—

Gallons 5,111,798

Average Miles per Gallon 2.63

Average cost per Revenue Mile 4.4280'

Diesel Fuel

—

Gallons 5,316,489

Average Miles per Gallon 4.08

Average cost per Revenue Mile 2.370sz^

Propane Fuel

—

Gallons 26,115,840

Average Miles per Gallon 2.17

Average cost per Revenue Mile 2.7 17s^

(1) Not available.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Route and Terminal Changes

Route and NLimber

Riverdale (34)

Foster-Central (85A}

Bell &. Howell (none)

Lincoln-Wabash (11)

Ohio Depots (157)

Division (70)

EfFective

Date

1-26-60

2-15-60

2-15-60

4-27-60

Taylor-Sedgwick-Sheffield 5- 1 5-60

(37)

6-17-60

6-20-60

Stock Yards Limited (none) 6-20-60

Montrose-Lawrence (81 A) 6-26-60

Lunr-Tonhy (%) 7-3-60

Westchester (17) 7-5-60

Description of Change

North terminal changed. Former operation had been north on
Michigan and east on 111th Street to Indiana, where a L'-tiirn

was made to return to Michigan. Buses were rerouted north on
Michigan, east on 110th, south on Indiana and west on 111th

to Michigan. EfFective September 5, 1960, this terminal was again

changed with buses operating north on Michigan, west on
112th, south on State, and east on 112th Place to Michigan.

Early morning service was expanded on weekdays with the first

trip leaving Foster-Canfield at 5:01 A.M. instead of 5:25 A.M.

The south terminal of this part time line was changed from a

wye at Peterson-St. Louis to a loop through the Kedzie-Peterson

off street terminal. This change removed the hazardous wyeing
operation and still retained connections with Kimball buses at

Devon-Kedzie.

Evening and Saturday short line trips ceased using the area in

front of the former Lincoln Station for their north terminal

loop. The line was changed to operate north on Lincoln, south
on Sheffield, and east on FuUerton to Lincoln, contacting the

north-south and Ravenswood Rapid Transit lines at FuUerton;
to permit use of the Lincoln Station property as a City
playground.

The north terminal was changed from a loop via Sheffield,

Roscoe and Clark to a loop via Sheffield, School, Clark and
Roscoe; to eliminate a hazardous left turn at Clark and Shef-

field.

Buses began laying over on Chestnut between Deuitt and Lake
Shore Dri\e, rather than on Dewitt just north of Chestnut.

Pull-in and pull-outs began operating via North and Austin in-

stead of via Cicero and Division, reducing the round-the-clock

operation at the west terminal of the line via Division, Mason,
Thomas and Austin.

Base headways were opened up to 20 minutes on the last two
trips leax'ing Indiana Rapid Transit Station at 5:57 P.M. and
6:12 P.M., and those leaving 42nd-Packers at 6:16 P.M. and 6:31

P.M. were dropped from the schedule.

On days when weather conditions recjuired, this line was
changed to operate via Simonds Drive between Montrose and
Lawrence A\'enues. This was in place of Clarendoii Avenue be-

tween Montrose and Lawrence to better ser\-e Montrose Bath-

ing Beach.

Lunt-Touhy buses began taking their terminal time onMorse
Avenue just east of the "L" instead of on Morse at Sheridan.

Changes in east termiiial routing of this line were made julv 5,

I960 and on September 2, 1960 on account ot construction

work on the C'ongress Expressway arid C"TA rapii.1 transit

tacilitics.
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Route and Number

State Street (36A)

Morgan-Racine (23)

North Ave. Limited (72A)

Effective

Date

7-23-60

7-31-60

9-6-60

South Pulaski (53A)

Devon-Sheridan (155)

West 47th Street (47A)

9-26-60

10-9-60

10-10-60

Southport (46)

Cermak Road (21)

South Kedzie (52A)

Kedzie-Homan (82A)

11-3-60

11-19-60

12-4-60

12-4-60

Description of Change

Operation ceased at the off street terminal at State and 84th
Streets due to South Expressway construction work. Short line

buses were routed via State, 83rd, Wabash and S4th.

Started operating from Grand and Halsted via Halsted, Hub-
bard and Sangamon. This replaced the temporary re-route via

Lake from Halsted to Sangamon during construction of the

Northwest Expressway.

An extension of limited stop service on North Ave. was placed

in effect at the urgent request of neighborhood representatives.

Three limited buses pulled out in the A.M. rush to North and
Neva and operated east on North Ave. making local stops to

Narragansett and limited stops at intersecting bus lines from
Narragansett to Damen. In the P.M. rush three buses repeated

this operation in reverse. Subsequent checks showed that this

service was not patronized nearly so well as local buses operat-

ing on the same section of North Ave., and the service was
withdrawn effective December 5, 1960. Regular North Ave.
Limited service was not affected by these changes.

Service was extended from Pulaski-77th to Pulaski-86th from
6:30 P.M. to 10:15 P.M. on weekdays only. This was in response

to demands for service to Bogan High School at 79th &l Pulaski

for evening high school and junior college enrollments.

Sunday service on the Howard leg of the Devon-Sheridan line

was started 30 minutes earlier, leaving Howard-Western at 8:35

A.M. instead of 9:05 A.M.

Service extended from 47th and Cicero to 65th and Austin via

47th, Central, Archer, Austin, 63rd, Meade and 65th to Austin.

Alternate trips from 6:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. on weekdays only

operate to the new west terminal. The remaining weekday trips

and all weekend trips operate between 47th and Archer and
46th and Cicero. Headways on the extension are 15 minutes

during rush periods and 30 minutes in the base.

The south terminal was changed from a wye at Cortland and
Hermitage to a loop via Cortland, Hermitage, Armitage and
Paulina.

All trips from 6:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M., seven days a week, were

extended from Cermak and Prairie via Cermak, Silverton Way
and 23rd Street viaduct to McCormick Place Exhibition Hall.

When the Hall is open to the public, additional service is fur-

nished as necessary by shuttle buses from McCormick Place to

Cermak Road station of the North-South Rapid Transit line.

Line extended from 1 15th-Central Park to an off street loop at

115th-Pulaski. All trips weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays
operate to the new terminal.

Two special trips on Sundays only were operated on the

Howard-Kedzie leg of the Kedzie-Homan line leaving the new
Howard-McCormick Road north terminal at 6:45 A.M. and
10:39 P.M. These trips were timed for shift changes at the

Sanitary District Plant.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Route and Number

Kedzie-Homan (82A)

Devon-Northwest
Expressway

Effective

Date

12-4-60

12-5-60

Milwaukee Limited (56A) 12-5-60

67th-69th (67)

Ashland-Halsted-
Roosevelt

12-15-60

Description of Change

The north terminal of this line was changed from a wye at

Howard-Kedzie to an off street terminal on the southeast corner

Howard and McCormick Road, leased from the Sanitary

District of Chicago.

A new express service was established on the Northwest
Expressway. In the A.M. rush, buses operate from Devon-
Avondale via Devon, Milwaukee, Central, Northwest Express-

way, California, Logan Blvd. and Milwaukee to Logan Square
Rapid Transit Terminal. All stops are made from Devon-Avon-
dale to Central-Foster. There are no stops between Central-

Foster and Logan Square. Buses return to Devon-Avondale via

Logan Blvd., California, Northwest Expressway and Harlem,
making no stops between terminals.

In the P.M. rush period the operation is reversed. In the A.M.
rush there are 17 southbound trips and 10 northbound trips. In

the P.M. rush there are 15 northbound trips and 8 trips

southbound.

In order to better utilize buses operating on the Milwaukee
Avenue Limited, 11 trips are operated nonstop northbound in

the A.M. rush via the Devon-Northwest Expressway routing

from Logan Square to Milwaukee-Central. In the P.M., 17 trips

are operated southbound nonstop from Milwaukee-Central to

Logan Square via the Devon-Northwest Expressway routing.

This resulted in a reduction of bus requirements for this ser-

vice and enabled many buses to make a second trip in Limited

Stop Service.

The east terminal was changed from a wye at 67th and Oglesby

to an off street terminal in Jackson Park at 67th and Oglesby.

In December 1960, when Montefiore School was moved from
Hth-Union to 13th-Ashland, schedule changes were made to

discontinue special Halsted Street trips from the school and
inaugurate special trips on Ashland and Roosevelt lines to serve

the new location.
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COVER DESIGN

Aerial view of the Desplaines Terminal in Forest Park, looking

northwest from Harlem Avenue, clearly defines the contour

of this rapid transit installation set between the Congress

Expressway at the left and the right-of-way of the Chicago

Great Western Railway at the right. Rapid transit trains, in

entering and leaving the terminal, cross above the expressway

and Desplaines .Avenue. The station and turnaround is just to

the right of the free Park-'N'- Ride lot in the center of the

picture, and the interchange with Madison Street buses is in the

foreground, ("ar storage tracks and the new service and inspec-

tion shops, now nearing completion, are the other facilities

shown.
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23 JUL 1962 *;

FOR RELEASE TO ALL NEWSPAPERS OF TUESDAY, JULY 1?, 1962 .

Despite declines in both revenue and riding during 1961, OTA made

important gains in its continuing program of improving its overall operations

and modernizing its facilities, according to its 17th annual report issued

today (Monday, July 16) by Chicago Transit Board.

Completion of delivery of 300 "New Look," 50-passenger buses during

1961, was an important addition to the surface operating fleet. The new

units cost approximately $7,900,000. General Motors Corporation of Pontiac,

Michigan, and the Plxible Twin Coach Company of Loudonville, Ohio, each

supplied 150 buses. Transit riders enthusiastically approved the advanced

styling, the improved riding qualities, and safety features of the new buses.

Total expenditures and coramittments under CTA's modernization and

replacement program at year end approximated $160,7[|1, 000 - $119,527*000

for vehicles, and $1|1, 21[i., 000 for construction of new shops and operating

garages, and modernization of other facilities such as shops, garages,

machinery, and fixed transportation equipment.

Gross revenues for 1961 totaled $130,610,714-6, a decrease of $1,[;82,169,

or 1.12 per cent from I960, Revenue passengers totaled 505,531,763 -

395,)|05, )i)| 5 for the surface system and 110,126,318 for the rapid transit

system, a decrease of 6.26 per cent and 2.Ij-8 per cent, respectively, from

1960,

Nevertheless, CTA was able to reduce to $814.3,082 a deficiency in its

deposits to depreciation reserves, which had reached $2,951,15^ on July 31.

This was made possible by the inauguration of the five-cent transfer charge,

effective July 23; by an increase in riding resulting from a slight improve-

ment in the employment situation toward the end of the year, and by reducing

costs through continuing operating economies. Operation and maintenance

expenses in 1961 were $932,193 less than in 1961.

(MORE)





The report outlined in detail the status of CTA' s latest modernization

projects. Foremost among them is the relocation of two and one-half miles

of CTA's LaJve Street rapid transit tracks from street grade to the adjacent

elevated right-of-way of the Chicago and North Vifestern Railroad.

This project entails laying one new track and realigning two others,

relocating water mains, construction of nex'j stations, installation of

electrical, signal and communication facilities, and other fixed transporta-

tion equipment and facilities. The C. and N.VJ.R. R. completed construction

of its track and station at Marlon street in October, 1961. The leased

right-of-way was turned over to CTA on October 3> 1961, and work was

immediately started on track phases of the construction program. Completion

of the project is scheduled for the late 1962.

Construction of modern service and Inspection shops at the Forest Park

terminal of the Congress-Milwaukee rapid transit route was started in April,

1961, and is expected to be completed in July, 1962, at a cost of $969,000.

A contract totaling $3^ 23l4.,Li-71 was awarded August 29, 1961, for the

construction of a major bus overhaul shop building at 77th and Vincennes

avenue, VJork on this project was well underway by the end of the year.

A new substation was constructed at 63rd and Princeton avenue to permit

abandonment of a substation at 63^^ and ^ientworth to clear right-of-way for

the South Expressway. The substation building was completed; a contract for

installation and connection of the components was awarded, and work started

before the end of the year.

CTA's most comprehensive off-street, bus-rail automobile passenger

transfer facility with direct connections to the Howard rapid transit station

was opened for use on December 3, 1961, About 33*000 square feet of the total

135,000 square feet of land will be used for a bus terminal.

(MORE)
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Considerable progress has been made on a $600,000 project to enlarge

the terminal, expand passenger control facilities, and increase the car

storage capacity of the yard at the 633r'd-Loomis rapid transit station.

Work was started on providing additional car storage facilities at the

Howard street yard of the rapid transit system, and is scheduled for comple-

tion in 1962.

Construction of the Kostner avenue station on the Congress route was

started in 1961 and is scheduled for completion in August, 1962.

In June, 1961, the Wilson avenue track realignment project was completed,

The signal and automatic train control system installation on the

Congress branch of the West-Northwest "L"-subway route between Laramie avenue

and Desplaines avenue, Forest Park, was completed in July, 1961, at a total

cost of $888,500. Thus the Congress-Milwaukee branch, which operates a

distance of l^.l+l miles between terminals, became the first line on the rapid

transit system to be equipped and operating with a complete signal and

automatic brake trip system for its entire length.

The 1961 annual report also highlighted pertinent facts relating to

overall operations:

Revenue equipment owned and/or leased by CTA at year end, totaled li-,670

passenger-carrying vehicles. Available for surface system operations were

3,li55 buses of various types, and for rapid transit operations, 1,21^ metal

cars.

When CTA began operations in 19i|7, its modernization program provided

for the purchase of I)-,256 new buses and cars to modernize rolling stock of

the predecessor companies. By December, 1961, CTA had acquired L|.,686 new

revenue vehicles. This completed the modernization program and provided 14-30

additional new vehicles to replace equipment that became over-age during the

Interim. Three hundred gasoline powered motor buses purchased in 19hS-h-l ^^

a cost of $14., 729, 659 were retired during 1961.
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Continued Iraprovement in traffic and passenger accident frequency rates

resulted in CTA employes setting a new public safety record for the seventh

consecutive year. Significantly, 1961 was the safest year in CTA history.

The total nuriber of employes in service at the close of 1961 was 13,201,

a decrease of liO^ from the 13,606 at December 31, I960, and a decrease of

10,617 from the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of the

properties of predecessor companies.

During 1961, ill? employes retired on pensions, 13 employes drawing

disability pensions returned to active duty, and 391 retired employes died.

At December 31, 1961, there were 5,52? retired em/ployes receiving pension

payments. Pension contributions for the year, increased 37,1199 because of

slightly higher earnings in the employe group for whom pension contributions

are paid. CTA's contribution rate in 1961 and I960 was eight per cent of

gross wages of all full time employes under normal retirem.ent age of 65 years.

Employe contributions are one-half those of the authority.

Federal insurance contributions - old-age, survivors, and disability

benefits - were $8,250 less than in I960 in line with personnel reductions.

Tax rates were the same in both years - three per cent of the first vJ+j800

of wages. Employes' group insurance costs for 1961 increased $120,1j.53 as

a net result of two opposing factors - (1) advance premiums were dovm $8,390

in line with reductions in personnel but (2) experience credits received in

1961 were $128,8Ij.3 less than in I960.

it-ir'it'inr'inr-u n n

FROM: CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORFlATION
H. L. POLLAND, DIRECTOR
MDSE. MART PLAZA, P. 0, BOX 3555
CHICAGO 5I1, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE: MOhaxNrk l|-7200
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

SEVENTEENTH
ANNUAL REPORT
CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1961

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

and Date Term Expires

Raymond J. Peacock G August 31, 1961*

Edward F. Moore G August 31, 1962

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries G August 31, 1963
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Aerial view of Laramie Avenue and Lake Street looking South East showing track connection with Chicago and North Western

Railway embankment. This is an early phase of Lake Rapid Transit Route Elevation Project which got under way in 1961 and will

be completed in late 1962.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ANNUAL REPORT FOR YEAR 1961

FINANCIAL RESULTS

The Authority ended the year 1961 with a deficiency of $843,082 in its Depreciation Deposits.

A severe decline in riding was experienced during this year. Employment, which has a direct influ-

ence on the volume of transit riders, had dropped alarmingly in the last two months of 1960 and

this decline carried forward into the first three months of 1961, at levels lower than in any compar-

able period of the three preceding years. Average employment in the Chicago area for 1961 was

lower than the average for years 1960 and 1959. Resulting depressed economic conditions,

together with the Authority's mounting labor costs, brought about a deficiency in the revenues

available for deposit in the reserve for depreciation amounting to $2,951,197 by July 31, 1961.

Passenger. revenue at that time was $3,569,236 less than in the corresponding seven-month period

of 1960. In order to overcome this critical financial situation the Authority inaugurated a 5^* transfer

charge, effective July 23, 1961.

As a result of the increase in revenues from the 5(- transfer charge, a slight improvement in

the employment situation toward the end of the year, and by reductions in costs resulting from

continuing operating economies, the $2,951,197 deficiency in depreciation deposits at July 31

was reduced to $843,082 at December 31, 1961.

Comparative results of operations for 1961 and 1960 are shown below:

1961 1960

Revenues $130,610,746 $132,092,915

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 112,618,020 113,550,214

17,992,726 18,542,701

Debt Service Requirements 8,133,394 8,187,675

Balance Available for Depreciation 9,859,332 10,355,026

Depreciation Provision — Current Period 10,448,860 10,567,433

Balance Available for Other Charges or (Deficit in Depreciation

Provision) (589,528) (212,407)

Carry-Over of Prior Year's Deficiency (253,554) —
Balance Available for Other Charges or (Deficit in Depreciation

Provision) (843,082) (212,407)

Other Charges—Amount Previously Appropriated to and Dis-

bursed from Revenue Bond Amortization Fund — 41,147

Deficiency in Depreciation Deposits $ (843,082) $ (253,554)

( ) Denotes Red Figure.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Sources of the Authority's Revenues for 1961 and 1960 were as follows:

1961

Passenger Revenues

—

Surface System $ 99,527,844

Rapid Transit System 28,867,176

128.395,020

Charter Service 340,700

128,735,720

1960

1961 %
Increase

(Decrease)

$101,208,789

28,672,522

129,881,311

383,428

(1.66)

.68

(1.14)

(11.14)

130,264,739 (1.17)

Other-

Station and Car Privileges 61 1,697

Rent of Tracks and Facilities 332,492

Rent of Buildings and Other Property 416,820

Miscellaneous 514,017

1,875,026

Total Revenues $130,610,746

547,905



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

The principal elements making up Operation and Maintenance Expenses for 1961 and 1960 are

compared below:

1961 Increase

1961 1960 (Decrease)

Wages and Salaries $ 74,786,363

Pension Contributions 6,257,684

Federal Insurance Contributions 1,927,525

Employes' Insurance 1,097,380

Total Labor Costs $ 84,068,952

Electric Power Purchased $ 4,648,665

Motor Fuel Consumed 2,400,594

Operating Materials and Supplies 5,566,565

Provision for Injuries and Damages 9,795,806

Miscellaneous Services, Supplies, etc 6,137,438

Total Operation and Maintenance
Expenses $112,618,020

$ 75,049,294

6,250,185

1,935,805

976,927



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Employes' group insurance costs for 1961 increased $120,453 as a net result of two opposing

factors — (1) advance premiums were down $8,390 in line with reductions in personnel but (2)

experience credits received in 1961 were $128,843 less than in 1960.

Cost of electric power purchased during 1961 increased $32,253 over 1960 despite a 1961

reduction in miles operated by electric-powered vehicles which should have affected a saving of

$61,000. The offsetting increase of $93,250 was due to a 1.76% increase in the average cost per

D.C. kilowatt hour, including conversion charges, of which $57,175 was due to an increase in the

maximum demand charge. The actual energy cost per A.C. kilowatt hour at point of supply was the

same during both 1961 and 1960.

Motor fuel costs for 1961 were $250,313 less than in 1960. A reduction in motor bus miles

operated saved $143,100, a slight reduction in the basic fuel cost per gallon saved $52,600. and an

improvement in miles operated per gallon of fuel consumed affected savings of $89,100. These

savings amounting to $284,800 were reduced $34,500 on account of a state and city sales tax

aggregating 4% which became effective August 1, 1961.

Operating materials and supplies declined $670,699 in 1961, of which $575,700 is accounted

for in maintenance of motor buses. This reduction in motor bus maintenance materials was influenced

in varying degrees by a reduction in miles operated, the acquisition in 1961 of 300 new motor buses

with a resulting reduction in material costs to recondition and maintain an equal number of over-age

motor buses, increased efficiency in shops and garages, and an offsetting increase in cost to maintain

the balance of the motor bus fleet which had become one year older and consequently more expensive

to maintain.

The provision for injury and damages, accrued at the rate of 7'/2% of total revenues through-

out 1961 and the last ten months of 1960 and at 7Vi% during the first two months of 1960,

decreased $57,083 in direct ratio with the $1,482,169 decline in total revenue and the change in

accrual rate. The V4 of 1% additional accrual effective March I, 1960 was authorized by the Board

to create an excess public liability and property damage reserve covering Rapid Transit operations in

lieu of purchasing $850,000 of insurance in excess of $250,000 for any one accident. This excess

reserve fund is to be built up to a total of $1,000,000 and maintained at that amount thereafter.

There have been no serious accidents necessitating withdrawals from this excess reserve fund since

its inception and by December 31, 1961 the balance in the fund totaled $602,680.

Claim and suit settlements and the expenses applicable thereto amounted to $7,844.23 1 in 1961.

compared with $9,261,944 in I960 as shown below:

1961

Claim Settlements —
Number 15,067
Settlement Costs $2,765,467
Expenses 996,0 1

9

Cost of Claims $3,761,486

Suit Settlements —
Number 2,24

1

Settlement Costs $3,283,713
Expenses 799,032

Cost of Suits $4,082,745

Total Cost $7,844,231

I960



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Average cost per claim settled, exclusive of expenses, declined to $184 in 1961, down from $196

in 1960, and suit costs, exclusive of expenses, averaged $1,465, down from $1,863 in 1960. Inci-

dents involving the Authority's operations giving rise to claims and suits totaled 22.483 in 1961,

a decrease of 1.135 (4.8% ) from 1960.

Costs of miscellaneous services and supplies for 1961 were $156,908 greater than in 1960.

Numerous fluctuating and in some instances non-recurring categories of expenses are included under

this caption. The principal items of increased cost in 1961 were services of the Authority's employes

and outside consuhants and added accounting machine rentals in connection with the programming

and installation of an automated responsibility accounting system.

Debt service requirements for 1961 amounted to $8,133,394. down $54,281 from 1960.

Deposits to the Series of 1947 and Series of 1952 sinking funds increased $133,240 to the required

total of $1,918,640 available for retirement of 1947 and 1952 Revenue Bonds. Deposits to Series

of 1953 sinking fund prior to July 1. 1961 were deferrable if and so long, as during the period to

July 1, 1961, a deficiency existed, or, as a result of making any of said prescribed payments, would

exist in the amount available to meet the required deposit in the depreciation reserve fund. Such

payments into Series of 1953 sinking fund so deferred shall be cumulative, and shall thereafter be

made at the earliest date or dates when the prescribed payments into the depreciation reserve fund

are current. As of December 31, 1961, there was a deficiency of $71,524 in this fund as earnings

to make the required deposits were not available for the months of November 1960 through June

1961. The 1961 deposits of $54,023 to Series of 1953 sinking fund were $33,477 less than the

1960 deposits. Interest payments of $4,160,731 on all series of Revenue Bonds during 1961 declined

$154,044 from 1960 as a result of retirement of bonds, as summarized below:

REVENUE BONDS RETIRED TO DECEMBER 31, 1961

THROUGH OPERATION OF —
Revenue Bond

Series



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Provision for depreciation in 1961 and 1960 was at the rate of 8% of total revenues. The

1961 decrease of $118,573 in this provision is in direct ratio to the $1,482,169 decrease in 1961

revenues. Despite operating economies and the deferral of deposits to the Series of 1953 Sinking

Fund during the first half of 1961, revenues fell $589,528 short of meeting the annual requirement

for depreciation. There was also a deficiency of $253,554 carried over from 1960 so that the total

deficiency in deposits to the depreciation reserve fund at December 31, 1961 amounted to $843,082.

FINANCIAL POSITION

Statements setting forth the financial position of the Authority at December 31, 1961 and

also showing various phases of its operations for the year ended that date are presented in a

following section of this report, together with the opinion of Arthur Andersen & Co., independent

public accountants.

„.,. „ , OPERATIONS REVIEW
Htanig 1 rends

The abrupt decline in employment in November and December 1960 carried forward into the

first four months of 1961 at an accelerated rate, and caused a 6% reduction in riding during the

first quarter of 1961. A pick-up in employment during the second quarter of 1961 affected an

improvement in riding but the volume was still 49c less than in the corresponding 1960 period. The

reversal in trend in the third quarter, riding off 79f while employment improved, was caused by

the usual loss in patronage always experienced following an upward revision in the fare structure

but which loss (estimated at 4.7% ) was partially offset by the continued improvement in the

employment situation. The fourth quarter reduction from the third quarter in per cent loss of

passengers also followed the continued improvement in number of persons employed.

Details of the foregoing are shown in the following statistical data:

1961 Increase or (Decrease)

Quarterly Revenue Pasengers Carried Revenue Passengers Nonagricultural

Periods 1961 1960 Number 9f Employment

First 128,955,054 137,158,937 (8,203,883) (5.98)% (2.41)%
Second 129,771,737 135,202,679 (5,430.942) (4.02) (1.64)

Third 119,085,498 128,284,441 (9,198,943) (7.17) (0.46)

Fourth 127,719,474 134,110,579 (6,391.105) (4.77) 0.39

Year 505,531,763 534,756,636 (29,224,873) (5.44)% (1.03)%

The competitive strength of the traffic-free Rapid Transit System and the riding public's prefer-

ence for high-speed service on grade-separated right-of-way is shown by the fact that 1961 passenger

loss on the Rapid Transit System was only 2.48% as contrasted to a 6.26% loss on the Surface

System. Each year since 1955 has shown a progressively greater portion of total revenue passengers

patronizing the Rapid Transit System:
Per Cent ol Total Revenue

Passengers Carried hy

Year Rapid Transit System

1955 18.11%
1956 18.62

1957 19.29

1958 20.08

1959 20.76

1960 21.12

1961 21.78



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

A large part of the decline in patronage is due to the change in weekend riding, which continues

its downward trend and has contributed substantially to the total decline in revenue passengers over

the years. The following statistical data shows the extent of this progressive fall-off in weekend
riding:

Year

Average Weekday

Revenue Passengers

1950 2,597,893

1955 1,995,478

1960 1,734,434

1961 1,653.305

Ratio to Weekday Traffic

Saturdays

75.45%
66.74

62.13

60.93

Sundays

45.62%
39.40

35.29

34.39

% Decrease in Average

Revenue Passengers Carried

—

1961 from 1950
1961 from 1960

Weekdays

36.36%
4.68%

Saturdays

48.60%
6.51%

Sundays

52.02%
7.11%

As an example of the terrific impact of this loss of weekend riding, if the 1950 ratio of Saturday

and Sunday riding to weekday riding had prevailed in 1961, the Authority would have carried

23,431,000 additional passengers and, at the 1961 average fare of 25.398^% would have increased

revenues by $5,951,000, at very little additional operating cost.

Vehicle Miles

The Authority continued to maintain attractive, convenient and frequent service throughout

the City of Chicago and through, within, bordering upon, or within reasonable walking distance of

thirty-one adjacent suburban cities, towns, villages, and numerous unincorporated areas.

Revenue car miles on the Rapid Transit System (44,193,072) were reduced only 1% (440,179)

from 1960 although the passenger loss was 2.48% . Most of this mileage reduction was accomplished

by operational changes, i.e. reducing the number of cars per train in line with passenger demand,

so that there would be no impairment in the quality and frequency of service. On April 2, 1961

the first one-man car operation on the Rapid Transit System of the Authority was inaugurated on

the Evanston Branch. This one-man operation is confined to shuttle trips between Linden Terminal

and Howard Terminal at all times except weekday rush hours and permits operation at more fre-

quent intervals without increasing car mileage or wage costs.

Revenue bus miles on the Surface System ( 107,536,463) were reduced only 1.83% (2,009,372)

from 1960 even though revenue passengers declined 6.26%. This reduction in revenue miles was

accomplished by abandoning certain non-productive owl services and route extensions, eliminating

all or part of Saturday and Sunday operation on several routes, and lengthening headways during

off-peak hours on lines where load factors permitted. In other instances certain lines were extended,

trips were added, and headways shortened to accommodate increased patronage. There was very

little change in the amount of service provided during morning and evening rush hour periods as
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most of the curtailment occurred during non-rusii hours and on Saturdays and Sundays to adjust

to the fall-off in weekend riding, as shown by the following statistical data:

Surface System

—

1961 Decrease from 1960

Revenue Revenue
Miles Passengers

Weekdays 1 .30% 5.5 1 %
Saturdays 1.39 7.21

Sundays and Holidays 2.53 7.60

Total 1.83% 6.26%

Speed of Operation and Traffic Conditions

Average scheduled speed of Surface System buses during 1961 increased to 1 1.74 M.P.H. as

compared with 1 1 .66 M.P.H. in 1 960 and 1 1 .65 M.P.H. in 1 959. This increase in average scheduled

speed in miles per hour was influenced by a reduction in traffic congestion on some Northwest Side

streets due to diversion of street traffic to the Northwest Expressway; some reduction in vehicles

required during rush hours—the miles connected with these rush-hour vehicles were some of the

slowest of the system; and continuing studies of running time allowances over the entire system

with resultant reductions where possible.

The Bureau of Street Traffic, Department of Streets and Sanitation, City of Chicago 1961

Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving the Central Business District of

Chicago during a twelve-hour period on a representative weekday in May shows that there were

19,303 (5.51% ) more automobiles and taxicabs carrying 48,980 (9.33% ) more passengers than

in 1960, while 19 (0.16% ) fewer Authority Surface vehicles carried 1,058 (0.43% ) more passen-

gers than in 1960. On this same check day in 1961 the total number of heavy truck-trailers and

other service vehicles entering and leaving the Central Business District was 44,1 13, an increase of

1.663 (3.92% ) over 1960.

This same pattern of ever-increasing competition for street space prevails in varying degrees

along all Surface transit streets throughout the City of Chicago and adjacent areas served and tends

to nullify or minimize C.T.A.'s best efforts to provide faster service for Surface System patrons.

The Rapid Transit System increased its speed of operation in 1961 to an average of 22. 1 8 M.P.H.

—up slightly over the speed of 22.12 M.P.H. averaged during both 1960 and 1959. This increase

in speed resulted from the completion of permanent track installations on the Congress Branch, and

the more intensive u.se of new equipment with the transfer of some of this faster equipment to the

Evanston line.

f'nhlic Safely at i\piv High

Again in 1961, and for the seventh consecutive year. CTA employes set a new public safety

record. The Authority was involved in fewer traffic and passenger accidents in 1961 than for any

prior year of its operation. Of particular significance has been the progressive improvement in

Traffic and Passenger Accident Frequency Rates. This frequency rate is based on the number of

accidents per 100,000 miles operated and provides a .sound basis for measurement of public accident

experience.

8
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The following table compares the Authority's 1961 public accident experience with 1960 and
also with 1954 to show the improvement in CTA's public safety record over this seven-year period

of intensive safety-training activity. All traffic and passenger accidents involving the Authority are

included regardless of liability or extent of damage:

PUBLIC ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE

Year 1961

Traffic Accidents 8,642

Passenger Accidents 5,940

Total Accidents 14,582

Revenue Vehicle Miles on Routes

(in thousands) 151,480

Frequency Rate—Accidents per

100,000 Miles-
Traffic Accidents 5.7

Passenger Accidents 3.9

Total Accidents 9.6
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Revenue vehicles owned and or operated at December 31, 1961 consisted of the following:

Owned ( 1

)

Active % Active

Surface System

—

Trolley Buses 559 554 99.11%
Motor Buses

—

Gasoline 370 177 47.84

Diesel 978 936 95.71

Propane 1,548 1,548 100.00

Total Buses 3,455 3,215 93.05

Rapid Transit System

—

Motor Cars 1,159 1,159 100.00

Trailers 56 17 30.36

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,215 1,176 96.79

Total Revenue Vehicles 4,670 4.391(2) 94.03%

( 1 ) Includes 100 propane buses leased from Mack Trucks, Inc.

(2) Difference authorized to be scrapped, a total of 279 or 5.97%.

Cotislriiction Projects

Construction projects in 1961, as in the past, had to be limited to such funds as were available

after providing for purchases of revenue vehicles, consequently no improvements of any magnitude

could be initiated during 1961 because practically all available capital funds were committed to

acquire new equipment and carry forward projects started in 1960 or prior years. Among the more

important construction projects were:

Relocation of IVi miles of the Authority's Lake Street Rapid Transit tracks from street-grade to

the adjacent elevated right-of-way of the Chicago and North Western Railroad. This entailed laying

one new track and re-aligning two others, relocating water mains, construction of new stations,

installation of electrical, signal and communication facilities, and other fixed transportation equip-

ment and facilities.

The Chicago and North Western Railway completed construction of their track and station at

Marion Street in October 1961. The leased right-of-way for CTA operation was turned over to the

Authority October 23, 1961 and work was immediately started on track phases of the construction

program. Work on the connecting structure between the C. & N.W. right-of-way and CTA structure

at Laramie Avenue was 75%' completed at the end of the year. Plans for the station construction

and power distribution and communication systems have been approved by the participating agencies

and Fkireau of Public Roads, contracts were let in late April 1962, and the project is expected to be

completed and train operation started on the new right-of-way by November 1962. The participating

public agencies are the Federal Bureau of Public Roads, the City of Chicago, the County of Cook,

the State of Illinois, the Village of Oak Park and the CTA.

10
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Construction of modern service and inspection shops at the Forest Park terminal of the Con-
gress-Milwaulcee Rapid Transit route was started in April 1961 and is expected to be completed in

July 1962 at a cost of $969,000.

A contract totaling $3,284,471 was awarded August 29, 1961 for the construction of a major

bus overhaul shop building at 77th and Vincennes Avenue. This is the final step in consolidation

of two former Surface System repair shops, a project that will be amortized within a few years by
economies achieved through consolidation.

A new substation was constructed at 63rd and Princeton Avenue to permit abandonment of a

substation at 63rd and Wentworth Avenue to clear right-of-way for the South Expressway. The
substation building was completed, a contract for installation and connection of the components

was awarded, and work was started before the end of the year. A modern automatic rectifier utilizing

silicon diodes for converting 12,000 volt A.C. to 600 volt D.C. was delivered in December 1961.

Total cost is estimated to be $675,000 of which $606,000 will be paid by the Highway Agencies.

The substation was completed and placed in test operation on April 17, 1962.

CTA's most comprehensive off-street, bus-rail automobile passenger transfer interchange facility

with direct connections to the Howard Rapid Transit station was opened for use on December 3,

1961. About 33,000 square feet of the total 135,400 square feet of land will be used for a bus

terminal. A portion of the area will be set aside for short-time Kiss-N-Ride parking, and about

90,000 square feet will be devoted to a Park-N-Ride lot for CTA patrons. A canopy installation

and modernization of the station interior will be completed in 1962. Total cost of the project will

be about $52 1 ,000, of which $27 1 ,000 represents the cost of land acquisitions.

Considerable progress has been made on a $600,000 project to enlarge the terminal, expand

passenger control facilities, and increase the car storage capacity of the yard at 63rd and Loomis

Rapid Transit station. A contract totaling $204,980 was awarded in August 1961 for the construc-

tion of a steel elevated structure for two additional tracks to provide storage for 40 additional cars.

Work on this contract will be completed early in 1962 and track and power installation will be

made thereafter. Work is expected to be completed by June 1962 at a total cost of $350,000.

Engineering work on the project to enlarge the passenger platforms and the passenger control facili-

ties is under way and work may be started by mid- 1962. The estimated cost of this project is

$250,000.

Work was started on providing additional car storage facilities at the Howard Street Yard of the

Rapid Transit System and is scheduled for completion late in 1962. Total estimated cost $200,000.

Engineering work was started on planning the new Rapid Transit Yard, Inspection Shop, Sub-

station and Transportation offices at Lake & Harlem Avenue to serve the new track-elevated Lake

Street operation. This will be a $3,000,000 project.

Construction of the Kostner Avenue station on the Congress route is scheduled for completion

in 1962. The estimated cost of $750,000 will be borne by the City of Chicago.

In June 1961 the Wilson Avenue track realignment project was completed. This provided

four tracks through the station area and eliminated the former bottleneck caused by the merging of

four-track right-of-way on each side of this station into a two-track right-of-way for a distance of

about 1,500 feet.

The signal and automatic train control system installation on the Congress Branch of the West-

Northwest L-Subway route between Laramie Avenue and Desplaines Avenue, Forest Park, was

completed in July 1961 at a total cost of $888,500. Thus the Congress-Milwaukee branch, which

11
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operates a distance of 15.41 miles between terminals, became the first line on the Rapid Transit

System to be equipped and operating with a complete signal and automatic brake trip system for its

entire length.

Financial Assistance Sought

At each of the three legislative sessions over the past six years, the Authority has presented and

urged passage of public assistance programs designed to strengthen, improve, and extend public

transportation in Chicago and the Metropolitan area. All to no avail.

In 1957 the Authority developed and presented plans for an expansion and improvement pro-

gram that called for an outlay of $315,000,000 spread over a 20-year period. It was proposed that

motor fuel tax funds be used for this purpose.

Substantially the same plan was presented in 1959 with the proposal that funds be obtained

from real estate and motor fuel taxes.

In 1959 the Authority also sought, through legislative action and later by direct contact with

the Chicago Board of Education, to be reimbursed for the $4,000,000 plus per year loss incurred by

being required to subsidize the transportation of students, a discriminatory burden on local transit

adult riders that properly should be paid by the community as a whole. This plea also was denied.

Again in 1961 the Authority proposed plans to completely signalize the Rapid Transit System,

modernize the electric power distribution facilities of the system, extend Rapid Transit service in

areas where faster service is needed, eliminate Rapid Transit operation at street grade, and to replace

old, costly-to-operate Rapid Transit cars.

The 1961 program suggested a pay-as-you-go plan to be financed by a county-wide motor fuel

tax of 1(* per gallon which would be levied in Cook County. To give the program an initial impetus,

it was proposed that CTA be empowered, if approved by referendum, to issue general obligation

bonds for capital improvements only. Approximately $70,000,000 in bonds could be issued with a

tax rate of 5<;- per $100 of assessed valuation. The real estate taxing power would be needed only

for the purpose of meeting constitutional requirement relating to the issuance of general obligation

bonds and would never be collected but, instead, would be abated by the motor fuel tax receipts.

This program received strong support from local authorities and many members of the legislature

but it, too, failed to pass both houses.

The Authority again urgently pressed for reimbursement from the State of Illinois of the cost

of subsidizing the transportation of students inasmuch as the State has, since 1939, appropriated

public funds to pay the cost of student transportation in areas outside Chicago. This request was

denied at the regular 1961 legislative session and again at a special session called in October 1961

.

City government, local newspapers, and civic organizations recognize the importance of mass

transportation for urban development and the impossibility of financing a large capital improvement

program from the fare box, and that the use of public funds is vitally essential. It is regrettable that

the short-sightedness of rural and suburban representatives, both in Illinois and other states as well.

has denied the city transit rider even a pittance from public funds while expending hundreds of

millions of dollars to build super-highways and expressways within urban areas. This failure on the

part of the majority of State legislators to recognize their responsibility to all segments of the populace

has led to the Federal government recommending provision of funds to aid urban mass transit

systems.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Modernization and Replacement Program

When CTA was established in 1945, the proposed modernization program provided for the

purchase of 4,256 new buses and cars to modernize rolling stock of the predecessor companies.

By December 31, 1961, the Authority had acquired 4,686 new revenue vehicles. This com-
pleted the modernization program and provided 430 additional new vehicles to replace equipment
that became over-age during the interim. Three hundred gasoline powered motor buses purchased
in 1945-1947 at a cost of $4,729,659 were retired during 1961.

Total cost of the 4,686 new revenue vehicles and auxiliary equipment was approximately

$1 19,527,000, of which $76,969,000 was for 3,912 Surface System passenger units and $42,558,000
was for 774 Rapid Transit cars. The net cash cost was $1 1 1,547,000 after considering $7,980,000
salvage value realized on PCC streetcar components used in construction of 570 new L-Subway cars.

Total expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replacement program to

date aggregate approximately $160,741,000 — $119,527,000 for the vehicles referred to above

and $41,214,000 for construction of new shops and operating garages and modernization of other

facilities such as shops, garages, machinery, and fixed transportation equipment.

Personnel

The total number of employes in service at the close of 1961 was 13,201, a decrease of 405
from the 13,606 at December 31, 1960, and a decrease of 10,167 from the 23,368 employes in

service at dates of acquisition of properties from predecessor companies.

During 1961, 417 employes retired on pensions, 13 employes drawing disability pensions

returned to active duty, and 391 retired employes died. At December 31, 1961 there were 5,527

retired employes receiving pension payments.

Several major changes were made in executive and supervisory positions during 1961 —

Mr. E. A. ImhoflF, General Superintendent of Personnel, retired April 1 at age 65 after 42 years

of transit service. Most of Mr. Imhoff's career with the predecessor Rapid Transit Company and

the Authority was devoted to various phases of his profession of electrical engineering. Since July

1953, however, he had been in charge of the Training and Accident Prevention, Insurance and

Employe Benefits, Medical, Employment, Job Classification and Central Records, Personnel Services

and Employes' Suggestion System departments, and handled labor relations and negotiations with the

nineteen labor unions represented on CTA properties.

Mr. Thomas B. O'Connor, CTA's General Superintendent of Transportation and Equipment

Maintenance, in addition to his former duties, assumed the supervisory responsibilities of Mr. Imhoff.

Mr. Stanley D. Forsythe, General Superintendent of Engineering, retired May 1 at age 60 after

37 years of service with CTA and the predecessor Surface Lines to become Director of Engineering

and Development for the National Capital Region's new transportation agency. The NCTA, estab-

lished in July 1960, is directed by Congress to plan and launch a co-ordinated transportation system

for the City of Washington, D. C. and nearby Virginia and Maryland suburbs.

Mr. Charles E. Keiser, formerly Superintendent of Transportation, was appointed General

Superintendent of Engineering to succeed Mr. Forsythe.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Mr. Charles R. Potter, Superintendent of Way and Structures, took a leave of absence August 1

to accept engineering assignments with the National Capital Transportation Agency in Washington,
D. C, and subsequently retired, effect November 1

.

Mr. Harold S. Anthon, formerly Engineer of Buildings and Structures, was appointed Superin-

tendent of Construction and Maintenance, effective July 30, which places him in charge of both the

Buildings and Structures and the Way and Structures divisions. As head of the Way and Structures

Division, he succeeds Mr. Potter.

Mr. David M. Flynn, formerly Superintendent of Operations, became Superintendent of Trans-

portation, succeeding Mr. Keiser.

Mr. George Krambles, who was Operations Planning Engineer in the Staff Engineer's office,

was appointed Superintendent of Planning and Operations in the Transportation Department,

succeeding Mr. Flynn.

Mr. Frank J. Misek, formerly Assistant to the Operations Planning Engineer, was named Opera-

tions Planning Engineer, succeeding Mr. Krambles.

The Authority is sorry to report the death of Mr. Charles J. Mersh, retired General Superin-

tendent of Investigations and Claims, on March 14, 1961 at age 70.

OUTLOOK FOR 1962

Finan rial—Budget

On December 7, 1961, Chicago Transit Board adopted a budget of $136,638,000 for the year

1962 which showed that after payment of all operating expenses, debt service on revenue bonds

outstanding, and carry-over of an estimated deficit of $1,583,000 for 1961, there would be a

$2,504,000 deficiency in making deposits to meet full depreciation requirements for 1962. The
actual deficit for 1961 was $843,082, or $739,918 less than had been anticipated, so if the 1962

revenues and expenses are as estimated the year's deficiency in depreciation deposits will be reduced

to $1,764,082.

Passenger revenues for 1962 were estimated on the assumption that passenger riding would be

2.4% less than the 1961 level on account of the July 1961 fare adjustments, but that passenger

revenues would be 2.9% greater as a net result of the 5( transfer charge and child and student fare

adjustments made effective July 23, 1961. Other 1962 revenues were estimated to produce approxi-

mately $43,000 less than was realized in 1961.

The 1962 budgeted expenses were based on contractual wage rates in effect at the end of 1961,

including a 3'/2(^ per hour cost-of-living allowance which was in effect at the time the budget was

prepared. The budget makes no provision for possible wage adjustments that may arise when new
agreements are negotiated effective December 1, 1962, nor for the possibility of added cost-of-living

allowances in 1962. In this respect it is significant to note that at the current level of employment

each I (! per hour increase in wages adds approximately $305,000 per year to operating expenses.

Financial—Preliminary Results

During the first quarter of 1 962 passenger traffic made a phenomenal recovery from the anti-

cipated level of riding which resulted in an increase over the budget of $1,462,436, or 4.41% in

passenger revenue. Operating expcn,ses were held within the budget estimates, and at March 31,
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

1962 the Authority had earned full depreciation requirements and an additional $46,193 to deposit

in the Revenue Bond Amortization Fund instead of experiencing a budget estimated deficit of

$2,369,050 in the depreciation reserve fund at that date.

If employment, passenger traffic, and general economic conditions remain at the current level

and inflationary forces are held reasonably within the pattern established during the past year, the

Authority may be able to meet full depreciation requirements for 1962.

Capital Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1962, including a carry-over of capital funds appropriated

but not spent in 1961, is estimated at $19,994,000. Of this amount, $8,892,000 is committed or

planned for purchase of new revenue vehicles and most of the balance is committed for other capital

projects urgently needed, some of which are already under way. The major capital items budgeted

are as follows:

Purchase of 260 motor buses ($7,033,000) and minor experimental work on high

performance Rapid Transit Cars $ 7,065,000

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates 1,827,000

Purchase 500 Fare Collection Boxes 300,000

Completion cost of elevation and extension of the Lake Street Branch of the Rapid

Transit System (a joint project costing $4,000,000) 415,000

Construct Lake Street Branch terminal and yard facilities 253,000

Major track renewals and replacements 1,067,000

Major Rapid Transit Yard and Terminal construction 802,000

Construction of consolidated shop buildings and other changes at 77th and Vincennes

Avenue 3.708,500

Renewals and/or improvements to track structures, shops, garages, electric power dis-

tribution system, signal and communication systems, street paving, machinery,

tools, etc.

Rapid Transit System 2,127,000

Surface System 722,500

Common to both Systems 882,000

Purchase of real estate for terminal and/or parking facilities 825,000

Total $19,994,000

CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

The term of Mr. Raymond J. Peacock, as a member of Chicago Transit Board, expired Sep-

tember 1, 1961 and no successor has as yet been appointed. In conformity with the provision of the

Metropolitan Transit Authority Act, Mr. Peacock has continued to serve as a member of Chicago

Transit Board.

Mr. John Holmes, a former member of the Board, died October 21, 1961 at age 71. The retired

President and Board Chairman of Swift and Company and a prominent Chicago civic leader, Mr.

Holmes" business acumen and strong sense of public responsibility made his presence and counsel

invaluable during his seven-year term on the Chicago Transit Board.
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Mr Ralph Budd. a former member and chairman of Chicago Transit Board, died February 2.

196'' at age 82 An internationally famous railroad executive. Mr. Budd was president of the Great

Northern Railway from 1919 to 1932 and president of the Chicago. Burlington and Quincy Rail-

road from 1932 to 1949 prior to his appointment to Chicago Transit Board, effective May 25. 1949,

for a period ending with his retirement June 24. 1954. During his association with Chicago Transit

Authority, Mr. Budd became nationally recognized as an outstanding administrator in the local

transit field.

During 1961 the Board held twenty-three meetings for the transaction of official business and.

in addition, held many informal conferences and several public hearings.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The Board is grateful for the diligence and cooperation of all its employes in continuing to pri

vide safe, efficient and courteous service to our valued patrons.

Appreciation is expressed to the City of Chicago, State of Illinois and other governmenl:il

agencies for their assistance and efforts to resolve the problems of local transit in Chicago and

the area.

By Order of the Board

Chairman
Room 734

Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago 54, IlUnois.
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

120 South La Salle Street

Chicago 3

ago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of Chicago Transit Authority ( an Illinois munici-

p I corporation) as of December 31, 1961. and the related statements of accumulated net earnings,

ci;' application of revenue and of funds for the year then ended. Our examination was made in

:".ordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the

a . ounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum-

swnces. "
,

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and related statements of accumulated

n earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority as of

Lkcember 31, 1961, and the results of its operations and fund transactions for the year then ended,

and were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis

consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the accompanying statement of

application of revenue presents fairly the distribution of revenue for the year ended December 31,

I '^61, in accordance with the provisions of the trust agreement securing the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 12, 1962.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Assets

December 31

1961 1960

Transportation Property:

Cost $191,115,710 $181,793,739

Less—Reserve for depreciation 71,709,410 64,110,067

$119,406,300 $117,683,672

Special Funds, cash and U. S. Government securities:

Held by revenue bond trustee

—

Transit revenue $ — $ —
Depreciation reserve 12,954.204 16,896,208

Operating expense reserve 948,259 948,259

$ 13,902,463 $ 17,844,467

Damage reserve 4,164,989 2,213,414

$ 18.067,452 $ 20.057,881

•'Current Assets:

Cash and U. S. Government securities

—

Working cash, including $5,000,000 provided from

revenue bond proceeds $ 16,368,526 $ 14.493,275

Deposits for payment of interest on revenue bonds 2,044,029 2,1 19,038

Deposits for payment of interest on equipment trust

certificates 24,543 29,652

Accounts receivable, less reserve 2,430,154 2,625,867

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5.496,355 5,525,107

Other 660,510 1,277,241

$ 27,024,117 $ 26,070,180

$164,497,869 $163,811,733
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BALANCE SHEET

Liabilities

December 31

1961 1960

Long-Term Debt (including approximately $5,800,000 due

within one year)

:

Revenue bonds $104,343,000 $108,459,000

Less—Amounts held by trustee in Series of 1947 serial

bond maturity, sinking and revenue bond reserve

funds 9,156,713 9,120,571

$ 95,186,287 $ 99,338,429

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting funds of $128,340

and $124,172, respectively, held by trustee for payment of

principal 7,126,660 8,635,828

$102,312,947 $107,974,257

Accumulated Net Earnings, appropriated in accordance with

the trust agreement securing the revenue bonds $ 34,744,762 $ 31,002,827

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 6,706,387 $ 6,573,162

Accrued wages and vacation pay 7,856,623 6,967,605

Accrued interest 2,068,572 2,148,690

Unredeemed tokens 272,142 260,331

$ 16,903,724 $ 15,949,788

Deferred Paving Liability $ 612,566 $ 912,566

Damage Reserve $ 9,923,870 $ 7,972,295

$164,497,869 $163,811,733

The accompanying statements and notes are an integral part of this balance sheet.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

APPROPRIATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE

TRUST AGREEMENT SECURING THE REVENUE BONDS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1961

Balance December 31, 1960 $31,002,827

Deficiency in revenue, representing depreciation for which cash was not available for

deposit with trustee, per accompanying statement of application of revenue $ 843,082*

Items deductible from operating revenue in accordance with the trust agreement secur-

ing the revenue bonds, but not deductible from earnings under generally accepted

accounting principles

—

Allocation of net earnings for debt service requirements

—

Serial bond maturity fund 2,000,000

Sinking funds 1 ,972,663

Depreciation deficiency applicable to prior years 253,554

Interest earned on certain funds, not included in transit revenue under the trust agree-

ment

—

Revenue bond reserves 59,913

Depreciation reserve 514,665

Interest expense on equipment trust certificates 335,344*

Net income determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. . .$ 3,622,369

Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 1 19,566

Balance December 31, 1961 $34,744,762

* Denotes red figure.
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FOR RELEASE TO PAPERS ON MONDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 23, 1962
STATEMENT OF V. E. GUNLOCK, CHAIRMAN, CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

CTA REVENUES OF $11,^98,879 FOR JuNE 1962 INCREASED $684,509, OR 6.33^> COMPARED

WITH June 1 96I and were adequate to cover operating and maintenance expenses, debt service

REQUIREMENTS, AND FULL MONTHLY PROVISION FOR DEPRECIATION RESERVE OF $919»910» ' ^1 ADDI-

TION THERE REMAINED $622,405 AVAILABLE FOR OTHER CHARGES. PASSENGER REVENUE AMOUNTED TO

$11,283,615, AN INCREASE OF $666,3^7, OR 6.28^-, COMPARED WITH JuNE 1 96l . ThIS INCREASE

WAS DUE ENTIRELY TO THE '^^ TRANSFER CHARGE MADE EFFECTIVE JuLY 23, 1 96l . ThE INCREASE

WOULD HAVE BEEN APPROXIMATELY $172,300, OR 1.6^-, GREATER, EXCEPT THAT THERE WAS ONE LESS

WEEKDAY AND ONE MORE SATURDAY IN JUNE 1962 THAN IN JuNE 1 96l . OthER REVENUES INCREASED

$18,200.

Operating and maintenance expenses of $992'75»^77 "^or June 1 962 increased $21,680,

OR .23^, compared with June 1 96I . Increases in major items totalled $221,800, arising from

INCREASES IN WAGE RATES AND COST-OF-LIVING ALLOWANCES AND IN THE PROVISION FOR INJURIES AND

damages, the LATTER BEING DUE TO THE INCREASE IN GROSS REVENUE ON WHICH THE PROVISION IS

BASED. These increases were almost completely offset by decreases in group insurance costs,

IN pension and social security provisions, and from continuing operating economies.

Originating revenue passengers of 41, 677*335 ^^or June 1 962 decreased 1,721,770,

OR 3'97^» compared with June 1 96I . Surface System riding decreased 1 ,877>963» OR 5«^8/o,

WHILE the Rapid Transit System continued its upward trend in riding and increased 156>193

REVENUE riders, OR 1.72^. ThE OVER-ALL DECREASE IN 1962 WOULD HAVE BEEN APPROXIMATELY 1-5^

less EXCEPT THAT THERE WAS ONE LESS WEEKDAY AND ONE MORE SATURDAY IN JuNE 1962 THAN IN JUNE

1961. On THIS BASIS, THE SuRFACE SySTEM LOSS WOULD HAVE BEEN 4.17^, WHILE THE RaP I D TRAN-

SIT System would have shown an increase of 3-82/(.o

Originating revenue passenger data for June 1 962 and 1 961 , and May 1962 are

Shown below:

June 1 962 June 1 96I May 1962

Surface System 32,^18,225 34,296,188 3^,050,817

Rapid Transit System 9,259J10 9J02.917 9.704,584

Total 41,677,335 ^3.399,105 !^;3,7^^>^OX

FROM: CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

H. L. POLLAND, DIRECTOR, P. 0. BOX 3555, CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
STATEMENT OF APPLICATION OF REVENUES TO FIXED REQUIREMENTS

MONTHS OF JUNE 1962 AND 1961, SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 1962 AND 1961

AND TWELVE MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30, 1962

(Revenues applied in order of precedence required by Trust Agreement)

Month of June

1962 1961

Six Months Ended

June 30,

1962 1961

Twelve

Months Ended

June 30, 1962

Revenues

Operation and Maintenance Expenses

Available for Debt Service

Debt Service Requirements:

Interest Charges

Deposit to Series of 1947 Serial

Bond Maturity Fund

Deposits to Sinking Funds -

Series of 1947 (2)

Series of 1952 (2)

Series of 1953 (2)

Balance Available for Depreciation

Provision for Depreciation

Balance Available for Other Charges or

Deficit in Depreciation Provision (3)

Accumulated Deficit in Depreciation

at beginning of period

Appropriated for Revenue Bond

Amortization

Balance Available for Other Charges or

Deficit in Depreciation Provision

at Close of Period

11,498,879





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statements of Application of Revenue
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1961 AND 1960

1961 1960

Operating Revenue:

Passenger transportation $128,735,720 $130,264,739
Other 1,875,026 1,828,176

$130,610,746 $132,092,915

Operating Expenses:

Conducting transportation $ 62,539,333 $ 62,414,913
Maintenance

—

Equipment 19,786,170 20,652,861
Way and structures 6,467,443 6,902,742

Electric power purchased 4,648,665 4,616,412
Fuel for revenue equipment 2,400,594 2,650,907
Rentals under long-term leases 831,435 844,092
Provision for injuries and damages 9,795,805 9,852,889
General and administrative 6,148,575 5,615,398

$112,618,020 $113,550,214

Revenue Available for Debt Service $ 17,992,726 $ 18,542,701

Debt Service Requirements:

Interest $ 4,160,731 $ 4,314,775

Serial bond maturity fund 2,000,000 2,000,000

Sinking funds 1,972,663 1,872,900

$ 8,133,394 $ 8,187,675

Revenue Available for Other Requirements $ 9,859,332 $ 10,355,026

Other Requirements:

Depreciation —
Prior period deficiency $ 253,554 $ —
Current period 10,448,860 10,567,433

Revenue bond amortization — 41,147

$ 10,702,414 $ 10,608,580

Deficiency in Revenue, representing depreciation for which cash

was not available for deposit with trustee $ 843,082 $ 253,554

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1961

FUNDS HEL B

REVENUE BOM

Transit Serial Sii in|

Total Revenue Interest Maturity Fi*

Balance December 31, 1960,

before transfers $ 45,304,534 $ 7,450,935 $2,1 19,038 $1,000,00 $^ ,4

Add:
Collection of revenue $130,212,759 $130,212,759 $ — $ — $ -

Other receipts 4,771,498 4,771,498 — —
Interest income from securities. 921,129 — 27,083 24,800

Transfers from transit revenue

fund — 134,332,785* 4,160,731 2,000,000 1.9 '

Other transfers — 346.^2 27,083* 24,800*

$135^905,386 $ 998,024 $4,160,731 $2,000,000 $2,0

Deduct:
Disbursements $136,289,411 $ — $4,235,740 $2,000,000 $1,9,.-

Transfers from revenue bond

trustee to equipment trustee

(see accompanying statement) — — —
$136,289,4n $ — $4,235,740 $2,000,000 $l,9i.^

Balance December 31, 1961,

before transfers described below:

Cash $15,816,939 $ 8,448.959 $2,044,029 $ 165,888 $ kl

U. S. Government securities

(at cost) 29.103.570 — — 834,112

$ 44.920,509 $ 8X48,959 $2,044,029 $1,000,000 $ i.

Transfers to be made subsequent

to December 31. 1961:

Collections deposited Janu-

ary 2, 1962 869.094 869.094 — — -

Transfers in January 1962

from transit revenue and

working cash funds — 9,318,053* — —
Rcimburesment of working

cash for disbursements pay-

able from special funds. . .
— — — —

$45,7^89,603 $ — $2,044,029 $1,000,000 $

Balance December 31. 1961,

after transfers, classified in ac-

companying balance sheet as:

Special funds $ 18,067.452 $— $— $— $-
Current assets 18,437,098 — 2,044,029 —
Reduction of long-term debt. 9,285,053 — — 1,000,000 I

$ 45,789,603 $ — $2,044,029 $1,000,000 $ >•

" Denotes red figure.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

iNUE BOND TRUSTEE
t: a u ^A r.-runD t:nN,r.cFunds Held OTHER FUNDS

by Equipment
Operating Trustee (See Excess

Depreciation Expense Moderni- Accompanying Damage Damage Working

serves Reserve Reserve zation Statement) Reserve Reserve Cash

8,100 $20,974,833 $948,259 $253,154 $ 153,824 $1,230,970 $248,286 $ 2,804,664

7,986 514,665 22,647 — 12,146 25,099 6,703 —
;- 9,576,108 _ _ _ _ _ 116,623,283

13,486* —
. 22,647* 328,641 12,146* 9,422,310 319,070 10,101,824*

15,500* $10,090,773 $ — $328,641 $ — $9,447,409 $325,773 $106,521,459

$11,684,437 $ — $380,017 $1,845,453 $7,845,990 $ — $106,301,340

1,844,512 — — 1,844,512* _ _ _
113,528,949 $ — $380,017 $ 941 $7,845,990 $ — $106,301,340

7,600 $ 502,061 $ 3,297 $201,778 $ 7,882 $1,286,721 $ 29,828 $ 3,024,783

(5,000 17,034,596 944,962 — 145,001 1,545,668 544,231 —
12,600 $17,536,657 $948,259 $201,778 $ 152,883 $2,832,389 $574,059 $ 3,024,783

- 965,669 _ _ _ 729,920 28,621 7.593,843

5,548,122* — 201,778* _ _ _ 5,749,900

>2,600 $12,954,204 $948,259 $ — $ 152,883 $3,562,309 $602,680 $ 16,368,526

$12,954,204 $948,259 $ — $ — $3,562,309 $602,680 $ —
- — — — 24,543 — — 16,368,526

)2,600 — — — 128,340 _ _ _
,600 $12,954,204 $948,259 $ — $ 152,883 $3,562,309 $602,680 $ 16,368,526

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Notes To Financial Statements

AS OF DECEMBER 31. 1961

( 1 ) Revenue of each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses is to be deposited in

the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

a. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond maturity fund, sinking funds, and reserve funds

—

deposits equal to debt service requirements as provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

b. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies,

if any, in prior years' deposits.

c. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the series of 1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the

series of 1953 revenue bonds.

d. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to be $900,000 each year, until the balance in

the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

e. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be computed in accordance with the franchise

ordinance.

f. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required

deposits to the above funds.

(2) Under its pension agreement, which is renegotiated every three years, the Authority has agreed

to contribute a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired

employees. Under such agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial

cost of future benefits to present and retired employees based on past-service costs. At De-

cember 31, 1961, such an unfunded amount was approximately $1 10,000,000.

(3) The Authority leases operating property under long-term contracts having an aggregate rental

of approximately $15,500,000 over the remaining lives of such contracts.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Funds Held By Equipment Trustee

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1961

Equipment Trust Certificate Funds

For For Payment of Principal

Payment of

Total Interest Series 7 Series 8 Series 9

Balance December 31, 1960 $ 153,824 $29,652 $55,000 $19,167 $50,005

Add:

Interest income from securities $ 12,146 $ 2,172 $ 4,454 $ 1,557 $ 3,963

Interest income transferred to transit

revenue fund 12,146* 2,172* 4,454* 1,557* 3,963*

Transfers from revenue bond trustee 1,844,512 335,344 672,500 236,667 600,001

$1,844,512 $335,344 $672,500 $236,667 $600,001

Deduct—Disbursements $1,845,453 $340,453 $670,000 $235,000 $600,000

Balance December 31, 1961:

Cash $ 7,882 $ 4,815 $ 1,275 $ 1,106 $ 686

U. S. Government securities (at

cost) 145,001 19,728 56,225 19,728 49,320

$ 152,883 $ 24,543 $ 57,500 $ 20,834 $ 50,006

Balance December 31, 1961, classi-

fied in accompanying balance

sheet as:

Current assets $ 24,543 $24,543 $ — $ — $ —
Reduction of equipment obliga-

tions 128,340 — 57,500 20,834 50,006

$ 152,883 $ 24,543 $ 57,500 $ 20,834 $ 50,006

* Denotes red figure.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Revenue Bonds

DECEMBER 31. 1961

Series of 1947

Total

Revenue Bonds, by year of

maturity:

1962 $ 2,000,000

1963-1965 6,000,000

1966-1972 13,000,000

1978 55,133,000

1982 28,210,000

Revenue Bonds, issued and

outstanding $104,343,000

Less—Funds held by revenue

bond trustee:

Series of 1947 serial bond
maturity fund $ 1,000,000

Sinking funds 64,1 13

Revenue bond reserve
funds (note) 8,092,600

$ 9,156,713

Revenue Bonds, less above

funds $ 95,186,287

1962 Deposit Requirements
(exclusive of interest):

For serial bond maturity. .$ 2,000,000

For sinking funds

For sinking fund applicable

to the period November
1, 1960, to July 1, 1961,

deferrable until deprecia-

tion fund deficit is met. .

2,171,730

71,523

$ 4,243,253

Interest

Rate



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Equipment Trust Certificates

DECEMBER 31, 1961

Equipment Trust Cer-
tificates, by year of

maturity:

Series 7 Series 8 Series 9

Total 3'/2% 4'/8% 4'/8% 41/2% 43/8%

1962 $1,550,000 $ 455,000 S 245,000 $ 250,000 $ 350,000 $ 250,000

1963 1,590,000 475,000 255,000 260,000 350,000 250,000

1964 1,625,000 495,000 260,000 270,000 350,000 250,000

1965 .
,

1,655.000 505,000 270,000 280,000 350,000 250,000

1966 835,000 255,000 140,000 140,000 175,000 125,000

Total outstanding. $7,255,000 $2,185,000 $1,170,000 $1,200,000 $1,575,000 $1,125,000

Less—Funds held by trus-

tee for payment of

principal 128,340 37,500 20,000 20,834 29,169 20,837

Equipment Trust Cer-
tificates, per balance

sheet $7,126,660 $2,147,500 $1,150,000 $1,179,166 $1,545,831 $1,104,163

Deposits Required in

1962 for Payment of
Principal $1,553,333 $ 456,667 $ 245,833 $ 250,833 $ 350,000 $ 250,000

Notes;

(1) Collateral for Series 7, 8 and 9 equipment trust certificates consists of the following;

Series 7 Series 8 Series 9

Units-
Propane buses

Elevated-subway cars
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Condensed Statement of Application of Revenues to Fixed Requirements

(Revenues applied in order of precedence required by trust agreement)

From Date of Take-Over (October 1,1947) to December 31, 1961.

Credit from Balance

Operating Available

Year



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Statement of Transportation Property and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 31. 1960. Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During the Year 1961 and Balance at December 31. 1961

Balance

Dec. 31, 1960

Land $ 13,642.955

Track and Paving 8,032,942

Machinery and Tools 4,175,380

Electric Line Equipment 9,564,932

Buildings 24,719,373

Cars 44,398,379

Buses 58,410,091

Work Cars, Autos and Service Equip-

ment 1,754,887

Furniture 1,360,763

Signals and Interlocking 991,049

Crossings, Fences and Signs 1,001,475

Elevated Structures 6,996,964

Substation Equipment 1,989,106

Telephone and Communications. . . 691,511

Engineering 46,623

General and Miscellaneous 3,931,993

Total Transportation Property . $181,708,423

Organization Expense 85,316

Total $181,793,739

Gross

Additions



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

ANNUAL OPERATING STATISTICS — OCTOBER

ORIGINATING REVENUE PASSENGERS
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Year
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31. 1961

January 1, 1961 to

Dec. 31, 1961

On Hand
Dec. 31, 1960

Surface System:

Buses

—

Trolley Buses 561

Gas—Mechanical 42

Gas—Hydraulic 437

Diesel—Hydraulic 681

Propane—Hydraulic 1,448

Total Surface Equipment 3,169

Rapid Transit System:

Elevated—Subway Cars

—

Steel, conventional type 446

Metal, articulated 4

Metal, P. C. C 770

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,220

Total Revenue Equipment
Owned 4,389

Acquired

300

300

Retired

On Hand
Dec. 31, 1961

2



CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 31, 1961

Surface Rapid Transit

System System Combined

Track Owned or Leased:

Owned 67.78 1 72.54 240.32

Leased (Subways and Congress Expressway) — 30.13 30.13

Total Track Owned or Leased 67.78 202.67 270.45

Revenue and Non-Revenue Track or Route Mileage:

Revenue Miles in Operation

—

Revenue Tracks — 160.65 160.65

Trolley Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 246.04 — 246.04

Motor Bus Lines (Single Way Miles) 1,581.50 — 1,581.50

Total Revenue Miles 1,827.54 160.65 1,988.19

Non-Revenue Miles

—

Unused Track 65.92(1) — 65.92

Service Track 1.86(2) 42.02(3) 43.88

Connecting Trolley Bus Lines and Trolley Bus Storage 17.79 — 17.79

Total Non-Revenue Miles 85.57 42.02 127.59

Total 1,913.11 202.67 2,115.78

NOTES:

(1) This mileage covers Tracks located in public ways and streets which are isolated, Tracks from which

electric service has been disconnected and Tracks not used.

(2) This mileage covers Tracks located in 78th & Vincennes Yard, and railroad track connection into South

Shops plant.

(3) Includes 14.63 miles of Main Line Storage Track, and 2.57 miles of freight Gauntlet Track, Evanston

Branch. Balance consists of Track in yards and carhouses.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Operating Statistics

For Year Ended December 31. 1961

Surface Rapid Transit

System System Combined

Passenger Traffic Statistics:

Revenue Passengers 395,405,445 110,126,318 505,531,763

Revenue Vehicle Miles

—

Cars — 44,193,072 44,193,072

Trolley Coaches 17,333,867 — 17,333,867

Motor Buses 90,202,596 — 90,202,596

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 107,536,463 44,193,072 151,729,535

Revenue per Vehicle Mile 93.78^' 67.35^ 86.08«J

Revenue Vehicle Hours

—

Cars — — (1) —
Trolley Coaches 1,819,059 — 1,819,059

Motor Buses 8,884,759 — 8,884,759

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours. . . 10,703,818 — 10,703,818

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 67,647,866 203,919,037 271.566,903

Average cost per Kilowatt Hour — — 1.904(»

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Gasoline— Gallons 3,091,866

Average Miles per Gallon 2.87

Diesel Fuel — Gallons 6,095,922

Average Miles per Gallon 4.16

Propane Fuel — Gallons 25,048,139

Average Miles per Gallon 2.23

( I ) Not Available.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Route and Number

South Halsted (42B)

Route and Terminal Changes

Effective
Date Description of Change

1-3-61

Douglas (136)

Jackson

—

Independence (127)

Cermak Road (21)

1-16-61

1-16-61

2-12-61

Southport Avenue (46) 2-12-61

Green Pennant 2-18-61

Certain weekday trips were extended from the Lowe- 127th

terminal to operate east on 127th to Wentworth, north

on Wentworth to Brayton Avenue where a "U" turn is

made. Nine A.M. and seventeen P.M. trips operated to

the extended terminal. This extension was authorized

with the provision that it be self-sustaining. Checks when
schools were closed showed riding could not support the

service and the extended trips were therefore discon-

tinued with closing of schools and resumed with opening

of schools.

Quincy Street was closed to traffic for construction of the

new U. S. Government Building. Douglas buses which

had operated east on Jackson, north on State, west on
Quincy, and north on Dearborn were rerouted, to oper-

ate east on Jackson and north on Dearborn.

Quincy Street was closed to traffic for construction of the

new U. S. Government Building. Former operation east

on Jackson, north on State, west on Quincy and north

on Dearborn was rerouted to operate east on Jackson

and north on Dearborn.

Effective this date, all service between midnight and 6:30
A.M. was turned at Prairie Avenue. The service between

6:30 A.M. and midnight operates to McCormick Place

except for the period between 6:30 A.M. and 9:30

A.M. on Weekdays when only alternate trips operate to

McCormick Place with the balance of the trips during

this period operating to the Prairie Avenue Terminal.

Late evening service curtailed by removal of the round trip

leaving Belle Plaine Avenue at 1:32 A.M. on all days of

the week. The Sunday schedule was curtailed by re-

moval of the round trips leaving Belle Plaine Avenue at

12:30 A.M., 12:43 A.M. and 1:02 A.M.

Green Pennant Express service for McCormick Place Ex-
hibition Hall was developed for operation during special

events. This service operates from Union Station north

on Canal, east on Washington, south on Michigan, east

on Monroe, south on Columbus Drive and Lake Shore

Drive West and east on 23rd St. to McCormick Place.

Routing from McCormick Place is north on Lake Shore

Drive East, west on Roosevelt Drive, north on Columbus
Drive, west on Jackson Drive, north on Michigan, west

on Adams to Union Station.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Route and Number

Ogden Ave. Ext. (58A)

Jeffery Express (5)

Devon-Northwest

Expressway (19)

Morgan-Racine ( 23

)

Ohio Depots (157)

Montrose-

Lawrence (81 A)

Douglas (136)

West 31st St. (31 A)

West Fullerton (74B)

Monroe Parking (148)

Canal-Wacker (15)

Lake Street (16)

Elston-Clybourn (41)

Effective
Date Description of Change

3-26-61 Extended one block south on Wood Street to give better

service to the West Side Medical Center District.

3-27-61 Operation expanded to cover the hour between noon and

1:00 P.M. on Weekdays. Four trips were added at 15

minute intervals.

3-27-61 Operation improved by addition of one morning rush hour

and three afternoon rush hour trips to accommodate in-

creased volume of riding.

3-27-61 Discontinued the last two round trips leaving Pershing

Road at 1:30 A.M. and 2:00 A.M. on Weekdays and

Saturdays.

4-3-61 One-way street pattern affecting Ohio and Ontario streets

required rerouting of westbound movement over On-
tario St. between Fairbanks and Michigan.

6-18-61 Line extended to operate via Simonds Drive between Mont-
rose and Lawrence Avenues to better serve the Montrose

Beach on days when weather conditions require.

6-18-61 Discontinued Sunday service between Lake-Hamlin and

Independence Square. There was no change in service

between Independence Square and Dearborn-Adams.

6-18-61 Discontinued Sunday service which had covered the period

9:00 A.M. and 9:00 P.M. operating between California

and Kilbourn Avenue.

6-19-61 Extended west from the Grand-Nordica Loop to the Elm-
wood Parkway Circle near Wrightwood-77th Avenue.

This operation is for an 1 8-hour day, Monday through

Saturday only.

6-19-61 Discontinued Monday and Thursday evening service which

had operated between 6:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M.

6-24-61 Discontinued Saturday service which had covered the

period 6:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

7-30-61 Sunday service changed to operate between Lake-Austin

and Ashland Avenue looping at the east terminal via

Lake-Paulina, Madi.son and Ashland. The east terminal

on Sundays formerly was at the Prudential Building,

operated via Lake, Stetson Drive, Randolph and Canal
Street.

7-30-6! Discontinued service on Sundays and during owl periods

on Weekdays and Saturdays.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Route and Number

Ogden Avenue (58)

Elston (13)

93rd-95th (95)

Hyde Park ( 2

)

Taylor-Sedgwick-

Sheffield (37)

Addison (152)

115th Street (115)

83rd Street (83)

Yates-95th (89)

Morgan-Racine (23)

Effective
Date

7-30-61

7-31-61

8-25-61

8-27-61

9-10-61

9-10-61

9-10-61

9-10-61

9-10-61

9-10-61

Description of Change

Line changed to operate between 25th-Laramie and Ogden-

Madison all day on Sundays and during the owl period

on Weekdays and Saturdays, looping at the east termi-

nal via Ogden, Madison, Ashland, and Ogden.

Discontinued mid-day service on Weekdays between 9:00

A.M. and 3:30 P.M. operated between California-Ros-

coe and Chicago-Milwaukee via California, Elston, and

Fry Street. This discontinuance removed all service on

Elston south of Division Street and left only Weekday
rush hour service on Elston south of Belmont Avenue.

Routing at the west terminal from 6:00 A.M. to 10:00

P.M. changed to operate over the routing that prevailed

from 10:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. This new routing is

via 95th, Campbell Avenue, and the service area of

Evergreen Shopping Plaza.

Routing changed to operate via 51st Street between South

Parkway-51st and Drexel Square-Hyde Park Boulevard.

This service operates only during rush hours on Week-

days.

Line was changed to operate between Sheffield-Clark and

Wells-Harrison all day on Sundays and during the owl

period on Weekdays and Saturdays. The south terminal

operation is via Wells, Van Buren, Sherman, Harrison

and Wells.

Changed to operate between Addison-Pueblo and Addison-

Lake Shore Drive on Sundays, looping at the east termi-

nal via Addi.son, Halsted. Broadway, Sheridan, Lake

Shore Drive and Addison Street. Formerly the east

terminal on Sundays between Noon and Midnight had

been Congress-State.

Discontinued Sunday service which had operated between

1 15th-Halsted and 1 15th-Cottage Grove via 115th

Street between the hours 8:20 A.M. and 9:20 P.M.

Discontinued Sunday service which had operated between

83rd-South Chicago and 83rd-Green Bay via 83rd

Street between the hours 5:30 A.M. and 12:55 A.M.

Discontinued Sunday service which had operated between

91st-Baltimore and 104th-Torrence during the period

from 7:30 A.M. to 6:45 P.M.

Discontinued service on Saturdays and Sundays and on

Weekdays during the midday and evening periods. The
weekday rush hour service that was retained covered the

periods 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M., and from 3:00 P.M.

to 7:00 P.M.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Effective

Route and Number Date

Kimball (82) 10-29-61

Peterson Avenue (84) 10-29-61

Ravenswood Branch of 10-29-61

Rapid Transit System

Wentworth
Avenue (22A)

11-17-61

South Damen (50A) 11-28-61

Pershing Road (39) 12-3-61

Clark Street (22)

Lunt-Touhy (96)

Skokie (97)

12-3-61

12-3-61

12-3-61

Description of Change

Discontinued Sunday service south of Lawrence Avenue.

The line had been operated between Devon-Kedzie Loop
and Logan Square from 5:15 A.M. until 1 : 25 A.M. next

day. The changed operation supplies service from 7:30

A.M. to 10:15 P.M. between Devon-Kedzie to a con-

nection with the Ravenswood "L" at Lawrence-Kimball.

West terminal was changed to an enlarged off-street termi-

nal at Caldwell-Central and eliminated the hazard caused

by leaving buses standing at the curb during layover

periods.

The Ravenswood route was shortened during owl periods

on all days of the week and all day on Sundays to operate

between the Kimball Terminal and Belmont Station.

This operation had formerly been between Kimball Ter-

minal and Armitage Station. The owl headways were

opened from 30 minutes to 45 minutes, and the Sunday
headways were opened from 1 1 minutes to 22 minutes

before 10:00 A.M. and after 8:30 P.M. and from 11

minutes to 15 minutes between 10:00 A.M. and 8:30

P.M.

Routing changed on account of South Expressway con-

struction. Revised routing is via Wentworth, Frontage

Road, Yale, Englewood, Princeton, Root, Wells, Persh-

ing to Wentworth, and return.

North terminal changed to operate north on Damen east

service drive to 46th, U-turn via 46th under the bridge

and south on the Damen west service drive.

Line extended in the east terminal area to go south on
Ellis from Oakwood to 40th Street, east on 40th Street

from Ellis to Lake Park and north on Lake Park to

resume the former routing at Oakwood and Lake Park.

Buses routed into the new Hermitage-Birchwood loop via

north on Clark, Northeast on Rogers, north on Hermi-
tage through the terminal, south on Hermitage, south-

west on Rogers and south on Clark.

Buses routed into the new Hermitage-Birchwood loop via

northeast on Rogers, north on Hermitage through the

terminal, south on Hermitage and southwest on Rogers.

Buses routed into the new Hermitage-Birchwood loop via

east on Howard, south on Clark, east on Birchwood,

through the terminal, north on Hermitage and west on
Howard.
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Route and Number

Devon Avenue (14)

Devon-Northwest

Expressway (19)

Effective
Date

12-4-61

12-4-61

Description of Change

Extended service on Devon Avenue between Cicero and

the Central-Caldwell Terminal. The former Devon Ave-

nue operation between Devon-Kedzie and Cicero-Pen-

sacola was retained. These operations are Weekdays
and Saturday only.

Extended operation from the former west terminal at

Devon-Avondale Avenues. The extension was west in

Devon to Canfieid (Ozanam), north in Ozanam to Olm-
sted where the loop is via Overhiil, Northwest Highway
and Ozark Avenue. The expressway trips operate in-

bound A.M. and outbound P.M.

Reverse trips are non-stop and operate via the Northwest

Expressway to or from Canfieid entrance or exit, and via

Canfieid to or from the Ozark terminal. Local stops are

made in the territory of extension inbound in the A.M.
and outbound in the P.M.

State Street (36A) 12-10-61 Routing changed on account of South Expressway con-

struction. The revised routing is via State, 69th, Lafa-

yette, 95th Street, replacing the former routing via State

Street through the area.
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Aerial view of the new off-street bus-rapid transit passenger interchange terminal at Howard Street and Hermitage Avenue, which

was placed in service December 3. This direct passageway between the terminal and rapid transit station eliminates the necessity of

passengers going to or crossing the street to make their transit connections. When the work is completed, passengers will alight from

buses under a canopy over the walkway to the station, and departing passengers will board buses under canopies sheltering all of

the bus berths.
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DISTRIBUTION OF OTA'S 1962 REVENUE DOLLAR

INJURIES AND DAMAGES-

POWER -

MOTOR FUEL

DEPRECIATION-

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES

REVENUE BOND INTEREST

BOND MATURITY

SINKING FUND —
REVENUE BOND AMORTIZATION 1.454

OPERATING EXPENSE RESERVE, \

'^''*

MUNICIPAL COMPENSATION^ \^^

.29 f

NOTE:

TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS EXCLUDE

$2,346,110 (l.70(' OF CTA'S DOLLAR) CHARGED

TO OPERATING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES AND

INJURIES AND DAMAGE RESERVE.



CHICAGO
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY

ANNUAL REPORT FOR YEAR 1962

FINANCIAL RESULTS

The Authority's operating results for 1962 reflected the healthy economic growth enjoyed in the

Chicago metropolitan area and a full year's benefit of the additional revenues derived from the 50 transfer

charge inaugurated July 23, 1961.

Gross revenues for the year 1962 totaled $137,840,949, an increase of $7,230,203 over 1961.

Operating and maintenance expenses were $2,542,201 greater, primarily due to increased labor costs, but

the net operating income was sufficient to meet all debt service and revenue bond amortization require-

ments; to make up the 1961 deficiency of $843,082 in depreciation provision; to deposit $900,000 in the

Operating Expense Reserve Fund; and to provide $401,300 for deposit to the Municipal Compensation

Fund. This is only the fourth year in CTA history in which there were revenues available for deposit to

the Municipal Compensation Fund. Payments from this fund are made to the City of Chicago for use of

city-owned streets, subways and other facilities.

Comparative results of operation for 1962 and 1961 are shown below:

1962 1961

Revenues $137,840,949 $130,610,746

Operation and Maintenance Expenses 115,160,221 112,618,020

22,680,728 17,992,726

Debt Service Requirements 8,242,216 8,133,394

Balance Available for Depreciation 14,438,512 9,859,332

Depreciation Provision—Current Period 1 1,027,276 10,448,860

Balance Available for Other Charges or (Deficit in Depreciation Pro-

vision)
."

3,41 1,236 (589,528)

Carry-Over of Prior Year's Deficiency (843.082) (253,554)

Balance Available for Other Charges or (Deficit in Depreciation Pro-

vision) 2,568,154 (843.082)

Other Charges—Revenue Bond Amortization Fund 1,266,854 —
Operating Expense Reserve Fund 900,000 —
Municipal Compensation Fund 401,300 -—

Total Other Charges 2,568,1 54 —
Deficit in Depreciation Provision -0- $ (843,082)

( ) Denotes Red Figure
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Sources of the Authority's revenues for 1962 and 1961 were as follows:

1962

Passenger Revenues

—

Surface System $104,541,381
Rapid Transit System 31,037,819

135,579,200

Charter Service 442,650

136,021,850

Other—
Station and Car Privileges 505,579
Rent of Tracks and Facilities 325,139
Rent of Buildings and Other Property 406,083
Miscellaneous 582,298

1,819,099

Total Revenues $137,840,949

1961



Wages and salaries increased in 1962 from the application of higher hourly wage rates and cost-of-liv-

ing allowances provided in contracts negotiated in 1959 and 1962. These changes, applied to the basic

one-man operator wage rates, are shown below:

December 31, 1961

1962 Changes effective

March 1

June 1

September 1

December 1

December 31, 1962 $2,860 -0- $2,860

Basic One-Man
Hourly Rate



i

amount of power consumption for heating cars, and lower cost of converting power from AC to DC cur-

rent. The actual energy cost per AC kilowatt hour at point of supply was the same during both 1962 and

1961.

Motor Fuel costs for 1962 were $29,848 less than in 1961. A reduction in motor bus miles operated'

saved $113,000 but an increase in the basic fuel cost per gallon increased 1962 expenses $40,850, and

a slight decline in miles operated per gallon of fuel consumed added $42,300 to 1962 fuel costs.

Operating materials and supplies increased $272,977. Nominal increases or decreases in material

costs occurred in various expense categories—some increases due to unusual occurrences and/or general

price increases, and offsetting decreases resulting from mileage reductions, the introduction of 300 new

motor buses in 1961, and other operating economies. One of the principal items accounting for the increase

in 1962 cost of material and supplies was material issued in connection with temporary repairs to the 35th

Street rapid transit station, tracks, etc. as a result of the October 17, 1962 fire.

Provision for injury and damage settlements accrued at the rate of 1Va% of total revenues through-

out 1962, down from a rate of 71/2% in 1961, increased $542,265 in direct ratio with the 1962 increase

of $7,230,203 in total revenues, decreased $344,602 on account of the reduction in accrual rate, and

increased $200,000 because Chicago Transit Board made a special provision in like amount to meet

anticipated increased costs. An additional accrual of Va of 1%, effective March 1, I960, was authorized

by the Transit Board to create an excess public liability and property damage reserve covering Rapid

Transit operation in lieu of purchasing $850,000 of insurance in excess of $250,000 for any one acci-

dent. This excess reserve fund is to be built up to a total of $1,000,000 and maintained at that amount

thereafter. There have been no serious accidents necessitating withdrawals from this excess reserve fund

since its inception and by December 31, 1962 the balance in the fund totaled $947,282.

Claim and suit settlements and expenses applicable thereto amounted to $8,313,845 in 1962 com-

pared with $7,844,231 in 1961, as shown below:

1962
Increase

1962 1961 (Decrease)

Claim Settlements

—

Number 16,443 15,067 1,376

Settlement Costs $3,078,527 $2,765,467 $3 1 3,060

Expenses 1.193,481 996,019 197,462

Total Cost of Claims $4,272.008 $3,761,486 $510,522

Suit Settlements

—

Number 2,133 2,241 (108)

Settlement Costs $3,303,181 $3,283,713 $ 19,468

Expenses 738,656 799,032 (60.376 )

Total Cost of Suits $4,041,837 $4.082,745 $(40,908 )

Total Cost $8,3 13,845 $7,844.231 $469,614

Average cost per claim settled, exclusive of expenses, increased to $187 in 1962, up from $184 ir

1961, and suit costs, exclusive of expenses, averaged $1,549 in 1962, up from $1,465 in 1961. Inci-i

dents involving the Authority's operations giving rise to claims and suits totaled 23.136 in 1962. up from

22.483 in 1961, an increase of 653 (2.9%) over 1961.

Costs of miscellaneous services and supplies for 1962 were $228,147 less than in 1961. NumerouSi

lUiclLiating and in some instances non-recurring categories of expenses are included under this caption;

The principal items accoimting lor this reduclioii in l')62 costs were a compaiativc decrease of $400,000
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in accruals for the payment of employe vacations, a reduction of $97,000 in fees of consultants in connec-

tion with the programming and installation of an automated responsibility accounting system, and a reduc-

tion of $48,800 in cost of engineering surveys and reports. The foregoing reductions, aggregating $545,800,

were partially offset by a 1962 increase of $255,600 in the cost of sand, salt, truck rentals and related

expenses incurred in the removal of snow and ice from transit routes, and an increase of $33,460 for

rental of C. & N. W. Rwy. right-of-way following elevation of the Lake Street rapid transit route in Oc-
tober, 1962.

Debt service requirements for 1962 amounted to $8,242,216, up $108,822 over 1961. Deposits to

the Series 1947, 1952 and 1953 sinking funds increased $270,590 to the required total of $2,243,253

available for retirement of Revenue Bonds in advance of maturity. The 1962 deposits to the Series of

1953 sinking fund included $71,523 to cover a December 31, 1961 deficiency that accumulated during

the period November 1960 through June 1961 when earnings were not adequate to make the required

deposits in this sinking fund. Interest payments of $3,998,963 on all series of Revenue Bonds during 1962

declined $161,768 from 1961 as a result of retirement of bonds, as summarized below:

REVENUE BONDS RETIRED TO DECEMBER 31, 1962 THROUGH OPERATION OF—

Serial Bond
Series Maturity Fund

1947 $ 2,000,000

1952 —
1953 —

Year 1962 $ 2,000,000

Total to date $21,000,000

Sinking
Fund



OPERATIONS REVIEW

Riding Trends

Fairly stable employment at relatively high levels throughout 1962 had a beneficial effect on riding

and practically offset the usual loss in patronage experienced following an upward revision in fare struc-

ture. Inauguration of the Sc* transfer charge on July 23, 1961 was expected to cause a 4.7% loss in

revenue passengers. This per cent loss would normally have shown up in the first six months of 1962,

with the transfer charge in effect, when compared with the first six months of 1961 when there was no

transfer charge; however, due to a 1962 increase in employment, this passenger loss was only 0.62%.

Riding during the second six months of 1962-1961, with the same fare structure throughout most of both

periods, showed a 1962 gain of 0.40%. However, this latter 1962 period benefited by an additional i

1,085,000 passengers on a comparable day-by-day basis because the 1962 period contained one more

weelvday and one less Sunday. After adjusting for this factor, the 1962-1961 riding trend would change

from an increase of 0.40% to a decline of 0.05% for the second six-month period and for the year the

decline would be 0.34% instead of 0.12%. A strike on the Chicago and North Western Railway during

the period August 30 to September 28. 1962 also contributed somewhat to the high level of riding during,

the last half of 1962.

Details of the foregoing are shown by the following table:

Revenue Passengers Carried 1962 Increase or (Decrease)

6-Month Nonagricultural

Periods 1962 1961 Number % Employment

First 257,131,093 258,726,791 (1,595,698) (0.62%) 2.03%

Second 247,779.884 246.804.972 974,912 0.40 1.63

Year 504,910,977 505,531,763 (620,786) (0.12%) 1.83%

The Rapid Transit System continues to demonstrate its competitive strength and the riding public's

preference for high-speed service on grade-separated right-of-way. Passenger loss on the Surface System

i

in 1962 was 1.15% from 1961 whereas the Rapid Transit System showed a gain of 3.58%. Some of thet

1962 improvement in Rapid Transit riding is, however, attributable to a change in riding habit resultingi

from the 50 transfer charge. Many former combination Surface-Rapid riders now walk a few blocks to a

Rapid Transit station to save the 50 transfer charge. Each year since 1955 has shown a progressively

greater portion of total revenue passengers patronizing the Rapid Transit System:

Per Cent of Total Revenue
Passengers Carried by

Year Rapid Transit System

1955 18.11%

1956 18.62

1957 19.29

1958 20.08

1959 20.76

1960 21.12

1961 21.78

1962 22.59

I rliirlr Miles

The Authority continued to maintain attractive, convenient and frequent service throughout the City^

of Chicago and through, within, bordering upon, or within reasonable walicing distance of thirty-one adja-i

cent cities, towns, villages and numerous unincorporated areas.
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Revenue car miles on the Rapid Transit System (43,910,748) were reduced 0.64% (282,324) from

1961 even though there was an increase of 3.58% in revenue passengers carried. Practically all of this

mileage reduction resulted from operating efficiencies made possible when the expanded Loomis street

yard, Englewood Branch, became available June 25, 1962 and provided storage space for 40 additional

cars, thereby eliminating dead-head miles on 40 cars between Loomis and 61st street yards for over-night

storage, and when the Lake Street line was moved from street level operation to grade-separated operation

on the leased Chicago and North Western Railway right-of-way on October 28, 1962. This move elim-

inated the old Forest Park Station and terminated the line at the Harlem-Marion Station. The new Harlem

terminal facilities also provided over-night storage of 42 cars, thereby saving dead-head miles on 42 cars

between the Hamlin yards and Harlem Avenue, and eliminated the former inefficient but necessary prac-

tice of making "car adds" and "car cuts'" midway in the line at Hamlin yards to accommodate passenger

demands during the various periods of the day.

Revenue bus miles on the Surface System (106,189,616) were reduced 1.25% (1,346,847) from

1961 in line with the 1.15% decline in revenue passengers. There was very little change in the amount

of service provided during morning and evening rush hour periods because most of the curtailment occurred

during non-rush hours and on Saturdays and Sundays, as illustrated by the following statistical data:

Surface System

—

1962 Decrease from 1961

Revenue Revenue
Miles Passengers

Weekdays 1.05% 1.53%)

Saturdays 2.12 (0.10)

Sundays and Holidays 4.18 2.07

Total 1.25% 1.15%

( ) Denotes Increase

During 1962, an average of 2,913 surface buses operated approximately 329,211 revenue miles

:ach weekday over Chicago's congested streets and boulevards.

Speed of Operation and Traffic Conditions

Average scheduled speed of Surface System buses during 1962 increased to 11.77 M.P.H. as com-

pared with 11.74 M.P.H. in 1961 and 11.66 M.P.H. in 1960. This slight increase in scheduled speed was

iccomplished by continued running time studies and schedule changes to adjust service to passenger

lemand, and by a reduction in traffic congestion on certain routes due to diversion of street traffic to new

Expressways.

The 1962 Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving the central business district

)f Chicago during a 12-hour period on a representative weekday shows that there were 12,644 (3.42%)

ess automobiles and taxicabs carrying 22,399 (3.90%) fewer passengers than in 1961, while 186(1.53%)

sss Authority Surface vehicles carried 9,120 (3.68%) fewer passengers. On this same check day in 1962

he total number of heavy trucks and other service vehicles entering and leaving the central business dis-

rict was 45,812, an increase of 1,699 (3.85%) over 1961.

The Rapid Transit System increased its scheduled speed of operation in 1962 to 22.42 M.P.H.—up
rom 22.18 M.P.H. in 1961. This increase in speed was due to the move from street level to grade

leparated operation on the Lake Street branch, and scheduling of the faster 6000 series cars wherever

ossible.



Public Safety

CTA employes turned in another outstanding safety performance during 1962 and for the eighth

consecutive year established new records in reducing accidents. The 1962 passenger accident frequency

rate of 3.8 accidents per 100.000 miles was an all-time low. being a decrease of 35.69'r since 1954 when the

intensive accident prevention program was inaugurated. During January and February 1962, the

heaviest snowfall (33.4 inches) in the past 10 years made street conditions extremely hazardous and

caused a sharp increase in Surface System traffic accidents. However, this heavy handicap was almost

overcome by an all-time low rate of public accidents during the last 10 months of the year. Surface System

traffic accidents were the second lowest in the history of CTA and the frequency rate of 8.6 accidents

per 100 000 miles was 36.4% below the rate for 1954. The combined traffic accident frequency rate of

6 1 was'also the second lowest, and was 38.49f lower than in 1954. The following table compares the

Authority's 1962 public accident experience with 1961 and 1954. All traffic and passenger accidents in-

volving the Authority are included regardless of liability or extent of damage:

PUBLIC ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE

Increase (Decrease)

Year
1961



In October 1962, the Authority acquired title to 100 propane-powered Mack motor buses which

had been operated in CTA service since the fall of 1956 under a lease agreement with Mack Trucks, Inc.,

of Plainfield, New Jersey. The Authority also purchased one diesel-powered demonstrator bus built to

CTA specifications by The Flxible Company in mid- 1961.

No new rapid transit cars were purchased during 1962 but plans and specifications were completed

and on March 4, 1963 the Authority called for bids on 180 high-speed all-metal, light-weight "New
Look" units estimated to cost approximately $15,000,000. These new, high-performance cars will attain

new heights in eye-appeal, passenger comfort, safety and speed.

Each car will be equipped with four 100-horsepower rated motors capable of delivering a maximum
speed of 65 miles per hour. A new-type controller will provide four speed positions and four brake

positions. The speed positions are: (1) very low speed for switching; (2) an acceleration speed of 1.5

miles per hour per second to a speed between 15 and 20 miles per hour; (3) initial acceleration at the

rate of 3.2 miles per hour per second to a balance speed of 40 to 45 miles per hour; and (4) initial rate

of 3.2 miles per hour per second with a balance speed of 65 miles per hour. Dynamic braking rates are

1.2, 2.2 and 3.2 miles per hour per second in positions 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Position four is emer-

gency braking in which a friction brake is superimposed upon the main dynamic braking system.

Semi-permanently coupled together, each two-car unit will have a seating capacity of 98 passengers,

47 in car "A", the conductor's car, and 51 in car "B". Car frames are to be capable of withstanding

a minimum of 200,000 pounds of static pressure applied against the anti-climbers at the ends of the car

frame. The trucks are to be equipped with steel and rubber springs, and shock absorbers.

The noise-proof and weather-proof interiors will feature revolutionary and spectacular illumination,

tinted safety glass in all windows, extra-wide seats cushioned with a soft, pliable plastic upholstery, an

extremely efficient heating and ventilating system, and a public address system for announcing stops and

broadcasting operation information to passengers.

Bids are to be opened May 3, 1963, and delivery is to be completed within 17 months from the

date the contract is awarded.

The "New Look" cars will be assigned to fully equip the Lake Street route, the street-level section

of which was recently elevated, and the balance are planned for the Douglas route; these will replace

200 cars approximately 50 years old.

Revenue vehicles owned and operated at December 31, 1962 consisted of the following:

Owned Active % Active

Surface System

—

Trolley Buses 552 534 96.74%
Motor Buses

—

Gasoline 172 146 84.88

Diesel 958 940 98.12

Propane 1,548 1,548 100.00

Total Buses 3,230 3,168 98.08%

Rapid Transit System-

Motor Cars 1,157 1,153 99.65

Trailers 50 17 34.00

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,207 1,170 96.93

Total Revenue Vehicles 4,437 4,338(1) 97.77%

(I) Difference authorized to be scrapped, a total of 99, or 2.23%.
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Construction Projects

Relocation of IVz miles of the Authority's Lake Street Rapid Transit tracks from street-grade to

the adjacent elevated right-of-way of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad was completed and placed

in operation October 28, 1962. This project eliminated 22 grade crossings, cleared the way for safer and

improved street traffic, and resulted in better and faster transit service. One new track was laid on the

elevated roadbed and two other tracks were realigned, water mains were relocated, electrical, signal and

communication facilities, and other fixed transportation equipment and facilities were installed, and five

new stations were constructed. Island-type platforms at each of the stations are long enough to accom-

modate eight-car trains, each station is identified by a distinctive color, and three of the stations—Central,

Austin and Oak Park—are equipped with reversible, dual-operation escalators. External walls are of

ceramic glazed brick in the color code for the respective station. This color is repeated in porcelain

enamel panels of each station front, in the glazed ceramic tile of interior walls, in agents' booth, and in

the metal platform canopies which extend over the roofs of cars at train stops to protect boarding and

alighting passengers from rain, sleet and snow. Large picture windows enhance a light and bright interior.

Passenger control facilities include agent-controUed, illimiinated fare indicator turnstiles, coin-operated turn-

stiles, and electrically-operated, remotely-controlled exit turnstiles. Electric signs over the entrance of each

station are to identify the station and display the travel time between the station and Chicago's loop.

This $4,000,000 improvement establishes a precedent and a pattern for public agency co-operation in

mass transportation projects in the future when widespread public benefits, including improvement in street

traffic ffow, may be obtained. The cost was shared as follows: The U. S. Bureau of Public Roads and the

State of Illinois, $1,000,000; County of Cook, $1,000,000; Oak Park, $800,000; the City of Chicago and

the CTA, $600,000 each. The Bureau of Public Roads" share was specifically limited to the street cross-

ing and its approaches at Harlem Avenue, an arterial highway.

One of the most modern service and inspection shops in the nation was constructed at the Forest

Park terminal of the Congress-Milwaukee Rapid Transit route at a cost of $1,180,000. Started in April

1961 and completed in July 1962, the structure covers a floor area of about 26,000 square feet and con-

tains complete inspection and maintenance facilities to service rapid transit cars. The ultramodern shop

building is faced with yellow brick interspersed with glass panels and equipped with shop machinery and

equipment of the latest design. Hoists that can lift two cars together five feet off their trucks permit serv-

icemen to remove any one or all trucks for repair or replacement. Depressed pits running the length of

the building make each car's running mechanism visible and easily accessible. Overhead cranes and mono-

rails are provided for the handling of heavy units. There also is an automatic car washer through which

an entire train can be run and cleaned in a few minutes. An office, storeroom and upholstery shop are

a part of the first floor arrangement and a lunch room and other facilities for employes are provided on

the second floor. Tracks for outside storage of 100 rapid transit cars during off-peak periods are provided

for in the overall installation, and parking space for almost 500 automobiles is available at or near this

terminal.

The new Kostner station on the Congress-Milwaukee branch of the West-Northwest rapid transit

route was placed in service August 5, 1962 following special dedicatory ceremonies on August 3 during

which the Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, presented to Mr. Virgil Gunlock, Chairman

of Chicago Transit Board, a symbolic key to the station. Located in the median strip of the Congress

Expressway east of the Kostner Avenue bridge, the new station brings to 14 the number of stations in or

along the expressway between Halsted Street and Desplaines Avenue, inclusive. Travel time between the

new station and the Loop is 13 minutes. The station building, at street level, is 32 feet long and 17 feet

wide. Exterior walls are a combination of gray glazed brick and structural glass blocks. The station

entrance is a combination of aluminum panels and polished plate glass windows and doors. The interior

is finished with gray glazed tile and is equipped with agent's booth, exit turnstile, and modern lighting

that harmonizes with the interior decor. Space is available for the future installation of a coin-token

turnstile. The 6()0-loot long platform is canopied throughout its entire length and eight windbreaks, each
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15 feet long and six feet high with five foot wide panels set at each end of the windbreak, are spaced

along the platform to provide additional shelter. The cost of this station was borne by the City of Chicago.

An automatic, all-electric interlocking and block signal system, the major phase of a $200,000 mod-
ernization project at the 63rd and Stony Island terminal of the North-South L-Subway route, was placed

in operation April 15, 1962. A new diamond crossover was installed to replace the sharp curves and

obsolete track layout for bringing trains in and out of the north and south berths. Four automatic switches

replace the six manually-operated switches formerly in use. Automatic block signals were installed between

University station and the Jackson Park station. The new all-electric interlocking system automatically

sends trains into either the north or south side of the station platform and automatic controls also route

trains out of the terminal at the exact scheduled starting time.

At year end, the new bus overhaul shop building under construction at the northeast corner of 78th

Street and Vincennes Avenue was about 75 per cent complete. The "H" shaped building, with wings on

the east and west sides of the central area, will cover an area of approximately 174,800 square feet.

The central section of the bus overhaul shops will be occupied by storerooms and upholstery, woodwork-

ing, blacksmith, tin, welding, machine and door shops. Chassis shops will be located in the east wings

and body shops in the west wings. The paint shop will be in the south part of the west wing. At the

west end of the northwest wing of the new bus overhaul building there will be a new building for super-

visory and office personnel. This new facility is designed for assembly-line work flow and efficiency and

will be one of the most modern bus servicing shops in the transit industry. The cost of this $5,235,000

project, the final step in consolidation of two former Surface System repair shops, will be amortized

within a few years by economies achieved through consolidation. Completion is expected by July or

August 1963.

Expressway Operations Proposed

An engineering report issued early in December 1962 by the nationally known consulting firm. Par-

sons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, favored the Authority's proposed 10-mile extension of its Milwau-

kee-Dearborn subway route northwestward from a connection with the extisting elevated structure, south

of Milwaukee Avenue near Rockwell Street, northward in the median of a proposed Crosstown Express-

way to the Northwest Expressway and thence northwest in the median of the Expressway to a terminal

at Cumberland Avenue (8400 west) near Higgins Road, and eventually southwestward an additional 31/2

miles to O'Hare International Airport.

The report states that there is a genuine need for enlarged or different public transportation in the

northwest area and that the proposed rapid transit extension would be the most effective improvement in

public transportation that could be made to reduce traffic congestion in the City's northwest corridor. It

was estimated that the extension would increase CTA patronage by about 9,700,000 passengers annually,

including some 1,900,000 former patrons of Chicago and North Western Railway commuter line. This

volume of riding would abate demand on highway facilities by 12,600 vehicle trips on an average week-

day in 1970. "This means a reduction in demand for Northwest corridor highway facilities equivalent to

about four expressway lanes," the engineers asserted. "The cost of an alternative solution by means of

another expressway would be exorbitant."

Estimated construction cost is $36,000,000, not including $8,200,000 for additional rolling stock

CTA would have to purchase. Revenues from the extension, according to the engineers, would approxi-

mately equal operating costs. However, debt service for these capital costs, and an increase of $ 1 , 1 1 0,000

in the Chicago and North Western's commuter service deficits due to further loss of patronage would

impose an additional cost of $3,700,000 a year which would have to be met by some public agency other

than the Chicago Transit Authority. This cost, the engineers said, must be weighed against the economic

and other benefits which would be gained, and compared with the cost of providing equal relief of con-

gestion by other means.
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The Chicago and North Western Railway and Chicago Transit Authority agreed to sponsor the above

mentioned joint study as a possible means of settling the question as to whether an "open cut" subway

should be built in the median strip of the Northwest Expressway similar to the CTA rapid transit route

operating in the median strip of Congress Street Expressway. During the course of the study, some 15

alternatives for the improvement of public transportation in the northwest area of Chicago were considered.

As is sometimes the case in joint studies of a controversial nature, the Chicago and North Western

Railway is not in complete accord with the general conclusions of this study.

Modernization and Replacement Program

The Authority's modernization program, formulated in 1945 when CTA was established, provided for

acquisition of 4,256 revenue vehicles to modernize rolling stock of the predecessor companies.

By December 31, 1962, the Authority had taken delivery of 4,704 new revenue vehicles and 283

others were on order for delivery in 1963. This completed the modernization program and will provide

731 additional new vehicles to replace equipment that became over-age during the interim.

Total cost of these 4,987 new revenue vehicles and auxiliary equipment is approximately $127,413,-

000, of which $84,794,000 covers 4,213 Surface System passenger units and $42,619,000 was for 774

Rapid Transit System cars. The net cash cost is $119,433,000 after considering $7,980,000 salvage value

realized on PCC streetcar components used in construction of 570 new L-Subway cars.

Total expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replacement program to date ag-

gregate approximately $174,5 1 1,000—$127,41 3,000 for the vehicles referred to above and $47,098,000 for

construction of new shops and operating garages and modernization of other facilities such as shops,

garages, machinery, and fixed transportation equipment.

Personnel

The total number of employes in service at the close of 1962 was 12,932, a decrease of 269 from the

13,201 at December 31, 1961, and a decrease of 10,436 from the 23,368 employes in service at dates of

acquisition of properties from predecessor companies.

During 1962, 466 employes retired on pensions, 11 employes drawing disability pensions returned to

active duty, and 420 retired employes died. At December 31, 1962 there were 5,562 retired employes

receiving pension payments.

No major changes were made in executive and supervisory positions during 1962.

OUTLOOK FOR ]96;i

Financi(d—Budiiel

On December 6, 1962, Chicago Transit Board adopted a budget of $137,749,000 for the year 1963

that anticipates a balance of $1 10,000 available for other charges after paying all operating and mainte-

nance costs, debt service requirements and depreciation provision.

Passenger revenues for 1963 were estimated on the assumption that passenger traffic would be slightly

lower (3/IOth of 1 7r ) than the 1962 level, and that the average fare in 1963 would be 1/lOth of 1%
higher than in 1962, resulting in a net decline of approximately $34,000. All other 1963 revenues were

estimated to produce about $58,000 less than was realized in 1962.

Expenses budgeted for 1963 were based on contractual wage rates in elTect at the close of 1962.

The new labor contract that became cITcctivc December I. IM62 provides for a cost-of-living allowance
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which is to be adjusted quarterly under a formula based on the Consumer Price Index for Chicago. The
budget makes no provision for the possibility of cost-of-living allowances in 1963, and in this respect it is

significant to point out that at the current level of employment each If? per hour increase in wages adds
approximately $25,600 per month to operating expenses.

Financial—Preliminary Results

Extremely cold weather, a noticeable number of factories cutting down to a 3 or 4-day work week,

and a prolonged epidemic of colds, respiratory ailments and Asian flu all combined to cause a severely adverse

effect on passenger traffic and revenue during the first quarter of 1963. Passenger revenue was $2,026,000,

or 5.9% less than in the corresponding 1962 quarter and $1,522,000, or 4.5% under the budget. How-
ever, operating economies and other factors affected reductions in operation and maintenance expenses and

other costs so that at March 31, 1963 there was a deficit of only $843,000 in the amount available for the

depreciation reserve fund. The 1963 budget had predicted a first-quarter deficit of $171,000.

Passenger traffic in April 1963 is approaching the level anticipated in the budget, and it is believed

that this more normal riding pattern coupled with continued operating economies may overcome the first

quarter deficit by the end of the year.

Capital Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1963, including a carry-over of $16,387,000 of capital funds

appropriated but not spent in 1962 and $7,500,000 to be obtained by sale of equipment trust certificates,

is estimated at $35,700,000. Of this amount, $25,445,000 is committed or planned for purchase of new
revenue vehicles and most of the balance is committed for other capital projects, many of which are already

under way. Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Purchase of 180 rapid transit cars ($15,000,000) and 300 motor buses ($7,900,000),

I

plus engineering and make ready costs $23,046,000

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates 2,399,000

Purchase 500 Fare Collection Boxes (carried forward from 1962) 300,000

Construct Lake Street Branch terminal and yard facilities 873,000

Major Rapid Transit System yard and terminal construction 468,800

Construction of consolidated shop buildings and other facilities at 78th and Vincennes

Avenue 860,000

Major renewals of Rapid Transit System track, structures and bridges 1,628,000

Renewals and/or improvements to shops, garages, electric power distribution system,

signal and interlocking systems, machinery, tools and equipment, etc.

—

Rapid Transit System 1 ,925,000

Surface System 2,1 19,000

Common to Both Systems 1,231,200

Purchase of real estate for terminal and/or parking facilities 850,000

Total $35,700,000

Chicago Transit Board

Mr. Virgil E. Gunlock, 57, Chairman of Chicago Transit Board, an outstanding engineer, public offi-

cial and civic leader, died March 21, 1963 following a heart attack suffered ten days previously.

Mr. Gunlock had a long and illustrious career in Chicago. Graduating from the University of Illinois,

1 department of engineering with high scholastic honors in 1927, Mr. Gunlock began his professional

career as an engineer with the Chicago Sanitary District. In 1938, he was chosen as engineer in charge
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of constructing the first section of Chicago's initial system of subways. From that post he advanced to

engineer in charge of subway construction, to chief engineer, and then to Commissioner of Subways and

Superhighways. For a brief period, until the Department of Subways and Superhighways was consolidated

with the Department of Public Works, Mr. Gunlock was commissioner of both departments.

As Chairman of Chicago Transit Board, Mr. Gunlock had directed the Authority through critical

early years. Under his leadership and guidance, Chicago Transit Authority has modernized its equipment

and service, establishing a record for modernization of Chicago transit equipment unequaled in the history

of transit in any city.

Active in numerous civic and professional organizations, Mr. Gunlock was vice-president of the

McCormick Theological Seminary, a member of the Chicago Plan Commission, Deputy Director of the

Chicago Civil Defense, devoted to activities of the Boy Scouts, a director of the Western Society of Engi-

neers, and past president of the Illinois Society of Professional Engineers and past vice-president of the

National Society of Professional Engineers. Space does not permit listing all of the civic, religious, philan-

thropic and social activities to which he gave freely of his talents, experience and energy. Chicago Transit

Authority and the community have lost a dedicated, devoted and most capable public servant.

Mr. Gunlock had been a member and Chairman of the Board since July 1954. Members of Chicago

Transit Board had re-elected Mr. Gunlock Chairman for a second consecutive three-year term beginning

September 1, 1962.

The term of Mr. Edward F. Moore, as a member of Chicago Transit Board, expired August 31,

1962 and no successor has as yet been appointed. In conformity with the provisions of the Metropolitan

Transit Authority Act, Mr. Moore has continued to serve as a member of Chicago Transit Board.

At a special meeting of Chicago Transit Board held in October 1962. the Board passed a resolution

paying tribute to General Manager Walter J. McCarter upon his completion of fifteen years of dedicated

service to Chicago Transit Authority and to the community. Following introduction of the resolution,

Vice-Chairman James R. Quinn, who has been a member of Chicago Transit Board since its inception

in 1945, outlined the important events and outstanding achievements in CTA history while under the

supervision and leadership of Mr. McCarter, all of which are enumerated in the resolution.

The resolution, suitably embellished, concludes "Be It Resolved, that the sincere appreciation of

Chicago Transit Board be extended to Walter J. McCarter for his meritorious services to Chicago Transit

Authority and to the transit riders of the Chicago Metropolitan Area."

During 1962, the Board held twenty-six meetings for the transaction of official business and. in addi-

tion, held many informal conferences and several public hearings.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
We wish to express our appreciation to all employes of the Authority for their part in making 1962

a successful year, and to our valued patrons for their continued good will and support.

We also thank the many public officials and agencies for their confidence and assistance over the

years.

By Order of the Board

Room 734 / / -^

Merchandise Mart Plaza // Vice-Chairman

Chicago 54, Illinois
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

120 South La Salle Street

Chicago 3

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an Illinois munici-

pal corporation) as of December 31, 1962, and the related statements of accumulated net earnings, of

application of revenue and of funds for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance

with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records

and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of accumulated net earnings and

of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority as of December 31, 1962, and

the results of its operations and fund transactions for the year then ended, in conformity with generally

accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our

opinion, the accompanying statement of application of revenue presents fairly the distribution of revenue

for the year ended December 31, 1962, in accordance with the provisions of the trust agreement securing

the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 15, 1963.
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CHICAGO T

ASSETS

December 3

1

1962 1961

Transportation Property:

Cost $193,097,642 $191,115,710

Less—Reserve for depreciation 78,756,337 72,321,976

$114,341,305 $118,793,734

Special Funds, cash and U. S. Government securities:

Held by revenue bond trustee

—

Transit revenue $ — $ —
Depreciation reserve 16.917,019 12,954,204

Operating expense reserve 1,848,259 948,259

Modernization 180,032 —

$ 18,945,310 $ 13,902,463

Damage reserve 6,044,610 4,164.989

$ 24,989.920 $ 18,067,452

Current Assets:

Cash and U. S. Government securities

—

Working cash, including $5,000,000 provided from revenue bond

proceeds $ 18,159,456 $ 16.368,526

Deposits for payment of interest on revenue bonds 1,952,636 2.044.029

Deposits for payment of interest on equipment trust certificates. . 19.290 24.543

Deposit for payment of municipal compensation 221.26S —
Accounts receivable, less reserve 2,483,264 2.430,154

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,71 1,386 5,496,355

Other 702,483 660.5 10

$ 29,249,783 $ 27,024,117

$168,581,008 $163,885,303
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\UTHORITY

t

LIABILITIES

December 3 I

1962 1961

Long-Term Debt (including $5,919,828 due within one year), see

accompanying statements:

Revenue bonds $ 99,432,000 $104,343,000

Less—Amounts held by trustee in Series of 1947 serial bond

maturity, revenue bond amortization, sinking and revenue bond

reserve funds 9,846,695 9,156,713

$ 89,585,305 $ 95,186,287

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting funds of $131,673

and $128,340 respectively, held by trustee for payment of

principal 5,573,327 7,126,660

$ 95,158,632 $102,312,947

Accumulated Net Earnings, appropriated in accordance with the trust

agreement securing the revenue bonds $ 42,489,495 $ 34,744,762

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 8,288,982 $ 6,706,387

Accrued wages and vacation pay 8,370,924 7,856,623

Accrued interest 1,971,926 2,068,572

Unredeemed tokens 276,291 272,142

Municipal compensation 221,268 —

$ 19,129,391 $ 16,903,724

Damage Reserve $11,803,490 $ 9,923,870

$168,581,008 $163,885,303

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this balance sheet.
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Notes to Financial Statements

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1962

(1) Revenue of each year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses is to be deposited in the

following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond maturity fund, sinking funds and reserve funds—deposits

equal to debt service requirements as provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the series of 1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the series

of 1953 revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to be $900,000 each year, until the balance in the

fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be computed in accordance with the franchise

ordinance.

F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required

deposits to the above funds.

(2) Under its pension agreement, which is renegotiated every three years, the Authority has agreed to

contribute a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired

employees. Under such agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial

cost of future benefits to present and retired employees. At December 31, 1962, such unfunded

amount was approximately $113,000,000 including amounts based on employee services rendered

to predecessor companies.

(3) The Authority leases operating property under long-term contracts having an aggregate rental of

approximately $14,800,000 over the remaining lives of such contracts.

(4) Commitments for the purchase of 150 propane-fueled and 150 diesel-fueled motor buses aggregated

$7,795,359 at December 31, 1962. The cost of this equipment is to be paid from the depreciation

fund.
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CHICAGO
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY Statement of Transportation Property

and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at Decenilier 31, 1961, Phis Additions and Less Retirements

During the Year 1962 and Balance at Deceniher 31, 1962

Land $ 13,875,017

Track and Paving

Machinery and Tools

Electric Line Equipment

Buildings

Cars

Buses and Fare Boxes, etc

I
Work Cars, Autos and Service Equip-

ment

Furniture

K. Signals and Interlocking

Crossings, Fences and Signs

Elevated Structures

I

Substation Equipment

i
Telephone and Communications . . .

J) Engineering

I; General and Miscellaneous

Total Transportation Property

Organization Expense

Balance
Dec. 31, 1961
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STATISTICS

'EARS 1948 THROUGH 1962

Bus Miles
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CHICAGO
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY Route and Terminal Changes

Route and Number

South Damen (50A)

Ashland-Stockyards (9)

Effective

Date

2-11-62

2-12-62

South Chicago-Ewing (30) 3-25-62

43rd Limited (43X)

43-Root (43)

3-26-62

3-26-62

\ North Ave. Limited (72X) 3-26-62

Wilson-LaSalle (156)

Indiana Avenue (38)

3-26-62

5-20-62

South Chicago-Ewing (30) 5-23-62

South Pulaski (53A) 6-1-62

Montrose-Lawrence (8 1 A) 6-24-62

Description of Change

Line extended from the former Damen-47th terminal to operate

on weekdays between 6;00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. via Damen
Avenue Overpass, 34th, Hoyne, 35th, and Damen Overpass.

Discontinued weekday rush hour service that had been operated

between Ashland-95th and 42nd-Packers Avenue in the

Stockyards via Ashland and 42nd Street.

Extended line to supply service in Hegewisch via 134th, Bran-

don, Brainard, Baltimore, 132nd, Exchange, 130th, Balti-

more and 1 34th Streets.

Discontinued bus operation between the Indiana Avenue "L"
Station and 42nd-Packers Avenue in the Stockyards.

Simultaneously with discontinuance of the 43-Limited service

the 43-Root line was extended to supply service into the

Stockyards. Formerly this line had operated into the Stock-

yards to the 42nd-Packers terminal for short periods in the

A.M. and P.M. rush hours on weekdays. The extended

service broadened these rush hour periods and also provided

service into the Stockyards during the mid-day periods on
weekdays.

Extended service west from the terminal at Grand Avenue to

a terminal at North-Neva. Subsequently, on September 10,

1962, this extension of North Limited service was discon-

tinued and replaced by an extension of some Austin Avenue
trips.

Extended certain weekday trips to serve Marine Drive between

Montrose and Irving Park— 12 morning and 14 evening rush

hour trips were routed via Marine Drive.

Changed routing of buses terminating at the Cermak Rapid
Transit station from a loop via Cermak, Wabash, Cullerton

and State to Cermak to a loop via Cermak, north and west

through the off-street terminal, and State to Cermak.

Changed routing of buses at the 63rd-South Park terminal from

a loop via South Park, 63rd, Vernon and the private right-

of-way to South Park to a loop via South Park, 64th, Vernon
and the private right-of-way to South Park.

Changed routing of buses at the midday, late evening and

weekday south terminal from a turn around on the apron

of the overpass at 76th Street to a route through a new off-

street terminal at the northeast corner of Pulaski-75th Street.

Line extended to operate via Simonds Drive between Montrose

and Lawrence Avenues to better serve the Montrose Beach

on days when weather conditions require. This temporary

extension was operated until September 9, 1962, the closing

date for beaches.
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Interior view of the new RIdgeland Avenue Station on the Lake Street Branch which was opened for operation October 28. 1962.



FOR RELEASE TO ALL NEVJSFAPERS OF TUESDAY, JULY 1?, 1962 .

Dospite declines in both revenue and riding during 1961, CTA made

Important gains in its continuing program of improving its overall operations

and modernizing its facilities, according to its lyth annual report issued

today (Monday, July 16) by Chicago Transit Board,

Completion of delivery of 300 "New Look," 50-passenger buses during

1961, was an important addition to the surface operating "leet. The new

units cost approximately $7,900,0Q;0. General Motors Corporation of Pontiac,

Michigan, and the Flxible Twin Coach Company of Loudonville, Ohio, each

supplied 1^0 buses. Transit riders enthusiastically approved the advanced

styling, the improved riding qualities, and safety features of the new buses.

Total expenditures and coramittments under CTA's modernization and

replacement program at year end approximated $160,714.1,000 - $119,527,000

for vehicles, and $14.1, 2lL[., 000 for construction of new shops and operating

garages, and modernization of other facilities such as shops, garages,

(machinery, and fixed transportation equipment.

Gross revenues for 1961 totaled $130,610,714.6, a decrease of $1,[;82,169,

or 1,12 per cent from I960, Revenue passengers totaled 505,531,763 -

395,14-05,1445 for the surface system and 110,126,318 for the rapid transit

system., a decrease of 6.26 per cent and 2.14.8 per cent, respectively, from

1960.

Nevertheless, CTA was able to reduce to $814.3,082 a deficiency in its

deposits to depreciation reserves, which had reached $2,95l,l5'^ on July 31.

This was made possible by the inauguration of the five-cent transfer charge,

effective July 23; by an increase in riding resulting from a slight improve-

ment in the employment situation toward the end of the year, and by reducing

posts through continuing operating economies. Operation and maintenance

expenses in 1961 were $932,193 less than in 1961.

!

(MORE)
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The report outlined in detail the status of CTA's latest modernization

projects. Foremost among them is the relocation of two and one-half miles

of CTA's Lalce Street rapid transit tracks from street grade to the adjacent

elevated right-of-way of the Chicago and North Western Railroad.

f^ This project entails laying one new track and realigning two others,

relocating water mains, construction of nex^r stations, installation of

electrical, signal 3.nd communication facilities, and other fixed transporta-

tion equipment and facilities. The C. and N.VJ.R.R. completed construction

of its track and station at Marion street in October, 1961. The leased

right - of -x^^ay was turned over to CTA on October 3> 1961, and work was

imraediately started on track phases of the construction program. Completion

of the project is scheduled for the late 1962.

Construction of modern service and inspection shops at the Forest Park

terminal of the Congress -Milxvaukee rapid transit route was started in April,

1961, and is expected to be completed in July, 1962, at a cost of $969,000.

A contract totaling $3,2Sl4.,h71 was awarded August 29, 1961, for the

onstruction of a major bus overhaul shop building at 77th and Vincennes

avenue. VJork on this project was well undervray by the end of the year.

A new substation was constructed at 63]^d and Princeton avenue to permit

abandonment of a substation at 63^^^ and 'Jentx-jorth to clear right-of-way for

he South Expressxjay. The substation building was completed; a contract for

nstallation and connection of the components was awarded, and work started

Jefore the end of the year.

CTA's most comprehensive off-street, bus-rail automobile passenger

|;ransfer facility X'<rith direct connections to the Howard rapid transit station

ms opened for use on December 3, 1961. About 33,000 square feet of the total

1-35,000 square feet of land x-j'ill be used for a bus terminal.

(MORS)
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Considerable progress has been made on a $600,000 project to enlarge

the terminal, expand passenger control facilities, and increase the car

storage capacity of the yard at the 63rd-Loomls rapid transit station,

VJork was started on providing additional car storage facilities at the

Howard street yard of the rapid transit system, and is scheduled for comple-

tion in 1962.

Construction of the Kostner avenue station on the Congress route was

started in 1961 and is scheduled for completion in August, 1962.

In June, 1961, the Wilson avenue track realignment project was completed.

The signal and automatic train control system installation on the

Congress branch of the West-Northwest "L" -subway route between Laramie avenue

and Desplaines avenue. Forest Park, was completed in July, 1961, at a total

cost of $888,500. Thus the Congress -Milwaukee branch, which operates a

distance of l^.^l miles between terminals, became the first line on the rapid

transit system to be equipped and operating with a complete signal and

automatic brake trip system for its entire length.

The 1961 annual report also highlighted pertinent facts relating to

overall operations:

Revenue equipment owned and/or leased by CTA at year end, totaled [|_,670

passenger-carrying vehicles. Availiible for surface system operations were

3,ii55 buses of various types, and for rapid transit operations, l,2l5 metal

cars,

V/hen CTA began operations in 19l4-7> Its modernization program provided

for the purchase of L|_,256 new buses and cars to modernize rolling stock of

the predecessor companies. By December, 1961, CTA had acquired l\-,GQG new

revenue vehicles. This completed the modernization program and provided L1.3O

additional new vehicles to replace equipment that became over-age during the

interim. Three hundred gasoline powered motor buses purchased in 191+5-^7 at

a cost of $[|.,729,659 were retired during 1961.
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Continued Improvement in traffic and passenger accident frequency rates

esulted in CTA employes setting a new public safety record for the seventh

onsecutive year. Significantly, 1961 was the safest year in CTA history.

The total number of employes in service at the close of 1961 was 13,201,

1 decrease of liO^ from the 13,606 at December 31, I960, and a decrease of

0,617 from the 23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition of the

properties of predecessor companies.

During 1961, I4-I7 employes retired on pensions, 13 employes drawing

ap-sabillty pensions returned to active duty, and 391 retired employes died.

It December 31^ 1961, there were 5>527 retired employes receiving pension

payments. Pension contributions for the year, increased $7,l-!-99 because of

".ightly higher earnings in the employe group for whom pension contributions

re paid. CTA's contribution rate in 1961 and I960 was eight per cent of

ross wages of all full time employes under normal retirem-ent age of 65 years.

tniploye contributions are one-half those of the authority.

Federal insurance contributions - old-age, survivors, and disability

enefits - were ';:8,250 less than in I960 in line with personnel reductions.

ax rates were the same in both years - three per cent of the first v^,800

f wages. Employes' group insurance costs for 1961 increased $120,14.53 as

net result of two opposing factors - (1) advance premium-S were dovm $8,390

n line with reductions in personnel but (2) experience credits received in

961 were $12S,8i|.3 less than in I960.

inrihnn/iiinrir
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Aerial view of Howard Street Terminal oper
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FOR RELEASE TO AFTERNOON NEWSPAPERS OF WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1964 .

Chicago Transit Authority's gross revenues for 1963 totaled $134sOSO,2lS,

a decrease of $3,760,731 from 1962 j but operating and maintenance costs and

other charges were held to an increase of only $50,936 despite contract wage

increases aggregating more than $2,300,000 5 according to the annual report

issued today (Wednesday) August 19 3 by Chicago Transit Boardo

Revenues were sufficient, however, to meet all costs, including debt

service and the required provision for depreciation, leaving a balance of

$19 J 4^3 available for charges that are not mandatory

»

Factors adversely affecting revenues for the year were a reduction in

work hours by a noticeable number of factories, a prolonged epidemic of

respiratory diseases, completion of the Dan Ryan Expressway connection with

the city's expressway system, and a period of extremely cold weather during

the Christmas shopping season o Fifty-seven per cent of the total loss in

riding during the year occurred in the first three months

»

I

There were, however ^ a number of major plant and equipment improvements

completed or undertaken to better transit service,. Among the plant

improvements were

:

Completion of a new bus overhaul shop at 7Sth street and

I

Vincennes avenue on October 1, CTA's l6th anniversary, at a total

cost of $6,100,000, including shop tools; award of contracts for

construction of a substation and transportation building at the

Forest Park terminal of the Lake rapid transit route, a $604,425

project; expansion of Park- 'N* -Ride facilities at Linden avenue,

V/ilmette; continuing modernization of the Howard street terminal

of the North-South rapid transit route, and the installation of

a new semi-automatic interlocking system and the expansion of the

station platform at the Kimball terminal of the Ravenswood rapid

transit route

»

(MORE)
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Equipment modernization included:

Delivery of 133 "New Look" 50-passenger buses in January,

completing an order for 150 diesel-powered units purchased from

the truck and coach division of General Motors, Another I50

"New Look" buses powered by odorless LP-gas (propane) were

received from the Flxible Company of Loudonville, Ohio, during

the period from April through July,

On July 13, 1963, a contract for the manufacture of ISO

"New Look" air-conditioned rapid transit cars was awarded to

Pullman-Standard of Chicago on its low bid of $1^,990,000,

These units will replace approximately 200 outmoded rapid

transit cars that have been in service 40 to 50 years.

» By year end, CTA had invested or committed a total of $195,724,000

ilnce its inception for modernization of plant and rolling stock, and for

•eplacement of vehicles that had become outmoded in the interim. This

;reatly exceeds modernization and replacement achievements during any

Imilar period in the history of transit in Chicago.

By December 31, 1963, CTA had taken delivery of 4,98? new revenue

ehicles, and had on order the 1^0 "New Look" air-conditioned cars. This

ompleted the modernization program that began with CTA's inception, and

rovided 911 vehicles for replacement of units that had become outmoded in

he intervening years. The modernization program called for the purchase

f 4,256 units.

Cost of these 5,16? units totals $146,731,000--of which $^5, 064,000

3 for 4,213 surface system passenger units and $61,667,000 for 954 rapid

ransit cars. The net cost of all these units, however, was $13^,751,000,

fter giving effect to the value realized on PCC streetcar components used

n the construction of 570 new rapid transit cars. The cost of plant

mprovements is $4^,993,000.
(MORE)





Originating revenue passengers for the combined system in 1963 totaled

492,231,532, a decrease of 2o51 per cent as compared with 1962 » Of this

total, the surface system accounted for 3 Sis 166, 527 revenue passengers and

the rapid transit system, 111,065,005, representing a decline of 2o4S per

cent on the surface system and 2 063 per cent on the rapid transit systemo

An important development during the year was the approval on October 3

by Chicago Transit Board of the purchase from the defunct North Shore Line

of right-of-way and related property required for the proposed operation of

the Skokie rapid transit service demonstration between Howard street,

Chicago, and Dempster street, Skokie

«

The negotiated price for the five-mile strip of property was $2, 000, 000

o

Net cost to the CTA, however, was $1,700,000, since the Commonwealth Edison

Company, which has power transmission lines along the property, paid $300,000

to CTA for converting its easements into perpetual rights,.

Noteworthy during the year was the high degree of safety attained in

surface and rapid transit operations. In 1963, CTA was involved in fewer

reported traffic and passenger accidents than in any year in its history,

and the frequency rate of traffic and passenger accidents per 100,000 miles

operated was the second best since the CTA take-over of its transit

properties o For the third consecutive year, the traffic and passenger

frequency rate was held below 10 accidents per 100,000 miles operated » The

significance of this low rate is noteworthy when compared with CTA's

experience in the years 1947 through 1954 when the rate fluctuated between

15 and 20 o This is the result of the continuing intensive safety-training

activity program conducted among operating employes in recent years

o

The total number of employes in service at the close of 1963 was

13,005, an increase of 73 over the 12,932 employes at December 31 j 1962,

but a decrease of 10,363 from the 23,36S employes in service at dates of

acquisition of properties from predecessor companies » During 1963, 377

employes retired on pension, seven employes drawing disability pensions

returned to active duty, and 456 retired employes diedo At December 31*

1963, there were 5} 479 retired employes receiving pension payments.
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Employes' group insurance costs for 1963 increased $29,300 as a net

'esult of liberalized benefits provided under the current three-year wage

ind working conditions contracts which became effective December 1, 1962.,

;ick and accident insurance payments were increased from $50 to $56 per

reek; life insurance was increased from $2,000 to $2,500; hospital

.nsurance benefits were increased from $6.00 to $10.00 per day, extra

iharges from $30 to $100 per illness, and emergency allowances from $10

,0 $100. The increased annual cost for these added benefits is approximately

1276,000, which was partially offset by experience rating credits and other

.djustments applicable to, or earned in, prior years.

During the year, on March 21, Virgil E. Gunlock, Chairman, Chicago

'ransit Board, was taken by death. He had been a member and Chairman of

he Board since July, 1954. He was succeeded as a board member on April 29,

.963, by George L. DeMent, who was appointed by Mayor Richard Jo Daley, and

.pproved by Governor Otto Kerner. Mro DeMent, who was commissioner of

lublic works for the City of Chicago at the time of his appointment, was

nanimously elected Board Chairman for a three-year term beginning July 2,

963.

On May 7, Raymond Jo Peacock was reappointed a member of Chicago

'ransit Board, and James E. Rutherford was appointed to succeed Edward F.

bore, whose term had expired, Mr. Rutherford's appointment became effective

lay 22, 1963, and expires August 31, 1969. The appointments were made by

overnor Kerner and approved by Mayor Daley.

>]j ;!«^ >,'< ;|; 3,'c >[« >lc ;]< 5|;
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

NINETEENTH
ANNUAL REPORT

CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1963

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

and Date Terms Expire

Mrs. Bernice T. Van DER Vries G August 31, 1963*

James R. Quinn, Vice Chairman M August 31, 1964

Joseph D. Murphy M August 31, 1965

George L. DeMent, Chairman M August 31, 1966

William W. McKenna, ^ecreto/-}' M August 31, 1967

Raymond J. Peacock G August 31, 1968

James E. Rutherford G August 31, 1969

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

*—Continues to serve until a successor has been appointed and has qualified.

Walter J. McCarter, General Manager William J. Lynch, General Attorney
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DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S 1963 REVENUE DOLLAR

INJURIES AND DAMAGES - 7.19*

POWER - 3.22*

MOTOR FUEL - 1.69*

DEPRECIATION - 8.00*

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES - 7.83*

REVENUE BOND INTEREST - 2.83*

BOND MATURITY - 1.49*

SINKING FUND - 1.74*

REVENUE BOND AMORTIZATION - .01*

NOTE:

TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS EXCLUDE

$2,416,182 (1.80* OF CTA'S DOLLAR) CHARGED

TO OPERATING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES AND

INJURIES AND DAMAGE RESERVE.
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Sources of the Authority's revenues tor 1963 and 1962 were as follows:

1963

Passenger Revenues

—

Surface System $101,580,149

Rapid Transit System 30,226,039

131,806,188

Chartered Service 487,580

132,293,768

Other-
Station and Car Privileges 543,271

Rent of Traciv and Facilities 16,955

Rent of Buildings and Other Properties 438,744

Miscellaneous 787,480

1,786,450

Total Revenues $134,080,218

1962



Wages and salaries were increased in 1963 by the application of higher wage rates and cost-of-living

allowances provided in contracts negotiated in 1962. These changes, applied to the basic one-man operator

wage rates, were as follows:

Basic One-Man Cost-of-Living
Hourly Rate Allowance Total

December 31, 1962 $2,860 $ — $2,860

1963 Changes effective

March 1 — — —
June 1 — — —
September 1 — +0.025 +0.025
December 1 +0.09 —0.005 +0.085

December 31, 1963 $2,950 $0,020 $2,970

The wage rates described above, together with the cumulative effect of changes in wage rates made in

1962 would have increased 1963 wage costs approximately $2,829,000. However, the actual increase in

wages paid during 1963 was only $1,513,059 because $1,316,000 was saved by increased efficiency and

operating economies, including a reduction of 450,972 miles in revenue service. Pay hours charged to 1963

operations were 432,082 less than in 1962.

Pension contributions for 1963 increased $204,084 because of higher earnings in the employe group for

whom pension contributions are made. The Authority's contribution rate in 1963 and 1962 was 8% of gross

wages of all eligible employes. Employe contributions are one-half those of the Authority.

Federal insurance contributions (old-age, survivors, and disability benefits) increased $309,751 be-

cause the 1963 tax rate was increased to 3%% on the first $4,800 of wages, up from the 1962 rate of

3V&% on the same wage base. This tax increase, amounting to $24.00 per year per employe, applied to the

average of approximately 12,900 active emlpoyes subject to the tax would account for an increase of

$309,600.

Employes' group insurance costs for 1963 increased $29,800 as a net result of liberalized benefits pro-

vided under the current three-year wage and working conditions contracts which became effective Decem-
ber 1, 1962. Sick and accident insurance payments were increased from $50 to $56 per week; life insurance

was increased from $2,000 to $2,500; hospital insurance benefits were increased from $6 to $10 per day,

extra charges from $30 to $100 per illness, and emergency allowances from $10 to $100. The increased an-

nual cost for these added benefits is approximately $276,000. These increased costs were partially offset by

experience rating credits and other adjustments applicable to, or earned in, prior years.

Electric power cost in 1963 was $88,371 less than in 1962 due to a reduction of 299,182 in miles

operated by electric-powered vehicles, a slight reduction in mean temperature in 1963 which reduced the

amount of power consumed for heating vehicles, and lower cost of converting power from AC to DC current.

The actual energy cost per AC kilowatt hour at point of supply was the same during both 1963 and 1962.

Motor fuel costs for 1963 were $103,222 under those in 1962. A slight reduction in motor bus miles

operated saved $28,900. A 4% % reduction in the average fuel cost per gallon affected a saving of $69,760,

and a slight increase in miles operated per gallon of fuel consumed saved $4,560.

Operating material and supplies decreased $362,618. Nominal increases or decreases in material costs

occurred in various expense categories due to unusual occurrences and/or general price increases. Offsetting

decreases resulted from mileage reductions; the acquisition of 300 new motor buses between December 1962

and July 1963; substantial non-recurring expenses, and operating economies. The introduction of 300 new

motor buses and retirement of an equal number of over-age buses was responsible for a substantial portion

of a $230,000 reduction in cost of bus maintenance materials.

Provision for injury and damage settlements, accrued at the rate of IV4 % of total revenues during the

first eleven months of 1963 and at the rate of 6Vi % in December 1963, decreased $558,515 from 1962,



when the accrual rate was T'/i % throughout the full year. The 1963 accrual decreased $272,653 in direct

ratio with the 1963 decrease of $3,760,731 in total revenues; decreased $85,862 on account of the reduc-

tion in accrual rate, and further decreased $200,000 because Chicago Transit Board had made a special

provision of that amount in 1962 to meet anticipated increased costs. An additional accrual of Va of 19^,

effective March 1, I960, had been authorized by Chicago Transit Board to create an excess public liability

and property damage reserve in lieu of purchasing $850,000 of insurance in excess of $250,000 for any one

accident. This excess reserve fund was to be built up to a total of $1,000,000, which was reached in Febru-

ary 1963 and is to be maintained at that amount thereafter. There have been no serious accidents neces-

sitating withdrawals from this excess reserve fund since its inception and the balance in the fund at December

31, 1963 was $1,000,000.

Claim and suit settlements and expenses applicable thereto amounted to $7,71 1,428 in 1963 compared

with $8,313,845 in 1962, as shown below:

1963
Increase

1963 1962 (Decrease)

Claim Settlements

—

Number 15,396 16,443 ( 1,047)

Settlement Costs $2,695,516 $3,078,527 ($383,011)

Expenses 951,662 1,193,481 ( 241,819 )

Total Cost OF Claims $3,647,178 $4,272,008 ($624,830)

Suit Settlements

—

Number 2,067 2,133 ( 66)
Settlement Costs $3,010,139 $3,303,181 ($293,042)
Expenses 1,054,111 738,656 315,455

Total Cost OF Suits $4,064,250 $4,041,837 $22,413

Total Cost $7,711,428 $8,313,845 ($602,417)

Average cost per claim settled, exclusive of expenses, decreased to $175 in 1963, down from $187

in 1962, and suit costs, exclusive of expenses, averaged $1,456 in 1963, down from $1,549 in 1962. The

total cost of claim settlements in 1963 amounted to 5.75 9f of total revenues, down from 6.03% in 1962.

Incidents involving the Authority's operations giving rise to claims and suits totaled 22,340 in 1963, down
from 23,136 in 1962, a decrease of 796 (3.4%) from 1962.

Cost of miscellaneous services and supplies for 1963 were $893,032 less than in 1962. Numerous
fluctuating and in some cases non-recurring categories of expenses are included under this caption. The
larger items accounting for this reduction in 1963 costs included a credit of $318,950 to reverse over

accruals for anticipated holiday and sick pay allowances, a reduction of $133,750 in fees of consultants

in conneclie)n with the programming and installation of an automated responsibility accounting system, a re-

duction of $29,700 in cost of engineering surveys and reports, a saving of $264,600 in rental of 100

Mack motor buses which had been operated in CTA service since the fall of 1956 under a lease agree-

ment and which were purchased by the Authority in October 1962. a decrease of $1 14.550 in tire rental

due to a reduction in miles operated and a lower average rental rate, an increase of $180,000 in credits on

account of expenses capitalized, and a reduction of $83,250 in the cost of sand, salt, truck rentals and re-

pairs, and related expenses incurred in the removal of snow and ice from transit routes. The foregoing re-

ductions aggregating $1,124,800 were partially offset by a 1963 increase of $144,350 for rental of Chicago

and Northwestern Railway right-of-way following elevation of the Lake Street rapid transit route in O.tober

1962. and an increase of $141,180 for contract painting of ele\ated structures.

Debt service requirements for 1963 amounted tn $8,123,161. down $119,055 from 1962. Deposits

to the Series of 1947. 1952 and 1453 sinking funds increased $84,075 to the required total of $2,327,328
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available for retirement of Revenue Bonds in advance of maturity. Interest payments of $3,795,833 on all

series of Revenue Bonds during 1963 declined $203,130 from 1962 as a result of retirement of bonds, as

summarized below:

REVENUE BONDS RETIRED TO DECEMBER 31, 1963 THROUGH OPERATION OF—

Serial Bond
Series Maturity Fund

1947 $ 2,000,000

1952 —
1953 —

Year 1963 $ 2,000,000

Total to Date $23,000,000

Sinking
Fund



the Chicago and North Western Railway 30-day strike. Unusually cold weather in December 1963 (8 out

of the 9 days between December 13th and 21st had low temperatures of zero or below) discouraged

Christmas shopper riding during this period when patronage is usually very high. And last but not least,

opening of the connecting section of the Dan Ryan Expressway in December 1962 accelerated automo-

bile competition and had a decidedly adverse effect on riding. Details of passenger losses by quarters are

shown by the following table:

„ . Originating Revenue Passengers 1963 Decrease

Periods 1963 1962 Number Per Cent

First 122,409,970 129,580,113 7,170,143 5.53%
Second 125,120,235 127,550,980 2,430,745 1.91

Third 118,916,567 120,235,022 1,318,455 1.10

Fourth 125,784,760 127.544,862 1.760,102 1.38

Year 492,231,532 504,910,977 12.679.445 2.51%

An attempt to measure the devastating effect of automobile competition following opening of the Dan
Ryan Expressway has been made by comparing passenger traffic before and after the event. Unfortunately,

population changes and urban renewal programs in progress in the zone of influence during the study

periods also had some adverse effect on riding, so the full effect of the Expressway can not be measured

exactly. However, experience on the lines definitely expected to be influenced by the Expressway because

of proximity thereto (Wentworth. South Park, Englewood Branch. South Main Line) leaves no doubt

about the erosive influence of an Expressway on public transit patronage.

The following table shows the per cent loss in revenue passengers from bases established prior to open-

ing of the Expressway:

Surface Rapid Transit

line Designation System System

Wentworth Avenue 8.67% — %
South Park 6.82 —
Garfield Boulevard 3.32 —
Halsted Street 2.64 —
Englewood Branch — 6.42

South Section—Main Line — 4.39

Balance of System 1.83% 1.91 %

Translated into terms of dollars, the above per cent passenger losses on the few lines shown above

account for an annual revenue loss of $718,000. It is not unreasonable to believe that the influence of the

expressway on all lines of the Authority could easily approach a revenue loss of $1,000,000 per year.

/ cluclc Miles

The Authority made no signiticant changes in the scope of its operations during 1963. and continued

to maintain attractive, convenient and frequent service throughout the City of Chicago and through, within,

bordering upon, or within reasonable walking distance of thirty-one adjacent cities, towns and villages as well

as numerous unincorporated areas.

Revenue car miles on the Rapid Transit System (43,iS 17,441 ) were reduced only 0.2\'"( (93,307)

from 1962 even though there was a decrease of 2.63% in revenue passengers carried. Most of this mile-

age reduction resulted from operating eflieiencies made possible when the expanded Loomis street yard,

Englewood Branch, became available June 25. 1962. and when the Lake Street line was moved from street

level to grade-separated operation on October 28. 1962. Actually, in 1963 there were only three less runs

scheduled on weekdays, and no change in the number of runs scheduled for Saturdays. Sundays and

holidays.



Revenue bus miles on the Surface System (105,831,951) were reduced 0.34% (357,665) from 1962

even though revenue passengers declined 2.48%. There was very little change in the amount of service

provided during morning and evening rush hour periods. Most of the curtailment occurred during non-

rush hours and on Saturdays and Sundays in line with the decline in riding, as illustrated by the following

statistical data:

Surface System

1963 Decrease from 1962

Revenue Revenue
Miles Passengers

Weekdays 0.26% 2.40%
Saturdays 0.86 3.11

Sundays and Holidays . . . 0.69 2.38

Total 0.34%. 2.48%)

During 1963, an average of 2,872 surface buses operated approximately 328,350 revenue miles each

weekday over Chicago's congested streets and boulevards.

Limited and Express Bus Service

Over the years the Authority has, from time to time, inaugurated Express or Limited bus operation to

better serve its patrons whenever and wherever passenger demand required and physical characteristics of

routings permitted. A comprehensive survey of the amount of this type of service presently being rendered

discloses that for service operating on regular city streets, but supplying service at a limited number of

stops, the Authority operates 14 lines scheduling 1,072 inbound and 991 outbound trips. Ten of these lines

supply this type of service as a second layer of trips over the same area through which local stop service is

operated. These are lines having a sufficient volume of passengers to justify operating the two layers of serv-

ice with reasonable frequencies of operation during certain periods of the day. Four of the 14 lines operate

on regular city streets with stops spaced at approximately twice the normal local service stop spacing of

660 feet. There is no first layer of local service on these four lines (Douglas Ext. Ltd., South Chicago-

Ewing Express, Washington Express and Westchester Limited).

In addition to the above described Hmitcd stop service operating on regular city streets, fifteen lines

operate Express Service on Limited Access Roadways for portions of their entire length, for which 490

inbound and 440 outbound trips are scheduled. Ave rage one-way distance operated on limited access road-

ways is 4.73 miles per line, ranging from a low of 1.25 miles to a maximum of 9.28 miles.

Since this Express Service is predominantly non-stop, scheduled speeds often equal or exceed those

attained on the rapid transit system operating over its own grade-separated, private rail system. Scheduled

speed during the morning rush period averages 22.54 miles per hour, ranging from a low of 15.00 M.P.H.

to a high of 33.84 M.P.H.

Speed of Operation and Traffic Conditions

Average scheduled speed of Surface System buses in 1963 increased to 1 1 .88 M.P.H. as compared with

11.77 M.P.H. in 1962 and 11.74 M.P.H. in 1961. This progressive increase in scheduled speed can be

attributed to continued study of running time allowances to meet shifting conditions such as the influence

on local transit routes from attraction of auto and truck traffic to the several Expressways. The operation

of certain Authority vehicles via Expressways, the inauguration of all express stop service on South Chicago-

Ewing line north of 91st Street, and the introduction of 300 new buses all tended to improve scheduled speed.



The City of Chicago 1963 Cordon Count of vehicles and passengers entering and leaving the Central

Business District of Chicago during a twelve-hour period on a representative weekday in May reveals that

the opening of the Dan Ryan Expressway relieved the C.B.D. of a great deal of through traffic. In 1963

there were 28,839 (9.52%) fewer passenger automobiles entering and leaving the district during the twelve-

hour study period and the total number of heavy trucks and other service vehicles was 36,898, a reduction

of 8,914 vehicles, or 19.46% less than in 1962.

Scheduled speed of Rapid Transit System cars in 1963 was 22.41 M.P.H., down fractionally from

22.42 M.P.H. in 1962. There were no changes in operation or equipment assignment which would influ-

ence any particular change in scheduled speeds.

Public Safety

Again in 1963, Authority employes maintained the high degree of safety attained after years of train-

ing and accident prevention efforts. In 1963, the Authority was involved in fewer reported traffic and pas-

senger accidents than in any year in its history. The frequency rate of traffic and passenger accidents

per 100,000 miles operated was the second best rate in Authority history. For the third consecutive year,

the traffic and passenger accident frequency rate was held below ten accidents per 100,000 miles operated.

The significance of this low rate is noteworthy when compared with the Authority's experience in the years

1947 through 1954 when the rate fluctuated between fifteen and twenty.

The following table compares the Authority's 1963 public accident experience with 1962 and also with

1954 to show the improvement in its public safety record over this ten-year period of intensive safety-train-

ing activity. All traffic and passenger accidents involving the Authority are included regardless of hability

or extent of damage

:

PUBLIC ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE

Year
1963

Traffic Accidents 8,656

Passenger Accidents 6,03

1

Total Accidents 14,687

Revenue Vehicle Miles on
Routes (in thousands) 149,292

Frequency Rate—Accidents
per lOO.OOO Miles—

Traflic Accidents 5.8

Passenger Accidents 4.0

Total Accidents 9.8



Both the General Motors and Flexible buses are powered by the latest type engines, have automatic

transmissions, power steering, and air springs for maximum riding comfort. Ventilation and heating is

provided by a central unit capable of distributing 1,500 cubic feet of filtered air per minute throughout the

bus. More seat width is provided by widening cushions from 33 to 36 inches, and more aisle room at hip-

height is made possible by slanting edges of the seat backs away from the aisle.

One of 150

"New Look"

G.M.C. Buses.



There are now 600 "New Look" buses in daily operation. That the new buses are winning wide

approval among Chicagoans is apparent from the many favorable comments received from transit riders,

who are impressed with their many refinements in design, appearance and riding comfort.

On June 13, 1963. Chicago Transit Board awarded a contract to Pullman-Standard of Chicago for

manufacture of 90 two-car units ( 1 80 cars ) of air conditioned "New Look" rapid transit cars to cost

518.990,000. In addition to air conditioning, the 180 new cars, equipped with four 100-horsepower motors,

will be notable for their advanced design and a potential speed of 65 miles per hour.

Two of the 180 "New Look" air-conditioned rapid transit cars

Other design features, stressing passenger comfort and safety, attractiveness and operating efficiency,

incorporated in the new cars include:

New type trucks equipped with steel and rubber springs and shock absorbers which were designed by

Authority engineers in cooperation with a group of manufacturers to produce ma.ximum safety and

riding comfort;

New type, four-position motornian's controllers assure maximum smoothness in acceleration and

braking;

Full vision picture windows with laminated safety sheet glass tinted to reduce heat from the sun's rays;

36-inch instead of 33-inch wide scats and cushions of soft, pliable vinyl-coated plastic;

A substantially improved automatically controlled heating and ventilating system designed for niaxi-

mum passenger comfort when the air conditioning is not operating;

Revolutionary lluorescent illumination integrated with the car-card racks to produce the elTect of con-

tinuous rows of color transparencies and yet provide 30 foot-candles of light at the reading plane;

Urethane foam insulation for noise and weather-proofing in the roofs and sidewalls.

Semi-permanently coupled together, each two-car unit will have a seating capacity of 98 passengers. 47

in car "A", the conductor's ear. and ."i 1 in car "B". Car frames arc to be capable of withstanding a minimum

10



The new type trucks designed for the new rapid transit cars.

of 200,000 pounds of static pressure applied against the anti-climbers at the ends of the car frame.

According to the manufacturer's delivery schedule, all 180 cars should be in service by September,

1964. Lake Street rapid transit route is to receive 132 of the cars to fully equip that line with "New Look"

cars. The balance of 48 cars will be assigned to the Douglas branch of the West-Northwest route, thereby

permitting the retirement of the last of the old 4000 series cars on these lines, 148 from the Lake Street

and 52 from the Douglas Park Branches. The operating speed of both routes will be improved by retire-

ment of old cars ranging in ages of from 40 to 50 years.

Revenue vehicles owned and operated at December 31, 1963 consisted of the following:

Owned

Surface System

—

Trolley Buses 529

Motor Buses

—

Gasoline

Diesel

Propane

Total Buses

Rapid Transit System

—

Motor Cars
Trail Cars

Total Rapid Transit Cars

Total Revenue Vehicles

(1) Difference authorized to be scrapped, a total of 181, or 4.00%.

11

521 98.49%

62
1,047

1,694



Construction Projects

On October 1. 1963, its 16th anniversary, the Authority marked the completion of a new bus overhaul

shop at 78th Street and Vincennes Avenue with an open house for the general public. Guided tours through

the modern shop enabled guests to see impressive demonstrations of what it takes in man-power, machinery

and methods to keep a bus fleet operating at the high efficiency required to meet the demands of daily

service averaging in excess of 328,000 miles per weekday.

Exterior of Shop Building showing many of the overhead electrically operated doors.

The building covers an area of about 174,800 square feet and is "H" shaped in design, with wings on
the east and west sides of the central area. The building is faced with dark-colored brick.

The central section is occupied by storerooms and general shop facilities, including upholstery, wood-
working, blacksmith, tin, welding, machine and door shops.

Chassis shops are located in the east wings and body shops in the west wings. These duplicated shop
areas are designed for more ellicient repair operations and easier supervision of employes. The paint shop
is in the south part of the west wing.

The "H" design, which provides maximum wall space, permits a total of 71 large overhead doors I'oi

entrance and exit of buses going to and from the shop areas. All doors are power-operated.
Special equipment in the body shops area include a screw-operated hoist, capable of lifting 15 tons,

and a drop table for lowering buses below the floor level when repairs are being made on the roofs or
upper parts of buses. Also in this area are 25 open pits, each approximately 46 feet long and 4 feet deep.

I'he chassis shops area has an installation of 28 hydraulic bus hoists along with other standard equip-
ment of the latest design that is used in maintenance and repair procedures.

The paint shop is ultra-modern, being equipped with a traveling paint spray booth and a traveling
infra-red dryer to serve three painting locations. Three drop tables lower buses to convenient heights when
roofs and eaves arc being painted.

12



Composite view of various sections of the interior of the new Shop building.
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At the west end of the northwest wing of the shops building is a new office building for supervisory

and office personnel. It is distinguished from the shops building by the light, glazed brick of its exterior

walls. These modern quarters incorporate spacious windows for maximum lighting, air conditioning and other

features.

The entire complex is protected against fire hazards by a sprinkling system. Illumination is provided

by fluorescent lights supplemented by natural light from overhead skylights and sky domes. The ventilating

system includes large fans in the walls of the clerestory areas. Hot air heat from the main South Shops

boiler house is forced under pressure through a sub-floor duct system to all parts of the building.

Interior walls of the shops building are covered to a height of approximately 10 feet with pastel tur-

quoise glazed tile, achieving a two-fold purpose, a pleasing appearance and easy cleaning.

Employe lunch and locker rooms are located on the first and mezzanine floors in the central core of

the shops area, and in the office building. Each working area has its own sanitary accommodations.

The cost of this project ($6,100,000), including almost $900,000 worth of additional shop machinery

and tools, representing the final step in consolidation of two former Surface System repair shops, will be

amortized within a few years by economies achieved through consolidation.

Another phase of the modernization of the Lake Street rapid transit route was launched September 5

when contracts were awarded for construction of a substation and transportation office building at Harlem

and Circle Avenue, Forest Park, terminal of the route, and purchase of equipment for the substation. The

two-story building of face brick will be about 85 feet by 53 feet, and is expected to cost $244,000. Sub-

station equipment, including a power rectifier, switchgear equipment, supervisory control and a telemetering

device is to be installed at a cost of $360,425.

The new substation is required to relieve overload conditions at the Authority's present Lombard sub-

station and will provide additional capacity required for the establishment of new terminal yards in the near

future.

At Howard rapid transit terminal, where modernization of the station and other improvements are

underway, a 92' x 80' canopy was erected over the bus loading area in the new off-street terminal, and the

south parking lot was paved.

At the Linden Avenue, Wilmette, rapid transit terminal, parking lot facilities for the Authority's cus-

tomers were expanded and improved. A new west lot with a capacity of 242 automobiles was added, and

the t)riginal lot east of the terminal was expanded to provide 224 parking spaces.

In connection with conversion of Kimball yard trackwork to a new semi-automatic interlocking system

and an extension of the platform, the existing special trackwork was re-designed. The layout consisted of

two double slip switches, four turnouts and a diamond crossover. This work was done over the Labor

Day weekend to minimize inconvenience to patrons of this route. Special trackwork was pre-fabricated into

several panels or separate units. Rails, switch points and frogs were positioned and fastened to the ties with

tic plates, pads and switch plates. The panels were loaded on flat cars, moved to the site and lowered into

position. The new trackwork and interlocking system was completed at a cost of about $375,000. All sig-

nals in the terminal are equipped with wayside track trips to instantly apply the emergency brakes on any

train passing a stop signal. The modern interlocking system will automatically send trains into cither the

east or west side of the station platform on whichever track is vacant. Controls dispatch trains out of the

terminal on a "first in"
—

"first out" basis on an impulse from the master control in the Authority's Oper-

ations Control Center about nine miles away in the Merchandise Mart main office. Line supervisors in the

Center arc constantly made aware of movements in and out of the terminal by recording devices.

Construction projects in 1963 had to be limited to such funds as were available after providing for pur-

chases of revenue vehicles. No new improvements of any magnitude could be initiated during 1963 since

practically all available capital funds were committed to acquire new equipment and to carry forward

projects started in 1962 and prior years.

Capital funds for many necessary and desirable projects are heeoiiiing more and more dillieult to jiro-

vide through fare ht)x collections as the need for replacement of o\er-agc revenue \ehicies becomes more
pressing with each passing year.
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Skokie Demonstration Project

Following several months of preliminary studies and negotiations, the Authority, on January 10, 1964,

formally applied to the Housing and Home Finance Agency for a Federal grant of $349,217 to assist in

financing inauguration and a two-year demonstration operation of nonstop, high-speed rapid transit rail

service between Dempster Street, Skokie, Illinois and Howard Street, Chicago, Illinois.

The purposes of this project are:

(a) To determine the effectiveness and economic feasibility of linking a fast-growing, medium-density

suburban area with the central city by means of a high-speed rail rapid transit extension coordinated

with suburban buses and with the central city's extensive transit network, and;

(b) To develop through surveys and studies criteria and guidelines useful nationally to public offi-

cials, planners, transit operators and others in determining whether service of this type should and

can be provided in large metropoUtan areas.

Co-sponsor of the project is the Village of Skokie. Other participants are the Chicago Area Trans-

portation Study; Department of City Planning, City of Chicago; the recently organized Transportation Co-

ordinating Group consisting of public agencies charged with planning highway and other transportation

facilities; the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning Commission; and the Commonwealth
Edison Company.

Skokie is to provide, maintain and operate a modern, lighted and paved 386-space park-'n'-ride lot

adjacent to the Dempster station for customers using their cars to get to and from the new service. Kiss-'n'-

ride lanes and bus terminal facilities are also provided at the Dempster station. The Authority is to provide

and rehabilitate the right-of-way and related facilities, the rolling stock, operate the service and participate

in comprehensive studies to determine the project benefits. The Chicago Area Transportation Study, which

recently conducted the metropolitan area's most comprehensive transportation survey and recommended,

among other improvements, rapid transit extension to Skokie, will have a leading role in the project studies.

The Authority will operate one-man, high speed, high performance nonstop trains at 10-minute inter-

vals during rush hours, and at wider intervals in off-peak periods on weekdays only between the hours

6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. The five-mile run will be made in six and a half minutes at a scheduled speed of

46 miles per hour. Maximum speed of the project trains will exceed 60 miles per hour.

Skokie Parking Lot on opening day.
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One of the high-speed rapid transit cars used in Skokie Swift Service.

The Autliority has purchased the right-of-way from the defunct Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee

Railway for a total cost of $2,000,000 and a net cost of $1,700,000 after considering $300,000 paid by

Commonwealth Edison Company for permanent easement rights.

Total cost of rehabilitating the right-of-way and related facilities, operating the service, promoting rider-

ship and conducting studies is estimated at $720,575. Revenue from the transit service and parking lot

operation is estimated at $196,750, thus resulting in a net project cost of $523,825 which is to be shared

between the participants on a percentage basis,—66.677f by Federal Grant ($349,217); 26.23% by the

Authority ($137,415), and 7.10% by the Village of Skokie ($37,193).

Rates of fare will be 45 cents for adults and 29 cents for children or students for each one-way trip.

This includes the privilege of transfer to and from any of the Authority's rapid transit trains or bus routes

at all established transfer points. A parking fee of 25 cents to to be charged at the Dempster station park-

ing lot.

Service commenced t)n Monday. April 20, 1964. with inaugural ceremonies and free rides for visitors

on -Saturday. April IS. 1964.

Modcritizalion and Rcplamiiriit I'rofiram

When the Authority was established in 1945. the proposed moderni/ation program provided lor pur-

chase of 4.256 new buses and cars to modernize rolling stock of the predecessor companies.
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By December 31, 1963, the Authority had taken delivery of 4,987 new revenue vehicles and 180

others were on order for delivery in 1964. This completed the modernization program and provided 911

additional new vehicles which replaced equipment that became over-age during the interim.

Total cost of these 5,167 new revenue vehicles and auxiliary equipment was approximately $146,-

731,000, of which $85,064,000 covered 4,213 Surface System passenger units and $61,667,000 was for

954 Rapid Transit System cars. The net cash cost was $138,751,000 after considering $7,980,000 salvage

value realized on PCC streetcar components used in the construction of 570 new Rapid Transit cars.

Total expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replacement program to date aggre-

gate approximately $195,724,000, $146,731,000 for the revenue vehicles referred to above and $48,-

993,000 for the construction of new shops and operating garages and modernization of other facilities such

as shops, garages, machinery, terminals, and fixed transportation equipment.

Personnel

Total number of employes in service at the close of 1963 was 13,005, an increase of 73 over the

12,932 at December 31, 1962, but a decrease of 10,363 from the 23,368 employes in service at dates of

acquisition of properties from predecessor companies.

During 1963, 377 employes retired on pension, 7 employes drawing disability pensions returned to

active duty, and 456 retired employes died. At December 31, 1963 there were 5,479 retired employes re-

ceiving pension payments.

Several changes were made in executive and supervisory positions during 1963:

The Authority is sorry to report the death of Mr. Joseph N. Jobaris, 54, Superintendent of Shops and

Equipment, on May 22, 1963 after a long illness.

Mr. Jobaris rose from the ranks to supervision of all of the Authority's shop and equipment activities,

having joined the former Chicago Surface Lines in 1929 as a repairman. His steady advancement through

supervisory posts in the shops department was interrupted by service in World War II. As engineer of

equipment, Mr. Jobaris had an important part in designing the Authority's modern motor and trolley buses,

and rapid transit cars.

Mr. Jobaris was a registered professional engineer, and was a member of the Committee on Rail Cars

of the American Transit Association.

Mr. L. Gordon Anderson, formerly Superintendent of Rapid Transit Shops and Terminals, was ap-

pointed to the position of Superintendent of shops and Equipment to fill the vacancy created by the death

of Mr. Jobaris.

Mr. Lester H. Reichard, formerly Superintendent of Skokie Shops, became Superintendent of Rapid

Transit Shops and Terminals, succeeding Mr. Anderson.

Seven long-time supervisory employes with a combined work record of 274 years were lost by the

Authority through retirement in 1963. The men, their positions, and the number of years completed by

each, are: Joseph Mulree, Superintendent of the Utility and Emergency Service Division, 49 years; John F.

Higgins, Superintendent of Rapid Transit Operations, 41 years; John J. Cushing, Supervisor of Property

Accounting Department, 41 years; John E. Blare, Assistant to General Manager, 37 years; C. A. Butts,

Signal Engineer, 37 years; Earl V. Essington, Assistant to Superintendent of Shops and Equipment, 36

years; and V. B. Olson, Special Project Coordinator, Structure and Building Department, 33 years.

OUTLOOK FOR 1964

Financial—Budget

On December 5, 1963, Chicago Transit Board adopted a budget of $134,187,000 for the year 1964,

which indicated that revenues would be sufficient to cover all operating expenses and debt service on rev-

enue bonds, but that there would be a $3,549,500 deficiency in making deposits to meet full depreciation

requirements for 1964.

Passenger revenues for 1964 were estimated on the assumption that passenger traffic would be approxi-

mately 6/lOths of 1 % lower than the 1963 level, and that the average fare in 1964 would be l/3rd of 1 %
higher than in 1963, resulting in a net decline of approximately $263,000. All other revenues were esti-
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mated to produce about $370,000 more than was realized in 1963, primarily from interest earned on

funds on deposit with the Equipment Trustee pending delivery of the 1 80 rapid transit cars on order. With

these minor variations, total revenues in 1964 are expected to be $107,000 greater than in 1963.

Expenses budgeted for 1964 were based on contractual wage rates in effect at the close of 1963. Wage

costs are expected to increase $3,276,000 as the result of increases in both the basic hourly wage rate and

in the cost-of-living allowance. The basic hourly wage rate increased 9c per hour December 1, 1963 and

will increase an additional 7c on December 1, 1964. The labor contract that became effective December 1.

1962 provides for a cost-of-living allowance subject to quarterly adjustments based on the Consumer Price

Index for Chicago. The first cost-of-living allowance, amounting to 2 Vic per hour, became effective in

September 1963 and penalized 1963 operations in only the last four months, whereas the budget antici-

pates that an additional 2 '/2 c per hour will be paid during all twelve months in 1964. In this respect it is

significant to point out that at the current level of employment each Ic p>er hour increase in wages adds

approximately $25,200 per month to operating expenses.

The foregoing payroll data was based on wage rates and related factors known at the time the 1964

budget was prepared and adopted. Unfortunately, the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor statis-

tics, reported on March 3, 1964 that it had made an error in developing the January 1963 Consumer Price

Index for Chicago which affected the Authority's cost-of-living allowances throughout 1963 and the first

two months of 1964. As a result, labor costs during that period were understated by approximately $280,-

500. The tremendous task of summarizing individual pay hours of about 14,450 employes for a full year.

application of the additional variable cost-of-living allowances, and preparation and issuance of back pay

checks was not completed until April 7, 1964, at which time it was too late to revise all of the Authority's

financial reports for the year 1963 and the first quarter of 1964. Accordingly, this $280,500 of back pay

cost was charged to expenses in 1964, and will increase the anticipated 1964 deficit in depreciation pro-

ivision to $3,830,000, if actual revenues and expenses equal the amounts budgeted.

Finaiuial—Preliminnry Results

Starting in 1964, the Authority adopted a reporting procedure whereby financial data is accumulated

and reported by four-week periods rather than calendar months.

During the twelve weeks ended March 21, 1964, passenger traffic of 113.093,037 revenue rides was

down 766,700 (0.67% ) from the corresponding period in 1963. Total revenues of $30,756,776 decreased

$168,469 (0.54%) and operation and maintenance expenses of $27,225,611 were down $155,361

(0.57%). There also were reductions of $22,451, in debt service requirements and $13,477 in the pro-

vision for depreciation. As a result, at March 21, 1964 there was a deficiency of $807,848 in the amount

available for deposit to the depreciation fund. The corresponding 1963 deficit was $830,668. On an actual

basis, results from operation in the above mentioned 1964 period netted $22,820 more than in the comp-
arable 1963 period.

In comparison with the budget for 1964, passenger traffic was 0.60% greater than anticipated. Total

revenues were up $122,876; expenses and other costs were down $785,701, and the net result was a deficit

of only $807,848 in the amount available for the depreciation reserve fund. The 1964 budget had predicted

a deficit of $1,716,425 by March 21, 1964.

During the twelve-week period reviewed budgetwise, above, weather conditions were unusually favor-

able as evidenced by the increase in riding and a saving of $446,000 in the amount spent for removal of ice

and snow from transit routes.

No significant variations from the 1964 budget have developed in either revenues or expenses.

l.aiiital I'rojccts

Cash available for Capital Outlays in 1964, including a carry-over of $6,316,000 of capital funds ap-

propriated but not spent in 1963 and $7,50(),0{)() obtained from the sale of equipment trust certificates, is

estimated to be $28,784,000. Of this amount. $22,1 19,000 is committed for purchase of new revenue ve-

hicles and the balance is committed for other capital projects, some of which are already under way. Many
desirable improvements had to Ix- deferred because of lack of funds.
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Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Purchase of 180 rapid transit cars ($18,990,000)
plus spare parts, engineering and make ready costs $19,372,500

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates 2,746,500
Purchase 600 fare collection boxes (carried forward from 1960) 312,000
Construct Lake Street Branch Terminal and Yard facilities 1,260,000
Construct consolidated shop buildings and other facilities

at 78th and Vincennes Avenue 705,000
Major renewals of Rapid Transit System track and structures 1,310,000
Renewals and/or improvements to shops, garages, electric power distribution

system, signal and interlocking systems, machinery, tools, equipment, etc.

Rapid Transit System 1,513,000
Surface System 640,000
Common to both systems 750,000

Purchase of real estate for terminals, parking facilities and/or
right-of-way (excess of purchases over sales) 175,000

Total $28,784,000

CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

Mr. Virgil E. Gunlock, 57, Chairman of Chicago Transit Board, an outstanding engineer, public offi-

cial and civic leader, died March 21, 1963 following a heart attack suffered ten days previously.

Mr. Gunlock had a long and illustrious career in Chicago. Graduating from the University of Illinois,

School of Engineering with high scholastic honors in 1927, Mr. Gunlock began his professional career as an

engineer with the Chicago Sanitary District. In 1938, he was chosen as engineer in charge of constructing

the first section of Chicago's initial system of subways. From that post he advanced to engineer in charge

of subway construction, to chief engineer, and then to Commissioner of Subways and Superhighways.

For a brief period, until the Department of Subways and Superhighways was consolidated with the Depart-

ment of Public Works, Mr. Gunlock was commissioner of both departments, after which he became Com-
missioner of Public Works.

As Chairman of Chicago Transit Board, Mr. Gunlock had directed the Authority through critical early

years. Under his leadership and guidance, Chicago Transit Authority has modernized its equipment and

service, establishing a record for modernization of Chicago transit equipment unequaled in the history of

transit in any city.

Active in numerous civic and professional organizations, Mr. Gunlock was vice-president of the Mc-
Cormick Theological Seminary, a member of the Chicago Plan Commission, Deputy Director of Chicago

Civil Defense, devoted to activities of the Boy Scouts, a director of the Western Society of Engineers, and

past president of the Illinois Society of Professional Engineers and past vice-president of the National So-

ciety of Professional Engineers. Space does not permit listing all of the civic, religious, philanthropic and

social activities to which he gave freely of his talents, experience and energy.

Mr. Gunlock had been a member and Chairman of the Board since July, 1954. Chicago Transit

Authority and the community have lost a dedicated, devoted and most capable public servant.

Mr. George L. DeMent, a native Chicagoan and long-time public works executive in Chicago, was

appointed a member of Chicago Transit Board to fill the unexpired term of the late Mr. V. E. Gunlock.

The appointment was made by the Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago, and approved by

the Honorable Otto Kerner, Governor of Illinois. His appointment was made April 29, 1963 and expires

August 31, 1966 but the formalities of the appointment were not concluded until July 1, 1963. Mr.

DeMent filed his oath of office with the Secretary of State on July 2, 1963.

On July 3, 1963, Mr. DeMent was unanimously elected Chairman of Chicago Transit Board for a

three year term beginning July 2, 1963.

As Commissioner of Public Works, City of Chicago, for nine years, 1954 to 1963, Mr. DeMent di-

rected the most dynamic public works program in the history of Chicago. His career closely parallels

that of the late Mr. Gunlock, whom he succeeded as Commissioner of Public Works when Mr. Gunlock

became a member and chairman of Chicago Transit Board.
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Educated in Chicago's public schools and at the University of Illinois, Mr. DeMent began his engi-

neering career in 1930 with the Sanitary District of MetropoUtan Chicago. In 1939, he, along with Mr.

Gunlock and other engineers, was drafted by the city to build Chicago's initial system of subways.

Mr. DeMent was first resident engineer on a section of the initial system of subways, and became,

after a series of promotions, assistant to Mr. Gunlock who was then Commissioner of Subways and Super-

highways.

When the Department of Subways and Superhighways was consolidated with the Department of Pub-

lic Works in 1952, and Mr. Gunlock became commissioner of the department, Mr. DeMent was appointed

assistant commissioner. He succeeded Mr. Gunlock as commissioner when the latter became Chairman of

Chicago Transit Board.

Among the many public works projects directed by Mr. DeMent during his tenure as Commissioner of

Public Works are the Eisenhower (Congress), Kennedy (Northwest) and Dan Ryan Expressways, the West

Side (Congress) subway extension, the central district filtration plant, O'Hare International Airport, nu-

merous bridges and viaducts, public buildings, parking garages and many miles of sewers.

Mr. DeMent is a registered professional engineer and is a member of the National Society of Profes-

sional Engineers, the Illinois Society of Professional Engineers, and the American Public Works Association.

In 1961, the American Public Works Association honored him as one of the nation's outstanding

public works officials.

On May 7, 1963, Mr. Raymond J. Peacock was re-appointed a member of the Board for a seven

year term commencing September 1, 1961, following expiration of his first term. The appointment was

made by the Honorable Otto Kerner, Governor of Illinois, and approved by the Honorable Richard J.

Daley. Mayor of Chicago. He filed his oath of office with the Secretary of State on May 22, 1963.

Mr. Peacock, president of Peacock Publishing Company, was first appointed to the Board in December

1960 to fill the term of the late Werner W. Schroeder, Vice Chairman of the Board, which expired

August 31, 1961. He continued to serve, however, as provided by law, until a successor was appointed.

On May 7, 1963, Mr. James E. Rutherford was appointed a member of Chicago Transit Board to

succeed Mr. Edward F. Moore whose term expired August 31, 1962, but who continued to serve, as pro-

vided by law. until a successor had been appointed and had qualified. The appointment was made by the

Honorable Otto Kerner, Governor of Illinois, and approved by the Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor

of Chicago. Mr. Rutherford's appointment became effective May 22, 1963 and expires August 31, 1969.

He filed his oath of office with the Secretary of State on May 22, 1963.

Mr. Rutherford, a retired vice-president in charge of Mid-America Operations of the Prudential In-

surance Company of America is the past president of the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry

and is still a member of the Committee on Transportation of that organization. He has been active in many

civic and philanthropic causes.

Mr. Edward F. Moore, who, since 1916, has devoted a lifetime to administrati\'e work in several areas

of public service was appointed to the Board on April 29, 1958 to fill the unexpired term of the late Mr.

Philip W. Collins. Mr. Moore served with distinction during his term of office, and his experience, advice

and conscientious application to affairs of the Authority contributed much to the transit scene in Chicago.

During 1963, the Board held twenty-three meetings for the transaction of official business and, in

addition, held many informal conferences and several public hearings.
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

120 South La Salle Street

Chicago, Illinois 60603

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority

:

We have examined the balance sheet of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an Illinois munici-

pal corporation) as of December 31, 1963, and the related statements of accumulated net earnings, of appli-

cation of revenue and of funds for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with

generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and

such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of accumulated net earnings and

of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority as of December 31, 1963, and

the net earnings from operations and the sources and disposition of funds for the year then ended, in con-

formity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the pre-

ceding year. Also, in our opinion, the accompanying statement of application of revenue presents fairly the

distribution of revenue for the year ended December 31, 1963, in accordance with the provisions of the trust

agreement securing the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 13, 1964.
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CHICAGO T

Bai

ASSETS

December 31

1963 1962

I RANSPORTATioN PROPERTY, at cost $203,771,502 $193,097,642

Less—Reserve for depreciation 85,736,764 78,756,337

$118,034,738 $ 1 1 4,34 1 ,305

Special Funds, cash and U. S. Government securities:

Held by revenue bond trustee

—

Depreciation reserve $ 5,645,928 $16,917,019

Operating expense reserve 1,848,259 1,848,259

Modernization — 1 80,032

$ 7,494,187 $ 18,945,310

Held by equipment trustee

—

Series 10 equipment purchase fund 15,000,000 —
Damage reserve 7,968, 1 36 6,044,6 1

$ 30,462,323 $ 24,989,920

CuRREN r Assets:

Cash and U. S. Government securities

—

Working cash account (see note) $ 15.864,369 $ 18,159,456

Deposits for payment of interest on

—

Revenue bonds 1,859,879 1,952,636

Equipment trust certificates 33,348 19,290

Deposit for payment of municipal compensation — 221,268

Accounts receivable, less reserve 1,850,532 2,483,264

Materials and supplies, at average cost 5,976,359 5,71 1,386

Other 939,042 702,483

$ 26,523,529 $ 29,249,783

$175,020,590 $168,581,008
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AUTHORITY

LIABILITIES

December 31

1963 1962

Long-Term Debt (including $6,866,361 due within one year),

see accompanying statements

:

Revenue bonds $ 94,530,000 $ 99,432,000

Less—Amounts held by trustee 9,301,863 9,846,695

$ 85,228,137 $ 89,585,305

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting funds of $197,505

and $131,673 respectively, held by trustee for payment of principal. . 11,042,495 5,573,327

$ 96,270,632 $ 95,158,632

Accumulated Net Earnings (fully appropriated) $ 47,119,804 $ 42,489,495

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 7.9 1 6,93

1

$ 8,288,982

Accrued wages and vacation pay 7,815,463 8,370,924

Accrued interest 1,893,226 1.971,926

Other 277,517 497,559

$ 17,903,137 $ 19,129,391

Damage Reserve $ 13,727,017 $ 1 1,803,490

$175,020,590 $168,581,008

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this balance sheet.
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iinds

WBER 31, 1963

Balance, December 31, 1963, Before
Reflection of Transfers Yet to be

Made Between Funds

Balance, December 31, 1963, After
Transfers Between Funds



( : H I C A G o

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1963

( 1 ) Kcvcruic of cuch year alter deducting operation and maintenance expenses is to be deposited in the fol-

lowing funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond maturity fund, sinking funds and reserve funds—de-

posits equal to debt service requirements as provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years" deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000 quar-

terly for the series of 1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the series of

1953 revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund—deposits to be $900,000 each year, until the balance in the

fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be computed in accordance with the franchise ordi-

nance.

F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required de-

posits to the above funds.

(2) Under its pension agreement, which is renegotiated every three years, the Authority has agreed to con-

tribute a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired employees.

Under such agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial cost of future ben-

efits to present and retired employees. At December 31, 1963, such unfunded amount was approxi-

mately $1 13.000.000 including amounts based on employee services rendered to predecessor companies.

(3) The Authority leases operating property under long-term contracts having an aggregate rental of ap-

proximately $I3.(S00.000 over the remaining livjs of such contracts.

(4) Construction commitments as of December 31. 1963. are approximately $21,000,000. Included in this

amount is a commitment for the purchase of 180 elevated-subway cars for $18,990,000. This cost will

be paid from deposits held by the equipment trustee of $15,000,000 and the balance from the depre-

ciation fund.

(5 ) As a result of an error by the United States Government in the Chicago Consumer Price Index for all

months of l')63. which error was found and corrected by the government in March. 1964, Chicago

Transit Authority must pay a retroactive cost-of-living allowance for the last ten months of 1963 of

approximately $190,000. This adjustment has not been rellccted in 1963 net earnings nor in the State-

ment of Application of Revenues as the trust agreement, which governs the flow of cash, does not pro-

\iile for relroactive adjustments.

(6) In conjunction with the purchase during 1963 of a portion of the Chicago. North Shore and Milwaukee

Railway right-of-way for $2,000,000, the temporary withdrawal of $1,500,000 from the working cash

account was authorized by Chicago Transit Board of Chicago Transit Authority. It was also dcter-

mmed by Chicago Transit Board that this amount will be reimbursed from the depreciation reserve

fund over a period not to exceed 5 years at a rate of not less than $3()0.00() per year subject to spe-

cific authorization by Chicago Transit Board in each year.
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CHICAGO

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY Statement of Transportation Property

and Organization Expense

I

Showing Balance at December 31, 1962, Plus Additions and Less Retirements

During the Year 1963 and Balance at December 31, 1963

Balance Gross Balance
Dec. 31,1962 Additions Retirements Dec. 31,1963

Land $13,764,087 $ 481,723 $ 32,423 $14,213,387

Track and Paving 9,393,796 1,641,988 43,975 10,991,809

Machinery and Tools 4,479,607 317,784 22,383 4.775,008

Electric Line Equipment 9,921,596 494,382 342,404 10,073,574

Buildings 29,179.484 1.629.621 91.465 30,717,640

Cars 44,450,173 28.429 1 10.030 44,368,572

Buses and Fare Boxes, etc 60,894,500 8,060.839 2.780.499 66,174,840

Work Cars, Autos and Service

Equipment 1.857.389 94.127 6.438 1.945.078

Furniture 1.418.794 53.200 24.978 1,447,016

Signals and Interlocking 1 ,447,284 25 1 ,247 1 1 .223 1 .687,308

Crossings, Fences and Signs 1 ,068,057 49.832 755 1,117.134

Elevated Structures 7,517,362 145.681 7.304 7,655,739

Substation Equipment 2,259,116 437,933 3,113 2,693,936

Telephone and Communications 810,159 108,593 8,264 910,488

Engineering 46.623 — — 46.623

General and Miscellaneous 4,504,299 420,000 56,265 4,868,034

Total Transportation

Property $193,012,326 $14,215,379 $3,541,519 $203,686,186

Organization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316

Total $193,097,642 $14,215,379 $3,541,519 $203,771,502
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p
JVenues to Fixed Requirements

ating Statistics

1958 1957 1956 1955 1954

$123,879,707 $122,162,709 $117,955,336 $118,648,133 $118,755,811

2,239,022 2,310,226 2,238,218 2,249,052 2,383,704

121,139,515126,118,729

79,007,588

9.143,608

20,453,010
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Effective

Route and Number Date

Riverdale, et al (Continued)

East Belmont (77B) 6-16-63

Drexcl-Hydc Park ( I ) 6-17-63

South Halstcd (428) 6-21-63

Moritrosc-l.awrcncc (81 A) 6-23-63

South Pulaski (53A) 7-21-63

26th-3lsl (31) S- 8-63

Description of Change

1. A through route Riverdale-1 1 1th line operating seven
days a week between 1 1 Ith-Vincennes and Leyden-138th
via 1 1 1th. Michigan. 127th. Indiana. 130th. Indiana, Ley-
den and returning via 138th and over the southbound
route.

2. A supplemental service operating early mornings, late at

night and on Sundays between 1 1 Ith-Vincennes and
1 15th-St. Lawrence via 1 1 1th. Cottage Grove. 1 15th and
returning via St. Lawrence and 1 1 1th.

3. Supplemental service on 111th and operation on 115th
street operating weekdays and Saturdays on a clockwise
loop from 1 1 Ith-Vincennes via 111th, Cottage Grove,
ll.Sth and Vinccnnes, and on a counter-clockwise loop
from 1 1 Ith-Vincennes via Vincennes, 115th, St. Law-
rence and 1 1 1th Street.

4. Service to operate to the Libby, McNeill, Libby plant on
1 19th Street at Ashland supplied only on weekdays. Four
trips of the counter-clockwise lllth-115th routing from
1 1 Ith-Vincennes detourcd to operate via Vincennes,
119th, Ashland and 115th.

All trips reversing direction at Vincennes-1 1 1th on both
the new and former operations loop via 1 1 1th, Ashland,
Chelsea Place and Vincennes Avenue.
The revised routings and combining of lines resulted in a

reduction by approximately one-half in the amount of

service on 1 1 1th Street east of Michigan Avenue and for

all practical purposes discontinuance of the entire Vincen-
nes-1 19th line.

Extended line to operate in the east terminal area via Belmont.

Lake Shore Drive, Oakdale Avenue and Sheridan Road.

Rerouted line to operate weekdays and Saturdays via South

Park, Silverton Way and Cermak Road between South Park-

33rd and Cermak-lndiana northbound and between Cermak-
Michigan and 33rd-South Park southbound.

Discontinued operation of weekday rush hour trips eastward
from the regular terminal at 127th-Lowe Avenue to a "U"-
turn terminal on Wentworth near 127th. This extension serv-

ice was restored September 4, 1963 with the reopening of

schools.

Extended line to operate via Simonds Drive between Montrose
and Lawrence Avenues on days when weather conditions re-

quire. This routing is in place of Clarendon to better serve

Montrose Beach. This temporary extension prevailed until

September 14, 1963, the closing day for beaches.

Extended line to an off-street terminal on the east side of

Pulaski at 81st Street. The former terminal had been an otT-

street terminal at the northeast corner of Pulaski-75th. This

extension applied to all trips on Saturdays and Sundays and
to early morning, midday and late evening trips on weekdays.
During weekday rush hours and carh' evening hours, service

had been and continues to be operated to the terminal loop

via Pulaski Road. ColiMubiis Highway and 86th Street.

Buses were rerouted northbound between 26lh-South Park and
25th-Calumet to operate via South Park and 25th instead

of via Cottage Grove and 25th. This change was necessary on
account of permanent closing of Cottage Grove Avenue in

this area.
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Route and Number

South Chicago-Ewing
Express (30)

Effective

Date

9- 8-63

South Deering (27),
)

Windsor Park (24), f

83rd (83), 87th (87), i

93rd-95th (95)
)

9- 8-63

South Chicago-Ewing (30) 9- 8-63

South Chicago-Ewing (30) 9- 8-63

Kedzie-Homan (82A) 9- 8-63

Description of Change

Discontinued the express operation which had supplemented a
local service, weekdays only, north of 92nd-Commercial,
northbound in the A.M. rush and southbound in the P.M.
rush making only eight stops between 89th and 63rd Streets,

and inaugurated an all-express service north of 92nd-Ex-
change with elimination of 16 stops in each direction, which
local buses had served. The stops on the new, all-express

service are at 91st-South Chicago, Saginaw, Kingston, 87th,
86th, 85th, Jeffery-83rd, Bennett, East End, Stony Island-
79th, 75th, 73rd, 71st, 69th, Keefe, 67th, 65th, and 63rd.

Rerouting, through routings and discontinuances were made
affecting these routes in the South Chicago area. The changed
routings provided for the following:

1. South Deering line, north of Commercial-92nd, all days
of the week, in the northbound direction to operate via

Commercial, Exchange, 79th, Cheltenham Place, 75th,

Exchange, 73rd, Jeffery Avenue, Jefifery Drive, Patterson

Drive, Cornell Drive, Hayes Drive to 63rd-Stony Island

and in the southbound direction via Stony Island, Mar-
quette Road, Patterson Drive, Jeffery Drive, Jeffery

Avenue, 73rd, Exchange, 79th, Exchange and Commer-
cial Avenue.

2. 83rd-95th line operating east and north of 92nd-Commer-
cial via 92nd, Buffalo, 87th, Burley, 83rd and looping at

83rd-South Chicago via Clyde, South Chicago and 83rd.

This routing prevails except during owl periods and on
Sundays, when the routing will continue as above to 83rd-

Brandon and then via Brandon, 79th looping via Chelten-

ham, Coles, and 79th.

3. The 87th line operating in the east section of the route

over a sweeping loop via 87th, Buffalo, 91st, Commercial
and 87th.

The results of the foregoing changes were: To provide owl

service on Jeffery Avenue between 73rd and via Jeffery

Avenue and Jackson Park Drives to 63rd-Stony Island

Avenue; to discontinue service on 83rd from Burley to Green

Bay, on Mackinaw from 83rd to 85th, on 85th from Mack-
inaw to Green Bay, and on Green Bay from 85th to 83rd;

to discontinue service southbound on Coles between 75th

and 79th; to provide service southbound on Exchange be-

tween 75th and 79th; to discontinue service on Brandon from

83rd to 79th except during owl periods and Sundays; to dis-

continue service on 89th Street eastbound between Buffalo

and Mackinaw and westbound between Avenue "O" and

Buffalo; to discontinue service eastbound on 90th Street

between Buffalo and Avenue "O" and on Avenue "O" be-

tween 90th and 89th; to provide service on Commercial north

of 92nd to 83rd and on Exchange from 83rd to 79th at all

times; to provide service on 91st between Buffalo and Com-
mercial Avenues westbound except during owl periods.

Rerouted line to operate in the northbound direction between

92nd-Mackinaw and South Chicago-9 1 st, via Mackinaw, 91st

and South Chicago Avenue instead of via 92nd Street.

Discontinued owl service between South Chicago-71st and 92nd-

Commercial.

Discontinued a 6:30 A.M. and a 10:30 P.M. trip operating from

Kedzie-Foster to Howard-McCormick on Sundays.
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Route and Number



Vincennes Express
(UlA) Continued

Garfield Limited (6)

12- 2-63

12- 2-63

East Belmont (77B) 12- 2-63

Vincennes- 1 1 1 th ( 1 1 1 A ) 12-2-63

A special fare structure applies to these buses. It is the regu-

lar basic adult, child or student fare plus 5c, which entitles

the rider to a transfer if desired. This fare applies to the

entire northbound trip and to the southbound trip at any
point north of the 79th-Halsted Loop.

Certain Garfield limited northbound A.M. and southbound P.M.
trips were routed to use the Dan Ryan (South) Expressway
Between 55th Street and 35th Street. Northbound trips exit

at 35th Street and operate via 35th, State, Cermak and then

over the regular route on Wabash Avenue. Southbound trips

operate over the regular route to Michigan-35th and then via

35th and the Dan Ryan (South) Expressway and Garfield

Blvd.

Extended route to operate via Lake Shore Drive, Diversey and
Sheridan Road in the east terminal area.

Extended route during weekday rush hours to operate to the

59th-Wentworth Rapid Transit station. There was no change

in operation south of the 79th-Halsted Loop, but from this

loop the extended trips operate via Emerald, 79th, Vincennes,

Wentworth to 59th-Wentworth Rapid Transit station. These
trips return via 59th Street overpass and the southbound serv-

ice drive of Dan Ryan (South) Expressway, Wentworth, Vin-

cennes, 79th, Emerald to 79th-Halsted Loop and then over

the regular route. (Also see Vincennes Express inaugurated

12/2/63.)

The foregoing route and terminal changes do not include numerous temporary reroutings caused by

civic improvements and/or natural forces.
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Reconstruction and automation of the Kimball Avenue Yard, Rovenswood Branch. Four turnouts and one diamond
crossover were manufactured and completely spiked to ties in 50-foot sections and placed on flatcars from which

they were placed in proper position by cranes. This work was completed over the Labor Day weekend.
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Aerial view showing relocation of Lake Street Rapid Transit Branch to elevated structure of Chicago and North

Western Railway Company in vicinity of Laramie Avenue in Chicago and improvement in street lighting and park-

ing facilities in South Boulevard as a result of such relocation.
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! Authority played host to the general public on two occasions during the year, offering free rides and inspection of

focilities to all comers. On Saturday, April 18, about 3,100 people accepted CTA's invitation to test-ride the Skokie
ift service. More than 12,000 people inspected "New Look" cars on display in the Loop on Thursday and Friday,

le 11 and 12, and at the Lake-Harlem station on Sunday, June 14.



Sources of the Authority's revenues for 1964 and 1963 were as follows:

1964 f^.

Increase

1964 1963 (Decrease)

Passenger Revenues

—

Surface System $100,904,674 $101,580,149 ( .66% )

Rapid Transit System 30,212,628 30,226,039 ( .04 )

131,117,302 131,806,188 ( .52 )

Chartered Service 480,637 487,580 ( 1.42 )

131,597,939 132,293,768 ( .53 )

Other-

Station and Car Privileges 417,770 543,271 (23.10 )

Rent of Track & Facilities — 16,955 ( 100.00 )

Rent of Buildings & Other Properties 438,419 438,744 ( .07 )

Miscellaneous 1,690,068 787,480 114.62

2,546,257 1,786,450 42.53

Total Revenues $134,144,196 $134,080,218 .04%

Passenger revenues of $131,117,302 for 1964 decreased $688,886 from 1963; a 1,762,317 (0.36%)

loss in originating revenue passengers accounted for $427,675 of this loss; a 3,794,096 (1.54%) decrease

in the use of 5^* transfers accounted for $189,705; and a 0.06% reduction in average basic fares due to

a higher ratio of students riding for a 12^' fare accounted for an additional loss of $71,506.

Charter service revenues for 1964 decreased $6,942 and other revenues increased $759,806. The in-

crease in other revenues arose primarily from $858,901 in additional interest earned on securities held

in various special funds, and an increase of $46,390 in parking lot fees, partially offset by a decrease of

$131,800 in car card advertising and $16,955 in rent of track and facilities due to abandonment of ser-

vice by the Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee Railway, Lessee, in January, 1963.

Operation and maintenance expenses in 1964 increased $719,323. Operating economies practically

offset the increase in wage and related expenses which occurred during the year.

The principal elements comprising operation and maintenance expenses for 1964 and 1963 are set

I'lMih below:

1964

Wages and Salaries $ 80,658,285

Pension Contributions 6,696,993

Federal insurance Contributions 2,281,505

Fmployes" Insurance 1,166.961

Total Lahok Costs 90,803,744

Flectrie Power Purchased 4,120.606

Motor Bus Fuel Consumed 2.107.328

Operating Material & Supplies 5.596,172

Provision for Injuries & Damages S,(il8,183

Misc. .Services, Supplies, etc 4,684,447

Total Operation and
Maintenance Expenses $115,930,480

1963



I

Wages and salaries were increased in 1964 by the application of higher wage rates and cost-of-living

allowances provided in contracts negotiated in 1962. These changes, applied to the basic one-man operator

wage rates, were as follows:

Basic One- Cost-of-Living

Man Hourly

Rale Allowance Correction* Total

December 31, 1963 $2.950 $ — $ — $2.950

1964 Changes effective

March 1 — —0.005 -f 0.030 0.025
June 1 — — — —
September 1 — +0.020 — 0.020
December 1 +0.070 —0.005 — 0.065

Net Change +0.070 +0.010 +0^30 O.IIO

December 26, 1964 $3.020 $0.010 $0.030 $3.060

*Diie to an error by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, in developing the January 1963 Cost-of-
Living Index whicli affected the Authority's Cost-of-Living Allowance payments throughout 1963, the Authority did

not pay any Cost-of-Living Allowance in the first six months of the year and paid only 2'/2<' an hour in the third

quarter and 20 an hour in the fourth quarter. On the basis of the error disclosed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the Authority should have paid '/i<'' an hour in the first quarter beginning March 1. 1963, l',' in the second quarter,
3'/2<' in the third quarter, and 30 in the fourth quarter. The Cost-of-Living Index for January, 1964 reflecting adjust-

ment of the Bureau of Labor Statistic's errors produced a Cost-of-Living allowance of Z'/zO an hour for CTA em-
ployes, effective with the first payroll periods in March 1964 for the current quarter. The error cost the Authority in

payment of 27,139,900 hours at average of $0.008789446 per hour or $238,500, paid in the 4th accounting period
(March 22 to April 18, 1964).

The changes in wage rates described above, together with the cumulative effect of changes in wage

rates made in 1963 should have increased 1964 wage costs approximately $3,260,319. However, the

actual increase in wages paid during 1964 was only $2,072,393; $1,187,926 was saved by increased effi-

ciency and operating economies, including an increase of 3,015,094 miles in revenue service. Pay hours

charged in 1964 operations were 376,023 less than in 1963.

Pension contributions for 1964 increased $179,738 because of higher earnings in the employe group

for whom pension contributions are made. The Authority's contribution rate in 1964 and 1963 was 8%
of gross wages of all eligible employes. Employe contributions are 4%. one-half those of the Authority.

Federal insurance contributions (old-age, survivors, and disability benefits) increased $6,759 over

1963 due to higher employes' earnings.

Employes' group insurance costs for 1964 increased $45,105; an experience rate credit of approxi-

mately $91,000 less in 1964 than 1963 was partially offset by premium adjustment decreases of approxi-

mately $45,000.

Cost of electric power purchased in 1964 was $195,141 less than in 1963, due primarily to a reduc-

tion of 171,000 in the number of miles operated by electric-powered vehicles, a slight reduction in mean
temperature in 1964, which reduced the amount of power consumed for heating vehicles, a reduction in

energy cost estimated at $23,000 and a reduction of 2(t per K.W.H. in the maximum demand charge

effective June 1, 1964, estimated at $127,000.

Motor fuel costs for 1964 were $160,500 lower than in 1963. A reduction in the average cost per

gallon accounted for $132,700 of this decrease. An increase in miles operated and a decrease in cost per

mile due to greater efficiency resulted in a net saving of $27,800.

The Authority adopted Hubodometers for reporting bus vehicle miles operated in 1964 while sched-

uled miles had been used in 1963; miles reported on this basis showed an increase of 2,752.289 miles, or

2.6% for 1964 over those for 1963. However, when scheduled miles for 1963 were adjusted by the 1964

difference (3.4%) between Hubodometer and scheduled miles, 1964 miles operated showed a decrease of

846,000 as compared with adjusted 1963 miles operated.

Operating material and supplies costs increased $119,248. Nominal increases or decreases in material

costs occurred in various expense categories—some increases were due to unusual occurrences and/or

general price increases.



Provision for injury and damage settlements, accrued at the rate of 6'/2% of total revenues during

the first eleven months of 1964 compared with 1Va% during the first eleven months of 1963. decreased

$879,370 and at the rate of 5'/2% in December 1964 compared with 6V29c during December 1963.

decreased $137,402 or a total of $1,016,771 from 1963.

Claims and suit settlements and expenses applicable thereto amounted to $7,249,111 in 1964 com-

pared with $7,711,428 in 1963, as shown below:

1964

Claim Settlements

—

Number 15,113

Settlement Costs $2,489,772

Expenses 907.370

Total Cost of Claims 3,397,142

Suit Settlements

—

Number 2,443

Settlement Costs $2,723,982

Expenses 1.127.987

Total Cost of Suits 3.851.969

Total Cost $7,249,111

1963



Serial maturity retirements of $2,000,000 Series of 1947 bonds were at par. Sinking fund and amor-

tization fund retirements of principal, and the premium and total costs as well as future interest savings on

these retirements thereof are summarized below:

Sinking Funds

Series Par Value Cost

1947 $1,906,000 $1,941,600

1952 482,000 491,431

1953 146,000 148,912

Total $2,534,000 $2,581,953

Amortization Funds

Par Value

$14,000

4,000

1,000

Cost

$14,166

4,289

1,028

Par Value

$1,920,000

486,000

147,000

Cost

$1,955,766

495,720

149,940

$19,000 $19,463 $2,553,000 $2,601,426

Premium Payments

Revenue Bond
Sinlving Amortization

Series Funds Funds Total

1947 $35,600 ~$ 165 $35,765

1952 9,640 84 9,720

1953 2,920 20 2,940

Total $48,160 $ 269 $48,425

Interest Savings to Maturity

Sinking
Funds

$1,002,920

390,116

118,208

Revenue Bond
Amortization

Funds

$ 7,566

3,311

794

Total

$1,010,486

393,427

119,002

$1,511,244 $11,671 $1,522,915

This was the second year in which premium payments exceeded discounts realized from redemption

of bonds prior to maturity. Net principal savings to date by early retirements of term revenue bonds

amount to $1,208,806.

The annual interest reduction on $2,553,000 on all series bonds retired in advance of maturity during

1964 amounts to $100,485. The full amount of this reduction was not realized in 1964, however, because

the bond retirements occurred at different periods throughout the year. In years subsequent to 1964 the

total interest savings on $20,023,000 principal amount of bonds retired up to and including December

26, 1964 will amount to $11,204,830, which, with $3,446,512 saved since 1953, will amount to

$14,651,340 at July 1, 1982, the last maturity date.

Provision for depreciation in 1964 and 1963 was at a rate of 8% of total revenues as required by the

Revenue Bond Trust Agreement. The 1964 increase of $5,119 in the provision is in direct ratio to the

increase in 1964 revenues.

FINANCIAL POSITION

Statements setting forth the financial position of the Authority at December 26, 1964, together with

the opinion of Arthur Andersen & Co., independent public accountants, and other statements showing

various phases of the Authority's operation for the year ended that date are presented in a following

section of this report.

OPERATIONS REVIEW

Riding Trends

A gratifying recovery in employment in the Chicago area during 1964 reversed the downward trend

in riding which had prevailed throughout the last four years and resulted in an increase in revenue pas-

sengers in the last quarter period of 2.0%. The inauguration of Skokie Swift operation April 20, 1964,

the assignment of the new air-conditioned 2000 Series cars on the Lake Street and Douglas-Milwaukee

Rapid Transit route has, apparently, caused an upswing in riding on this service. New equipment and



improved service have also contributed to a small increase in Surface System riding. Details of originating

revenue passengers by periods (28 days per period) consisting of thirteen periods per year, 1964 com-

pared with 1963. arc shown by the following table:

Originating Revenue Increase or
Passengers (Decrease)

1964 1963 Number Per CenI

I
-> 1 113,093.037 113.859,737 ( 766,700) (0.67%)

4 5 6 114,487,094 115,756,702 (1,269,608) (1.10 )

7 8 9 10 145.824,175 146,395,775 ( 571,600) (0.39 )

11, 12. 13 117,064,909 114,769,076 2,295,833 2.00

TiiiRTii N PiRioD Yi;au 490.469,215 490,781,290 ( 312,075) (0.06%

)

Over t)ne million riders were carried on the Skokie Swift during the eight months of operation in

1964.

The annual volume of riding is shown in tabular form. The originating revenue rides for the

Surface System, Rapid Transit System and the combined systems, and per cent change from the previous

year and cumulative per cent reduction under the year 1948 is shown. These statistics cover 17 years of

CTA operations.

/ rliirlf Miles

The Authority continued to maintain attractive, convenient and frequent service throughout the City

of fliicago and through, within, bordering upon, or within reasonable walking distance of thirty-one ad-

jacent cities, towns and villages and numerous unincorporated areas.

Revenue car miles operated on the Rapid Transit System totaled 44,080,246. an increase of 262.805

(.60% ) compared with 1963. The inauguration of "Skokie Swift" operation on April 20. 1964 added

approximately 200.000 miles to the current period miles.

Miles operated on the Surface System totaled 108.584.240. an increase of 2,752.289 (2.607f ) over

1963. Motor bus miles operated (91.786.563) increased 2.844.520 (3.20%) and trolley bus miles

( 16.797.677) decreased 92.231 (.55%). compared with 1963. As explained in an earlier section of this

report, the Authority adopted Hubodometer recording instruments to record Surface System miles operated

and these show an increase of approximately 3.4% over scheduled miles used in prior years. The 1963

miles operated used in the above comparison are scheduled miles.

During 1964, the Rapid Transit System operated an average of 1.000 cars approximately 144.200
miles each weekday and the Surface System operated an average of 2,832 buses approximately 330,700
miles each weekday.

Average scheduled speed of the Rapid Transit System in 1964 increased to 23.18 M.P.H. as com-
pared with 22.41 M.P.H. in 1963. The "New Look" air-conditioned cars assigned to the Lake St. and
Douglas-Milwaukee routes and the high performance cars assigned to the Skokie Swift line all contributed

to increased scheduled speed in 1964.

.Scheduled speed of Surface System buses in 1964 increased to 1 1.93 M.P.H. as compared with 1 1.8S

M.P.H. in 1963. and 11.77 M.P.H. in 1962. This progressive increase in scheduled speed of the Author-
ity\ surface buses can be attributed to continuing studies of running time allowance to meet shifting traffic

conditions. The opening of the Southwest Expressway in October 1964, and the operation of Archer Ex-
press rush hour service on this expressway tended to improve Surface System scheduled speed.

I'lililii Stiffly

Chicago Transit Authority employes established a new public safety record by being involved in fewer
traffic and passenger accidents than in any previous year in CTA history. The 1964 frequency rate of
traffic and passenger accidents per 100.000 miles operated was also an all time low. The significance of
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Five Air-Con-

ditioned

G.M.C. buses

were ordered

for delivery

during 1965,

series

800-804.



this low rate is noteworthy when compared with the Authority's accident experience in the years 1947

through 1954 when the rate fluctuated between fifteen and twenty.

For this outstanding achievement, the Chicago Transit Authority was judged a winner of a SPECIAL
CITATION certificate in the 1964 American Transit Association's Award competition. This award is given

in recognition for unusual improvement in traffic and passenger safety among transit companies of the

United States and Canada serving urban populations of 1,000,000 and over. The Greater Chicago Safety

Council also presented awards to the Chicago Transit Authority's twelve operating stations in recognition

of their achievement in improving their accident experience in 1964 compared to 1963.

The following table compares the Authority's 1964 public safety accident experience with 1963

and also with 1954 to show the improvement in its public safety record over this eleven-year period of

intensive safety-training activity. All traffic and passenger accidents involving the Authority are included

regardless of liability or extent of damage:

1964
Increase (Decrease)

Year Year Year From From
1964 196.1 1954 1963 1954

Traffic Accidents 7,525 8,656 16,300 (13.1%) (53.8%)

Passenger Accidents 5,758 6,031 9,678 ( 4.5% ) (40.5%

)

Total Accidents 13,283 14,687 25,978 (9.6%) (48.9%)

Revenue Vehicle Miles on
Routes (in thousands) 149,594 149,292 164,222 (0.2%) (8.9%)

Frequency Rate—Accidents

per 100,000 Miles-

Traffic Accidents 5.0 5.8 9.9 (13.8% ) (49.5%)

Passenger Accidents 3.8 4.0 5.9 ( 5.0% ) (35.6%-)

Total Accidents 8.9 9.8 15.8 ( 9.2%) (43.7%)

Training Activities

During 1964, employe training experienced another year of expansion and innovation. The normal

growth of training activities received added impetus from money anticipated from a one-year contract

with the United States Government, drawn up under the Manpower Development and Training Act. As a

result of the contract, CTA received more than $150,000 for training unemployed or underemployed

persons as Bus Drivers during the contract year. The contract stipulated that the money received must

be invested in new or additional training. Brief descriptions of the several new or expanded activities

follow:

In the training of Transportation Department operating personnel, the largest training activity of

CTA, emphasis was placed on standardizing operating procedures, improving in-service instruction, and

increasing observation during an employe's first year of service. The establishment of specific operating

procedures made a significant contribution to employe training. The addition of formal Line Instructor train-

ing for about 350 Surface Operators and about 100 Rapid Transit personnel resulted in better-motivated,

carefully selected, and well-trained Line Instructors. Additional Instructor observation of new operating

employes on a regular basis is showing excellent results.

Prior to 1964, training resources have been invested almost exclusively in the area of public safety

and closely related operating problems. This year, training methods were extended to other areas such as

skill improvement, apprentice training, supervisory development, and tuition aid for CTA employes.

In the training of Shops and Equipment personnel, the major accomplishment was the reactivation of

an instruction force to conduct increased training activities on both the Rapid Transit System and the

Surface System. The 180 air-conditioned Rapid Transit cars presents a training challenge. It was desirable

to have the maintenance training completed before the cars were put into service. This was accomplished by

having much of the training conducted by the various manufacturers at their plants as well as on CTA
property.



CTA"s apprentice training program was stepped up in volume and quality by the establishment of

several contracts with craft unions which established standardized training policies and procedures.

As job skill training of operating personnel becomes standardized, more and more training time and

facilities are being devoted to helping supervisory personnel increase their efficiency. This help is provided

primarily for Transportation Department Supervisors and for Shops and Equipment Department Super-

visors through discussion meetings. The subjects covered in the meetings are put into written procedures

which help present Supervisors and are invaluable for training new Supervisors.

A major step was taken toward helping employes increase their worth to CTA with the establishment

of a tuition refund plan. Under the plan, employes can receive financial aid for successfully completing

courses which are related to their work at CTA.

AV'if Rriciiiic I chicles

During the year 1964, 180 "New Look" air-conditioned Rapid Transit cars were delivered to the

Authority by Pullman-Standard Company of Chicago. The first two cars were delivered during the week

ended May 30, 1964 and the entire delivery was completed in the week ended December 5, 1964.

The "New Look" air-conditioned cars were assigned to the Lake Street and the Douglas-Milwaukee

portion of the West-Northwest route.

During August 1964 the Authority awarded a contract to the Flxible Company of Loudonville. Ohio,

for the manufacture of 240 5()-passenger "New Look" Diesel-powered buses. In November 1964 ten addi-

tional "New Look" air-conditioned Diesel-powered buses were ordered, five from the Truck and Coach

Division of General Motors Corporation and the other five from the Flxible Company. Delivery of the

240 buses is to start about mid-February, 1965, and the air-conditioned buses are to be delivered later

in 1965.

Interior of modern Skokie Shops office building which was completed during 1964.
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Escalator installed during 1964 connecting the street-

level station and bus terminal with the southbound

rapid transit platform at the Howard Street terminal.

Revenue vehicles owned and operated at December 26, 1964 consisted of the following:

Owned Active

Surface System

—

Trolley Buses 525 515

Motor Buses
Diesel 996 972
Propane 1,671 1,663

Total Buses 3,192 3.150

Rapid Transit System

—

Motor Cars 1.234 1.234

4,426 4.384 (1)

(1) Difference represents buses authorized to be scrapped, 42, (0.95''r).

98.10

98.12
99.52

98.68

Construction Projects

The 35th Street Station of the North-South "L"-Subway route which was seriously damaged by fire

October 7, 1962, is still in process of rebuilding and repairing of the structure, platform, station building

and facilities.

A new substation and transportation office building at the Lake-Harlem Terminal was completed

and placed in service during December 1964.

A ten-year program for modernization of the Authority's substation facilities, by converting 25-cycle

alternating equipment to 60-cycle began in 1964. Program costs are estimated to total $11,620,000, which

will be shared on a 60-40 basis by the Authority and Commonwealth Edison Company. Nineteen of the

Authority's substations will be converted over the ten-year period. Harding substation is the first scheduled

to undergo conversion.

Extensive modernization of the Authority's Howard Station, now completed, included rebuilding of

the station, installation of new passenger control equipment, an escalator, an ofT-street under-shelter bus-

berthing area, and a paved and drained auto parking lot.
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Skokie Siiift Demonstration Project

The Authority instituted high-speed non-stop Rapid Transit service between Dempster Station, Sko-

kie, and Howard Street. Chicago, a five-mile run named "Skokie Swift," on April 20, 1964. Patronage at

the beginning was beyond expectations and has increased steadily, attracting nationwide interest in this

locally-sponsored, federally-aided Mass Transportation Demonstration project.

The service has continued to establish new ridership records ever since the first day when 3,939 pas-

sengers were carried. A new weekday high was reached on December 4, 1964 when a total of 7,537

persons rode the service. Prior to the start of "Skokie Swift" service, it had been estimated that the

riding volume for the first project year would be less than 340,000. This figure was reached in less than

four months of operation and the 500,000th rider was recorded on August 24, 1964, over one million

riders were carried during eight months of operation in 1964, and over one million six hundred thousand

riders were carried during the first project year of the"Skokie Swift" operation (April 20, 1964 to April

19, 1965, inclusive). The original plan contemplated only a five-day week operation. The demand for the

service was so great, however, that it was experimentally extended to include Saturday; this proved to be

a feasible operation and the six-day schedule now has been made permanent. In addition a Sunday spe-

cial train service was inaugurated on a trial basis to accommodate the fans of the Chicago Bears Profes-

sional Football Team on six Sundays during the football season. It was originally estimated that 127,500

miles using four high-speed cars would be operated during the first project year; at the end of the first

project year, a total of 288,600 miles or 28,350 round trips have been operated and ten high-speed cars

are being used in this service.

Mitilcrnizittion and Replacement Profiram

When the Authority was established in 1945, the proposed modernization program provided for pur-

chase of 4.256 new buses and cars to modernize rolling stock of the predecessor companies.

At December 26. 1964. the Authority had taken delivery of 5,167 new revenue vehicles and 25U
others were on order for delivery in 1965. This completed the modernization program and will provide

1.161 additional new vehicles to replace equipment that became over-age during the interim.

Total cost of these 5,417 new vehicles and auxiliary equipment was approximately $151,247,000. of

which $90,163,000 covered the purchase of 4.463 Surface System passenger units and $61,084,000 was
for 954 Rapid Transit System cars.

Total expenditures and commitments under the modernization and replacement program to date ag-

gregate approximately $202,500,000; $151,247,000 for the revenue vehicles referred to above and $51.-

253,000 for the construction of new shops and operating garages and modernization of shops, garages,

and other facilities, such as machinery, terminals, and fixed transportation equipment.

Personnel

The total number of employes in service at the close of 1964 was 12,647, a decrease of 358 from the

13.005 in service at December 31. 1963. and a decrease of 10.721 from the 23.368 employes in service

at dates of acquisition of properties from predecessor companies.
During 1964. 404 employes retired on pension, four employes drawing disability pensions returned

to active duty, and 412 retired employes died. At December 26, 1964. there were 5.465 retired em-
ployes receiving pension payments.

Several changes were made in executive and supervisory positions during 1964: Thomas B. O'Con-
nor was appointed General Manager of Chicago 1 ransit Authority October I. 1964, succeeding Walter J.

McCarter. retired.

Mr. OX'onnor. a graduate of Armoui Institute of Technology as an electrical engineer, started his

transit career with the Chicago Surface Lines in 19 35 as a student engineer. He has an intimate knowl-
edge of every phase of the Authority's operations, first through his student engineer activities and later as

department head and a member of the general manager's operating stall.

Immediately prior to his appointment as General Manager, he was responsible for the functioning of
the transportation, shops, insurance, employment, accident prevention and training, and job classification

activities, and for labor lelalions.
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Car storage facilities in the Lake-Harlem rapid transit terminal were expanded to accommodate 86 cars. Space
also is available at the west end of the yard for the construction of a car inspection shop.

A two-story combined substation-transpor-

tation office building at the Lake-Harlem

terminal was constructed and opened dur-

ing 1964. The interior view is of the train-

men's room.

b
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Rush hour traffic far in excess of expectations taxed the Skol<ie Swift facilities from the first day of operation,

even with schedules stepped up to provide service every few minutes.

Francis C. Knautz was appointed Director of Public Information October 1. 1964. succeeding H. L.

Polland, retired. Mr. Knautz began his transit career with the Chicago Surface Lines in 1942 as a clerk

in the transportation department. Immediately prior to his appointment, he was superintendent of job

classification and superintendent of employe relations. He also has served as executive secretary of the

Authority's Employes Suggestion Plan Committee. A graduate of Austin High School, he attended North-

western University where he studied Business Administration.

Effective October 11, 1964 there was a realignment of responsibilities of the following department

heads, all reporting to the General Manager: Charles E. Keiser, former General Superintendent of Engi-

neering, appointed Operating Manager; P. J. Meinardi, formerly Comptroller, appointed Manager of

Finance; Harold S. Anlhon. formerly Superintendent of Construction and Maintenance, appointed General

Superintendent of Engineering; Gerald S. Graybiel, General Superintendent of Purchasing and Stores, was

given additional responsibility, over the Specifications Department; John A. Baker, Superintendent of

Training, was given additional responsibility, over Employment, and Francis C. Knautz, Director of Pub-

lic Relations was appointed Superintendent of Public and Employe Relations.

Clarence H. Grube. Acting Treasurer, was appointed Treasurer by Chicago Transit Board in Novem-
ber 1964.

Walter J. McCarter retired October 1, 1964. as general manager, the post he has held since October

1, 1947, when the Authority began transit operations by purchasing the operating properties of Chicago

Surface Lines and the Chicago Rapid Transit Company.
Mr. McCarter was a career transit executive. He started as an electrical engineer with the Milwaukee

Transport Company, and came to Chicago as Chicago Transit Authority general manager from Cleve-

land, Ohio where, as general manager, he had had the task of directing the change-over of the privately-

owned Cleveland Transit System to public ownership operation.

Under his stewardship, more than .S2()2,.SOO,0()0 has been invested in modern passenger equipment

and other modern facilities.
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The Dempster terminal Park'N'Ride lot, as it appeared late in 1964, after being expanded twice to its present

522-car capacity.

One of the 96-seat rapid transit cars assigned to the Skokie Swift service for rush period service is shown
after being refurbished at Skokie Shops.
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II. I.. l\)il;iii(J retired Oclohcr 1, 1964. as Dircclor ol Public Iniornialion \vliicli positiitn Ik- Ikk! licld

siiKc IJK' inccptiiin i)f llic Autliorily in 1945.

Mr. Polland, who started as a newspaperman in 1920, became associated witii the transit industry in

1939. He became a member of the Authority's management staff in 1945, and was responsible for the

supervision, production and dissemination of all printed matter of an informational nature issued by the

Authority. He also served as secretary of the Employes Welfare Committee and as a member of the Em-
plove Suggestion Plan Committee.

OlTl.OOk von !<)().->

I'inntirial liiuli^el

On December 3. 1964. Chicago I'ransit Hoard adopted an operating budget of $133,384,000 for the

fiscal year 1965. which indicated that revenues wouki he sullicienl to cover all operating expenses and debt
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Delivery of the first urban-

type rapid transit cars de-

signed and built as air-con-

ditioned units was tal<en by

CTA during the year. Of the

180 cars purchased, 140
were assigned to the Lake

route and the remainder to

the West-Northwest route.

Back-lighted car card dis-

plays integrated with the

fluorescent lighting system,

picture windows, extra-wide

spring cushion seats, and
the central air-conditioning

unit are among the innova-

tions apparent in the in-

terior view at the left. The

Lake route train at the right

is pictured near the Gov-

ernor Henry Horner housing

development on Chicago's

West Side.

service on revenue bonds, but that there would be a $5,63.'i,700 deficiency in making deposits tn meet lull

depreciation requirements for the fiscal year; this would include a $1,242,000 deficiency expected to be

carried over from 1964.

Passenger revenues for 1965 were estimated on the assumption that passenger traffic would be ap-

proximately V4 of 1% lower than the 1964 level, and that the average fare in 1965 would be 3/10 of

1% higher than in 1964, resulting in a net decline of approximately $393,000. All other 1965 revenues

were estimated to produce about $403,000 less than was realized in 1964.

Expenses budgeted for 1965 were based on contractual wage rates in effect at the close of 1964.

Labor contracts that became effective December 1, 1962 provide for a cost-of-living allowance which

amounted to IVif per hour at the time the budget was prepared, and is to be adjusted quarterly under a

formula based on the Consumer's Price Inde!s of Chicago. The budget makes no provision for possible

wage adjustments that may arise when new agreements are negotiated effective December 1, 1965 or any

changes during 1965 in the cost-of-living allowance.
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Unariiial—Preliminary Results

Starting in 1964, as previously reported, the Authority adopted a reporting procedure whereby finan-

cial and statistical data is accumulated and reported by four-week periods rather than calendar months.

During the first three four-week periods ended March 20, 1965, passenger traffic of 114,353,348

revenue rides increased 1,262,311 (1.12%) compared with same periods ended March 21, 1964. Pas-

senger revenues of $30,467,088 increased $295,854 (1%), total revenues of $31,152,408 increased

$395,632 (1.3%) and operation and maintenance expenses of $27,655,868 increased $430,200 (1.6%).

There also were increases of $17,836, in debt service requirements and $31,651 in the provision for de-

preciation. As a result, at March 20, 1965 there was a deficiency of $891,960 in the amount available for

deposit to the depreciation reserve fund. The corresponding 1964 deficit was $807,848.

C.apitnl Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1965, including a carry-over of capital funds appropriated but

not spent in 1964, is estimated at $16,668,000. Of this amount $8,496,900 is committed or planned for

the purchase of new revenue vehicles and most of the balance is committed for other capital projects

urgently needed, some of which are already under way.

Major capita! items budgeted are as follows:

Purchase of 300 motor buses, including 10 air-conditioned ($8,124,000),

spare parts for motor buses and Rapid Transit cars, and engineering $ 8,496,900

Interest and principal on Equipment Trust Certificates 1,698,300

Purchase of fare boxes 65,000

Lake St. terminal 900,000

Sub-station conversion 363,000

Track and track structures 1 .640.000

Surface System buildings 1,1 10,000

Rapid Transit System buildings 707.000
Surface System electrical 181 ,000

Rapid Transit System electrical 757.000
Purchase of tools—scrapping of passenger equipment—Shops & Equipment 78,100
Purchase of equipment—Stores Department 34,500
Purchase of ofiice machines 75.000
General and administrative costs capitalized 492,800
Purchase and sale of real estate (net) (227.500)
Major contingencies 296.900

$16.668,000

I I Ucnotcb Kcd Hgures
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet and statement of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT

AUTHORITY (an Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 26, 1964, and the related statements

of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenue and of funds for the fifty-two week period then ended.

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly

included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered neces-

sary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of long-term debt, of accumulated

net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority as of Decem-

ber 26, 1964, and the net earnings from operations and the sources and disposition of funds for the fifty-

two week period then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a

basis consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the accompanying statement of

application of revenue presents fairly the distribution of revenue for the fifty-two week period ended De-

cember 26, 1964, in accordance with the provisions of the trust agreement securing the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

April 9, 1965.
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Sheets

LIABILITIES

Dec. 26. 1964 Dec. 31. 1963

Long-Term Debt, including $5,767,778 debt service requirements due

within one year (see accompanying statement) (Note 4):

Revenue bonds, excluding amounts held by trustee for payment of

principal (Note 5) $ 80,788.316 $ 85,228.137

Equipment trust certificates, excluding amounts held by trustee for

payment of principal (Note 6) 16,282,500 11,042,495

$ 97,070,816 $ 96,270,632

Accumulated Net Earnings (fully appropriated) $ 51,200.164 $ 47,119,804

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 7,397,058 $ 7,916,931

Accrued wages and vacation pay 7,554,609 7,815,463

Accrued interest 1,775,426 1,893,226

Other 286,255 277,517

$ 17,013,348 $ 17,903,137

Damage Reserve $ 15,067,789 $ 13,727,017

$180,352,117 $175,020,590

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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)D ENDED DECEMBER 26, 1964

Balance, December 26, 1964, Before

Reflection of Transfers Yet to be

Made Between Funds
Balance, December 26, 1964, After

Transfers Between Funds
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(5) Payments of principal on revenue bonds are to be made as rapidly as practicable, but at least semi-

annually, from deposits made to the sinking funds, and annually from deposits made to the serial

bond maturity fund.

Revenue bond reserve requirements were met in prior years. Amounts deposited in revenue bond

reserve funds can be used only for (a) payment of principal or interest on revenue bonds whenever on

any principal or interest payment date there would be insufficient moneys held by the trustee in ap-

plicable principal, interest and other funds or (b) retirement of remaining bonds outstanding when-

ever the aggregate amount in the revenue bond reserve fund, revenue bond amortization fund and

sinking fund for any series is equal to the amount of applicable series bonds then outstanding.

(6) The collateral for Series 10 and 11 equipment trust certificates consists of 575 motor buses and 493

elevated-subway cars having a total cost of approximately $51,000,000, including the cost of 10

elevated-subway cars and 250 motor buses which will be purchased in 1965 from amounts on de-

posit with the equipment trustee (reference is made to Note 10 to financial statements).

Payments of principal on equipment trust certificates are to be made semiannually from deposits made

to principal payment funds. Deposits for payment of principal and interest on equipment trust

certificates are to be made from the depreciation reserve fund to which deposits are to be made after

requirements have been fulfilled for operating expenses and principal and interest on the revenue

bonds.

( 7 ) The unappropriated earnings available at the beginning of the period of $239,605 represents an

amount which was not required to be deposited in a specific fund at December 28, 1963. Such amount

was utilized in the fifty-two week period ended December 26, 1964, to reduce the deficiency in

revenue resulting in a net deficiency in revenue as of December 26, 1964, of $351,022.

(8) Under its pension agreement, which is renegotiated every three years, the Authority has agreed to con-

tribute a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired employees.

Under such agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial cost of future

benefits to present and retired employees. At December 26, 1964, such unfunded amount was ap-

proximately $113,000,000, including amounts based on employee services rendered to predecessor

companies.

(9) The Authority leases operating facilities under long-term leases which expire on \arious dates from

July, 1977 to March, 1990,

(10) Construction conimilments as of December 26, 1964, are approximately $9,000,000. Included in this

amount are commitments for the purchase of 10 elevated-subway cars for $1,055,218, and 250 motor

buses for $6,742,803. This cost will be paid from deposits held by the equipment trustee.
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$127,541,638
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Route and Number

Skokie Bus (97)

Effective

Date

4-20-64

Skokie Swift 4-20-64

Howard-Hermitage Loop. 5- 1-64

Tayior-Sedgwick-

Sheffieid (37) 5- 4-64

(3'Hare Airport-Dcvon-
Northwest Expressway
(19) 5-11-64

South Damon (50A) 5-24-64

Marquette Road (IIU) 5-25-64

Moiitrose-I.awrence (SI A) 6-13-64

Description

Skokie bus operation extended to the Old Orchard Shopping
Plaza on Weekdays between 6:40 AM and 10;00 PM. and
on Saturdays between 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM. The trips

extended to the Old Orchard Shopping Plaza operate via

the newly established Dempster Terminal of the Skokie

Swift line, east on Dempster, north on Bronx, northeast on
Gross Point Road and north on Skokie Blvd., entering the

Old Orchard parking area at the South Drive. Leaving the

Old Orchard Plaza the buses exit from the parking area onto

Simpson Street and then operate via Simpson Street, Skokie

Blvd., Niles Center Road and Dempster to the Dempster
Skokie Swift Terminal. The schedules were coordinated with

the Skokie Swift operation to make connections at Dempster
Terminal.

Skokie Swift operation inaugurated on the refurbished North
Shore tracks between Howard terminal, Chicago, and Demp-
ster Street in Skokie. This is a demonstration project jointly

supported by the CTA, the Village of Skokie and the U.S.

Housing and Home Finance Agency.

The Howard-Hermitage off-street loop for buses rearranged to

be shared with Evanston Bus Company and United Motor
Coach Company buses.

Taylor-Scdgwick-Sheffield buses rerouted between Halstcd and
Racine Avenue on account of University of Illinois construc-

tion in the area. This rerouting was an indefinite routing and
was ended after several months.

Devon-Northwest Expressway bus operation extended to

O'Hare Airport on Weekdays and Saturdays with four early

AM rush and four midafternoon trips. Buses operated from
Logan Square via the Northwest Expressway exiting and re-

entering the expressway for stops at Central and Harlem
Avenues. Effective September 13, 1964 the service was ex-

panded to cover three major shift changes seven days a

week. Effective December 6, 1964 this service was discon-

tinued on account of lack of patronage. This service, when
in operation, was at premium fare rates, 30c for adults and
24c for children and students, over the standard fare rate.

South Damcn service north of 47th Street curtailed on Week-
days, Saturdays and Sundays. Weekday service was discon-

tinued between the hours of 6:00 AM and 6:30 AM and
from 9:30 AM to 2:30 PM. Saturdays and Sundays service

in this area was completely discontinued. Sunday operation

was retained between S7th and 47th Streets from 6:00 AM
to 1:00 PM.

Weekday service operating on 71st Street west of Kedzie .Ave-

nue was rerouted and extended. The extension was from
Springfield Avenue to Pulaski Road while the rerouting pro-

vided for counter clockwise operation in the AM rush and
clockwise operation in the PM rush over Pulaski, 71st and
Kedzie Avenue.

Extended line on days when weather conditions require op-
erating via Simonds Drive between Montrose and Lawrence
Avenue. The extension took the place of Clarendon .Avenue
to better serve the beaches. This temporary extension pre-

vailed until September 12, 1964, the closing date for beaches.
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Route and Number

Division Street (70)

Effective

Date

6-21-64

Description

Rerouted in the central area to operate via State, Randolph,

Canal, Washington and Dearborn Street in place of via

State, Harrison, and Dearborn. This rerouting was in connec-

tion with supplying improved service at the North Western

Station and provided for a 15c fare at the North Western

Station stop on Weekdays and Saturdays between 7:00 AM
and 2:00 PM and a 15c fare at all stops southbound south

of Kinzie Street on Weekdays and Saturdays between 12:00

Noon and 9:00 PM.
Effective July 27, 1964, rerouted to operate northbound via

Washington and State in place of the routing via Washington,

Dearborn, Kinzie and State.

Garfield Local (6) 6-21-64 Garfield #6 Local buses rerouted in the central area via

Wabash, Adams, the River Drive of the Union Station,

Jackson and Michigan Avenue, in place of via Wabash,
Wacker and Michigan. At the same time there were some
special trips operating to the North Western Station which

were discontinued. This rerouting and discontinuance was

in connection with supplying improved service to the Union

Station and included the provision for a 15c fare on Week-
days and Saturdays at the Union Station stop only between

7:00 AM and 2:00 PM, and northbound north of Harrison

Street for buses approaching Union Station between Noon
and 9:00 PM on Weekdays and Saturdays.

Sheridan Local (151) 6-21-64 Sheridan #151 Local buses extended to operate via Adams,
the River Drive of the Union Station, Jackson and State

Street in place of via Adams and State. This extension was

in connection with supplying improved service to Union
Station and included provision for a 15c fare at the Union
Station stop only on Weekdays and Saturdays between 7:00

AM and 2:00 PM, and for southbound buses approaching

the Union Station south of Ohio Street on Weekdays and

Saturdays between 12:00 Noon and 9:00 PM.

Archer Morning Rush (62) 6-22-64 Archer AM rush shuttle trips rerouted via Wacker, Franklin,

Randolph, Canal, Washington, Franklin, Monroe and State

Street, in place of via Wacker, Franklin, Madison, Cfinton,

Monroe and State Street. This rerouting was in connection

with providing an improved service at the North Western

Station and included provision for a 15c fare at the North

Western Station Stop only between 7:00 AM and the end

of this service.

Drexel-Hyde Park ( 1

)

6-22-64 Drexel-Hyde Park #1 buses rerouted via Michigan, Randolph,

Canal, Washington and Michigan in place of via Michigan,

East South Water St., Wabash, Wacker and Michigan. This

rerouting was in connection with supplying improved service

to the North Western Station and provided for a 15c fare

at the North Western Station stop only on Weekdays and

Saturdays between 7:00 AM and 2:00 PM, and for north-

bound buses approaching the North Western Station north

of Harrison Street between 12:00 Noon and 9:00 PM on

Weekdays and Saturdays.
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Route and Number

Hyde Park Local (2)

Effective

Date

6-22-64

Description

Hyde Park #2 Local buses rerouted via Michigan, Adams,
Franklin, Randolph, Canal, Washington, Wacker, Jackson

and Michigan, in place of via Michigan, Adams, Canal,

Madison, Clinton, Jackson and Michigan. The change was in

connection with supplying improved service at the North
Western Station, and provided a 15c fare at the North

Western Station stop only. Weekdays and Saturdays from

7:00 AM to 2; 00 PM, and approaching the North Western

Station north of Harrison Street on Weekdays from 2 -.00

PM until the end of the service.

Monroe Parking (148) 6-22-64 Routing shortened to discontinue service west of LaSalle Street

to the North Western station during Weekday rush hours and
the business day on Saturdays. During the midday periods,

10:00 AM to 2:00 PM, the discontinuance was west of

Wacker Drive.

Effective July 21, 1964, service was restored during Weekday
rush hours and on Saturdays between LaSalle Street and
Wacker Drive.

Ohio-Union Station (157) 6-22-64

Shopping District (142) 6-22-64

Wacker-North Western
Station (158) 6-22-64

Ohio Depots #157 line was changed to Ohio-Union Station

#157 line and rerouted via Randolph, Wacker, Adams, the

River Drive of Union Station, Jackson, Wacker. Washing-
ton and Michigan, in place of via Randolph, Clinton, Jack-

son, Canal, Washington and Michigan. The change was in

connection with providing improved service at the Union
Station and provided for a 15c fare at the Union Station

stop only on Weekdays and Saturdays between 7:00 AM
and 2:00 PM, and for southbound buses approaching the

Union Station south of Ohio Street on Weekdavs and Satur-

days between 12:00 Noon and 9:00 PM.

Weekday rush hour service was discontinued. This service was
discontinued in connection with the other reroutings that

improved service at the North Western Station.

Wacker Depots #158 line was changed to Wacker-North West-
ern Station #158. In connection with the expansion of the

service supplied to the North Western and Union Stations,

the newly-named line was expanded to provide service

throughout the business day. Effective August 17, 1964,
midday service was discontinued and service provided dur-
ine Weekday rush hours as had been done prior to June 22,

1964.

Wacker-Orleans (128) 6-22-64

Wilson-I.aSalle local (156) 6-22-64

Service was expanded during the morning rush period, to start

at 7:25 AM, 20 minutes earlier than formerly. This change
was part of the improved service arrangements for the North
Western and Union Stations.

Rerouted via LaSalle, Adams, the River Drive of Union Sta-

tion, Jackson and LaSalle in place of via LaSalle, Adams,
Wells, Jackson and LaSalle. This change was in connection
with supplying improved service to the Union Station and
provided for a 1 5c fare at the Union Station stop between
7:00 AM and 2:00 PM on Weekdays and Saturdaxs, and
for southboimd buses approaching the Union Station south
of Kinzie Street on Weekdays and Saturdays between 12:00
Noon and the end of service on each day.
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Route and Number
Effective

Date

Yates-95th (89) 6-22-64

Montrose-Lawrence (81A) 7-16-64

Lake Street (16) 7-19-64

North-Narragansett-

Irving Park (86) 7-23-64

26th-31st Street (31) 7-27-64

South Kedzie (52A) 8- 3-64

Wallace-Racine (44) 8-16-64

Washington (131) 8-24-64

South Cicero (54B) 9-13-64

63rd-65th (63A) 9-13-64

Diversey (76) 9-14-64

Lincoln Avenue (11) 9-14-64

63rd Street (63) 9-14-64

Description

Service discontinued on Weekdays after 11:30 PM and on
Saturdays after 8:00 PM.

Rerouted via Montrose, Simmonds Drive, Wilson Avenue,
Clarendon Avenue and Lawrence Avenue in place of via

Montrose Avenue, Simmonds Drive and Lawrence Avenue.
This reroute provided service on Clarendon between Wilson
and Lawrence during the summer period when buses are

operating to Montrose Beach.

Rerouted via South Lake Street (W. Corcoran Place), Austin
Blvd., North Lake Street, Mayfield, and W. Corcoran Place

in place of via Pine, North Lake Street, Austin Blvd., and
South Lake St.

Discontinued operation between Irving Park-Pueblo via Cum-
berland to an off-street terminal north of Montrose.

Rerouted to operate via South Park, 26th St., State Street,

Cermak, Wabash Avenue, 23rd Street, State and 26th to

South Park on Weekdays and Saturdays between 5:30 AM
and 9:00 PM. The former routing had been via South Park,

Cottage Grove, 25th, Princeton, 26th, Emerald, 25th Place,

Halsted, 26th and South Park.

Line shortened back from the off-street terminal at the south-

east corner of Pulaski- 1 15th St. to a wye terminal at 115th-

Springfield.

Rerouted via Wallace, 26th, and Canal in place of via Wallace,

29th and Canal.

Extended to operate via Washington, Michigan and Randolph
in place of via Washington, Wabash and Randolph.

Sunday service discontinued south of the Cicero-64th Street

loop.

63rd-65th line changed to West 63rd line and rerouted to

operate via 63rd-Narragansett to Narragansett loop in place

of via 63rd, Harlem, 65th, Narragansett.

Rerouted certain buses operating between Diversey-Harlem and
Logan Square via Diversey and Kedzie to operate via Di-

versey, Pulaski Road and Wrightwood Avenue to Logan
Square eastbound during the AM rush and westbound dur-

ing the PM rush.

Lincoln-Wabash #11 service discontinued on Weekdays after

9:00 PM and on Saturdays after 6:30 PM leaving Balbo-

State.

Rerouted Limited Buses to operate via 63rd, Cicero, 65th,

Narragansett and 63rd in place of via 63rd, Narragansett

and Narragansett loop. The rerouting is operated clockwise

in the AM rush and counter-clockwise in the PM rush.

Extended local trips to operate from the Narragansett loop via

Narragansett, 65th to Harlem Avenue during Weekday
rush hours only.
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Effective

Route and Number Date

Vincenncs-1 1 1th Express

(lllA) 10-26-64

Description

Rerouted in both directions to use the Expressway system from

31st Street to the Franklin Street Connector and exit at

Cermak Road, in place of Dan Ryan Expressway to 31st

Street exit.

Effective December 17. 1964, southbound PM rush trips re-

routed via Clark, Archer, Wentworth, Cermak to the Frank-

lin Connector in place of via Clark and Cermak.

Archer Express (62A) 10-26-64 Rerouted certain AM rush northbound and PM rush south-

bound trips via Pulaski. Southwest Expressway. Canalport,

Canal, Roosevelt, Clark, Polk and State.

Garfield Express (6) 10-26-64 Rerouted express buses using the Dan Ryan Expressway to

use the Expressway system from 35th Street to the Franklin

Street Connector and exit at Cermak Road, via 35th Street,

State, Cermak Road.
Effective November 1 1, 1964, new off-street terminal opened at

the northwest comer of St. Louis Avenue and 55th Street.

South California (94) 11-29-64 Service discontinued in the area north of Lake Street to Sacra-

mento-Chicago after 7:00 PM on Weekdays and Saturdays,

and all day on Sundays. The terminal for evening and Sun-

day service is a loop via California, Fulton. Francisco and
Walnut Streets.

Jeffery Express (5) 11-30-64 Express service expanded 15 minutes earlier in the AM and
PM rush hours.

Lake Street 6-64 Operating location for Lake Street Rapid Transit service was
changed from Lake-Hamlin to Lake-Harlem. The yard facili-

ties at the Lake-Harlem location provides storage for 86
cars. The remainder of the cars. 48 during midday on Week-
days and 36 during night hours and on week ends are still

stored at Lake-Hamlin on the center track. Shop facilities

remain at Lake-Hamlin pending future construction at Lake-
Harlem.

The foregoing route and terminal changes do not include numerous temporary reroutings caused bv
civic improvements and/or natural forces.

"
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT

For the Fiscal Year Ended December 25, 1965

THE YEAR IN BRIEF

Passenger Revenues (Exclusive of Charter Service)

Other Revenues

Total Revenue

Total Operating Payroll (including employe benefits)

Provision for Injuries and Damages

Other Operating and Maintenance Expenses

Total Operation and Maintenance Expenses

Debt Service Requirements

Provision for Depreciation—Current Period

Balance Available for Other Charges or

(Deficit in Depreciation Provision)

Carry-Over of Prior Year's Deficiency

Balance Available for Other Charges or

(Deficit in Depreciation Provision)



CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

James R. Quinn, Vice Chairman
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1971

William W. McKenna, Secretary
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1967

George L. DeMent, Chairman
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1966

James E. Rutherford
(G) Term Expires August 31, 1969

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries

(S) Term Expires August 31, 1970

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

*—Continues to serve until a successor has been appointed and has qualified.

THOMAS B. O'CONNOR. General Manager WILLIAM J. LYNCH. Genera/ »Hornev
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OPERATIONS REVIEW

Riding Trends

Employment in the Chicago area increased during

1965 and helped reverse the downward trend in

riding which had formerly prevailed. An increase

in revenue passengers resulted in the last quarter

period of 1964 and continued during 1965. A full

year of operation of the Skokie Swift line, new air-

conditioned, high-performance 2000-series cars on
the Lake and West-Northwest Rapid Transit routes,

the addition of 250 new buses and improved eco-

nomic conditions in the Chicago area contributed to

the upswing in riding. Details of originating revenue

passengers by four-week periods, arranged in ap-

proximate quarter years, for 1965 and 1964, are

shown in the following table:

Periods

I, 2, 3

4, 5, 6

7, 8, 9, 10

II, 12, 13

THIRTEEN PERIOD YEAR

Originating Re\



Opened February 22, 1965, the new Peoria street

entrance to the U of l-Halsted station on the West-

Northwest rapid transit route serves the University

of Illinois Chicago Circle campus on Chicago's

near West Side.

The competitive strength of the grade-separated

Rapid Transit system and the riding public's

preference for high-speed service on grade-separated

right-of-way is indicated by the fact that the 1965

passenger increase on the rapid transit system was

3.04% as contrasted to a 2.33% increase on the

surface system. Each year since 1948 has shown a

progressively greater portion of total revenue

passengers patronizing the rapid transit system,

except in 1963, when weather conditions hampered

operations.

The annual riding volume for the 18 years of

Authority operation is shown in the table below.

Modernization and Replacement Program

The modernization program, proposed when the

Authority was organized, anticipated the purchase

of 4.256 new buses and cars to replace rolling

stock of the predecessor companies.

ORIGINATING REVENUE PASSENGERS



As of December 25, 1965, the Authority had

purchased 5,417 new revenue vehicles, completing

the modernization program and providing 1,161

additional new vehicles to replace equipment which
had become over-age during the interim.

The total cost of these 5,417 new vehicles

and auxiliary equipment was approximately $152,-

100,000, of which $90,234,000 covered the pur-

chase of 4,463 surface units, and $61,866,000
covered 954 rapid transit cars.

Expenditures and commitments under the

modernization and replacement program to date

aggregate approximately $204,133,000: $152,-

100,000 for the revenue vehicles referred to pre-

viously and $52,033,000 for the construction and
modernization of shops, operating garages, and
other facilities such as terminals and fixed trans-

portation equipment.

Construction Projects

The all-new ultra-modern street-level Tech-35th

station on the North-South Rapid Transit route was
completed and placed in operation, replacing facili-

ties destroyed by fire in late 1962.

Archer garage was remodeled; bus service facili-

ties, a fueling island, bus-fueling equipment and a

bus washer were installed.

The Logan Square terminal of the West-North-

west Rapid Transit route was remodeled and an

escalator installed to facilitate passenger movements.

Four additional storage tracks (0.43 miles) were

laid in the Lake-Harlem yard. Construction of a

new inspection shop was also started at this location.

An automatically-operated interlocking plant was

installed at the 59th Street junction, where the

Englewood and Jackson Park rapid transit branches

converge.

Harding electrical substation was converted from

25-cycle to 60-cycle power, and to automatic oper-

ation. This is the first of 19 substations to be con-

verted and modernized in a 10-year program, the

approximate $11,620,000 cost of which is to be

shared by the Authority and the Commonwealth
Edison Company.

Installation of an automatic train detection and

overspeed control system began on the Lake Rapid

Transit route. Under this system, each train will

be equipped with cab signals; allowable speed, train
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A 10-year program to replace obso-
lete electrical equipment in 19 of the '

Authority's substations was started

during 1965 with the modernization
of the Harding substation. Manually-
operated electrical equipment (be-

low) converting 25-cycle power for

direct current traction use was re-

placed by modern silicon rectifiers-

(above) converting 60-cycle power
and remote control switch gear (left) >

which can be controlled centrally'

from the power supervisor's office :

in the Merchandise Mart. The cost of
'

the program is being shared on a

60-40 basis by the Authority and
Commonwealth Edison Company.



spacing and safe train operation will be governed

by coded, audio-frequency track circuits. This is

one of the most modern rapid transit signaling sys-

tems available, and is expected to be placed in full

operation late in 1966.

Skokie Swift Demonstration Project

Patronage on the Skokie Swift, a five-mile high-

speed non-stop rapid transit service between

Dempster Street, Skokie, and Howard Street, Chi-

cago, continued to increase beyond expectations.

This locally-sponsored, federally-aided Mass Trans-

portation Demonstration project, inaugurated April

20, 1964, has attracted world-wide interest.

On October 15, 1965, a new weekday high record

was established when 7,765 persons used the

service. For the year 1965, a total of 1,848,000

passengers were carried and 304,239 miles, or

29,886 round trips by 1 1 high-speed cars assigned

to the service were operated.

Since the Skokie Swift service began, 2,938,000

riders have been carried, 506,109 miles, or 49,716
round trips, have been operated on the route.

A^CH' Revenue Vehicles

During 1965, the Authority received and placed

into service 250 "New Look" 50-passenger, diesel-

fueled buses, 10 of which were experimental air-

conditioned units.

On August 5, 1965, Chicago Transit Board
awarded a contract for 150 "New Look" 42-

passenger, diesel-fueled buses. Delivery of these

vehicles is to start in April, 1966, at an expected

rate of 50 per month.

Revenue vehicles owned and operated as of

December 25, 1965, consisted of the following:

Owned Active

Trolley buses 516 491
Diesel buses 1,157 1,027
Propane buses 1.660 1,640

TOTAL BUSES 3,333 3.158

Rapid transit cars 1,160 1,160

TOTAL 4.493 4,318*

Difference represents 175 buces authorized to be
scrapped.

Public Safety

Authority operating personnel established a new
passenger safety record in 1965. The number of

passenger accidents was the lowest in the Authority's

history and the frequency rate tied the outstanding

record achieved in 1962 and again in 1964.

Despite the worst weather conditions during a

first quarter in 20 years, the 1965 combined traffic

and passenger accident frequency rate was the

second best in the Authority's history—only slightly

higher than the all-time low set in 1964.

The following table and graph show comparisons

of the Authority's public accident experience, which

is comprised of all traffic and passenger accidents

regardless of liability or severity. Both the table

and graph show the dramatic improvement in public

accident experience since the Authority's intensified

safety-training activities began in 1954.

The table compares the 1965 public accident

experience with 1964 and also with 1954 to show
the effect of safety-training activities:

Increase CDecrease)

Traffic accidents

Passenger accidents

TOTAL ACCIDENTS

Revenue vehicle miles on routes
(in thousands)

Frequency rate—Accidents per
100,000 miles—

•

Traffic accidents

Passenger accidents

TOTAL ACCIDENTS

1965



The graph shows by years the combined traffic

and passenger accident rate since the beginning of

Authority operations. In the first eight years the rate

remained above 15 accidents per 100,000 miles.

Beginning in \9S5. however, there was a substantial

downward trend, and in the last five years the rate

has remained below 10 accidents per 100,000 miles.

Personnel

Employes in service at the close of 1965

numbered 12,392, a decrease of 255 from December
26, 1964, and a decrease of 10,976 from the

23,368 employes in service at dates of acquisition

of properties from predecessor companies.

20
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The modern Tech-35th
station on the North-

South rapid transit
route was officially

opened on June 21,

1955. The station, cost-

ing $500,000, replaced

facilities that were de-

stroyed by fire in Oct-

ober, 1962.

During 1965, 382 employes retired on pension

and 369 retired employes died. At December 31,

1965, there were 5,468 retired employes receiving

pension payments.

The basic Retirement Plan covering earnings of

all employes up to $10,000 per year, and Supple-

mental Retirement Plan covering earnings of em-
ployes in excess of $10,000 per year were combined
during the year.

O. Robert Hamlink was appointed First Assistant

General Attorney on June 1, 1965, succeeding

William S. Allen, retired.

George Krambles was appointed Superintendent

of Research and Planning on September 1, 1965,

succeeding Louis M. Traiser, retired.

Vehicle Miles

The Authority continued to maintain attractive,

convenient and frequent service throughout the City

of Chicago and within or adjacent to 31 suburban
communities.

Revenue car miles operated on the rapid transit

system totaled 44,349,196, an increase of 268,950
(0.61%) compared with 1964. These include

304,239 Skokie Swift car miles in 1965 compared
with 201,870 for somewhat less than three quarters

in 1964, an increase of 102,369 miles.

Total surface system miles operated were 111,-

067,942, an increase of 2,483,702 (2.29%) over

1964. Motor bus miles operated were 94,521,930,

an increase of 2,735,367 (2.98%) over 1964, and

trolley bus miles operated were 16,546,012, a de-

crease of 251,665 (1.50%) compared with 1964;

this decrease was due to replacement of the trolley

bus line on 47th Street with a motor bus route.

During 1965, the Rapid Transit system operated

an average of 981 cars approximately 145,800 miles

each weekday, while the Surface system operated an

average of 2,838 buses approximately 330,400 miles

each weekday.

Average scheduled speed of the Rapid Transit

system in 1965 increased to 23.30 mph as compared
with 23.18 in 1964. The "New Look" air-condi-

tioned, high-performance cars assigned to the Lake
and West-Northwest routes and the high-speed cars

assigned to the Skokie Swift line contributed to this

increase.

Scheduled speed of Surface system buses in 1965
increased to 11.98 mph as compared with 11.93

mph in 1964.



FINANCIAL RESULTS
Gross revenues for the 1965 fiscal year totaled

$138,891,480, an increase of $4,747,284 over 1964.

Operating and maintenance expenses totaled $120,-

413,721,^ an increase of $4,483,241 over 1964.

Siillicient revenues remained available to meet all

debt service rcc|uiremcnts, but fell $718,371 short

of mcetinL; the ti)tai rcc|uirenient for depreciation.

I his, together with a $3.'^ 1,022 deficiency carried

over from the previous year, resulted in a total

deficiency of $1,069,393 in meeting full depreciation

requirements as of December 25, 1965. Increased

revenues were substantially offset by higher costs

(primarily wages), so that results were almost

identical with those of the previous year.

Sources of the Authority's revenues for 1965 and

1964 were as follows;

Passenger Revenues

—

Surface System

Rapid Transit System

Charter Service

Other

—

Station and Car Privileges

Rent of Buildings and Other Properties

Miscellaneous

TOTAl, REVENUES



DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S 1965 REVENUE DOLLAR

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

DEPRECIATION -

MATERIAL
AND SUPPLIES

DEFICIENCY IN

DEPRECIATION

5.43^ POWER - 3.00*

REVENUE BOND INTEREST - 2.48^

SINKING FUND - 1.90^

MOTOR BUS FUEL - 1.56(#

SERIAL BOND MATURITY - 1.44^

NOTE: TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS EXCLUDE $2,617,724 (l.SSC OF CTA'S DOLLAR) CHARGED TO OPERATING
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES AND INJURIES AND DAMAGE RESERVE.

The principal reasons for the increase in passen-

ger revenues were—a 12,204,573 (2.49%) increase

in originating revenue passengers accounting for

$2,96d',000; an 8,120,102 (3.34%) increase in the

use of 50 transfers accounting for $400,000, and
the reimbursement by the State of Illinois to cover

the transportation of school children at a reduced

rate of fare accounting for $1,300,000.

Charter service revenue for the year increased

$132,744.

In other revenues, station and car privileges in-

creased $444,605; however, a decrease of $515,782
in interest earned on securities held in special funds

was the principal element that caused an overall

decrease of $57,757 in other revenues.



Despite operating economies in controllable ex-

penses, operating and maintenance expenses in-

creased $4,483,241 in 1965, primarily because of

increases in wages.

The principal elements comprising operation and

maintenance expenses for 1965 and 1964 are as

follows:

Wages and Salaries

Pension Contributions

Federal Insurance Contributions

Employes' Insurance

TOTAL LABOR COSTS

Electric Power Purchased

Motor Bus Fuel Consumed
Operating Material & Supplies

Provision for Injuries & Damage;
Misc. Services, Supplies, etc. , ,

TOTAL OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES $120,413,721

Increase (Decrease)

196D



Employes' group insurance costs for 1965 de-

creased $90,314 because of a decrease in advance

premiums of $22,000 and because experience credits

received in 1965 were $68,500 greater than in 1964.

Cost of electric power purchased during 1965

increased $43,370. An increase of 1.2 degrees in

mean temperature in 1965 and operation of the

2000-series high-performance, air-conditioned cars

were the principal factors accounting for this in-

crease.

Motor fuel costs for 1965 were $64,766 higher

than in 1964, primarily due to an increase in miles

operated and an increase in basic fuel cost per

gallon.

Operating material and supplies costs increased

$821,487. This increase was due to unusual occur-

rences requiring increased usage of material and to

general price increases.

The provision for injury and damage settlements

was accrued at the rate of AV2% of total revenues

at the end of 1965, 1% less than during 1964. This

resulted in a reduction of $1,081,834 in this

provision.

Claim and suit settlements, and expenses appli-

cable thereto, amounted to $6,481,813 in 1965

compared with $7,249,111 in 1964, as shown in

the following table:

Claim settlements

—

Number
Settlement costs
Expenses

TOTAL COST OF CLAIMS

Suit settlements

—

Number
Settlement costs
Expenses

TOTAL COST OF SUITS . .

TOTAL COST

During the year, a contract was awarded to the
FIxible Company of Loudonville, Ohio, for 150
modern 42-passenger diesei-fueled buses to be
delivered in mid-1966.

1965



REVENUE BONDS RETIRED DURING 1965

Series
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OUTLOOK FOR 1966
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Financial—Budget

An operating budget of $144,388,000 was ap-

proved during December of 1965 by Chicago

Transit Board for the fiscal year 1966, which indi-

cated that revenues would be sufficient to cover all

operating expenses and debt service requirements,

but that there would be a $2,456,000 deficiency in

making deposits to meet full depreciation require-

ments. The total deficiency, including an estimated

carry-over of $1,175,000 from 1965, was estimated

to amount to $3,631,000 at the end of 1966.

Passenger revenues for 1966 were estimated on
the assumption that revenue passenger rides would
be approximately 2.2% higher than the 1965 level,

and that passenger revenues would be approximately

$5,300,000 higher, an increase of 4.0%. Other
revenues were estimated to produce about $180,000
less than in 1965.

Expenses budgeted were based on wage rates in

effect at the close of 1965, which included provision

for wage increases for all employes, based on a

contract, effective December 1, 1965, with Division

241, Amalgamated Transit Union, representing a

majority of the Authority's employes. Negotiations

to replace contracts expiring November 30, 1965,

with all other organizations representing the re-

mainder of the Authority's employes are continuing.

Other expenses were estimated at 1965 levels,

except that minor increases in material unit costs

were expected.

Budget for Capital Projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1966, in-

cluding a carry-over of capital funds appropriated

but not spent in 1965, is estimated at $20,247,000;

$10,024,500 of this amount is committed or planned
for the purchase of new revenue vehicles. The re-

mainder is committed for other capital projects

urgently needed, some of which are already under
way.

13



Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Purchase of 350 motor buses ($9,660,000),
spare parts for motor buses and rapid

transit cars

Interest and principal on equipment trust

certificates

Purchase of fare boxes
Lake Street terminal facil.ties

Substation conversion
Track and track structures

Surface system buildings

Rapid transit system buildings

Surface system electrical

Rapid transit system electrical

Shops and Equipment, purchase of tools

and scrapping of passenger equipment
Stores Department, purchase of equipment
Purchase of office machines and equipment
Transportation Department, automotive

equipment
General and administrative costs capitalized

Purchase and sale of real estate (net)

Major contingencies

TOTAL

$10,024,500

1,695,900
35,000

1,300,000
693,900

1,548,500
1,617,000
1,125.000
102.500

1,203,000

75,000
30,000
50,000

79,000
476.000
(93.500)
285,200

$20,247,000

( ) Denotes red figures

Financial—Preliminary Results

During the first three four-week periods ended

March \9. 1966. passenger traffic of 117,986.318

revenue rides increased 3.630,970 (3.2%), com-
pared with the same periods of 1965. Passenger

revenues of $32,477,853 increased $2,010.7^65

(6.6%). of which $982,636 represents the reim-

bursement by the State of Illinois for transportation

of school children at reduced rates. Total revenues
of S33. 1 15.668 increased $1,963,260 (6.3%). and
operation and ni;>intenance expenses of $29,446,641
increased $1,790,773 (6.5%). There was an in-

crease of $157,060 in the provision for depreciation

due to the increase in gross revenues, on which this

provision is based. As a result, for the three periods
ended March 19, |9(ifi, there was a delkiencv of

$874,118 in the amount available for deposit to the

depreciation reserve fund. The accumulated deficit

at March 19, 1966, was $1,943,511.

Chicago Transit Board

Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries was reappointed

a member of Chicago Transit Board for the term

expiring August 31, 1970.

Mr. James R. Quinn was reappointed a member
of Chicago Transit Board for the term expiring

August 31, 1971. Mr. Quinn, an original member
of Chicago Transit Board, is now in his fourth term.
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The Board wishes to express its appreciation and

thanks to the employes whose courtesy, skill and

dedication to public service contributed so much to

the achievements of the year, and to the riding
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We also thank the several public bodies, public

officials and others who have assisted the Authority

for their continued cooperation and help in effecting

transportation improvements in the Chicago area.

Special thanks are extended to those whose in-

valuable assistance made possible reimbursement to

the Authority for the costs of transporting school

children at a reduced fare.

Bv Order of the Board,

Cliahnum
Room 734

Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicaiio. Illinois 60654
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND STATISTICS

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois

Chicago Transit Board,

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet and statement of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT
AUTHORITY (an Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 25, 1965, and the related statements

of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenue and of funds for the fifty-two week period then ended.

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly

included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary

in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of long-term debt, of accumulated

net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority as of December

25, 1965, and the sources and disposition of funds for the fifty-two week period then ended, in conformity

with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

Also, in our opinion, the accompanying statement of application of revenue presents fairly the distribution

of revenue for the fifty-two week period ended December 25, 1965, in accordance with the provisions of the

trust agreement securing the revenue bonds.

Arthur Andersen & Co.

March 18, 1966
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LIABILITIES

Dec. 25, 1965 Dec. 26, 1964

Long-Term Debt, including $6,070,701 debt service requirements due within

one year (see accompanying statement) (Note 3):

Revenue bonds, excluding amounts held by trustee for payment of

principal (Note 4) $ 76,149,030 $ 80,788,316

Equipment trust certificates, excluding amounts held by trustee for

payment of principal (Note 5) 15,154,166 16,282,500

$ 91,303,196 $ 97,070,816

Accumulated Net Earnings (fully appropriated) $ 54,993,745 $ 51,200,164

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 4,313,847 $ 7,397,058

Accrued wages and vacation pay 8,242,641 7,554,609

Accrued interest 1,676,1 12 1,775,426

Revenue received in advance (Note 6) 2,296,558 —
Other 289,149 286,255

$ 16,818,307 $ 17,013,348

Damage Reserve $ 16,122,325 $ 15,067,789

$179,237,573 $180,352,117

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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of Funds

OD ENDED DECEMBER 25, 1965

Balance, December 25, 1965, Before
Reflection of Transfers Yet to be

Balance, December 25, 1965, After
Transfers Between Funds
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(4) Payments of principal on revenue bonds are to be made as rapidly as practicable, but at least semi-

annually, from deposits made to the sinking funds, and annually from deposits made to the serial

bond maturity fund.

Revenue bond reserve requirements were met in prior years. Amounts deposited in revenue bond

reserve funds can be used only for (a) payment of principal or interest on revenue bonds whenever on

any principal or interest payment date there would be insufficient moneys held by the trustee in

applicable principal, interest and other funds or (b) retirement of remaining bonds outstanding

whenever the aggregate amount in the revenue bond reserve fund, revenue bond amortization fund

and sinking fund for any series is equal to the amount of applicable series bonds then outstanding.

(5) The collateral for Series 10 and II equipment trust certificates consists of 575 motor buses and 493

elevated-subway cars having a total cost of approximately $51.000 000.

Payments of principal on equipment trust certificates are to b: made semi-annually from deposits

made to principal payment funds. Deposits for payment of principal and interest on equipment trust

certificates are to be made from the depreciation reserve fund to which deposits are to be made
after requirements have been fulfilled for operating expenses and principal and interest on the

revenue bonds.

(6) In 1965. the Authority received $3,650,000 from the State of Illinois for reimbursement of a portion

of the cost of transporting students. A pro rata portion of the funds received is being reflected in

re\enue each period during the school year including the summer term, from September, 1965,

through August, 1966, based on the number of school days in the year. As of December 25, 1965,

$1,353,442 had been recorded in revenue. The remaining balance of $2 296.558 will be reflected in

re\enue in 1966.

(7) The unappropriated earnings available at the beginning of 1964 of $239,605 represents an amount
which was not required to be deposited in a specific fund at December 28, 1963. Such amount was
utilized in the fifty-two week period ended December 26, 1964, to reduce the deficiency in revenue
resulting in a net deficiency in revenue as of December 26, 1964. of $351,022.

(S) Under its pension agreement, which is renegotiated every three years, the .Authority has agreed to

contribute a fixed percentage of payroll to a contributory pension plan for present and retired

employes. Under such agreement, the Authority is not legally obligated to fund the actuarial cost of

future benefits to present and retired employes. At January 1, 1965, the unfunded amount was
approximately $ 1 I3.()()0.000. including amounts based on employe services rendered to predecessor
companies. The Authority's consulting actuaries have not completed the computation of the unfunded
amount as of January I. 1966. but no sigiiillcant change from the amount set forth abine is anticipated.

(9) The Authority leases operating facilities under long-term leases which expire on various dates from
July, 1977, to March, 1990.^

(10) Connuitments for capital expenditures as of December 25. 1965. are approximately $7.()0().()()0.



CHICAGO

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY Statement of Transportation Property

and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 26, 1964, Plus Additions and

Less Retirements During 1965 and Balance at December 25, 1965

Land

Track & Paving

Machinery & Tools

Electric Line Equip

Buildings

Cars

Buses, Fare Boxes, Etc

Work Cars, Autos & Service Equip. . .

Furniture

Signals & Interlocking

Crossings, Fences & Signs

Elevated Structures

Substation Equip

Telephones & Communications

Engineering

General & Misc

Total Transportation Property

Organization Expense

Total

Balance
Dec. 26, 1964



C II I C A G ()

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY
Revenue Equipment Owned

December 25. 1965

On Hand
12-26-64

Si'RFACF. System—
Buses

—

Trolley Buses 525

Diesel (Air-conditioned) —
Diesel 996

Propane 1,671

Total Surface System 3,192

12-27-64 to 12-25-65

Acquired

250 109

On Hand
12-25-65

—



CHICAGO

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY
Mileage Owned, Leased and Operated

December 25, 1965

Fracks Owned or Leased:

Owned
Leased (Subways, Congress Expressway and

Lake Street Track Elevation)

Total Track Owned or Leased

Surface
System
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CHICAGO

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY
ROUTE AND TERMINAL CHANGES

Route

51st

26th-31st

Southport

Vincennes-

111th Express

Pershing Road

NOTE: These do

2- 8-65

Foster-Central



On April 23, to mark the 20th anniversary of CTA's authoriza-

tion to operate local transportation in Chicago, members ot

Chicago Transit Board and CTA General Manager rode an 1860-

vintage horsecar through downtown to the City Hall. Mayor

Richard J Daley (left) is at the reins and looking on are Board

Chairman George L. DeMent and Alderman Vito Marzullo. chair-

man of the Chicago City Council Committee on Local Transpor-

tation CTA's latest buses (below) were introduced to the public

on the 20th anniversary also, when free "courtesy rides were

given in the downtown area.



HIGHLIGHTS - 1945-1965

1945 Apr 12 Metropolitan Transit Authority

» 1 .
^^^' creating Chicago Transit

Authorrty, approved by the Governor of the
State of Illinois,

Authorization by Chicago City
Council for CTA to operate local
transportation.

Metropolitan Transit Authority
Act approved by referendum.

First meeting of Chicago Transit
Board.

Dec 1

1

Placed first of a series of orders
for 1,275 new transit vehicles

usmg capital obtained by CTA from Chicago
Surface Lines renewal funds.

Apr. 23

June 4

June 28

1946 July 29
First major streetcar route con-
verted to bus operation (Mont-
rose Avenue).

npt 1 Purchase of Chicago Rapid
Transit Company and Chicago

Surface Lines. CTA became an operating
entity.

^

1948 Apr. 5

1949 Dec. 4

,1950 May 28^ July 27

Sept 7

1951 Feb. 25

1952 Oct. 1

Inaugurated first rapid transit
skip-stop service (Lake route).

New Beverly bus garage opened
(1343 W. 103rd Street).

New North Park bus garage
opened (3112 W. Foster Ave.).

500 propane-fueled buses or-
dered—the largest propane bus
order in world transit history.

349 trolley buses ordered

—

largest United States trolley bus
order.

Milwaukee - Dearborn -Congress
subway opened.

Purchase of Chicago Motor
Coach Company.

1953 Oct 1
Purchase of Chicago, Milwau-
kee, St. Paul and Pacific Rail-

road s right-of-way between Montrose Ave-
nue, Chicago, and Linden Avenue, Wilmette.L

1954 Jan. 7 purchase of Chicago, Aurora
and Elgin Railway's right-of-way

between Laramie Avenue, Chicago, and Des-
plaines Avenue, Forest Park.

May 30 Last old red streetcar operated.

1955 Dec. 4

1957 Decl

1958 June21

June 22

1959 July 3

1960 Dec. 8

New Forest Glen bus garage
opened (5304 W. Armstrong
Avenue).

Last wood-steel rapid transit car
retired.

Last streetcar operated (Went-
worth Avenue).

Congress operation inaugurated
in median of Eisenhower (Con-
gress) Expressway.

Completed initial equipment
modernization program (4,256
units delivered to date).

Order placed for 300 "New
Look" buses,

1961 Apr 19 ^®S^" four-track operation
^ " through the Wilson Avenue sta-
tion area (North-South rapid transit route).

Congress terminal rapid transit
inspection shop opened.

Elevation of Lake rapid transit
route between Laramie Avenue,

Chicago, and Harlem Avenue, Forest Park.

1962 July 27

Oct. 28

1963 June 13

Oct. 1

Fleet of 180 air-conditioned
rapid transit cars ordered.

New South Shops facilities

opened (7801 S. Vincennes
Avenue).

Dec. 30 Purchase of North Shore Rail-
way's right-of-way between How-

ard Street, Chicago, and Dempster Street,
Skokie.

1964 Apr. 20

1965 June 7

Skokie Swift service inaugur-
ated.

Began operating 10 air-condi-
tioned buses (Vincennes-lllth
Express).

Aug. 18 Governor Otto H. Kerner signed
bill to reimburse Chicago Tran-

sit Authority for transporting school children
at reduced fare.

d
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TWENTY - SECOND ANNUAL REPORT
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1966

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
TRANSIT /

Gross Revenues

Operating and Maintenance Expenses

Deficit in Depreciation Provision

after Debt Service Charges—
Current Year

Previous Year

Total

$147,500,000

$128,200,000

(800,000)

(1,100,000)

$138,900,000

$120,400,000

(700,000)

(400,000)

$ (1,900,000) $ (1,100,000)

Originating Revenue Passengers

Revenue Car and Bus Miles

Passenger Rides per Mile Operated

Population of Chicago

Rides per Capita

Number of Active Employes

523,300,000



A MESSAGE
FROM THE

CHAIRMAN OF CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD

TAMES R. QUINN, Vice Chairman WILLIAM W. McKENNA, Secretary
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1971 (M) Term Expires August 31, 1967

JOSEPH D. MURPHY RAYMOND J. PEACOCK
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1972 (G) Term Expires August 31, 1968

GEORGE L. DeMENT, Chairman
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1973

The passenger riding trends that developed during

the fiscal year that ended December 31, 1966, were

most gratifying and encouraging. However, although

riding increased, the additional revenues produced

were more than offset by the inflationary spiral that

continued to increase operating costs.

The upward course of patronage growth which be-

gan in 1965 was carried into 1966. In my judgment,

this steady climb indicates a growing public awareness

and recognition of the efficiency and economy of mass
transit facilities.

Increasingly, the money saved by riding CTA serv-

ices has become more important to cost-conscious

riders. This is especially true when combined with re-

laxation due to the avoidance of traffic worries and of

parking at the beginning and end of their trips.

During the year service improvements continued to

be made by extending service into new areas, changing

routes to serve the riders better, and scheduling addi-

tional express bus service.

JAMES E. RUTHERFORD MRS. BERNICE T. VAN DER VRIES
(G) Term Expires August 31, 1969 (G) Term Expires August 31, 1970

THOMAS B. O'CONNOR, General Manager

GEORGE J. SCHALLER, General Attorney

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.
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OPERATIONS REVIEW

RIDING TRENDS
An increase of 20,617,197 in originating revenue

passengers during the fiscal year 1966 (53 weeks)

over 1965 (52 weeks) may be attributed, in part,

to improved economic conditions and employment

in the Chicago metropolitan area. Details of orig-

inating revenue passengers arranged in periods for

comparative purposes for fiscal years 1966 and

1965, are shown in the following table:

I
Originating Revenue Passengers

Periods 1966 1965

I, 2, 3 117,986,318 114,355,348

4, 5, 6 120,372,653 117,782,144

7, 8, 9, 10 154,112,318 149,720,349

II, 12, 13* 130,819,696 120,815,947

Total 523,290,985 502,673,788

*1966, 13th period consists of 5 weel<s compared to 4 weel<s in 1965.

Increase



Installation of the latest type ot in-cab

signalling system on the Lake rapid

transit route (above), making the Skokie

Swift rapid transit route a permanent

part of the CTA system (right), and ap-

plication for Federal funds to extend

the Englewood rapid transit route were
among the year's diverse activities.

'^^

IMPROVEMENTS AND
CONSTRUCTION

Modernization of CTA's passenger and
operating facilities progressed during;

1966 with new building construction, in-

stallation of escalators, substation con-

versions, and installation of an automatic,

interlocking plant.

Construction of an inspection and

maintenance shop at the Lake rapid tran-

sit terminal in Forest Park neared com-
pletion. The two-story structure of con-

crete face brick and structural steel with

a floor area of 25.000 square feet will

provide a centralized facility for mainte-

nance and repair of the air-conditionec

cars operating on the Lake route.

At Stale and Lake streets the first

escalator in the Loop between street-level

and the elevated structure was placed ir

service in December. 1966. A seconc

escalator at State and Van Buren street!

neared completion. Both escalator en-



closures are of plexiglass and aluminum
construction and have fluorescent light-

ing and infra-red heaters.

The 20th and 42nd street substations

were converted from 25-cycle to 60-cycle

operation and from manual to automatic

operation under control and supervision

of the centrally-located power super-

visor's office. These are the second and

third substations to be converted and

modernized in the ten-year program, the

cost of which is being shared by CTA
and the Commonwealth Edison company.

During 1966 the Park 'N' Ride lot at

the Congress terminal of the West-
Northwest rapid transit route was im-

proved (above), delivery was also taken

of 294 latest-type "New Look" buses

(left), and concrete ties were installed

for trial near the Bryn Mawr station on

the North-South rapid transit route.

A new all-electric interlocking plant,

which operates automatically in light load

periods, was installed at the Logan

Square terminal. The plant is operated

manually during rush periods because of

train movements into and out of the car

storage yards.

Installation of car and wayside equip-

ment for the modem automatic block

signaling system on the Lake rapid transit



Further improvements to service were

effected by the installation of an auto-

mated all-electric interlocking plant at

the Logan Square terminal on the West-

Northwest rapid transit route (above),

and the official inauguration of Lunt-

Touhy bus service to a new off-street

terminal at Winston Towers Apartments.

route, using coded audio-frequency track

circuits, cab signals, and speed-sensitive

braking control was partially completed.

This is one of the most modern signaling

systems available.

The Park 'N' Ride lot at the Congress

terminal of the West-Northwest rapid

transit route in Forest Park was com-

pletely remodeled with resurfacing, light-

ing, and improved parking stall mark-

ings. To offset the cost of this work, be-

ginning September 19 a 25(^ parking fee

was charged.

In December, CTA became the first

operating rapid transit system in the

United States and Canada to use concrete

ties. The experimental ties were installed

for 1,500 feet on the northbound track

of the North-South rapid transit route

between the Berwyn and Bryn Mawr
stations.

RAPID TRANSIT
EXPANSION PLANS

Expansion plans for CTA's rapid tran-

sit system received a boost during 1966

when the voters of Chicago approved a

$28-million bond issue as the city's share

for constructing rapid transit facilities in

the median strips of the Kennedy and

Dan Ryan expressways and for the im-

provement and modernization of existing

rapid transit stations. Under the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964, the

$68,829,000 cost of these projects will be

shared by the City of Chicago and the

Federal government.

The West-Northwest rapid transit

route will be extended from its present

terminal at Logan Square via subway to

the median strip of the Kennedy ex-

pressway, and then to a new terminal

near Central and Milwaukee avenues for

a distance of about 5.2 miles.

The Dan Ryan Express route will he

operated in the median of the Dan Ryan
expressway for 9.5 miles from the exist-

ing tracks near 1 7th and State streets to

a terminal near 95th street.

A joint project of the Department of

Public Works of the City of Chicago and

CTA to extend CTA"s Englewood rapid



transit route from 63rd street and Loomis

boulevard to a new terminal at 63rd

street and Ashland avenue got underway.

One-third of the approximately six-

million dollar project cost will be financed

by the City of Chicago and the balance

by the U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development.

Additional plans that developed were

the Northwest Passage Coordination proj-

ect which will connect CTA's Clinton

station on the Lake rapid transit route

with the Chicago and North Western

Railway station. The overall proposal is

divided into a capital grant project to

cover the cost of modernizing CTA's
Clinton station at a total cost of

$332,000, and a research demonstration

grant to cover the work in the C&NW
station and for conducting studies. The
demonstration project is estimated to cost

$498,000, of which the C&NW commit-

ment is $141,000 and CTA $25,000.

SKOKIE SWIFT PROJECT
Operation of the successful Skokie

Swift Demonstration project, which had

been jointly sponsored by the U.S. De-

partment of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment, the Village of Skokie, and CTA,
was terminated at the end of the project

period, April 19, 1966, and Chicago

Transit Board then acted to make it a

permanent part of CTA's rapid transit

system.

In the two-year demonstration period,

approximately 3,522,000 riders were

served, a riding average of about 7,000

per day. During this time 606,400 miles

or 59,578 round trips were operated.

NEW REVENUE VEHICLES
During 1966 CTA received delivery of

150 42-passenger diesel-powered buses

costing $3,948,500, on an order placed

in 1965. In addition, 144 of an order for

200 diesel-powered buses, costing $4,-

037,300, were delivered. The remaining

56 buses are to be delivered in 1967.

At December 31, 1966, CTA owned
4,394 vehicles—3,235 buses and 1,159

rapid transit cars.

CTA's Christmas present to its riders

was the new escalator opened on
December 23 between street- and
platform-level in the Loop at the State-

Lake rapid transit station. Officiating at

ceremonies placing the escalator in

service are Mayor Richard J. Daley and
CTA Board Chairman George L. DeMent.



ORIGINATING REVENUE PASSENGERS
1948 THRU 1966



Mr. Joseph D. Murphy was reappointed a mem-
ber of Chicago Transit Board for a term expiring

August 31, 1972.

PERSONNEL
Employes in service at the close of the fiscal

year ended December 31, 1966, numbered 12,194,

a decrease of 198 from the 12,392 in service at

December 26, 1965.

During the fiscal year 1966, 367 employes re-

tired on pension, and 400 pensioners died. There

were 5,428 retired employes receiving pension pay-

ments at the end of 1966.

The following changes were made in executive

and supervisory positions during the year:

George J. Schaller was appointed General Attor-

ney of Chicago Transit Authority, effective May 5,

1966, succeeding William J. Lynch, who resigned

effective March 31, 1966, to accept his appointment

as Judge of the United States District Court for

Northern Illinois.

C. J. Buck was appointed Electrical Engineer,

effective July 1, 1966, succeeding Carl W. Wolf,

retired.

Arthur F. Stahl was appointed Superintendent of

Security Operations, effective September 25, 1966.

Frank A. Johnson was appointed Superintendent

of Training, Accident Studies and Employment, ef-

fective September 25, 1966, succeeding John A.

Baker, resigned.

EMPLOYMENT
The manpower shortage became extremely criti-

cal during the early part of 1966, and continued

throughout the year. With unemployment in the

area at its lowest since 1952, the Employment de-

partment was unable to satisfy completely the man-

power needs for bus operators. This shortage was

somewhat relieved by employing more than 700 col-

lege students as full-time, temporary bus operators

during their summer vacations. Simultaneously, at-

tempts to recruit and hire permanent bus operators

and other employes continued.

During the year, 925 permanent bus operators

were hired, 1,589 applicants were hired for other

classifications, and 325 employes were transferred

to other classifications through job vacancy postings.

PUBLIC SAFETY
For the sixth consecutive year, CTA operating

employes were involved in fewer than 10 traffic and

passenger accidents per 100,000 miles operated. In

1966, the combined surface and rapid transit traffic

and passenger accident frequency rate of 9.1 was

42% better than in 1954 when intensive safety-

training activities began.

On a mileage basis, the rapid transit operating

employes established a new safety record, having a

traffic and passenger accident frequency rate of 1 .64

accidents per 100,000 miles or 2.4% below the

previous low set in 1962.

Both surface and rapid transit operating employes

established new lows for passenger-type accidents.

Their combined frequency rate for passenger acci-

dents was 3.7 accidents per 100,000 miles, an im-

provement of 2.6% when compared to the previous

low.

These achievements were made during a year of

heavy manpower shortages and increased traffic

congestion.

The following table and graph show comparisons

of the Authority's public accident experience, which

is comprised of all traffic and passenger accidents

regardless of liability or severity.

In the summer, college students report for

training as part-time bus operators.



The table compares the 1966 public accident ex-

perience with 1965 and also with 1954 to show the

effect of safety-training activities.

PUBLIC ACCIDENT EXPERIENCE

1966

Traffic accidents 8,124
Passenger accidents 5,584

TOTAL ACCIDENTS 13.708

Revenue vehicle miles on routes

(in thousands) 149,874

Frequency rate—Accidents per

100,000 miles
Traffic accidents 5.4

Passenger accidents 3.7

TOTAL ACCIDENTS 9-1



COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES-

RIGHT: Bus operators from 77th Street Station

took an active part in the system-wide Boy Scouts

of America fund-raising drive.

BELOW: iVIembers of Scout Explorer Post No. 9607
learn skills at South Shops under the supervision

of CTA personnel.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Starting at an early age, 500
summer school students receive instruction from

CTA personnel in the proper manner of using

public transportation.



FINANCIAL RESULTS

GROSS REVENUES
(Millions of dollars)

150-

145-

140- °o

135-

130-

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Gross revenues for the 1966 fiscal year totaled prcciation which, together with a $1,069,393 defi-

$147,471,425, an increase of $8,579,945 (6.18%) ciency carried over from the previous year, resulted

over 1965. Operating and maintenance expenses of in a total deficiency of $1,847,555 in meeting full

$128,230,305 increased $7,816,584 (6.49% ) over depreciation requirements as of December 31, l966.

1965. Sullicient revenues remained available to Sources of the Authority's revenue for the fiscal

meet all debt service rec|uirements. but fell $778.- years 1966 and 1965 were as follows.

162 short of meeting the total requirement for de-

Increase (Decrease)

1966 1965 Amount Per Cent
Passenger revenues

—

Surface system $111,643,728 $104,610,405 $7,033,323 6.72
Rapid transit system 32,443,463 __31,179,194 1,264,269 j4.05

144,087,191 135,789,599 8,297,592 e.U
Charter service 742 ,090 613,381 128,709 20.98

144,829,281 136,402,980 8,426,301 6.18

Olher revenues

—

Station and car privileges 830,826 862,375 (31,549) (3.66)
Rent of buildings and other property 454,944 447,526 7,418 1.66
Miscellaneous 1,356,374 1,178,599 177,775 15.08

2.642,144 2,488,500 153,644 6.17
TOTAL RGVENUES $147,471,425 $138,891,480 $8,579,945 6.18

1966 data cover 53 weeks ended December 31, 1966; 1965 covers 52 weeks ended December 25, 1965.
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OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
(Millions of dollars)

130- ' ?3

125-

120-

115-

110-

105-

100-

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

DISTRIBUTION OF CTA'S REVENUE DOLLAR

TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS— 69.66«

SERIAL BOND MATURITY— 1.38<!

MOTOR BUS FUEL— 1.59«

SINKING FUND— 1.95«

REVENUE BOND INTEREST— 2.25«

POWER — 2.86«

INJURIES AND DAMAGES — 4.42<

DEPRECIATION — 7.47c

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES — 8.42

DEFICIENCY IN DEPRECIATION — 1.25c

NOTE: TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS EXCLUDE $2,793,914 (1.89c OF CTA'S DOLLAR) CHARGED TO OPERATING

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES AND INJURIES AND DAMAGE RESERVE.

11



Passenger revenues increased in 1966 due to a

20.617,197 (4.10%) increase in originating reve-

nue passengers, accounting for $5,311,900, and a

13,710,432 (5.45':f) increase in the use of 5t
transfers, accounting for $685,500. Reimbursement
by the State of Illinois to cover the transportation

of school children at a reduced rate of fare was
greater by $2,300,200 since it was granted for the

entire year 1966 whereas it had been granted for

only 4'/2 months in 1965.

Charter service revenue for 1966 increased $128,-

700.

Other revenues increased $154,000, due to addi-

tional interest of $151,000 earned on securities held
in various special funds; miscellaneous income in-

creased $28,000, and rents of buildings and other
properties increased by $7,000. These increases,

however, were partially offset by a decrease of

$32,000 in station and car privileges (advertising).

Despite operating economies in controllable ex-
penses, operation and maintenance costs increased
$7,816,584. This was due primarily to increases in

wages.

The principal elements comprising operation and
maintenance expenses for the years 1966 and 1965
are shown in the following table:

PASSENGER REVENUES
(Millions of dollars)

145-

140-

135-

130-

125-

120-

90-

85-

75-

70-

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

OPERATING PAYROLL
(Millions of dollars)

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Wages and salaries ». ocr^,„„
Pension contributions * ''^554,400
Federal insurance contributions '.'.

%a^'IIoEmployes' insurance T'^V?
TOTAL LABOR COSTS ..;..'.; d'^fdElectnc power purchased A:l^^^%%^,Motor bus fuel consumed o'5;i'o5i

Operating material and supplies '.".
i:l%l:lllProvision for injuries and damages .'. 6 r?4 n^!M.sc. services, supplies, etc. . I'^ot?^^

TOTAL OPERATION AND
-^•424,339

MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
$128,230,305



Wages and salaries increased in 1966 from the

application of higher wage rates and cost-of-living

allowances provided in contracts that were effective

December 1, 1965. As a result of arbitration pro-

ceedings that continued through most of 1966, an

award for rapid transit employes (Division 308,

Amalgamated Transit Union) was handed down on

December 1, 1966. Many of the terms of the

award, including wage rates and cost-of-living al-

lowances, were made retroactive to December 1,

1965.

The newly negotiated three-year wage contracts

provided for hourly wage increases of 8^ on Decem-
ber 1, 1965; lljz! on December 1, 1966; and W
on December 1, 1967. The cost-of-living allow-

ance of 8^ per hour paid under previous contracts

was incorporated into the basic wage rates of the

new contracts. Additional cost-of-living allowances

started with the first payroll period beginning after

March 1, 1966, with quarterly adjustments there-

after.

The new wage rates, plus an llf^ cost-of-living

allowance accumulated by the quarter beginning

December 1, 1966, increased 1966 wage costs $5,-

453,000.

The changes, applied to a bus operator's basic

wages rates, were as follows:



Average cost per claim settled, excluding ex-

penses, \vas $152 in 1966 compared with $159 in

1965. Suit costs, excluding expenses, averaged

$1,227 in 1966, compared with $1,040 in 1965.

The total cost of claim and suit settlements in 1966

amounted to 4.9% of gross revenue, as compared

with 4.67% in 1965. Claims and suits settled dur-

ing the year totaled 22,655 in 1966, compared with

21,540 in 1965, an increase of 1,115 or 5.2%.

Miscellaneous services and supplies costs were

$410,220 higher than in 1965. Numerous fluctu-

ating and, in some cases, non-recurring categories

of expenses are included under this caption. The

larger items accounting for this increase include fees

of consultants in connection with the programming

of a computer, engineering surveys and reports,

general office rental and facilities, etc.

Debt service requirements for 1966 amounted to

$8,221,568, an increase of $136,756 over 1965.

Deposits to the series of 1947, 1952, and 1953

sinking funds, applied to the retirement of bonds in

advance of maturity, increased $224,352 to the re-

quired total of $2,869,276. Deposits to series of

1947 serial bond maturity fund during 1966 in-

creased $37,634 over 1965.

Interest of $3,320,034 paid on all series of reve-

nue bonds during 1966 decreased $125,230 from

1965 as a result of the retirement of bonds. Bond
retirements during 1966 follow:

REVENUE BONDS RETIRED DURING 1966

Series



OUTLOOK FOR 1967

FINANCIAL BUDGET
An operating budget of $147,226,000 for the

fiscal year 1967 was approved by Chicago Transit

Board in December, 1966, which indicated that

revenues would be sufficient to cover all operating

expenses and debt service on revenue bonds, but

that there would be a $4,058,300 deficiency in mak-
ing deposits to meet depreciation provision require-

ments for 1967. The total deficiency, including an

estimated carryover of $1,117,100 from 1966, was

expected to amount to $5,175,400 by the end of

1967.

Passenger revenue estimates for 1967 were based

on the assumption that the average daily revenue

passenger riders would continue to increase slightly,

as in the previous fiscal year.

Expenses budgeted were based on wage rates in

efl'ect at the close of the fiscal year of 1966, includ-

ing a 6Vi0 cost-of-living allowance then being paid.

In addition, wage increases effective December 1,

1967, were also included in estimated costs. Minoi
increases in material and service costs were also

anticipated.

FINANCIAL—PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Revenues for the first four-week period ended

January 28, 1967, were not sufficient by $572,748,

after meeting operating and maintenance costs, to

meet debt service requirements. By January 31,

when deposits were required to be made, this deficit

had increased to $603,836, which had to be met by

a transfer from the Operating Expense Reserve

Fund as required by the Revenue Bond Trust agree-

ment. A record snowstorm January 26 and 27,

1967, caused a complete disruption of traffic, pre-

venting the movement of any vehicles, public trans-

portation as well as other. Clearing of transit routes

permitted movement of the Authority's vehicles

much more quickly than private vehicles so that

during the first two four-week periods ended Febru-
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ary 25, 1967. passenger traffic of 79,497,088 reve-

nue rides increased 2,104,754, (2.7%), compared

with the first two four-week periods of 1966. Pas-

senger revenues of $22,030,891 increased $730,-

867 (3.4%). Gross revenues of $22,426,507

increased $596,820 (2.7% ); operation and mainte-

nance expenses of $21,624,220 increased $1,937,-

327 (9.8%).
Costs for the two periods ended February 25,

1967. also increased, however, as a result of the

tremendous snowstorm at the end of January fol-

lowed by another on February 4, to such an ex-

tent that there was a deficiency of $1,696,682 in

revenues available for deposit to the depreciation

reserve fund. This, plus the deficiency accumulated

at the end of 1966, $1,847,555, made a total ac-

cumulated deficiency at February 25, 1967, of

$3,544,237.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Board wishes to express its appreciation and

thanks to the employees whose courtesy, skill, and

dedication to public service contributed so much to

the achievements of the year, and to the riding pub-

lic for their valued patronage and support.

We also thank the several public bodies, public

officials, and others who have assisted the Authority,

for their continued cooperation and help in effecting

transportation improvements in the Chicago area.

Special thanks are extended to those whose in-

valuable assistance made possible reimbursement to

the Authority for the costs of transporting school

children at a reduced fare.

Chicago Transit Board

Room 734

Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago, Illinois 60654

BUDGET FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS
Cash available for capital outlays in 1967, in-

cluding carry-over of capital funds appropriated but

not spent in 1966, is estimated at $15,474,000. Of

this amount $6,005,000 is committed or planned

for the purchase of new vehicles. Most of the re-

maining balance is committed for other capital

projects urgently needed, some of which are already

under way.

Major capital items budgeted arc as follows:

Purchase of motor buses, spare parts for

motor buses and rapid transit cars $ 6,005,000

Interest and principal on equipment
trust certificates 1,694,900

Purchase of fare boxes 35,000
Lake street terminal facilities 311,000
Substation conversion 1,079,000

Track and track structures 2,599,000
Surface system buildings 1,624,000

Rapid transit system buildings 1,218,000

Surface system electrical 64,000
Rapid transit system electrical 561,000
Shops and Equipment, purchase of tools and

scrapping of passenger equipment 43,000
Stores department, purchase of equipment 30,400
Purchase of office machines and equipment 50,000
Transportation department, automotive

equipment 100,000
General and administrative costs capitalized 472,000
Purchase and sale of real estate (net) (530,000)
Major contingencies 117,700

$15,474,000TOTAL

/rt



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AND STATISTICS

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

To Chicago Transit Board of

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet and statement of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT
AUTHORITY (an Illinois municipal cori^oration) as of December 31, 1966, and the related statements

of accumulated net earnings, of application of revenue and of funds for the fifty-three week period then ended.

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly

included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary

in the circumstances. We have previously examined and reported on the financial statements for the preceding

fiscal year.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of long-term debt, of accumulated
net earnings and of funds present fairly the financial position of Chicago Transit Authority as of December
31, 1966, and the sources and disposition of funds for the fifty-three week period then ended, in conformity

with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

Also, in our opinion, the accompanying statement of application of revenue presents fairly the distribution

of revenue for the fifty-three week period ended December 31, 1966, in accordance with the provisions of

the trust agreement securing the revenue bonds.

March 24, 1967.

Arthur Andersen & Co.
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Balar

ASSETS

Dec. 31. 1966 Dec. 25. 1965

Transportation Property, at cost

Less—Reserve for depreciation

$239,667,898 $232,262,093

107,751,741 102,829,724

$131,916,157 $129,432,369

Special Funds, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost:

Held by revenue bond trustee

—

Depreciation reserve

Operating expense reserve

I icid by equipment trustee for

purchase of equipment

Damage reserve

6,949,239 $ 11,472,434

1.848.259 1,848.259

$ 8,797,498 $ 13,320.693

9,668,715

82,368

10,363,444

$ 18,466,213 $ 23,766,505

C'urrent Assets:

Cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost

Working cash account (Note 3)

Deposits for payment of interest

Accounts receivable, less reserve

Materials and supplies, at average cost

Other

17,593,138 $ 16,381,838

1,627,059 1,676,112

332,853 293,658

5,822,533 5.809,867

1,860,839 1,877,224

$ 27,236,422 $ 26,038.699

$177,618,792 $179,237,573

IS



leets

LIABILITIES

Dec. 31, 1966 Dec. 25, 1965

Long-Term Debt, including $6,203,535 debt service requirements due within

one year (see accompanying statement) (Note 4)

:

Revenue bonds, excluding amounts held by trustee for payment of

principal (Note 5) $ 71,098,318 $ 76,149,030

Equipment trust certificates, excluding amounts held by trustee for

payment of principal (Note 6) 13,984,998 15,154,166

$ 85,083,316 $ 91,303,196

Accumulated Net Earnings $ 59,391,849 $ 54,993,745

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 5,112,510 $ 4,3 13,847

Accrued wages and vacation pay 8,396,003 8,242,641

Accrued interest 1,627,059 1,676,112

Deferred revenue (Note 7) 2,292,916 2,296,558

Other 287,544 289,149

$ 17,716,032 $ 16,818,307

Damage Reserve $ 15,427,595 $ 16,122,325

$177,618,792 $179,237,573

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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Statements of Long-Term Debt

Dec. 31, 1966 Dec. 25, 1965

Revenue Bonds (Notes 4 and 5)

:

Series of 1947, SVarc to 33/i%, due 1978

Series of 1952, 41/2%, due 1982

Series of 1953, 41/2%, due 1982

Less—Funds held by trustee for payment of principal (see accompanying

statement of funds)

Eqiiii'Mi:nt Trust Certificates (Notes 4 and 6)

;

Scries 10, 2.90',h to 3.25^0, due 1973

Series 11, 3.25% to 3.90^:^, due 1976

Less—Funds held by trustee for payment of principal (sec accompanying

statement of funds)

$55,438,000 $59,748,000

18,752.000 19,484,000

5,812,000 5,990,000

$80,002,000 $85,222,000

8.903,682 9.072,970

$71,098,318 $76,149,030

$ 4.875.000 $ 5.625,000

9,210,000 9,625.000

$14,085,000 $15,250,000

1 00.002 95,834

$13,984,998 $15,154,166

$85,083,316 $91,303,196

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements
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L^
Statement of Accumulated Net Earnings

APPROPRIATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TRUST AGREEMENT

SECURING THE REVENUE BONDS

FOR THE FIFTY-THREE WEEK PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1966

Balance December 25, 1965 $54,993,745

Deficiency in current year revenue, per accompanying statement of application of revenue . . . .$ 778,162*

Amounts excluded from operating revenue and expenses in accordance with the revenue bond

trust agreement—
Interest on investments held for

—

Sinking funds 5,784

Revenue bond reserves 71,040

Modernization fund 5,582

Depreciation reserve fund 649,237

Interest on equipment trust certificates 529,266*

Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 72,355

$ 503,430*

Appropriations for retirement of debt deducted from operating revenue in accordance with

the revenue bond trust agreement

—

Serial bond maturity fund 2,032,258

Sinking funds 2,869,276

Net change $ 4,398,104

Balance December 31, 1966 $59,391,849

* Denotes deduction.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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Statemem

FOR THE FIFTY-THREE WEEK Pll

FUND
H[;l() by Revenue Bond Trustee:

Transit Revenue

Interest

Serial Bond Maturity

Sinking Funds

Reserve Funds

Depreciation Reserve

Operating Expense Reserve . . .

Modernization

Ill M) iiv Ivguii'Mi NT Trustee:

l-or payment of interest

For payment of principal

For purciiase of equipment . . .

Oiimr:

Working Cash Account

Damage Reserve

Excess F^amage Reserve

TOTAI

* Denotes deduclion.

Balance



UOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1966

Balance, December 31, 1966, Before

Reflection of Transfers Yet to be

Balance, December 31, 1966, After

Transfers Between Funds



Statements of Application of Revenue

FOR THE FIFTY-THREE WEEK AND FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED

DECEMBER 31, 1966 AND DECEMBER 25, 1965

Operating Revenue:
Passenger transportation

Other

Operating Expenses:
Operations and maintenance

—

Scheduled transit operations

Other, ineiiidins; maintenance and servicing of $25,721,776 and
$24,283.1 33^in 1966 and 1965, respectively

Superintendence and general office

Provision for injuries and damages
Electric power for revenue equipment
Fuel for revenue equipment
Operating rentals ( Note 9 )

Revenui; Avaii.ahi.i; For Di-dt Si.rvice

Debt Si;rvice Riiquiremen is:

Interest

Serial bond maturity fund
Sinking funds

Revenue Avaii.ahlh For Depreciation
Depreciation Requirement—Current Period

Deficiency in Revenue, representing depreciation lor whicJi cash was not
available for deposit with the Trustee:

Current period

Beginning of period

End of period

1966
(53 Weeks)



I
Notes to Financial Statements

DECEMBER 31, 1966

(1) Revenue reported for the month of January, 1967, after providing for operating expenses which included

extraordinarily high costs resulting from a heavy snowfall in January, were not sufficient to meet deposits

for full debt service requirements. In accordance with the provisions of the Revenue Bond Trust Agree-

ment, this deficiency was met by a transfer from the Operating Expense Reserve Fund.

As of February 28, 1967, the Authority estimates that the cumulative deficiency in revenue, representing

depreciation for which cash was not available for deposit with the Trustee, was $3,500,000, compared
to a deficiency of $1,847,555 as of December 31, 1966.

(2) Revenue of each calendar year after deducting operation and maintenance expenses is to be deposited

in the following funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond maturity fund, sinl<;ing funds and reserve funds—deposits

equal to debt service requirements as provided in the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to the annual depreciation provision and deficiencies, if

any, in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits, cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000 quarterly

for the series of 1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the series of 1953 revenue

bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to be not less than $900,000 each year, until the balance

in the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be computed in accordance with the franchise ordinance.

F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to the moneys remaining after making required deposits

to the above funds.

p) In conjunction with the purchase of certain right-of-way and other facilities in 1963, $1,500,000 was

temporarily withdrawn from the working cash account, of which $900,000 had been reimbursed from

the depreciation reserve fund as of December 31, 1966. The remaining $600,000 will be reimbursed

from the depreciation reserve fund over a period not to exceed two years at a rate of not less than

$300,000 per year subject to specific authorization by Chicago Transit Board in each year.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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(4) Debt service requirements in 1967 for the payment of principal on revenue bonds and equipment trust

certificates consist of the following:

Total

Serial bond maturity $1,994,624

Sinking funds 3,000,578

Principal payment funds 1,208,333

$6,203,535

Revenue
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Statement of Transportation Property
and Organization Expense

Showing Balance at December 25, 1965, Plus Additions and

Less Retirements During 1966 and Balance at December 31, 1966

Balance

Dec. 25, 1965

Land $ 14,441,172

Track and Paving 12,190,796

Machinery and Tools 5,004,092

Electric Line Equipment 9,620,766

Buildings 33,035,028

Cars 62,427,639

Buses, Fare Boxes, etc 69,675,930

Work Cars, Autos and Service

Equipment 1,944,021

Furniture 1,530,533

Signals and Interlocking 2,346,364

Crossings, Fences and Signs 1,420,843

Elevated Structures 8,059,63

1

Substation Equipment 3,768,653

Telephones and Communications 972,019

Engineering 46,623

General and Misc 5,692,666

Total Transportation Property . . $232,176,776

Organization Expense 85,316

Totals $232,262,092

Gross

Additions

359,731

329,272

212,341

474,886

2,349,955

242,948

7,486,300

155,261

$14,077,817

Retirements

$ 2,541

207,483

13,219

543,835

212,239

60,906

5,463,691

39,897

Balance

Dec. 31, 1966

$ 14,798,362

12,312,585

5,203,214

9,551,817

35,172,744

62,609,681

71,698,539

2,059,385

63,349



Revenue Equipment Owned

December 31, 1966
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Operating Statistics

For Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1966

Revenues

Revenue Passengers

Revenue Vehicle Miles—
Cars—Rapid

Trolley Coaches

Motor Buses

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles

Revenue per Vehicle Mile

Earning Revenue. Vehicle Hours—
Cars—Rapid —
Trolley Coaches 1,632,691

Motor Buses 8,894,868

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 10,527,559

Power Spatistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 61.329.821
Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour —

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Diesel Fuel—Gallons 9,275,000
Average Miles per Gallon 4.1

1

Average Cost per Mile 2.320

Propane I'uel—Gallons 27,295,000
Average Miles per Gallon 2.12
Average Cost per Mile 2.520

( I ) Not Available

Surface
System



Route and Terminal Changes

Route
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Chairman's letter

During 1967 Chicago Transit Authority marked
its 20th anniversary of serving the mass transit

needs of Chicago.

Since October 1, 1947, the Authority has ad-

ministered a modernization and improvement pro- C
gram which ranks as one of the most extensive

ever undertaken in Chicago and, in fact, in this

nation. In 20 years, more than $220,900,000 has

been spent for new cars, buses, and other modern
facilities.

The year 1967 also marked the beginning of a

new phase of rapid transit expansion which will

add more than 20% more trackage to our present

"L"-subway system, without the use of any Chi-

cago Transit Authority funds. Federal aid was
applied for and received, to match City funds, pav-

ing the way for the City of Chicago to commence
construction of rail transit facilities on both the

11- mile Dan Ryan extension and the 5-mile Ken-

nedy extension. When these facilities are placed

in operation during 1969, thousands of additional

riders will begin to derive the benefits of high-

speed rapid transit service linking their commu-
nities with downtown Chicago. ^

Without a doubt, 1967 will long be remembered
by every Chicagoan who was affected by the "Great

Blizzard of '67." Never before have the streets of

Chicago been so covered with mountain-like snow
drifts which stranded and virtually covered buses

and automobiles. Street traffic was at a standstill

for days. Owing to the determination of operating

personnel, the rapid transit system continued to

operate with a minimum of delays and proved to

be the salvation of an almost paralyzed city.

Employes of the Authority exhibited their stam-

ina and public spirit again later in the same year

when a fuel shortage necessitated drastic reduc-

tions in schedules over a three-day period. On
the last day of the fuel truck drivers' strike (Mon-

day, November 13), rapid transit trains, trolley

buses, and operable motor buses carried standing_^

room only crowds. ^
In conclusion, I would like to express on behalf

of the Chicago Transit Board our sincere appre-

ciation to all CTA employes for their loyal efforts

during the past year.



Chicago Transit Board

GEORGE L. DeMENT, Chairman

(M) Term Expires August 31, 1973

JAMES R. QUINN, Vice Chairman
®(M) Term Expires August 31, 1971

WILLIAM W. McKENNA, Secretary

(M) Term Expires August 31, 1967*

JOSEPH D. MURPHY
(M) Term Expires August 31, 1972

RAYMOND J. PEACOCK
(G) Term Expires August 31, 1968

JAMES E. RUTHERFORD
(G) Term Expires August 31, 1969

MRS. BERNICE T. VAN DER VKIES
(G) Term Expires August 31, 1970

.M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of
" Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State

of Illinois.

*—Continues to serve until a successor

has been appointed and has qualified.

THOMAS B. O'CONNOR, General Manager

GEORGE J. SCHALLER, General Attorney

#

COVER: The Forest Park terminal complex on

CTA's Lake rapid transit route includes al54-car
storage yard and the inspection and maintenance

shop (at left), which was completed during 1967.

Chicago Transit Authority
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operations review

riding trends

Despite a marked increase in the number of

riders during the first three periods of the year,

the fiscal year 1967 showed a decrease of 12,782,-

589 (2.44%) revenue passengers as compared with

the previous year. The upsurge in riding was

^especially predominant in the first two periods

"when the record-breaking snowstorm in late Jan-

uary and severe snowstorms in February disrupt-

ed street traffic. Routes for the Authority's buses

were cleared first and thousand of Chicagoans

abandoned their automobiles and turned to CTA -

especially the rapid transit system - for trans-

portation to and from work, school, and places of

recreation.

More than offsetting increases in riding earlier

in the year were the affects of a fare increase and

fuel strike during November. Both resulted in

decreases in riding. Also affecting the riding fig-

ures for the year was the fact that there was an

additional week in the 13th period (5 weeks) of

1966 as compared with the 13th period (4 weeks)

of 1967.

Effective November 5, 1967, CTA revised its

fare structure as a result of spiraling labor and

operating costs. The basic adult fare was in-

creased five cents (to 30^) with an additional lOif:

premium adult, long-ride charge for persons orig-

inating or terminating their trips at the three

westernmost stations on the Lake, Douglas, and

Congress rapid transit routes. Child and student

rates were not changed and the five-cent transfer

charge remained in effect.

Details of originating revenue passengers ar-

ranged in periods for comparison purposes for

the fiscal years 1967 and 1966 are shown in the

following table:

Originating Revenue Passengers Increase (Decrease)

Periods 1967

I, 2, 3 120,795,757

4, 5, 6 120,019,131

7, 8, 9, 10 154,112,918

II, 12, 13* 115,580,590

Total 510,508,396

1966

117,986,318

120,372,653

154,112,318

130,819,696

523,290,985

Number

2,809,439

(353,522)

600

(15,239,106 )

(12,782,589)

Per Cent

2.38

(.29)

* The 13th period of 1966 consists of five weeks, compared to four weeks in 1967. Originating rev-

enue passengers during the extra week totaled 7,877,604 which, when adjusted, result in (7,361,502)

or (5.99) per cent in the 11th, 12th, and 13th period comparison, and (4,904,985) or (0.95) per cent

in the yearly comparison.



modernization, improvements and construction

Rapid Transit Expansion Plans were highlighted

during 1967 by the City of Chicago's application

on February 2 to the Federal government for

matching funds to finance construction of rail

transit facilities in the medians of the Kennedy

and Dan Ryan Expressways, and the subsequent

grant approval by the U. S. Department of Housing

and Urban Development on March 13. Within days,

work in the two medians commenced with the tak-

ing of soil borings and installation of underground

electrical duct lines.

The total cost of constructing the two new ex-

pressway rapid transit extensions is more than

$84 million, including 150 modern air-conditioned

cars to serve the lines. Two-thirds of the cost is

being furnished by the Federal government. The

City's share is being financed by a capital im-

provement bond issue approved by the voters of

Chicago during 1966.

Federal approval was also given to the North-

west Passage Coordination Project, which will

connect CTA's Clinton station on the Lake rapid

transit route with the Chicago and North Western
Railway terminal. Financing is being shared by

CTA, C&NV\\ and the Federal government.

A project extending the Englewood rapid transit

route west to a new terminal at 63rd street and
Ashland avenue continued in the design stage.

This joint project of the Chicago Depai-tment of

I>ublic Works and CTA is being financed by a Fed-
eral grant covering two-thirds of its cost.

Transportation Department Operating Stations
underwent continued improvement. Foremost was
the opening of the new 77th Street office building
during March, 1967, providing the most modern
conveniences for the 900 operating employes at

CTA's largest sUition.

The building is of ranch style design and is

constructed of white glazed brick and architectur-
al glass panels. Interior features include tile

walls and fluorescent fixtures in a modular drop
in ceiling, supplemented by skylights over the

concourse and operators' area. Heating and air-

conditioning are provided by a thermostatically-

controlled central system.

During the year heating and ventilating facili-

ties were improved at the Archer, Beverly, and

North Avenue operating stations. The construction

of a new assignment office for ticket agents and

janitors was completed at the Lake-Randolph

mezzanine in the State Street subway.

Forest Park Terminal Shop, CTA's newest rapid

transit car inspection facility, was completed and

opened during June, 1967. The two-story shop,

with a floor area of about 25,000 square feet, pro-

vides complete facilities for maintenance of the

140 "New Look'' cars assigned to the Lake route.

It is the second modern rapid transit shop built^

by CTA in five years—the Congress Terminal

Shop, servicing cars on the West-Northwest route,

was opened in July, 1962.

Repair activities are concentrated on the

second floor of the shop at track level and as

many as 12 rapid transit cars can be accomodated

at a time. Three hoists, each capable of lifting a

two-car train five feet off the track, permit ready

access to undersides of cars. One of the dexices

is also equipped with stands that can support the

train in an elevated position while any one or all

tiTicks are lowered and removed. A two-car pit

track is provided for regular inspection and ser-

vicing of cars. A second pit track, long enou^ to

hold a four-car train, is in an adjoining structure

and includes a high-pressure blow pit device for

cleaning car undersides and a wheel gi-inder for

surfacing wheel treads without necessitating theis*.

removal from cars.

A Cab Signal and Speed Control System of the most

modern type was installed on the Lake route, giv-

ing CTA the distinction of operating the first rapid

transit line in the nation protected by this type of

equipment. With this system, electronic com-
mands which are transmitted through audio-

frequency track circuits are received and inter-

preted by equipment on each train. Visual indica-
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^ Improvements to the Congress terminal Park 'N' Ride lot initiated in 1966 with resurfacing, lighting, and

stall marking, continued with the installation of electric gates and a hopper-type fee collection device.

tions not only relate to safe spacing of trains but

also to allowable maximum speeds along the route.

Should a motorman fail to respond to visual and

audible signals within 21-2 seconds, the train will

be stopped automatically. The system improves

safety of operation by bringmg signals into the cab

in full view of the motorman--permitting trains to

be operated at maximum speeds even when visi-

bility is poor. Similar installations will be com-

pleted on the Kennedy and Dan Ryan extensions.

Congress Terminal Facilities were modernized

with the installation of coin-actuated gates at the

Park 'N' Ride lot entrance. A lighted, heated pas-

senger shelter was installed at street level for the

^convenience of passengers transferring to CTA
^and suburban buses in the terminal.

Rapid Transit Stations in the downtown area con-

tinued to be modernized during 1967 with the

completion of a second sidewalk-to- station level

escalator on State street. An escalator on the

northwest corner of State and Van Buren was

placed in service January 17, less than a month

after the State- Lake escalator entered service on

December 23, 1966. The Authority continued with

the remodeling of stations at Adams-Wabash and

Madison-Wabash during the year.

Conversion of Substations from 25-cycle to 60-

cycle power input and from manual to automatic

operation continued with the completion of work at

the Broadway, Illinois, and Sedgwick substations.

These facilities are the fourth, fifth, and sixth of

19 substations to be converted, modernized, and

placed under central supervisory control in the

10-year program, the cost of which is being

shared by CTA and the Commonwealth Edison

Company.

Rail, Deck and Structures continued to be im-

proved during the year with the construction of

trackwork on the temporary bypass at the Lake-

Rockwell bridge over railroad tracks. Phases

completed include removal of existing bridge and

construction of new bridge. Work was started on

the installation of permament trackwork.

To improve operation of trains through special

trackwork during snow and sleet conditions, elec-

tric switch heaters were installed at the Congress

and Howard street terminals, and at numerous

crossovers.
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West Shops Buildings, vacated

by the Shops and Equipment De-

partment with the consolidation

of bus overhaul facilities at

South Shops, continued to be re-

modeled and developed as the

Engineering Department Field

Headquarters . The relocation of

the Frog Shop from its former

location at 61st-Calumet was

completed during the year.

Real Estate Purchases included

the acquisition of land adjacent

to the Howard street and Kim-
ball avenue rapid transit termi-

nals for the future expansion of

these facilities.

Bus Terminal Facilities for the

convenience of operating per-

sonnel were improved at the

51st-St. Louis, 55th-St. Louis,

and 47th- Lake Park off-street

terminals with the installation

of buildings containing washroom facilities.

new revenue vehicles

During 1967 the Authority took delivery of 56

new diesel-powered 50-passenger buses costing

$1,570,000, the remainder of an order for 200

units that was placed in 1966.

At December 30, 1967, the Authority owned

4,464 vehicles--3,306 buses and 1,158 rapid tran-

sit cars.

originating
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CTA operating personnel were forced to operate,

1967 was the seventh consecutive year in which

there were 10 or fewer traffic and passenger ac-

cidents for each 100,000 miles operated. The
combined surface and rapid transit traffic and
passenger accident frequency rate of 9.98 was
36.91 per cent better than 1954 when intensive

safety- training activities began.

The following table shows a comparison of the

Authority's public accident experience which in-

cludes all traffic and passenger accidents regard-
less of liability or severity:

The graph above shows by years the combined
traffic and passenger accident rate since the be-

ginning of Authority operation. C

employment

During 1967 the bus operator shortage re-

mained critical and shortages also occurred in

other job classifications such as bus servicemen

and stenographers. Much of the problem was
caused by the comparatively low percentage of the

unemployed in the Chicago metropolitan area.

1967

Traffic accidents 9,357
Passenger accidents 5,617

Total accidents 14,974

Revenue vehicle miles on routes

(in thousands) 150,000

Frequency rate— Accidents per
100,000 miles-

Traffic accidents 6.24
Passenger accidents 3.74

Total accidents 9.98

Note: Figures in this tabulation are based on a calendar year



statistics from the Illinois State Employment Ser-

vice show unemployment in the Chicago area sig-

nificantly below the nationwide figure.

For several years, Chicago Transit Authority

has averaged about 300 bus operators below the

normal requirement of about 6,000. However, in

1967 a net gain of 104 men was attained when

1,031 bus operators were hired and 927 separa-

tions occurred. This compares favorably with

1966 when there was a net loss of 186.

The highly competitive labor market demanded
increased recruitment emphasis and exploration

of new sources. Employe referrals were actively

sou^t and appeals to the riding public were made
through messages on transfer backs and posters

on CTA vehicles and property. Participation in

A career conferences and employment fairs and re-

ferral programs with the Illinois State Employ-
ment Service, The Chicago Committee on Urban
Opportunity, and other civic groups aided our re-

cruitment efforts.

The employment of 694 college students and

teachers as temporary bus operators during the

summer months helped during the difficult period

when many regular bus operators were on vaca-

tion.

Under present world and domestic conditions,

a continuing manpower shortage is indicated.

During the year, there were increased proces-

sing activities in filling vacancies under the job

posting system and in reassigning employes who

could not continue at their jobs due to physical

disabilities and continued mechanization of cleri-

cal functions.

#
training and instruction

Also affected by the manpower shortage, the

training and instruction sections met the difficult

challenge of training large numbers of full-time

temporary operators hired for the summer. Pre-

paring these employes for a bus operator's posi-

tion was a difficult and demanding task because

the entire group had to be trained during a short

span of time.

personnel

Employes in service at the close of the fiscal

year ended December 30, 1967, numbered 12,449,

an increase of 255 from 12,194 in service at Dec-
ember 31, 1966.

During the fiscal year 1967, 381 employes re-

tired on pension, and 399 pensioners died. There
were 5,404 retired employes receiving pension

payments at the end of 1967.

The following changes were made in executive

and supervisory positions during 1967:

W. C. Piatt was appointed Superintendent of

Employe Relations, effective February 1, 1967.

W. A. Ashley was appointed Superintendent of

Insurance and Pensions, effective March 1, 1967,

succeeding H. B. Storm, retired.

A. R. Sandberg was appointed Electrical Engi-

neer effective October 1, 1967, succeeding C. J.

Buck, retired.

The Authority regrets to report the death of

Harold S. Anthon, General Superintendent of Engi-

neering, who died of a heart attack on December
6, 1967.

As assistant engineer of buildings and struc-

tures, Mr. Anthon joined CTA in 1948. He was

subsequently appointed engineer of buildings and

structures, superintendent of construction and

maintenance, and in October, 1964, he was named
general superintendent of engineering, the position

he held at the time of his death.

Mr. Anthon was CTA's administrator and co-

ordinator for many important rapid transit exten-

sion and improvement projects financed by the

City of Chicago and the Federal Government.

These include the Skokie Swift and extensions in

the Dan Ryan and Kennedy expressways, exten-

sion of the Englewood service, and the Northwest

Passage connecting the North Western railway's

downtown terminal with CTA's Clinton station on

the Lake rapid transit route.

During January of the 1968 fiscal year E. E.

Olmstead was appointed to the position of Super-

intendent of Engineering to fill the vacancy created

by the death of Mr. Anthon.





financial results

The fiscal year 1967 showed a sharp rise in

operating expenses resulting primarily from in-

creases in labor costs and other employe benefits

provided by new wage agreements, as well as

other increases in operating and maintenance

costs.

For comparison of statistical data throughout

this report the fiscal year 1967 consists of 52

weeks in contrast to 53 weeks in fiscal year 1966.

Gross revenue for the 1967 fiscal year totaled

$147,979,237, an increase of $507,812 (.34%) over

Left: Completed at CTA's largest surface system

operating station during 1967 was the modern, air-

conditioned transportation office building opened

on March 26. Covering more than 12,000 square

feet, areas are included for operators, clerks, and

receivers— in addition to offices for station super-

intendents, training personnel, and credit union.

1966. Operating and maintenance e^qsenses of

$134,686,336, increased $6,456,031 (5.03%).

Revenues for January, 1967, were not sufficient

to make the total deposits required in debt service

funds because of snow and ice removal costs due

to the record snowstorm and blizzard. In order

to comply with the conditions of the Trust Agree-

ment securing the Authority's revenue bonds, it

was necessary to transfer $603,836 to cover this

deficiency from the Operating Expense Reserve

Fund. Revenues were available for subsequent

periods to meet debt service requirements, but

fell $5,995,991 short of meeting the total provi-

sion for depreciation, which, together with $1,-

847,555 carried over from the previous year re-

sulted in a total deficit of $7,843,546 at December
30, 1967.

Comparative results of operations for the fis-

cal years 1967 and 1966 are shown below:

1967

Revenues $147,979,237

Operation and maintenance expenses 134,686,336

13,292,901

Debt service requirements 8,054,390

Transfer from operating expense reserve to meet deficit

in January 1967 debt service requirements (603,836 )

7,450,554

Balance available for depreciation 5,842,347

Depreciation provision-current period 11,838,338

Balance available for other charges or (deficit in depre-

ciation provision) ($5,995,991 )

(Denotes red figures)

1966

$147,471,425

128,230,305

19,241,120

8,221,568

8,221,568

11,019,552

11,797,714

($778,162)
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Sources of the Authority's revenue for the fis-

cal years 1967 and 1966 were as follows:

1967

l^assenger revenues-

Surface system $110,003,220

Rapid transit system 34,409,427

144,412,647

Charter service 674,952

145,087,599

Other revenues—

Transit advertising 856,375

Rent of buildings and other property 487,482

AUscellaneous 1,547,781

2,891,638

Total Revenues $147.979,237

decrease



»

Operating labor hours for the fiscal year 1967

totaled 24,890,879, compared to 25,058,160 for

1966, a decrease of 167,281 (0.67%).

Pension contributions of $8,750,321 for the

year were $460,597 over 1966 due to higher em-
ploye earnings. Federal old age insurance con-

tributions of $3,625,301 topped 1966 by $156,319.

Employes' group insurance premiums of $1,-

545,446 were up $127,854, covering additional

benefits provided by new wage contracts.

Cost of electric power purchased during 1967

was lower by $228,119, due to reduced mileage

operated resulting from the conversion of two

trolley bus routes to motor bus routes; Armitage

in October, 1966, and Chicago in March, 1967.

Motor bus fuel costs increased $136,218 des-

pite a decrease in mileage operated, due to higher

unit costs per gallon and greater fuel consump-

tion.

Operating material and supplies costs in-

creased $603,796 as a result of more usage and

unit price escalation.

The provision for injury and damage settle-

ments was accrued at 4% of gross revenues, a re-

duction of $594,874 from 1966, when the rate was
41/2% from January 1, 1966, to October 31, 1966,

and 4% thereafter to December 30, 1967.

Claim and suit settlements, and expenses ap-

plicable thereto, amounted to $8,342,214 in 1967

compared with $7,208,773 in 1966 as shown in the

following table:

NOTE;
Deficit in

Provision for

Deprecraliori lor fiscal

year ended December 30,

1967, 55.995,991 Accumulated

(fictt in Provision for Deprecialie

It December 30, 1967, $7,843.?"

Average cost per claim settled, excluding ex-

penses, was $159 in 1967, compared with $152 in

1966; and suit costs, excluding expenses, averaged

$1,400 in 1967, compared with $1,283 in 1966. The

total cost of claim and suit settlements in 1967

amounted to 5.6% of gross revenue, compared with

4.9% in 1966. The number of incidents reported

during the year totaled 23,617 in 1967, compared
with 22,655 in 1966, an increase of 962 or 4.2%.

Miscellaneous services and supplies costs

were $14,699 lower than in 1966.

Debt service requirements for 1967 totaled

$8,054,390, a decrease of $167,178. Deposits to

sinking funds for series of 1947, 1952, and 1953

bonds increased $131,394 to the required total of

%

1967 1966

Claim settlements-

Number 16,401 15,253

Settlement costs $2,608,803 $2,323,605

Expenses 998,616 972,197

Total cost of claims $3,607,419 $3,295,802

Suit settlements-

Number 2,575 2,190

Settlement costs $3,604,890 $2,809,166

Expenses 1,129,905 1,103,805

Total cost of suits $4,734,795 $3,912,971

Total costs $8,342,214 $7,208,773

1,148

$ 285,198

26,419

$ 311,617

385

$ 795,724

26,100

$ 821,824

$1,133,441
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Gross Revenues

Operating and Maintenance Expense

100

millions of dollars

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

^

$3,000,670. Deposits to series of 1947 serial bond
maturity fund, $1,994,623, decreased $37,635.

Interest payments of $3,059,097 on revenue

bonds during 1967 decreased $260,937 as a result

of the retirement of bonds. Bond retirements

(luring 1967 are shown in Table A, below.

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity retirements

of $2,000,000 principal amount bonds were at par.

Sinking fund retirements of principal, the discount

or premium involved, and future interest savings

on these retirements are detailed in Table B. ^

Table A - REVENUE BONDS RETIRED DURING 1967

Serial Bond Sinking Amortization
Series Maturity Fund Fund Fund Total

1947 $ 2,000,000 $ 2,476,000 $ — $4,476,000
1952 — 587,000 — 587,000
1953 — 178,000 — 178,000

2,000,000 3,241,000 — $5,241,000

Total to date $31,000,000 $24,468,517 $4,770,483

Table B - SINKING FUNDS
Discount

Seriei For Value Cost (Premium)

1947 $2,476,000 $2,363,559 $112,441
1952 587,000 587,784 (784)
1953 178,000 179,862 (1,862 )

Total $3,241,000 $3,131.205 $109,795

Total Retired

to 12-30-67

$54,038,000

4,835,000

1,366,000

$60,239,000

Interest

Savings
at Maturity

$1,154,249

529,051

126,127

$1,809,427

Net principal savings to date by early retire-

ment of term revenue bonds at discounts amounted
to $1,323,420.

The annual interest reduction on $3,241,000 re-
tired in advance of maturity during 1967 amounts
to $127,275.

Provision for depreciation (8% of gross reve-
nues) amounted to $11,838,338, an increase of

$40,624.

#

financial position

Statements setting forth the financial position

of the Authority at December 30, 1967, together

with the opinion of Arthur Andersen & Co., inde-

pendent public accountants, and other statements

showing various phases of operations for the fis-

cal year ended that date are presented on pages 16

through 25 of this report.

14



outlook for 1968

financial budget

An operating budget of $162,112,000 for the

fiscal year 1968 was approved by Chicago Transit

Board during December of 1967. It indicated that

revenues would be sufficient to cover all operating

expenses and debt service on revenue bonds, but

that there would be a $1,146,500 deficiency in

making deposits to meet depreciation provision

requirements for 1968. The total deficiency, in-

cluding an estimated carry-over of $7,751,600

from 1967, was expected to amount to $8,898,100

by the end of 1968.

Passenger revenue estimates for 1968 were
based on the anticipated loss in riding and in-

crease in passenger revenues arising from the

new adult fares placed in effect November 5, 1967.

Expenses budgeted were based on wage rates

in effect at the close of the fiscal year of 1967, in-

cluding a 21 Va cents cost-of-living allowance then

being paid. Wage increases effective December 1,

1968, were not included in estimated costs. Rises

in material and service costs were also antici-

pated.

budget for capital projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1968, in-

cluding a carry-over of capital funds appropriated

but not spent in 1967, is estimated at $15,608,000.

Of this amount, $6,903,830 is committed or

planned for the purchase of new vehicles. Most of

the remaining balance is committed for other cap-

ital projects urgently needed, some of which are

already under way.

Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Purchase of motor buses, spare parts for motor

buses, and rapid transit cars $ 6,903,830

Interest and principal on equipment trust certifi-

cates 1,697,500

Substation conversion 1,378,000

Rapid transit track and track structures 2,052,500

Surface system buildings and construction 919,000

Rapid transit system buildings and construction . 1,417,000

Surface system electrical construction 80,000

Rapid transit system electrical construction. . . . 427,000

Shops and equipment, purchase of tools and

scrapping of passenger equipment 20,000

Stores department, purchase of equipment 15,000

Purchase of office machines and equipment .... 50,000

Transportation department, automotive equip-

ment 102,000

General and administrative costs capitalized . . . 517,170

Purchase and sale of real estate (net) (49,000)

Major contingencies 78,000

$15,608,000

15
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auditors' report*

To Chicago Transit Board of

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet and

statement of long-term debt of CHICAGO
TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an Illinois munici-

pal corporation) as of December 30, 1967,

and the related statements of changes in

appropriated net earnings, of application

of revenue and of funds for the fifty-two

week period then ended. Our examination

was made in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards, and accord-

ingly included such tests of the accounting

records and such other auditing proce-

dures as we considered necessary in the

circumstances. We have previously

examined and reported on the financial

statements for the preceding fiscal period.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance

sheet and statements of long-term debt, of

changes in appropriated net earnings and

of funds present fairly the financial posi-

tion of Chicago Transit Authority as of

December 30, 1967, and the sources and

disposition of funds for the fifty-two week
period then ended, in conformity with gen-

crall\' accepted accounting principles ap-

plied on a basis consistent with that of the

preceding fiscal period. Also, in our opin-

ion, the accompanying statement of appli-

cation of revenue presents fairly the dis-

tribution of revenue for the fifty-two week
period ended December 30, 1967, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the trust

agi'eement securing the i"evenue bonds.

ARTHLm ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois

.March 13, 1968
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balance sheets

Dec. 30, 1967 Dec. 31, 1966

D

m

assets

Transportation Property, at cost $244,808,479

Less—Reserve for depreciation 117,921,985

$126,886,494

Special Funds, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost:

Held by revenue bond trustee-

Depreciation reserve $ 4,429,084

Operating expense reserve . 1,244,423

$ 5,673,507

Damage reserve 7,245,670

$ 12,919,177

Current Assets

:

Cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost-
Working cash account $ 17,921,476

Deposits for payment of interest 1,516,151

Accounts receivable, less reserve 573,944

Materials and supplies, at average cost 6,211,917

Other 1,675,592

$ 27,899,080

$167,704,751

$239,667,898

107,751,741

$131,916,157

$ 6,949,239

1,848,259

$ 8,797,498

9,668,715

$ 18,466,213

$ 17,593,138

1,627,059

332,853

5,822,533

1,860,839

$ 27,236,422

$177,618,792

liabilities

Long-Term Debt, including $6,422,498 debt service requirements

due within the next fifty-two week period (Note 2):

Revenue bonds , after deducting amounts held by trustee for

payment of principal (Note 3) $ 65,938,852 $ 71,098,318

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting amoimts held

by trustee for payment of principal (Note 4) 12,776,661 13,984,998

$ 78,715,513 $ 85,083,316

Appropriated Net Earnings

:

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds $ 69,061,148 $ 63,901,682

Deficiency in revenue 7,843,546* 1,847,555*

Other (net) 3,311,603 * 2,662,278 *

$ 57,905,999 $ 59,391,849

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 5,199,170 $ 5,112,510
Accrued wages and vacation pay 9,039,107 8,396,003

Accrued interest 1,516,151 1,627,059
Deferred revenue (Note 5) 2,248,096 2,292,916
Other 76,165 287,544

$ 18,078,689 $ 17,716,032

Damage Reserve $ 13,004,550 $ 15,427,595

$167,704,751 $177,618,792

* Denotes deduction.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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statements of long-term debt

Dec. 30, 1967 31, 1966

Revenue Bonds (Notes 2 and 3):

Series of 1947, S^/.^ to 33A%, due 1978 $50,962,000

Series of 1952, A^h'vl, due 1982 18,165,000

Series of 1953, 4' i:';r, due 1982 5,634,000

$74,761,000

Less— Funds held by trustee for payment of principal (see accom-

panying statement of funds) 8,822,148

$65,938,852

Equipment Trust Certificates (Notes 2 and 4):

Series 10, 2.90% to 3.25%, due 1973 $ 4,125,000

Series 11, 3.50% to 3.90%, due 1976 8,755,000

$12,880,000

Less— Funds held by trustee for payment of principal (see accom-

panying statement of funds) 103,339

$12,776,661

$78,715,513

$55,438,000

18,752,000

5,812,000

$80,002,000

8,903,682

$71,098,318

$ 4,875,000

9,210,000

$14,085,000

100,002

$13,984,998

$85,083,316

Statement of funds

-#-

V U N D

Bolonce

Dec. 31, 1966,

Before

Transfers

COLLECTED
Revenue
ond Other

Receipts

interest

Income

Net Transfers

Between
Funds Made

in 1967 Disbursements

1

Held By Revenue Bond Trustee:

Transit Revenue $11,390,638 $143,073,307 $ 101,114 $141,203,624* $ —
Interest 1,585,223 —
Serial Bond Maturity 1,000,000 —
Sinking Funds 29,842 —
Reserve Funds 7,873,840 —
Depreciation Reserve 12,211,954 —
Operating Expense Reserve . 1,896,563 —
Modernization 46,421 757,028

Held By Equipment Trustee:

For payment of interest . . . 41,836 —
For payment of principal . . . 100,002 —

Other:

Working Cash Account .... 1,146,502 7,816,636
Damage Reserve . 8,367,273 —
Excess Damage Reserve . . . 1,000,000 —

'J'ot^iJ $46,090,094 $151,646,977

* Denotes deduction.

37,919

56,138

713

351,603

444,401

41,694

6,224

15,303

2,237

348,190

40,380 _
$1,445,916 $_

3,029,164

1,943,862

3,108,496

397, 503*

3,503,598

693, 834*

483,665

1,193,034

123,527,976

5,545,546

40,380 *

3,166,960"

2,000,000"

3,131,206"

7,796,165"

803,449*

492,934«

1,205,000"

131,523,722*

8,381,254*

$158..500,690*
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statement of changes in appropriated net earnings
For the fifty-t' ek period

Q

Balance December 31, 1966 $59,391,849

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds-
Serial bond maturity fund $ 1,994,623

Sinking funds 3,000,670

Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 109,796

Interest on investments held for—

Sinking funds 713

Revenue bond reserve funds 53,663

Deficiency in current period revenue, per accompanying statement of application

of revenue 5,995,991*

Other—
Interest on investments held for depreciation reserve fund 444,401

Interest on equipment trust certificates 489,889*

Transfer from operating expense reserve 603,836 *

Net change $ 1,485,850 *

Balance December 30, 1967 $57,905,999

* Denotes deduction.

en



statements of application of revenue

1967

(52 Weeks)
1966

(53 Weeks)

Operating Revenue:

Passenger transportation $145,087,599

Other 2,891,638

$147,979,237

Operating Expenses:

Operations and maintenance-

Scheduled transit operations $ 70,903,430

Other, including maintenance and servicing of $27,433,792

and $25,721,776 in 1967 and 1966, respectively 33,717,671

Superintendence and general office 16,858,059

Provision for injuries and damages 5,919,170

Electric power for revenue equipment 3,991,111

PXiel for revenue equipment 2,481,453

Operating rentals (Note 7) 815,442

$134,686,336
Revenue Available for Debt Service $ 13,292,901

Debt Service Requirements:

Interest $ 3,059,097
Serial bond maturity fund 1,994,623
Sinking funds 3,000,670

$ 8,054,390
Less— Transfer from operating expense reserve for debt ser-

vice requirement in January, 1967 603,836
Debt service requirements deducted from revenue $ 7,450,554

Revenue Available for Depreciation $ 5,842,347
Depreciation Requirement— Current Period 11,838,338
Deficiency in Revenue, representing depreciation for which cash

was not available for deposit with the Trustee:
Current period $ 5,995,991
Beginning of period 1,847,555
End of period $ 7,843,546

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.

$144,829,281

2,642,144

$147,471,425

$ 66,781,478

30,980,833

16,558,350

6,514,044

4,219,231

2,345,235

831,134

$128,230,305

$ 19,241,120

$ 3,320,034

2,032,258

2,869,276

$ 8,221,568

$ 8,221,568

$ 11,019,552

11,797,714

$ 778,162

1,069,393

$ 1,847,555
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notes to financial statements
As of December 30, 1967

(1) Revenue of each calendar year after deducting

operation and maintenance expenses is to be depos-

ited in the following funds, in the order shown, to

5 the extent that moneys are available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond matu-
rity fund, sinking funds and reserve funds— de-

posits equal to debt service requirements as pro-

vided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to

the annual depreciation provision and deficien-

cies, if any, in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits,

cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 reve-

nue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series

of 1953 revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund— deposit to

be not less than $900,000 each year, until the

balance in the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be

computed in accordance with the francliise ordi-

nance.

_^ F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to

^ the moneys remaining after making required de-

posits to the above funds.

(2) Debt service requirements for fiscal 1968 for

the payment of principal on revenue bonds and

equipment trust certificates consist of the following:

Total

Equipment

Revenue Trust

Bonds Certificates

Serial bond

maturity ....
Sinking funds . .

Principal pay-

ment funds . . .

$1,989,243 $1,989,243 $ —
3,185,755 3,185,755 —

1,247,500 — 1,247,500

$6,422,498 $5,174,998 $1,247,500

o

(3) Payments of principal on revenue bonds are to

be made annually from deposits made to the serial

bond maturity fund and as rapidly as practicable

from deposits made to the sinking funds, but at least

annually from deposits to the Series of 1947 sinking

fund and semiannually from deposits to the Series

of 1952 and 1953 sinking funds.

Revenue bond reserve requirements were met in

prior years. Amounts deposited in revenue bond
reserve funds can be used only for (a) payment of

principal or interest on revenue bonds whenever on

any principal or interest payment date there would

be insufficient moneys held by the trustee in appli-

cable principal, interest and other funds or (b) re-

tirement of remaining bonds outstanding whenever
the aggregate amount in the revenue bond reserve
fund, revenue bond amortization fund and sinking

fund for any series is equal to the amount of appli-

cable series bonds then outstanding.

(4) The collateral for Series 10 and 11 equipment
trust certificates consists of 575 motor buses and

493 elevated-subway cars.

Payments of principal on equipment trust certifi-

cates are to be made semiannually from deposits

made to principal payment funds. Deposits for pay-
ment of principal and interest on equipment trust

certificates are to be made from the depreciation

reserve fund to which deposits are to be made after

requirements have been fulfilled for operating ex-

penses and principal and interest on the revenue

bonds.

(5) Funds received from the State of Illinois for

reimbursement of the costs of transporting students

are being recorded in revenue based on the number
of school days in each period. Accordingly, $3,694,-

820 and $3,653,642 were recorded in revenue for the

fiscal periods 1967 and 1966, respectively. The bal-

ance deferred at December 30, 1967, of $2,248,096

will be recorded in revenue during the 1968 fiscal

period. The Authority will receive an additional

$3,650,000 for the 1968-69 school year.

( 6) The Trust Agreement securing the revenue
bonds provides that amounts shall be set aside

monthly for pensions and retirements as Chicago

Transit Board shall deem necessary. Under its

pension agreement the Authority has agreed to con-

tribute a fixed percentage of payroll costs to a con-

tributory Retirement Plan maintained for the benefit

of its employes.

The Authority's contribution to the Plan for the fif-

ty-two week period ended December 30, 1967, ap-

pro-Kimated $8,700,000, which exceeded normal cost

and interest on unfunded past service cost by ap-

proximately $400,000. The actuarially computed
value of vested benefits of the Plan as of January 1,

1967, the date of the latest actuarial valuation, ex-

ceeded the total of the assets of the Plan and balance

sheet accruals for pensions by approximately $82,-

000,000.

(7) The Authority leases operating facilities under

long-term leases which expire on various dates

from 1977 to 1990.

(8) Commitments for capital expenditures as of

December 30, 1967, are approximately $3,200,000.

Total 1968 construction expenditures are estimated

to be $15,600,000.
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statement of transportation property and organization expense
Showing bolance at December 31, 1966, plus additions and

^ss retirements during 1967 and balance at December 30, 1967

Balance



operating statistics
nded December 30, 1967

Surface

System

Rapid

Transit

System
Combined
System

€

Revenues $112,623,744 $ 35,355,493 $147,979,237

Revenue Passengers 389,770,830 120.737,566 510,508,396

Revenue Vehicle Miles—
Cars-Rapid — 45,314,174 45,314,174

Trolley Coaches 13,639,948 — 13,639,948

Motor Buses 93,433,594 — 93,433,594

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 107,073,542 45,314,174 152,387,716

Revenue per Vehicle Mile $1.05 78.02^ 97.11^

Earning Revenue Vehicle Hours-
Cars— Rapid — (1) —
Trolley Coaches 1,422,655 — 1,422,655

Motor Buses 8,909,261 — 8,909,261

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 10,331,916 — 10,331,916

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 54,621,765 218,591,919 273,213,684

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour — — 1.83^

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Diesel Fuel— Gallons 10,445,300
Average Miles per Gallon 4.03

Average Cost per Mile 2.47<;i

Propane Fuel— Gallons 25,961,900
Average Miles per Gallon 1.98

Average Cost per Mile 2.81<?

(1) Not Available

e



CTA's twenty year modernization program

1947-1967

The year 1967 marked the twentieth anniversary

of Chicago Transit Authority as an operating com-
pany. The 20-year period is one during which tran-

sit modernization and improvements progressed at

a rate unprecedented in Chicago local transit his-

')tory. This was accomplished during times of pro-

gressive inflation and severe competition from the

private automobile.

Modernization Costs

More than 8220,000,000 has been spent by CTA
for new rapid transit cars, buses, garages, shops,

and other modern facilities.

For purposes of comparison, in the 38 years pre-

ceding the start of CTA's modei-nization program,

the two predecessor companies - Chicago Surface

Lines and Chicago Rapid Transit Company - had in-

vested only $46,000,000 for modernization purposes.

Initial Program now Complete

CTA's initial modernization program, required

by the Metropolitan Transit Authority Act, was com-
pleted in 1959. Since its inception, CTA has pur-

chased 5,943 cars and buses, and every section of

the city is now served by modern surface equip-

ment. Purchases now are for replacement pur-

poses. Streetcars and wood-steel rapid transit cars

have all disappeared from the Chicago scene. Their

place has been taken by noiseless buses and stream-

lined rapid transit cars.

Surface System Improvements
Through the conversion from rail to rubber on

the surface system, a flexibility of operation has

been attained that wasn't possible when streetcars

dominated the surface fleet.

Other improvements on the surface system con-

sisted of extensions of routes, express service, re-

routing of some lines to serve as feeder service to

rapid transit stations and terminals, shortening

former long routes to maintain better regularity of

service, and expansion of commuter service in the

downtown area.

f^apid Transit Advancement

On the rapid transit system where there is little

interference from today's record-breaking volume

of street traffic, the improvements in service have

been especially marked and Chicago today has its

most-advanced and fastest rapid transit service.

An express system of "A" and "B" rapid transit

stops which began early in 1948, along with the clo-

sing of lightly-used stations, resulted in a consider-

able reduction in travel time for riders.

Modern Rapid Transit Equipment

One hundred eighty "New Look" air-conditioned

rapid transit cars are in daily service on the Lake

and West- Northwest rapid transit routes.

First for Congress Rapid Transit

Rapid transit in the median strip of the Congress

route was the first ever built and constructed to

combine rail rapid transit and a multi-lane automo-

bile ej^jressway in the same grade-separated right-

of-way. Every city in the world has had represen-

tatives in Chicago to observe this operation.

Lake Street Elevation

Another noteworthy CTA accomplishment and

outstanding example of public agency and organiza-

tion cooperation, was the elevation of the Lake rapid

transit route to the Chicago and North Western Rail-

way right-of-way. This elevation, placed in opera-

tion October 28, 1962, eliminated 22 grade crossings

in the two and one-half mile section between Lara-

mie avenue, Chicago, and Harlem avenue, Oali Park.

Success of Skokie Swift

The Skokie Swift high-speed service, between

Howard street in Chicago and Dempster street in

Skokie, was inaugurated on April 20, 1964, as a fed-

erally-aided mass transportation demonstration

project. The success of this project has attracted

world-wide attention. At the end of the two-j'ear ex-

perimental period, 3,500,000 persons had used the

service, and Chicago Transit Board authorized op-

eration of the Skokie Swift route as a permanent

part of CTA's rapid transit network.

Latest Signaling System
Placed in operation this year on the Lake rapid

transit route was the most modern type of in-cab

signaling and speed control system available. This

system automatically keeps the train motorman in-

formed of track conditions as well as allowable

speeds along the route. A panel in the motorman's

cab continuously displays the proper speed instruc-

tions to the motorman.

Modernization of Other Facilities

Along with the modernization of all passenger

equipment and extension of transit routes, many
millions of dollars have been invested in new rapid

transit and surface repair shops and garages, new
transportation offices, automation of electrical sub-

stations, and new off-street bus terminals. These

new facilities have substantially reduced operating

costs and contributed to more efficient operation.
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Chairman's letter

Owing to the availability of Federal financial aid provided

by the Mass Transportation Act, transit improvement projects

totaling more than 116 million dollars were under way in Chi-

cago during 1968.

Foremost among the projects are the construction of rapid

transit facilities in the medians of the Dan Ryan and Kennedy

Expressways. Extensions of 11 miles south from the Loop to

95th Street and north from Logan Square a distance of five

miles to about Foster Avenue will cost more than 107 million

dollars, including the purchase of 150 new cars for the routes.

These projects are being financed by City of Chicago gen-

eral obligation bonds for the one third share that is matched

by Federal funds for the remaining two thirds. The Chicago

Department of Public Works is supervising all this work.

Other rapid transit projects being financed by City and

Federal funds are the quarter- mile extension of the Engle-

wood "L" route to a modern terminal at 63rd Street and

Ashland Avenue and the coordination of CTA and Chicago and

North Western Railway stations at Lake and Clinton Streets,

costing 6.7 million and 400 thousand dollars, respectively.

The Authority's application for a Federal mass transportation demonstration grant to fund a researeb

project to develop and test an automatic vehicle monitoring system on 500 CTA buses was also appro vee

by the U.S. Department of Transportation during the year. Two-thirds of the 2 million dollar project costs

is provided by a Federal grant matching one-third CTA funds.

As these projects are completed during 1969-70 we will face new challenges and problems. I speak on

behalf of my fellow Board members, as well as all employes of the Authority, when I say that we are

gratified to operate these facilities and to improve service to our riders and to the Chicago area.

This report summarizes the activities and financial results for Chicago Transit Authority's fiscal year

ended December 28, 1968. Although revenues for the year were more than three per cent greater than

during the previous year, expenses of more than four per cent in excess of 1967 resulted in a deficit o)

7.3 million dollars, and an accumulated deficit of 15.1 million dollars.

y^<^&-,^ )QeJ}?^e^u.A^

Chicago Transit Board

GEORGE L. DeMENT, Chairman (M) Term Expires August 31, 1973

JAMES R. QUINN, Vice Chairman (M) Term Expires August 31, 1971

WILLIAM W. McKENNA, Secretary (M) Term Expires August 31, 1967 +

JOSEPH D. MURPHY (M) Term Expires August 31, 1972
RAYMOND J. PEACOCK (G) Term Expires August 31, 1968*
JAMES E. RUTHERFORD (G) Term Expires August 31, 1969
MRS. BERNICE T. VAN DER VRIES (G) Term Expires August 31, 1970

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.
G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

—Continues to serve until a successor has been appointed and has qualified.

THOMAS B O'CONNOR, General Manager
GEORGE J. SCHALLER, General Attorney
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financial summary
Operating revenue

Operating expense

Deficit in depreciation provision

after debt service charges—

Current year

Previous year

Total

( ) Denotes red figures

statistics

Originating revenue passengers . .

Revenue car and bus miles

Passenger rides per mile operated

Population of Chicago

Rides per capita

Number of active employes

1968
$152,900,00

140,400,00

(7,300,000)

(7,800,000)

$(15,100,000)

1967
:r $148,000,000

134,700,000

(5,900,000)

(1,900.000)

$ (7,800,000 )

457,800,00(^H



operations review

riding trends

A decrease in riding for the 1968 fiscal year

had been anticipated because of a five-cent in-

crease in adult fares effective November 5, 1967,

and the trend during the first three periods re-

flects this loss of patronage. Contributing to an

even greater loss in originating revenue passen-

gers were the riots and fires during the 4th period

that erupted following the assassination of the

Reverand Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on April 4

and wildcat strikes by the Concerned Transit

Workers during the 7th, 9th, and 10th periods.

Riding during the last ten days of 1968 was ad-

versely affected by increases of 10^ in the basic

adult fare (to 40^) and 8<? in the basic child and

student fare (to 20(;i) effective December 19, 1968.

Details of originating revenue passengers ar-

ranged in periods for comparison purposes for

fiscal years 1968 and 1967 are shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Originating Revenue Passengers Decrease

Periods 1968

I, 2, 3 112,666,118

4*, 5, 6 110,574,857

7*, 8, 9*, 10* 129,543,021

II, 12, 13 104,985,794

Total 457,769,790

1967 Numbe

120,795,757

120,019,131

154,112,918

115,580,590

510,508,396

8,129,639

9,444,274

24,569,897

10,594,796

Per Cent

6.73

7.87

15.94

9.17

52,738,606 10.33

Period 4 (April 5th to 10th) Riots caused a decrease in passengers of 9.58%.

Period 7 (July 2nd to 6th) Strike by the Concerned Transit Workers; decrease in passengers

was 15.38%.

Period 9 (August 25th to September 7th) Strike by the Concerned Transit Workers ; decrease in

passengers was 23.96%.

Period 10 (September 8th to 15th) Strike by the Concerned Transit Workers; decrease in passen-

gers was 15.38%.
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During 1968 the surface system operated an

average of 2,747 buses approximately 326,748

miles each weekday, while the rapid transit sys-

tem operated an average of 993 cars approxi-

mately 148,985 miles each weekday.

Average scheduled speed of buses in 1968 was

12.05 mph as compared with 11.96 mph in 1967,

while the rapid transit system average scheduled

speed of cars in 1968 was 22.96 mph as compared
with 23.13 mph in 1967.

new revenue vehicles

During 1968 the Authority placed an order for

176 new 50-seat diesel-powered buses and re-

ceived the first 109 units, costing $3,300,000.

At December 28, 1968, the Authority owned
4,457 vehicles—3,300 buses and 1,157 rapid tran-

sit cars.

public safety

For the eighth consecutive year.CTA operating

employes maintained a traffic and passenger acci-

dent frequency rate of 10 or fewer accidents per

100,000 miles operated. The 1968 combined
surface and rapid transit traffic and passenger
accident frequency rate was 9.6. This was 3.5%
lower than the 1967 rate and 39.1% better than the

1954 rate of 15.8 when intensive safety-training

activities began.

For the year, the rapid transit system estab-

lished a safety mark that has been bettered only

once in CTA's 21 years of operation. The com-
bined traffic and passenger accident frequency

rate of 1.65 was only 0.6%) higher than the all-time

low rate of 1.64 established in 1966. It was 5.7%
better than the 1967 rate.

The surface system rate of 13.1 was a 2.9%
improvement over the 1967 rate.

These achievements were recorded during a

year of serious manpower shortages and accident

hazards caused by increased traffic congestion

and operation through and around numerous con-

struction projects.

The following table shows a comparison of the

Authority's public accident experience which in-

cludes all accidents regardless of liability or

severity:

Traffic accidents

Passenger accidents

Total accidents

Revenue miles on routes

(in thousands)



employment

During the year, the Authority encountered dif-

ficulty in recruiting and hiring a sufficient number

of bus operators to ease the critical shortage.

Shortages also became more severe in the bus

serviceman position as well as some clerical

functions. The continued high level of employment
in the Chicago area is the main cause of the prob-

lem, not only for CTA, but for many other em-
ployers who are experiencing manpower short-

ages.

In the course of the year, 11,280 persons

applied for employment in all classifications. The
main hiring activity was again in the bus operator

group with 820 permanent operators hired and 739

temporary drivers hired for the summer months.

Efforts were expended in existing methods of

recruitment. These included appeals for employe
referrals; direct advertising through messages on

transfer backs and posters on CTA vehicles and

property; placing of job orders with the Illinois

State Employment Service and other federal, com-
munity, and civic agencies, and participation in

career conferences and employment fairs.

New sources of recruitment were also ex-

plored, with visits made by employment inter-

viewers in areas of downstate Illinois and northern
Indiana where the unemployment rate was signifi-

cantly greater than in Chicago. Attempts were
also made to attract men who were completing
their military tours of duty.

Although further expansion of existing recruit-

ment programs and exploration of new sources
will be made, it is anticipated that a manpower
shortage will continue through the foreseeable
future.

In addition to recruitment, selection, and hiring

of new employes, there was increased activity in

filling vacancies through the job posting system
and in reassigning employes who were displaced
because of physical disabilities or departmental
reorganizations.

training and instruction

As ui past years, turnover, upgrading, and the

manpower shortage required the training of a

great number of new employes, especially in the

classifications of bus operator, bus serviceman,

rapid transit conductor, and ticket agent. Turn-

over and upgrading in these groups accounted for

the training of about 1,500 new employes in 1968.

To help compensate for the manpower shortage, a i

total of 946 temporary summer employes were -

hired and trained to fill jobs in these four classi-

fications. The summer employes presented a dif-

ficult and demanding training task because they

had to be trained in a short period of time.

personnel

Total employes in service at the close of the

fiscal year ended December 28, 1968, numbered

12,233, a decrease of 216 from 12,449 in service

at December 30, 1967.

During the fiscal year 1968, 439 employes re-

tired on pension and 437 pensioners died. There

were 5,369 retired employes on pension at the end

of 1968.

The following clianges were made in executive

and supervisory positions during 1968:

J. J. Repplinger was appointed Superintendent

of Surface Shops and Garages, effective Jan-

uary 14, 1968.

E. E. Olmstead was appointed Superintendent ii

of Engineering, effective January 14, 1968,j

succeeding Harold A. Anthon, deceased.

E. F. Weingartner was appointed General

Superintendent of Investigations and Claims

effective December 12, 1968, succeeding E. J.

Healy, deceased.



financial results

Operations for the year 1968 were seriously

affected by riots following the death of Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. in April; by partial wildcat

strikes in July by both surface and rapid transit

system employes and in August and September by

surface system employe-members of the Con-
cerned Transit Workers; by increased costs of

wages, improved working conditions, and other

employe benefits; and ultimately by an increase in

rates of fare in December, 1968.

Total operating revenues for the fiscal year

1968 amounted to $152,937,285, an increase of

$4,958,048 (3.4%) over 1967. Operating expenses
of $140,418,112 increased $5,731,776 (4.3%) over

1967.

Revenues for July, August, and September,

1968, were not sufficient to make the total depos-

its required in the debt service funds and in order

to comply with the requirements of the Trust

Agreement securing the Authority's revenue

bonds, it was necessary to transfer $492,862 from
the Operating Expense Reserve Fund to cover this

deficiency.

Revenues for the remaining periods were
available to meet debt service requirements, but

fell $7,243,161 short of meeting the total provision

requirement for depreciation.

Comparative results of operations for the fis-

cal years 1968 and 1967 are shown below:

1968

Operating revenue $152,937,285

Operating expenses 140,418,112

Revenue available for debt service 12,519,173

Debt service requirements 8,020,213

Transfer from operating expense reserve to meet deficit

in July, August, and September, 1968, debt service

requirements (492,862 )

7,527,351

Revenue available for depreciation 4,991,822

Depreciation requirement-current period 12,234,983

Deficit in depreciation provision ($7,243,161 )

(Denotes red figures)

$147,979,237

134,686,336

13.292,901

8,054,390

(603.836 )

7,450,554

5,842,347

11,838,338

($5,995,991 )



Sources of the Authority's revenue for the fis-

cal years 1968 and 1967 were as follows:

1968

Passenger revenues-

Surface system $111,999,739

Rapid transit system 37,284,028

149,283,767

Charter service 941,899

150,225,666

Other revenues-
Station and car privileges 771,102

Rent of buildings and other property 501,450

Miscellaneous 1,439,067

2,711,619

Total operating revenue $152,937,285

1967

$110,003,220

34,409,427

144,412,647

674,952

856,375

487,482

1,547,781

2,891,638

$147,979,237

Increase (Decrease)

Per
CentAmount

$1,996,519

2,874,601

4,871,120

266,947

1,82,

8.35!

145,087,599 5,138,067

3.37 4I

39.55 J.

3.54 f

I

V

(85,273)

13,968

(108,714 )

(180,019 )

$4,958,048

(9.96y

2.87:

(7.02
)

(6.23
)

3.35

Passenger revenues for 1968 increased

$4,871,120 (3.37%) over 1967 due to revisions of

the basic adult fare structure effective November
5, 1967, and December 19, 1968.

Charter service revenue increased $266,947

(39.55%) and other revenues were down $180,019

(6.23%).

Operating expenses increased $5,731,776

(4.26%) despite operating economies in control-

lable expenses. These were due primarily to spi-

raling labor costs arising from increases ir.

wages and employe fringe benefits.

The principal elements comprising operating

expenses for the fiscal years 1968 and 1967 are

shown below:

Increase (Decrease)

1968

Wages and salaries $102,216,987
Pension contributions 9,302,921
Federal insurance contributions 4,095,180
Kmployes' insurance 1,611,674

Total labor costs $117,226,762
Electric power purchased 3,848,042
Motor bus fuel consumed 2,469,752
Operating material and supplies 7,548,738
Provision for injuries and damages .... 5,470,775
Misc. services, supplies, etc 3,854,043

Total operating expenses $140,418,112

1967

$ 95,363,340

8,750,321

3,625,301

1,545,446

$109,284,408

3,991,111

2,481,453

7,600,554

5,919,170

5,409,640

$134,686,336

Amount

$6,853,647

552,600

469,879

66,228

$7,942,354

(143,069)

(11,701)

(51,816)

(448,395)

(1,555,597 )

$5,731,776

Per

Cent

7.19

6.32

12.96

4.29

7.27

(3.58)

(.47)

(.68)

(7.58)

(28.76 )

4.26



distribution of CTA's revenue dollar

TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS - 76.65(>

(excludes 2.04^ charged to Materials and

Supplies and Injuries and Damages)

SERIAL BOND MATURITY - 1.21*

MOTOR BUS FUEL - 1.61*

SINKING FUND - 1.85*

REVENUE BOND INTEREST - l,86i

POWER - 2.52*

DEPRECIATION - 3.26*

INJURIES AND DAMAGES - 3.58*

MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES - 7.46*

m

Wages and salaries increased in 1968 by the

application of higher hourly wage rates, and in-

creases in cost-of-living allowances and fringe

benefits provided in contracts negotiated in 1965

and 1968. These changes, applied to the basic bus

operator wage rate are shown below

:

i



millions of dollars

150

Total Operating Revenue Labor Costs Other Operating Expenses

Motor bus fuel costs for 1968 were $11,701

less than in 1967, A reduction in miles operated

reduced costs $80,984 and an improvement in

miles operated per gallon of fuel consumed ef-

fected savings of $15,110. Savings were partially

offset, however, by an increase in cost per gallon

totaling $84,393.

Operating material and supplies costs de-

creased $51,816 under 1967 as a result of reduced
material usage.

Pro\ision for injury and damage settlements

was accrued at 4% of gross revenues for Decem-

ber 31, 1967, 31 j<7o from January 1 to Novembei

30, 1968, and 4^2% from December 1 to Decembei

28, 1968, resulting in a reduction of $448,395 fron

1967.

Claim and suit settlements, and expenses ap-

plicable thereto, amounted to $8,345,400 in 1961

compared with $8,342,214 in 1967 as shown in thi

following table:

1968

Claim settlements-

Number 16,567

Settlement costs $2,623,893
Expenses 1,060,768

Total cost of claims $3,684,661
Suit settlements-

Number 2,777
Settlement costs $3,344,757
K-xpenses 1,315,982

Total cost of claims 4,660,739
Total costs $8,345,400

10

1967

2,575

$3,604,890

1,129,905

4,734,795

$8,342,214

Increase

(Decrease)

16,401

$2,608,803 $

998,616 _
$3,607,419 |_

166

15,090

62,152

77.242

202

$(260,133)

186,077

(74,056 )

$ 3,186



Average cost per claim settled, excluding ex-

ipenses, was $158 in 1968 compared with $159 in

1967. Suit costs, excluding expenses, averaged

$1,204 in 1968, compared with $1,400 in 1967.

The total cost of claim and suit settlements in

;1968 amounted to 5.5% of gross revenue, com-
pared with 5.6% in 1967. The number of incidents

reported during the year totaled 22,669 in 1968,

compared with 23,617 in 1967, a decrease of 948

jor 4.0%.

Miscellaneous services and supplies costs

jwere $1,555,597 lower than in 1967.

Debt service requirements for 1968 totaled

$8,020,213, a decrease of $34,177. Deposits to

sinking funds increased $185,086 to the required

total of $3,185,756, while deposits to series of

1947 Serial Bond Maturity Fund of $1,989,247 de-

creased $5,376.

Interest payments of $2,845,210 on revenue

bonds during 1968 decreased $213,887 as a result

of the retirement of bonds during 1968,

The annual interest reduction on $3,615,000 re-

tired in advance of maturity during 1968 amounts

to $142,020.

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity retire-

ments of $2,000,000 principal amount bonds were

at par. Current year sinking fund retirements of

principal, the discount or premium involved, and

future interest savings on these retirements are

detailed below:

Total Revenue Bonds Retired

(Serial Maturities

and Sinking Funds)

Series 1968 Since Issue

1947 $4,754,000 $58,792,000

1952 676,000 5,511,000

1953 185,000 1,551,000

Total $5,615,000 $65,854,000

Sinking Fund Retirements

Par Value

$2,754,000

676,000

185,000

Cost

$2,505,634

634,702

187,017

Discount
(Premium)

$248,366

41,298

(2,017 )

Interest

Savings
to Maturity

$1,035,943

426,472

116,839

$3,615,000 $3,327,353 $287,647 $1,579,254

Provision for depreciation (8% of gross reve-

nues) amounted to $12,234,983, an increase of

$396,644.

{financial position

Statements setting forth the financial position

of the Authority at December 28, 1968, together

with the report of Arthur Andersen & Co., inde-

pendent public accountants, and other statements

showing various phases of operations for the fis-

cal year ended that date are presented on pages 13

through 21 of this report.

11



outlook for 1969

financial budget

An operating budget of $179,284,000 for the

fiscal year 1969 was approved by Chicago Transit

Board during December, 1968, which indicated

revenues would be sufficient to cover all operating

expenses and debt service on revenue bonds, but

there would be a $9,707,000 deficiency in making
deposits to meet depreciation provision require-
ments for 1969. The total deficiency, including a

carry-over of $15,308,700 from 1968, was ex-

pected to amount to $25,015,700 by the end of 1969.

Passenger revenue estimates for 1969 were
based on the anticipated loss in riding and in-

crease in passenger revenues arising from the

new rates of adult, student and child fares effec-

tive December 19, 1968.

Expenses budgeted were based on wage rates in

effect at the close of the fiscal year of 1968, in-

cluding a basic wage increase of 25' : cents per
hour and a 33' - cents cost-of-living allowance in-

cluded in the base rate effective December 1,

1968. Rises in material and service costs were
also anticipated.

budget for capital projects

Cash available for capital outlays in 1969, in-

cluding a carry-over of capital funds appropriated

but not spent in 1968, is estimated at $11,579,600.

Of this amount, $3,692,000 is committed or

planned for the purchase of passenger equipment.

Most of the remaining balance is committed fori

other capital projects urgently needed, some of

which are already under way.

Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Equipment trust certificate costs $ 1,695,600

I'urchase o( passenger equipment 3,692,000

I'urchase of fare boxes 1,000,000

Substation conversion - CTA portion 875,320

Rapid transit track and sti'uctures 1,154,000

Surface system buildings and construction 1,282,200

Rapid transit buildings and construction 495,000

Surface system electrical construction 170,780

Rapid transit electrical construction 520,000

Purchase tools and shop equipment and scrapping

passenger equipment 40,000

Material handling equipment - Stores Depart-

ment 15,000

Purchase office machines and office equipment . . 25,000

Automotive equipment - Transportation Depart-

ment 325,000

General and administrative costs capitalized . . . 428,000

Purchase and sale of real estate (net) (200,000

Contingencies 61,700

$11,579,600

12



auditors' report

acknowledgements

The Board wishes to express its appreciation

land thanks to the employes whose courtesy, skill

^nd dedication to public service contributed so

much to the achievements of the year, and to the

;riding public for their valued patronage and sup-

port.

i We also thank the several public bodies, public

officials and others who have assisted the Author-

ity, for their continued cooperation and help in

effecting transportation improvements in the

Chicago area.

Special thanks are extended to those State leg-

islators who made possible reimbursement to the

Authority for the costs of transporting school

bhildren at a reduced fare.

To Chicago Transit Board of

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheet and

statement of long-term debt of CHICAGO
TRANSIT AUTHORITY (an Illinois munici-

pal corporation) as of December 28, 1968,

and the related statements of changes in

appropriated net earnings, of application

of revenue and of funds for the fifty-two

week period then ended. Our examination

was made in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards, and accord-

ingly included such tests of the accounting

records and such other auditing proce-

dures as we considered necessary in the

circumstances. We have previously

examined and reported on the financial

statements for the preceding fiscal period.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance

sheet and statements of long-term debt, of

changes in appropriated net earnings and

of funds present fairly the financial posi-

tion of Chicago Transit Authority as of

December 28, 1968, and the sources and

disposition of funds for the fifty-two week

period then ended, in conformity with gen-

erally accepted accounting principles

applied on a basis consistent with that of

the preceding fiscal period. Also, in our

opinion, the accompanying statement of

application of revenue presents fairly the

distribution of revenue for the fifty-two

week period ended December 28, 1968, in

accordance with the provisions of the trust

agreement securing the revenue bonds.

Chicago Transit Board
Room 734

Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago, Illinois 60654

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois

March 14, 1969



assets

Transportation Property, at cost $247,445,943

Less—Reserve for depreciation 126,957,816

$120,488,127

Special Funds, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost:

Held by revenue bond trustee-

Depreciation reserve $ 2,011,161

Operating expense reserve 751,561

$ 2,762,722

Damage reserve 4,371,044

$ 7,133,766

Current Assets:

Cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost-

Working cash account $ 18,619,057

Deposits for payment of interest 1,391,367

Accounts receivable, less reserve 1,274,981

Materials and supplies, at average cost 6,235,478

Other 1,696,779

$ 29,217,662

$156,839,555

$244,808,479

117,921,985

$126,886,494

$ 4,429,084

1,244,423

$ 5,673,507

7,245,670

$ 12,919,177

$ 17,921,476

1,516,151

573,944

6,211,917

1,675,592

$ 27,899,080

$167,704,751

liabilities

Long-Term Debt, including $6,669,694 debt service requirements

due within the next fifty-two week period (see accompanying

statement) (Note 2):

Revenue bonds, after deducting amounts held by Trustee for

payment of principal (Note 3) $ 60,404,524 $ 65,938,852

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting amounts held

by Trustee for payment of principal (Note 4) 11,529,166 12,776,661

$ 71,933,690 $ 78,715,513

Appropriated Net Earnings

:

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds $ 74,595,476 $ 69,061,148

Deficiency in revenue 15,086,707* 7,843,546*

Other (net) 3,830.100 * 3,311,603 *

$ 55,678,669 $ 57,905,999

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 5,461,199 $ 5,199,170

Accrued wages and vacation pay 9,891,654 9,039,107

Accrued interest 1,391,367 1,516,151

Deferred revenue (Note 5) 2,271,195 2,248,096

Other 81,857 76,165

$ 19,097,272 $ 18,078,689

Damage Reserve $ 10,129,924 $ 13,004,550

$156,839,555 $167,704,751

Denotes deduction.

The accompanying notes to financial statements arc an integral part of these statements.
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statements of a |:

For the fifty-two week periods ended December 28, 1968, and Decerrber 30, 1967

1968

Operating Revenue:

Passenger transportation $150,225,666 $145,087,599

Other 2,711,619 2,891,638

$152,937,285 $147,979,237

Operating Expenses:

Operations and maintenance-

Scheduled transit operations $ 75,133,544 $ 70,903,430

Other, including maintenance and servicing of $30,136,857

and $27,433,792 in 1968 and 1967, respectively 36,123,526 33,717,671

Superintendence and general office 16,550,084 16,858,059

Provision for injuries and damages 5,470,774 5,919,170

Electric power for revenue equipment 3,848,042 3,991,111

Fuel for revenue equipment 2,469,752 2,481,453

Operating rentals (Note 7) 822,390 815,442

$140,418,112 $134,686,336

Revenue Available for Debt Service $ 12,519,173 $ 13,292,901

Debt Service Requirements:

Interest $ 2,845,210 $ 3,059,097

Serial bond maturity fund 1,989,247 1,994,623

Sinking funds 3,185,756 3,000,670

$ 8,020,213 $ 8,054,390

Less—Transfers from operating expense reserve for debt ser-

vice requirements 492,862 603,836

Debt service requirements deducted from revenue $ 7,527,351 $ 7,450,554

Revenue Available for Depreciation $ 4,991,822 $ 5,842,347

Depreciation Requirement—Current Period 12,234,983 11,838,338

Deficiency in Revenue, representing depreciation for which cash

was not available for deposit with the Trustee $ 7,243,161 $ 5,995,991

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements.
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ly-iert

Dec. 28, 1968 Dec. 30, 1967

Revenue Bonds (Notes 2 and 3):

Series of 1947, 3 5/8% to 3^/4%, due 1978 $46,208,000 $50,962,000

Series of 1952, 4V2%, due 1982 17,489,000 18,165,000

Series of 1953, 4^-%, due 1982 5,449,000 5,634,000

$69,146,000 $74,761,000

Less— Funds held by trustee for payment of principal (see accom-
panying statement of funds) 8,741,476 8,822,148

$60,404,524 $65,938,852

Equipment Trust Certificates (Notes 2 and 4):

Series 10, 3.10% to 3.25%, due 1973 $ 3,375,000 $ 4,125,000

Series 11, 3.50% to 3.90%, due 1976 8,260,000 8,755,000

$11,635,000 $12,880,000

Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accom-
panying statement of funds) 105,834 103,339

$11,529,166 $12,776,661

$71,933,690 $78,715,513

tatement of funds
For

FUND

Held By Revenue Bond Trustee;

Transit Revenue

Interest

Serial Bond Maturity

Sinking Funds
Reserve Funds

Depreciation Reserve
Operating Expense Reserve .

Modernization

Held By Equipment Trustee:

For payment of interest . . .

For payment of principal . . .

Other

:

Working Cash Account . . . .

Damage Reserve

Excess Damage Reserve . . .

Total

* Denotes deduction.

fifty-two week pe



statement of changes in appropriated net earnings
For the fifty-lv.

Applied for

Retirement

pi Revenue
Bonds

Deficiency
in

Revenue Other (Net)

Balance December 30, 1967 $69,061,148 $ 7,843,546 * $3,311,603 *

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds-
Serial bond maturity fund $ 1,989,247 $ — $ —
Sinking funds 3,185,756 — —
Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 287,647 — —
Interest on investments held for—

Sinking funds 73 — —
Revenue bond reserve funds 71,605 — —

Deficiency in current period revenue, per accompanying

statement of application of revenue — 7,243,161* —
Other-

Interest on investments held for depreciation re-

serve fund — — 426,843

Interest on equipment trust certificates — — 452,478*

Transfer from operating expense reserve — — 492,862 *

Net change $ 5,534,328 $ 7,243,161 * $ 518,497 *

Balance December 28, 1968 $74,595,476 $15,086,707 * $3,830,100 *

* Denotes deduction.

Balance, December 28, 1968,

Before Reflection of Tronsfers

Yet to be Mode Between Funds

HELD AS

Cask

U.S.

Government
Securities Total

Net
Transfers

Between
Funds to be
Made After

Dec. 28, 1968

Balance, December 28, 1968, After Giving Effect

to Transfers to be Made Between Funds

CLASSIFIED AS

Special

Funds
Current

Assets

Reduction
of

Long-Term
Debt

$ 3,649,875 $11,732,330 $11,732,330''

1,383,232

999,506

5,980

7,773,082

6,043,123

750,810

1,384,657

1,000,000

7,797

7,776,280

6,778,688

751,561

28,793*

16,129*

26,472*

4,767,527* 2,011,161

751,561

1,355,864 —
983,871

18,675^

7,776,280

1,476

3,757

34,027

102,077

35,503

105,834

35,503 —
105,834

p,360,904

j

196,083

.: 3.653

29,394

2,832,469

996,347

2,390,298

3,028,552

1,000,000

16,228,759

342,492

$24,599,922 $35,991,500 $ —
3,371,044

1,000,000

$7,133,766

18,619,057

$20,010,424 $8,847,310

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements.
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notes to financial statements

(1) Revenue of each calendar year after deducting

operation and maintenance expenses is to be depos-

ited in the following funds, in the order shown, to

the extent that moneys are available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest fund, serial bond ma-
turity fund, sinking funds and reserve funds-

deposits equal to debt service requirements as

provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund— deposits equal to

the annual depreciation provision and deficien-

cies, if any, in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits,
cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 revenue

bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series of

1953 revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund— deposit to

be not less than $900,000 each year, until the

balance in the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund— deposit to be

computed in accordance with the franchise ordi-

nance.

F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to

the moneys remaining after making required de-

posits to the above funds.

(2) Debt service requirements for fiscal 1969 for

the payment of principal on revenue bonds and

equipment trust certificates consist of the following:

Equipment
Revenue Trust
Bonds Certificates

Serial bond

maturity ....
Sinking funds . .

Principal pay-

ment funds . . .

81,994,624 $1,994,624 $ —
3,391,738 3,391,738 —

1,283,332 1,283,332

3,669,694 $5,386,362 $1,283,332

(3) Payments of principal on revenue bonds are to

be made annually from deposits made to the serial

bond maturity fund and as rapidly as practicable

from deposits made to the sinking funds, but at least

annually from deposits to the Series of 1947 sinking

fund and semiannually from deposits to the Series of

1952 and 1953 sinking funds.

Revenue bond reserve requirements were met in

prior years. Amounts deposited in revenue bond
reserve funds can be used only for (a) payment of

principal or interest on revenue bonds whenever on

any principal or interest payment date there would
be insufficient moneys held by the trustee in appli-

cable principal, interest and other funds or (b) re-

tirement of remaining bonds outstanding whenever
the aggregate amount in the revenue bond reserve

fund, revenue bond amortization fund and sinking

fund for any series is equal to the amount of appli-

cable series bonds then outstanding.

(4) The collateral for Series 10 and 11 equipment

trust certificates consists of 575 motor buses and

493 elevated-subway cars.

Payments of principal on equipment trust certifi-

cates are to be made semiannually from deposits

made to principal payment funds. Deposits for pay-

ment of principal and interest on equipment trust

certificates are to be made from the depreciation

reserve fund to which deposits are to be made after

requirements have been fulfilled for operating ex-

penses and principal and interest on the revenue

bonds.

(5) Funds received from the State of Illinois for

reimbursement of the costs of transporting students

are being recorded in revenue based on the number
of school days in each month. Accordingly, $3,626,-

901 and $3,694,820 were recorded in revenue for

the fiscal years 1968 and 1967, respectively. The

balance deferred at December 28, 1968, of $2,271,-

195 will be recorded in revenue during fiscal 1969.

The Authority will receive an additional $6,085,000

for the 1969-70 school year.

(6) The Trust Agreement securing the revenue

bonds provides that amounts shall be set aside

monthly for pensions and retirements as Chicago

Transit Board shall deem necessary. Under its

pension agreement, the Authority has agreed to con-

tribute a fixed percentage of payroll costs to a con-

tributory Retirement Plan maintained for the benefit

of its employes.

The Authority's contribution to the Plan for the

fiscal year ended December 28, 1968, approximated

$9,300,000, which exceeded normal cost and interest

on unfunded past-ser\ice cost by approximately

$600,000. The actuarially computed value of vested

benefits of the Plan as of January 1, 1968, the date

of the latest actuarial valuation, exceeded the total

of the assets of the Plan and balance sheet accruals

for pensions by approximately $86,000,000.

( 7 ) The Authority leases operating facilities under

long-term leases which expire on various dates

through 1998.

(8) Commitments for capital expenditures as of

December 28, 1968, are approximately $5,700,000.

Total 1969 construction expenditures are estimated

to be $6,000,000.
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statement of transportation property and organization expense

Land

Track and Paving

Machinery and Tools

Electric Line Equipment

Buildings

Cars

Buses, Fare Boxes, etc

Work Cars, Autos and

Service Equipment

Furniture

Signals and Interlocking

Crossings, Fences and Signs . . .

Elevated Structures

Substation Equipment

Telephones and Communications .

Engineering

General and Miscellaneous ....
Total Transportation Property

Organization Expense

Totals

ce at December 30, 1967,
during 1968 and balance



operating statistics

ended December 28, 1968

Surface

System

Rapid
Transit

System
Combined
System

Revenues $114,763,279 $ 38,174,006

Revenue Passengers 346,976,958 110,792,832

Revenue Vehicle Miles-
Cars—Rapid — 44,793,812

Trolley Buses 12,966,784 —
Motor Buses 90,825,697 —

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 103,792,481 44,793,812

Revenue per Vehicle Mile $1.11 85.22(;!

Earning Revenue Vehicle Hours—
Cars—Rapid — (1

)

Trolley Buses 1,313,744 —
Motor Buses 8,508,926 —

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 9,822,670 —

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 51,415,051 213,707,629

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour — —

Motor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Diesel Fuel— Gallons 11,013,869

Average Miles per Gallon 4.02

Average Cost per Mile 2.56<;!

Propane Fuel— Gallons 23,218,764

Average Miles per Gallon 2,00

Average Cost per Mile 2.87^

(1) Not Available

$152,937,285

457,769,790

44,793,812

12,966,784

90,825,697

148,586,293

$1.03

1,313,744

8,508,926

9,822,670

265,122,680

1.8480
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Chairman's lette

The year 1969 climaxed a decade of intense activity and

outstanding achievements and was a year during which sever-
j

al of the Authority's long-range plans became a reality and ^

still other goals came in sight and within reach. Expansion of

the rapid transit system, greater coordination of CTA bus and

rail services, more new equipment, implementation of the;

Exact Fare Plan, and the start of a special reduced fare plan

for senior citizens were among the year's accomplishments..

Now, on the threshhold of the seventies, the transit system i

tf / J «| is taking on a new appearance and is destined to undergo even

^J Jk ~\~^ further changes. The Transit Board, as well as the manage-

W" "\ r 3-^mB ment of the Authority, can look with pride upon their accom--
-^ /*- *" ^ plishments over the past quarter century. More than 230 i

, — ' ==i::^<^'^'. million dollars has been spent on modernization and improve--

ments~and this has all been financed from the farebox. But/

we don't plan to stand still and simply look back and bask inr'

the glow of ovu- accomplishments. Much more progress must i

and will be made.

Towards the end of the decade we saw costs soar out of proportion due to accelerating inflation, to the<

point where revenues were no longer sufficient to meet our daily expenses. It is regrettable that now, fori

the first time in its history, CTA must pin its only hopes for further improvements upon subsidies from

governmental agencies.

This, the twenty-fifth annual report of Chicago Transit Authority, summarizes activities durmgthet

year 1969. The accomplishments described herein would not have been possible, however, were it not fori

the loyalty of our passengers, the skill and dedication of our employes, and the invaluable assistance of.

the City, State and Federal officials who have continually aided the Authority in its drive to effect trans-

portation improvements in the Chicago area.

/^i^ht^^

Chicago Transit Board

GEORGE L. DeMENT, Chairman (M) Term Expires Aug-ust 31, 1973

JAMES R. QUINN, Vice Chairman (M) Term Expires August 31, 1971

WILLIAM W. McKENNA, Secretary (M) Term E.xpires August 31, 1967*

ERNIE BANKS (G) Term E.xpires Aug-ust 31, 1976**

JOSEPH D. MURPm' (M) Term E.xpires Aug-ust 31, 1972***

RAYMOND J. PEACOCK (G) Term E.xpires Aug-ust 31, 1968*

JAMES E. RUTHERFORD (G) Term E.xpires Aug-ust 31, 1969****

MRS. BERNICE T. VAN DER VRIES (G) Term E.xpires Augiist 31, 1970

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

—Continues to serve until a successor has been appointed and has qualified.

**—Appointed - Effective November 26, 1969.

***_£)eceased - December 11, 1969.

***_Hesigned - Effective April 30, 1969.

nioM.VS H. O'CONNOR, General Manager GEORGE J. SCHALLER, General Attorney



Chicago Transit Authority twenty-fifth annual report
for the fiscal year ended December 27, 1969

the year in brief

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 1969 1968

Operatmg revenue $180,000,000 $152,900,000

Operating expense 161,100,000 140,400,000

Deficit in depreciation provision

after debt service charges-

Current year (3,000,000) (7,300,000)

Previous year (15,100,000 ) (7,800,000 )

Total $ (18,100,000 ) $ (15,100,000)

( ) Denotes red figures

STATISTICS

Originating revenue passengers 356,600,000* 457,800,000

Revenue car and bus miles 147,800,000 148,600,000

Population of CMcago 3,397,000 3,470,000

Number of active employes 12,367 12,010

* January to November 1, 1969, only. Due to exact fare

collection on buses no passenger figures are available for November and December, 1969.
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operations review

riding trends

Owing to revisions to the basic fare structure

and changes in the method of collecting fares on

ibuses, riding figures for each quarter of 1969 are

erratic and fail to show a definite trend for the

year. With the 1969 fiscal year starting only 11

days after an increase in both the adult and child

fares effective December 19, 1968, it had been

anticipated that an appreciable decrease in riding

would result. The extent of this decrease is evi-

denced by the comparison of originating revenue
passengers for periods 1 through 3.

Riding during the second quarter, periods 4

through 6, reflects an increase resulting from the

laced in operation September 28, the Dan Ryan
apid transit extends 11 miles from Chicago's

lOop to 95th and State Streets. Treadle-activated

escalators are provided at all nine new stations.

special senior citizen fare which took effect April

20. Having an affect on a comparison of riding in

periods 7 through 10 was the strike of the Con-
cerned Transit Workers in 1968 which produced a

temporary decrease in riding.

The yearly comparison, as well as that for

surface riding for periods 12 and 13, are not

available. Since the establishment of the Exact

Fare Plan on November 9, 1969, the number of

passengers carried on buses is no longer re-

corded.

The collection of fares on the rapid transit

system has not changed, and recording of passen-

gers continues. By comparison with the year

1968, rapid transit riding during 1969 showed a

decrease of 7,721,541 (6.96%). The available fig-

ures for periods 11 through 13 show the affect of

the new Dan Ryan rapid transit extension on sys-

tem and, especially, rapid transit riding.

Details of originating revenue passengers ar-

ranged in periods for comparison purposes are

shown in the following table:

Originating Revenue Passengers Increase (Decrease)

1969



dan ryan rapid transit

Operating in the median of the grade-separated

Dan Ryan Expressway, the Dan Ryan rapid transit

extension began operations September 28, 1969.

Chicago pioneered this principle back in 1958

when the Congress rapid transit route was built in

the median of the Eisenhower Expressway.

Designed for the convenience and pleasure of

CTA riders, stations feature exteriors of steel

with wide expanses of glass, passenger controls

and interior trim of stainless steel, spacious

train platforms with terrazzo floors, escalators,

and infrared platform heaters. For smooth, com-
fortable rides, air-conditioned trains travel on

continuous welded rails mounted on concrete ties.

The Dan Ryan extension was built by the City

of Chicago with two-thirds of the $51,700,000 cost

met by federal grants from the U.S. Department

of Transportation. The City's share came from

general obligation bond funds approved by resi-

dents of Chicago under the 1966 Capital Improve-

ments Bond Referendum. Included in the cost was
the purchase of stainless steel rapid transit cars

which, along with the extension, are to be turned

over to the Authority by the City.

To connect the far south and west sections of

Chicago with the central business district, the

Dan Ryan line was combined with the Lake line to

form the West-South route providing through ser-

vice between 95th-State and Harlem-Lake, Forest

Park. Travel time for the entire 21-mile route is

45 minutes.

From the 95th-State terminal, Lake-Dan Ryan
trains operate in the median strip to about 24th

Street where they continue north and east on a

new steel and concrete elevated structure to 18th

Street and then north over existing tracks to the

Loop "L". Through the Loop trains travel via

Wabash Avenue and Lake Street, and continue

lltrough the West Side and Oak Park to Harlem-
Lake, Forest Park.

To complement the Dan Ryaji service, making
it accessible to the greatest number of people, 24

bus routes serve the new stations. Bus lines in

the vicinity of the nine Dan Ryan stations were
routed directly to the stations where a convenient

transfer can be made for continuation of trips via

rapid transit. At both the 69th Street and 95th

Street stations, bridges for the exclusive use of

buses span the expressway. New off-street bus

terminals are at the Cermak-Chinatown and 79

stations.

Canopied bus loading areas at the 95th-State

terminal provide protection from the weather

when transferring to and from buses. Six CTA
bus routes. Suburban Transit buses, and Grey-

hound Coaches serve the terminal. A Greyhound

ticket office is located in the terminal. Also lo-i

cated in the terminal complex are offices for C7A
operating personnel, a car storage yard, and an

inspection and maintenance shop for the cars. All

of these facilities were miiquely designed to uti-i

lize only the existing liighway right-of-way, either

within the median strips or on air rights above

the highway lanes and shoulders.

Operation of trains is governed by the mos'^

modern signal and speed control equipment t(

provide the maximum in safety. With this system

visual signals are brought into the cab, keepinj;

the motorman continuously aware of track con-i

ditions ahead of him as well as of the aliowabU

speed on the track in use. High frequency elec^|

tronic impulses, fed into the rails by the auto-j

matic system, are received by coils mounted jus I

above the rails on the leading end of the first car

Solid state electronic equipment in the car inter,

prets the impulses, controls the cab signal, an

automatically stops the train if the motorman fail

to operate within the speed limit.

englewood transit terminal

A one-quarter mile extension of CTA's Engle

wood branch of the North-South rapid trans

route from Loomis Boulevard to Ashland Avenr

and a new station and terminal at Ashland wer

opened May 6. Built by the City of Chicago, tt

cost of the 6 million dollar project was shared I

the city with two-tliirds matching funds from tl

U.S. Depai'tment of Transportation.

Designed to be esthetically pleasing and rea

isticallv functional, the transit terminal at Asl'



The test of a transfer validation plan by CTA and

the Illinois Central Railroad began July 28. It

provides a savings in cash and time for riders

who begin and complete their trips on CTA with an

intermediate ride on the IC between the Randolph
Street and Bryn Mawr (71st and Jeffery) stations.

Providing a convenient interchange with buses op-

erating throughout the nation, CTA entered into an

agreement which permits Greyhound Lines to use

three CTA rapid transit stations as satellite ter-

minals. During 1969 buses began serving Demp-
ster, Skokie Swift, and 95th, Dan Ryan, stations.

Mii^Uritt

land provides direct and convenient passenger
interchange between rapid transit and five CTA
bus routes. A Park 'N' Ride lot for 250 autos ad-

joins the terminal.

The project also included the construction of a

transportation office above the level of the Ash-
land platform, expansion of the car storage yard
south of 63rd Street, and construction of the

Racine terminal shop for inspection and mainte-

nance of rolling stock.

monitor-CTA

Work continued throughout 1969 in preparation

for a start of extensive testing of this project in

1970. The 2 million dollar cost of the project is

being financed by a U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation demonstration grant for $1,549,000 and the

balance of $451,000 is being provided by CTA in

labor and services.

It will be the first system of its type in the na-

tion and is designed to supply information to su-

pervisory and management personnel for im-

proving transit service, providing up-to-date

statistical data, and increasing equipment and

personnel efficiency. In addition, the project will

provide immediate identification and location of

vehicles in case of emergency alarm, insuring

greater safety for both the bus operator and his

passengers. The primary purpose of the

Monitor-CTA system is to provide improved

overall passenger service.

The complete Monitor-CTA system consists of

three basic elements: A computerized vehicle lo-

cation and identity system; a silent alarm radio

system that will instantly relay the location, bus

identification, and run numbers of an operator in

need of help, and a two-way radio system that will

provide full-time communications between the bus

operator and the central dispatcher.

Now receiving Monitor-CTA mobile equipment

are 500 motor buses, a sufficient number of vehi-

cles to cover most of the CTA routes operating

during the "Owl" period between 12 Midnight and

5 A.M. Ultimate installation of this system to all

motor buses awaits results of the test project.



exact fare p'

The Exact Fare Plan was put into effect as a

requirement of the 1968 contract with Division

241 of the Amalgamated Transit Union. With the

Plan, bus drivers do not carry money or tokens,

make change, or have access to money in the

farebox. The Plan has accomplished what it was

intended for, in that it has almost entirely halted

robberies and assaults of bus drivers and it pro-

vides safer and faster service to CTA riders.

Exact fare collection on buses started Novem-
ber 9 when about 20% of CTA's buses were con-

verted with locked fareboxes. By the end of 1969

about 80% of the buses had been changed over.

System-wide exact fare collection was completed

by January 25, 1970.

The changeover to exact fare collection re-

quired the conversion or installation of fareboxes

in buses and the construction of suitable facilities

for removing and emptying the locked vaults at all

12 bus garages. The construction of a temporary

counting room on CTA property at 77th Street and

Vincennes Avenue, as well as counting facilities at

five bus garages, was nearly completed at year

end.

The total cost of equipment for CTA's Exact

Fare Plan is about $2,500,000. During 1969, ap-

plication was made to the U.S. Department of

Transportation for a capital grant to cover two-

thirds of the project cost. Approval of the grant

was subsequently received during January, 1970,

with funds being provided in two stages—50% ini-

tially and the remaining 16.6% as permanent
phases of the Plan are completed.

Implementation of the Plan was preceded by the

posting of notices on buses , distribution of leaflets

throughout the bus system, spot announcements on

radio stations, and advertisements in each of the

daily newspapers. The fact that acceptance of the

Plan was readily accomplished can be attributed

to the cooperation of the riding public throughout

the period of transition as well as to the extensive

publicity progi-am and excellent coverage on the

part of the Chicago news media.

To assist riders in having exact fare, tokens

were placed on sale at 22 CTA locations, as well

as at countless other firms which cooperated as a

public service, including financial institutions,

department stores, currency exchanges, and small

businesses.

Welcoming the opportunity to serve the 400,000 '

senior citizens in the Chicago area, CTA inau-

gurated a reduced fare plan for senior citizens on i

April 20, 1969. The special fare allows persons ;

65 years of age and older to ride for child/student

:

rates during non-rush hours between 9 A.M. and i

3 P.M. Monday through Saturday and between

7 A.M. and 12 Midnight on Sundays and major
\

holidays. When paying the reduced fare, senior'

citizens must show their Medicare card or a spe-

cial CTA identification card which is issued free,

of charge. The special fare will remain in effect

for a trial period until it is determined whethert

or not it is financially sound for CTA.

In cooperation with commuter railroads and

independent bus companies, coordination of over-

all public transportation in metropolitan Chicago

was advanced in 1969.

An experimental plan of transfer privileges

between CTA and the Illinois Central Railroad be-

gan July 28. Under the plan, riders who begin and

complete their trips on CTA with an intermediate

ride on the IC, pay only one CTA fare plus the

transfer charge and the regular IC fare. Gate-

ways for the CTA-IC joint venture are the IC's

Bryn Mawr commuter station at 71st and Jeffery

and the Randolph Street station in downtown Chi-

cago.

During the year, Greyhound buses began mak-

ing stops at satellite terminals located at twc

rapid transit terminals—Dempster station on th€

Skokie Swift starting on September 3 and 95 sta-

tion on the Dan Ryan extension starting on Sep-

tember 28. Travelers destined to or from anj

part of the United States benefit from the CTA-
Greyhound hookup by not liaving to travel to oi

from the busy Loop area.



Opened May 6, the Ashland Transit Center is served by five CTA bus routes and one rapid transit route.

Suburban Transit System buses also began

using the facilities at the 95 station on the Dan
Ryan when this extension was opened on Septem-

ber 28.

Plans for additional coordination of public

transit to be completed in 1970 are the Northwest

Passage—a direct, pedestrian connection between

the Chicago passenger terminal of the Chicago

and North Western Railway and CTA's Lake-

blinton rapid transit station on the Lake-Dan
Ryan route, and direct connections between CTA's
We St-Northwest rapid transit route at Jefferson

Park with C&NW commuter trains and Greyhound
Ind United Motor Coach buses.

rnodernization, improvements and construction

ConaTess Terminal Shop was expanded during the

/ear to provide two inspection pit tracks capable

)f taking trains of not more than six cars. The
racks were extended from their original four-car

length to increase the capacity of the inspection

ind maintenance facility in preparation for in-

creased car requirements on the West-Northwest
I'oute when the Kennedy extension is completed in

1970.

Carborne Cab Signal Equipme; of the most mod-
ern type was installed in the motorman's cabs of

210 cars in the 6000 series. Supplemented by new
stainless steel Budd cars, the cars will serve the

Kennedy extension of the West-Northwest route

which is being equipped with wayside equipment

for an electronic signal and speed control system

like that in use on the West-South route which was

described previously in this report as part of the

Dan Ryan project.

TTQiro„w were installed on main

line tracks at 42 locations throughout the rapid

transit system, bringing to 68% the number of

main line switches so equipped. The heaters in-

sure the continuous operation of trains during

snow and sleet conditions.

Conversion of Substatioii from 25-cycle to 60-

cycle power input and from manual to automatic

operation continued with the completion of work at

the Sacramento, Kedvale, Lincoln, and Ravens-

wood substations. Their conversions bring to 13

the number of substations which have been mod-

ernized and placed under central supervisory

control as part of a ten-year program affecting 19



substations. The 12 million dollar cost of the

program is being shared by CTA and the Com-
monwealth Edison Company.

new revenue vehicles

During 1969 the Authority received 67 new 50-

seat diesel-powered buses costing $2,025,000, the

balance of an order for 176 units placed in 1968.

Unlike all other buses produced for CTA since

1950—which are 102 inches wide—the last 30

buses received were of a special 96- inch width.

The narrower buses are required for operation on

the No. 16 Lake route, where passing clearance

between "L" columns is limited.

The Authority also took delivery of the first 51

of 150 new stainless steel air-conditioned rapid

transit cars. Built by the Budd Company, the cars

were purchased by the City of Chicago and the

U.S. Department of Transportation for use on the

Dan Ryan and Kennedy rapid transit extensions.

At December 27, 1969, the Authority owned
4,379 vehicles: 3,224 buses and 1,155 rapid

transit cars. The 51 Budd cars were also on the

property and many of them were in operation on

the West-South route.

vehicle miles

Combined vehicle miles operated totaled 147,-

814,746, a decrease of 771,547 ( .52%) under 1968.

Surface system miles operated were 102,192,364,

a decrease of 1,600,117 (1.54%) under 1968.

Rapid transit system car miles operated were
45,622,382, an increase of 828,570 (1.85%) over

1968, due primarily to commencement of opera-

tion of the Dan Ryan extension.

On each weekday during 1969 an average of

2,621 buses operated approximately 307,236 miles

and an average of 1,019 rapid transit cars oper-
ated approximately 161,581 miles.

Average scheduled speed of buses in 1969 was
12.01 mph as compared with 12.05 mph in 1968,

while the rapid transit system average scheduled

speed in 1969 was 23.72 mph as compared with

22.96 mph in 1968.

personnel

Total employes in service at the close of the

fiscal year ended December 27, 1969, numbered
12,544, an increase of 311 from 12,233 in service

at December 28, 1968.

During the fiscal year 1969, 419 employes re-

tired on pension, and 427 pensioners died. There
were 5,363 retired employes on pension at the end

of 1969.

The following changes were made in executive

and supervisory positions during 1969:

C. G. Kalogeras was appointed Superintendent

of Design in the Engineering Department, ef-

fective February 1, 1969.

G. Millonas was appointed Superintendent of

Buildings and Construction in the Engineering

Department, effective February 1, 1969.

T. L. Wolgemuth was appointed Superintendent

of Track and Structures in the Engineering,

Department, effective May 1, 1969.

B. P. Dinter was appointed Property Account-

ant, effective October 1, 1969, succeeding)

E. C. Kaross, retired. i

G. J. Clark was appointed Superintendent of

Shops and Equipment, effective November 1,

1969, succeeding L. G. Anderson, retired.

C. W. Ricker Jr. was appointed Chief Equip-

ment Engineer, effective November 1, 1969.

Chicago transit board

The members of the Board were saddened bj

the death of Joseph D. Murphy on December 11

1969. Mr. Murphy had been a member of Chicagc

Transit Board since October, 1958. After expira-

tion of his first term on September 1, 1965, h<

was reappointed to another term which would hav<

e.xpired on September 1, 1972.

On November 26, 1969, Ernie Banl^s became :

member of the Board, following his appointmen

by the Honorable Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor o

Illinois, which was approved by the Honorabli

Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. Mr. Bank
succeeded James E. Rutherford as a Board mcin



ber and will serve a term which expires Septem-

ber 1, 1976.

The Board accepted with regret, the resigna-

tion of Mr. Rutherford on April 30, 1969. He had

been appointed to the Board in May, 1963, and his

term would have expired September 1, 1969,

employment

During the year, Chicago and the nearby sub-

urbs experienced a critical manpower shortage.

Unemployment in the Chicago area ranged from

2.2% to 2.7% of the civilian work force throughout

the year, while the national rate ranged from 3.3%
to 3.6%. A high unemployment ra+e in the western

states affected the national rate.

Mobility of the work force increased because

of automation, civil unrest, and inflationary wages
and prices. This labor mobility significantly in-

creased Employment Department activity. In the

course of recruitment processing and selection,

13,378 new applicants visited the Employment of-

fice. In addition, 2,397 employes applied for job

transfer, upgrading, or reassignment.

To help compensate for the manpower short-

age, a total of about 1,000 temporary summer
employes were hired and trained to fill jobs in the

classifications of bus operator, bus serviceman,

rapid transit conductor, and ticket agent.

public safety

For the ninth consecutive year, CTA operating

employes maintained a traffic and passenger ac-

cident frequency rate of 10 or fewer accidents per
100,000 miles operated. The 1969 combined sur-

face and rapid transit traffic and passenger acci-

dent frequency rate was 9.5. This was 1% lower

than the 1968 rate, and 40% better than the 1954

rate of 15.8 when intensive safety-training activi-

ties began.

For the year, the rapid transit system estab-

lished a new safety mark. The combined traffic

and passenger accident frequency rate of 1.55 is a

new all-time low and is 5% lower than the previ-

ous low of 1.64 established in 1966, and 30% better

than the 1954 rate. It is also 6% better than the

1968 rate.

The surface system rate of 13.1 equaled the

1968 rate which was also 13.1.

The following table shows a comparison of the

Authority's public accident experience which in-

cludes all accidents regardless of liability or

severity:

1969

Traffic accidents 8,939

Passenger accidents 4,869

Total accidents 13,808

Revenue miles on routes

(in thousands) 145,898

Frequency rate—Accidents per

100,000 miles-
Traffic accidents 6.13

Passenger accidents 3.33

Total accidents (roimded) 9.5





financial results

The completion and opening of two of Chicago's

three new rapid transit extensions during 1969

had an affect on CTA operations as well as its

financial results. Increased revenue amounting to

17.67% over 1968 can be attributed, in part, to new

riding generated by the extensions but mostly re-

flects the affects of a fare increase in late 1968.

Contributing to a 14.70% increase in operating ex-

penses for the year were the increased costs of

wages and employe fringe benefits as well as sal-

Completed as part of CTA's Exact Fare Plan,

the counting room at 77th Street includes two ma-
chines, each of which is capable of sorting and

counting coins at the rate of $25,000 per hour.

aries of the additional employes required for op-

eration of the new extensions.

Revenues for December, 1969, were not suffi-

cient to make the total deposits required to the

debt service funds in order to comply with the re-

quirements of the Trust Agreement securing the

Authority's revenue bonds. It was necessary to

transfer $528,506 from the Operating Expense

Reserve Fund to cover this deficiency.

Revenues for the remaining periods were avail-

able to meet debt service requirements, but fell

$2,991,023 short of meeting the total provision

requirement for depreciation, which, together with

$15,086,707 carried over from the previous years

resulted in a total deficit of $18,077,731 at De-

cember 27, 1969.

Comparative results of operations for the fis-

cal years 1969 and 1968 are shown below:



Sources of the Authority's revenue for the fis-

cal years 1969 and 1968 were as follows:

Passenger revenues-
Surface system

Rapid transit system

Charter service

Other revenues

—

Station and car privileges

Rent of buildings and other property

Miscellaneous

Total operating revenue

1969



distribution of CTA's revenuel

TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS - 73.37(f
(excludes 1.89i^ charged to Operating Material

and Supplies and Injuries and Damages)

DEPRECIATION - 6.34<f

INJURIES AND DAMAGES - 4.54<f

OPERATING MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES - 4.42(f

MISCELLANEOUSSERVICES AND SUPPLIES - 2.59i

POWER - 2.13,^

SINKING FUND - 1.74<

MOTOR BUS FUEL - 1.45<f

REVENUE BOND INTEREST - 1.40<f

SERIAL BOND MATURITY - 1.02<f

Increases of 10.29% in wages and salaries for

1969 resulted from the application of higher hour-

ly wage rates and cost-of-living allowances, as

provided in the contract negotiated December 1,

1968, with the Amalgamated Transit Union. These
changes, applied to the basic bus operator wage
rate, are as follows:



A comparison of claim and suit settlements and

applicable expenses for the years 1969 and 1968

follows:

1969
Claim settlements—

Number 15,473

Settlement costs $2,747,141

Expenses 1,183,286

Total cost of claims $3,930,427

Suit settlements-

Number 2,816

Settlement costs $3,871,476

Expenses 1,463,756

Total cost of claims $5,335,232

Total costs $9,265,659



outlook for 1970

financial budget

An operating budget of $183,235,000 for the

fiscal year 1970 was approved by Chicago Transit

Board during December, 1969, which indicated

that revenues would be sufficient to cover all op-

erating expenses but only $1,002,500 of the debt

service on revenue bonds of $8,060,700. This bal-

ance of $7,058,200 of the debt service, together

with the $14,658,800 provision for depreciation

(8% of gross revenues) makes a total deficiency

in revenues of $21,717,000 in meeting these re-

quirements for 1970.

Expenses budgeted were based on wage rates

in effect at the close of the 1969 fiscal year, in-

cluding basic hourly wage increases of 10<;^ per

hour beginning June 1 and 1<^ per hour beginning

December 1, 1970, and the cost-of-living allow-

ance (1969) of 23(|^ per hour, plus anticipated ad-

ditional quarterly increases totaling 18i
-^ per

hour, making a total cost-of-living accumulation

of 41V2<;? per hour at year end. Rises in material

and service costs were also anticipated.

budget for capital projects

Cash required for capital outlays in 1970, in-

cluding a carry-over of capital funds appropriated

but not spent in 1969, is estimated at $24,400,000.

Of this amount, $7,261,000 is committed or

planned for the purchase of passenger equipment.

Most of the remaining balance is committed for

other capital projects urgently needed, some of

which are already under way.

Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Equipment trust certificate costs $ 1,698,400

Purchase of passenger equipment 7,261,000

Purchase of fare boxes 400,000

Substation conversion - CTA portion 900,000

Rapid transit track and structures 3,290,000

Surface system buildings and construction 5,634,000

Rapid transit buildings and construction 2,377,000

Surface system electrical construction 144,000

Rapid transit electrical construction 1,085,000

Purchase tools and shop equipment and scrapping

passenger equipment 170,000

Material handling equipment - Stores Depart-

ment 30,000

Purchase office machines and office equipment . . 75,000

Automotive equipment - Transportation Depart-

ment 300,000

General and administrative costs capitalized . . . 550,000

Purchase and sale of real estate (net) 370,000

Contingencies 115,600

$24,400.000
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:3alance sheets

Dec. 27, 1969 Dec. 28, 1968

assets

Transportation Property, at cost (Note 7) $250,442,043

Less—Reserve for depreciation 137,570,463

$112,871,580

Special Funds, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost:

Held by revenue bond Trustee-
Depreciation reserve (Note 2) $ 5,283,385

Operating expense reserve 223,055

$ 5,506,440

Damage reserve (Note 3) 3,270,218

$ 8,776,658

Current Assets:

Cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost-

Working cash account $ 21,818,636

Deposits for payment of interest 1,263,745

Accounts receivable, less reserve 3,466,683

Materials and supplies, at average cost 6,079,828

Other 1,187,939

$ 33,816,831

$155,465,069

$247,445,943

126,957,816

$120,488,127

$ 2,011,161

751,561

$ 2,762,722

4,371,044

$ 7,133,766

$ 18,619,057

1,391,367

1,274,981

6,235,478

1,696,779

$ 29,217,662

$156,839,555

liabilities

Long-Term Debt, including $6,918,237 debt service requirements

due within the next fifty-two week period (see accompanying
statement) (Notes 2 and 4):

Revenue bonds, after deducting amounts held by Trustee for

payment of principal (Note 5) $ 54,266,343 $ 60,404,524

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting amounts held

by Trustee for payment of principal 10,245,830 11,529,166

$ 64,512,173 $ 71,933,690

Appropriated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement):

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds $ 80,733,656 $ 74,595,476

Deficiency in meeting depreciation requirement 18,077,731* 15,086,707*

Other (net) 4,428,567 * 3,830,100 *

$ 58,227,358 $ 55,678,669

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 6,782,226 $ 5,461,199

Accrued wages and vacation pay 10,744,387 9,891,654

Accrued interest 1,263,745 1,391,367

Deferred revenue (Note 8) 3,775,886 2,271,195

Unredeemed tokens 1,130,196 81,857

$ 23,696,440 $ 19,097,272

Damage Reserve $ 9,029,098 $ 10,129,924

$155,465,069 $156,839,555

* Denotes deduction.

The accompansing notes to financial statements arc an integral part of these stiitcments.
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statements of application of revenr
For the fifty-two week periods ended December 27, 1969, and De

1968

Operating Revenue:

Passenger transportation $177,430,871 $150,225,666
Other 2,526,654 2,711,619

$179,957,525 $152,937,285

Operating Expenses:

Operations and maintenance-

Scheduled transit operations $ 85,131,756 $ 75,133,544
Other, including maintenance and servicing of $32,927,673

and $30,136,857 in 1969 and 1968, respectively 39,200,690 36,123,526
Superintendence and general office 21,308,643 16,550,084
Provision for injuries and damages 8,164,832 5,470,774
Electric power for revenue equipment 3,836,973 3,848,042
Fuel for revenue equipment 2,606,512 2,469,752

Operating rentals (Note 7) 815,916 822,390

$161,065,322 $140,418,112
Revenue Available for Debt Service $ 18,892,203 $ 12,519,173

Debt Service Requirements:

Interest $ 2,628,769 $ 2,845,210

Serial bond maturity fund 1,994,624 1,989,247

Sinking funds 3,391,737 3,185,756

$ 8,015,130 $ 8,020,213

Revenue Available for Depreciation $ 10,877,073 $ 4,498,960

Depreciation Requirement—Current Period 14,396,603 12,234,983
Deficiency in Revenue $ 3,519,530 $ 7,736,023

Less— Transfers to meet debt service requirements from op-

erating expense reserve fund 528,506 492,862

Deficiency in Meeting Depreciation Requirement, representing

cash not available for deposit to the depreciation reserve

fund $ 2,991,024 $ 7,243,161

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements.
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Dec. 27, 1969 Dec. 28, 1968

Revenue Bonds (Notes 2, 4, and 5):

Series of 1947, 35/s%to 3^4%, due through 1978 $41,019,000 $46,208,000

Series of 1952, 4:1':%, due 1982 16,682,000 17,489,000

Series of 1953, 4 i':%, due 1982 5,222,000 5,449,000

$62,923,000 $69,146,000

Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accom-

panying statement of funds) 8,656,657 8,741,476

$54,266,343 $60,404,524

Equipment Trust Certificates (Notes 2 and 4):

Series 10, 3.20% to 3.25%, due through 1973 $ 2,625,000 $ 3,375,000

Series 11, 3.75% to 3.90%, due through 1976 7,730,000 8,260,000

$10,355,000 $11,635,000

Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accom-
panying statement of funds) 109,170 105,834

$10,245,830 $11,529,166

$64,512,173 $71,933,690

Statement of funds
For the fifty-two week period ended December 27, 1969

r, ^"iS"",?,.,, COLLECTED
Dec. 28, 1968 ,

Before Revenue and Interest

Fl'ND Transfers Other Receipts Income

Held By Revenue Bond Trustee:

Transit Revenue $11,732,330 $173,062,758 $ 188,126

Interest 1,384,657 — 38,457

Serial Bond Maturity 1,000,000 — 62,104

Sinking r\inds 7,797 — 205

Reserve Funds 7,776,280 — 417,790

Depreciation Reserve 6,778,688 — 342,233

Operating Expense Reserve . 751,561 — 52,795

Modernization — 267,733 —
Held By Equipment Trustee:

For payment of interest . . . 35,503 — 7,470

For payment of principal .. . 105,834 — 23,173

Other:

Working Cash Account .... 2,390,298 14,226,206 1,605

Damage Reserve 3,028,552 — 103,743

Excess Damage Reserve . . . 1,000,000 — 58,653

Total $35,991,500 $187,556,697 $1,296,354

* Denotes deduction.

Net Transfers



tatement of changes an ^nn
For the fifty-two nded December 27, 1969

Applied for Deficiency
Retirement in Meeting
of Revenue Depreciation

Bonds Requirement Other (Net)

Balance December 28, 1968 $74,595,476 $15,086,707 * $3,830,100 *

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds-
Serial bond maturity fund $ 1,994,624 $ — $ —
Sinking funds 3,391,737 — —
Discount on retirement of revenue bonds 677,543 — —
Interest income on investments held for—

Sinking funds 205 — —
Revenue bond reserve funds 74,071 — —

Deficiency in meeting current year's depreciation re-

quirement, per accompanying statement of applica-

tion of revenue — 2,991,024* —
Transfer from operating expense reserve fund to meet

debt service requirements — — 528,506*

Other-
Interest income on investments held for depreciation

reserve fund — — 342,233

Interest expense on equipment trust certificates . . .
— — 412,194 *

Net change $ 6,138,180 $ 2,991,024 * $ 598,467 *

Balance December 27, 1969 $80,733,656 $18,077,731 * $4,428,567 *

* Denotes deduction.

bolan
Before
Yet to



notes to financial statements
As of December 27, 1969

(1) Revenue, after deducting operation and main-

tenance expenses, is to be deposited in the following

funds, in the order shown, to the extent that mon-
eys are available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest funds, serial bond ma-
turity fund, sinking funds and reserve funds-

deposits equal to debt service requirements as

provided in the revenue bond trust agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund— deposits equal to

the annual depreciation provision and deficien-

cies, if any, in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits,

cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 revenue

bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series of

1953 revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to

be not less than $900,000 each year, until the

balance in the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund— deposit to be

computed in accordance with the franchise ordi-

nance .

F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to

the moneys remaining after making required de-

posits to the above funds.

(2) The trust agreement securing the revenue

bonds requires the Authority to set aside monthly

in the depreciation reserve fund an amount not less

than 8% of revenue to pay for replacements of the

transportation system, principal and interest on

equipment trust certificates and, under certain con-

ditions, principal and interest on the revenue bonds.

At December 27, 1969, the balance of the deprecia-

tion reserve fund was $5,283,385; certain property

costs approximating $5,100,000 have been incurred

or contracted for which may obligate the deprecia-

tion reserve fund to the extent moneys are available

when such obligations are due.

The Chicago Transit Board, in its annual budget,

has estimated that 1970 revenues will be insufficient

to meet principal and interest payments on the rev-

enue bonds by approximately $7,058,000. Revenues
reported for the first two periods of 1970 were not

sufficient to meet operation expenses by $746,000

and therefore no revenues were available to meet
principal and interest payments of $1,255,000 on the

revenue bonds. Consequently, transfers from the

operating expense reserve fund of $128,000 and de-

preciation reserve fund of $1,127,000 were made to

meet such payments.

Under the equipment trust agreement, the Authority

covenants that it will maintain a minimum balance

($2,268,000 at December 27, 1969) in the deprecia-

tion reserve fund so long as any certificates remain

outstanding. In case the Authority shall fail to com-
ply with the terms and covenants of the agreement,

the Trustee (subject to certain requirements which

pertain to the length of time a deficiency exists,

proper notice, etc.) may declare the unpaid princi-

pal amount of the equipment trust certificates to be

due and payable and may repossess all or any part

of the 575 motor buses and 493 elevated- subway

cars pledged as collateral.

The terms of the revenue bond trust agreement and

the Metropolitan Transit Authority Act provide that

the Board shall fix rates and charges for transpor-

tation that shall at all times be sufficient in the ag-

gregate to provide for the payment of all operating

expenses, debt service requirements and the crea-

tion and maintenance of an adequate depreciation

reserve fund. If and whenever there shall be a fail-

ure on the part of the Authority to observe any cov-

enant of the revenue bond trust agreement, the

Trustee may institute any appropriate legal, equi-

table or other proceedings for the purpose of speci-

fically enforcing such covenant, provided, however,

no such proceeding shall result in a lien on or a

foreclosure of any physical property of the Authori-

ty. The recovery of the cost of such property, how-

ever, primarily depends on the adequacy of future

revenues.

(3) The trust agreement securing the revenue

bonds provides that sufficient amounts shall be set

aside monthly in a damage reserve fund for the de-

fense of all claims and the payment of all judgments

for injuries and damages. As of December 27, 1969,

it is estimated that approximately 9,100 claims and

suits for injuries and damages remain to be settled;

the balance in the damage reserve fund is $3,270,-

218.

While the cost of settling such claims and suits is

at best a difficult estimate, if such an estimate is

based on the experience of the previous five years,

the estimated cost of future settlements will ap-

proximate $10,900,000. If such an estimate is based

upon 1969 costs, the estimated cost of future settle-

ments will approximate $11,900,000. The cost of

future settlements in excess of $3,270,218 will have

to be provided from future revenues or other as-

sets, if available.
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(4) Debt service requirements for fiscal 1970 for

the payment of principal on revenue bonds and

equipment trust certificates consist of the following:



statement of transportation property and organization expense
ing bolance at December 28, 1968, plus odd!
Hrements during 1969 and balonce at Decemb

Balance
Dec. 28, 1968

Gross
Additions

Balance
Dec. 27, 1969

Land $ 14,

Track and Paving 13,

Machinery and Tools 5,

Electric Line Equipment 8,

Buildings 36,

Cars 62,

Buses, Fare Boxes, etc 72,

Work Cars, Autos and

Service Equipment 2,

Furniture 1,

Signals and Interlocking 3,

Crossings, Fences and Signs 1,

Elevated Structures 9,

Substation Equipment 5,

Telephones and Communications ....
Engineering

General and Miscellaneous 6,

Total Transportation Property . . . $247,

Organization Expense

Totals $247,

(Denotes red figures)

814,787

656,462

520,763

976,008

803,611

720,636

922,984

136,246

657,346

356,612

432,569

418,018

923,218

997,610

46,623

977,134

$ 14,522,100

13,855,193

5,691,816

9,218,570

37,597,327

62,713,691

73,528,014

2,292,796

1,651,376

3,314,438

1,430,924

9,527,467

6,503,380

1,017,486

46,623

7,445,526

$250,356,727

85,316

445,943 $6,940,449 $3,944,349 $250,442,043

360,627

85,316

$ (36,502)

291,199

202,146

288,894

980,882

63,283

3,508,462

149,950

32,604

17,338

(1,645)

116,857

787,517

19,889

519,575

$6,940,449 $3,944,349

f 256,185

92,468

31,093

46,332

187,166

70,228

2,903,432

(6,600)

38,574

59,512

7,408

207,355

13

51,183

revenue equipment owned
December 27, 1969

On Hand Dec. 28, 1968, to Dec. 27, 1969 On Hand

Dec. 28, 1968 Acquired Retired Dec. 27, 1969

Buses:

Trolley Buses 400 - 58 342

Diesel—Air-Conditioned 10 - - 10

Diesel 1,346 67 61 1,352

Propane 1,550 ^ _30 1,520

Total Buses 3,306 67 149 3,224

Rapid Transit Cars (1):

Steel— Conventional Type 206 - - 206
Metal— Articulated P.C.C 4 - - 4

Metal— P.C.C 767 - 2 765

Metal—Air-Conditioned High-Speed .... 180 ^ j^ 180

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,157 ^ 2 1,155

Total Revenue Equipment Owned .... 4,463 67 151 4,379

NOTE: (1 ) By December 27, 1969, the Authority had also received 51 of 150 new air-conditioned,

stainless steel rapid transit cars purchased by joint City of Chicago- U.S. Department
of Transportation funds for operation on the Dan Ryan and Kennedy Extensions.
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mileage owned, leased, and operated



operating statistics

For fiscal year ended December 27, 1969

Revenues

Revenue Vehicle Miles-
Cars—Rapid
Trolley Buses
Motor Buses

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles

Revenue per Vehicle Mile

Earning Revenue Vehicle Hours-
Cars—Rapid —
Trolley Buses 1,160,962

Motor Buses 8,580,245

Total Revenue Vehicle Hours 9,741,207

Power Statistics:

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 43,711,751

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour —

Motor Bus PXiel Statistics:

Diesel Fuel-Gallons 12,376,297

Average Miles per Gallon 3.97

Average Cost per Mile 2.68<;;

Propane Fuel— Gallons 21,701,280

Average Miles per Gallon 1.94

Average Cost per Mile 3.08<;;

(1 ) Not Available

Surface

System
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Chairman's letterf

The late George L. DeMent, Chairman of Chicago Transit Board, looked with pride upon the accom-

plishments which CTA made during the year 1970 under his direction and I know he would have high-

lighted them in liis letter accompanying this, the 26th annual report of Chicago Transit Authority.

Chicago's third rapid transit extension completed within a year, a five-mile extension of the West-'

Northwest route by subway and Kennedy Expressway median, began operation on February 1. Simulta-j

neously, bus service began operating from the new Jefferson Park terminal direct to O'Hare International

Airport.

CTA's efforts to coordinate transit services in metropolitan Chicago were furthered with the comple-

tion in late June of the Northwest Passage, a rail-to-raU link between the Lake-Dan Ryan rapid transiti

route and the North Western Railway's downtown terminal. '

Operating employees brought gi-eat credit upon themselves and the Authority by making 1970 the safesti«|

year in CTA history. Such an accomplishment, made in spite of increased traffic congestion, shows the

effect of intensive training as well as the concern which CTA personnel have for the safety of our riders.:

Although costs continued to soar out of proportion and revenue deficiencies increased in 1970, thei

Authority received considerable encouragement in its drive to effect transportation improvements witt:

the enactment of legislation providing financial assistance. Mr. DeMent himself witnessed President;

Nixon's signing of the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1970. The Act provides federal;

matching funds for the capital improvement of transit systems throughout the United States.

It was not until 1971, however, that legislation was passed to assist the Authority in meeting its obli-i

gations. The bill approved by Governor Ogilvie on July 2 provides $19,000,000 from the State of Illinois!

to be matched by City of Chicago and Cook County funds totalling $9,500,000.

For making all of these accomplishments possible, we of the Board express our deep appreciation tci

City, County, State and Federal officials for their invaluable assistance, to our passengers for their con-i

tinued loyalty, and to our employees for the skill and dedication with which they perform their duties.

n (/jxA^^M^^
James R. Quinn

Vice Chairman

Chicago Transit Board

GEORGE L. DeMENT, Chairman (M) Term Expires August 31, 1973*

JAMES R. QUINN, Vice Chairman (M) Term Expires August 31, 1971

WILLIAM W. McKENNA, Secretary (M) Term Expires August 31, 1967**

ERNIE BANKS (G) Term Expires August 31, 1976

WALLACE D. JOHNSON (G) Term E.xpires August 31, 1975***

CLAIR M. RODDEWIG (M) Term Expires August 31, 1972****

MRS. BERNICE T. VAN DER VRIES (G) Term Expires August 31, 1970**

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G—Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

—Deceased- March 13, 1971.

**— Continues to serve until a successor has been appointed and has qualified.

***—Appointed June 4, 1970.

****—Ai)pointed September 3, 1970.

THOMAS B. O'CONNOR, General Manager JAMES G. O'DONOHUE, General Attorney



A Resolution

in Memory of

George L. DeMent

WHEREAS, the Members of Chicago

Transit Board were profoundly shocked by

the death of George L. DeMent who served

as a Member of the Board and Chairman
thereof from 1963 up to the time of his

sudden passing; and

WHEREAS, the people of the Metropoli-

tan area of Chicago and the entire nation

have lost an able, conscientious, dedicated

and good and faithful servant of the transit

industry and all public activities connected

therewith; and

WHEREAS, the dedication and devotion

of Mr. DeMent through his public service

to the City of Chicago and this Metropolitan

area has been recognized with praise by

our Local and State Government - Members
of the Cabinet of the President of the United

States and all Legislative Bodies, who
sought his advice continuously on matters

of mass transportation; and

WHEREAS, in our deep sorrow we note

with sincere gratitude his capable leader-

ship and foresight in the management of

Chicago Transit Authority; now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED, that the Members of

Chicago Transit Board in a Special Meeting

assembled this 15th day of March, 1971,

extend our condolences to his beloved fam-
ily, that this resolution be spread upon the

minutes of this meeting; and

George L. DeMent
February 8, 1904-March 13, 1971

Chairman, Chicago Transit Board
July 3, 1963-March 13, 1971

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a

suitable copy of this resolution be pre-

sented to his family as an expression of

our sympathy.

March 15, 1971



Chicago Transit Authority twenty-sixth annual reporA
for the fiscal year ended December 26, 197*^

the year in brief

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Operating revenue

Operating expense

Deficit in meeting depreciation requirement-

Current year

Accumulated deficit at beginning of year .

Total

( ) Denotes red figures

STATISTICS
Originating revenue passengers

Revenue car and bus miles

Population of Chicago

Number of active employes

1970

$184,800,000

179,100,000

(13,400,000)

(18,100,000 )

$(31,500,000 )

402,300,000

149,800,000

3,366,900

12,684

1969

$180,000,000

161,100,000

(3,000,000)

(15,100,000 )

$ (18,100,000)

423,200,000

147,800,000

3,397,000

12,367

3



riding trends

i A fare increase effective July 8, 1970, had an
< adverse effect on the overall riding pattern, par-
ticularly on the surface system. Estimates of

annual surface system riding are 296,748,900
passengers in 1970 compared to 320,088,500 pas-
sengers in 1969, a decrease of 23,339,600 (7.29%).

The rapid transit system recorded 105,598,382
passengers in 1970 compared to 103,071,290 pas-
sengers in 1969, an increase of 2,527,092 (2.45%).
Most of the increase in rapid transit riding can be
attributed to the extension of the West-Northwest
route on February 1, 1970, and the opening of the
Dan Ryan route on September 28, 1969.

[kennedv rapid transit

I The five-mile extension of CTA's West-
Northwest rapid transit route (Congress-Milwau-
kee and Douglas-Milwaukee services) via subway
and the Kennedy Expressway median between
Logan Square and Jefferson Park was opened
February 1. The extension was built by the City
3f Chicago with two-thirds of the $55,800,000 cost
met by federal grants from the U.S. Department
)f Transportation (DOT), Urban Mass Transpor-
:ation Administration.

i Chicago's share came from general obligation
oond fimds approved by residents of Chicago under
he 1966 Capital Improvements Bond Referendum,
ncluded in the cost of the project were the new
stainless steel, air-conditioned rapid transit cars
n use on the line. Upon completion the line was
urned over to CTA for operation.

a'harexpress bus route

Realizing the need for bus transportation to

)'Hare International airport, CTA inaugurated the
)'Harexpress bus service between Jefferson Park
ransit center and the airport on February 1. The
ervice began as a demonstration grant project of
)0T obtained by the Chicago Mayor's Committee
pr Cultural and Economic Development. The
itant was for underwriting up to two years' oper-
Ition of a bus route to test the effectiveness of
ow-cost public transportation to O'Hare airport.
CTA was reimbursed for the difference between
le costs of operation and the receipts collected
n buses up to a limit of $127,720—90% of which

operations review

was provided by DOT to match 10% from about 30
airlines or other employers at O'Hare.

Although the use of O'Harexpress buses built
up from 367 riders on the first weekday of ser-
vice to an average of about 1,000 riders per day,
the service was not self-sustaining and the funds
were exhausted in early December. Rather than
reduce or discontinue service on the line, Chicago
Transit Board decided in the public interest to
continue its operation as a permanent part of the
CTA system with a 5 cent increase in fares effec-
tive December 21, 1970, which reduces the opera-
ting loss to a minimal amount.

northwest passage

Northwest Passage, the new rail-to-rail link

between the North Western Railway's downtown
terminal and CTA's Lake-Clinton "L" station was
opened June 29.

A weather-protected passageway, complete
with escalator, carpeting, and closed-circuit tel-

evision to ensure security, from the North West-
ern terminal connects with CTA's mezzanine "L"
station at Lake- Clinton. The CTA station has
been refurbished with new fare collection facili-

ties and escalators leading to the train platforms.
Infra-red, passenger-controlled heaters have been
installed on the platforms for rider comfort.

Both the demonstration project on C&NW's
property and the capital grant project on CTA's
property were financed with two-thirds federal
funds. C&NW provided the matching funds for its

improvement, while the City of Chicago provided
the matching fimds for the CTA portion.

exact fare plan

To stop holdups of bus operators and speed up
fare collection, CTA began an Exact Fare Plan
for buses in late 1969 and by January 25, 1970, all

buses were equipped with locked fare boxes. In

conjunction with the plan, facilities at 12 bus ga-
rages were constructed for collecting money from
the locked boxes. A central counting room was
established for processing money collected from
several outlying locations. The plan was well ac-



Commuters benefit from the

use of Northwest Passage, a

convenient rail-to-rail link

between the Clinton station

on the Lake-Dan Ryan rapid

transit route and the down-

town terminal of the Chicago

and North Western Railway.

The project, constructed with

the aid of federal funds , was

completed on June 29, 1970.

cepted by the public and robberies of bus opera-

tors have practically been eliminated.

monitor-CTA

A demonstration project for automatically

monitoring 500 buses from a central location be-

gan test operation on March 25, 1970. This is the

first such system to be used in the world.

With the bus monitoring system, basic infor-

mation of identification, location, and alarm sta-

tus of each bus is automatically provided on a

continuous basis at CTA's Operations Control

Center. This information provides schedule ad-

herence data, operational status, and alarm con-

ditions. The system also has direct two-way

voice commimication between the bus operator

and the dispatcher.

An integral feature of the system is the emer-

gency alarm. In the event of an emergency on a

bus, the bus operator can unobtrusively press an

alarm switch. Instantly, the equipment transmits

the identification and location of the bus to the

dispatcher from where help can be summoned in

seconds.

DOT provided $1,549,000 for the development

and testing of the system and CTA provided

$451,000 in labor and services.

dan ryan rapid transit

Riding on the Dan Ryan extension in the median

of the Dan Ryan Expressway, wliich opened Sep-

tember 28, 1969, kept increasing throughout the

year and reached an average daily ridership of

100,000 by the year's end. On September 13,

1970, additional CTA bus routes were revised t

serve stations along the route.

fare increase

The Authority was compelled to increase itij

rates of fare in early July when the special ses^

sion of the Illinois General Assembly failed t,

enact legislation that would provide a subsidy fO'

the CTA and other transit systems in Illinois.

The basic fare was increased 5 cents to becom

45 cents and the transfer charge was increase

from 5 to 10 cents.

new revenue vehicles
!,

During 1970 the Authority took delivery of £11

new stainless steel air-conditioned rapid trans,

cars. This completed the order for 150 cars, £

of which were delivered in 1969. Built by tf

Budd Company, the cars were purchased by tl'

City of Chicago and the U.S. Department of Trans

portation for use on the Dan Ryan and Kennec

rapid transit extensions.

As of December 26, 1970, the Authority own«

4,379 vehicles: 3,074 buses and 1,305 rap

transit cars.

vehicle miles

Combined vehicle miles operated in 1970 t(

taled 149,802,827, an increase of 1,988,081 (1.3'

over 1969. Surface system miles operated we)

98,313,833, a decrease of 3,878,531 (3%) undi

1969. TMs decrease was the combined n

suit of realigned bus services to act as rap

transit feeders and reductions in service made (



traffic and passenger accidents per 100,000 miles operated





A slight increase in operating revenue, amount-

ing to 2.68% over 1969, can be attributed mainly to

new riding generated by the Dan Ryan and Ken-

nedy rapid transit extensions and a fare increase,

effective July 8, 1970. Contributing to an 11.21%

increase in operating expenses for the year were

the increased costs of wages and employee fringe

benefits as well as salaries of the additional em-
ployees required for operation of the new exten-

sions.

Revenues failed to cover operating expenses by

$94,755 for 1970. In addition, revenues were

short by $3,585,548 to make the total deposits re-

quired to the debt service funds in order to com-
ply with the requirements of the Trust Agreement
isecuring the Authority's revenue bonds. Revenues

ilso failed to meet the deposits required to be

3iade to meet the depreciation provision require-

nents, resulting in a total revenue deficiency of

financial results

$17,111,856 for the year 1970, which together

with an accumulated deficit of $18,077,731 at the

end of 1969, resulted in an accumulated revenue

deficiency of $35,189,587 at the end of 1970.

A transfer of $94,755 was made from the Op-
erating Expense Reserve Fund to cover the fail-

ure of revenues to meet operating expenses. The
deficiency in meeting debt service requirements

was met by transfers of $128,300 from the Opera-

ting Expense Reserve Fund (exhausting that fund),

$3,044,432 from the Depreciation Reserve Fund,

and by reducing the Authority's working capital by

$412,816.

Comparative results of operations for the fis-

cal years 1970 and 1969 are shown below:

1970

Operating revenue $184,777,373

Operating expenses 179,124,043

Revenue available for debt service 5,653,330

Debt service requirements 7,982,996

Revenue available (deficiency) before depreciation (2,329,666)

Depreciation requirement-current period (14,782,190 )

Deficiency in revenues $ (17,111,856 )

(Denotes red figures)

Note: For further detail see statements of application of revenue on page 13.

1969

$179,957,525

161,065,322

18,892,203

8,015,130

10,877,073

(14,396,603 )

$ (3,519,530 )

With wide, column-free plat-

forms under arched roofs

and high, flat-coffered ceil-

ings extending over mezza-
nines, the new Belmont and

Logan Square subway sta-

tions completed February 1

as part of the Kennedy rapid

transit project are of a de-

sign completely unlike those

in Chicago's other subways.



As shown in the table below, passenger reve-

nue for 1970 increased 2.51% over 1969. Rapid

transit revenue shows a sharp increase due to a

full year of operation on the Dan Ryan extension

and 11 months of operation of the new Kennedy
extension. A fare increase on July 8, 1970, also

had an effect on revenue. Charter Service reve-

nue was down 23.41% due mainly to the loss of

some school charters to a private carrier for

part of the year. Other revenues rose 24.02%. An

increase in advertising revenue and additional in-,

come from securities held in special funds ac^,

counted for most of the gain.

The comparison of operating expenses on pagd

9 indicates an 11.21% increase for 1970, attribute.'

ed to spiraling costs arising in all categories

expense.

Operating labor hours for the fiscal year 197''|

totaled 24,798,182 compared to 24,416,743 fo i

1969, an increase of 381,439 hours. UTiile theri
|

sources of revenue

Passenger revenues

—

Surface system $132,94 7,243

Rapid transit system 48,003.768

180,951,011

Charter service 692,881

181,643,892

Other revenues-
Station and car privileges 1,002,740

Rent of buildings and other property . . 543,611

Miscellaneous 1,587,130

3,133,481

Total operating revenue $184,777,373

1969

$132,598,495

43,927,751

176,526,246

904,625

177,430,871

729,037

502,977

1,294,640

2,526,654

Increase (D ecrease)

Amount



TOTAL OPERATING LABOR COSTS
(excludes L99^ charged to

Operating Materials and Supplies

and Injuries and Damages)

.DEPRECIATION

buRIES AND DAMAGES

OPERATING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES AND SUPPLIES

POWER

MOTOR BUS FUEL

b'EBT SERVICE

jwas a slight decrease in hours on the surface

'System, additional pay hours were required on

the rapid transit system to accommodate in-

icreased riding on the Dan Ryan rapid transit and

to cover operations of the West-Northwest rapid

transit route which were extended February 1,

1970.

An increase of 10.87% in wages and salaries

for 1970 resulted from the application of higher

hourly wage rates and cost-of-living allowances

as provided in the contract negotiated December
1, 1968, with the Amalgamated Transit Union.

These changes, applied to the basic bus operator

wage rate, are as follows:

December 27, 1969



Provision for injuries and damages was ac-

crued at 5% in 1970 up from the 4 1/2% accrual rate

at November 30, 1969.

Average cost per claim settled, excluding ex-

penses, was $295 in 1970 compared with $251 in

1969. Suit costs, excluding expenses, averaged

$1,589 in 1970 compared with $1,832 in 1969. The

number of incidents during the year totaled 15,642

compared with 22,331 in 1969.

A comparison of claim and suit settlements-

and applicable expenses for the years 1970 and'

1969 follows:

1970

Claim settlements-

Number 14,341

Settlement costs $2,687,352

Expenses 1,272,475

Total cost of claims $3,959,827

Suit settlements-

Number 3,088

Settlement costs $3,819,517

Expenses 1,524,794

Total cost of suits $5,344,311

Total costs $9,304,138

1969

15,473

$2,747,141

1,183,286

$3,930,427

2,816

$3,871,476

1,463,756

$5,335,332

$9,265,659

Increase

(Decrease)

(1,132)

$(59,789)

89,189

$ 29,400

272

$(51,959)

61,038

$ 8,979

Debt Service Requirements for 1970 decreased

$32,134. Deposits to sinking funds increased

$202,710; deposits to series of 1947 Serial Bond
Maturity Fund remained the same as in 1969; and

interest payments decreased $234,844 as a result

of the retirement of bonds in 1969.

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity retire-

ments of $2,000,000 were at par. Current yeai*

sinking fund retirements of principal, the dis-^

count or premium involved, and future interest

^

savings on these retirements are detailed below: '

Series

1947 ....
1952 ....
1953 ....

Total . .



inancial budget

:
An operating budget for the fiscal year 1971,

pproved by Chicago Transit Board during De-
cember, 1970, indicated that revenues of $196,-

55,000 would not be adequate to cover operating

xpenses of $197,928,800. This leaves a shortage

Dr operating expenses of $1,173,800, with no rev-

nues available for the debt service requirements
;f $8,144,800 and the provision for depreciation

3% of gross revenues) of $15,740,400. This

lakes a total deficiency in revenues of $25,059,-

00 for the year 1971.

The above projection does not include any pos-

ible increase that may result from the negotia-

ons with the craft xmions, whose contracts ex-

ired November 30, 1970. In addition, provision

as not been made for possible increases that may
Bsult from renegotiation of the contract covering

le Retirement Plan for CTA Employees which
xpires December 31, 1970.

Passenger revenues are estimated to be $193,-

50,000, or $12,436,600 over 1970. The increase

1 revenues is due primarily to the fare change of

•ily 8, 1970, which consisted of a 5 cent increase

rom 40 cents to 45 cents) in the basic adult fare

iid a 5 cent increase (from 5 cents to 10 cents) in

te transfer charge. An increase of $49,000 in

iiarter revenue and a decrease of $410,600 in

:iscellaneous revenues over 1970 are anticipated.

Departmental operations and maintenance ex-

jsnses are estimated to be $179,676,700, or

;:7,254,900 more than 1970. Labor cost in-

ceases account for $16,603,300 of the above,

nile a decrease of $262,400 in material costs

ad an increase of $914,000 in miscellaneous ser-
ices are anticipated. Labor costs budgeted are
Used on wage rates in effect at the close of the

3170 fiscal year, including a basic hourly wage
icrease of 8 cents per hour beginning June 1,

]i71, and the cost-of-living allowance as of De-
c:mber 31, 1970, of 51 cents per hour, plus antic-

iated increases of 7 cents on March 1, 8 cents on
<ne 1, and 7V2 cents on September 1, making an
fltimated total of 73 1/2 cents per hour at year end.

Iidget for capital projects

' Contingent upon monies that may become
aiailable in the depreciation reserve fund, capital

ctlays for the fiscal year 1971 are estimated to

outlook for 1971

be $16,600,000. Included in this amount is

$5,544,000, which represents the Authority's 1/3
share, for the purchase of 500 buses to replace

vehicles that are up to 20 years old, with the re-

maining amount anticipated through a capital

grant. A majority of the remaining capital budget
is committed for other projects urgently needed,

some of which are already under way.

Major capital items budgeted are as follows:

Equipment trust certificate costs $ 1,697,000

Purchase of passenger equipment 5,544,000

Purchase of fare boxes 358,000

Substation conversion 1,320,000

Rapid transit system track and structures 3,281,000

Surface system buildings and construction 1,385,000

Rapid transit system buildings and construction . . 581,000

Surface system electrical construction 151,000

Rapid transit system electrical construction. . . . 908,000

Purchase of shop tools and equipment and scrap-

ping passenger equipment 50,000

Material handling equipment - Stores Depart-

ment 40,000

Purchase office machines and office equipment . . 25,000

Automotive and other equipment - Transportation

Department 397,000

General and administrative costs capitalized . . . 514,000

Purchase and sale of real estate 189,000

Contingencies 160,000

$16,600,000

important event occurring

after december 27, 1970

On June 28, 1971, House Bill 2300 was passed
by the 77th Session of the Illinois General Assem-
bly (approved July 2, 1971) providing, among
other things applicable to other transit compa-
nies, that $19,000,000 be made available to Chica-
go Transit Authority for the payment of principal

of and interest on bonds, certificates, equipment
trust certificates and other evidences of indebted-

ness; $7,000,000 to be made available as soon as

50% matching funds have been received from the

County of Cook, the City of Chicago, or any other

unit of local government, or combination thereof

served by Chicago Transit Authority, and the re-

maining $12,000,000 to be made available when
proceeds of bonds to be sold under authority of

the Transportation Bond Act (House Bill 1277) and
50% matching local funds have been received.

11



balance sheets

assets

Dec. 26, 1970 Dec. 27, 1969

Transportation Property, at cost, excluding $145,000,000 of property and

equipment owned and/or financed by others and operated by the

Authority
148 782 584

Less—Reserve for depreciation
c.-, ,^n'-. -,, ' ioa

§251,917,004

148.782,584

$103.134,420

Current Assets:

Cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost-

Working cash account

Deposits for payment of interest

Accounts receivable, less reserve
6 299 832

Materials and supplies, at average cost
l'l47'403

^^^^^
$ 31,192,072

$139.377,309

$ 17,864,977

1,143,260

4,736,600

m
$ 47,465,226

8,916,665

$ 56,381,891

$ 1,600,000

Damage Reserve

(Denotes red figures)

Special Funds, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost (see accom-

panying Statement of Funds):

Held by revenue bond Trustee-

Depreciation reserve (Notes 1, 2 and 4) * ^.s^^.s^^ ^

operating expense reserve
$ 1,845,869 $"

,„ .^ ^- 3,204,948
Damage reserve (Note 5) -— ' ^^^ —

liabilities

Long-Term Debt (see accompanying statement) (Note 4):

Revenue bonds, after deducting amounts held by Trustee for payment

of principal (Note 3)

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting amounts held by Trustee

for payment of principal

Long-Term Construction Contracts

Appropriated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement):
-7 r 34 774

Applied for retirement of revenue bonds * ^1
'rn<i'':>s4^

Deficiency in meeting depreciation requirement *^ m'am
°^^^^ ^'^^^^

$ 47.984.541

Current Liabilities, excluding $7,177,825 debt service requirements,
^

$813,000 long-term construction contracts, and portion of damage re-
j

serve due within the next fifty-two week period:

Accounts payable

Accrued wages and vacation pay

Accrued interest

Deferred revenue (Note 8)

Unredeemed tokens

$ 7,242,460

10,731,110

1,143,260

3,803,096

1,527,123

$ 24.447,049

$ 8.963,828 $_

$139.377,309

The accompanying notes to financial statements are im integral part of these statements.
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statements of application of revenue
For the fifty-two week periods ended December 26, 1970, and December 27, 1969

1970 1969

Operating Revenue:

Passenger transportation $181,643,892 $177,430,871

Other 3,133,481 2,526,654

$184,777,373 $179,957,525

I
Operating Expenses:

Operations and maintenance-

Scheduled transit operations $ 93,764,832 ^ $ 85,131,756

Maintenance and servicing 37,877,880 32,927,673

Other 6,837,118 6,273,017

I

Superintendence and general office 23,838,901 21,308,643

Provision for injuries and damages 9,238,869 8,164,832

Electric power for revenue equipment 3,932,680 3,836,973

Fuel for revenue equipment 2,816,491 2,606,512

Operating rentals 817,272 815,916

$179,124,043 $161,065,322

Revenue Available for Debt Service $ 5,653,330 $ 18,892,203

Debt Service Requirements:

Interest $ 2,393,925 $ 2,628,769

Serial bond maturity fund 1,994,624 1,994,624

Sinking funds 3,594,447 3,391,737

$ 7,982,996 $ 8,015,130

levenue Available (Deficiency) Before Depreciation (Note 1) $ (2,329,666) $ 10,877,073

Depreciation Requirement—Current Period (Note 4) (14,782,190 ) (14,396,603 )

)eficiency in Revenue (Note 1) $(17,111,856) $ (3,519,530)

"fansfers From Reserve Funds due to deficiency in revenue available

for (Note 1):

Operating expenses from operating expense reserve fund $ (94,755) $ —
Debt service requirements from—

Operating expense reserve fimd (128,300) (528,506)

Depreciation reserve fund (3,044,432 )
—

$ (3,267,487 ) $ (528,506 )

'.eduction in Working Capital due to deficiency in revenue available to

provide for period thirteen debt service requirements (Note 1):

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity fund $ (134,395)

Series of 1947, 1952 and 1953 sinking funds (278,421 )

(412,816 )

$ (3,680,303) $ (528,506)

eficiency in Meeting Depreciation Requirement, representing revenues

not available for deposit in depreciation reserve fund (Note 1) (13,431,553 ) (2,991,024 )

eficiency in Revenue, as above $ (17,111,856 ) $ (3,519,530 )

(Denotes red figures)

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements.
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statements of long-term debt

Dec. 26, 1970

Revenue Bonds (Notes 3 and 4)

:

Series of 1947, 3 5/s% to 33/4%, due through 1978 $36,077,000

Series of 1952, 4^ -%, due 1982 15,944,000

Series of 1953, 4^'2%, due 1982 5,002,000

S57,023,000

Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accompany-

ing statement of fimds) 9,557,774

$47,465,226

Equipment Trust Certificates (Note 4):

Series 10, 3.20% to 3.25%, due through 1973 $ 1,875,000

Series 11, 3.75% to 3.90%, due through 1976 7,155,000

$ 9,030,000

Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accompany-

ing statement of funds) 113,335

S 8,916,665

856,381,891

Debt service requirements for fiscal 1971 for the payment of principal on revenue bonds and

certificates consist of the following:

Revenue
Total Bonds

Serial bond maturity $1,510,753 $1,510,753

Sinking funds 4,292,905 4,292,905

Principal payment funds 1,374,167 —
$7,177,825 $5,803,658

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.

Dec. 27, 1969

$41,019,000

16,682,000

5,222,000

$62,923,000

8,656,657

$54,266,343

$ 2,625,000

7,730,000

$10,355,000

109,170

$10,245,830

$64,512,173

equipment truai

Ecujipment

Trust
Certificates

1,374,167

$1,374,167

notes to financial statements
As of December 26, 1970

( 1 ) Revenue of each month, after deducting opera-

tion and maintenance expenses, is, in the opinion of

the Authority, to be deposited in the following funds,

in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are

available therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest funds, serial bond ma-
turity fund, sinking funds and revenue bond re-

serve funds— deposits equal to debt service re-

quirements as provided in the revenue bond trust

agreement.

B. Depreciation reserve fund— deposits equal to

the monthly depreciation provision and deficien-

cies in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits,

cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000

quarterly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 revenue

bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series of 1953

revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund— deposit to be

not less than $900,000 each year, until the balance

in the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund— deposit to

computed in accordance with the franchise or<3

nance.

F. Modernization fund— deposits to be equal to the

moneys remaining after making required deposits

to the above funds.

As set forth in the Statement of Application of Reve-

nue, the deficiency in revenue for the fifty-two weeli

period ended December 26, 1970, was $17,111,856

reflecting a deficiency of $2,329,666 before the cur-

rent period depreciation requirement of $14,782,190

However, the Authority applied revenues on the basis

of four-week period results. During periods one

through eight, revenues were insufficient to providt

for operating expenses and debt service require-

ments and, as indicated, transfers of $94,755 for op-

erating expenses and $128,300 for debt service re-

quirements were provided for from the operating ex-

pense reserve fund, and transfers of $3,044,432 foi

debt service requirements were provided for frotr

the depreciation reserve fund to meet these require-

ments. During periods nine through twelve, revenues

14



statement of changes in appropriated net earnings
For the fifty-two week period ended December 26, 1970

Total

AppI



statement of funds

For the fifty-! ek period ended De

FUND



Ba



cost. The actuarially computed value of vested ben-

efits of the plan as of January 1, 1970, the date of the

latest actuarial valuation, exceeded the total of the

assets of the plan and accruals for pensions by ap-

proximately $80,100,000.

In April, 1971, a new pension agreement was nego-

tiated providing for Increased benefits and for in-

creased contributions by both the Authority and its

employes.

event subsequent to date of auditors' report

On June 28, 1971, House Bill 2300 was passed by the 77th Session of the Illinois General Assembly (approvec

July 2, 1971) providing, among other things applicable to other transit companies, that $19,000,000 be made

available to Chicago Transit Authority for the payment of principal of and interest on bonds, certificates-

equipment trust certificates and other evidences of indebtedness; $7,000,000 to be made available as soon a£

50% matching funds have been received from the County of Cook, the City of Chicago, or any other unit o:

local government, or combination thereof served by Chicago Transit Authority, and the remaining $12,000,-

000 to be made available v^fhen proceeds of bonds to be sold under authority of the Transportation Bond Acii

(House Bill 1277) and 50% matching local funds have been received.

auditors' report

To Chicago Transit Board of Chicago Transit Authority:

1

We have examined the balance sheets and statements of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
(an Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 26, 1970, and December 27, 1969, and the related state-

ments of application of revenue for the fifty-two week periods then ended and the statements of changes in

appropriated net earnings and of funds for the fifty-two week period ended December 26, 1970. Our exami-

nation was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such:

tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessai-y in the cir-

cumstances, except that we were unable to confirm accounts receivable of $2,100,000 at December 26,1970.

As indicated in the accompanying financial statements and in Notes 1 through 6, the Chicago Transit

Authority has significant financial problems at December 26, 1970. The recovery of the cost of its trans-

portation property, materials and supplies and other assets, and therefore its ability to meet its obliga-

tions, particularly its long-term debt and liabilities for damages, primarily depends upon the adequacy of

its revenues, which were not adequate for the fifty-two week period ended December 26, 1970, nor are they

budgeted to be for 1971. Likewise its ability to meet the terms of the revenue bond and equipment trust

agreements primarily depends upon the adequacy of its revenues.

Because of the significance of the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph, we are unable to ex-

press an opinion on the accompanying financial statements taken as a whole. In our opinion, however, the

amounts shown in the accompanying balance sheets for cash and U.S. Govei-nment securities held in the

various funds and accounts, the items listed under current liabilities, and the amounts shown in the ac-

companying statements of application of revenue for operating revenue and operating expenses are pre-

sented fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles and/or as specifically provided

in the revenue bond trust agreement consistently applied during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois

April 9, 1971



statement of transportation property and organization expense
Showing balance of December 27, 1969, plus odditions and

less retirements during 1970 and bolonce at December 26, 1970

Balance Gross Balance
Dec. 27, 1969 Additions Retirements Dec. 26, 1970

pand. .^ $ 14,522,100 $ (20,000) $ 41,221 $ 14,460,879
rrack and Paving 13,855,193 189,548 3,127 14,041,614
Machinery and Tools 5,691,816 722,420 84,784 6,329,452
Electric Line Equipment 9,218,570 61,565 84,490 9,195,645
Suildlngs 37,597,327 313,275 291,487 37,619,115
:ars 62,713,691 145,850 — 62,859,541
3uses, Fare Boxes, etc 73,528,014 500,852 2,776,856 71,252,010
jVork Cars, Autos and Service Equipment 2,292,796 227,290 66,482 2,453,604
-"urniture 1,651,376 135,193 3,080 1,783,489
lignals and Interlocking 3,314,438 (151,289) 3,480 3,159,669
Crossings, Fences and Signs 1,430,924 — — 1,430,924

ilevated Structures 9,527,467 270,073 10,064 9,787,476

ubstation Equipment 6,503,380 488,992 129,303 6,863,069

^bstation Under Long Term Construction

Contracts — 1,600,000 — 1,600,000
elephone and Communications 1,017,486 33,643 19,611 1,031,518
;ngineering 46,623 — — 46,623
Jeneral and Miscellaneous 7,445,526 522,368 50,834 7,917,060

Total Transportation Property $250,356,727 $5,039,780 $3,564,819 $251,831,688
)rganization Expense 85,316 — — 85,316
Totals $250,442,043 $5,039,780 $3,564,819 $251,917,004

Denotes red figures)

evenue equipment

On Hand
Dec. 27, 1969

>uses

:

Trolley Buses
Diesel—Air-Conditioned

Diesel

Propane

Total Buses

apid Transit Cars:

Steel—Conventional Type
Metal—Articulated P.C.C
Metal—P.C.C
Metal—Air-Conditioned High-Speed
Metal—Air-Conditioned High-Speed'

Total Rapid Transit Cars

Total Passenger Equipment . , .

206

4

765

180

51

1,206

4,430

Dec. 27, 1969,



mileage owned, leased, and operated
December 26, 1970

Rapid
Surface Transit

System System Combined I

Track:
^

Owned 1.86 170.60 "172.46

Leased—
State Street Subway — 9.50

Dearborn Street Subway — 8.80

Eisenhower Expressway (Halsted to Laramie) — 12.83

Lake Route (Laramie to Harlem) — 7.15— 38.28 38.28 t

Contributed (City and Federal)—

Englewood Route (Loomis to Ashland) — 1.33

Dan Ryan Expressway (17th to 95th) — 21.76

Kennedy Expressway (Gale to Cornelia) and

Kimball-Milwaukee Subway — 11.33

34.42 34.42 J

Total 1.86 243.30 245.16

Revenue

:

Track — 191.60 ^ 191.60

Trolley Bus Routes 149.00 — f^ 149.00

Motor Bus Routes 1,698.00 — 1,698.00

1,847.00 191.60 2,038.60

Non-Revenue:
Track '"1.86 12151.70 53.56

Trolley Bus Wire 26.10 — 26.10

27.96 51.70 79.66

Total 1,874.96 243.30 2,118.26 '

NOTES:
(11 Freight track at South Shops plant and railroad connection to 84th and Wentworth.

12) Includes main line storage track, crossovers, track in yards and shops, and 3.66 miles of freigh

gauntlet and yard track on North-South and Evanston routes.
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operating statistics
fiscal ye

Rapid
Transit
System Combined

Revenues $135,788,020 $48,989,353 $184,777,373

Revenue Vehicle Miles-
Cars—Rapid — 51,488,994 51,488,994

Trolley Buses 8,987,751 — 8,987,751

Motor Buses 89,326,082 — 89,326,082

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles 98,313,833 51,488,994 149,802,827

Revenue per Vehicle Mile $1.38 $ .95 $1.23

arnlng Revenue Vehicle Hours—
Cars—Rapid — ci —
Trolley Buses 965,443 — 965,443

Motor Buses 8,505,583 — 8,505,583

9,471,026 — 9,471,026

Direct Current Kilowatt Hours 35,303,420 240,546,810 275,850,230

Average Cost per Kilowatt Hour — — l.ll^li^

Vlotor Bus Fuel Statistics:

Diesel Fuel— Gallons 12,485,000

Average Miles per Gallon 3.95

Average Cost per Mile 2.%<;-

Propane Fuel—Gallons 20,971,000

Average Miles per Gallon 1.91

Average Cost per Mile 3.5^

't Not Available
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Members of Chicago Transit Board at the close of the 1971 fiscal year: (from left, seated) James R. Quinn, Chairmi

Michael Cafferty, Donald J. Walsh; (standing) Lawrence G. Sucsy, Ernie Banks, Wallace D. Johnson, Clair M. Roddewt

Chicago Transit Board

MICHAEL CAFFERTY, Chairman (M)

JAMES R. QUINN, Vice Chairman (M)

ERNIE BANKS (G)

WALLACE D. JOHNSON (G) . . . .

CLAIR M. RODDEWIG (M)

LAWRENCE G. SUCSY (G)

DONALD J. WALSH (M)

Term Expires August 31, 1973*

Term Expires August 31, 1971**

Term Expires August 31, 1976

Term Expires August 31, 1975

Term Expires August 31, 1972

Term Expires August 31, 1977***

Term Expires August 31, 1974**"

M—Appointed by the Mayor of the City of Chicago.

G —Appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois.

*-Oath of Office filed May 13, 1971.

**—Continues to serve until a successor has been appointed and has qualified.

***—Oath of Office filed June 16, 1971.

****—Oath of Office filed October 4, 1971.

THOMAS B. O'CONNOR, General Manager
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$122 million capital improvement program

The most extensive transit capital improvement
program in Chicago's history—totalling $122 mil-

lion—got under way in 1971 with assistance from
the U.S. Department of Transportation, the Illinois

Department of Transportation and the City of

Chicago.

The Chicago Transit Authority was given a sig-

nificant vote of confidence on December 30 when
Secretary John A. Volpe of the U.S. Department of

Transportation announced that the federal govern-
ment would finance two-thirds ($53 million) of

the first $80 million of the $122 million .«R^ ^V^
two-year program. The Illinois Depart- ^axJM ^'-
ment of Transportation funded the balance

of $27 million.

In referring to the program, Mayor Daley saidd

"The renewing, rebuilding, and modernization oi

CTA's equipment and facilities will benefit all

Chicago area residents. Chicago is fortunate iii

having an established and coordinated mass transii

system, and to assure the continued growth of om
city and the mobility of our citizens it is essentia!:|

that we give the system immediate attention to in-;j

sure its efficiency and safety."

Chairman Cafferty described the program
follows: "Chicago is a vigorous and progressive

city and we at CTA plan to keep pace with it£i

needs. Chicago already has one of the finesii

transportation systems in the country and we in"

tend to make it even better to assure all of oui

riders the best quality of service possible.

"With the aid of new city, state and federa

funds, Chicago Transit Authority is embarking or

a system-wide modernization and improvemeni'

program unparalleled in the lustory of transit ii

Chicago. The $122 million capital improvemen'



fogram has been designed to provide benefits for

le greatest number of persons with projects hav-

ig broad distribution throughout the CTA service

rea. Our program is designed around the convic-

pn that people expect safe,

;.ean, fast and dependable

ass transit."

The $122 million capital

nprovement program is

le first step in a five-year

ipital needs program
hich anticipates investing

;277 million in capital re-

:3wal and replacement be-

/een 1972 and 1976,

The program is designed

provide improvements in

:re categories; passenger
iifety, passenger comfort,

passenger convenience, neighborhood improve-
ments and operation improvements.

Some of the more spectacular projects in the

program are: safety signalling for the North-South

rapid transit route and the Douglas branch of the

West-Northwest rapid transit routes; 1,000 air-

conditioned buses with the latest environmental

improvements; 100 rapid transit cars; moderniza-
tion of the Plandolph/WashLngton stations in the

State and Dearborn subways to complement the

Civic Center; new Congress rapid transit terminal;

new Jackson Park rapid transit terminal; new
Kimball/Lawrence rapid transit terminal; re-

modelling of six rapid transit stations, and ex-

pansion and modernization of maintenance facili-

ties.



project suggestion bus

The Suggestion B|^

is coming! ,

'£^-1^ CERMAK & WENTWORTH

NOV. 2 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

g%



'efurbished with new lighting, different color

chemes, various wall treatments, and alternative

ityle seating. In effect, it suggested to the public

. variety of atmospheres and environments, and

omments were invited.

The rear two-thirds of the bus became a virtual

lallery of renderings and information pertinent to

be $122 million, two-year capital replacement

irogram. The walls were wood-paneled there was
arpeting throu^out, and CTA staff members were
iresent to guide, explain and answer questions.

The buses went to the people, locating at

wenty-five busy sites during an ensuing two-week

«riod in November 1971.

Prior to going out on the streets, it was esti-

aated that 6,000 to 7,000 visitors would make the

Toject a success, but more than 35,000 toured the

uses. More than 30,000 took the time to fill out

he questionnaires concerning the capital program,
"hey made certain selections, expressed prefer-

inces, and commented on how CTA could provide

etter service to the community.

I
When Project Suggestion Bus was announced,

(Chairman Cafferty said:

^Project Suggestion Bus
>orrows from the concept

ff the company suggestion

fOX but carries the idea one step further

sking the people to come to us with their sugges-

pns—and we are going to them. We know of no
(ther transit system that has ventured so far in

s participatory direction.

"We are firmly committed to the principle that

fur riders must have the opportunity to transmit

jheir ideas regarding the decisions that affect

their transit system. CTA has a responsibility to

give people an opportunity to make their views

known and, as chairman, I welcome their opinions

and response. Project Suggestion Bus is an im-
portant first step toward that goal."

"Fares from riders support CTA. We want

people to know that we recognize this, and we want

to make the CTA responsive to the needs of the

people who use it," stressed Cafferty.

Project Suggestion Bus appears to be a quan-

tum breakthrough for citizen participation con-

ducted on a truly productive basis.

TheSuggesti
one step further. We are ^^^^^^

(

r



operations review >

The second largest public transit system inr

North America, CTA serves all sections of thei

City of Chicago and provides service to within

3/8 mile of 99% of the city's population. CTA also;

serves 34 suburbs.

Miles of revenue bus routes served are 1,855 at

the end of 1971, an increase of eight miles over:

1,847 revenue miles for 1970. The increase re---

suited from the inauguration of service on the No.i:

100 Jeffery Manor Limited route serving the 95/

Dan Ryan Transit Center and extensions of ser-

vice on the No. 21 Cermak route coincident with.:

the reopening of McCormick Place, on the No.i.

106 103rd-106th route to serve the new Olive-a,

Harvey College campus, and on the No. 50 North

Damen route upon completion of rebuilding of the

Damen Avenue viaduct between 29th and 33rd

Streets.

Miles of revenue rapid transit track have re-

mained at 191.60 since February 1, 1970, when the

Kennedy Extension was completed. '

At year-end, the active fleet of revenue equip-

ment included 274 trolley buses, 2,629 motor,

buses, and 1,282 rapid transit cars. No new equip-,

i

ment was acquired during 1971; however, 40 trol-;

ley buses, 131 motor buses, and 23 rapid transit|

cars were retired during the year as a result ol

decreased requirements for vehicles resulting,

from a riding loss.

riding trends

A decrease in riding for the year 1971, affecting

originating passengers on both the surface and

rapid transit systems as well as transfer passen-

gers, can be attributed primarily to a fare in- .



Chairman's Award program designed
I honor CTA employees who have

(celled in the performance of their

ities in serving the public was instituted

iiring 1971 by CTA Chairman Michael

afferty. Named by Mr. Cafferty as the

rst recipients of the award were Bus
Iterators Cleven Wardlow (center) and
>imes McWilliams.

i:ease effective July 8, 1970, raising both the bas-

i; fare and transfer charge by 5 cents each. Total

ifvenue passengers, including originating and

feansfer fares, are 612,140,752 for 1971 and 628,-

1:6,541 for 1970, a decrease of 16,505,789 (2.63%),

I
Ridership losses within the two classifications

3 originating passengers, with the greatest de-

rease affecting surface riding, are as follows:

"iginating surface system passengers are 282,-

i;9,169 in 1971 compared to 296,176,300 in 1970,

e: decrease of 13,517,131 (4.56%). Originating

tipid transit system passengers are 103,499,016

i 1971 compared to 105,598,382 in 1970, a de-

cease of 2,099,366 (1.99%).

I The number of passengers purchasing trans-

its, entitling them to one or more additional

tdes over connecting CTA bus or rapid transit

tutes, is 225,982,567 in 1971 compared to 226,-

f:l,859 in 1970, a decrease of 889,292 (.39%).

ithicle miles

Combined vehicle miles operated in 1971 totaled

r6,267,671, a decrease of 3,535,156 (2.4%) under

170. Surface system miles operated were 95,-

18,536, a decrease of 3,115,297 (3.2%) under 1970.

lis decrease was primarily due to service re-

dctions made as a result of reduced riding vol-

uies. Rapid transit system car miles were 51,-

09,135, a decrease of 419,859 (0.8%) under 1970.

On each weekday during 1971 an average of

2123 buses operated 289,719 miles and an average
a 963 rapid transit cars operated approximately

113,774 miles.

Average scheduled speed of buses in 1971 was
1.05 mph as compared with 12.06 mph in 1970,

while the rapid transit average scheduled speed in

1971 was 24.51 mph as compared to 24,25 mph in

1970.

The average speed of buses has remained within

plus or minus .07 mph of an average of 11.99 mph
for the past eight years despite increasing vehic-

ular traffic on arterial streets. The peak speed of

12.06 mph attained in 1970 reflects a decrease of

approximately 100 bus trips daily into the con-

gested Loop area resulting from route changes ef-

fected upon inauguration of rail rapid transit ser-

vice on the Kennedy Extension. Implementation of

the Exact Fare Plan on buses during the winter of

1969-70 not only eliminated robberies of bus

drivers, but also contributed to higher scheduled

speed.

The average speed of rapid transit operations

has increased continuously in each year since

1968. Marked increases in average speeds over

the prior years in 1969 (.76 mph) and 1970

(.53 mph) resulted from the acquisition of 150

high-speed rapid transit cars purchased with com-
bined City of Chicago and federal funds for the

Kennedy and Dan Ryan Extensions. The increase

in 1971 (.26 mph) resulted from more intensive

scheduling of these cars in non-rush hours on the

West-Northwest route and complete replacement

of all-steel pre-CTA cars serving the Ravens-

wood route in weekday rush hours.

Chicago transit board

On May 13, 1971, Michael Cafferty became a

member of the Board following his appointment by

the Honorable Richard J, Daley, Mayor of Chicago,

which was approved by the Honorable Richard B.



Ogilvie, Governor of Illinois. On May 18, 1971,

Mr. Cafferty was unanimously elected chairman of

Chicago Transit Board. Mr. Cafferty succeeded

George L. DeMent, Chairman of the Board since

July 3, 1963, who died on March 13, 1971.

On June 16, 1971, Lawrence G. Sucsy became a

member of the Board following his appointment by

the Honorable Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor of Il-

linois, which was approved by the Honorable

Richard J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. Mr. Sucsy

succeeded Mrs. Bernice Van der Vries who re-

tired from the Board on July 1, 1971.

On October 7, 1971, Donald J. Walsh became a

member of the Board following his appointment by

the Honorable Richard J. Daley which was ap-

proved by the Honorable Richard B. Ogilvie. Mr.

Walsh succeeded William W. McKenna who retired

from the Board on November 1, 1971. Mr. Mc-
Kenna had served on the Board since it was

created in 1945.

personnel

Total employees in service at the close of the

fiscal year ended December 25, 1971, numbered

12,774, a decrease of 87 from 12,861 in service at

December 26, 1970.

During the fiscal year 1971, 454 employees re-

tired on pension and 394 pensioners died. There

were 5,248 retired employees on pension at the

end of 1971.

The following changes were made in executive

and supervisory positions in 1971:

Joseph Bolech was appointed Superintendent of

Rapid Transit Shops and Terminals effective

March 14, succeeding H. G. Doering, deceasecU

Joseph A. Rosendhal was appointed Superin-i

tendent of Surface System Shops effective

March 14.

Norman N. Graver was appointed Acting Super-'

intendent of Security Operations effective Julyl

1-

employment

The year 1971 was the first since 1950 during'

which the Authority maintained a full complement

of bus operators. This reversal from the serious

bus operator shortage of the past two decades wast

due primarily to rising unemployment in the Chi-

cago metropolitan area. From an unemployment

rate of about 3.0% in mid 1970, the rate began to

climb and throughout 1971 ranged from 4.1% to

5.5%. This rate, although high for the Chicago

area, was substantially lower than 6.2% nation-

wide.

Because of widespread unemployment, turnover

of bus operators was at the lowest rate in many

years. In the early and mid-sixties, the resigna-

tion rate averaged about 13.0%. Beginning in 1967

there was a steady decline in the rate and in 1971

it fell to a low 4.6%.

During the year, 4,457 applicants for full-time

permanent jobs were accepted and 1,039 were

hired. Of these, 441 were bus operators, the low-

est total in the 22 years for which records are

available. From a group of 2,143 applicants for

temporary employment, 1,098 were hired. Of

these, 703 were full-time temporary bus operators

hired for the summer months to replace perma-

nent bus operators on vacation. A total of 3,016



traffic and passenger accidents per 100,000 miles operated



financial results i

10

Operating revenues in 1971 increased $6,309,-

404 (3.4%) over 1970 due principally to a fare in-

crease effective July 8, 1970, raising the basic:,,

fare 5 cents to become 45 cents and the transfer ("

charge from 5 to 10 cents. Increased wages andij

fringe benefits for the year account for the greater

"

portion of the $17,166,959 (9.58%) increase in op-

erating expenses.

Operating revenues failed to cover operating

expenses by $5,204,226 for 1971 before applying

grants. In addition, operating revenues, before i

applying grants, were short by $8,011,928 to make
)|

deposits to the debt service funds in order to com- -..

ply with the requirements of the Trust Agreement f

securing the Authority's revenue bonds. Revenues '

also failed to meet the depreciation provision re-

quirements, resulting in a total revenue deficiency

of $28,503,096 for the year 1971 before applying

grants

.

During 1971 the Authority received $3,500,000 i,

from the City of Chicago and County of Cook to .

apply to operating losses and $7,000,000 from the

State of Illinois, of which $6,301,435 was applied to

meet debt service requirements on revenue bonds •

and balance was applied to equipment trust certif-
,

icates debt service requirements. These grants '

and contributions, made possible by the enactment i,

of an Emergency Transportation Act and the
''

Transportation Bond Act by the Illinois General I'i

Assembly, reduced the deficiency in operating ex- 'i

penses to $1,704,226 and after revenue bond debt i:]

service requirements to $3,414,719. These de-
j

ficiencies were met by reducing the Authority's I'l

working capital.

1

A



Comparative results of operations for the fiscal

ears 1971 and 1970 are shown below:

Operating revenue

Operating expenses

Revenue available (deficiency) before grant and debt service . .

Grant from City of Chicago and County of Cook applied to operat-

ing deficiency

Net revenue available (deficiency) before debt service

Debt service requirements

Deficiency before grant and depreciation

Grant from State of Illinois applied to revenue bond debt service

requirements*
Deficiency before depreciation

Depreciation requirement-current period

Net deficiency in revenue

'Total grant received from the Slate of Illinois was $7,000,000. Balance not shown he
debt service requirements.

1971

$191,086,777

196,291,003

(5,204,226)

3,500,000

(1,704,226)

8.011,928

(9,716,154)

6,301,435

(3,414,719)

15,286,942

1970

$184,777,373

179,124,043

5,653,330

5,653,330

7,982,996

(2,329,666)

(2,329,666)

14,782,190

$ (18,701,661) $(17,111,856)

uas applied to equipn trust certificate

. The increase in passenger revenues presented

iQ the table on Page 12 generally reflects a full

ear's operating experience following the fare in-

rease in mid-1970. Rapid transit system reve-

nues show a comparatively greater increase which

an be attributed to a smaller ridership loss and

ew riding which continued to be generated by the

pening of the Dan Ryan and Kennedy Extensions,

charter service revenues were up due to the re-

Ipening of McCormick Place and added school

iharter business. Other revenues, which include

nterest earnings from securities, decreased pri-

marily as a result of a decline in cash balances

available for investment.

The comparison of operating expenses on Page

12 indicates a 9.58% increase for 1971, attributed

to spiraling costs arising in all categories of ex-

pense.

Operating labor hours for the fiscal year 1971

totaled 24,390,849 compared to 24,798,182 for

1970, a decrease of 407,333.

An increase of 6.24% in wages and salaries for

1971 resulted from higher hourly wage rates and

cost-of-living allowances as provided in the con-

tracts negotiated December 1, 1968, and December

11



sources of revenue

Passenger revenues-

Originating surface system ....
Originating rapid transit system . .

Student riding subsidy - State of

Illinois

Charter service

Other revenues-
Station and car privileges

Rent of buildings and other property .

Miscellaneous

Total operating revenue

Increase (Decrease)

1971



-, 1971, with the Amalgamated Transit Union,

rhese changes, applied to the basic bus operators

yage rate, are as follows:



Debt service requirements were as follows:

Revenue bonds

Equipment trust certificates

Total

$2,217,750

323,021

$2,540,771

Principal and
Sinking Funds

$5,794,178

1,374,165

$7,168,343

Total

$8,011,928

1,697,186

$9,709,114

Debt Service Requirements on revenue bonds

for 1971 increased $28,932. Deposits to sinking

funds increased $688,978; deposits to series of

1947 Serial Bond Maturity Fund decreased $483,-

871. Interest payments to maturity decreased

$176,175 as a result of the retirement of bonds in

1971.

Series of 1947 serial bond maturity retirements

of $2,000,000 were at par. Current year sinking

fund retirements of principal, the discount or pre-

mium involved, and future interest savings on

these retirements are detailed below.

Series

1947 ....
1952 ....
1953 ... .

Total . .



outlook for 1972

financial budget

An operating budget for the year 1972, approved

by Chicago Transit Board in December, 1971, in-

dicated that revenues of $192,243,000 will not be

sufficient to meet operating expenses of $202,-

578,000. This left a shortage of $10,335,000 in op-

erating expenses, with no revenues available for

debt service requirements of $8,156,000 and the

provision for depreciation (8% of gross revenues)

of $15,379,000, making a total deficiency in reve-

nues of $33,870,000 for the year 1972.

Labor costs for 1972 were estimated at Novem-
ber 30, 1971, levels with no provisions being made
for any increases that may result from negotia-

tions, in progress at the time with all unions rep-

resenting the employees of the Authority, to re-

place contracts that expired November 30, 1971,

Passenger revenues were estimated to be

$189,129,000 or $1,968,000 over 1971. The in-

crease arises primarily from an expected in-

crease in riding of 1.2% on the surface system and

of .25% on the rapid transit system, plus student

reimbursement not applied to 12 days of school

closing in December, 1971, which is included in

1972 revenues. Decreases of $39,000 in charter

revenue and $510,000 in miscellaneous revenues

were anticipated for 1972,

Departmental operations and maintenance ex-

penses were estimated to be $202,578,000 or

$6,362,000 more than 1971. Labor cost increases

account for $5,285,000 of the above. Material

costs were estimated to increase $219,000 and

miscellaneous services to increase $564,000. La-
bor costs budgeted were based on wage rates in

effect at November 30, 1971.

15



Subsequent to the adoption of this budget the

Federal Pay Board approved negotiated increases

amounting to 5.5% of the current wage rates, in-

cluding fringe benefits. The basic increase for bus

operators was 30 cents per hour effective Decem-
ber 1, 1971. This increase has added approxi-

mately $10,000,000 to the budgeted deficit for 1972.

As of September 30, 1972, the anticipated increase

in riding and passenger revenues has not materi-

alized. Such revenues are now estimated at $183,-

000,000 for 1972.

budget for capital projects

As mentioned earlier in this report, the CTA
embarked on a major facility renewal program
financed by the Federal Government and the State

of Illinois.

The budget approved late in 1971 for the first

phase is as follows:

49-53 passenger bus (525) $22,338,000

Rapid transit cars (100-120) 19,762,000

Equipment renovation and improvements . . . 11,006,000

Rebabilitation/renovation of facilities and right-

of-way 11,594,000

I^rchase and installation of service, mainte-

nance and support equipment 1,918,000

Grantee staff force work and materials related

to items listed above 6,051,000

Contingencies and other 7,031,000

Total $79,700,000

To be financed by:

Federal government $53,100,000

State of Illinois . . . 26,600,000

Total $79,700,000

Contingent upon monies that may become avail- •;

able in the depreciation reserve fund, additional 1

capital outlays for the fiscal year 1972 were esti- •

mated to be $6,570,000. Included in this amount t

was $1,279,000 which represented the Authority's

share of cost for various capital improvements,

with the remaining costs to be financed throu^ the

anticipated receipt of additional grants. A major-

ity of the remaining capital budget was committed

for other projects urgently needed.

Major capital items budgeted were as follows:

Equipment trust certificate costs $1,698,000

Purchase of fare boxes 800,000 (,

Substation conversion 1,205,000 '

Rapid transit system track and structure . . . 212,000 '

Surface system buildings and construction . . . 1,758,000

Rapid transit system buildings and construction . 112,000

Surface system electrical construction .... 81,000 '

Rapid transit system electrical construction . . 324,000

Purchase of shop tools and equipment 5,000

Purchase of Stores Department equipment . . . 5,000

General and administrative costs capitalized . . 325,000

Purchase and sale of real estate 45,000

Total $6,570,000

To be financed bv:

Chicago Transit Authority



financial statements

To Chicago Transit Board of Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheets and statements of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT
AUTHORITY ("Authority") (an Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 25, 1971, and De-
cember 26, 1970, the related statements of application of revenue for the fifty-two week periods

then ended, and the statements of changes in appropriated net earnings and of funds for the fifty-

two week period ended December 25, 1971. Our examination was made in accordance with gener-

ally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and

such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

As indicated in the accompanying financial statements and in the notes thereto, the Authority has

significant financial problems. The recovery of the cost of its transportation property, materials

and supplies and other assets, and therefore its ability to meet its obligations and to comply with

the terms of the revenue bond and equipment trust agreements depends upon the adequacy of its

revenues, which were not adequate for the fifty-two week periods ended December 25, 1971, and

December 26, 1970, nor are they budgeted to be adequate for 1972. In 1971, however, the Authority

received grants applied to operating losses and debt service from local and state governments,

operates transportation property financed by local, state and Federal grants and is presently ap-

plying for additional grants.

Because of the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph, we are unable to express an opin-

ion on the accompanying financial statements taken as a whole. In our opinion, however, the

amounts shown in the accompanying balance sheets and statement of funds for cash and U.S. Gov-
ernment securities held in the various funds and accounts, accounts receivable, contributions and

grants, accrued interest, the amounts listed under other current liabilities and the amounts shown
in the accompanying statements of application of revenue for operating revenue and operating ex-

penses, except for the effect of the matter described in Note 10, are presented fairly in conformity

with generally accepted accounting principles and/or as specifically provided in the revenue bond

trust agreement consistenly applied, except as indicated in Note 11, during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois,

March 31, 1972.
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balance sheets .of December 25, 1971, and December 26, 1970

assets

Transportation Property, at cost, excluding $152,000,000 of property and

equipment owned and/or financed by others and operated by the

Authority

Less—Reserve for depreciation

Special Funds, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost (see accom-

panying Statement of Funds)

:

Held by revenue bond Trustee-

Depreciation reserve (Notes 1, 2 and 5)

Transit revenue— grant from State of Illinois for debt service . .

Interest on revenue bonds

Interest on equipment trust certificates

Damage reserve (Note 6)

Other Current Assets (Notes 2 and 3):

Working cash account, cash and U.S. Government securities, at cost

Accounts receivable, less reserve

Materials and supplies, at average cost less reserve

Other

liabilities

Long-Term Debt, including $8,039,415 debt service requirements due

within one year (see accompanying statement) (Notes 3, 4 and 5):

Revenue bonds, after deducting amounts held by Trustee for pay-

ment of principal (Note 2)

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting amounts held by

Trustee for payment of principal

Long-Term Construction Contracts

Appropriated Net Earnings (see accompanying statement)

Contributions and Grants (Note 3):

Contributions from City of Chicago and County of Cook applied to op-

erating losses

Grants from State of Illinois applied to debt service requirements of

revenue bonds and equipment trust certificates

Accrued Interest On Long-Term Debt, due within one year:

Revenue bonds

Equipment trust certificates

Other Current Liabilities;

Accounts payable

Accrued wages and vacation pay (Note 10)

Deferred revenue

Unredeemed tokens

Damage Reserve (Note 6)

1971

$247,713,092

162,442,802

$ 85,270,290

$ 679,896

51,362

1,056,961

24,286

3,346,075

$ 5,158,580

$ 9,548,176

7,986,212

6,625,242

1,024,118

$ 25,183,748

$115,612,618

6,194.07

$ 41,274,068 $ 47,465,226

7,542,500

$ 48,816,568 $ 56,381,891

$ — $ 841,228-

$ 25,385,640 $ 47,984,541

$ 3,500,000

7,000,000

$ 10,500.000 $_

$ 1,056,961 $

24,286 _
$ 1,081,247 $_

$ 8,934,627

10,063,199

1,726,381

$ 20,724,207

$ 9,104,956

$115,612,618

The accompanying notes to financial state integfd part of these slate



statements of application of revenue for the fi/tyi'^o week periods ended oe r 25. 1971,

nd Decembe

1971 1970

)perating Revenue:

Passenger transportation $188,184,874

' Other 2,901,903

$191,086,777

)perating Expenses (Notes 10 and 11):

Operations and maintenance-

Scheduled transit operations $100,262,685

Maintenance and servicing 43,121,783

Other 7,073,064

i
Superintendence and general office 28,144,929

I Provision for injuries and damages 9,554,339

Electric power for revenue equipment 4,269,179

j
Fuel for revenue equipment 3,048,962

Operating rentals 816,062

$196,291,003

levenue Available (Deficiency) before revenue bond debt service require-
' ments $ (5.204,226)

levenue Bond Debt Service Requirements:

[
Interest $ 2,217,750

i Serial bond maturity fund 1,510,753
' Sinking funds 4,283,425

$ 8,011,928

)eficiency in Revenue before depreciation (Note 1) $(13,216,154) $ (2,329,666)

)epreciation Requirement— Current Period (Note 5) (15,286,942 ) (14,782,190 )

beficiency in Revenue before applying contributions and grants (Note 1) . . $ (28,503,096 ) $ (17,111,856 )

Contributions and Grants (Note 3):

Contributions from City of Chicago and County of Cook applied to op-

erating losses $ 3,500,000 $ —
Grant from State of Illinois applied to revenue bond debt service re-

quirement 6,301,435 —
$ 9,801,435 $ —

)eficiency in Revenue after applying contributions and grants (Note 1) . . $ (18,701,661 ) $ (17,111,856)

$181,643,892

3,133,481

$184,777,373

$ 93,764,832

37,877,880

6,837,118

23,838,901

9,238,869

3,932,680

2,816,491

817,272

$179,124,043

$ 5,653,330

$ 2,393,925

1,994,624

3,594,447

$ 7,982,996

rransfers From Reserve Funds due to deficiency in revenue available for:

Operating expenses from operating expense reserve fund

Revenue bond debt service requirements from—
Operating expense reserve fund

Depreciation reserve fund

leduction in Working Capital due to deficiency in revenue available to pro-

vide for:

Operating expenses

Revenue bond debt service requirements (Note 2)

)eficiency in Meeting Depreciation Requirement, representing revenue not

available for deposit in depreciation reserve fund (Note 5)

)eficiency in Revenue, as above

(1,704,226)

(1,710,493 )

$ (3,414,719)

(15,286,942 )

$(18,701,661 )

(94,755)

(128,300)

(3,044,432 )

(3,267,487)

(412,816 )

$ (3,680,303)

(13,431,553 )

$ (17,111,856)

; to lina ial statements ntegrai part of these statements. 19



statements of long-term debt nber 25. 1971. and December 26. 1970

Dec. 25, 1971 Dec. 26, 1970

Revenue Bonds (Notes 2, 4 and 5):

Series of 1947, 35/8% to 33/4%, due through 1978 $33,408,000 $36,077,000

Series of 1952, 41/2%, due 1982 15,780,000 15,944,000

Series of 1953, 41/2%, due 1982 4,950,000 5,002,000

$54,138,000 $57,023,000
Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accompanying

Statement of Funds) 12,863,932 9,557,774

$41,274,068 $47,465,226

Equipment Trust Certificates (Notes 4 and 5):

Series 10, 3.20% to 3.25%, due through 1973 $ 1,125,000 $ 1,875,000:

Series 11, 3.75% to 3.90%, due through 1976 6.535,000 7,155,000

$ 7,660,000 $ 9,030,000
Less—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (see accompanying

Statement of Funds) 117,500 113,335

$ 7,542,500 $ 8,916,665
'

$48,816,568 $56,381,891 :

Debt service requirements for fiscal 1972 for the payment of principal on revenue bonds and equipment

trust certificates consist of the following:
Equipment

Revenue Trus

Total Bonds Certific otes,>(|

Serial bond maturity $1,016,129 $1,016,129 $ —
Sinking funds 5,599,953 5,599,953 —
Principal payment funds 1,423,333 -^ 1,423, 33i

$8,039,415 $6,616,082 $1,423,333 :

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements.

notes to financial statements
( 1 ) Revenue of each month, after deducting oper-

ating expenses, is, in the opinion of the Authority,

to be deposited in the following funds, in the order

shown, to the extent that moneys are available

therefor:

A. Revenue bond interest funds, serial bond
maturity fund, sinking funds and revenue bond
reserve funds—deposits equal to debt service

requirements as provided in the Revenue Bond
Trust Agreement.
B. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to

the monthly depreciation provision and deficien-

cies in prior years' deposits.

C. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits,
cumulative within the year, equal to $300,000
quarterly for the Series of 1947 and 1952 rev-
enue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the Series

of 1953 revenue bonds.

D. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to

be not less than $900,000 each year, until the

balance in the fund is equal to at least $4,000,000.

E. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be

computed in accordance with the franchise or-i

dinance.

F. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to 1

the moneys remaining after making required de- -

posits to the above funds.

Revenue bond reserve requirements were met ini'

prior years. Amounts deposited in revenue bond

reserve funds can be used only for (a) payment of

principal or interest on revenue bonds whenever on

any principal or interest payment date there would

be insufficient moneys held by the Trustee in appli-

cable principal, interest and other funds, or (b) re-

tirement of remaining bonds outstanding whenever

the aggregate amount in the revenue bond reserve

fund, revenue bond amortization fund and sinking

fund for any series is equal to the amount of appli-

cable series bonds then outstanding.
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statement of changes in appropriated net earnings for the /i/lylwo week period

ended Decemb

Balance, December 26, 1970, as original-

ly reported

I

Adjustment to reflect cash deposits

based on monthly results

Balance, December 26, 1970, as ad-

justed

Deficiency in revenue before applying

;
contributions and grants (per accom-
panying Statements of Application of

Revenue)

Retirement of Revenue Bonds:

Gain on retirement of revenue bonds .

Interest earned on investments held

for—

I

Sinking funds

i Revenue bond reserve funds . .

Current requirements—

! Serial bond maturity fund . . . .

Sinking funds

Interest earned on investments held for

depreciation reserve fund

Interest expense on equipment trust cer-

tificates

Net change

Balance, December 25, 1971

The accompanying notes to financial statements i

Total

Amounts
Applied for

Retirement of

Revenue Bonds

Deficiency
in Meeting

Depreciation

Requirement Other (Net)

$47,984,541 $87,534,774 $(31,509,284) $ (8,040,949)

— — (68,346 ) 68,346

$ 47,984,541 $87,534,774 $(31,577,630 ) $ (7,972,603 )

$(28,503,096) $ —

257,171 257,171

86,824



statement of funds lor the mty two week period ended De nber 25. 1971

Balance
Dec. 26, 1970,

Before

Transfers

(Cash and U.S.
Government

FUND Securities)

Held By Revenue Bond Trustee:

Transit revenue $17,360,087

Interest funds 1,146,278

Serial bond maturity . . . 1,000,000

Sinking funds 977,496

Revenue bond reserve

funds 7,656,760

Depreciation reserve . . . 1,693,821

Modernization (Note 12) . .
—

Held By Equipment Trustee:

For payment of interest . . 28,223

For payment of principal . 113,335

Other:

Working cash account . . . 1,028,800

Contributions and grants . .
—

Damage reserve 2,725,363

Total $33,730,163

COLLECTED



Balance, December 25, 1971,

Before Giving Effect to Transfers

Balance, December 25, 1971, After Giving Effect

to Transfers to be Made Between Funds

to be



of the revenue bond trust agreement, the Trustee

may institute any appropriate legal, equitable or

other proceedings for the purpose of specifically

enforcing such covenant, provided, however, no

such proceedings shall result in a lien or a fore-

closure of any physical property of the Authority.

(8) The trust agreement securing the revenue

bonds provides that the Authority shall set aside

monthly for pensions and retirements such amounts

as deemed necessary by the Chicago Transit Board.

Under its pension agreement, the Authority has

agreed to contribute a fixed percentage of payroll

costs to a contributory retirement plan maintained

for the benefit of its employees.

The Authority's pension contribution for the 52-

week period ended December 25, 1971, of

$16,019,000 was equal to normal cost and interest

on and a reduction of unfunded prior-service cost.

Such amount reflects increased contributions of

$1,960,000 because of 1971 amendments to the plan

which provide for increased benefits. The actuar-

ially computed value of vested benefits of the plan

as of January 1, 1971, the date of the last actuarial

valuation, exceeded the total of the assets of the

plan and accruals for pensions by approximately

$104,000,000.

(9) On February 23, 1972, the Authority entered

into a capital grant contract with the Department of

Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation Admin-
istration (DOT-UMTA). The contract provides for a

grant from DOT-UMTA to finance two thirds or ap-

proximately $53,100,000 of the cost of a capital im-

provement project estimated to aggregate $79,700,-

000. In June 1972, the Authority entered into an

agreement with the State of Illinois for a capital

grant of up to $26,600,000 under the provisions of

the Transportation Bond Act to provide the remain-
ing one third of the estimated project cost required

by the contract with DOT-UMTA.

(10 ) Employee benefits are distributed to function-

al expense classifications throughout the year ai

estimated rates. The increased costs of such bene-

fits were not fully provided through the applicatior

of such rates in 1971, and therefore, will be pro-

vided and distributed to operating expenses in 1972.

If such costs had been fully provided in 1971, op-

erating expenses and accrued wages and vacatioi

pay would have been increased approximateh

$2,500,000.

(11) In prior years the Authority capitalized re-

placements of track, electrical equipment, etc.

based on "property units" as defined several years

ago. Such replacements were charged to the de-'

preciation reserve fund. In 1971, the cost of certaii

necessary replacements of track and associatec

equipment approximating $600,000, which woulc;

have been considered "property units" was chargec

to maintenance expense because of the restrictior ;

on fvmds available in the depreciation reserve fund.:
j

In the opinion of management, such emergency re-

placements were necessary for the proper operation

and maintenance of the rapid transit system and.'

therefore, were operating in nature and properly

classified as maintenance expense imder the terms

of the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement.

(12) During 1971 the Authority sold several par-

cels of land. In accordance with the Revenue Bone

Trust Agreement, the net proceeds of $3,159,000

were deposited in the Modernization Fund. Con-

sistent with the practice adopted in prior years, nc

gain was recognized on the sale since the parcels

sold are a part of the remaining cost of transporta-

tion property acquired from predecessor compa-.

nies. Such net proceeds were transferred to the

working cash account as a reimbursement for prop-

erty costs, including costs incurred in prior years,

which had not been charged to the depreciation re-

serve or modernization funds.

event subsequent to date of auditors' report

Because of the question of the proper legal interpretation of the Revenue Bond Trust Agi-eement, which is

described in Note 2, the Trustee has stopped purchasing revenue bonds from funds on deposit in the sinking

funds. In July 1972 a complaint naming the Authority and Trustee as defendants was filed which requests

among other things, that the Trustee be directed to disburse the funds in the sinking funds in the purchase

or redemption of the Authority's revenue bonds.

The complaint also requests that no funds received by the Authority under the Emergency Public Transpor-
tation Assistance Act enacted by the Illinois General Assembly in 1971 be paid into the Authority's Working
Cash Account. No injunction has been issued. The Authority has used the funds received under the Emer-
gency Public Transportation Assistance Act to the extent required, as reimbursements to the transit rev-

enue fund and the depreciation reserve fund for debt service requirements to the extent that the monthly
deposits made by the Trustee exceeded revenues available for such requirements.
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(tatement of transportation property and organization expense
showing balance at December 26, 1970, plus addit.

,and

'rack and Paving

lachinery and Tools

Ilectric Line Equipment

luildings

lars

iuses, Fare Boxes, etc

/ork Cars , Autos and Service Equipment

'urniture

ignals and Interlocking

:ros sings, Fences and Signs

Ilevated Structures

ubstation Equipment

ubstation Under Long Term Construction

Contracts

elephone and Communications ....
Ingineering

reneral and Miscellaneous

Total Transportation Property . . .

>rganization Expense

Totals

additions and less



mileage owned, leased, and operated as o/ oe

Track:

Owned
Leased—

State Street Subway

Dearborn Street Subway

Eisenhower Expressway (Halsted to Laramie)

Lake Route (Laramie to Harlem)

Contributed (City and Federal)—

Englewood Route (Loomis to Ashland) . .

Dan Ryan Expressway (17th to 95th) . . .

Kennedy Expressway (Gale to Cornelia) and

Kimball-Milwaukee Subway

Total

Revenue

:

Track —
Trolley Bus Routes 149.00

Motor Bus Routes 1,706.00

1,855.00

Non-Revenue:

Track fi)1.86

Trolley Bus Wire 20.41

22.27

Total 1,877.27

ber 25. 1971



>perating statistics /or fiscal

ilevenues

levenue Vehicle Miles—

1
Cars—Rapid Transit

Trolley Buses

Motor Buses

Total Revenue Vehicle Miles

levenue per Vehicle Mile

:;arning Revenue Vehicle Hours—
Cars—Rapid Transit — C'^ —
Trolley Buses 884,765 — 884,765

: Motor Buses 8,233,231 — 8,233,231

9,117,996 — 9,117,996

Surface
System



revenue passengers (miinons

originating—rapid transit system

'62 '63

revenue & expense (millions of dollars)

total revenue before grants

I I total payrol

I I other operating and maintenance expenses

l'-'-< debt service requirements

n

62 '63 '64 '55 '67 '68
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lilli<

assenger revenues

tudent riding subsidy-State of Illinois

ther revenues

,
Total revenue

lotal payroll (including employee ben-

I

efits)

jlaterial and supplies

irovision for injuries and damages . .

lower and fuel

Ither operating and maintenance ex-

I
penses

I

Total operation and maintenance ex-

penses

avenue available (deficit) before debt

I

service

jebt service requirements (revenue

bonds)

evenue available (deficit) before depre-

,
elation

[rants from City of Chicago and County

I of Cook for operating losses ....
Irant from State of Illinois for debt ser-

i
vice

et revenue available (deficit) before de-

preciation

epreciation requirement (current peri-

j
od)

[alance available (deficiency)

apital investment-

Funds provided by CTA
,
Funds provided by federal, city, etc. .

Total capital investment

le of real estate

kitstanding revenue bonds-less re-

1 serves

Utstanding equipment trust certificates-

less reserves

Total bonds and certificates out-

standing

evenue passengers—
Originating-surface system ....
Originating-rapid transit system . .

Transfer

Total

itomobile registrations-Cook County

evenue vehicle miles-
Surface system

I Rapid transit system

I
Total

!

ctlve passenger equipment (thousands)-

Surface buses

Rapid transit cars

Total

ates of fare at year end (basic adult)

(see notes)

ransfer charge

otal incidents which may result in suits

or claims (thousands)

umber of employees, at year end

(thousands)

lUS operators hourly wage rate at year

end (including cost-of-living) ....

re changes e//eeliue July S, 1970, December 19. 1968.

ten year financial & statistical summary

1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962

$181.2 $174.9 $171.9 $145.7 $140.7 $140.4 $134.4 $131.1 $131.8 $135.6

6.1 6.0 4.6 3.6 3.7 3.6 1.3 — — —
3.7 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.1 3.0 2.2 2.2

$191.0 $184.7 $179.9 $152.9 $147.9 $147.4 $138.8 $134.0 $134.6 $137.8

$161.3 $147.3 $132.0 $117.2 $109.2 $102.7 $ 95.1 $ 90.8 $ 88.5 $ 86.5

9.6 8.7 8.0 7.5 7.6 7.0 6.4 5.6 5.5 5.9

9.5 9.2 8.2 5.5 5.9 6.5 7.5 8.6 9.6 10.2

7.3 6.8 6.4 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.4 6.2 6.6 6.8

8.5 7.1 6.4 3.9 5.4 5.4 5.0 4.7 5.0 5.8

$196.2 $179.1 $161.0 $140.4 $134.6 $128.2 $120.4 $115.9 $115.2 $115.2

$ (5.2) $ 5.6 $ 18.9 $ 12.5 $ 13.3 $ 19.2 $ 18.4 $ 18.2 $ 18.8 $ 22.6

8.0 7.9 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.0 8.1 8.1 8.2

$ (13.2) $ (2.3) $ 10.9 $ 4.5 $ 5.2 $ 11.0 $ 10.4 $ 10.1 $ 10.7 $ 14.4

$ 3.5 $ — $ — $ — $ — $ — $ $ — $ $

6.3 — — — — — — — — —

$ (3.4) $ (2.3) $ 10.9 $ 4.5 $ 5.2 $ 11.0 $ 10.4 $ 10.1 $ 10.7 $ 14.4

$ 15.3 $ 14.8 $ 14.4 $ 12.2 $ 11.8 $ 11.8 $ 11.1 $ 10.7 $ 10.7 $ 11.0

$(18.7) $(17.1) $ (3.5) $ (7.7) $ (6.6) $ (.8) $ (.7) $ (.6) $ — $ 3.4

$ 1.3 $ 3.6 $ 7.0 $ 5.9 $ 7.6 $ 14.3 $ 14.1 $ 22.9 $ 14.5 $ 6.6

4.7 19.1 48.4 46.4 1.4 — — — — —
$ 6.0 $ 22.7 $ 55.4 $ 52.3 $ 9.0 $ 14.3 $ 14.1 $ 22.9 $ 14.5 $ 6.6

$ (3.0) $ (.1) $ (.2) $ — $ (.8) $ — $ (.9) $ (.2) $ (.1) $ (.3)

$ 41.3 $ 47.4 $ 54.3 $ 60.4 $ 65.9 $ 71.1 $ 76.1 $ 80.8 $ 85.2 $ 89.6

7.5 8.9 10.2 11.5 12.8 14.0 15.2 16.3 11.0 5.6

$ 48.8 $ 56.3 $ 64.5 $ 71.9 $ 78.7 $ 85.1 $ 91.3 $ 97.1 $ 96.2 $ 95.2

282.6 296.2 317.0 347.0 389.8 405.7 389.1 381.7 381.2 390.9

103.5 105.6 103.1 110.8 120.7 117.6 114.8 112.1 111.1 114.0

226.0 226.9 231.1 235.1 257.1 261.1 252.1 245.2 247.0 256.5

612.1 628.7 651.2 692.9 767.6 784.4 756.0 739.0 739.3 761.4

2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6

95.2 98.3 102.2 103.8 107.1 112.3 111.1 108.6 105.8 106.2

51.1 51.5 45.6 44.8 45.3 45.5 44.3 44.1 43.8 43.9

146.3 149.8 147.8 148.6 152.4 157.8 155.4 152.7 149.6 150.1

2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2

1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3

45<; 451? • 40<? 40<;* 30<;' 251? 25(; 25? 25i? 25?!

IOC lOi?' 5(^ 5? 51? 5?! 51? 5>? 5<; 5<?

17.2 19.5 22.3 22.7 23.6 22.7 21.5 21.4 22.3 23.1

12.8 12.9 12.5 12.2 12.4 12.2 12.4 12.6 13.0 13.0

$ 5.27 $ 4.78 $ 4.33 $ 4.00 $ 3.41 $ 3.29 $ 3.18 $ 3.02 $ 2.95 $ 2.86

November 5, 1967.
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ten year financial & statistical summary

All figures in millions, except where noted 1972 ' 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966' 1965 1964 1963

Passenger revenues $178.5 $181.2 $174.9 $171.9 $145.7 $140.7 $140.4 $134.4 $131.1 $131.8

Student riding subsidy-State of Illinois . 6.1 6.1 6.0 4.6 3.6 3.7 3.6 1.3 — —
Other revenues 2.5 3.7 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.1 3.0 2.2

Total revenue $187.1 $191.0 $184.7 $179.9 $152.9 $147.9 $147.4 $138.8 $134.1 $134.0

Total payroll (including employee ben-

efits) $180.9 $161.3 $147.3 $132.0 $117.2 $109.2 $102.7 $ 95.1 $ 90.8 $ 88.5

Material and supplies 9.8 9.6 8.7 8.0 7.5 7.6 7.0 6.4 5.6 5.5

Provision for injuries and damages . . 9.3 9.5 9.2 8.2 5.5 5.9 6.5 7.5 8.6 9.6

Power and fuel 7.6 7.3 6.8 6.4 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.4 6.2 6.6

Other operating and maintenance ex-

penses 8.3 8.5 7.1 6.4 3.9 5.4 5.4 5.0 4.7 5.0

Total operation and maintenance ex-

penses $215.9 $196.2 $179.1 $161.0 $140.4 $134.6 $128.2 $120.4 $115.9 $115.2

Revenue available (deficit) before debt

service $(28.8) $ (5.2) $ 5.6 $ 18.9 $ 12.5 $ 13.3 $ 19.2 $ 18.4 $ 18.2 $ 18.8

Debt service requirements (revenue

bonds) 8.3 8.0 7.9 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.0 8.1 8.1

Equipment trust certificates 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.1 2.4

Revenue available (deficit) before depre-

ciation $ (38.8) $ (14.9) $ (4.0) $ 9.2 $ 2.8 $ 3.5 $ 9.3 $ 8.7 $ 8.0 $ 8.3

Grants from City of Chicago and County

of Cook for operating losses ....$6.0 $3.5$ — $ — $ — $ — $ — $ — $ — $ —
Grant from State of Illinois for debt ser-

vice 10.0 9.0 — — — — — — — —
Net revenue available (deficit) before de-

preciation $ (22.8) $ (2.4) $ (4.0) $ 9.2 $ 2.8 $ 3.5 $ 9.3 $ 8.7 $ 8.0 $ 8.3

Depreciation requirement (current peri-

od) $ 15.0 $ 15.3 $ 14.8 $ 14.4 $ 12.2 $ 11.8 $ 11.8 $ 11.1 $ 10.7 $ 10.7

Balance available (deficiency) $ (37.8) $ (17.7) $ (18.8) $ (5.2) $ (9.4) $ (8.3) $ (2.5) $ (2.4) $ (2.7) $ (2.4)

Capital investment-

Funds provided by CTA $ 1.1 $ 1.3 $ 3.6 $ 7.0 $ 5.9 $ 7.6 $ 14.3 $ 14.1 $ 22.9 $ 14.5

Funds provided by federal, city, etc. . 29.3 4.7 19.1 48.4 46.4 1.4 — — — —
Total capital investment $ 30.4 $ 6.0 $ 22,7 $ 55.4 $ 52.3 $ 9.0 $ 14.3 $ 14.1 $ 22.9 $ 14.5

Sale of real estate $ 1.3 $ 3.0 $ .1 $ .2 $ — $ .8 $ — $ .9 $ .2 $ .1

Outstanding revenue bonds-less re-

serves $ 34.8 $ 41.3 $ 47.4 $ 54.3 $ 60.4 $ 65.9 $ 71.1 $ 76.1 $ 80.8 $ 85.2

Outstanding equipment trust certificates-

less reserves 6.1 7.5 8.9 10.2 11.5 12.8 14.0 15.2 16.3 11.0

Total bonds and certificates out-

standing $ 40.9 $ 48.8 $ 56,3 $ 64.5 $ 71.9 $ 78.7 $ 85.1 $ 91.3 $ 97.1 $ 96.2

Revenue passengers—
Originating-surface system .... 277.1 282.6 296.2 317.0 347.0 389.8 405.7 389.1 381.7 381.2

Originating-rapid transit system . . 100.5 103.5 105.6 103.1 110.8 120.7 117.6 114.8 112.1 111.1

Transfer 228.4 225.0 226.9 231.1 235.1 257.1 261.1 252.1 245.2 247.0

Total 606.0 611.1 628.7 651.2 692.9 767.6 784.4 756.0 739.0 739.3

Automobile registrations-Cook County . 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.6

Revenue vehicle miles-
Surface system 95.1 95.2 98.3 102.2 103.8 107.1 112.3 111.1 108.6 105.8

Rapid transit system 50.8 51.1 51.5 45.6 44.8 45.3 45.5 44.3 44.1 43.8

Total 145.9 146.3 149.8 147.8 148.6 152.4 157.8 155.4 152.7 149.6

Active passenger equipment (thousands)—

Surface buses 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.2

Rapid transit cars 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1

Total 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.3

Rates of fare at year end (basic adult)

(see notes) 45? 45? 45<? " 40? 40?" 30? •" 25? 25? 25? 25?

Transfer charge 10? 10? 10? " 5? 5? 5? 5? 5? 5? 5?

Total incidents which may result in suits

or claims (thousands) 13.6 17.2 19.5 22.3 22.7 23.6 22.7 21.5 21.4 22.3

Number of employees, at year end

(thousands) 12.6 12.8 12.9 12.5 12.2 12.4 12.2 12.4 12.6 13.0

Bus operators hourly wage rate at year

end (including cost-of-living) .... $5,535 $ 5.27 $ 4.78 $ 4.33 $ 4.00 $ 3.41 $ 3.29 $ 3.18 $ 3.02 $ 2.95

•Fiscal years 1966 and 1972 were 33-week years, all others were 52 weeks.

"Fare changes ef/ective July 8, J970, December 19. 1968: November 5. 1967.
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operations review

CTA serves the entire City of Chicago, pro-

viding transit service to within 3/8 mile of 99% of

the city's population. CTA also provides service

through 18 suburbs, to or along the border of 14

more suburbs, and within 3/8 mile of an additional

four suburbs—a total of 36 suburbs.

At year end the miles of revenue bus routes

totaled 1,859 and miles of revenue rapid transit

track are 191.60.

The active fleet of revenue equipment at the end

of 1972 totaled 3,172 buses and 1,196 rapid transit

cars. New equipment acquired during the year in-

cluded 524 air-conditioned diesel buses. Equip-

ment retired included 255 buses and 86 rapid

transit cars.

riding trends

A decrease in riding occurred for the year

1972, affecting originating passengers on both the

surface and rapid transit systems. Passengers

purchasing transfers on the surface system in-

creased approximately 5,000,000 and decreased

approximately 1,000,000 on the rapid transit sys-

tem. Total revenue passengers including originat-

ing and transfer fares are 606,063,487 for 1972 and

611,113,005 for 1971, a decrease of 5,049,518

(8.26%).

Ridership losses were experienced within the

two classifications of originating passengers, with

the greatest percentage decrease affecting the

rapid transit system where passengers are

100,468,879 in 1972 compared to 103,499,016 in

1971, a decrease of 3,030,137 (2.93%). Originating

surface system passengers are 277,152,147 in 1972

compared to 282,659,169 in 1971, a decrease of

5,507,022 (1.95%).

The number of passengers purchasing transfers,

entitling them to one or more additional rides over

connecting CTA bus or rapid transit routes, is

228,442,910 in 1972 compared to 224,954,820 in

1971, an increase of 3,488,090 (1.50%).

vehicle miles

Combined vehicle miles operated in 1972 totaled

145,930,197, a decrease of 337,474 (0.23%) under

1971. Surface system miles operated were

95,153,625, a decrease of 44,911 (0.05%) under

1971. Rapid transit system car miles were

50,776,572, a decrease of 292,563 (0.57%) under

1971,

On each weekday during 1972 an average of

2,357 buses operated 285,536 miles and an average

of 963 rapid transit cars operated approximately

164,639 miles. Average scheduled speed of buses

in 1972 was 12.12 mph as compared with 12.05 mph
in 1971, while the rapid transit average scheduled

speed in 1972 was 24.86 mph as compared to

24.51 mph in 1971.

The slight increase in overall speed of surface

operations during the year was due to intensive

scheduling of the new diesel buses, CTA's first

with V-8 engines, and new midday operation of

Archer E;5)ress buses via the Stevenson Expy.

public safety

In 1972 CTA operating employees established

the safest year in CTA's 25-year history.

The table below compares 1972 public accident

experience with that of 1971, CTA's previous saf-

est year, and with 1954, when intensive safety-

training activities began.

Traffic accidents

Passenger accidents . . .

Total accidents ....

Schedule mUes on routes

(in thousands)

Frequency rate—Accidents per

100,000 miles-
Traffic accidents

Passenger accidents . . .

Total accidents (rounded)

1972

6,314

3,210

9,524

4.47

2.27

6.7

1972 Decrease

1971 1954

6,604

3.592

10.196

16,300

9,678

25,978

4,59

2.49

9.93

5.89

7.1 15.8

1971

4,39%

10.63%

6.59%

2.61%

5.63';

From
1954

61.26%

66,83%

63,34%

141.348 144,010 164,222 1,85% 13.93%

54,98%

61,46%

57,59%



financial results

Operating revenues in 1972 decreased $4,002,-

846 (2.1%) under 1971. Increased wages and fringe

benefits for the year account for the greater por-

tion of the $19,612,526 (10.0%) Increase in operat-

ing expenses.

Operating revenues failed to cover operating

expenses by $28,819,598 for 1972 before applying

grants. Also operating revenues, before applying

grants, were short $8,310,267 to make deposits to

the debt service funds in order to comply with the

requirements of the Trust Agreement securing the

Authority's revenue bonds. Revenues also failed to

meet the depreciation provision requirement, re-

sulting in a total revenue deficiency of $52,096,579

for the year 1972 before applying grants.

During 1972 the Authority received $6,000,000

from the City of Chicago and County of Cook to

apply to operating losses and $13,924,762 from the

State of Illinois, of which $8,310,267 was applied to

meet debt service requirements on revenue bonds

and the balance was applied to cover $1,710,493

debt service requirements on revenue bonds for

1971 which was not provided for in that year. In

addition, the grant provided funds for equipment

trust certificate debt service requirements and

other contractual obligations. These grants, made
possible by the enactment of an Emergency Trans-

portation Act and Transportation Bond Act by the

Illinois General Assembly, reduced the deficiency

in operating expenses to $22,319,598, This defi-

ciency was met by reducing the Authority's

working capital.

Comparative results of operations for fiscal

years 1972 and 1971 are shown below:

Operating revenue

Operating expenses

Revenue available (deficiency) before grant and

debt service

Grant from City of Chicago and County of Cook

applied to operating deficiency

Net revenue available (deficiency) before debt

service

Debt service requirements

Deficiency before grant and depreciation . . , .

Grant from State of Illinois applied to revenue

bond debt service requirements*

Deficiency before depreciation

Depreciation requirement-current period . , ,

Net deficiency in revenue

*Total grant received from State of Illinois was $13,924,762 in 1972 and $7,000,000 in 1971. Applica-

tion of this grant is shown as follows:

Debt service requirements-
Revenue bonds series of 1947, 1952 and 1953

Equipment trust certificates

Other contractual obligations

Total

Less-
Grant received in 1971

Grant received in 1972

Total

1972



The decrease in passenger revenues presented

below generally reflects the declining riding

habits of the general public. The surface system

decline was not as great as that for the rapid

transit system. Charter service revenues were

down primarily due to loss of contracts with the

Board of Education because of not having standard

school buses and also the shortage of funds by the

Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunity for sum-

mer trips for low-income family children to places

of culture and amusement. Other revenues which

include interest earnings from securities de-

creased primarily as a result of a decline in cash

balances available for investment.

The comparison of operating expenses below

indicates a 9.99% increase for 1972, attributed to

spiraling costs arising in all categories of expense.

Operating labor hours for the fiscal year 1972

totaled 24,231,476 compared to 24,390,849for 1971,

a decrease of 159,373.

An increase of 10.86% in wages and salaries for

1972 resulted from higher hourly wage rates and

cost-of-living allowances as provided in the con-

tract negotiated December 1, 1971, with the Amal-
gamated Transit Union.

In August 1971 the President of the United States

announced, as part of a program to hold the line on

inflation, a freeze on wages. Any adjustment in

wages was to be limited to a base increase of 5.5%

and a fringe benefit increase of 0.7%. With the

exception of the March 1 cost-of-living change,

1972 cost-of-living increases were deferred.

These increases plus a subsequent arbitration

award applied retroactively to December 1, 1972,

sources of revenue

Passenger revenues-
Originating surface system . . . .

Originating rapid transit system . .

Student fare differential - State of Illi-

nois reimbursement

Charter service

Other revenues-
Station and car privileges . . . . ,

Rent of buildings and other property

Miscellaneous ,

Total operating revenue ....

Increase (Decrease)

1972



Increase

Claim settlements— ^'^72 1971 (Decreose)

Number 10,021 12,014 (1,993)

Settlement costs $1,748,916 $2,326,886 $(577,970)

Expenses 1,560,007 1,361.752 198,255

Total cost of claims $3.308,923 $3.688.638 $(379,715)

Suit settlements-

Number 2,268 2,892 (624)

Settlement costs $4,946,893 $4,274,010 $ 672,883

Expenses 1,682,320 1,450,564 231.756

Total cost of suits 6.629.213 5,724,574 904,639

Total costs $9,938,136 $9,413,212 $ 524.924

paid in 1973. affected the bus operator's wage rate

as follows:



balance sheets
exhibit I

assets

iS ol December 30. 1972. and December 25. 1971

TRANSPORTATION PROPERTY, at cost, including property and equipment

owned by others and operated by the Authority (Note 4)

Less—accumulated provision for depreciation (Note 4)

$507,555,771

171,676,711

$335,879,060

SPECIAL FUNDS (Exhibit K):

Held by revenue bond Trustee-

Transit revenue— grant from the State of Illinois for debt service . . $ 22,198

Depreciation reserve (Notes 1 and 2) 327,890

Interest on revenue bonds 1,068,300

Held by equipment Trustee-

Interest on equipment trust certificates 20,077

Damage reserve (Note 1) 2,762,136

Grant from the State of Illinois available for debt service and other con-

tractual obligations (Exhibit VI) 970,397

$ 5,170,998

OTHER CURRENT ASSETS:

Working cash account (Exhibit K) $ 3,477,286

Accounts receivable, less reserve 3,879,311

Materials and supplies, at average cost, less reserve 7,155,021

Other 956,736

$488,122,937

162,442,802

$325,680,135

51,362

679,896

1,056,961

24,286

3,346,075

9,548,176

7,986,212

6,625,242

1,024,118

$ 15,468,354 $ 25,183,748

$356,518,412 $356,022,463

liabilities

LONG-TERM DEBT, including $7,730,910 debt service requirements due

within one year (Exhibit II and Notes 1 and 2):

Revenue bonds, after deducting amounts held by Trustee for payment of

principal $ 34,821,049 $ 41,274,068

Equipment trust certificates, after deducting amounts held by Trustee for

payment of principal 6,119,165 7,542,500

$ 40,940,214 $ 48,816,568

CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL for property improvements and principal pay-

ments on debt service (Exhibit Vn and Notes 3 and 4) $281,428,031 $245,053,017

ACCUMULATED EARNINGS (Deficit) (Exhibit III and Note 3) $ (5,775,464) $ 31,191,106

GRANTS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS for debt service and other con-

tractual obligations—unapplied $ 984,57 8 ;| 51,362

ACCRUED INTEREST ON LONG-TERM DEBT, due within one year:

Revenue bonds $ 1,068,300 $ 1,056,961

Equipment trust certificates 20,077 24,286

$ 1,088,377 $ 1,081,247

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES:

Accounts payable $ 11,992,399 $ 7,322,161

Accrued wages and vacation pay (Note 6) 10,784,007 10,063,199

Deferred revenue 598,912 —
Unredeemed tokens 1,950,864 1,726,381

Other contractual obligations-

Reimbursement of cost of transportation equipment 960,694 771,238

Substation conversion costs 1,004,217 841,228

Capital improvement project deposit liability 2,040,566 ^
$ 29,331,659 $ 20,724,207

DAMAGE RESERVE (Note 1) $ 8,521,017 $ 9,104,956

$356,518,412 $356,022,463

The accompanying notes to financial statements t ntegral part ol these statements.



statements of long-term debt
exhibit II

i ol December 30. 1972, and December 25, 1971

REVENUE BONDS (Note 1):

Series of 1947, 3^-4%, due 1978

Series of 1952, 4V2%, due 1982

Series of 1953, 4 1/2%, due through 1976

Less—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (Exhibit IX)

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES (Note 2):

Series 10, 3.25%, due 1973

Series 11, 3.90%, due 1976

$ 32,408,000

15,780,000

4,950,000

$ 53,138.000

18,316,951

$ 33,408,000

15,780,000

4,950,000

$ 54,138,000

12,863,932

$ 34,821,049 $ 41,274.068

Less—Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (Exhibit IX)

375,000

5,865,000

6,240,000

120,835

1,125,000

6,535,000

7,660,000

117,500

$ 6,119,165 $ 7,542,500

$ 40,940,214 $ 48,816,568

The fiscal 1973 requirements for payment of principal on revenue bonds and equipment trust certificates

are $6,255,077 and $1,475,833, respectively.

statements of accumulated earnings {deficit) lor me Mly-mree week penod ended December 30, 1972,

exhibit III
^^^ '^^ titty-two week period ended December 25,

ACCUMULATED EARNINGS—beginning of period $31,191,106

NET LOSS FOR THE PERIOD before application of contributions and grants

(Exhibit IV) (45,906,090)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Note 3)-

Applied to 1971—

Net loss from operations —
Interest charges —

Applied in the accompanying statement of income and expense to 1971—
Net loss from operations 211,139 —
Interest charges 63,387 —

Applied to 1972—

Net loss from operations 6,000,000 —
Interest charges 2,470,429 —

Applied to 1970 reimbursement of cost of transportation equipment . . . 194,565 —
ACCUMULATED EARNINGS PEFICIT)—end of period $ (5,775,464) $ 31,191,106

1971

$ 47,984,541

(22,598,901)

3,500,000

2.305,466

notes to financial statements

(1) TRUST AGREEMENT SECURING REVENUE BONDS:
To finance the acquisition of predecessor companies and for

extending or improving the transportation system, the Chicago

Transit Authority ("Authority") issued revenue bonds which

were secured by a Trust Agreement with The First National

Bank of Chicago, as Trustee. In this Trust Agreement the

Authority covenants that, among other things, it will operate

and modernize the transportation system and fix rates and

charges for transportation that shall, at all times, be sufficient

in the aggregate to provide for the payment of all operating ex-

penses, debt service requirements and the creation and main-

tenance of an adequate depreciation reserve fund.

On January 26, 1973, the Chicago Transit Board directed the

Revenue Bond Trustee to transfer to the working cash account

all deposits made to the transit revenue fund, immediately upon

receipt, in order to be able to pay currently, and make reason-

able provision for, the cost and expenses of operation and

maintenance of the transportation system. The Circuit Court of

Cook County on February 6, 1973, held that the Chicago Transit

Board has the authority to cause transfers for these purposes

to be made. Under this procedure, transit revenue funds will

not be available to pay revenue bond debt service costs and any

other Trust Agreement requirements subsequent thereto in

priority.

If and whenever there shall be a failure on the part of the Au-

thority to observe any covenant of the Trust Agreement, the

Trustee may institute any appropriate legal, equitable or other

proceedings for the purpose of specifically enforcing such cov-

enant, provided, however, no such proceedings shall result in a

lienor a foreclosure of any physical property of the Authority,

The Trust Agreement also prescribes the order of precedence

which shall be followed in allocating the revenue of the Author-

ity.

(A) Application of Revenue-
Revenue of each month, after deducting operating expenses , is,

in the opinion of the Authority, to be deposited in the following

funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are avail-

able therefor:

1. Revenue bond interest funds, serial bond maturity fund,

sinking funds and revenue bond reserve funds—deposits

equal to debt service requirements as provided in the Trust

Agreement.

2. Depreciation reserve fund—deposits equal to the monthly

depreciation provision and deficiencies in prior years' de-

posits.

3. Revenue bond amortization fund—deposits, cumulative

within the year, equal to $300,000 quarterly for the Series of

1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the

Series of 1953 revenue bonds.

4. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to be not less

The accompanying notes to financial statements i integral part ol these statements.



statements of income and expense lor me miy-lhree week penad ended December 30. 1972. and Ihe titty-

exhibit IV

OPERATING REVENUE:
Passenger transportation

Other

OPERATING EXPENSE:
Operations and maintenance (Notes 6 and 7)—

Scheduled transit operations

Maintenance and servicing

Other

Superintendence and general office-

Scheduled transit operations

Maintenance and servicing

General and administrative

Electric power for revenue equipment

Fuel for revenue equipment

Operating rentals

Provision for injuries and damages

Provision for depreciation (Note 1)

Net loss from operations

OTHER INCOME:
Gain on retirement of revenue bonds $ —
Interest earned on Investments held for—

Sinking funds 279,247

Revenue bond reserve fimds 59,244

Depreciation reserve fimd 12,160

$ 350,651
INTEREST CHARGES:
Revenue bonds $ 2,195,739

Equipment trust certificates 274,690

$ 2,470,429

Net loss for the period before application of contributions and

grants $(45,906,090)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS:
Applied to reduce net loss from operations $ 6,000,000 $ 3,711,139

Applied to meet Interest charges 2,470,429 2,368,853

$ 8,470,429

Net loss for the period $ (37,435,661)

two wee* period ended December 25. 1971



statement of changes in financial position lor we liny-mree wee* pemd ended December 30. 1972

exhibit V

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS:
Net loss for the period before application of contributions and grants

(Exhibit IV)

Contributions and grants applied to reduce net loss from operations and to

meet interest charges

Net loss for the period

Add back—provision for depreciation which did not require the current out-

lay of funds (Note 1)

Funds used by operations

FUNDS PROVIDED FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN OPERATIONS:
Funds provided-

Grants from the State of Illinois—

For payment of principal on debt and substation conversion costs . . $10,052,026

For payment of debt service and other contractual obligations . . . 933,216

Grants and contributions from the Federal government and State of

Illinois for capital improvement projects 26,322,988

Net proceeds from the sale of property 1,293,945

$38,602,175
Funds applied-

Principal payments-
Revenue bonds $ 6,114,528

Equipment trust certificates 1,423,335

Additions to transportation property-

Capital improvement projects 26,322,988

aher 331,753

$34.192,604

Net funds provided from sources other than operations

Net funds applied

NET FUNDS APPLIED consist of the following changes in balance sheet

accounts:

Decrease in working cash

Decrease in accounts receivable

Increase in accounts payable

Increase in capital improvement project deposit liability

Net increase in other assets

Net increase in other liabilities

$(45,906,090)

8,470,429

$(37,435,661)

14,966,714

$(22,468,947)

4,409,571

^(18.059,376)

$ 6,070,890

4.106,901

4.670,238

2,040,566

(279,658)

1.450,439

$ 18,059,376

the State of Illinois as partial reimbursement of deposits to the

sinking funds, in the payment of operating expenses.

(C) Rates and Charges for Transportation—

As mentioned above, the Authority covenants that it shall fix

adequate rates and charges for transportation. This require-

ment for adequate rates is also called for by the Metropolitan

Transit Authority Act and the Equipment Trust Agreement.

In October 1972, the Chicago Transit Board authorized Senior

Citizens to use the services of the Chicago Transit Authority

during all operating hours upon payment of the Senior Citizen

rate of fare (which is a reduced rate of fare).

(D) Depreciation—

The Trust Agreement requires the Authority to set aside

monthly in the depreciation reserve fund an amount not less

than 8% of revenue to provide for replacement of the transpor-

tation system, principal and interest on equipment trust certif-

icates and, under certain circumstances, principal and interest

on the revenue bonds. As set forth in the accompanying State-

ment of Funds, no amounts were deposited in the depreciation

reserve fund from revenues in 1972 or 1971. Charges made
against the fund have reduced the balance in the fund as of De-
cember 30, 1972, to $327,890.

(E) Sale of Property—
The Authority has consistently followed the practice of not rec-

ognizing any gain on the sale of property if the property being

sold was part of the transportation property acquired from

predecessor companies. The Authority initially deposits all

proceeds from the sale of property to the transit revenue fund.

After accumulating the expenses related to the particular sale,

the Authority transfers the net proceeds to the modernization

fund. During 1972 and 1971, the modernization fund reimbursed

the working cash account for property costs, including costs in-

curred in prior years, which had not previously been charged

to the depreciation reserve or modernization funds.

(F) Pension Plan—
The Authority has agreed to contribute a fixed percentage of

payroll costs to a contributory retirement plan maintained for

the benefit of all its employees. The Authority's pension con-

tributions for the fifty-three week period ended December 30,

1972, and the fifty-two week period ended December 25, 1971.

of $19,346,000 and $16,019,000, respectively, were equal to

normal cost plus interest on. and a reduction of. unfunded

prior-service liability. The actuarially computed value of

vested benefits of the plan as of January 1, 1972, the date of the

last actuarial valuation, exceeded the total of the assets of the

plan and accruals for pensions by approximately $112,000,000.

(G) Damage Reserve—
The Trust Agreement provides that the Authority shall set

aside monthly, in a damage reserve fund for the defense of all

claims and the payment of all judgments for injuries and dam-

The accompanying notes to linanciat statements < ntegra! part ol this statement.



statements of application of contributions and grants for operating losses and debt service
exhibit VI 'or the tifty-three week period ended December 30. 1972. and the titty-two week peiiod ended December 25. 1971

1972 1971

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED to meet operating losses:

City of Chicago $ 3,000,000 $ 2,000,000

Coimty of Cook 3,000,000 1,500,000

GRANTS RECEIVED from the State of Illinois to meet debt service require-

ments on revenue bonds, equipment trust certificates and other contractual

obligations 13,924,762 7,000,000

Total contributions and grants received $19,924,762 $10,500,000

GRANTS RECEIVED IN PRIOR PERIOD for debt service which were unap-

plied in that period 51,362 —
$19,976,124 $10.500,000

APPLIED TO MEET:
Operating losses $ 6,000,000 $ 3,500,000

Debt service requirements for 1971 (Note 3)—

Revenue bond principal payments 1,570,008 4,147,688

Revenue bond interest payments 33,201 2,153,747

Equipment trust certificates principal payments 312,017 495,484

Equipment trust certificates interest payments 30,186 151,719

Debt service requirements for 1972—

Revenue bond principal payments 6,114,528 —
Revenue bond interest payments 2,195,739 —
Equipment trust certificates principal payments 1,423,335 —
Equipment trust certificates interest payments 274,690 —

Other contractual obligations—

1970 transportation equipment costs 194,565 —
1971 transportation equipment costs 211,139 —
1971 substation conversion costs 632,138 —

Total amount of contributions and grants applied $18,991,546 $10,448,638

GRANTS UNAPPLIED at the end of the period $ 984,578 $ 51,362

UNAPPLIED GRANTS TRANSFERRED to the transit revenue fund at the end

of the period in order to pay debt service requirements in the subsequent

period 22,198 51,362

UNAPPLIED GRANT, available to meet other contractual obligations, re-

maining in the contributions and grants fund at the end of the period . . . $ 962,380 $ —
INTEREST INCOME ON UNEXPENDED GRANT for other contractual obliga-

tions , to be used for payment of debt service

BALANCE IN CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS FUND at the end of period

available for debt service and other contractual obligations 970,397 $ —

statement of contributed capital lor the mty-three week period ended December 30. 1972

exhibit VII

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS:
Federal

City of Chicago

State of Illinois

County of Cook
Other

Total contributions for property improvements
GRANTS FROM STATE OF ILLINOIS:
For payment of principal on revenue bonds and equipment
trust certificates

For payment of substation conversion costs

Total grants from State of Illinois for principal

payments and conversion costs

Total contributed capital

Balance

orPe"iod
(Nates 3 and 4)

Additions Balance
During End

the Periad o( Period

$107,228,692



statements of application of revenue an accordance with me Revenue Bond Trust Agreement)

exhibit Viil tor the fifty-three weeA period ended December 30, 1972, and the fifty-two weel< period ended December 25, 1971

OPERATING REVENUE

OPERATING EXPENSE, exclusive of the provision for depreciation (Ex-

hibit IV)

Net loss from operations, exclusive of provision for deprecia-

tion

REVENUE BOND DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS:
Interest

Serial bond maturity fund

Sinking funds

DEFICIENCY IN OPERATING REVENUE before depreciation

DEPRECIATION REQUIREMENT—current period

DEFICIENCY IN OPERATING REVENUE before application of contribu-

tions and grants

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Exhibit VI):

Applied to reduce operating losses

Applied to revenue bond debt service requirements

DEFICIENCY IN REVENUE after application of contributions and grants .

1971

(Note 1)

1972

(Note 1)

$187,083,931

215,903,529

$ (28,819,598)

$ (2,195,739)

(516,129)

(5,598,399)

$ (8,310.267) $ (8.011,928)

; (13,216,154)

5191,086,777

(5,204,226)

(2.217,750)

(1,510,753)

(4,283.425)

; (37,129.865)

(14,966.714) (15.286.942)

$ (52,096.579) $ (28.503,096)

1 6,000.000

8,310.267

; 14.310,267

; (37,786.312)

$ 3.711.139

7.904.644

$ 11,615,783

$ (16,887,313)

ages, such amounts as deemed sufficient by the Chicago Trans-

It Board. As of December 30, 1972, it is estimated that ap-

proximately 4,700 claims and suits for injuries and damages
remain to be settled. The balance in the damage reserve fund

is $2,762,136.

While determining the cost of unsettled claims and suits as of

December 30, 1972, is, at best, a difficult estimate. If such an

estimate is based on the experience of the previous five years,

the estimated cost of future settlements will approximate

$9,000,000. If such an estimate is based upon 1972 experience,

the estimated cost of future settlements will approximate

$11,200,000. The amounts to pay future settlements in excess

of the balance in the fund would have to be provided from future

revenue or other sources.

(2) EQUIPMENT TRUST AGREEMENT:
In May 1973. the Authority paid the rental payments which were
then due with a portion of the grants received in 1973 from the

state and local governments (see Note 3). Subsequently, the

Equipment Trustee, Harris Trust and Savings Bank, notified the

Authority that the rental payments due March 1, 1973. as well

as the rental payments due April 1, 1973, and May 1, 1973, were
received and, therefore, the conditions of default created by the

nonpayment of rent for March, April and May 1973 no longer

exist.

By virtue of these rental payments, there is now on deposit with

the Equipment Trustee the required amount needed to pay prin-

cipal and interest due June 1, 1973, which means that the

Series 10 Trust Certificates should be completely retired on

that date.

Under the Equipment Trust Agreement, the Authority covenants

that it will maintain a minimum balance ($2,268,000 at Decem-
ber 30, 1972) in the depreciation reserve fund as long as any

equipment trust certificates remain outstanding. At December
30, 1972, the balance of the depreciation reserve fund was
$327,890,

In the event the Authority fails to comply with the terms and

covenants of the Equipment Trust Agreement, the Equipment
Trustee (subject to certain requirements which pertain to

length of time a deficiency exists, proper notice, etc.) may de-

clare the unpaid principal amount of the equipment trust cer-

tificates to be due and payable and may repossess all or part of

the 573 motor buses and 493 elevated-subway cars pledged as

collateral.

At December 30, 1972, the remaining principal amount to be

paid from the depreciation reserve fund on the equipment trust

certificates was $6,119,165 and, of this amount, $1,475,833. to-

gether with interest of $223,429, is due in 1973. In addition,

property costs aggregating $195,878 at December 30, 1972,

chargeable in whole or in part to the depreciation reserve

fund have not been charged thereto but have reduced working

capital.

The Equipment Trustee has been retaining the interest earned

on funds left on deposit with the Trustee as additional security

for the equipment trust certificates. The Authority has record-

ed the interest earned as income and as a receivable from the

Trustee.

(3) CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS FOR OPERATING LOSSES
AND DEBT SERVICE:
During 1971 and 1972, the Authority received grants from the

State of Illinois under the Emergency Public Transportation

Assistance Act. The grants were provided for the payment of

principal of, and interest on, bonds, certificates, equipment

trust certificates or other evidence of indebtedness. As indi-

cated in the accompanying statements, the Authority applied a

portion of the grants received in 1972 as reimbursement for

payments made in 1971 for debt service requirements and

other contractual obligations. The Authority also received, in

1971 and 1972, contributions from the City of Chicago and

County of Cook for operating losses.

That portion of the grants received from the State of Illinois

applied to meet principal payments on the revenue bonds and

equipment trust certificates and substation conversion costs is

included as part of contributed capital in the accompanying

balance sheets. The remaining portion of the grants from the

State of Illinois applied to meet interest payments on revenue

bonds and equipment trust certificates and payments of the City

of Chicago for reimbursement of cost of transportation equip-

ment and the local contributions to meet operating losses is in-

The accompanying notes to financial statements i integral part of these statements



StStSment of funds (or Ihe liny-three week period ended December 30. 1972

exhibit IX

BALANCE OF CASH AND U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, at cost,

at beginning of period

ADD—receipts

:

Fare box receipts

Sale of tokens

State reimbiu-sement for student fare reductions

Federal, state and other capital improvement project grants

Contributions and grants for debt service and operating losses

Sale of property (Note 1)

Income on investments

Other receipts

Total receipts

ADD (Deduct)—interfund transfers:

Related to debt service requirements—

From state grants

From transit revenue

From depreciation reserve

From working cash

For injuries and damages
Held by equipment Trustee for additional security

For operating losses

Transfer of income on investments

For reimbursement of current expenditures . .

Net transfers

Total available before disbursements

DEDUCT—disbursements

:

For debt service on revenue bonds

For debt service on equipment trust certificates

For current expenditures

Total disbursements

BALANCE OF CASH AND U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, at cost,

at end of period

ADD (Deduct)—adjustment of interfund transfers, from transit rev-

enue related to debt service requirements, to reflect that portion of

state grants for debt service which was not needed to meet debt ser-
vice requirements for the period

ADD (Deduct)—interfund transfers to be made after end of period:

Net proceeds from the sale of property to working cash account . .

Net proceeds from the sale of property to modernization fimd

(Note 1)

Reimbursement for capital expenditures made from working cash
account (Note 1)

For injuries and damages
From equipment trust accounts representing income on invest-
ments

Equivalent to payments made from depreciation reserve fund for

equipment trust debt service and transit revenue for other debt
obligations

Reimbursement for expenditures

Net transfers to be made

BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD, after adjustment and transfers . ,

CLASSIFIED IN THE ACCOMPANYING BALANCE SHEET AS:
Special funds

Other current assets

Reduction of long-term debt

Funds Held by Revenue

Transit

Revenue



Revenue
Bond

Modernizatic

(Note 1)

Funds Held by Equipment Truste

Poyment of

Interest Principal

Additionoi State ond Loco!

Security Contributions

Account ond Gronts

(Note 2) (Exhibit VI)

Working

Cosh

; ,643,800



eluded as a reduction of the accumulated deficit. In 1971, con-

tributions and grants received for operating losses and debt

service interest requirements (S5, 805,466 at December 25,

1971) were classified separately on the balance sheet. Accumu-

lated earnings for the period ended December 25, 1971, have

been restated to include such contributions and grants.

In May 1973, the Authority received an Emergency Transpor-

tation Operation Grant in the amount of $12,600,000 from the

State of Illinois. In April 1973. the City of Chicago and County

of Cook had contributed matching grants, required by the legis-

lation providing for the state grant, totaling $6,300,000.

The state and local grants are to be used for operating ex-

penses, including principal and interest payments applicable to

equipment trust certificates, but shall not be used for debt ser-

vice on revenue bonds. Also, such grants shall not be subject

to the terms of the Chicago Transit Authority Revenue Bond

Trust Agreement dated July 1, 1947, as amended.

Under the terms of the legislation providing for the state grant,

the operating expenses must be approved by the Secretary of

Transportation. If the Authority does not have an operating

deficit, as determined by the Secretary of Transportation for

the period January 1, 1973, through June 30, 1973, including as

revenue its grants from the state and from units of local gov-

ernment, the Authority shall repay to the state and to the grant-

ing local government units, in the same proportion as the

grants provided, the amoimt by which it does not have an oper-

ating deficit.

(4) CONTRIBUTED PROPERTY:
The Authority- has been granted by the City Council of the City

of Chicago the exclusive right to operate a transportation sys-

tem for the transportation of passengei-s within the City of Chi-

cago. Included in the transportation system operated by the

Authority are certain facilities owned by others. The Authority

has the exclusive right to operate these facilities under the

terms of the authorizing legislation and various long-term

lease and other agreements.

In 1972, the Authority changed its accounting policies to reflect

in its accounts, as contributed property, facilities which it has

the exclusive right to operate. Accordingly, the financial state-

ments as of December 25, 1971, have been restated to reflect

such property, amounting to approximately .$240,400,000, which

includes approximately $229,000,000 of facilities owned by

others.

The additional property recorded is stated at original cost. No
provision has been made to reflect the effect, if any, of depre-

ciation which might have occurred since the property was ini-

tially placed in service. The original cost reflected in the ac-

counts of the Authority has been obtained from various sources,

including reports of the City of Chicago, project status reports

prepared by various agencies, contracts, bills of sale and in

other instances from original Invoices. This documentation is

not complete; consequently, in 1973, the Authority plans to ini-

tiate a program to obtain the necessary documentary support

for the original cost of such property.

The provision for depreciation as reflected in the accompany-
ing financial statements is equal to 8',' of revenues. As pointed

out in Note 1, 8*^; of revenues is the minimum provision re-

quired by the Trust Agreement. No consideration has been
given to the possible effect that depreciating the contributed

property would have on the accumulated provision for deprecia-
tion. The Authority is presently studying the various methods
which might be adopted regarding depreciating all of the prop-
erty operated by the Authority.

As Indicated in the accompanying Statement of Contributed Cap-
ital (Exhibit VII). a substantial portion of the property previous-
ly not recorded w:is financed \t\ llie Cily of Cliitago. The Chi-

cago Transit Authority Ordinance provides that no disburse-

ments, with certain exceptions, made by the City from the City

Traction Fund or from the City Transit Fund shall be included

in the property account of the Authority. In the opinion of man-
agement, recording of this property is desirable to reflect the

scope of the Authority's operations and by specifically desig-

nating the accounts in which this property is recorded as being

contributed property operated but not owned by the Authority

that they have complied with the Chicago Transit Authority

Ordinance.

The property recorded includes the State Street and Dearborn
Street subways. Congress, Dan Ryan and Kennedy Expressway
Rapid Transit facilities and other property including the

amounts expended under the present Federally and state funded

capital improvement projects.

The Authority has entered into a capital grant contract with the

Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation Ad-
ministration (DOT-UMTA) and with the State of Illinois under

the Transportation Bond Act. DOT-UMTA will finance two

thirds or approximately $93,580,000 with the State of Illinois

financing one third or approximately $46,790,000. Substantial

commitments have been entered into by the Authority in con-

nection with this grant.

Certain provisions of the agreements giving the Authority the

right to use or operate these facilities provide that proceeds

from the sale of the financed property must be returned to the

grantors. However, in certain instances, the sale proceeds can

be used to replace the property sold.

(5) RESTATEMENT OF THE NET LOSS FOR 1971:

As explained in Note 3, during 1972 the Authority received

grants from the State of Illinois to meet debt service require-

ments and other contractual obligations. A portion ($274,526)

of the grant received in 1972 was applied by the Authority as

reimbursement for interest payments made in 1971 on revenue

bonds and equipment trust certificates and for payments to the

City of Chicago for reimbursement of cost of transportation

equipment. The net loss for the fifty-two week period ended

December 25, 1971, as shown in the accompanying financial

statements has been restated to reflect that portion of the 1972

grant applied to reduce the 1971 loss.

(6) EMPLOYEE BENEFITS DISTRIBUTION:
Employee benefits are distributed to functional expense clas-

sifications throughout the period at estimated rates. The in-

creased costs of such benefits were not fully provided through

the application of such rates in 1971 and, therefore, the 1972

rates were increased to distribute that portion not previously

provided for to operating expenses in 1972. If such costs had

been fully provided for when incurred, operating expenses for

1971 would have been increased approximately $2,500,000 and,

correspondingly, operating expenses for 1972 would have been

reduced by the same amount.

(7) EXPENSING OF PROPERTY REPLACEMENTS:
The Authority follows the practice of capitalizing replacements

of track, electrical equipment, etc., based on "property units"

as defined several years ago. Such replacements are to be

charged to the depreciation reserve fund. During 1971, how-
ever, the cost of certain necessary replacements of track and

associated equipment approximating $600,000. which would have

normally been considered "property units," was charged to

maintenance expense because of the restriction on funds avail-

able in the depreciation reserve fimd. In the opinion of manage-
ment, such emergency replacements were necessary for the

proper operation and maintenance of the rapid transit system
and, therefore, were operating in nature and properly classified

as maintenance expense under the terms of the Trust .A.gree-

menl.



To Chicago Transit Board of Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheets and statements of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT
AUTHORITY ("Authority") (an Illinois municipal corporation) as of December 30, 1972, and December
25, 1971, and the related statements of accumulated earnings (deficit), income and expense, application

of contributions and grants for operating losses and debt service and application of revenue for the

fifty-three week and fifty-two week periods, respectively, then ended. We have also examined the

statements of changes in financial position, contributed capital and funds for the fifty-three week peri-

od ended December 30, 1972. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted audit-

ing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing

procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances, except as explained in a following para-

graph regarding property and equipment owned by others.

As indicated in the accompanying financial statements and in the notes thereto, the Authority has sig-

nificant financial problems. The recovery of the cost of its transportation property, materials and

supplies and other assets and, therefore, its ability to meet its obligations and to comply with the

terms of the revenue bond and equipment trust agreements depend upon adequate revenues or funds

from other sources. Revenues were not adequate for the fifty-three week period ended December 30,

1972, and the fifty-two week period ended December 25, 1971; however, the Authority did receive con-

tributions and grants for operating losses and debt service from local and state governments. As ex-

plained in Note 3 to the financial statements, grants for operating expenses for the period January 1,

1973, through June 30, 1973, have been received from local and state governments.

As explained in Note 4 to the financial statements, the Authority, in 1972, changed its accounting pol-

icies to reflect in its accounts approximately $229,000,000 of property and equipment, owned by others,

which it has the exclusive right to operate. The documentation utilized to determine the original cost

of this property as reflected in the accounts is not complete and management has informed us that it

plans to initiate a program to obtain the necessary support for the original cost of such property and

has requested that we not examine these accounts until such study is completed. No provision has been

made for depreciation, if any, which may have occurred since such property was placed in service,

and, as noted, there is a question as to whether the Authority can include certain property financed by

the City of Chicago in the property account of the Authority.

Because of the significance of the matters referred to in the preceding paragraphs, we are unable to

express an opinion on the accompanying financial statements taken as a whole. In our opinion, how-

ever, the balances of cash and U.S. Government securities, as of December 30, 1972, and December
25, 1971, reflected in the statement of funds represent the amounts of cash and U.S. Government se-

curities held in the various funds. Also, in our opinion, the amounts shown in the accompanying bal-

ance sheets for accounts receivable, grant from the State of Illinois for other contractual obligations

—

unapplied, accrued interest on long-term debt, the amounts listed under other current liabilities and

the amounts shown in the accompanying statements of income and expense for operating revenue, op-

erating expense (except for the provision for depreciation and the matter described in Note 6), other

income, interest charges and contributions and grants, and the statements of application of contribu-

tions and grants for operating losses and debt service are presented fairly, in conformity with gen-

erally accepted accounting principles and/or as specifically provided in the revenue bond trust agree-

ment consistently applied, except as indicated in Note 7, during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois,

May 24, 1973.
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statement of transportation property and organization expense
showing balance at December 25, 1971, plus additions and less retirements during 1972 and balance at December 30, 1972

Land $ 14,471,494

Track and Paving 13,723,104

Machinery and Tools 7,094,770

Electric Line Equipment 8,701,616

BuildiDgs 36,798,325

Cars 62,721,321

Buses, Fare Boxes, etc 68,223,902

Work Cars, Autos and Service Equipment . 2,485,430

Furniture 1,830,675

Signals and Interlocking 2,819,764

Crossings, Fences and Signs 1,430,641

Elevated Structures 9,820,527

Substation Equipment 7,274,903

Substation Under Long Term Construction

Contracts 841,228

Telephones and Communications 1,062,563

Engineering 46,623

General and Miscellaneous 8.276,890

Total Transportation Property .... $247,627,776

Organization Expense 85,316

$247,713,092

Donated Transportation Property —
Totals $247,713,092

Denotes Red Figures

Gross
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ten year financial & statistical summary

AH figures in millions except where r

Passenger revenues $172.4

Student fare differential— State of Illinois . .

Senior citizen fare differential—State of Illinois

Other revenues

Total revenue

Total labor (including fringe benefits) ....
Materials and supplies

Provision for injuries and damages
Power and fuel

Other operating and maintenance expenses .

Total opera tion and maintenance expenses

Revenue available (deficit) before debt service .

Debt service requirements:

Revenue bonds

Equipment trust certificates

Revenue available (deficit) before depreciation .

1973



operations reviev

CTA serves the entire City of Chicago, pro-

viding transit service to within 3/8 mile of 99% of

the city's population. CTA also provides service

through 18 suburbs, to or along the border of 14

more suburbs, and within 3/8 mile of an additional

four suburbs—a total of 36 suburbs.

At year end the miles of revenue bus routes

totaled 1,985 and miles of revenue rapid transit

track were 191.60.

riding trends

A decrease in riding occurred for the year

1973, affecting originating passengers on both the

surface and rapid transit systems. Passengers

purchasing transfers on the surface system in-

creased approximately 700,000 and on the rapid

transit system, decreased approximately 1,500,-

000. Total revenue passengers including originat-

ing and transfer fares were 595,543,461 for 1973

and 006,063,487 for 1972, a decrease of 10,520,-

026 (1.7%).

Ridership losses were experienced within the

two classifications of originating passengers, with

the greatest decrease affecting the rapid transit

system where the passengers were 95,160,535 in

1973 compared with 100,468,879 in 1972, a de-

crease of 5,308,344 (5.3%). Originating surface

system passengers were 272,414,322 in 1973 com-
pared with 277,152,145 in 1972, a decrease of

4,737,825 (1.7%).

The number of passengers purchasing trans-

fers, entitling them to one or more additional

rides over connecting CTA bus or rapid transit

routes was 227,579,844 in 1973 compared with

228,442,910 in 1972, a decrease of 863,066 (.4%).

Commencing September 9, 1973, CTA began

operations in Evanston, Illinois, under an agree

ment whereby the City of Evanston would pay fo i

operating losses incurred in the operations. Th I'

fare for local riding in Evanston either on the sur

face or rapid transit routes was set at 25^ with n

charge for a transfer. Passengers carried for tin

four-month period ended December 29, 1973, wen
388,760 on the surface and 143,143 on the rapi(

transit. In November 1973 a revised routing sys-
"

tem on the surface was implemented with a mucl

greater ridership than the original routes. Pas-

sengers for the one-month period were 170,54)

compared with 218,212 for the previous periods.

vehicle miles

Combined vehicle miles operated in 1973 totalec

139,428,600, a decrease of 6,501,597 (4.5%) undeij

1972. Surface system miles operated were 90,-,;

701,804, a decrease of 4,451,821 (4.7%) under 1972;i

Rapid transit system car miles were 48,726,796, a

decrease of 2,049,776 (4.0%i) under 1972.

On each weekday during 1973 an average oi

2,227 buses operated 272,126 miles and an average,

of 916 rapid transit cars operated 162,254 miles,-

Average scheduled speed of buses in 1973 was

12.11 mph as compared with 12.12 mph in 1972,.

while the rapid transit average scheduled speed in

1973 was 27.53 mph as compared to 24.86 mph in

1972.

public safety

In 1973, CTA employees attained the safest

year in CTA's 26-year history. Compared with

1972, the previous safest year, there were 492

fewer traffic and passenger accidents, a decrease

of 5.2%.

The traffic and passenger accident frequency

safety

1973

Traffic accidents 6,197

Passenger accidents 2,835

Total accidents 9,032

Schedule miles on routes

(in thousimds) 137,803

I'requency rate--Accidents per

100,000 miles--

Traffic accidents 4.50

Passenger accidents 2.06

Total accidents (rounded) 6.6



financial results

ate of 6.6 accidents per 100,000 miles operated

as also the lowest in CTA history, a reduction of

.5', compared with the 1972 rate of 6.7.

In the early years of CTA, 1947 through 1954,

le accident rate fluctuated between a high of 20.9

1 1947 to a low of 15.8 in 1954. In 1954, the

uthority embarked on intensive safety-training

ctivities and, from that year to the present, there

as been a downward trend in accident rates. A
omparison of the 1954 rate and the 1973 rate

hows a reduction of 58%; a comparison of 1947

ith 1973, a dramatic 68% reduction.

Considering the surface system and the rapid

•ansit system separately, each system also set

,s own safest year in 1973. The surface system

ad 467 fewer traffic and passenger accidents than

1 1972, its previous safest year, a 5%i reduction.

he rate, too, was reduced: 9.7 in 1972 and 9.4 in

973, a 2.5% reduction.

The rapid transit system rate of 1.24 was 2.4%

Dwer than its previous lowest rate of 1.27 set in

1972. In number of traffic and passenger acci-

dents, there was a decrease of 25 accidents.

The Authority's traffic and passenger accident

figures include all accidents no matter how minor.

financial results

For comparison of statistical data throughout

this report, the fiscal year 1973 consists of 52

weeks in contrast to 53 weeks in fiscal year 1972.

Operating revenues in 1973 decreased $598,487

(0.3%.) imder 1972. Increased costs of Social Se-

curity Taxes, employees insurance, motor fuel

and miscellaneous services account for the greater

portion of the $4,905,599 (2.3%) increase in op-

erating expenses.

Operating revenues failed to cover operating

expenses by $34,331,701 for 1973 before applying

grants. Also, operating revenues were short

$8,196,998 to make deposits to the debt service

funds in order to comply with the requirements of

the Trust Agreement securing the Authority's

financial highlights
1973

Operating revenue $186,477,427

Operating expenses . . o . o 220,809,128

Revenue available (deficiency) before grant and

debt service » . . . . o (34,331,701)

Grant from City of Chicago, County of Cook and

State of Illinois applied to operatingdeficiency* 34,331,701

Net revenue available (deficiency) before debt

service

Debt service requirements 8,196,998

Deficiency before grant and depreciation . . . (8,196,998)

Grant from State of Illinois applied to revenue

bond debt service requirements* -

Deficiency before depreciation (8,196,998)

Depreciation requirement—current period . , . 14,916,873
Net Deficiency in Revenue $ (23,113,871 )

*Total grants applied were $36,900,000 in 1973 and $17,140,888 in 1

shown as follows: Year Ended
Operating expense deficiency (excluding deprecia- Dec. 31, 1973

tion and debt ser^dce) . » » $ 34,844,973

Revenue bonds—Series 1947, 1952, and 1953 . .

Equipment tjnist certificates . o . . o . . o 1,293,197

Expenditures for injuries and damages in excess

of provision „ . o . 761,830

Other contractual obligations -

$ 36,900,000

NOTE.- Ik 1971 the Illinois General Assembly enacted the Emergency Public Transportation
Bond Act. The Emergency Public Transportation Assistance Act provided grants to the Author
on bonds, certificates, equipment trust certificates or other evidence of indebtedness upon rec
from the City of Chicago, County of Cook, or any other unit of local government, or combinatic
emergency state grants were financed from the proceeds of bonds sold under the Transportation

1972

$187,075,914

215,903,529

(28,827,615)

6,000,000

(22,827,615)

8,310,267

(31,137,882)

8,310,267

(22,827,615)

14,966,714

$ (37,794,329)

Increase

(Decrease)

$ (598,487)

4,905,599

(5,504,086)

28,331,701

22,827,615

(113,269)

22,940,884

(8,310,267)

14,630,617

(49,841)

$14,680,458

972, Application of grants is

Year Ended Two Year
Dec. 31, 1972 Total

$ 6,000,000 $40,844,973

8,201,913 8,201,913

1,698,025 2,991,222

761,830

1,240,950 1,240,950

$ 17,140,888 $54,040,888

Assistance Act and the Transportation
ity for payment of principal and interest
eipt of funds equal to 50% of such grant
>n thereof served by the Authority. The
Bond Act.



revenue bonds. Revenues also failed to meet the

depreciation provision requirement, resulting in a

total revenue deficiency of $57,445,572 for the

year before applying grants.

During 1973 the Authority received an Emer-
gency Transportation Operating Grant of $12,600,-

000 from the State of Illinois. Also during the

year, the City of Chicago and County of Cook con-

tributed grants totaling $24,300,000, of which

$6,300,000 represented matching grants as re-

quired by the legislation providing for the state

grant. In addition, the grant provided funds for

equipment trust certificate debt service require-

ments.

Increases in reimbursements from the State of

Illinois for students and senior citizen fare dif-

ferentials offset somewhat the declining riding

habits of the general public. Surface system riding

showed the smallest recorded decline since 1966.

Rapid transit ridership declined to a greater de-

gi-ee. Senior citizens were granted additional

ridmg privileges late in 1972, allowing unlimited'

use of the reduced fare card at all hours and on all

seven days a week. Charter service revenues in-

creased because of increased rates. Further,',

charter service revenues in 1972 had been ab-^i

normally low. Other revenues, which include in-

terest earnings on investments, increased due to I

the increased cash available for investment.

The comparison of operating expenses below

sources of revenue

Passenger revenues

—

Originating surface system . , .

Originating rapid transit system. .

Fare differential--State of Illinois

reimbursement --

Students

Senior citizens

Evanston fare differential ....
Charter service

Other revenues

—

Station and car privileges ....
Rent of buildings and other property.

Miscellaneous

Total operaling revenue. . . .



claims increase

Claim settlements 1973 1972 (Decreose)

Number 7,892 10,021 (2,129)

Settlement costs $ 1,313,285 $1,748,916 $ (435,631)

Expenses 1,644,619 1.560,007 84,612

Total cost of claims $ 2,957.904 $3,308,923 $ (351,019 )

Suit settlements

Number 2,104 2,268 (164)

Settlement costs $ 6,313,003 $4,946,893 $1,366,110

Expenses 1,671,884 1,682,320 (10,436 )

Total cost of suits $ 7,984,887 $6,629.213 $1,355,674

Total costs $10,942,791 $9,938,136 $ 1,004,655

ndicates a 2.3% increase for 1973, primarily be-

;ause of increases in contributions to Social Se-

;urity Taxes, employees insurance, motor fuel and

niscellaneous services. These increases were
)ffset somewhat by reduced labor costs due to ser-

Ice curtailments that occurred during the year.

Operating labor hours for the fiscal year 1973

;otaled 25,030,067 compared with 24.231.476 for

L972, an increase of 798,591.

In May 1974, after a short-lived strike by

Amalgamated employees, agreement was reached

br increases in basic wage rates and cost-of-

iving adjustments wnich resulted in the bus oper-

itor's wage rate as follows:



balance sheets 5 ol December 29 1973. ana December 30 1972

1973

TRANSPORTATION PROPERTY, at cost, including property and equipment

owned by others and operated by the Authority (Exhibit vn and Note 4) . . $531,246,917

Less—accumulated provision for depreciation (Note 4) 170,194,249

$355,052,668

SPECIAL FUNDS (Exhibit K):

Held by Revenue Bond Trustee-

Transit revenue— grant from the State of Illinois for debt service ... $ —
Revenue bond reserve (Note 1) . 7,032,635

Depreciation reserve (Notes 1 and 2) . 51,277

Interest on revenue bonds —
Modernization fund (Note 1) 163,335

Held by Equipment Trustee-

Interest on equipment trust certificates —
Damage reserve (Note 1) 1,646,163

Grant from the State of Illinois available for debt service and other con-

tractual obligations (Exhibit VI) 1,051,608

Unapplied proceeds from sale of real estate (Note 1) 879,513

$ 10,824,531

OTHER CURRENT ASSETS:
Working cash account (Exhibit DC) $ 8,982,695

Accounts receivable, less reserve-

Due from the State of Illinois for student and senior citizen fare dif-

ferential (Note 5) 7,061,801

Due from the State of Illinois and U.S. Department of Transportation for

capital improvement grants 1,758,587

Other 2,249,737

Materials and supplies, at average cost, less reserve 7,407,330

Other . 628,320

g 28,088,470

$393,965,669

$507,555,771

171,676,711

$335,879,060

22,198 •

7,643,800

327,890

1,068,300

20,077

2,762,136

970,397

$ 12,814,798 '

$ 3,477,286

3,879,311

7,155,021

956,736

$ 15,468,354

$364,162,212

LONG-TERM DEBT, after deducting amounts held by Trustees for pay-

ment of principal, including $8,033,901 debt service requirements due

within one year (Exliibit LI and Notes 1 and 2):

Revenue bonds $ 39,753,232 $ 42,464,849

Equipment trust certificates 4,770,000 6,119,165

$ 44,523,232 $ 48,584,014

CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL for property improvements and principal pay-

ments on debt service (Exhibit VII and Notes 3 and 4) $318,075,620 $281,428,031

ACCUMULATED DEFICIT (Exhibit III and Note 3) $(19;072,841 ) $ (5,775,464) )

GRANT FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS for other contractual obliga-

tions--unapplied g 962,380 $ 984,578

ACCRUED INTEREST ON LONG-TERM DEBT, due within one year:

Revenue bonds $ 894,947 $ 1,068,300

Equipment trust certificates 17,924 20,077

$ 912,871 $ 1,088,377

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable $ 23,270,871 $ 11,992,399

Accrued wages and vacation pay 13,162,101 10,784,007

Deferred revenue — 598,912

Unredeemed tokens 2,056,170 1,950,864

Other contractual obligations—
Reimbursement of cost of transportation equipment 1,545,768 960,694

Substation conversion costs 1,134,005 1,004,217

Capital improvement project deposit liability — 2,040,566

$ 41.168,915 $ 29,331,659

DAMAGE RESERVE (Note 1) , $ 7,395.492 $ 8,521.017

$:i'.)3.965,C69 $364,162.212

The accompanymg notes to tinancial statements i integral part ol these slalemenls.



statements of long-term debt
, exhibit II

: of December 29. 1973 and December 30. 1972

1973

REVENUE BONDS (Note 1):

Series of 1947, 3-' 4%, due 1978 $ 26,008,000

Series of 1952, 4' -%, due 1982 , . . . 13,918,000

Series of 1953, 41 -%, due 1982 4,382,000

$ 44,308,000

Less—Sinking funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (Exhibit K
and Note 1) . , 4,554,768

$ 39,753,232

EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES (Note 2):

Series 10, 3.25%, due 1973 $ —
Series 11, 3.90%, due through 1976 4,770,000

$ 4,770,000

Less— Funds held by Trustee for payment of principal (Exhibit DC) .... —

$ 32,408,000

15,780,000

4,950,000

$ 53,138,000

10,673,151

42,464,849

$ 4,770,000

375,000

5,865,000

6,240,000

120,835

6,119,165

1 44,523,232 $ 48,584,014

The 1974 requirements for sinking fund deposits on revenue bonds and principal payments on equipment

trust certificates are $6,498,900 and $1,535,001, respectively. The required 1973 sinking fund deposits on
' revenue bonds were not made. The 1973 requirements for payment of principal on equipment trust certif-

icates were met, a portion of which was provided by state and local grants (Note 2).

statements of accumulated earnings (def'tCit) lor me liHy-two week penod ended December 29. 1973.

exhibit III and the filty-three week period ended December 30. 1972

ACCUMULATED EARNINGS (DEFICIT)—beginning of period

NET LOSS before application of contributions and grants (Exhibit IV)

$ (5,775,646) $ 31,191,106

(49,095,652) (45,906,090)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Note 3)-

Applied to current period (Exhibit IV)—
Net loss from operations 35,606,803 6,000,000

Interest charges 191,472 2,470,429

Applied to periods prior to 1972—
Net loss from operations — 211,139

Interest charges — 63,387

Reimbursement of cost of transportation equipment — 194,565

ACCUMULATED DEFICIT—end of period $(19,072,841) $ (5,775,646)

notes to financial statements
(1) TRUST AGREEMENT SECURING REVENUE BONDS:
To finance the acquisition of predecessor companies and for

extending or improving the transportation system, the Chicago

Transit Authority ("Authority") issued revenue bonds which

were secured by a Trust Agreement with The First National

Bank of Chicago, as Trustee. In this Trust Agreement the

Authority covenants that, among other things, it will operate

and modernize the transportation system and fix rates and

charges for transportation that shall, at all times, be sufficient

in the aggregate to provide for the payment of all operating ex-

penses, debt service requirements and the creation and main-

tenance of an adequate depreciation reserve fund.

If and whenever there shall be a failure on the part of the Au-
thority to observe any covenant of the Trust Agreement, the

Trustee may institute any appropriate legal, equitable or other

proceeding for the purpose of specifically enforcing such cov-

enant, provided, however, no such proceeding shall result in a

lien on or a foreclosure of any physical property of the Author-

ity.

The Trust Agreement also prescribes the order of precedence

which shall be followed in applying the revenue of the Authority.

(A) Application of Revenue-
Revenue of each month, after deducting operating expenses, is,

in the opinion of the Authority, to be deposited in the following

fvmds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are avail-

able therefor:

1. Revenue bond interest funds, serial bond maturity fund,

sinking funds and revenue bond reserve funds—deposits

equal to debt service requirements as provided in the Trust

Agreement.

2. Depreciation reserve fimd—deposits equal to the monthly

depreciation provision and deficiencies in prior years' de-

posits.

3. Revenue bond amortization fund--deposits, cumulative

within the year, equal to $300,000 quarterly for the Series of

1947 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,714 quarterly for the

Series of 1953 revenue bonds.

4. Operating expense reserve fund—deposit to be not less

than $900,000 each year, tmtil the balance in the fund is

equal to at least $4,000,000.

5. Municipal compensation fund—deposit to be computed in

accordance with the franchise ordinance.

6. Modernization fund—deposits to be equal to the moneys
remaining after making required deposits to the above funds.

In early 1973, by action which was subsequently upheld by the

Circuit Court of Cook County, the Chicago Transit Board di-

rected the Revenue Bond Trustee to transfer to the working

cash account all deposits made to the transit revenue fund, im-
mediately upon receipt, in order to pay currently, and make
reasonable provision for, the costs and expenses of operation

and maintenance of the transportation system. Under this pro-

cedure, transit revenue funds have not been available to pay

The accompanying notes to financial statements i integral part of ttiese statements.



StdtementS of income Snd expense lor me tiHy-two week penoa enaea December 29, (973, and the Itlty-lhree week period ended December ;

OPERATING REVENUE:
Passenger transportation (Note 5) $183,145,409 $184,613, G4f
Other o 3,332,018 2,462,26^

$186,477,427 $187,075,91-:

OPERATING EXPENSE:
Operations and maintenance (Note 6)—

Scheduled transit operations $117,266,817 $113,601,75^
Maintenance and servicing 42,472,505 45,383,yS;
Other 8,423,910 7,973, 07t

Superintendence and general office applicable to-
Scheduled transit operations 9,409,907 9 968 019

Maintenance and servicing 10,123,903 10,775,886
General and administrative 13,431,355 10,381,942

Electric power for revenue equipment 4,123,433 4,544 66S
Fuel for revenue equipment „ 4,802,194 3,091,121
Operating rentals „ , 937,838 828,876
Provision for injuries and damages 9,817,266 9,354,197
Provision for depreciation (Note 1) 14,916,873 14,966,714

$235,726,001 $230,870,243:
Net loss from operations $(49,248,574 ) $(43,794,3291

OTHER INCOME:
Gain on retirement of revenue bonds (Note 1) $ 1,668,526 $ —
Interest earned on investments held for—

Sinking funds 471,585 279, 247',

Revenue bond reserve funds 72,100 59 244
Depreciation reserve fund 5,207 12 160i

Modei'nization fund 3,060
Unapplied proceeds from sale of real estate (Note 1) 18,853
Grants from the State of Illinois --unapplied 81,211 8,017 ^

$ 2,320,542
INTEREST CHARGES:
Revenue bonds $ 1,941,769 $ 2,195,739
Equipment trust certificates 225,851 274,690

2,167,620
Net loss before application of contributions and gTants $(49,095,652 ) $(45,900,090'

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Note 3):

Applied to reduce net loss from operations $ 35,606,803 $ 6,000,000i;

Applied to meet interest charges ...... ............ . 191,472 2 470 429 <

$ 35,798,275 $ 8,470,429 '

Ntt loss $(13,297,377) $(37,435,661;

revenue bond debt service costs or to meet any other Trust upheld the transfers that had been made from the transit rev-
Agreement requirements subsequent thereto in priority. enue fund for debt service on the revenue bonds and directed
(B) Rates and Charges for Transportation- the Revenue Bond Trustee to use the moneys accumulated in
As mentioned above, the Authority covenants that it shall fbc the sinking funds for the purchase and cancellation of bonds at
adequate rates and charges for transportation. This require- the lowest prices reasonably obtainable. Pursuant to this
ment for adequate rates is also called for by the Metropolitan action, the Revenue Bond Ti-ustce, during 1973, purchased
Transit Authority Act and the Equipment Trust Agx-eement. $8,830,000 principal amount of bonds at a cost of $7,161,000.
In October, 1972, the Chicago Transit Board authorized Senior (D) Operation of the Revenue Bond Reserve ?\mds-
Citlzcns to use the services of the Chicago Transit Authority In prior years, the revenue bond reserve funds had been main-
during all operating hours upon payment of the Senior Citizen tained at the levels required by the Trust Agreement. Amounts
rate of fare (which is a reduced rate of fare). See Note 5 re- deposited in revenue bond reserve funds can be used only for
gardlng reimbursement from the State of Illinois. (1) payment of interest on revenue bonds whenever, on any
(C) Operation of the Sinking Funds- interest payment date, there would be insufficient moneys held
During the past few years, a question of the proper legal in- by the Trustee in applicable interest and other funds, or (2)
terpretatlon of the Trust Agreement existed as to whether dc- retirement of remaining bonds outstanding whenever the aggre-
poslts for debt service requirements on revenue bonds should gate amoujit in the revenue bond reserve fund, revenue bond
be made from the tr:mslt revenue fund or whether, instead, amortization fund .and sinking fimd for any series is equal to
trim.sfers should be made from the revenue bond reserve funds the amount of applicable series bonds tlien outst.-mding.
to provide for debt service requirements. In 1971, the Revenue As previously mentioned in Note 1(A) to the financial state-
Bond Trustee stopped purchasing bonds from funds on deposit ments, transit revenues have not been available to pay revenue
In the sinking funds. In 1973, Uie Circuit Court of Cook County bond debt service costs; consequently, during 1973, transfers

The accompanymq notes to financial statements are an integral part ol these statements.



statements of changes in financial position lor we uity-two week penoa ended December 29. razs.

gJ^^j^3j, V and the tiliy-three week period ended December 30. 1972

1973 1972

FUNDS PROVIDED (USED) BY OPERATIONS:
Net loss before application of contributions and grants (Exhibit IV) .... $(49,095,652) $(45,906,090)

Contributions and grants applied to reduce net loss from operations and to

meet interest charges 35,798,275 8.470,429

Net loss $(13,297,377) $(37,435,661)

Add back—provision for depreciation which did not require the current out-

lay of funds 14,916,873 14,966,714

Funds provided (used) by operations $ 1,619,496 $(22,468,947)

ADD- FUNDS PROVIDED BY SOURCES OTHER THAN OPERATIONS:
Grants for payment of principal on debt and substation conversion costs . . $ 1,123,923 $10,052,026

Grants for payment of other contractual obligations — 933,216

Grants and contributions for capital improvement projects 35,523,666 26,322,988

Net proceeds from the sale of property 1,020,935 1,293,945

Funds provided by sources other than operations $ 37,668,524 $ 38,602,175

LESS- FUNDS USED OTHER THAN BY OPERATIONS:
Principal payments-

Revenue bonds $ 8,830,000 $ 1,000,000

Equipment trust certificates 1,470,000 1,420,000

Additions to transportation property-

Capital improvement projects 35,523,666 26,322,988

Other 191,930 331,753

Funds used other than by operations $ 46,015,596 $ 29,074,741

Net change $ (6,727,576) $(12,941,513)

NET CHANGE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING CHANGES IN BALANCE
SHEET ACCOUNTS:
Increase (decrease) in working cash $ 5,505,409 $ (6,070,890)

Increase in amounts due from the State of Illinois for student and senior

citizen fare differential 7,061,801 —
Increase in amounts due from the State of Illinois and U.S. Department of

Transportation for capital improvement grants 1,758,587 —
Decrease in other accounts receivable (1,629,574) (4,106,901)

Increase (decrease) in funds held by Trustees for payment of principal on

revenue bonds and equipment trust certificates (6,239,218) 5,456,354

Increase in accounts payable (11,278,472) (4,670,238)

Increase in accrued wages and vacation pay (2,378,094) (720,808)

(Increase) decrease in capital improvement project deposit liability . . . 2,040,566 (2,040,566)

Increase in other liabilities, net of changes in other assets (1,568,581) (788,464)

$ (6,727,576) $(12,941,513)

were made from the revenue bond reserve funds to meet the monthly in the depreciation reserve fund an amount not less

interest payments due on July 1, 1973, and January 1, 1974. than 8% of revenue to provide for replacement of the transpor-

The moneys on deposit in the reserve funds prior to the trans- tation system, principal and interest on equipment trust certif-

fer made to meet the July 1, 1973, interest payment were in icates and, under certain circumstances, principal and interest

excess of the minimum amounts required under the Trust on the revenue bonds. As set forth in the accompanying State-

Agreement. The Authority was of the opinion that such excess ment of Funds, no amounts have been deposited in thedeprecia-

amounts should have been transferred out of the reserve funds. tion reserve fund from revenues.

The Revenue Bond Trustee did not make such a transfer at that Charges made against the fund have reduced the balance in the

time, and, on March 20, 1974, the Trustee filed a motion with fund as of December 29, 1973, to $51,277.

the Circuit Court of Cook County which, among other things, (F) Sale of Property-

requested the Court to determine whether such excess amounts The Authority has consistently followed the practice of not rec-

on deposit in the Series of 1952 and 1953 revenue bond reserve ognizing any gain on the sale of property if the property being

funds should be transferred. On April 26, 1974, the Court sold was part of the transportation property acquired from

ordered that the moneys on deposit in the Series of 1952 and predecessor companies. During 1972, the proceeds of the

1953 revenue bond reserve funds were properly there and the sales, net of related expenses, were transferred from the

Trustee had no obligation or duty to transfer any amount of transit revenue fund to the modernization fund. These funds

these moneys to the Series of 1952 or 1953 sinking funds. Ac- were then used to reimburse the working cash account tor

cordlngly, the accompanying financial statements include no property costs which had not previously been charged to the

such transfer of these moneys, depreciation reserve or modernization fimd,

(E) Depreciation— During 1973, the Authority deposited part of the proceeds from

The Trust Agreement requires the Authority to set aside sales of propertj' ui the modernization fund and part of the pro-

I

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an mtegral part of this statement.



statements of application of contributions and grants for operating losses and debt service
exhibit VI ior the titty-two week period ended December 29, 1973, and the litty-three week period ended December 30 1972

1973 1972

AVAILABLE TO MEET debt service and other contractual obligations— un-

applied from prior period g 984,578 $ 51,362

CONTRIBUTIONS Aim GRANTS RECEIVED (Note 3):

City of Chicago S 7,300,000 $ 3,000,000

County of Cook 17,000,000 3,000,000

State of Illinois 12,600,000 13,924,762

Total received 336,900,000 $19,924,762

Total available $37,884,578 $19,976,124

APPLIED TO MEET:
Operating losses $35,606,803 S 6,000,000

Debt service requirements for current period-

Revenue bond principal payments 16,423 6,114,528

Revenue bond interest payments 5,775 2,195,739

Equipment trust certificates principal payments 1,107,500 1,423,335

Equipment trust certificates interest payments 185,697 274,690

Debt service requirements for 1971 on revenue bonds and equipment trust

certificates — 1,945,412

Other contractual obligations for 1971 and prior — 1,037,842

Total applied $36,922,198 $18,991,546

GRANTS UNAPPLIED at the end of the period $ 962,380 $ 984,578

UNAPPLIED GRANTS TRANSFERRED to the transit revenue fund at the end

of the period in order to pay debt service requirements in the subsequent

period — 22,1 'j>

AVAILABLE TO MEET other contractual obligations $ 962,380

ACCUMULATED INTEREST INCOME earned on unexpended grants to be

used for payment of debt service 89,228

TOTAL AV.'ULABLE FOR DEBT SERVICE and other contractual obliga-

tions $ 1,051,608 $_

statement of contributed capital tor me titty-iwo weet< penod ended December 29. 1973

"""".tVII Additions
Bolance Duiing Balonce

Beginning ,he Period End
of Period ( Notes 3 and 4) of Period

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS:
Federal $124,830,377 $23,342,469 $148,172,SK.

City of Chicago 116,153,048 (55,370) 116,097,67?

State of Illinois 16,260,108 11,603,232 27,863,31i)

County of Cook 2,548,335 600 2,548,93.",

Other 6,940,965 632.735 7,573,700

Total contributions for property improvements . . $266,732,833 $35,523,666 $302,256,4'J'.i

GRANTS:
For payment of princip;U—

Revenue bonds $ 11,832,224 $ 16,423 $ 11,848,647
Equipment trust certificates 2,230,836 1,107,500 3,338,336

For payment of substation conversion costs 632,138 — 632,138

Total gi-ants $ 14,695,198 $ 1,123,923 $ 15,819,121

Total contributed capital $281,428,031 $36,647,589 $318,075,620

The accompanying notes to linancial statements are an integral part ot these statement'



tatements of application of revenue on ordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement)

for the titty-two wee*( period ended December 29. 1973. and the litty-three weeA period ended December 30. 1972

1973

(Note 1)

1972

(Note 1)

OPERATING REVENUE $186,477,427 $187,075,914

OPERATING EXPENSE, exclusive of the provision for depreciation (Ex-

hibit IV) 220,809,128 215.903,529

Net loss from operations, exclusive of provision for deprecia-

tion $(34,331,701 ) $(28,827,615)

REVENUE BOND DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS:
Interest $ (1,941,769) $ (2,195,739)

Serial bond maturity fund — (516,129)

Sinking funds (6,255,229 ) (5,598,399)

$ (8,196,998 ) $ (8,310,267 )

DEFICIENCY IN OPERATING REVENUE before depreciation $(42,528,699) $(37,137,882)

DEPRECIATION REQUIREMENT—current period (14,916,873 ) (14,966,714 )

DEFICIENCY IN OPERATING REVENUE before application of contribu-

tions and grants $(57,445,572 ) $(52,104,596)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Exhibit VI):

Applied to reduce operating losses $ 35,606,803 $ 6,000,000

Applied to meet revenue bond debt service requirements 22,198 8,310,267

14,310,267

DEFICIENCY IN REVENUE after application of contributions and grants

$ 35,629.001

$(21,816,571 ) $(37,794,329)

leeds in a segregated depository account not under the control

If the Revenue Bond Trustee. At present, a question of legal

nterpretation exists as to the priorities which apply to any

noneys deposited in the modernization fund. Included in the

ttotion of March 20, 1974, to the Circuit Court of Cook County,

s a request by the Revenue Bond Trustee to have the Court

leclare that all moneys received by the Authority from the

iquidation, conversion or disposition of any property must be

leposited with the Revenue Bond Trustee in the modernization

und and declare that the Revenue Bond Trustee has first

jriority to and a vested claim against all moneys in and here-

ifter deposited to the modernization fund whenever moneys in

he transit revenue fund may be insufficient to make the re-

[uired deposits to the interest funds, sinking fimds and revenue

jond reserve funds. The Authority is of the opinion that mon-
eys in the modernization fund should be used for capital ex-

benditures.

G) Pension Plan—
rhe Authority has agreed to contribute a fixed percentage of

jayroll costs to a contributory retirement plan maintained for

he benefit of all its employees. The Authority's pension pro-

visions for the fifty-two week period ended December 29, 1973,

md the fifty-three week period ended December 30, 1972, were

P19,617,000 and $19,346,000, respectively, which included nor-

mal cost of $3,916,000 and $3,717,000 for those periods plus

[nterest on and a reduction of unfunded prior-service liability,

rhe Authority's policy is to fund pension cost accrued. If this

.evel of contributions were to continue, it is estimated that the

jnfunded prior-service liability of $222,932,000, as of the last

ictuarial valuation date of January 1, 1973, would be amortized

3ver approximately a 30-year period. The actuarially computed
ifalue of vested benefits of the plan as of the last actuarial valu-

ition exceeded the total of the assets of the plan and accruals

for pensions by approximately $97,000,000.

H) Damage Reserve—
rhe Trust Agreement provides that the Authority shall set

iside monthly in a damage reserve fund for the defense of all

claims and the payment of all judgments for injuries and dam-
ages such amounts as are deemed sufficient by the Chicago

Transit Board. During the fifty-three week period ended

December 30, 1972, and through November 30, 1973, this

amount was provided at a rate of 5% of gross revenues. Be-

cause of declining revenues, an ordinance was passed, effective

December 1, 1973, by Chicago Transit Board increasing the

monthly transfer to an amount equal to 6% of total operating ex-

penses. As of December 29, 1973, it is estimated that approx-

imately 4,100 claims and suits for injuries and damages re-

main to be settled. The balance in the damage reserve fund is

$1,646,163.

While determining the cost of unsettled claims and suits as of

December 29, 1973, is at best difficult, if such an estimate is

based on the experience of the previous five years, the esti-

mated cost of future settlements will approximate $9,600,000.

If such an estimate is based upon 1973 experience, the esti-

mated cost of future settlements will approximate $13,300,000.

The amounts to pay future settlements in excess of the balance

in the fund would have to be provided from future revenue or

other sources.

(2) EQUIPMENT TRUST AGREEMENT:
In May, 1973, the Authority paid the rental payments which

were then due under the Trust Agreement securing Equipment

Trust Series 10 and 11, with a portion of the grants received in

1973 from the state and local governments (see Note 3). Sub-

sequently, the Equipment Trustee, Harris Trust and Savings

Bank, notified the Authority that the rental payments due March

1, 1973, as well as the rental payments due April 1, 1973, and

May 1, 1973, were received and, therefore, the conditions of

default created by the nonpayment of rent for March, April and

May, 1973, no longer existed. By virtue of these rental pay-

ments, there were sufficient funds available to completely re-

tire the Series 10 Trust Certificates on June 1, 1973.

Subsequent rental payments have also been made with a portion

of the grants received in 1973 from the state and local govern-

ments. These payments, although not made on a monthly basis

the accompanying notes to linanciat statements £ ntegral part of these statements.



statement of funds tor me uny-lwo wee* penoa ended December 29. )973

exhibit IX
Funds Held by Revenue Bond Tn

Bond
Sinking Resetv,

Transit Interest Funds Funds
Revenue Funds (Note 1) (Note 1

DEDUCT—disbursements:

For debt service on revenue bonds $ — $(2,115,123) $ —
For retirement of revenue bonds — — (7,161,474)

For debt service on equipment trust certificates — — —
For current expenditures ;;2

— —
Total disbursements $ — $(2,115,123 ) $(7,161,474 )

BALANCE AT THE END OF PERIOD $ 921,280 $ — g 4,554,768

CONSISTS OF:
Cash $ 921,280 $ — $ 53,441

Certificates of deposit and U.S. Government securities, at cost . . .
— — 4,501,327

$ 921,280 $ — $ 4,554,768

ADD (Deduct)— interfund transfers to be made after end of period:

For injuries and damages $ — $ — $ —
From equipment trust accounts representing income on investments,

net of expenditures — — —
lielmburscment for expenditures (921,280 )

— —
Net transfers to be made $ (921,280 ) $ — $ —

BALANCE AT END OF PEHIOD, after transfers $ — $ — $ 4,554,768

CLASSIFIED IN THE ACCOMPANYING BAL.-VNCE SHEET AS:
^"""^""^"^^

Special funds $ — $ — $ —
Other current assets — — —
Kcduelinn 111' lonn-lcnii del:! — — 1,554,768

S — $ — $ 1,551,768

BALANCE OF CASH AND U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, at cost,

at beginning of period $ 2,472,258 $ 1,074,075 $10,689,574 $ 7,643,i i

ADD—receipts:

Fare box receipts $ 154,197,856 $ — $ — $

Sale of tokens 17,426,222 — —
State reimbursement for student fare reductions through June 30,

1973 (Note 5) 173,900 — —
Federal and state capital Improvement project grants 6,604,070 — —
Contributions and grants for debt service and operating losses ... — — —
Sale of propert>' (Note 1) 3,275 — —
Income on investments — 3,554 471,585

Other receipts 8,206,544 — —
Total receipts $ 186,611,867 $ 3,554 $ 471,585 $

ADD (Deduct)— interfund transfers:

Related to debt service requirements—

From state and local grants $ — $ — $ — $

From transit revenue (694,106) 179,013 515,093

From depreciation reserve — — —
From viforking cash — — —
From revenue bond reserve funds — 858,481 —

Related to prior-year sale of property-

Net proceeds to working cash account (1,293,945) — —
Net proceeds to modernization fund — — —
Reimbursement for capital expenditures made from working cash

account — — —
For injuries and damages — — —
Held by Equipment Trustee for additional security — — —
Additional security released by Equipment Trustee 27,968 — —
Contributions and grants for debt service and operating losses . . . 1,166,553 — —
Transfer of income on investments 200,061 — 39,990

For reimbursement of current expenditures (187,569,376 )
— —

Net transfers $(188,162,845 ) $ 1,037,494 $ 555,083 f^
Total available before disbursements g 921,280 g 2,115,123 $11,716,242 §_





as required by the Equipment Trust Agreement, have in the

aggregate been made for all amounts due through November 1,

1973.

Under the Equipment Trust Agreement, the Authority covenants

that it will maintain a minimum balance ($2,268,000 at Decem-

ber 29, 1973) in the depreciation reserve fund as long as any

equipment trust certificates remain outstanding. At December

29, 1973, the balance of the depreciation reserve fund was

$51,277.

In the event the Authority fails to comply with the terms and

covenants of the Equipment Trust Agreement, the Equipment

Trustee (subject to certain requirements which pertain to

length of time a deficiency exists, proper notice, etc.) may de-

clare the unpaid principal amount of the equipment trust cer-

tificates to be due and payable and may repossess all or part of

the 570 motor buses and 313 elevated subway cars pledged as

collateral.

The Equipment Trustee has been retaining the interest earned

on funds left on deposit with the Trustee as additional security

for the equipment trust certificates. The Authority has re-

corded the interest earned as income and as a receivable from

the Trustee.

(3) CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS FOR OPERATING LOSSES
AND DEBT SERVICE:
During 1973, the Authority received an Emergency Transporta-

tion Operation Grant in the amount of $12,600,000 from the

State of Illinois. Also, during the year, the City of Chicago and

County of Cook contributed grants totaling $24,300,000, of which

$6,300,000 represented matching grants as required by the

legislation providing for the state gi-ant and $12,000,000 which

was provided by the County of Cook pursuant to an agreement

between the County of Cook and the State of Illinois Depart-

ment of Transportation. The remaining $6,000,000 was pro-

vided as outright grants from the City of Chicago and Coimty of

Cook.

The state and local grants are to be used for operating ex-

penses, including principal and interest payments applicable to

equipment trust certificates but shall not be used for debt ser-

vice on revenue bonds. Also, such grants shall not be subject

to the terms of the Chicago Transit Authority Revenue Bond

Trust Agreement dated July 1, 1947, as amended.

In 1972, the Authority received gi-ants from the State of Illinois

for the payment of principal of, and interest on, bonds, cer-

tificates, equipment trust certiflcates or other evidence of in-

debtedness and contributions from the City of Chicago and

County of Cook to meet the net loss from operations.

The portion of the contributions and grants applied to meet
principal payments on the revenue bonds and equipment trust

certificates and substation conversion costs is included as part

of contributed capital in the accompanying balance sheets. The
remaining portion of 'the contributions and grants applied to

meet operating losses, interest payments on revenue bonds and
equipment trust certificates, and payments to the City of Chica-
go for reimbursement of cost of transportation equipment is

Included as a reduction of the accumulated deficit.

In I'cbruary, 1974, the Authority entered into an Interim Trans-
portation I'Luiding Program Agi-eement with the State of Illinois

Department of Transportation to provide adequate interim

funding through June 30, 1974, Under this agreement, tlie De-
partment of Transportation agrees to pay the Authority financial

assistance in an amoimt not to exceed $29,700,000 and not to

exceed the operating deficit (as defined) of the Authority for the

payment period for which such advance is made. Also, such
financial assistance shall not be subject to the terms of the

Chicago Transit Authority Revenue Bond Trust Agreement and
shall not Ix' used to pay principal or interest on rexenue

bonds.

Under the terms of the Agreement, if the financial assistance

provided exceeds the Authority's operating deficit, as defined,

the Authority shall repay to the State the amount by which the

financial assistance exceeds the operating deficit. The Regional

Transportation Authority (Note 7) shall be obligated to repay

to the State all financial assistance advanced pursuant to this

Agreement. Through March 20, 1974, the Authority received

$15,847,000 pursuant to this Agreement.

(4) CONTRIBUTED PROPERTY:
The Authority has been granted by the City Council of the City

of Chicago the exclusive right to operate a transportation sys-

tem for the transportation of passengers within the City of

Chicago. Included in the transportation system operated by the

Authority are certain facilities owned by others. The Authority

has the exclusive right to operate these facilities under the

terms of the authorizing legislation and various long-term

lease and other agreements.

In 1972, the Authority changed its accounting policies to reflect

in its accounts, as contributed property, facilities which it has

the exclusive right to operate. The additional property re-

corded is stated at estimated original cost of approximately

$229,000,000 as of December 29, 1973. No provision has been

made to reflect the effect, if any, of depreciation which might

have occurred since the property was initially placed in ser-

vice. The estimated original cost reflected in the accounts of

the Authority has been obtained from various sources, including

reports of the City of Chicago, project status reports prepared

by various agencies, contracts, bills of sale and, in other in-

stances, from original invoices. This documentation is not

complete and, in order to determine tliat the property is stated

at actual original cost, a detailed study must be made by the

Authority of all the available supporting documentation. Such a

study has not yet been initiated by tlie Authority.

The provision for depreciation as reflected in the accompanying

financial statements is equal to 8?l of revenues. As pointed out

in Note 1, S% of revenues is the minimum provision required by

tlie Trust Agreement. No consideration has been given to the

possible effect that depreciating the contributed property would

have on the accumulated provision for depreciation. The Au-

thority is presently studying the various methods wliieh might

be adopted regarding depreciating all of the property operated

by the Authority.

As indicated in the accompanying Statement of Contributed

Capital (Exhibit VII), a substantial portion of the propertj- pre-

viously not recorded was financed by the Citj' of Chicago. The

Chicago Transit Authority Oi-dinance (Uie franchise ordinance)

provides that no disbursements, with certain exceptions, made

by the City from the City Traction Fund or from tlie Cit\-

Transit Fund shall be included in tlie property account of the

Authority. In the opinion of management, recording of this

propei-ty is desirable to reflect the scope of the Authority's

operations and, by specifically designating the accoiuits in

which this property is recorded as being contributed propertv'

operated but not owned by the Authority, they have complied

with the Chicago Transit Authority Ordinance.

The property recorded includes the State Street and Dearborn

Street subways, Congi-ess, Dan Ryan and Kennedy Ex-pressway

Rapid Transit facilities and other property including the

amounts expended under the present Federally and St;ite-fim(leil

capital improvement projects.

The Authority has entered into a capital grant contract with tlie

Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation Ad-

ministration (DOT-UMTA) and witli the State of Illinois under

the Transportation Bond Act. DOT-UMTA will finance h\o

thirds or approximately $93,580,000 with the State of Illinois



inimciiig one third or approximately §46,790,000. Through
Jeccmber 29, 1973, $60,950,000 of the total grant amount has

jCL'ii expended by the Authority and substantial commitments
lave been entered into for the remainder.

i^ertain provisions of the agreements giving the Authority the

right to use or operate these facilities provide that proceeds
'Tom the sale of the financed property must be returned to the

jrantors. However, in certain instances, the sale proceeds can
je used to replace the property sold.

5) STUDENT AND SENIOR CITIZEN FARE REIMBURSE-
MENT:
Prior to July 1, 1973, the Authority had been receiving moneys
:rom the State of Illinois Office of Mass Transportation as re-

.mbursement under the Student Fare Reimbursement Program.
Subsequent to July 1, 1973, the Authority recorded a receivable

:roni the State of Illinois as reimbursement, for the period July

I, 1973, to December 29, 1973, for student and senior citizen

reduced fares under a similar reimbursement program. This
receivable of $7,061,801 is subject to the State of Illinois Gen-
;r;il Assembly providing the necessary enabling legislation for

-he two programs.

;6) EMPLOYEE BENEFITS DISTRIBUTION:
Employee benefits are distributed to functional expense clas-

sifications throughout the year at estimated rates. The in-

creased costs of such benefits were not fully provided through

the application of such rates in 1971 and, therefore, the 1972
rates were increased to distribute that portion not previously

pro\-ided for to operating ex-penses in 1972. If such costs had
been fully provided for when incurred, operating expenses for

(1971 would have been increased approximately $2,500,000 and.

correspondingly, operating expenses for 1972 would have been

reduced by the same amount.

(7) REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY:
On March 19, 1974, the voters in the six counties in the north-

eastern area of Illinois approved the creation of a Regional

Transportation Authority.

The purpose of the Regional Transportation Authority, as set

forth in its enabling legislation, is to provide for, aid and as-

sist public transportation in the northeastern area of the state

without impairing the overall quality of existing public trans-

portation by providing for the creation of a single Authority

responsive to the people and elected officials of the area with

the power and competence to provide and facilitate public

transportation which is attractive and economical to users,

comprehensive, coordinated among its various elements,

economical, safe, efficient and coordinated with area and state

plans.

In order to accomplish its purposes, the Regional Transporta-

tion Authority shall determine tlie level, nature and kind of

public transportation wliich should be provided for the metro-

politan region^ It may provide public transportation by secur-

ing such service from transportation agencies through purchase

of service agreements, by grants to such agencies or by op-

erating such service itself. The Regional Transportation Au-
thority may also impose certain taxes throughout the metro-

politan region, may borrow money and may issue negotiable

bonds or notes.

As of March 20, 1974, it has not been determined what effect

the creation of the Regional Transportation Authority will have

on the Cliicago Transit Authority.

To Chicago Transit Board of Chicago Transit Authoritj';

We have examined the balance sheets and statements of long-term debt of CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY' ("Authority") (an Illinois nnmicipal corporation) as of De-

cember 29, 1973, and December 30, 1972, and the related statements of accumulated earnings (deficit), income and expense, changes in financial position, application

of contributions and grants for operating losses and debt service and application of revenue for the fifty-tAvo and Eiftj'-three week periods, respectively, then ended. We
have also examined the statements of contributed capital and funds for the fifty-two week period ended December 29, 1973. Our examination was made in accordance

with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the nccoimling records and such other auditing procedures as we considered neces-

sary in the cireuinstances, except as explained in the following paragraph regarding property and equipment owned by others.

c Authority, in 1972, changed its aceotmting policies to

;rate. The additional property recorded is stated at its estimated orig

ght have occtirred since the propertj' was initially placed in service. 1

rious sources outside the .Authority, principally from records maintained by the

contributed property, facilities

provision has been made to reflect the ef-

'iginal cost reflected in the accounts of the

ty of Chicago. In order to determine that the

As explained in Note 4 to the financial

which it has the exclusive right to ope

feet, if any, of depreciation which r

Authority has been obtained from v

property is stated at actual original cost, a detailed study must be made by the Authority of all the available supporting documentation; such a study has not yet been

initiated by the Authoritj-. Accordingly, until such study is made, we are unable to determine what adjustments, if any, must be made to the recorded estimated costs

of these properties in order to have them reflected at their actual original cost. In addition, as further noted in Note 4 to the financial statements, there is a question

as to whether the Authority can include that portion of such property in its property account that was financed by the City of Chicago from the City Transit Fund and

the City Traction Fund.

As intUcated in the accompanying financial statements and in the notes thereto, the Authority has significant financial problems. The recovery of the cost of its trans-

portation properly, materials and supplies, other assets and its ability to meet its obligations and to comply with the terms of the revenue bond and equipment trust

agreements depend upon adequate revenues or funds from other sources. Revenues were not adequate for the fifty-two week period ended December 29, 1973, and the

fifthy-three week period ended December 30, 1972; however, the Authority did receive contributions and grants from state and local governments for operatinglosses,

debt service and capital improvements.

sy.

Because of the significance of the matters referred to in the preceding paragraphs, we arc unable to express an opinion on the accompanying fmaneial statements taken

as a whole. In our opinion, however, the balances of cash, certificates of deposit and U.S. Government securities, as of December 29, 1973, and December 30, 1972,

reflected in the statement of fimds represent the amounts of cash, certiticates of deposit and U.S. Goventment securities held in the various funds and the amounts set

forth on Exhibit II for revenue bonds and eqiupmenl trust certificates represent the amounts of such debt outstanding as of December 29, 2973, and December 30, 1972.

Also, in our opinion, the amounts shown in the accompanying balance sheets for accounts receivable (subject to the receipt from the State of Illinois for student and

senior citizen fare differential described in Note 5), grant from the State of Illinois for other contractual obligations—unapplied, accrued interest on long-term debt,

the amounts listed under other current liabilities and the amounts listed under other current liabilities and the

come and expense for operating revenue (subject to the receipt from the State of Illinois for student and senior ci

expense (except for the provision for depreciation and the matter described in Note 6 as it applies to 1972), other

for net loss from operations and debt service are presented fairly, in conformity with generally accepted accoui

revenue bond trust agreement consistently applied during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

dth respect to the matter discussed in Note 1(D) as to which the date is April 2G, 1974).

Mi in the accompanying s

izen fare differential described in Note 5), operating

neome, interest charges and contributions and grants

ting principles and/or as specifically provided in the



revenue equipment
Dec. 31, 1972,

On H-nd '° P" ^^ '^" On Hnnd
Dec. 30, 1972 Acquired Retired Dec. 25, 1971

BUSES:
Propane (1950-59) 1,007 - IGl 546

Diesel (1950-60) 18 - 12 6

Trolley (1951-52) 248 - 104 144

Diesel (1961-69) 1,215 - - 1,215

Propane 150 — — 150

Diesel—Air-Conditioned (1965) 10 - - 10

Diesel-Air-Conditioned (1972) 524 1 - 525

Diesel—Air-Conditioned (1973) - 355 - 355

Total Buses 3,172 356 577 2,951

RAPID TRANSIT CARS:
Steel-Conventional Type (1922-25) 94 - 3 91

Metal-Articulated P.C.C. (1947-48) 4 — - 4

Metal-P.C.C. (1950-60) 768 - 2 766

Metal-Air-Conditioned (1964) 180 - - 180

Metal—Air-Conditioned (1969-70) 150 — - 150

Total Rapid Transit Cars 1,196 — 5 1,191

Total Passenger Equipment 4,368 356 582 4,142

1 Purchased by Joint City of Chicago-U.S. Department of Transportation Funds for operation on the Dan

Ryan and Kennedy E.xtensions.

mileage owned, leased, and operated

,

i of December 29. 1973

Rapid
Surface Tronsil
System System Combined

TRACK:
Owned 1.86 164.80 166.66

Leased—
State Street Subway — 9.50

Dearborn Street Subway — 8.80

Eisenhower E.xpressway (Halsted to Laramie) — 12.83

Lake Route (Laramie to Harlem) — 7.15
— 38.28 38.28

Contributed (City and Federal)—

Englewood Route (Loomis to Ashland) — 1,33

Dan Ryan Expressway (17th to 95th) — 21.76

Kcmicdy Expressway (Gale to Cornelia) and

Kimball-Milwaukee Subway — 11.33— 34.42 34.42

Total 1.86 237.50 239.36

REVENUE:
Track — 191.60 191.60
Motor Bus Routes 1,985.00 — 1,985.00

1,985.00 191.60 2,176.60

NON-REVENUE:
Track 1.86 45.90 47.76
Trolley Bu.s Wire 20.41 — 20.41

22.27 45.90 68.17
'I'oua 2,007.27 237.50 2,244.77

NUMBER OI' RAPID TRANSIT STATIONS 149

1 Krclghl track at South Shops plant ;md railroad connection to 81 th ;md Wcntworlh.

2 Includes main line storage track, crossovers, track in yards and shops, and 1.70 miles of freight

gauntlet and yard track on North-South and Evanston routes.



tatement of transportation property and organization expense
showing balance at December 30, 1972. plus additions and less i

Land . $ 14,185,281

Track and Paving 13,649,445

Machinery and Tools 7,144,655

Electric Line Equipment 8,421,523

Buildings 36,648,254

Cars 62,198,015

Buses, Fare Boxes, etc 63,336,284

Work Cars, Autos and Service Equipment . 2,379,531

Furniture 1,886,188

Signals and Interlocking 2,823,917

Crossings, Fences and Signs 1,430,641

Elevated Structures 9,609,132

Substation Equipment 7,703,707

Telephone and Communications 1,050,098

Engineering 46,623

General and Miscellaneous 8,156,011

Total Transportation Property .... $240,669,305

Organization Expense 85,316

$240,754,621

Donated Transportation Property 266,801,150

Totals $507,555,771

etirements during
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
MERCHANDISE MART PLAZA • P. 0. BOX 3555, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60654 • AREA CODE 3U . 664-7200

I METROPOLITAN^

About This Supplement :

The narrative section of the 1974 Annual Report was
incorporated in The CTA Quarterly for Summer, 1975.

In the interest of giving friends and supporters of CTA
more comprehensive and readable information about CTA
accomplishments in service to the public, this will be the plan

for future years as well.

Detailed audited statements and notes for the year will

be carried, when available, in annual supplements such as

this one.

The supplements will be furnished automatically to

bondholders and to those who have requested financial reports.

Sincerely,

Paul Kole

General Finance Manager





Arthur Andersen «Sc Co.

Chicago, Illinois

To Chicago Transit Board of

Chicago Transit Authority:

We have examined the balance sheets of CHICAGO TRANSIT

AUTHORITY ( "Authority ")( an Illinois municipal corporation) as of

December 28, 1974, and December 29, 1973, and the related statements

of accumulated deficit, income and expense, changes in financial posi-

tion, application of contributions and grants for operating losses and

debt service, contributed capital and application of revenue for the

fifty-two week periods then ended. We have also examined the state-

ment of funds for the fifty-two week period ended December 28, 1974..

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing

standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting

records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary

in the circumstances, except as explained in the following paragraph

regarding property and equipment owned by others.

As explained in Note 4 to the financial statements, the

Authority reflects in its accounts, as contributed property, facilities

which it has the exclusive right to operate. The additional property

recorded is stated at its estimated original cost and no provision has

been made to reflect the effect, if any, of depreciation which might

have occurred since the property was Initially placed in service.

The estimated original cost reflected in the accounts of the Authority

has been obtained from various sources outside the Authority,
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principally from records maintained "by the City of Chicago. In order

to determine that the property is stated at original cost, a detailed

study must be made hy the Authority of all the available supporting

documentation; such a study has not yet been initiated by the

Authority. Accordingly, until such study is made, we are unable to

determine what adjustments, if any., must be made to the recorded

estimated costs of these properties in order to have them reflected

at their original cost. In addition, as further noted in Note 4. to

the financial statements, there is a question as to whether the

Authority can include that portion of such property in its property

account that was financed by the City of Chicago from the City

Transit Fund and the City Traction Fund.

The accompanying financial statements reflect, in the

opinion of the Authority, the proper interpretations of the Revenue

Bond Trust Agreement. As discussed in Note 1, interpretations of

provisions of such agreement have been, and continue to be, the

subject of controversy. In addition, as a result of inadequate fare

box revenues, the Authority has not been able to make the required

deposits to the various funds, as operating expenses have exceeded

the amount of the revenues. Under the terms of the Revenue Bond

Trust Agreement, the Authority is required to fix adequate rates and

charges for transportation that shall, at all times, be sufficient

in the aggregate to provide for the payment of all operating expenses,

debt service requirements and the creation and maintenance of an

adequate depreciation reserve fund.





As discussed more fully in Note 3 to the financial state-

ments, $2,163,^-41 of the $29,700,000 received in 197^ under an Interim

Transportation Funding Program Agreement with the State of Illinois

Department of Transportation has been reflected by the Authority in

the accompanying statement of income as a reduction of the 1973 net

loss from operations. Under this agreement, the financial assistance

provided may not exceed the operating deficit (as defined) of the

Authority for the payment period for which such advance was made

which covered the period December 1, 1973, through June 30, 1974.

If the financial assistance provided exceeds the Authority's operating

deficit, as defined, the Authority may be required to repay such

excess to the state. As indicated in Note 3, the management of the

Authority is of the opinion that $18,000,000 in contributions and

grants received by the Authority during the last six months of 1973

from the City of Chicago and the County of Cook should not be

considered as operating revenue or income as defined under the terms

of the agreement. However, if it is assumed that a portion of the

$18,000,000 is to be considered as operating revenue or income for

December, 1973, there may not be a deficit for such period. Accord-

ingly, all or a portion of the $2,163,44-1 in assistance reflected as

a reduction of the 1973 net loss from operations may be subject to

refund to the state if it is finally determined that the financial

assistance received exceeded the operating deficit, as defined.

The Authority has been receiving emergency financial

assistance from the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) and,

through March 28, 1975, has entered into three agreements with the
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RTA in conjunction with the receipt of such assistance for operating

deficits incurred subsequent to June 30, 1974. As indicated in Note 3

to the financial statements, these agreements contain many covenants

which the Authority must observe. The Authority covenants, among

other things, that (a) no default or event of default shall occur

under any indenture or agreement securing or providing for the issuance

of obligations of the CTA, (b) no material adverse change will occur

in the financial condition of the CTA, (c) the amount of its current

liabilities will not materially increase and (d) all its obligations

will be paid when due. As set forth in the notes to the financial

statements, as a result of the financial difficulties of the Authority

all of the terms of the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement and Equipment

Trust Agreement are not being met. Also, the Authority continues to

experience greater need for public funding to satisfy its operating

cost requirements and obligations are being paid only as funds are

available. As a result, not all obligations are being met when due.

Accordingly, such conditions could represent noncompliance under the

various RTA agreements. The effect, if any, of such noncompliance is

not determinable. The RTA may, at its sole discretion, upon the

violation of any covenants of these agreements terminate and/or cancel

these agreements and demand the return of the financial assistance

provided to the Authority.

As indicated in the accompanying financial statements and in

the notes thereto, the Authority has significant financial problems

as fare box revenues have not been adequate to meet its various obliga-

tions. The recovery of the cost of its transportation property.
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materials and supplies and other assets and its ability to meet its

obligations and to comply with the terms of the Revenue Bond and

Equipment Trust Agreements depend upon adequate revenues or funds

from other sources. The net loss before application of contributions

and grants received for the fifty-two week periods ended December 28,

197^, and December 29, 1973, was $78,322,813 and $49,095,652,

respectively. During these two periods, the Authority has received

substantial amounts of contributions and grants for operating losses

debt service on equipment trust certificates and property improve-

ments and, based upon the current level of revenues and operating

costs, such assistance must be continued if the Authority is to be

able to meet its obligations in the future. Commencing in 1974, as

discussed in Notes 3 and 7 to the financial statements, the Authority

began receiving financial assistance from the Regional Transportation

Authority.

In our opinion, subject to the effect, if any, of the

ultimate outcome of the various matters discussed in the preceding

paragraphs of this report and, except for the effects of such adjust-

ments, if any, as might have been determined to be necessary had the

Authority conducted the detailed study of all the available supporting

documentation supporting the costs of property and equipment owned by

others, the accompanying financial statements present fairly the finan-

cial position of the Chicago Transit Authority as of December 28, 1974,

and December 29, 1973, and the results of its operations and the

changes in its financial position, in conformity with generally
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accepted accounting principles and the application of its revenue in

accordance with the Revenue Bond Trust Agreement, for the periods then

ended, consistently applied during the periods.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

Chicago, Illinois,

March 28, 1975.
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EXHIBIT I

19 7/1 19 7 3

TRANSPORTATION PROPERTY, at cost,
jproperty and equipment owned by

operated "by the Authority ( Exhilj

Note 4)
Less- Accumulated provision for

depreciation (Note 4)

VIII

SPECIAL FUNDS (Exhibit VIIl):
Held by Revenue Bond Trustee'
Revenue bond reserve (Note l)-']_

Series of 1947 '

Series of 1952 I

Series of 1953
|

Depreciation reserve (Notes 1

Modernization fund (Note l) ;meNTS
Damage reserve (Note 1) I

Grant from the State of Illinoi!
for other contractual obligat:
(Exhibit V) 3)

Unapplied proceeds from sale of
real estate (Note l) ^^

OTHER CURRENT ASSETS:
Working cash account (deficit)
Unexpended Regional Transportat

Authority grant (Exhibit VIII
Contributions and grants receiv
Regional Transportation Autho
City of Chicago
County of Cook

Accounts receivable, less reser
Due from the State of Illinoi

and senior citizen fare dif
Due from the State of Illinoi

Department of Transportatio
improvement grants

Other
Materials and supplies, at aver

less reserve
Other

CAGO

$ 20,816,000 $ 26,008,000
13,694,000 13,918,000
4,311,000 4,3S2,OOC

$ 38,821,000 $ 44,308,000

(180,827) (4,554,768)

38,640,173 $ 39,753,232

3,240,000 4,770,000

41,880,173 $ 44,523,232

$345,309,420 $318,075,620

$(32, 493, 977) $(19, 072, 841:

$ 962,380 $ 962,380

$ 2,500,000 $

782,583 $

10,530
594,947
17,924

$ 793,113 $ 912,871

$ 25,322,397 $ 23,270,871
15,504,492 13,162,101
2,243,214 2,056,170

2,130,842 1,545,768

1,179,032 1,134,005

$ 46,379,977 $ 41,168,915

!. 1^2.99^2.922 L-Zi^2^'-^2?
$418,337,185 $393,965,669





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
EXHIBIT I

BALANCE SHEETS

AS OF DECEMBER 28. 191 A . AND DECEMBER 29. 1973

E 19 7 4 19 7 3 L I A I L I T I 19 7 4 19 7 3

rRANSPORTATION PROPERTY, at cost, including
property and equipment owned by others and

operated by the Authority (Exhibit VI and

Note 4)
Less- Accumulated provision for

depreciation (Note 4)

SPECIAL FUNDS (Exhibit VIII):
Held by Revenue Bond Trustee-
Revenue bond reserve (Note l)-

Serles of 1947
Series of 1952
Series of 1953

Depreciation reserve (Notes 1 and 2)

Modernization fund (Note l)

Damage reserve (Note l)

Grant from the State of Illinois available
for other contractual obligations
(Exhibit V)

Unapplied proceeds from sale of
real estate (Note l)

OTHER CURRENT ASSETS:
Working cash account (deficit) (Exhibit VIII)
Unexpended Regional Transportation

Authority grant (Exhibit VIII and Note 3)
Contributions and grants receivable (Note 3)-
Regional Transportation Authority
City of Chicago
County of Cook

Accounts receivable, less reserve-
Due from the State of- Illinois for student

and senior citizen fare differential
Due from the State of Illinois and U. S.

Department of Transportation for capital
improvement grants

Other
'Materials and supplies, at average • cos t,

less reserve
Other

$546,735,802 $531,246,917

(182, 727, 796) (176, 194, 249)

$364,008,006 $355,052,668

5,476,615 $

75,260
22,371
56,693

181,866
7,261,940

6,129,889
694,005
208,741
51,277

163,335
1,646,163

1,147,930 1,051,608

1,489,619 879,513

15,712,294 $ 10,824,531

(5,601,876)$ 8,982,695

1,700,000

18,231,677
3,000,000
2,000,000

5,385,392

1,626,359
2,174,204

9,187, 514
913,615

7,061,801

1,758, 587
2,249,737

7,407,330
628,320

$ 38,616,885 $ 28,088,470

$418,337,185 $393,965,669

LONG-TERM DEBT:
Revenue bonds (Note l)-

Series of 1947, 3-3/45^, due 1978
Series of 1952, i,-\/2%, due 1-982

Series of 1953, A-l/2%, due 1982

Less- Sinking funds held by Trustee
for payment of principal (Exhibit VIII
and Note l)

Equipment trust certificates. Series 11,
3.90^, due through 1976 (Note 2)

CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL FOR PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
AND PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS ON DEBT SERVICE
(Exhibit VI and Notes 3 and 4)

ACCUMULATED DEFICIT (Exhibit II and Note 3)

GRANT FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS FOR
OTHER CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS - -unappl ied
(Exhibit V)

UNAPPLIED CONTRIBUTIONS FROM CITY OF CHICAGO
AND COUNTY OF COOK (Note 3)

ACCRUED INTEREST ON LONG-TERM DEBT,
due within one year:
Revenue bonds
Equipment trust certificates

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable
Accrued wages and vacation pay
Unredeemed tokens
Other contractual obligations-

Reimbursement of cost of transportation
equipment--due City of Chicago

Substation conversion costs--due
Commonwealth Edison Company

DAMAGE RESERVE (Note 1]

$ 20,816,000 $ 26,008,000
13,694,000 13,918,000
4,311,000 4,3&-^,0'^

$ 38,821,000 $ 44,308,000

(180,827) (4,554,768)

38,640,173 $ 39,753,232

3,2 40,000 4,770,000

41,880,173 % 44,523,232

$345,309,420 $318,075,620

$(32, 49 3, 977) $(19, 072, 841)

$ 962,380 $ 962,380

$ 2,500,000 $

782,583 $

10,530
894,947
17,924

793,113 )12,871

$ 25,322,397 $ 23,270,871
15,504,492 13,162,101
2,243,214 2,056,170

2,130,842 1,545,768

1,179,032 1,134,005

$ 46,379,977 $ 41,168,91^

$ 13,006j_099 §_.'Zi395j_4-22

$418,337,185 $393,965, 66'3

it.a tements .





EXHIBIT II

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

STATEMENTS OF ACCUMULATED DEFICIT

FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED

DECEMBER 28. 197^. AND DECEMBER 29. 1973

19 7^ 1973
ACCUMULATED DEFIC IT--beginning of period $(19,072,8^1)$ (5,775,^6^)

Net loss before application of
contributions and grants (Exhibit III) (78,322,813) (49,095,652)

Contributions and grants (Note 3)-
Applied to current period (Exhibit IIl)-

Net loss from operations 62,574,420 35,606,803
Interest charges 163,816 191,472

Grants recorded in 1974 and applied to
reduce 1973 net loss from operations 2,163,441

ACCUMULATED DEFICIT--end of period $ (32,493, 977 )$ (19, 072, 84I

)

The accompanying notes to financial statements
are an integral part of these statements.
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CMir.ACO TRANSIT AUTHORITY EXHIBIT III

STATEMENTS OF INCOME AND EXPENSE

FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED

DECEMBER 28. 197^. AND DECEMBER 29. 1973

OPERATING REVENUE:
Passenger transportation
Other

OPERATING EXPENSE:
Operations and maintenance

-

Scheduled transit operations
Maintenance and servicing
Other

Superintendence and general office applicable to-

Scheduled transit operations •

Maintenance and servicing
General and administrative

Electric power for revenue equipment
Fuel for revenue equipment
Operating rentals
Provision for injuries and damages (Note 1)

Provision for depreciation (Note l)

Net loss from operations

OTHER INCOME:
Gain' on retirement of revenue bonds (Note l)

Interest earned on investments held for-
Sinking funds
Revenue bond reserve funds
Depreciation reserve fund
ModernizatioTi fund
Unapplied proceeds from sale of real estate (Note 1)
Grants from the State of Illinois --unapplied

INTEREST CHARGES:
Revenue bonds
Equipment trust certificates

Net loss before application of contributions and grants

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Note 3):
Applied to reduce net Ice's from operations
Grants recorded in 1974. and applied to reduce 1973 net loss

from operations
Applied to'meet interest charges

197^
1973

'Note 6'

$192,084,358 $183,145,409
2,956,335 3,332,018

$195,040,693 $186,477,427

P130,598,483 $117,266,817
48,356,377 42,472,505
10,116,908 8,423,910

10,806,447
13,773,751
16,250,718
4,586,717
7,628,654

914,847
14,582,211
15,603,935

9,409,907
10,123,903
13,431,355
4,123,433
4,802,194

937,838
9,817,2 66

14,916,873

$273,219,048 $235,726,001

$(78, 178, 35 5) $(49, 2 48, 574)

$ 876,105 $ 1,668,526

286,954
363,537

5,416
18,531
82,056
96,322

471,585
72,100
5,207
3,060

, 18,853
81,211

$ 1,728,921 2,320,542

1,709,563 $ 1,941,769
163,816 225,851

$ 1,873,379 $ 2,167,620

$(78, 322,813) $(49, 095, 652)

$ 62,574,420 $ 35,606,803

2,163,441
163,816 191,472

$'62,738,236 $ 37,961,716

$( 15, 584; 577 )$( 11, 133, 936)

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an Integral part of these statements.
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EXHIBIT IV

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR- THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED DECEMBER 28. 197A. AND DECEMBER 29.' 1973

FUNDS PROVIDED (USED) BY OPERATIONS:
Net loss before application of contributions and grants (Exhibit III)

Contributions and grants applied to reduce net loss from operations and

to meet interest charges

Net loss
Add back- Provision for depreciation which did not require the

current outlay of funds

Funds provided by operations

ADD- FUNDS PROVIDED BY SOURCES OTHER THAN OPERATIONS:
Contributions and grants for paymen.t of principal on debt
Grants recorded in 197-4 and applied to reduce 1973 net loss from

operations (Note 3)

Grants for capital improvement projects
Net proceeds from the sale of real estate

Funds provided by sources other than operations

LESS- FUNDS USED OTHER THAN BY OPERATIONS:
Principal retirements-

Revenue bonds
Equipment trust certificates

Additions to transportation property-
Capital improvement projects
Other .

Funds used other than by operations

Net change

HANGES IN BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS:NET CHANGE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING C

Increase (decrease) in working cash
Increase in unexpended Regional Transportation
Increase in grants receivable from Regional Tr
Increase in contributions receivable from City
Increase in unapplied contributions from City
Increase (decrease) in amounts due from the St

and senior citizen fare differential
Increase (decrease) in amounts due from the St
Department of Transportation for capital imp

Decrease in other accounts receivable
Decrease in funds held by Trustee fo
Increase in accounts payable
Increase in accrued wages and vacation pay
Decrease in capital improvement project deposi
(Increase) decrease in other liabilities, net

Authority grant
ansportation Authority
of Chicago and County of Cook

of Chicago and County of Cook
ate of Illinois for student

ate of Illinois and U. S.

rovement grants

r payment of principal on revenue bonds

t liability
of changes in other assets

J-Jl.

5(78,322,813)

62,738,236

19 7 3

5(49,095,652)

37,961,716

5(15,584,577;

15,603,935

11,133,936)

14,916,873

19,358

1,530,000

2,163,^.-1
25,703,800

528,050

"29j925,"29i

5,487,000
1, 530,000

25,703,800
218,588

3,782,937

1,123,923

(2, 163,441]
35,523,666
1,020,935

8,830,000
1,470,000

35,523,666
191,930

32,939,388
'("2,'994,"739)

46,015,596

(6,727,576)

5(14,584,571)
1,700,000

18,231,677
5,000,000

(2,500,000)

(1,676,409)

(132,228)
(75,533)

(5,832,330)
(2,051,526)
(2,342,391)

1,268, 572

; (2,994,73^")

$ 5,505,409

7,061,801

1,758,587
(1,629,574)
(6,239,218)

(11,278,472)
(2,378,094)
2,040, 566
(1,568,581)

(6,727,576;

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements,





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

STATEMENTS OF APPLICATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND

GRANTS FOR OPERATING LOSSES AND DEBT SERVICE

FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED

DECEMBER 28. 1974. AND DECEMBER 29. 1973

AVAILABLE FOR OTHER CONTRACTUAL
OBLIGATIONS--UNAPPLIED FROM
PRIOR PERIOD

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS RECORDED (Note 3)

City of Chicago
County of Cook
State of Illinois
Regional Transportation Authority

TOTAL RECORDED

TOTAL AVAILABLE

APPLIED TO MEET:
Operating losses
Operating losses for 1973, recorded

in 1974
Debt service requirements for current

period-
Revenue bond principal payments
Revenue bond interest payments
Equipment trust certificates
principal payments

Equipment trust certificates
interest payments

TOTAL APPLIED

BALANCE AVAILABLE

LESS- UNAPPLIED CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
CITY OF CHICAGO AND COUNTY OF COOK

AVAILABLE TO MEET OTHER CONTRACTUAL
OBLIGATIONS

ACCUMULATED INTEREST INCOME EARNED ON
UNEXPENDED CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS

TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR OTHER CONTRACTUAL
OBLIGATIONS

19 7 4 19 7 3

) 962,380 $ 984,578

5 3,000,000 $ 7,300,000
2,000,000 17,000,000
29,700,000 12,600,000
34,231,677

^68,931,677 $36,900,000

^69, 894, 057 $37,884,578

P62,574,420 $35,606,803

2,163,441

16,423
5,775

1,530,000 1,107,500

163,816 185,697

366,431,677 $36,922,198

p 3,462,380 $ 962,380

2,500,000

f 962,380 $ 962,380

185,550 89,228

p 1,147,930 $ 1,051,608

The accompanying notes to financial statements
are an integral part of these statements.





FOR THE

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PROPERT":
Federal
City of Chicago
State of Illinois
County of Cook
Other

TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR P]

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS AND Gl

For payment of principal
Revenue bonds
Equipment trust certi:

For payment of substatic

TOTAL OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

TOTAL CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL

The accompany:





EXHIBIT VI

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

STATEMENTS OF CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL

FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED DECEMBER 28. 1974. AND DECEMBER 29. 1973

Activity Activity
Balance During Balance During Balance

Dec. 31. 1972 the Period Dec;29.1973 the Period Dec. 28. 197 4-

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS (Note 4):

Federal ' $124,330,377 $23,342,469 $148,172,846 $17,261,313 $165,434,164
City of Chicago , 116,153,048 (55,370) 116,097,673 (37,419) 116,060,259
State of Illinois 16,260,108 11,603,232 27,863,340 3,473,129 36,341,469
County of Cook 2,548,335 600 2,548,935 - 2,543,935
Other 6,940,965 632,735 7,573,700 1,772 7,575,472

TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS $266,732,833 $35,523,666 $302,256,499 $25,703,800 $327,960,299

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Note 3):
For payment of principal-

Revenue bonds $ 11,832,224 $ 16,423 $ 11,848,647 $ - $ 11,848,647
Equipment trust certificates 2,230,836 1,107,500 3,333,336 1,530,000 4,368,336

For payment of substation conversion costs 632,133 - 632,133 - 632,133

TOTAL OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS $ 14,695,198 $ 1,123,923 $ 15,819,121 $ 1,530,000 $ 17,349,121

TOTAL CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL $281,428,031 $36,647,589 $313,075,620 $27,233,800 $345,309,420

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of these statements,





EXHIBIT VII

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

STATEMENTS OF APPLICATION OF REVENUE

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REVENUE BOND TRUST AGREEMENT 1

FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIODS ENDED

DECEMBER 28. 197 <i. AND DECEMBER 29. 1973

1 9 7 <^ 19 7 3

(Note 1)

OPERATING REVENUE $195,040,693 $186,477,427

OPERATING EXPENSE, exclusive of the provision
for depreciation (Exhibit III) 257,615,113 220,809,128

Net loss from operations,
exclusive of provision
for depreciation $ (62, 574,420)$ (34, 331,701

)

REVENUE BOND DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS:
Interest $ (1,709,562)$ (1,941,769)
Sinking funds (6,499,457) (6,255,229)

$ (8,209,019)$ (8,196,998)

DEFICIENCY IN OPERATING REVENUE
BEFORE DEPRECIATION $( 70, 783 , 439 )$ (42, 528, 699

)

DEPRECIATION REQUIREMENT-- CURRENT PERIOD (15,603,935) (14,916,873)

DEFICIENCY IN OPERATING REVENUE BEFORE
APPLICATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS $( 86, 387 , 374 )$ (57 , 445 , 572

)

CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS (Exhibit III):
Applied to reduce operating losses (Note 6) $ 62,574,420 $ 37,770,244
Applied to meet revenue "bond debt

service requirements - 22,198

$ 62,574,420 $ 37,792,442

DEFICIENCY IN REVENUE AFTER APPLICATION
OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS $( 23 , 812, 9 54 ) $( 19 , 653, 130

)

The accompanying notes to financial statements
are an integral part of these statements.





EXHIBIT VIII

Other Funds

Regional
Transportation

Authority

,e Grants Grant

libit V) (Note.

Unapplied
Proceeds

From Sale of

Real Estate
(Note 1)

)amage
Reserve

Working
Cash

Account

BALANCE OF CASH, CER

U. S. GOVERNMENT S

beginning of perio^Qj^^ ^^08

ADD- Receipts:
Fare box receipts
Sale of tokens
State reimtjursemen

and senior citiz
Federal and state

project grants
Grants for debt se

Sale of property ('

Income on investme:

Other receipts

16,000,000

$ 879,513 $ 325,507 $ 9,382,071

20,562 ,781

26,107,099
29,700,000

96,322

528,050
82 ,056

921,597
607,723

Total rece"'g^'322 $16,000,000 $ 610,106

40,084

'4o'o84 $ 77,899,200

ADD (DEDUCT)- Interfi

Related to debt se;

From working casl

From revenue honi

For injuries and di

Grants applied to c

For reimhursement i

9 ,302 ,912

(14,300,000)

$ (1,701,210)

(9,302,912)
14,300,000
181,594,046

Net transfi . $(14,300,000) S

Total avai^^^^'gjo $'l, 700,000 $1,A89,619

9,302,912 $ 184,889,924

9''->S503 $ 272 ,171,195





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

STATEMENT OF FUNDS

FOR THE FIFTY-TWO WEEK PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 28, 1974

EXHIBIT VIII

LANCE OF CASH, CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT, AND
:. S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES, at cost, at
beginning of period

Funds Held by Revenue Bond Truste Other Funds

Transit Interest
Revenue Funds

Revenue Funds Held by Equipment Trustee Regional Unapplied
Bond ^ Transportation Proceeds

Sinking Reserve Deprecia- Modernisa- For For Additional Authority From Sale of
Funds Funds tion tlon Payment of Payment of Security State Grants Grant Real Estate

(Note 1 ) (Note 1) Reserve (Note l) Interest Principal Account (Fxhlblt .'

'

(Mote ?) (Note I)

Z,,554,7b8 $7,032,o35 $51,277 flb3,335 $ Jl,0 51,b08

Working
Damage Cash

n'-- -'"rve Account

$ 879,513

"are box receipts
Sale of tokens
State reimbursement for student fare reducti

and senior citizen fare reductions
"eieral and state capital improvement

project grants
Grants for debt service and operating costs
Sale of property (Note 1)
IncoEe on investments
Other receipts

Total receipts

ID (DEDUCT)- Interfund transfers:
P.elated to debt service requirements-

From working cash
Froin revenue bond reserve funds

For injuries and damages
Grants applied to operating costs
For reizibursement of current expenditures

N'et transfers

Total available before disbursements

156,761,415
17,329,915

7,455,086

181,546,416 $

236,954 363,537 5,416

286,954 $ 363,537 $ 5 ,416

18,531

18,531

(1,821,926)

(181





EXHIBIT VIII
Continued

Other Funds

Regional Unapplied
Transportation Proceeds

Authority From Sale of
te Grants Grant
hibit V) (Note 3)

Real Estate
(Note 1)

Damage
Reserve

Working
Cash

Ac count

Total avaj, 1/^7, 930 $1,700,000 $ 1,^89,619 $ 9,o63,503 $ 272,171,195

DEDUCT- Distursemen
For deht service
For retirement of
For debt service (

For current expeni
For legal fees pai

Total disl

BALANCE AT END OF P], 147,930

CONSISTS OF:
Cash
U. S. Government i \ip 930

,1<;7,930

ADD (DEDUCT)- Inter!
made after end of

For injuries an<
From equipment 1

income on inv«
Reimbursement fc

Net transf

BALANCE AT END OF Pl^i/^7,930

CLASSIFIED IN THE kt
Special funds : ]_^'7 g-jQ
Other current assa
Reduction of long-

i,l;i7,930

(9,339,966) (271,663,318)

$ - $ - $(q,3c9, 966)1(271, 663, 318)

$1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 27£,537 $ 507,877

$1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 % (106,463)$ (2,873,665)
385,000 3,381,542

$1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 278,537 $ 507,877

$ - $ - $ 7, 52-, 726 $ (7,525,726)

(542,323) l,/il5,973

$ - $ - $ 6,o83,';03 $ (6,109,753)

$1,700,000 % 1,489,619 $ 7,261,9-40 $ (5,601,876)

5
- $ 1,489,619 $ 7,2C-l,9/;0 $

1,700,000 - - (5,601,876)

^, 700, 000 $ 1,489,619 % 7,2':l,9<i0 $ (5,601,876;





EXHIBIT VIII
Continued

Funds Held by Revenue' Bond Trustee Other Funds

Revenue Funds Held by Equipment Trustee Regional Unapplied
Bond Transportation Proceeds

Slnlting Reserve Deprecla- Modernisa- For For Additional Authority From Sale of '.Vorking
Transit Interest Funds Funds tion tion Payment of Payment of Security State Grants Grant Real Estate Damage Cash
Revenue Funds (Note 1) (Note 1) Reserve (Note 1) Interest Principal Account (Exhibit Vl (Note 3) (Note 1) RpjPrve Ac.-ount

Total available before disbursements $ 873,650 $ 1^821,926 $ 4,8-41,722 $5,574,246 $56,693 $181,866 $ 171,210 $ 1,530,000 $ 56,584 $1,147,930 $1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 9,,;,b6,503 $ 272,171,195

DEDUCT- Disbursements:
For debt service on revenue bonds $ - $(1,821,926)$ -$- $-$- $- $- $- $- $- $- $-$
For retirement of revenue bonds - - (4,610,895) ---- .-
For debt service on equipment trust certificates - - - . . - (171,210) (1,530,000) - - - - _ .

For current expenditures ..-..-- -- - . . (9,339,966) ( 271 ,£c3 , 318

)

Fcr legal fees paid to revenue bond trustee - - (50,000) -_-- --
Total disbursements $ - $( 1 ,821 ,926 ) $( 4,6o0,895 )$ . $ - $ - $(171,210) $(1,530,000) $ - $ - $ - $ - $( ° ,

3:- 9 ,966)$(271 ,663 , 318

)

2A1AKCE AT END OF PERIOD $ 873,650 $ - $ 180,827 $5,574,246 $56,693 $181,866 $ - $ - $ 56,584 $1,147,930 $1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 275,537 $ 507, S77

CONSISTS OF:
Cash $ 873,650 $ - $ 5.204 $ ,544, •435 $56,693 $ 1,866 $ - $ - $ 56,584 $ - $1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ (10.:, 463)$ (2,873,665)
U. S. Government securities, at cost - - 17'i,623 5,029,811 - 180,000 - - - 1,147,930 - - J'?', 000 3,381,542

$ 873,650 $ - $ 180,827 $5,574,246 $56,693 $181,866 $ - $ - $ 56,584 $1,147,930 $1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 27:, 537 $ 507,377

(DEDUCT)- Interfund transfers to be
ade after end of period:
For injuries and damages $ -$-$-$- $-$- $- $- $- $- $- $- $ 7, 52:', 726 $ (7,525,726)
From equipment trust accounts representing

income on investments, net of expenditures - - - - -- _,_ (56,584) - - - ' -

Reimbursement for expenditures (873,650) -._.._ ._ . . . (542,323) 1,415,973

Net transfers to be made $ (873,650)$ -$-$- $-$- $- $- $(56,584) $ - $ - $ - $ 6,0-73,403 $ (6,109,753)

ilANCE AT END OF PERIOD, after transfers $ . $ - $ 180,827 $5,574,246 $56,693 $181,866 $ - $ - $ - $1,147,930 $1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 7,2.:1,940 $ (5,601,876)

lASSIFIED IN THE ACCOMPANYING BALANCE SHEET AS:
Special funds $ . $ . $ . $5,574,246 $56,693 $181,866 $ - $ - $ - $1,147,930 $ - $ 1,489,619 $ 7,261,940 $
S-her current assets - . -.... _. . 1,700,000 - - (5,o01,S76)
-eduction of long-term debt . - X80 827 .--. -- _ ..-

180,827 $5,574,246 $56,693 $181,866 $ - $ - $ - $1,147,930 $1,700,000 $ 1,489,619 $ 7,2-1,940 $ •(^,601,376)

The accompanying notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.





CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(1) TRUST AGREEMENT SECURING
REVENUE BONDS:

To finance the acquisition of predecessor companies and for
extending or improving the transportation system, the Chicago Transit
Authority ( "CTA") issued revenue bonds secured by a Trust Agreement
with The First National Bank of Chicago, as Trustee. In this Trust
Agreement, the CTA covenants that, among other things, it will operate
and modernize the transportation system and fix rates and charges for
transportation that shall, at all times, be sufficient in the aggre-
gate to provide for the payment of all operating expenses and debt
service requirements and the creation and maintenance of an adequate
depreciation reserve fund. If and whenever there shall be a failure
on the part of the CTA to observe any covenant of the Trust Agreement,
the Trustee may institute any appropriate legal, equitable or other
proceeding for the purpose of specifically enforcing such covenant,
provided, however, no such proceeding shall result in a lien on or a

foreclosure of any physical property of the CTA.

The Trust Agreement also prescribes the order of precedence
which shall be followed in applying the revenue of the CTA.

(A) Application of Revenue -

Revenue of each month, after deducting operating expenses,
is, in the opinion of the Authority, to be deposited in the following
funds, in the order shown, to the extent that moneys are available
therefor

:

1. Revenue bond interest funds, sinking funds and
revenue bond reserve funds- -deposits equal to debt service
requirements as provided in the Trust Agreement.

2. Depreciation reserve fund- -deposits equal to the
monthly depreciation provision and deficiencies in prior
years ' deposits .

3. Revenue bond amortization fund--deposits, cumulative
within the year, equal to $300,000 quarterly for the Series
of 194.7 and 1952 revenue bonds and $16,71^ quarterly for
the Series of 1953 revenue bonds.

4-. Operating expense reserve fund - -deposit to be not
less than $900,000 each year, until the balance in the fund
is equal to at least $4,000,000.

5. Municipal compensation fund - -deposi t to be computed
in accordance with the franchise ordinance.
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6. Modernization fund- -deposits to be equal to the
moneys remaining after making required deposits to the
above funds.

Because transit revenues have been Insufficient to pay-
currently the costs and expenses of operating and maintaining the
transportation system, no moneys have been available from transit
revenues to pay revenue bond debt service costs or to meet any other
requirements subsequent thereto under the provisions of the Trust
Agreement

.

(B) Rates and Charges for Transportation -

As noted above, under the provisions of the Trust Agreement,
the CTA covenants that it shall fix adequate rates and charges for
transportation. This requirement for adequate rates is also called
for by the Metropolitan Transit Authority Act and the Equipment Trust
Agreement

.

(C) Operation of the Sinking Fund -

In prior years, there was a question of interpretation of
the Trust Agreement regarding the use of moneys in the sinking fund.
In 19V3, the Circuit Court of Cook County directed the Revenue Bond
Trustee to use the moneys accumulated in the sinking funds for the
purchase and cancellation of bonds at the lowest prices reasonably
obtainable. Pursuant to this action, the Revenue Bond Trustee

19<4'7 sinking fund. No deposits, other than Interest earned on moneys
on deposit in the funds, have been made to the sinking funds since
early 1973. Under the provisions of the Trust Agreement, the CTA is
required to deposit, to the extent available, approximately $6,750,000
during 1975 in the various sinking funds to be used for the retire-
'ment of revenue bonds.

(D) Operation of the Revenue Bond
Reserve Funds-

Amounts deposited in revenue bond reserve funds can be used
only for (l) payment of interest on revenue bonds whenever, on any
interest payment date, there are insufficient moneys held by the
Trustee in applicable interest and other funds or (2) retirement of
remaining bonds outstanding whenever the aggregate amount in the
revenue bond reserve fund and the sinking fund for any series is equal
to the amount of applicable series bonds then outstanding.

As discussed in Note 1 (A), transit revenues have not been
available to pay revenue bond debt service costs; consequently,
transfers have been made from the revenue bond reserve funds to meet
interest requirements on the revenue bonds. Moneys on deposit in the
revenue bond reserve fund were sufficient to meet the January 1, 1975,
interest requirements on the 194-7 Series. However, moneys on deposit





in the 1952 and 1953 revenue bond reserve funds were insufficient;
the CTA transferred moneys from the modernization fund and from the
unapplied proceeds from the sale of real estate account to satisfy
the 1952 and 1953 interest requirements. The entire balance in the
revenue bond reserve funds at December 28, 1974., represents moneys
available in the Series of 194-'7 reserve.

(E) Depreciation -

The Trust Agreement requires the CTA to set aside monthly
in the depreciation reserve fund an amount not less than 8% of
revenue to provide for replacement of the transportation system,
principal and interest on equipment trust certificates and, under
certain circumstances, principal and interest on the revenue bonds.
Moneys have not been deposited in the depreciation reserve fund from
revenues since 1970.

(F) Pension Plan -

The CTA has agreed to contribute a fixed percentage of
payroll costs to a contributory retirement plan maintained for the
benefit of all its employees. The CTA's pension provisions for the
fifty-two week periods ended December 28, 1974, and December 29,
1973, were $22,509,000 and $19,617,000, respectively, and were
intended to cover normal cost of $3,950,000 and $3,916,000 for those
periods plus interest on and a reduction of unfunded prior-service
liability. The CTA's policy is to fund pension cost accrued. It
is estimated that the unfunded prior-service liability as of the
latest actuarial valuation date, January 1, 1974, was $233,196,000,
as compared with an estimated $222,932,000 as of January 1, 1973.
The actuarially computed value of vested benefits of the plan as of
the last actuarial valuation exceeded the total book value of the
assets of the plan and accruals for pensions by approximately
$142,684,000. At December 28, 1974, the book value of the plan
assets, which was approximately $159,000,000, exceeded the market
value of those assets by approximately $47,000,000.

(G) Damage Reserve -

The Trust Agreement provides that the CTA shall set aside
monthly in a damage reserve fund, for defense of all claims and the
payment of all judgments for injuries and damages, such amounts as
are deemed sufficient by the Chicago Transit Board. Prior to
December, 1973, the CTA provided for such a reserve at the rate of
5% of operating revenues. From December, 1973, through December,
1974, the CTA provided for such a reserve based upon 6% of operating
expenses. Effective January 1, 1975, the rate was reduced to 4^ of
operating expenses. The resulting provisions for injury and damages
for the fifty-two week periods ended December 28, 1974, and December 29,
1973, were $14,582,000 and $9,817,000, respectively. At December 28,
1974, the balance in the damage reserve amounted to $13,006,099, and
the balance in the related damage reserve fund was $7,261,940. The
difference represents a funding deficiency created at the time the
CTA was established. In addition, the balance in the damage reserve
fund includes, as set forth in the accompanying Statement of Funds,
$6,983,403 due from other funds.





While determining the cost of unsettled claims and suits
as of December 28, 19V4, is at best difficult, if such an estimate
is based on the experience of the previous five years, the estimated
cost of future settlements will approximate $10,500,000. If such an
estimate is based upon 1974 experience, the estimated cost of future
settlements will approximate $12,100,000,

(H) Commingled Cash and Securities -

The cash and securities included in Other Funds as set
forth in the Statement of Funds (Exhibit VIII ) is, except for the
damage reserve fund, commingled in the working cash account. Separate
accountabilities of the commingled total are maintained in the CTA's
records with respect to the various accounts.

(l) Sale of Property -

Because of a question of proper legal interpretation of
the Trust Agreement regarding the disposition of funds received from
the sale of property, a suit was filed in the Circuit Court of Cook
County. In a declaratory judgment order of July 23, 1974, the Circuit
Court held that all moneys received by the CTA from the liquidation,
conversion or disposition of any property which are to be deposited
in the modernization fund may be made to any depository chosen by
the CTA, so long as the deposits are made in the name of the Revenue
Bond Trustee.

The said order of July 23, 1974, is presently on appeal to
the Illinois Supreme Court. The CTA currently deposits proceeds from
the sale of real estate into the unapplied proceeds from the sale of
real estate account, which is not in the name of the Revenue Bond
Trustee

.

Under the July 23, 1974, order, the Court further held that
the CTA shall make no orders of disbursements of moneys presently
in, or properly allocable to, the modernization fund pending final
appeal of the Court's order or further order of the Court. As
explained in Note 1 (D), the CTA transferred $123,575 from its
unapplied proceeds from the sale of real estate account to meet a

portion of the January 1, 1975, interest payment on its revenue bonds.
This transfer was made incident to stipulation and court concurrence.

A question of legal interpretation exists as to the
priorities which apply to any moneys deposited in the modernization
fund. Under the July 23, 1974, order, the Circuit Court held that
disbursements from the modernization fund could only be made on
written order of the CTA and that the CTA Board was vested with
discretion as to priorities. That order was appealed. In February,
1975, the Appellate Court of Cook County reversed the Circuit Court
and issued an opinion stating that the Revenue Bond Trustee has the
right to use at any time the moneys in the modernization fund, other
than the proceeds of gifts, loans or grants. The order of the
Appellate Court is now on appeal to the Illinois Supreme Court.





Management of the CTA is of the opinion that moneys in the moderniza-
tion fund are properly applied to capital expenditures, revenue bond
or equipment trust debt service at its discretion.

The CTA has consistently followed the practice of not
recognizing any gain on the sale of real estate if the property being
sold is part of the transportation property acquired from predecessor
companies

.

For sales of property other than real estate, the CTA has
also consistently followed the practice of crediting the amount from
the sale of all transportation property to the reserve for deprecia-
tion. No gain or loss is therefore recognized. The cash realized
from such sales is deposited in the working cash account.

(2) EQUIPMENT TRUST AGREEMENT ;

While the CTA has not complied with the provisions of the
Trust Agreement securing the Equipment Trust Series 11 with respect
to monthly deposits with the Equipment Trustee in amounts sufficient
to meet the next succeeding principal maturity and interest require-
ment, as of December 28, 1974, the CTA had retired all certificates
that had matured and had made all interest payments required through
that date. The CTA has recorded and applied the grants from the
City of Chicago and County of Cook, which are discussed in more
detail in Note 3, to meet the principal maturities and interest
requirements for periods subsequent to June 30, 1974.. Since these
grant proceeds were not received by December 28, 1974, the principal
maturity and interest payments were disbursed from the working cash
account pending reimbursement when the grant proceeds were received
in 1975.

Under the Equipment Trust Agreement, the CTA covenants
that it will maintain a minimum balance ($2,268,000 at December 28,
1974) in the depreciation reserve fund as long as any equipment
trust certificates remain outstanding. At December 28, 1974, the
balance of the depreciation reserve fund was $56,693. The 1975
requirement for principal maturities on the equipment trust
certificates is $1,590,000.

When the CTA fails to comply with the terms and covenants
of the Equipment Trust Agreement, the Equipment Trustee (subject to
certain requirements which pertain to length of time a deficiency
exists, proper notice, etc.) may declare the unpaid principal amount
of the equipment trust certificates to be due and payable and may
repossess all or part of the 578 motor buses and 313 elevated-subway
cars pledged as collateral.

(3) CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS FOR
OPERATING LOSSES AND DEBT SERVICE :

During 1974, the CTA received financial assistance for
operating losses and debt service on the equipment trust certificates
from the State of Illinois, the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), the City of Chicago and the County of Cook. Under the terms
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of the related agreements, these contributions and grants are not
subject to the terms of the Chicago Transit Authority Revenue Bond
Trust Agreement and cannot be used for debt service on the revenue
bonds

.

In February, 1974., the CTA entered into an Interim
Transportation Funding Program Agreement with the State of Illinois
Department of Transportation to provide adequate interim funding
through June 30, 1974. Under this agreement, the Department of
Transportation agreed to pay the CTA financial assistance in an
amount not to exceed $29,700,000 and not to exceed the operating
deficit (as defined) of the CTA for the payment period for which such
advance was made, which covered the period December 1, 1973, through
June 30, 1974. The RTA is obligated to repay to the State all of
the financial assistance advanced pursuant to this agreement. Under
this agreement, the CTA received the entire $29,700,000 from the
State of Illinois during 197-4. Of this amount, $27,536,559 was
applied to the operating deficit (as defined) incurred during the
first six months of 1974 and to meet the debt service requirements
on its equipment trust certificates. The remaining $2,163,441 has
been reflected in the accompanying Statement of Income as a reduction
of the 1973 net loss from operations. As more fully discussed in a
following paragraph, the CTA received $18,000,000 during the last six
months of 1973 in contributions and grants from the City of Chicago
and the County of Cook. In the opinion of management of the CTA, no
portion of such funds are to be considered as operating revenue or
income under the terms of the agreement with the State of Illinois
in determining the operating deficit for December, 1973.

Under an agreement dated December 6, 1974, the CTA received
$16,000,000 of emergency financial assistance from the RTA to cover
specific items of expense: pensions, group insurance and payroll
costs. As of December 28, 1974, $1^,300,000 of the grant had been
expended and the remaining $1,700,000 was expended by the CTA in
March, 1975.

In February, 1975, the RTA granted an additional $9,349,000
to the CTA for the purpose of offsetting the operating deficit
incurred for the period July 1, 197^, through December 28, 1974..
Under the terms of this agreement, the cash proceeds were used to
replace funds expended for payroll obligations for the period from
July 1, 1974, through January, 1975.

In March, 1975, the RTA granted an additional $22,500,000
of emergency financial assistance for the purpose of offsetting the
remaining operating deficit for the period July 1, 1974, through
December 28, 1974, the remainder to be used to partially offset the
estimated operating deficit expected to be incurred during the period
December 29, 197/^, through March 7, 1975. Accordingly, $8,882,677
was applied against the remaining 1974 deficit and $13,617,323 will
be reflected against the expected 1975 deficit. The cash proceeds,
$22,500,000, were used to replace the funds expended for payroll
obligations for the period from July 1, 1974, through March 7, 1975.
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In the opinion of the management of the CTA, (a) the over-
all intent and purpose of the RTA grants were fully observed, and
(b) all of the grant proceeds have been expended in accordance with
the terms of the related agreements. These agreements with the RTA
contain many covenants which the CTA must observe. In the event
the CTA fails to observe such covenants, the RTA may, among other
things, cancel these agreements and demand the return of the grant
funds. Depending upon the interpretation of certain of these
covenants and taking into consideration the significant financial
problems of the CTA, a question may exist as to a literal and
technical compliance with such covenants at the date of execution-
of such agreements and/or subsequent thereto. The March 13, 1975
Agreement provides an example of such covenants:

"4. Termination of Grant; Recovery of Payments . The
Authority (RTA) may, at its sole discretion, upon the
occurrence of any of the following events and upon giving
written notice to the Carrier (CTA), terminate the Grant
and/or cancel the Agreement in its entirety....

"(c) Default shall occur under any indenture or
agreement securing or providing for the
issuance of obligations of the Carrier
(CTA), or any event shall occur which
shall constitute a default or event of
default thereunder, and any such default
or event of default shall continue
unremedied for a period sufficient to
permit the acceleration of the maturity
of such obligation, or default shall be
made by the Carrier (CTA) in the payment
of the- principal or interest of any such
obligation when due unless such obligation
shall be extended or renewed; ....

''(g) A material adverse change occurs in the finan-
cial condition of the Carrier (CTA);

"16. Affirmative Covenants . For six months after the
date of this Agreement, Carrier (CTA) will, unless the
Authority (RTA) shall otherwise consent in writing:

"(a) Not take any action which materially changes
or affects its net working capital, its
current assets, its current liabilities, or
its total liabilities (all to be determined
in accordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles consistently applied)....

"(c) Pay and discharge when due and payable all its
obligations and indebtedness and all lawful
assessments and governmental charges or levies
imposed upon its income, property or
business, ..."





The City of Chicago and County of Cook have entered into
agreements with the RTA under which they have agreed to provide
$3,000,000 and $2,000,000, respectively, in contributions and grants
to the CTA applicable to the period July 1, 1974, through June 30,
1975, for use in meeting operating expenses and principal and
interest payments on equipment trust certificates. Accordingly the
CTA has designated 50^ or $2,500,000 of such assistance as being
available for use in each half of this period. The entire $5,000 000
is reflected in the accompanying balance sheet as a grant receivable
at December 28, 1974-. Through March 28, 1975, $4,700,000 has been
received; $2,700,000 from the City of Chicago and $2,000,000 from
the County of Cook were received in February, 1975.

During 1973, the CTA received an Emergency Transportation
Operation Grant in the amount of $12,600,000 from the State of
Illinois. Also, during that year, the City of Chicago and County
of Cook contributed grants totaling $24,300,000, of which $6,300,000
represented matching grants as required by the legislation providing
for the state grant and $12,000,000 was provided by the County of
Cook pursuant to an agreement between the County of Cook and the
State of Illinois, Department of Transportation. The remaining
$6,000,000 was provided as outright grants from the City of Chicago
and County of Cook. Under the terms of the grants, the proceeds
were to be used for operating expenses, including principal and
interest payments applicable to equipment trust certificates, and
could not be used for debt service on revenue bonds. In addition
according to the terms of the grant, the proceeds were not subject
to the terms of the Chicago Transit Authority Revenue Bond Trust
Agreement dated July 1, 1947, as amended. Of these moneys, $18,000,000
was received from the City of Chicago and the County of Cook during
the last six months of 1973. In the absence of a specific provision
setting forth the period to which these moneys should be applied,
i.e., either in the period the cash was received or to the deficits
of prior periods, the CTA reflected these contributions and grants
in the statement of income and expense for the last six months of
1973. The unfunded deficit for 1972 was $21,808,166.

The portion of the contributions and grants applied to meet
principal payments on the equipment trust certificates is included
as part of contributed capital in the accompanying balance sheet.
The remaining portion of the contributions and grants applied to meet
operating losses and interest payments on equipment trust certificates
is included as a reduction of the accumulated deficit in the
accompanying statement of income and expense.

(A) CONTRIBUTED PROPERTY :

The CTA has been granted by the City Council of the City
of Chicago the exclusive right to operate a transportation system for
the transportation of passengers within the City of Chicago. Included
in the transportation system operated by the CTA are certain facilities
owned by others. The CTA has the exclusive right to operate these
facilities under the terms of the authorizing legislation and various
long-term lease and other agreements.
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The CTA reflects in its accounts as contributed property
such facilities which it does not own but which it has the exclusive
right to operate and which are stated at estimated original cost of
approximately $229,000,000 as of December 28, 1974.. No provision
has been made to reflect the effect, if any, of depreciation which
might have occurred since the property was initially placed in
service. The estimated original cost reflected in the accounts of
the CTA has been obtained from various sources, including reports
of the City of Chicago, project status reports prepared by various
agencies, contracts, bills of sale and, in other instances, original
invoices. This documentation is not complete and, in order to deter-
mine that the property is stated at actual original cost, a detailed
study must be made by the CTA of all the available supporting
documentation. Such a study has not yet been initiated by the CTA.
In the opinion of management of the CTA, any adjustment resulting
from such a study would not be significant.

The provision for depreciation as reflected in the
accompanying financial statements is equal to 8% of revenues. As
pointed in in Note 1, 8% of revenues is the minimum provision required
by the Trust Agreement. No consideration has been given to the
possible effect that depreciating the contributed property would have
on the accumulated provision for depreciation.

As indicated in the accompanying statements of contributed
capital (Exhibit VI), a substantial portion of the property recorded
in the CTA's accounts was financed by the City of Chicago, The
Chicago Transit Authority Ordinance (the franchise ordinance) provides
that no disbursements, with certain exceptions, made by the City from
the City Traction Fund or from the City Transit Fund shall be included
in the property account of the CTA. In the opinion of management, the
recording of this property is desirable to reflect the scope of the
CTA's operations and, by specifically designating the accounts in
which this property is recorded as being contributed property operated
but not owned by the CTA, they have complied with the Chicago Transit
Authority Ordinance.

The property recorded includes the State Street and Dearborn
Street subways. Congress, Dan Ryan and Kennedy Expressway Rapid
Transit facilities and other property including the amounts expended
under the present Federally and state-funded capital improvement
projects ,

The CTA has entered into capital grant contracts with the
Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(DOT-UMTA) and with the State of Illinois under the Transportation
Bond Act. Under these contracts, the CTA is acquiring additional
motor buses and rapid transit cars as well as renewing and improving
various portions of track structures and related operating systems.
DOT-UMTA will finance approximately $170,000,000, with the State of
Illinois financing approximately $66,000,000. Through December 28,
197/4, $86,722,000 has been expended by the CTA and substantial
commitments have been entered into for the remainder.
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(3) UTILITY TAX LIABILITY :

During the past year, the CTA has been hilled approximately
$320,000 for utility taxes. In the opinion of the CTA, the State of
Illinois has enacted legislation exempting the CTA from the payment
of such taxes. While the CTA has recorded this liability and
reflected it as an operating expense, it has not paid any of the
amounts billed.

(6) RESTATEJVEENT OF THE NET LOSS FOR 1973 :

As explained in Note 3, during 1974, the CTA received a
grant from the State of Illinois to meet operating losses. A portion
($2,163,441) of this grant was applied by the CTA to its December,
1973, operations. The net loss for the period ended December 29,
1973', as shown in the accompanying financial statements has been
restated to reflect that portion of the 1974 grant applied to reduce
the 1973 loss.

(7) REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY :

The purpose of the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA),
as set forth in its enabling legislation, is to provide for, aid and
assist public transportation in the northeastern area of the state
without impairing the overall quality of existing public transporta-
tion by providing for the creation of a single authority responsive
to the people and elected officials of the area with the power and
competence to provide and facilitate public transportation which is
attractive and economical to users, comprehensive, coordinated among
its various elements, economical, safe, efficient and coordinated
with area and state plans.

In order to accomplish its purposes, the RTA shall determine
the level, nature and kind of public transportation which should be
provided for the metropolitan region. It may provide public trans-
portation by securing such service from transportation agencies
through purchase of service agreements, by grants to such agencies
or by operating such service itself. The RTA may also impose certain
taxes throughout the metropolitan region, may borrow money and may
issue negotiable bonds or notes.

As explained in Note 3, the RTA has been providing emer-
gency financial assistance to the CTA. The CTA is anticipating
requesting additional emergency financial assistance from the RTA to
cover expected operating deficits through June 30, 1975. For the
period beginning July 1, 1975, the CTA expects to enter into an
agreement with the RTA regarding financial assistance to the CTA for
operations subsequent to that date.
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Like other cities and urban centers,

Chicago and its suburban area have

moved into a new era in public trans-

portation in which fare collections are

being supplemented by public funding

to help cover operating costs.

As shown in the "Financial High-

lights" chart to the right, the CTA's

1976 system-generated revenues (mostly

fare collections) paid for 65.4 per cent

of the year's operating expenses. Public

funding channeled through the Regional

Transportation Authority covered the

remaining 34.6 per cent of the opera-

ting expenses.

It is significant to note that the

CTA 's 34.6 per cent ofpublic assistance

for operations was much lower than

the percentages of such aid in other

major cities of the United States and
elsewhere in the world.

Ridership: A 3.2 per cent increase in

riding during 1976 saw originating and

transfer revenue passengers rising to

632,447,971 from 612,546,778.

Originating bus riders were up

1,755,497 or .6 per cent over 1975 and

originating rail passengers were 1.1 per

cent or 995,367 riders less.

The number of riders purchasing

transfers entitling them to one or more

additional rides overconnecting busor

rail routes increased by 7.9 per cent,

from 242,883,823 to 262,024,886.

Mileage: Total vehicle miles

operated in 1976 were 137,150,387—

a

decrease of .5 per cent under 1975. Rail

miles increased by .7 per cent to a total

of 49,681 ,822. Bus miles operated were

87,468,565, a decrease of 1 .1 per cent.

On each weekday during 1976, an

average of 2,134 CTA buses operated

260,970 miles. An average of 916 CTA
rail cars operated 163,333 miles.

Average scheduled speed of buses in

1976 was 12.04 miles per hour com-

pared with 12.05 mph in 1975. Average

scheduled speed by CTA rail was 25.02

mph in 1976 compared with 25.13 in

1975.

Revenue and Costs: CTA system

generated revenue of $197,170,000 for

1976 was $7,485,000 or 3.9 per cent

higher than 1975. Contributing to this

increase was an increase in the basic

fare on September 5. Fare box revenue

Financial Highlights — Operations
1976

Operating Expenses $301 ,688.866

System Generated Revenues 197,169.796

Public Funding Required tor Operations 104,519,070

Debt Service on Equipment Trust Certiticales 1.693.095

Interest on Revenue Bonds 1 .574.264

Unanticipated Capital Expenditures 190.588

Reserve for Contingencies — Capital

Improvement Program 1 ,400,733

Total Public Funding $109,377,750

Sources of Public Funding —
Regional Transportation Autfionly $104,377,750

City of Chicago 3.000,000

County of Cook 2.000.000

Total Public Funding $109,377,750



Material costs of $15,211,000 were

52.373,000 or 1 8.5 per cent above 1 975.

This increase was primarily due to

higher prices.

For example, prices for bus parts

averaged 16 per cent above com-
parative prices in 1975. Diesel fuel cost

was 59,660,000 or 17.3 per cent over

1975 costs. Electric power cost of

55,800,000 was 1 1 .4 per cent over 1 975.

Other services and supplies costs

were 4 per cent under those of 1975.

These reductions were attributable to

lower levels of spending for consulting

services, advertising, maintenance, as

well as a credit for the CTA-initiated

Travel Information Center which was
funded directly by the RTA for the last

six months of 1976.

Wages and Hours: Operating labor

hours for 1976 were 23,104,239 com-
pared with 25,889,118 for 1975, a

decrease of 10.7 per cent effected

through service and operating ad-

justments made through the year.

The wage increases provided

employees covered by union
agreements resulted in the bus
operator's rate trend as shown in the

accompanying wage chart.

Claims: Average cost per claim

settled, excluding expenses, was $343
in 1976 compared with $293 in the

previous year. Suit costs, excluding

expenses, averaged $3,763 in 1976

compared with $3,803 in 1975. The
number of incidents totaled 18,684 in

1976 compared with 18,823 in 1975.

Public Safety: In 1976, OTA
employees established the safest year
in CTA's history. Compared with 1973,

the previous safest year, there were 201

fewer traffic and passenger accidents,

a decrease of 2.2 per cent.

The traffic and passenger accident
frequency rate of 65 accidents per
100,000 miles operated was also the
lowest in CTA history, a reduction of

1.5 per cent compared with previousall
time low rate which was established in

1973, and 3 per cent lower than the
1975 rate.

1976 was also the fifth consecutive
year that CTA maintained a traffic and
passenger accident frequency rate of 7

or fewer accidents per 100,000 miles
operated.

In the early years of CTA, 1947
through 1954, the accident rate fluc-

tuated between 20.9 In 1947 to a low of

158 in 1954. In 1954, the Authority
embarked on intensive safety-training
activities and from that year to the

Debt Service Requirements — 1976'

Revenue Bonds
Equipment Trust Certificates

Total

'Sinking Fund Requirement was not landed

SI, 574,510

43,095

Principal and
Sinking Funds

S6.988.695

1,650.000

S 8.563,205

1.693,095

Wages
Bus Operators



Capital Improvement Program Bunding,

Summary of Grants. Commitments and Expenditures Track Power, Signal

For Fiscal Year Ended Dec. 25, 7976 Buses Service Vehicles, Structures and

(Millions ol Dollars) and Tools, Mactiinery and Communication
Rail Cars and Equipment Turnarounds Equipment Miscellaneous Total

Grants Received: (Note 1)

ToDec27, 1975 $152,7 $95 S 97 S65 2 $14 2 $338,6
During Fiscal 1976 18,7 9.1 19 3 16 9 4 64.4

As Of Dec. 25. 1976 $171.4 $18.6 S116.3 S82.1 $14.6 $403.0

Commitments:
To Dec 27, 1975 $145.8 $40 $34 5 $315 $47 $220.5
During Fiscal 1976 14.8 19 18 7 8 6 3 47
As of Dec. 25, 1976 $160.6 $5.9 $53.2 S40.1 $7.7 $267.5

Expenditures:

To Dec 27, 1975 $69.7 $28 $32 $26.9 $47 $136 1

During Fiscal 1976 25.8 2 3 10 6 5 1 3 46 8
As of Dec. 25. 1976 $95.5 $5.1 $42.6 $32.0 $7.7 $182.9

NOTE 1:

The federally financed Capital Improvement Program commenced in February. 1972. under a formal which required state and local funding participation

The first protects provided for 2/3 federal and 1,3 state funding Currently, projects are funded 80% by the US Department ol Transportation (UI^TAj.
13.3% by State of ^lllnols Department of Transportation, and 6.7% by local (Regional Transportation Authority) funds
Funding sources for the grants approved as of December 25. 1976. had been as foffows: U S Dept of Transportation (UI^TA) $303.4

Slate of Illinois (Dept ol Trans ) 95.3

Local 43
Total Grants As of Dec 25. 1976 $403.0

Capital Improvements: Since 1972,

the CTA has moved forw/ard with many
projects for improving and moderniz-

ing its equipment and facilities. This

important modernization program has

been made possible by federal grants

from the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration and by grants from a

state transportation bond fund created

in 1971 by the Illinois General

Assembly.

Through 1976, the CTA received

$403 million in capital grants. Of that

total, $303.4 million, or 75.3 per cent,

came from the federal government;

$95.3 million, or 23.6 per cent, from the

Illinois Department of Transportation,

and $4.3 million, or 1.1 per cent, from

local governmental sources.

The largest categorical amount
($171.4 million, or 42.5 per cent) was
allocated by the CTA for the acquisi-

tion of new buses and rapid transit

cars. The CTA purchased 1 ,870 buses,

and ordered 200 rapid transit cars, of

which the first were delivered in late

1976.

Other allocations of capital grant

funds included $116.3 million, or 28.9

per cent, for track, structure and build-

ing improvements and the creation of

off-street bus turn-arounds; $82.1

million, or 20.4 per cent, for power,

signal and communication equip-

ment; $18.6 million, or 4.6 percent, for

service vehicles, tools, machinery and

equipment, and $14.6 million, or 3.6 per

cent, for many other necessary im-

provements of various types.

National Survey Rates-

Chicago No. 1 in Transit

Chicago has been cited as having

the best public transportation ser-

vice in a nation wide survey of 50

cities and urban centers.

The survey also gave high marks

to Chicago for its city government.

The Association of Master of

Business Administration Executives

conducted the survey by asking

executives in business and industry

to answer a series of "quail ty-of-l if
e"

questions in terms of "very good/ex-

cellent," "good," or "fair/poor."

About Chicago, the survey report

said in part:

"Among the survey's note-

worthy findings is that 61 per cent

rated Chicago's government very

good/excellent and 68 per cent

rated public transportation the same
way — exceptionally high ratings,

compared to other cities."

The 68 per cent response of very

good/excellent gave Chicago the

highest rating in public transporta-

tion. The City of San Francisco was
rated in second place in public

transportation, with a 60 per cent

response of very good/excellent.

In a separate rating of the Chicago
suburban area, the report said that

"the fact that Chicago has excellent

comuter mass transit and easy

access to highways from most
suburbs was cited again and again

as a major advantage of suburban
Chicago (48 per cent rated public

transportation very good/excellent

and 57 per cent rated commuting
conditions the same way, although

17 per cent said they commute over

an hour to work)."

The 61 per cent response of very

good/excellent for Chicago's city

government was outranked in the

survey only by Indianapolis, with 69
per cent, and Minneapolis-St. Paul,

with 62 per cent.

1976 Annual Report



KISTOR,IC-A.I_.

1945
April 12 Metropolitan Transit Authority Act creating the Chicago
Transit Authority signed into law by Dwight H. Green, Republican
governor of Illinois, culminating a successful bi partisan effort that began
in the late 1930s under the leadership of Democratic Mayor Edward J.

Kelly.

April 23 Authorization by the Chicago City Council of exclusive
rights to the CTA to operate unified system of local transportation.

Metropolitan Transit Authority Act approved by referendum.

ngh

June 4

June 28 First meeting of Chicago Transit Board. Philip Harrington
elected chairman. One of original members was James R, Quinn, former
chairman of City Council Local Transportation Committee, who served
on the CTA Board until his death Nov. 26, 1976,

Dec. 11 Placed first of series of orders for 1,275 surface vehicles

(600 streetcars, 465 motor buses and 210 trolley buses! using renewal
funds of the Chicago Surface Lines.

1946
July 29 First major street car route (Montrose avenue) converted
to bus operation.

1947
Oct. 1 The CTA began operations after purchasing properties of
two privately owned bankrupt companies, the Chicago Surface Lines
and the Chicago Rapid Transit Company, at a net cost of $51,000,000
for the surface system and $12,162,000 for rapid transit system. A total
price of $75,000,000 for the Surface Lines included a renewal reserve
fund of $24,000,000. Purchase money came from first CTA revenue
bond issue of $105,000,000.

Walter J. McCarter became the first general manager.

1948
April 5 First rapid transit skip-stop ("A" and "B") service begun on
Lake route.

1949
May 25 Ralph Budd became second CTA chairman .

Dec. 4 New Beverly bus garage opened.

1950
May 28 New North Park bus garage opened.

July 27 500 propane (liquefied-gas) buses ordered largest order
placed in transit history.

Aug. 13 First of 720 rapid transit cars (6000 series) placed in op
eration.

Sept. 7 349 trolley buses ordered largest U.S. order.

1951
Feb. 25 Dearborn street subway opened. (Chicago's first subway
under State street was opened Oct. 17, 1 943.

)

1953
Oct. 1 Rapid Transit right-of-way on North route between Montrose
avenue in Chicago and Linden avenue terminal in Wilmette purchased
from Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad with proceeds of
a third CTA revenue bond issue of $7,000,000.

1954
Jan. 7 Purchased right-of way of Garfield Park route between
Laramie avenue, Chicago, and Desplaines avenue. Forest Park, from the
Chicago, Aurora and Elgin Railway. (Garfield Park route later replaced
by rapid transit route in Eisenhower expressway.)

May 30 The last of the old red street cars replaced with buses
(Cermak and Lake routes).

June 24 Virgil E. Gunlock became third CTA chairman.

1955
Dec. 4 New Forest Glen bus garage opened.

1957
Jan. 10 Mrs. Bernice T. Van der Vries became first woman member
of Chicago Transit Board.

Dec. 1 Last wood-steel rapid transit cars operated (Kenwood and
Evanston routes).

1958
June 21 Last streetcar operated (Wentworth route).

June 22 Rapid transit operations begun in median strip of Eisenhower
(Congress) expressway as a new concept of incorporating rail transit in a

highway route.

1961
April 19 Four-track operation begun through Wilson avenue station
area on North rapid transit route.

1962
July 27 Rapid transit inspection shop opened at Desplaines terminal
on Eisenhower route.

Oct. 28 Lake rapid transit route elevated between Laramie avenue,
Chicago, and Harlem avenue. Forest Park.

1963
June 13 Order placed for first air-conditioned rapid transit cars (180
cars of 2000 series).

July 2 George L. DeMent became fourth CTA chairman.

Oct. 1 Major new bus overhaul facility opened at South Shops.

Dec. 30 For new Skokie Swift service, right-of-way between Howard
terminal and Dempster street, Skokie, purchased from Chicago, North
Shore and Milwaukee Railroad.

1952
Oct. 1 Completed unification of city's local transportation services
Dy purchasing properties of a third privately owned company, the Chicago
Motor Coach Company, which operated mostly in the boulevards Pur

o^ $23 000 000
°'°°° """" ^'""^ " ""'°"'' ^^^ revenue bond issue

1964
April 20 New Skokie Swift service begun. This was the first rapid
transit project to receive a demonstration capital improvement grant
from the federal government.

Oct. 1 Thomas B. O'Connor became general manager, succeeding
Walter J. McCarter, who retired.

Chicago Transit Authority



1965 1974
Aug. 18 Illinois State Legislature authorizes first reimbursement to
CTA for its long-standing program of providing reduced fares for students
in elementary and high schools.

1967
March 22 New transportation office building opened at 77th street

garage.

June 19 New rapid transit inspection shop opened at Harlem avenue
terminal on Lake route.

Nov. 30 First electronic cab signaling installed on Lake route.

Dec. 29 Order placed for 150 air-conditioned rapid transit cars (2200
series) for the Dan Ryan and Kennedy routes.

1969
April 10 First reduced fare for senior citizens (between 0900 and 1500
hours weekdays and Saturdays and longer period on Sundays).

May 6 Englewood elevated route extended from Loomis to Ashland.
Modern station opened at Ashland.

Sept. 28 Service begun on Dan Ryan route in the expressway median.

This marked the merging of the Lake route with the new Ryan service.

Nov. 6 Exact fare for bus routes started.

1970
Feb. 1 Service begun to Jefferson Park terminal on the Kennedy
rapid transit extension.

O'Hare Express bus service begun in Kennedy expressway between
Jefferson Park and O'Hare International Airport.

June 29 Northwest Passage opened to provide enclosed walkway and
escalators for connecting the North Western commuter railroad station

with the CTA's elevated station at Lake and Clinton streets.

1971
May 13 Michael Cafferty became fifth CTA chairman.

Sept. 14 Filed applications with the U.S. Department of Transportation

and the Illinois Department of Transportation for grants totaling

$121,000,000 as the first phase of CTA's major modernization program.

Nov. 1 Suggestion Bus began city-wide tour to solicit ideas from the

public for the design of new buses and rapid transit cars.

1972
Aug. 11 First of 525 new air-conditioned buses placed in operation.

Nov. 5 Reduced fare for senior citizens extended to all hours.

1973
Jan. 19 Clair M. Roddewig elected acting chairman of the CTA board.

May 25 Milton Pikarsky became sixth CTA chairman.

Nov. 5 First of an additional order of 545 air-conditioned buses placed

in service.

Nov. 8 Third rail replaced trolley on Evanston rapid transit branch.

50-year-old rapid transit cars of 4000 series taken out of service.

Dec. 12 Regional Transportation Authority Act signed into law by Gov.

Walker, with one of the main purposes being to provide public financial

assistance to supplement fare collections for paying operating costs of the

CTA, commuter railroads, and suburban bus operators in six-county

metropolitan area.

Jan. 3 Placed into effect the unique one-hour transfer permitting
unlimited use of 10-cent transfer as long as last ride beings one hour
after time punched on transfer at purchase.

Jan. 14 Completed installation of cab signaling on Douglas route.

March 10 Sunday Bargain Fare put into effect.

March 19 Creation of Regional Transportation Authority approved by
referendum.

June 2 Super Transferpass placed into effect for Sundays and holidays,

permitting unlimited riding at reduced fare for 24 hour period,

June 12 Modernized Bryn Mawr station on North elevated route opened.

June 17 First woman bus driver hired,

Aug. 1 Expanded and modernized transit information center opened.

Oct. 23 New terminal building at Kimball and Lawrence avenues of

Ravenswood route opened.

1975
Jan. 31 Milton Pikarsky became RTA chairman.

Feb. 1 James R. Quinn elected acting chairman of CTA Board.

March 4 Cab signaling completed on North-South route.

June 26 New bus service facilities opened at 77th street garage.

Sept. 4 Delivery begun on order of 600 more new buses.

Dec. 5 Cab signaling completed on Evanston-Wilmette branch.

Dec. 19 Cab signaling completed on Skokie Swift route.

1976
Jan. 6 Last propane bus taken out of service.

Feb. 5 James J. McDonough elected acting chairman of CTA Board.

George Krambles appointed general manager.

Aug. 22 Cab signaling completed on Ravenswood route.

Oct. 6 Inaugural run of the first of 200 new rapid transit cars (2400
series).

Oct. 14 First CTA bus stop shelter erected under new program of

erecting 100 or more shelters a year.

1977
Jan. 5 Edward F. Brabec elected vice-chairman of CTA Board, suc-

ceeding the late James R. Quinn, who had served in that position many
years.

Jan. 20 Federal grants made to Chicago Public Works Department for

extending Kennedy rapid transit route to O'Hare Airport and transform-

ing downtown State street into a transit mall.

May 29 Culture Bus service begun as special Sunday and holiday op-

eration serving eight museums from downtown to the University of

Chicago area.

Aug. 7 Expanded and modernized CTA Control Center opened in

Merchandise Mart.

Oct. 5 James J. McDonough became seventh chairman of CTA Board.

1976 Annual Report



surface:
Photo history of transit in Chicago

Four-wheel electric streetcars (1890—1914)

Red Pullman streetcars (1908-1954)

Open top double deck buses (1917-1937)

40-seat trolley buses (1930-1958)



IVEHICLES

! Closed top double deck buses (1930-1950)



RAPID TRANSIT CARS

Steam engines. Lake Street 'L' (1893-1896)

Wood-steel electric cars (1895-1957)

Steam engines. South Side 'L' (1892-1898):

All-metal center door 4000 series cars (1914-1965)

Worlds first multiple-unit electric cars (1898-1930)



Photo history of transit in Qiicago

All-metal 4000 series cars (1922-1973)

All-metal 6000 series cars (1950 to present)

All-metal articulated cars (1947 to present)

Air conditioned 2000 series cars (1964 to present)

Air conditioned 2400 series cars (1976 to present)

Air conditioned 2200 series cars (1969 to present)
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Ten Year Financial & Statistical Summary

(In Millions of Dollars, Passengers and Miles. Except Where Noted)

1976

Passenger Revenues Si7i 7

Sludent Fare DiMerential—State ot Illinois 9 2

Elderly Fare Diflerential—State of Illinois 112

Elderly-Handicapped Universal Transfer DiMerential—RTA 18

Other Revenues - 3 3

Total System Generated Revenues 1 97.2

Total Labor (including Fringe Benefits) 248

Material and Supplies 15 2

Provision for Injuries and Damages 10 2

Power & Fuel 155

Oiner Operaling and Maintenance Expenses 12 8

Total Operation and Maintenance Expenses 301.7

Revenue Available (Deficit) tMlore Debt Service (104.5)

Debt Service Requirements

Revenue Bonds 8 6

Equipment Trust Cerlilicates 17

Revenue Available (Deficit) before Depreciation (114.8)

Grants from RTA, Slate of Illinois. City of Chicago, and County of Cook for

Operating Costs, Interest on Revenue Bonds & Equipment Trust Debt Service 107 7

Grant from State of Illinois for Debt Service —

Net Revenue Available (Deficit) before Depreciation (7.1)

Depreciation Requirement (Current Period) 23 6

Balance Available (Deficiency) $(30.7)

Capital Investment

Funds Provided by CTA $ —
Funds Provided by Federal, City, etc 46 8

Total Capital Inveslmenl 46.8

Sai^ol Real Estate—Proceeds -. 7

Outstanding Revenue Bonds—Less Reserves 33 1

Outstanding Equipment Trust Certificates— Less Reserves —

Total Bonds and Certificates Outstanding S 33.1

Revenue Passengers

Onginaling-Bus 2819
Originating— Rail 88 5

Total Originating Passengers 370.4

Transfer Passengers 262

Total 632.4

Automobile Registrations—CooK County 2 4

Revenue Vehicle Miles.

Bus 87 5

Rail 49 7

Total 137 2

Active Passenger Equipment (thousands);

Biases 2 5
Rail Cars

, 11

Total 3 6

Rates of Fare at Year End
Full Fare lb) id} 50Cf c;
Children. Students & Elderly 25Cf c;
Transfer Charge ft) 101

Total incidents Which May Result in Suits or Claims (thousands) 18 7

Numoer of Employees, at Year End (thousands) 12 8

Bus Operators Hourly Wage Rate at Year End (Including Cost-of-Livmg) S 8 02

IB) Fiscal Year 1972 was a 53-woefc yaar All othors wore 52-week liscai years
IbiEiaerly reduction etiechve hmited hours 14-20-691 - 24-hour basis lii-b-72}
icf faro char^go$ oflective Soplomber 5, 1976. July B. 1970. Decembor 19. 1968. Novomber '.

Id! Sunday Bargain Faros - 25C Eflective March W. 1974
lei Sunday Bargain Fares - IOC Sllective March 10 1974
III Transfer Charge - 5« Elderly and Handicapped Eltoctivo Docembor lb. 1975
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